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Preface to the Third Edition

Each new edition of a textbook provides authors new opportunities to sharpen, update, and 
extend the material and to include emergent issues that have come to the forefront in recent 
years. This edition reflects a major reorganization of material, focusing more on the social 
and sociological aspects of aging. We have moved away from our earlier approach of in-
cluding separate chapters on the biology and psychology of aging, instead examining these 
issues as they integrate with the social aspects of the life course and human aging within a 
social context. In rethinking our organization of content, we recast some larger chapters 
into two (separating material on working from that on retirement, for example), which give 
somewhat shorter, more focused chapters. The resulting 13-chapter book is also better at-
tuned to most academic schedules for a “one chapter a week” reading assignment.

Continuing Themes
In presenting knowledge about aging in social context, we continue to focus on four 
major themes. The first theme is emphasizing the diversity of the older population; this 
“stereotype-busting” focus carries throughout all of the chapters, emphasizing how notably 
diverse the older population has become. Material highlights diversity by gender, social 
class, race/ethnicity, and even age differences among older adults. A second major theme 
is the micro/macro distinction in understanding aging as a social phenomenon. Human 
aging occurs within layers of social context from the family to the political and economic 
systems. Understanding the complex dynamics among these multiple levels is a key to 
a deep understanding of aging processes and outcomes. The third key theme is social 
construction. Through this approach, which is described further in chapter 1, we hope 
to highlight how aging is much more than an individual journey through time; aging is a 
complex social process that influences each of us on the journey and is, in turn, influenced 
by those making the journey.

The final key theme of  our approach is integrating the learning of  theory with 
content about aging. Reading theories without much substance attached is challenging 
for many students. Instead, scattered throughout our chapters are “Applying Theory” 
segments that describe a particular theory as it relates to content such as health care, 
family caregiving, or retirement. In this way the theory is grounded with some applica-
tion that makes it more relevant and memorable.



Pedagogical Features
We have continued three features from earlier editions. First, we have updated our 
“Web Wise” listings at the end of  each chapter. These reflect selected Web sites that 
students may find useful in connection with the material presented in the chapter. A 
second feature that is helpful to learning and retention is highlighting key terms used at 
the end of  each chapter. The terms are presented in bold type, with a definition, within 
the body of  the book and are among the essential elements of  understanding the content  
presented. They are useful for review and discussion.

In our teaching experience, most students relate easily to aging through their 
personal or family experiences. Seldom do they come to a course understanding the 
implications of  an aging society for major social institutions. Based in the fundamental 
expansion of  the “sociological imagination” into the “gerontological imagination,” we 
hope to expand students’ perspectives to a bigger picture of  aging as a social phenomenon 
that will reshape their lives well before they themselves are older adults. One way that 
we expand one’s view of  aging is through our third continued feature, a series of  Topical 
Essays, which are scattered between chapters throughout the book. Our intention with 
these essays is to take the lens of  aging and look at an array of  contemporary issues, 
reflecting a more engaging way to “think outside the box” regarding the implications 
of  aging for persons and the larger society. Interesting ideas, such as the role of  music 
in the life course and anti-aging medicine, are employed to provide opportunities for 
discussion, take a further step with knowledge gained in the prior chapters, and connect 
concepts to real-world experiences we share.

Our original and continued purpose in writing this book has been to provide a new 
type of  textbook on the social aspects of  human aging—one that is neither encyclopedic 
in its coverage of  research findings nor overly weighted down with jargon. We hope that 
we have more closely approached these goals in this third edition.

xviii Preface to the Third Edition
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1
Aging and Society

The individual does not act alone, 
although conscious beings will do and 
act as if they had control over their 
lives and could do what best pleased 
them.… No person really acts inde-
pendent of the influences of our fel-
low human beings. Everywhere there 
is a social life setting limitations and 
influencing individual action. People 
cooperate, compete, combine, and 
organize for specific purposes, so that 
no one lives to him/herself. (Blackmar, 
1908, pp. 3–4)

ging is something that happens to all of  us. It is a natural and virtually inevitable process. 
Yet older people are often the subject of  bad jokes and negative stereotypes, and many 
people in our society dread growing old. A quick visit to the birthday card section of  your 
local card shop will confirm our preoccupation with negative views of, and jokes about, 
aging. Despite this preoccupation, our ideas about what aging really means and why it 
matters are notably diverse. Consider:

n  At age 40, people in the labor force are legally defined as “older workers” by the 
Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

n  Most of  us know, or know about, people who became grandparents in their 40s; 
we also know people who became parents in their 40s.

n  In January of  2005, Adriana Iliescu of  Romania became the world’s oldest 
recorded mother; she was 66 when she gave birth to a baby girl.

n  In 1989, United Airlines Captain Al Haynes was credited with saving the lives 
of  over a hundred people in a plane crash in Iowa. His years of  experience were 

A
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2 Aging, Society, and the Life Course

cited as the major factor in his ability to respond so effectively to the emergency. 
A few months after this dramatic event, Captain Haynes turned 60 and was 
forced to retire.

n  “Until the mid-sixteenth century … few people knew exactly how old they 
were” (Cole, 1992, p. 5).

n  Most people who are age 75 do not think they belong in the “old” age category.
n  At age 16, people are “old enough” to be licensed drivers, at age 18 they are “old 

enough” to vote, and at age 21 they are “old enough” to drink alcohol. Why do 
we say “old enough”? Can you think of  examples when we say someone is “too 
old” to do something?

n  Men can join the senior professional golf  tour at age 50. The senior tour in 
men’s tennis is for those age 35 and older.

n  Members of  the armed forces can retire as early as age 37.
n  At age 90, Ludwig Magener won the national swimming championship in six 

masters’ swimming events.
n  The human genome project could potentially extend life expectancy signifi-

cantly. What will it mean to be 75 if  life expectancy is 200? What will happen to 
our ideas about education, careers, and grandparenthood?

These examples illustrate two very important points. First, our society has many 
different formal and informal social definitions of  age and aging. Second, the meanings, 
definitions, and experiences of  aging vary across situations, cultures, and time. So, ques-
tions about when aging begins, what it is, and why it matters can only be answered by 
paying attention to the social contexts in which aging takes place.

Dimensions of Aging
If  you ask anyone to define “aging,” she might reasonably respond that it means growing 
older. But what does growing older mean? Is it simply the passage of  time, having another 
birthday? Increasingly, scholars argue that chronological age is a relatively meaningless 
variable (see Ferraro, 1997; Maddox & Lawton, 1988). Age is only a way of  marking 
human events and experiences; these events and experiences are what matters, not time 
itself  (Botwinick, 1978). Time’s passing is of  concern only because it is connected, how-
ever loosely, with other changes: physical, psychological, and social.

Physical Aging
The passage of  time for humans is related to a large number of  specific physical changes 
such as gray hair; wrinkling of  skin; and changes in reproductive capacity, immune sys-
tem response, and cardiovascular functioning. An interesting question about these physi-
cal changes is whether they are inevitable, natural consequences of  growing older. In 
fact, research shows that some of  the changes we think of  as normal are modifiable, pre-
ventable, and related to socially influenced life-style choices and cultural practices. For 
example, while some wrinkling of  the skin and some loss of  arterial elasticity appear to be 
related to physical aging processes, the magnitude of  change and speed of  deterioration are 
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affected by life-style choices and culture. We know that wrinkling of  the skin is acceler-
ated and accentuated by sun exposure and by smoking, and some of  the changes over time 
in cardiovascular functioning are related to diet, exercise, and smoking. Similarly, most 
of  us know 70-year-olds who are as active, healthy, and vigorous as an average 40-year-
old. Increasing evidence shows enormous variability in physical aging among individuals; 
this growing evidence of  variability has resulted in new ways of  thinking about aging.

In the past, researchers searched for the “normal” changes that accompanied aging; 
an important part of  this search was to distinguish normal age changes from pathological 
or disease processes that became more prevalent with age but were not caused by aging. 
Knowledge about the modifiability and variability of  physical aging processes resulted 
in a new way of  thinking about aging. Rowe and Kahn (1998) offered the concept of  
successful aging, drawing distinctions among “usual,” “optimal,” and “pathological” 
aging. Optimal aging is characterized by minimal loss of  physical function and a healthy, 
vigorous body; pathological aging is aging accompanied by multiple chronic diseases 
and negative environmental influences. Usual aging refers to the typical or average 
experience—somewhere between pathological and optimal. Exhibit 1.1 illustrates this 
view of  the variability of  physical aging (Machemer, 1992). The concept of  successful 
aging is undergoing continual refinement (see Rowe & Kahn, 1997), and research about 
successful aging—how it is defined and measured, who achieves it, how it is attained—is 
still in its early years (Blazer, 2006). Even with continuing debate and the need for fur-
ther research, the distinctions among usual, optimal, and pathological aging reflect new 
ways of  thinking about physical aging as a variable and sometimes modifiable set of  
processes that often have important social components.

As we continue to find that the changes we call physical aging are merely age-linked 
and not age-caused and that many are, in fact, modifiable, we are forced to reconsider the 
question of  what aging means as a physical process. The ever-increasing evidence that 
individuals vary greatly in their experience of  physical aging suggests that few, if  any, of  

Variability of Physical Aging
Adapted from Machemer, 1992.

Exhibit

1.1



the significant aspects of  aging are purely or even primarily physical. These issues are 
discussed further in chapter 10.

Psychological Aging
Psychological aging processes include changes in personality, mental functioning, and 
sense of  self  during the adult years. Some changes are considered a normal part of  adult 
development, some are the result of  physiological changes in the way the brain functions, 
and some psychological dimensions show little change at all in later years. As in the case 
of  physical aging, a wealth of  research has explored the complexities of  these processes 
and ways to distinguish disease processes such as Alzheimer’s disease from normal aging 
changes.

For our purposes, several generalizations are important. First, humans do continue 
to develop and grow throughout their lives. Some researchers in gerontology are 
interested in the unique nature of  human development in the later years—the tasks, 
growth, and adaptations that take place. Much of  this work focuses on opportunities 
for personal development and contributions to the world around us that can emerge in 
later life. Concepts such as “gerotranscendence” (Tornstam, 1997, 2005), serving from 
spirit (Atchley, 2004), “sageing” (Schacter-Shalomi & Miller, 1995), and “elderhood” 
(Thomas, 2004) offer a glimpse into the developmental stage that may characterize late 
life. We will explore these ideas further in chapter 4. For now it is sufficient to recog-
nize that human development occurs throughout our entire lives; it does not end with 
adolescence or early adulthood.

A second broad statement related to psychological aspects of  aging is that personality 
does not undergo profound changes in later life; most personality traits, self-concept, 
and self-esteem remain fairly stable from mid-life onward. For example, people do not 
become wise, grumpy, or rigid in their thinking as a result of  growing older; the grumpy 
old man was very likely a grumpy young man. Although the developmental challenges 
and opportunities we encounter do vary through our lives, the strategies we use to adapt 
to change, to refine and reinforce our sense of  self, to work toward realizing our full 
human potential are practiced throughout our adult lives. The simple passage of  time 
seldom requires or causes fundamental changes to these basic personality structures and 
strategies.

Similarly, loss of  cognitive functioning is not an inevitable result of  aging. Just as 
significant loss of  physical function is not inevitable or universal, so too memory and 
other cognitive skills may remain stable or even improve with age. However, it is impor-
tant to be accurate here. Research on the physiology and psychology of  aging shows that, 
in the absence of  disabling disease, aging causes only minimal declines in functioning 
until around age 85, at which point about 25% of  elders begin to show frailty even in the 
absence of  disease.

Social Aging
If  aging brings only relatively small universal and inevitable changes in physical or 
cognitive functioning, in the basic structure of  personality, and in the trajectory of  adult 
development, why does it matter in people’s lives? In this book, we argue that, at least 
before age 85, age is significant primarily because of  the social meanings, structures, and 

4 Aging, Society, and the Life Course
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processes attached to it. Gray hair, wrinkles, longer reaction time, and even some short-
term memory loss matter only because the social world in which we live has defined those 
characteristics as meaningful. Much of  the social meaning of  aging is tied to erroneous 
beliefs about the effects of  aging on physical and mental capabilities. Aging does not 
inevitability cause us to become rigid in our thinking, forgetful, or unable to carry out 
our favorite physical or intellectual activities. For most people, aging is a process of  
change that is so gradual that we compensate for most of  it so that it has little impact on 
our everyday lives.

However, society uses age to assign people to roles, to channel people into and out of  
positions within the social structure, as a basis for allocation of  resources, and as a way to 
categorize individuals. In its most benevolent form, using age to allocate opportunities is 
a reasonable mechanism. For example, our society has rules about minimum ages for em-
ployment; these laws were designed to protect young people from being exploited, and, 
according to some, they are good for the labor force because they control the flow of  new 
workers into the labor market. In a more constraining way, however, age artificially and 
unevenly limits the opportunities of  people. Gray hair and wrinkles, perhaps the most 
visible signs of  aging, and the chronological age of  65—the most often-used criterion of  
old age—have no effect on physical functioning or cognitive capability. They do, how-
ever, have profound effects on social interactions and opportunities for individuals in 
the social world. Whether we would seriously consider someone as a possible candidate 
for a job or as an interesting partner in social interaction is, in fact, influenced by our 
assessment of  the age of  that person and what that person’s age symbolizes to us. Again, 
it is not because age 65 or gray hair are symptomatic of  competence or incompetence 
or of  a boring or dazzling personality, or even that visible signs of  aging are inherently 
unattractive or attractive. We make these assessments because we live in a society that 
has constructed the meaning of  aging in particular (primarily negative) ways.

It is important to think about the extent to which the very same processes work 
at other ages and stages of  life. In our culture, it is possible to be “too young” just as 
it is possible to be “too old” for certain roles and opportunities. We have very clear 
social prescriptions, often in the form of  federal and state laws, about when a person is 
old enough to drive a car, get married, and be president of  the United States. In these 
examples, “old enough” seems to imply the window of  opportunity between legally too 
young and socially too old.

Social aging, then, refers to the ways in which society helps to shape the mean-
ings and experiences of  aging. Social aging includes the expectations and assumptions 
of  those around us about how we should behave, what we are like, what we can do, and 
what we should be doing at different ages. The concept of  social aging also refers to the 
ways in which those expectations influence what opportunities are open to us as we grow 
older. Chapter 4 explores these issues in detail, and later chapters in the book apply the 
concepts of  social aging to the major dimensions of  our social lives.

Social Construction of Aging

The preceding discussion about how the experiences of  aging are largely constructed by 
society is an example of  an important sociological idea: the so-called social construction 
of  reality. This concept suggests that reality does not exist “out there,” waiting to be 
measured and understood by us. Rather, reality is created out of  interactions among 
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humans and by the social institutions in which people live their lives. For an illustra-
tion of  the gap between physical reality and people’s lived experience of  aging, think 
about witnesses to an unusual event, such as an auto accident. While we know that there 
are “facts” in such a situation—for example, the color of  the cars, the direction and 
speed they were traveling—eyewitness accounts often vary greatly on even these de-
tails. Humans pay attention to different things, remember different things, and report 
different things. If  one of  the people in the accident is an older person, the witness 
might be motivated (consciously or unconsciously) to notice and report details based 
on their assumptions about that driver’s capabilities. You can probably think of  many 
examples from your everyday life in which a conversation, phrase, or gesture has been 
interpreted very differently, depending on the perspectives of  the people involved.

Societal Aging
Beyond the social construction of  aging, social forces influence the experience of  aging 
in another important way. Societies themselves age. As the proportion of  a population 
in the “older” age categories increases, profound changes in the social structure take 
place. Societal aging—these demographic, structural, and cultural transformations—
affects every aspect of  social life, from social institutions to the experiences of  aging 
individuals. We can define societal aging as the demographic, structural, and cultural 
transformations a society undergoes as the proportion of  its population that is aging 
increases. Education and the economy are good examples of  social organizations and 
institutions that are affected greatly by the growth of  the older population. The impact 
of  population changes on the educational system in the United States can be seen in the 
growing number of  attempts to address the needs of  mature learners and in the grow-
ing number of  college and university programs targeting the older population. Some 
institutions host summer Elderhostel programs or offer free tuition for students over age 
65. The University of  Massachusetts at Boston has a certificate program in gerontology; 
over half  of  the hundreds of  people who have earned that certificate are over the age of  
60. The impact of  population aging on our society is discussed in greater detail in the 
later chapters of  this book.

Another impact of  the growth of  the older population is the increased visibility of  
aging and increased exposure of  the general population to the diversity and uniqueness 
among older individuals. As older people become more numerous and visible, stereo-
typical attitudes and discriminatory practices that disadvantage older people are more 
likely to be challenged. For example, in comparing magazine advertisements in the year 
2005 to those from 1980, there is a definite increase in both the number of  ads that 
feature older people and in the average age of  many models (other than the supermodels, 
who still are very young). While most people in ads are young, the increased visibility 
of  older people begins to change our images of  aging and general awareness of  the aging 
of  society.

The aging of  a population influences how aging itself  is socially constructed. 
As cohorts of  different size and with unique characteristics move through the age 
structure, they are affected by, but also have an impact on, the experience of  being older. 
The baby boomers will experience aging in a very different way than the current gen-
eration of  older people. Negative stereotypes are being challenged, age discrimination 
is illegal, and a growing diversity among older people and recognition of  the expanding 
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mature market for goods and services are part of  this change. When these social changes 
combine with the political activism that has historically characterized the baby boom-
ers, and with their potential power in the marketplace and in the polling booths, their 
experiences and definitions of  aging are being altered.

The movement of  cohorts born at different time periods into later life also has an 
impact on social institutions such as the economy and health care. For example, the cur-
rent generation of  older people grew up during the Great Depression. Their investment, 
purchasing, and savings habits have been shaped by that experience; they tend to save 
at higher rates than other groups of  adults, especially the baby boomers, and they are 
less likely to make risky investments or purchases. The baby boomers grew up during 
relatively comfortable economic times, are not good savers, and are more likely to make 
nonessential purchases. The past decade has seen tremendous growth in the “games 
for adults” industry; toy stores now carry a large number of  board games designed for 
adults, far beyond the number available just 10 years ago. This trend is related to the 
purchasing power, leisure preferences, and buying habits of  baby boomers. You can use 
your imagination to think about new leisure, health care, and convenience products for 
aging baby boomers. Thus the aging of  cohorts (groups of  people born at the same time) 
as a dimension of  population aging has an impact on the economy—on product and 
service development, on savings, and on consumer demand patterns.

These examples are not meant to oversimplify societal aging or social change in 
institutions such as the economy. Rather, these examples are intended to illustrate how 
the experiences of  aging, and the social contexts in which they take place, change over 
time as a result of  the aging of  unique cohorts. As new groups of  people go through 
stages of  growing older, they bring with them a unique historical profile, and they alter 
the meanings and values associated with growing older. The movement of  new groups 
into old age also places new demands on the social system. Changes to the social structure 
emerge in response to the size, characteristics, and demands of  each new group of  older 
people. The intricacies of  this dynamic between cohorts and social change are discussed 
in further detail in later chapters. For our purposes at this point, it is important to 
acknowledge that societal aging is a significant dimension of  the social processes of  
aging.

Ways of Categorizing People by Age
As we consider the many dimensions of  social aging, we need a way to mark or measure 
the age of  individuals. Most often people are categorized in one of  three ways: chrono-
logical age, functional status, or life stage. Each way of  expressing age has advantages 
and disadvantages, and the decision to use any one of  them should be based on the 
goals of  examining age. Keep in mind that whether we use chronological age, func-
tional status, or life stages, we are applying socially constructed labels and definitions 
that allow us to treat people as members of  meaningful social categories. We use these 
definitions in many ways. We sometimes make implicit judgments about whether we are 
likely to have anything in common with someone based on the age group they appear to 
belong to, and we explicitly use age to select a specific target for social action or policy 
or to define a subject of  study. Remember, all these definitions, including chronological 
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age, are human creations. In selecting definitions of  aging or age categories, we need to 
be conscious of  our underlying purpose and select our definitions accordingly.

Chronological Age
This is one of  the simplest assessments of  age and thus it reduces administrative 
complexity. Chronological age is used in our society as the basis for determining 
many social roles (voting, driving, marrying, holding public office), for eligibility in 
social programs (such as Social Security, AARP membership, or Older Americans Act 
services), and inclusion in research projects.

The use of  chronological age to mark major life transitions is taken for granted in 
modern urban societies. However, it is a relatively recent development coinciding with 
the rise of  large-scale industrialism in the early twentieth century (Moody, 1993). The 
industrial economy required that human lives be ordered efficiently so that work years 
coincided with the years assumed to be associated with peak productivity. Chronological 
age was adopted as a simple way to define a worker’s life stage.

The meaningfulness of  chronological age is questioned in many ways today, how-
ever. The number of  birthdays an individual has had tells us little in and of  itself. The 
fluidity and multiplicity of  today’s life-styles defy the use of  boundaries as rigid as 
numerical age (Moody, 1993). When it is possible to have two career peaks—one at age 
40 in a first career and a second at age 60 in a second career—when it is increasingly 
common to find people having children when they are 40—about the age at which others 
are becoming grandparents—the usefulness of  chronological age as a life stage marker 
is indeed questionable.

Like most cultures, ours places a big 
emphasis on chronological age—for 
both young and old alike. (Credit: M. 
Payne)
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In the world of  social policy and programs, the validity of  chronological age is being 
questioned at another level (Torres-Gil, 1992). Even though “age has long stood as a for-
midable proxy for demonstrable need and, in turn, the receipt of  support from the larger 
society” (Hudson, 2005, p. 1), there are political and ideological debates about the useful-
ness of  age-based policies. The age for eligibility for full benefits under Social Security is 
gradually being raised, so that by the year 2027 workers will need to be 67 to retire with 
full benefits. Older Americans Act services, for which people become eligible at age 60, 
are increasingly being targeted to groups within the older population with the greatest 
need—frail, low-income, and minority groups. In general, policies seem to be moving 
away from such a central focus on chronological age. These policy issues are discussed in 
greater detail in chapter 12, but the policy shifts are further examples of  the challenges to 
the meaningfulness of  chronological age.

Functional Age
What marker of  age will we use if  chronological age continues to lose its significance and 
usefulness? There is considerable difference between 65-year-olds and 95-year-olds, yet 
all are considered to be older adults. In the case of  policies and programs, targeting 
services to specific subgroups is increasingly common, not simply on the basis of  age but 
on the basis of  need. For example, to identify people who have physical limitations that 
require regular assistance, we can use measures of  functional status such as Activities 
of  Daily Living, a generic term for several scales that measure an individual’s ability to 
accomplish, without assistance, routine personal care activities such as bathing, eating, 
dressing, and getting in and out of  bed. Such measures are useful for targeting home 
care programs to those who need them because of  physical frailty.

When we use chronological age as a convenient way to determine eligibility for 
benefits such as Medicare, we are assuming that age is a proxy for the need for those ser-
vices. Functional status is a way to move beyond that generalized assumption about age, 

For many, each birthday is a 
blessing, bringing more to cel-
ebrate with each passing year. 
(Credit: Courtesy of Julia Wing)
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but it is obviously a much more 
complicated way to grant access to 
programs and services.

Life Stage
As lives progress, people tend to 
reach certain plateaus of  stability 
(life stages) punctuated by periods 
of  change or transition. Thus, 
people can be categorized as 
being in roughly comparable cir-
cumstances, such as adolescence, 
young adulthood, middle age, and 
later maturity. We can assume that 
people going through the “empty 
nest” transition have adult chil-
dren and are in the process of  
launching them into lives as in-
dependent adults. We can assume 
that people in very old age (some-
times call “old-old” age, referring 
to people 85 and above) are prob-
ably physically frail and live simple 

lives. Life stages are thus broad social categories that describe particular times of  life 
involving new social roles (such as grandparenthood), physical changes (such as physical 
frailty), or transitions (such as leaving one’s job to retire).

Life stages roughly correspond to chronological age ranges but are much more 
socially constructed and culturally based than chronological age. For example, when 
is someone an adult? When they move out of  their parents’ home, reach age 18 or age 
21, have a child, have a full-time job, or act mature? Life stages rely on some informa-
tion about physical changes but are much more attentive to other traits such as the 
roles (e.g., parent, employee) that people play. For example, the “empty nest” described 
above implies something about chronological age but derives its meaning from the new 
family roles and relationships emerging during that stage. The concept of  life stage is 
discussed further in chapter 4, when we explore the sequences of  roles people move into 
and out of  during their lives. We will specifically discuss life stages within the family 
and within the economy, emphasizing the shared expectations about what roles people 
should be playing at what ages.

Ageism

With all of  the possible ways to assess and define age, and the limitations of  any single 
approach, it is fair to ask why we continue to use age in so many aspects of  social life. 
In part, we use social categories to help organize our world so that every situation is not 
completely new and confusing. Unfortunately, our use of  social characteristics such as 
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age, gender, and race to categorize people often leads to stereotypes, prejudice, and dis-
crimination. Ageism is “a systematic stereotyping of  and discrimination against people 
because they are old, just as racism and sexism accomplish this with skin color and 
gender” (Butler, 1989, p. 243). At the heart of  any kind of  “ism” (ageism, racism, sex-
ism, classism) is the creation of  an “other”( grouping together people identified as dif-
ferent because of  some characteristic they do or do not possess (e.g., gender, race, class, 
or age). Ageism and other “isms” can lead to the use of  sweeping generalizations about 
members of  that “other” category, stereotyping them (often incorrectly) as sharing 
common traits or attitudes. These stereotypes often extend to excluding the “others” 
from aspects of  participation in social life or limiting their opportunities. We are all famil-
iar with the views of  older people as lonely, frail, poor, and deserving of  help. This “com-
passionate ageism” (Binstock, 1991a) exists side by side with other stereotypical views: 
older people are cute and interesting; older people are wise and funny; older people are 
greedy and selfish and economically advantaged. While the content of  these ageist views 
varies considerably, the impact is the same. Older people are seen as “other”—in either 
positive or negative light—different from us, but all like each other.

We often use visual, informal assessments to decide whether a person is “old.” 
However, such categorizations limit the opportunities available, both for formal social 
participation and for informal interaction, to the person assigned to the “older” category. 
For example, think about your reactions to someone who seems “old” and strikes up a 
conversation with you as you wait to cross the street. If  you have any kind of  automatic 
negative reaction to that person, you may unconsciously limit the possibilities for inter-
action. As further illustration of  the power of  these visual assessments, think about why 
it is considered such a compliment to say to someone, “You don’t look 50 (or 30 or 80).” 
Why is it so desirable to look younger than your age? And what “should” 50 look like?

The Rise of Old Age as a Social Category
We tend to take for granted the idea of  categorizing people by age. We sometimes 
are not conscious of  the many ways in which this categorization takes place, or of  its 
impacts. It is often difficult to take a step back from our everyday lives in order to reflect 
on why we organize our social lives the way we do. Social science, especially sociology, 
helps us to gain a more reflective attitude. The notion of  systematically studying society 
and its dynamics developed at the time of  the industrialization of  Western Europe in 
the mid- to late nineteenth century. The era’s grand masters of  social theory—Comte, 
Spencer, Durkheim, Weber, and Marx—focused on the ideological and cultural shift 
that transformed Europe from agricultural, small-scale societies to urban mass societies. 
They also observed the shift from the family as the basic economic unit to individual 
achievement and performance in a complex division of  the labor market. They either 
said nothing at all about age, aging, or generations or referred to these topics only in 
passing, perhaps because they were more interested in society as a whole than in the 
details of  individual life structure. Populations in these societies were much younger 
then, before the significant changes discussed in chapter 3 that brought about societal 
aging.
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Generational Consciousness
By the 1950s, social theorists began thinking and writing about age, aging, generations, 
and the life course. Their work remains relevant today. The first serious attempt to 
look at the social importance of  age groups was made by the German sociologist Karl 
Mannheim in an essay titled “The Problem of  Generations,” which was first published 
in 1927. Mannheim defined generation as a category of  people born within a specific 
historical era or time period. For Mannheim, a generation was also characterized by 
common world views that distinguished it from other generations. Mannheim was 
keenly aware that accident of  birth timing did not automatically create these common 
understandings and worldviews; he observed that social and social psychological pro-
cesses led some members of  a generation to develop an identity and consciousness 
with their age peers. Mannheim suggested that generational consciousness arose not 
from merely being born at the same time but from being exposed to the same kinds 
of  experiences and historical events in a common social and political environment. 
According to Mannheim, belonging to a generation is a combination of  a state of  mind 
and an age grouping.

Each generation reacts to its social and historical time. Today’s teenagers, called 
the “multitasking generation” or “Generation Tech,” are categorized as technologically 
savvy, cynical about the materialistic values of  preceding generations, and jaded by 
growing up in a world of  violence, but there are certainly different subgroups within 
“Gen Tech.” The idea that each generation has its own identify is intuitively appeal-
ing, but it is easy (and dangerous) to overgeneralize. Mannheim suggested that each 
generation may comprise a number of  specific units, each with a unique consciousness. 
For example, the 1980s saw the young adult cohort split between the yuppies (young, 
upwardly mobile professionals) with a self-centered life philosophy that influenced 
social change in the economy particularly, and the environmentalists, with their con-
cerns about creating an economically and physically sustainable future for life on earth. 
These generational units, although of  the same age, were quite distinct.

Mannheim proposed that much of  the potential for conflict between generations 
stemmed from the tendency of  older generations to hold on too long to their genera-
tional philosophy.

Any two generations following one another always fight different opponents…. While 
the older people may be still combating something in themselves or in the external 
world in such a fashion that all their feelings and efforts and even their concepts and 
categories of thought are determined by that adversary, for the younger people this 
adversary may simply be nonexistent. (Mannheim, 1952b, pp. 298–299)

For example, the defining theme of  needing to be free from want that drove the Great 
Depression generation was not the defining theme of  the generations that followed, such 
as the World War II generation or the 1960s generation.

Generational tensions are not inevitable. Mannheim suggested that intergenera-
tional conflict is minimized by the fact that each generation spends much of  its time 
interacting with the generations just before or after it and little time interacting with 
distant generations. The adjacent generations serve as mediators and interpreters of  the 
much older or much younger generations. Much of  Mannheim’s commentary about 
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intergenerational dynamics is relevant to today’s debates about generational equity and 
intergenerational conflict, which are discussed in chapter 12.s

Mannheim’s ideas about generations, generational consciousness, and the suc-
cession of  generations remain useful and have served as major building blocks for 
sociological theories of  aging. However, Mannheim sidestepped the central question of  
aging. He acknowledged that aging is part of  the dynamics of  generations, but he does 
not explicitly consider what that part might be.

The Aging Population as a Social Force
Warren Thompson and P. K. Whelpton, like Mannheim, drew attention to issues 
related to aging in the late 1920s and early 1930s. However, Thompson and Whelpton 
used a demographic perspective to ponder the effects of  population aging on society. As 
a student, Thompson had become interested in the interplay between population and 
social structure. In 1930, the President’s Research Committee on Social Trends gave 
Thompson and Whelpton the assignment of  projecting the population of  the United 
States from 1930 to 1980 and identifying significant population trends that should be 
taken into account in national planning.

The rapid growth of  the older population and societal aging (discussed further in 
chapter 3) were identified by Thompson and Whelpton (1933) as perhaps the most fun-
damental expected change in the population of  the United States. Exhibit 1.2 shows 
how dramatically Thompson and Whelpton expected the population age structure to 
change in what, for a large population, was a very short period of  time. Even though 
Thompson and Whelpton had no way to anticipate the post–World War II baby boom, 
their projections concerning growth in the older population were very much on target. 

There is often a very special, loving bond between grandparents and their grandchildren that 
immensely enriches both generations. (Credit: E. J. Hanna)
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The actual proportion of  people age 65 and over in the United States in 1980 was 11.9% 
compared to their projection of  12.1%. 

Thompson and Whelpton assumed that retirement would continue to occur at age 
65 and speculated that funding retirement pensions would be a major social challenge 
for the future.

[T]he problem of old-age pensions is one thing in 1930 with 5.4 percent of the population 
over 65 years of age but will be a different thing in 1980 when the proportion over 65 
years of age will probably be more than twice this large (over 12 percent). (Thompson 
& Whelpton, 1933, p. 165)

Writing before Social Security was enacted, they were understandably concerned about 
the potential social disruption that might come when a large proportion of  the population 
would be retired but with no broad-based programs in place to provide continued retire-
ment income. They were also concerned that poverty at older ages could be even greater 
than they anticipated “if, as is quite commonly believed, industry and commerce are scrap-
ping men at earlier ages than formerly and if  they hire older men only at very low wages” 
(Thompson & Whelpton, 1933, p. 170). (The use of  “men” in this quote reflects a very 
different era; in the 1930s, the vast majority of  middle-class workers were, indeed, men.)

Making an assumption that elders are more politically and socially conservative 
than the average American, Thompson and Whelpton suggested that an increase in the 
proportion of  older adults in the population might lead to stronger defense of  the status 

Exhibit

1.2

Distribution of the Population by Five-Year Age Periods: 1880–1930 and 1930–1980
Source: Thompson and Whelpton, 1933.
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quo in politics and less innovation and risk-taking in business. Older people would, they 
argued, be less ready to abandon outdated social policies and business practices. To their 
credit, however, Thompson and Whelpton pointed out that social innovation could still 
be fostered through intentional planned effort by middle-aged and older members of  
society to search for creative and more efficient business methods.

In their discussions of  employment and income problems for an aging population, 
Thompson and Whelpton tended to portray the growing population of  older Americans as 
an imminent social problem. However, social problems refer to difficulties that categories 
of  people encounter not because of  their own qualities but because of  the way they fare in 
the operation of  the social system. C. Wright Mills (1959) spoke of  the distinction between 
private troubles that arise from accidents of  personal history and social problems that arise 
from inequities built into the concepts, laws, rules, and procedures we live by. Thompson 
and Whelpton were writing specifically about the social problem of poverty arising from 
the practice at that time of  compulsory retirement at age 65 in the absence of  retirement 
pensions. But in an entirely different vein, they noted that the processes of  adult develop-
ment could have a beneficial influence on social cultural trends. They wrote:

Youth is more concerned with doing things, forging ahead, and making a place in the 
world. Age is apt to be more reflective, perhaps because the spur of poverty is less 
sharp, the inner drive is weaker, or time and thought have brought about a change of 
ideas as to the goal of life. The mere shift in age distribution, therefore, may lead to 
more interest in cultural activities and increased support for the arts. Such develop-
ments in turn will influence the outlook and taste of the whole population. (Thompson 
& Whelpton 1933, p. 168)

Here they acknowledged that elders were not simply a social problem or a category 
toward which policy might be directed, but also people who were continuously evolving 
and could become social resources and agents for change. This potential role for the 
older population sounds very similar to an idea that is currently receiving a great deal of  
attention. Civic engagement refers to the involvement by people of  all ages in actions 
and efforts designed to make a difference in communities; it is both an activity and a 
value. As a social value, civic engagement implies a commitment to solving problems 
and making a difference (Ehrlich, 2000). Recognizing and encouraging the many ways 
that older people can contribute skills, knowledge, and energy to the common good is a 
growing topic of  research, advocacy, and public policy in gerontology. Thompson and 
Whelpton foreshadowed this movement with their observation that aging populations 
might benefit from the unique contributions that older people can make to civic life.

The Life Course and Old Age
A further key step in the development of  old age as a social category came with the 
comparative, cross-cultural work of  an anthropologist Ralph Linton (1942). Social 
anthropology is concerned with identifying cultural universals, patterns that appear in 
all human cultures, as well as links between culture and personality. Linton advanced 
the thesis that all known societies have been stratified by at least two human characteris-
tics, age and sex. The definitions of  age and age categories, the number of  age categories, 
and the rules governing transitions from one age to another have varied considerably 
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across societies, but in all societies old men and old women have been differentiated 
from one another and from adult men, adult women, boys, girls, and infants. Linton’s 
simple and basic statement of  fact is still true over 60 years later.

Linton suggested that the modernization of  society has affected the status of  the old 
by transforming age from a key status location in the social structure to just one of  many 
individual attributes. Thus, old shifted from a meaningful adult category with rights 
and duties to simply a qualifying adjective used to make other role expectations more 
precise—for example, older worker.

Another important concept that permeated Linton’s work was the idea of  a life 
course, formed by a succession of  age-sex categories. In all societies, males who sur-
vived infancy would go on to experience boyhood, ascend to adult manhood, and then 
become either elevated to or relegated to the position of  old man, depending on whether 
the society was accepting or rejecting in its treatment of  old men. A parallel sequence 
existed for females.

Linton believed that these life course age-sex categories are arranged in a hierarchy of  
social influence. In most societies, the adult males have been the most influential, although 
occasionally Linton discovered cases where elder men have had the most influence. He 
found another kind of  variability. In many cases, elder women experienced increased 
freedom and status when they went through the transition from adult to older woman.

Even in societies which are strongly patriarchal in theory it will be found that a surprisingly 
large number of families are ruled by strong willed mothers and grandmothers…. [Among 
the Comanche,] old women … could acquire and use “power” on exactly the same terms 
as men and were treated as equals by male “power” holders. (Linton, 1942, p. 594)

In addition to looking at life stages and age-sex categories, Linton discussed tran-
sitions from one age-sex category to the next. He was impressed with the capacity of  
humans to make sometimes quite abrupt and substantial changes without showing signs 
of  mental distress. Linton suggested that the transition from adulthood to old age was a 
particularly difficult one, because the loss of  power is not satisfactorily offset by a decline 
in obligations and because formal values about respect and authority granted to older 
people may not be carried out in actual practice.

Linton’s work has been an extremely important resource for the social perspective on 
aging. He drew attention to the process that connects age to social position and influence 
and used the sociological concepts of  status and role to explicate a complex social struc-
ture made up of  interconnected role obligations and opportunities. Linton’s work pre-
sented the life course as a progression of  age grades, thus linking the issue of  aging with 
life stages. The life course perspective is, in fact, one of  the most important frameworks in 
social gerontology today. Finally, Linton drew attention to the importance of  life course 
transitions and hinted at a human adaptive capacity to deal with life changes.

Social Perspectives on Aging
The social scientists described above provide excellent illustrations of  understanding age 
as a social category. Throughout our discussion of  old age and aging, we have referred 
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to the way society creates and perpetuates ideas about who is old, how they should act, 
and how we treat them. We will continually return to the ideas of  social construction as 
we discuss the many aspects of  aging. While many fields of  study discuss society, social 
changes, and peoples’ lives, two perspectives in particular are helpful frameworks for 
understanding the social context of  aging: social gerontology and the sociology of  aging.

Social Gerontology
Many social gerontology courses are taught in departments of  sociology by sociologists, 
and much of  the material included in social gerontology courses consists of  research 
on aging by sociologists. However, social gerontology has a broader range of  interests 
than the sociology of  aging. Social gerontology is a multidisciplinary field that in-
cludes research, policy, and practice information from all of  the social sciences and the 
humanities (see Exhibit 1.3). A specific example describes its scope.

More and more families are facing the challenge of  deciding about long-term care 
arrangements for relatives or friends who need increasing amounts of  help throughout 
each day. Decision-making about long-term care is a topic that has implications for indi-
viduals, families, health care systems, and public policy. How, when, by whom, and with 
what outcome are different questions related to the long-term care decision; each of  these 
topics can be approached from many different angles, with many different disciplin-
ary perspectives. Psychologists might be interested in the communication and cognitive 
processes that are involved in negotiations and decisions of  this type. Sociologists could 

Exhibit

1.3

In Social Gerontology, the Sociology of Aging Is But One of Many Disciplines.
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consider the hierarchy or differences in power that might come into play as family mem-
bers, the older person, and professionals negotiate the decision. Professionals from the 
world of  long-term care practice might be interested in ways to more effectively describe 
options to families; they might also be concerned about making sure that the older person 
whose life is being discussed has a say in the planning and decisions. Researchers inter-
ested in public policy might focus on how the timing of  long-term care decisions might 
be affected by the service options available and an effect on costs to the long-term care 
system. Social gerontologists would draw on all of  these perspectives to fully understand 
the processes and outcomes of  decisions about long-term care.

Both social gerontology and the sociology of  aging share an interest in sociologi-
cal work applied to aging. The sociology of  aging is concerned with understanding 
aging from sociological perspectives and applying that understanding to sociology in 
general. Social gerontology is concerned with understanding aging from a variety of  
perspectives and integrating information from various social science and humanities 
disciplines to achieve an understanding of  aging in general, and to apply that under-
standing to resolving problems and creating policy. Increasingly, social gerontologists 
are seeking to more fully benefit from the multiple disciplinary perspectives that can be 
brought to bear on any topic related to age, aging, and the life course by moving to an in-
terdisciplinary approach. While social gerontology is, by definition, multidisciplinary 
(drawing on multiple perspectives), interdisciplinary research would involve more than 
working together with respect for, and being somewhat conversant in, other disciplines. 
Interdisciplinary research would mean active collaboration and new ways of  formulat-
ing the questions we are asking, and new methods for exploring those questions. The 
study of  the genetic, behavioral, social, and cultural factors that contribute to longevity 
could be an example of  interdisciplinary research. Does this mean that every member 
of  the research team must be trained in all of  these specialties, or does it mean that the 
team works together with new methods and techniques? This question does not have a 
clear answer yet. In the meantime, social gerontology is continuing to develop as a truly 
productive multidisciplinary field.

Although the sociology of  aging and other disciplinary perspectives can be differen-
tiated from social gerontology, in the actual study of  aging the boundaries among them 
are often blurry. Often studies focus on a topic that falls both within the domain of  social 
gerontology and within the traditional domain of  sociology and economics or psychology. 
However, as a field, sociology has not been particularly interested in the sociology of  aging. 
Until recently, aging has generally been seen as a fringe topic rather than a serious area of  
scholarship dealing with one of  the most important social trends societies will confront over 
the next 50 years. By contrast, the field of  aging (gerontology) has been very interested in 
the sociology of  aging. Some of  the unique contributions of  sociology are presented here.

The Sociological Imagination

The promise of  the sociological perspective has nowhere been more powerfully and 
eloquently expressed than in C. Wright Mills’s classic presentation of  the sociological 
imagination. He suggested that the promise, and the responsibility, of  sociology lies in 
giving individuals the tools to make the distinction between, and see the connections 
between, concerns we face in our own lives and problems that are rooted in society. 
Mills (1959) advises,
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Know that many personal troubles cannot be solved merely as troubles, but must be 
understood in terms of public issues—and in terms of the problems of history. Know 
that the human meaning of public issues must be revealed by relating them to personal 
troubles—and to the problems of the individual. (p. 226)

We can make this distinction if  we have a social context and a sense of  history from 
which to understand personal experiences. The ability to shift perspectives, to analyze 
an experience or an issue from many levels of  analysis, and to see the intersection of  
these many levels of  mutual influence, is the fruit of  the sociological imagination. If  you 
develop a new understanding of  your attitudes about older people because of  what you 
learn about how societies construct meanings of  age, you will have experienced the soci-
ological imagination. If  you understand how an older individual’s situation of  economic 
disadvantage is a product of  social forces rather than simply personal choice or chance, 
you are applying the sociological imagination.

“No social study that does not come back to the problems of  biography, of  history, 
and of  their intersections within a society has completed its intellectual journey” (Mills, 
1959, p. 5). Mills suggests that there are three basic questions we must continually ask in 
exercising the sociological imagination. First, what is the structure of  this particular soci-
ety as a whole? How does it differ from other varieties of  social order? Second, where does 
this society stand in human history? What are the essential features of  this period? Third, 
what “varieties” of  people prevail in this society and in this period? How are these types 
“selected and formed, liberated and repressed, made sensitive and blunted?” (p. 7).

Note particularly Mills’s third question, which suggests that social order and 
historical period select in favor of  certain kinds of  people. This is a profoundly different 
view of  human nature than most of  us are familiar with. Yet, armed with this under-
standing, we can go on to understand how, “by the fact of  our living, we contribute, 
however minutely, to the shaping of  our society and to the course of  its history, even as 
we are made by society and its historical push” (Mills, 1959, p. 4). Also, defining an issue 
as “public” creates new ways to seek answers beyond adopting an “every person for him- 
or herself ” approach. Age-based policies developed as a consequence of  seeing aging as a 
public issue. Social Security developed as a consequence of  the Great Depression, when 
poverty became seen as a public matter, not an individual problem.

Micro and Macro Perspectives

Mills’ discussion of  history, society, and biography draws attention to the intersection 
of  individual life experience and broad social forces, and in doing so points to the 
micro-to-macro range of  perspectives on any topic. A micro perspective focuses on 
the individual level, while a macro perspective focuses more broadly on society. Be-
haviors, attitudes, and feelings are shaped partly by personalities and partly by one’s 
social situation. There is an interplay between individual responses to social influences 
(micro concerns) and the social structures—organizations and institutions—that 
create the conditions requiring a response from individuals (macro concerns). The 
camera lens is in many ways an apt metaphor. A standard lens depicts a modest visual 
field and a modest amount of  close-up detail. The wide-angle lens captures a much 
wider visual field, but the images of  specific objects within the field contain less detail 
than images produced by the standard lens. A telephoto lens can focus on distant objects 
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in greater detail, but the width of  the visual field is very narrow. Three photographs of  
the same general visual field taken with different lenses will not capture everything that 
the human eye is capable of  seeing. Which photograph is the most useful depends on the 
purpose to which the photograph is to be put. Similarly, different questions about the 
social context, meanings, and experiences of  aging require different perspectives along 
the micro-macro continuum.

Several major streams of  research are concerned with understanding micro-level 
issues such as the adaptation of  individuals to the changes that accompany aging. This 
work considers the individual’s adjustment to changes in his or her social situation, such 
as retirement. A more macro perspective seeks to understand, explain, and predict the 
social construction of  those conditions to which the individual must respond: what is the 
status attached to being retired, what provisions does society make to support economic 
and other needs of  retirees, and what are corporate rules regarding eligibility to retire? 
Other questions look at larger macro-level questions without considering the individual 
(micro level). How does retirement affect companies? How is retirement related to over-
all societal patterns of  employment and unemployment? How does retirement reflect 
and affect the overall economy of  a society?

This micro-macro distinction is one of  the energizing tensions in the study of  
aging; each perspective enriches the other and can push the other to greater clarity and 
applicability. There are many ways of  classifying and organizing our experiences of  the 
social world. The micro-macro distinction is one important way of  categorizing ideas 
and information, directing us to different, but equally important, questions about aging 
in the social world.

Patterning of Experience: Diversity and Heterogeneity

Looking more deeply and critically at the ways in which society influences the mean-
ings and experiences of  aging, some sociologists have focused on how, why, and to what 
extent the experiences of  aging are different for different groups of  people—looking 
for a patterning of  experience. For example, poverty is substantially more prevalent 
among Black women who live alone than among any other group of  older people. Why 
does this pattern exist? What social forces have produced this structured disadvantage 
for older Black women?

Many scholars have warned against using averages to describe the older population, 
because there is more variation among older people than among younger people on some 
variables. This heterogeneity is very often acknowledged but not thoroughly examined. 
Arguing for the need to analyze patterns of  difference, Dannefer (1988) suggested that 
research should begin to look for the extent, nature, and patterns of  heterogeneity on a 
wide range of  variables. Is the older population as heterogeneous on life satisfaction as 
they are on income? Are the political attitudes of  older people as varied as health status 
in later life? Does the amount of  heterogeneity on health status change as people grow 
older? What is the pattern of  that change? Does heterogeneity increase, decrease, or 
fluctuate over time? Finding out more about how much heterogeneity exists among the 
older population, on which variables, and in what pattern is an important first step in 
understanding the different experiences people have as they age.

But we need to go even further to really understand the many different realities 
of  aging. Dannefer (1988) suggests that the next step is to analyze the sources of  
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heterogeneity. How is heterogeneity produced, and what should be done about it? 
Calasanti (1996b) further refines this position by distinguishing between heterogene-
ity as variation among individuals and diversity. Heterogeneity—the extent to which 
older individuals are different from each other—as discussed in the preceding para-
graph might also be called individuality. Diversity refers to patterns of  difference 
among groups of  people in different social locations. The most common indicators of  
these social locations are gender, race, ethnicity, and social class. Scholarship on diver-
sity searches for the nature, extent, and causes of  differences among groups of  older 
people. It acknowledges that the realities of  aging are not the same across all groups. 
Throughout this text we present information and ideas about the diverse experiences 
of  aging, focusing on race, ethnicity, gender, and social class. Race and ethnicity are 
extremely complex, personal, and significant identities. In the most recent U.S. cen-
sus (2000), six race categories were listed and people could check more than one. In 
addition, there were questions about Latino or Hispanic identity. Hispanic/Latino 
respondents can be of  any race, so many combinations of  race and ethnicity are pos-
sible. The complexities and importance of  race and ethnicity are far-reaching. For 
the purposes of  this book, we focus on two major categories of  race, and Hispanic or 
Latino for ethnicity. We use Black and White for much of  the race data and Hispanic/
non-Hispanic in the discussion of  ethnicity.

Studying diversity can take one of  two directions. We can compare groups to try 
to understand their different experiences of  aging. A fair amount of  research takes this 
approach, and some of  it is referred to in later chapters. This is a useful but limited 
approach. The disadvantage of  the “comparison” model for studying diversity is that 
there is always a reference group to whom everyone else is compared. For example, we 
can say that women have higher rates of  diabetes than men, or that older Black women 
have the highest rates of  poverty among adults. While this information is instructive, 
the implicit use of  a dominant group as a point of  comparison reinforces the reference 
group’s experience as “normal” and minimizes the different social reality inhabited by 
the “other” groups (Calasanti, 1996b). Most typically the comparison group is White 
males, even though women outnumber men at later ages because of  the differential in 
life expectancy by sex.

The limits of  the comparison approach are well illustrated by the fact that such 
analyses often categorize people as White/non-White or male/not male. This approach 
assumes that the complexities of  life in a particular social category (Black, female, work-
ing class) are somehow captured by not being a member of  the reference group. But it is 
clear that being female is not the same as not being male (Kunkel & Atchley, 1996).

By focusing on groups of  people in particular social locations, we can better 
understand the different worlds of  aging. We would ask different questions that delve 
more deeply into the lives of  the members of  the group we are interested in. Instead of  
comparing men’s and women’s rates of  diabetes, we might ask how the rates of  diabetes 
vary among women, by social class and race; or we might attempt to specify exactly how 
social forces affect the lives of  members of  a particular group. Listening to the “voices” of  
specific groups better illuminates their situation than focusing on how they are different 
from the dominant group. The questions asked, the concerns attended to, and the items 
included on a survey will be more insightful if  we begin with a conviction that reality 
is different for groups in different social positions. For example, Gibson (1996) writes 
about the retirement experience of older Blacks. She introduces the “unretired-retired” 
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status to describe individuals who are 55 or older and not working, but who do not 
consider themselves retired. This status is most common among poor Blacks. They do 
not meet traditional criteria for retirement and therefore are not included in studies of  
retirement. This example clearly illustrates how using the experiences and meanings 
that are relevant for one dominant group completely undermines the ability to under-
stand the experiences of  other groups.

As social research on diversity in aging matures, more attention is given to diversity 
as an approach to reality rather than a kind of  comparative content. Calasanti (1996b) 
argues for an acknowledgment of  the constructed and contextual nature of  social real-
ity in all theorizing and research. “Being inclusive requires acknowledging the unique 
configuration of  a group within the matrix of  power relations, being sensitive to the im-
portance of  these cross-cutting relations, and not making undue generalizations” (p. 15).

S U M M A R Y
Aging is a broad and diverse field of  study. In recent decades, as the population has 
aged, aging has steadily become an important topic addressed by many disciplines and 
perspectives. It is an exciting time to be using sociology and social gerontology to study 
age, aging, and the life course. Enormous social changes are underway—changes that 
both affect older people and are affected by the aging of  society. Public policy, families, 
health care, education, and the economy are all changing as society ages.

The very large baby boom generation is on its way to joining the ranks of  the older 
population; the oldest baby boomers turned 60 in January 2006. The sheer size of  this 
group, and its unique generational experience, will doubtless change the meanings and ex-
periences of  aging for those to follow. Two recent publications suggest the transformations 
that are underway. Reinventing Aging (Center for Health Communication, Harvard School 
of  Public Health, 2004) describes the opportunities for, and promise of, the baby boom 
generation to continue to be involved in society well into old age. Reimagining America 
(AARP, 2005a) summarizes the challenges that the United States faces as baby boomers 
enter old age and offers suggestions for innovative solutions to those challenges.

Our goal in this book is to illustrate the kinds of  work leading us to a new under-
standing of  the social context and social constructions of  aging. An understanding of  
how social theorists and researchers think about, analyze, critique, and investigate ques-
tions related to aging is our major focus. In the process we will note areas that have not 
received adequate attention and offer some suggestions about why some questions and 
issues have remained unasked and unexamined. This latter course requires some specu-
lation, but we decided it would be more challenging and interesting and might inspire 
some readers to fill in the gaps in our understanding of  aging.

In the chapters that follow, we delve more deeply into the social aspects of  aging at 
both the micro and macro levels, focusing on the changing face of  later life within the 
dynamic context of  the social world. Since aging is reshaping the future for us all, we 
expect you will find compelling issues for yourself, your family, and for the larger society.

W E B  W I S E
At the end of  each chapter we present a number of  Web sites that may be relevant to 
further investigation of  select topics presented in that chapter. Some are oriented toward 
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research, while others focus on policy or practice. For each site we provide the address 
and a brief  description of  what is included or tips on links you may wish to pursue. To 
get you started, we have included a “how to” Web site that describes how to access, use, 
and cite information from the Internet. Another included site contains a directory to 
many other useful Web sites on topics for which we did not list a particular site.

Columbia University Press
The Columbia Guide to Online Style
http://www.columbia.edu/cu/cup/cgos/idx_basic.html

This site outlines both the MLA (humanities) and APA and CBE (scientific) methods 
for citing online references within text and for correct bibliographies at the end of  pa-
pers. Provides formats for materials cited from nontraditional sources, such as online 
materials.

Sites To Help Locate Other Sites on Aging
AOA Internet and E-mail Resources on Aging: An Online Directory
http:/www.aoa.dhhs.gov/aoa/pages/jpostlst.html

Joyce Post, a librarian at the Philadelphia Geriatric Center, has compiled and catego-
rized electronic resources related to aging. This site, maintained in cooperation with the 
Administration on Aging, includes over two thousand sites and listservs related to aging 
and can be searched to find more specific information. We suggest going to “General 
Resources” or checking items marked as “Best Bets.”

AARP Policy & Research Page
http://www.aarp.org/research

This page provides a guide to a wide array of  information collected by AARP on top-
ics ranging from individual health, mobility, and housing to public policy and law. It 
includes links to pages where more detailed headings connect to resources of  interest. 
AARP opinion pieces and research reports on many topics can be accessed.

K E Y  T E R M S
ageism
civic engagement
cohort
diversity
generation
interdisciplinary

life course
life stage
macro perspective
macro concern
micro perspective
micro concern

patterning of experience
social aging
social construction
social gerontology
societal aging
sociology of  aging

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  T H O U G H T  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N
 1 .   Browse through a birthday card selection, taking note of  cards that are de-

signed for different ages. What is your reaction? How are the messages of  the 
cards different, based on the age group for whom they are intended? What 
makes a birthday card funny?

http://www.columbia.edu/cu/cup/cgos/idx_basic.html
http://www.aoa.dhhs.gov/aoa/pages/jpostlst.html
http://www.aarp.org/research
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 2 .   John Glenn recently completed his much publicized return to space. His age 
(he was in his 70s) was a major topic of  conversation. Why is the American 
public so amazed, and possibly wary, of  a 75-year-old astronaut?

 3 .   Respond to the statement that “You are only as old as you feel.” Do you agree 
or disagree? What are some of  the things that influence how old we feel?

 4 .   What are some of  the causes, consequences, and solutions to ageism?



2 
Studying Aging

[N]ever begin a sentence with “The 
elderly are …” or “The elderly do …” 
No matter what you are discussing, 
some are, and some are not; some 
do, and some do not. The most im-
portant characteristic of the aged is 
their diversity. The average can be 
very deceptive, because it ignores the 
tremendous dispersion around it. Be-
ware of the mean. (Quinn, 1987, p. 64)

espite the perennial desire to 
understand how and why peo-
ple age in a physical sense, the 
study of  the social aspects of  aging is a relatively recent phenomenon; the vast bulk of  
research has been done in the past 40 years. The research techniques that were initially 
applied to the study of  aging in a social context were borrowed from the disciplinary 

research traditions of  sociology, economics, history, and other fields and then applied to the study of  
processes and products of  aging in social life. The traditions and assumptions of  these transplanted 
analytical frames of  reference have shaped both the types of  questions that are asked and the man-
ner in which we seek answers to them. More recently, however, the study of  aging has matured and 
developed its own unique approaches to answering the key questions. These new approaches were 
necessary because of  the kinds of  questions that research on aging seeks to answer and because of  
the interdisciplinary nature of  the field. The innovative methodological frames of  reference, the 
unique questions and challenges of  gerontological research, are the subject of  this chapter.

Mainstream social science research has dealt with “age” for years as a variable in research, 
often as an important background variable along with race, ethnicity, social class, and gender. The 
study of  aging, however, redirects our attention to age as the central variable of  interest, with the 
correlates and consequences of  aging the focus of  attention. The earliest research on social aspects 
of  aging focused on the aged as a group, considering their circumstances (such as poverty and ill 
health) as social problems and examining ways to intervene on both the individual and societal 

D
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levels. More recently, however, the focus has shifted from studying “the aged” as a 
population category to studying aging as a social process (Campbell & O’Rand, 1985). 
This shift has prompted a move away from research methods that focused on analysis 
of  a static group (those over 65 or some other arbitrary age) to studies of  dynamic 
processes in society as groups of  individuals move through life’s various stages to later 
life. The addition of  this dynamic view and application of  the life course perspec-
tive have raised a whole range of  new questions and prompted the development of  
new methodological approaches to answer them. So, although the roots of  research 
in aging reach into the most enduring traditions of  several social science disciplines, 
researchers are constantly struggling to find new and better ways to examine the dy-
namics of  aging in an ever-changing society.

Why Do We Conduct Research?
There are a number of  important reasons to conduct research on our social world. The 
most central motive is a deep curiosity. Most of  us are curious about how our world 
works. Social research helps us to understand how the various facets of  our social world 
interact to shape the lives of  individuals, groups, and major social institutions such as the 
economy, contributing to the stream of  social change that we all encounter during our 
lives (Schutt, 2004). Thus, the first impulse of  research is to generate accurate knowl-
edge about the social world in which we live.

The interest in research goes deeper than this curiosity and desire for knowledge. 
Social scientists, like all scientists, are committed to a fuller understanding of  how and 
why things (in our case, the social world) work the way they do. This understanding 
requires building theories that both explain and predict social behavior on the micro 
level of  the individual, on the macro level of  the social institution or society, or on any 
intermediate level between these two extremes. The second major purpose of  doing 
research, then, is to generate, test, and refine theories. Ironically, the purpose of  any 
specific piece of  research is not to validate a theory, but to refute it. Because most 
theories are created and promoted because they seem logical and plausible, it can be 
easy to accept their propositions as intuitively appealing. As with many other scientific 
fields, the study of  aging has had theories that seemed intuitively appealing when first 
proposed but that were subsequently proved to be inadequate or false. Some examples 
of  both successful and unsuccessful theories are described in subsequent chapters. 
Scientific method requires that we do as much as we can to test a theory by trying 
to prove it to be wrong, thereby invalidating it and prompting us to develop new 
or alternative theories to explain what we see. In this way, progress is made toward 
understanding social phenomena, including the processes of  aging.

A third and increasingly compelling reason for conducting research on aging is 
to provide input for public policy and intervention. This type of  study, referred to as 
applied research or evaluation research, uses scientific methods to provide answers to 
important questions of  policy and practice (McAuley, 1987; Schutt, 2004). Studying a 
particular service-delivery technique to support family caregivers of  older adults with 
physical or cognitive health problems, for example, would be an applied evaluation study 
with direct implications for policies and programs. Such research typically looks at the 
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effects of  programs, services, and policies on those they are intended to serve. Studies 
with this purpose, known as evaluation research, have long been commonplace in the 
fields of  education and public health (Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman, 2004). In these areas of  
policy and practice, the demonstrated effectiveness of  an intervention (such as a special 
program for educationally at-risk students or a falls-prevention program for older adults) 
helps to decide its fate—whether it should be refined, funded, and continued. Similar 
research—about whether programs and services for older people are working in the way 
and to the extent expected—is becoming increasingly visible in the field of  gerontology, 
as is a commitment to translating research findings into practice.

In an aging society and an aging world, the fate of  individuals and groups as they grow 
older becomes inextricably linked to the well-being of  the overall society. For example, 
older women are much more likely to be poor in later life, with many of  them relying 
on modest Social Security survivor benefits as their sole source of  income (Beedon & 
Wu, 2005). As society changes and more women are employed throughout adulthood, 
however, the plight of  this group may improve as more aging women have their own 
pensions, savings, and Social Security benefits (Morgan, 1991). Making plans and poli-
cies based on current situations, without research insights on elders of  the future, might 
lead to serious mistakes. More and more aging research is applied in the sense that its 
findings are directly translatable to strategies for intervention in the lives of  older per-
sons or policy recommendations on the local, state, or federal level.

Each of  these goals—generating knowledge, refining and testing theory, and shaping 
policy—requires research that is systematic and rigorous. Social research represents a 
significant improvement over everyday observations that can be affected by errors such 
as selective perception (only seeing part of  the picture), or overgeneralization (assuming 
that what we are observing is true for all people or in all similar situations) (Schutt, 2004). 
Research that is carefully designed and rigorously executed will provide knowledge that 
is more valid and understanding that is richer and more trustworthy than casual obser-
vation. Social science research design involves many complex decisions that are beyond 
the scope of  this chapter. Designing good research about aging involves some unique 
challenges that we explore in this chapter. As a starting point, let us consider the link 
between theory and research. This link is important for all research.

The Role of Theory
Theories are often described as the driving force behind research, dictating both the 
specific questions that need to be asked and the choice of  the most appropriate analytical 
techniques to answer them. For example, during the 1960s and 1970s, the theoretical 
contention between disengagement and activity theories led to considerable research 
on the concept of  life satisfaction among the elderly. Today, these theories are seldom 
discussed, and contemporary research gives only minimal attention to life satisfaction  
(Markides, Liang, & Jackson, 1990).

Research methods are sometimes viewed simply as tools to enable the testing of  
theoretical propositions, allowing them to be supported or refuted. But the relationship 
between theory and methods is more complex than that. Both theory and methods are 
shaped by dominant ideas about what kinds of  questions are interesting and appropriate 
and what tools are appropriate to answer them (Biggs, Lowenstein, & Hendricks, 2003). 
This argument is compellingly presented by Thomas Kuhn, who describes the ways in 
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which our views of  the world are necessarily limited. We cannot consider, see, or explore 
every possible aspect of  reality. The work of  other researchers and scholars provides a 
map of  our destination and possible paths; that is, a model of  the questions we are try-
ing to answer and the methods we use to explore them. Kuhn called these maps “para-
digms.” Paradigms are conceptual lenses or models that influence what we define as a 
problem and what we can consider as solutions. “In learning a paradigm, the scientist 
acquires theory … and methods together, usually in an inextricable mixture” (Kuhn, 
1996, p. 109). To illustrate, we can return to the tension between disengagement and 
activities theories mentioned above. These theories propose different explanations for 
aging; disengagement theory suggests that aging individuals and society mutually with-
draw, while activity theory proposes that maintaining activity levels and involvement in 
social roles explain high life satisfaction in later year. Even though these theories pro-
pose different solutions to the “problem” of  aging, they both focus on how individuals 
should and do adapt. The methods used to examine these competing theories involve 
the measurement of  individual circumstances, attitudes, and adaptation. A different 
paradigm might shift our focus to very different questions: Why does aging require 
adaptation? What is the source of  the problems that people must adapt to as they age? 
This paradigm would lead to theories and methods that consider the ways in which so-
cieties and social institutions cause the problems of  aging, rather than the ways in which 
individuals might cope.

Given their common roots in dominant paradigms, the relationship between 
theory and methods is very dynamic. By constraining what the researcher is able to do, 
the methods available often stimulate the development of  theory in certain areas while 
blocking it in others. A theory that cannot be tested through research, although it may 
be intriguing, is not scientifically viable (Achenbaum & Bengtson, 1994). Again, a good 
example is disengagement theory (discussed in detail in chapter 7). The theory was 
compelling, but it could not be tested effectively in research. For this and other reasons, 
interest in the theory soon waned, and researchers looked to other theories that provided 
more productive avenues for advancing knowledge. Although theory shapes methodol-
ogy, the relationship is actually a reciprocal one, with feedback from methodology to 
theory development, as shown in Exhibit 2.1. Theory can be research-driven (Campbell 
& O’Rand, 1985), just as research is often theory-driven. Theory can even arise from 
research, as in the case of  grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The link between 
research and theory is further discussed later in this chapter when we present qualitative 
and quantitative approaches to understanding our social world.

How Do We Conduct Research on Aging?
Research on aging can be driven by theories, curiosity about the surrounding world, or 
other research. One of  the interesting and challenging features in aging research is that it 
seeks to answer a dazzling array of  questions, covering topics related to the aging of  cells 
to the aging of  societies. What is it like to be old? What does aging “do” to us physically, 
emotionally, or socially? How do different cultures or societies treat people differently 
on the basis of  their age? How, why, and in what ways does age make a difference in our 
lives? What are the costs and impacts of  programs and policies serving older people? 
How do families adjust to the changes throughout the life course, including the onset 
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of  disability and need for help from other family members? Each of  these broad areas of  
curiosity could lead to a seemingly endless list of  possible research questions.

The range of  questions we might explore in research on aging relates to the 
micro-macro continuum discussed in chapter 1. To some extent, the kind of  question 
a researcher might investigate will be influenced by her or his academic tradition. For 
example, biologists may examine aging in units as small as chemical compounds and com-
ponents of  the cell, whereas the macro level for a biologist may include entire complex 
organisms, such as mice or humans. Within the social sciences, the continuum also differs 
by discipline. Psychologists move from within-individual phenomena such as changes in 
cognitive or sensory functioning (micro) to the complex behavior of  the person in social 
interaction (macro); sociologists take the individual as the micro end of  their disciplinary 
continuum and entire societies as the macro end.

Often the same topic can be addressed using many different units of  analysis to 
examine different aspects. For example, the social phenomenon of  early retirement can 
be examined with the individual as the unit of  analysis (addressing questions such as 
the effects of  early retirement on economic well-being, friendship patterns, or marital 
satisfaction), on the company level (how does early retirement affect the quality of  the 
pool of  workers?), or on the societal level (how do the economies of  Western societies 
fare when there is large-scale early retirement?).

The first step in any research process is to think through exactly what we want to 
explore. Before researchers can work through the details of  how to design and conduct 
a study, they must be very clear about the scope, level, and unit of  analysis implied in 
their question. One of  the unique challenges in aging research is specifying exactly why 
and how age is included in a study.

Age as a Variable
As discussed in chapter 1, age can have many different meanings. Similarly, when we say 
that we want to study aging, we can be referring to very different kinds of  questions related 
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to age, aging, or the life course. Consider these three related examples: (1) a study of  the 
impact of  aging on physical health; (2) a study of  older people who are participating in an 
exercise program; and (3) a project designed to find out whether an exercise program has 
the same effects for older people as for younger people. Although all of  these topics are 
similar, the role that age would play in the research would be very different. In the first 
study, where the aim is to find out how age affects health, age is treated as an independent 
variable. An independent variable is assumed to cause, or have an impact on, another 
variable (the dependent variable). In the second study, to see if  participating in an exercise 
program has a positive effect on the health of  older people, age is simply a selection vari-
able. We are particularly interested in the older population, so we select them for the study. 
The independent variable in this case is not age but rather participation in the exercise 
program; the dependent variable is health. In the third study, participation in the exercise 
program is again the independent variable, looking for the impact it has on physical health. 
However, the goal of this research is to see if  the effects of the exercise program are the 
same for people of all ages. In this case, age is treated as a control variable, a variable that 
might influence the findings of the study and thus should be included in the design.

The role that age will play in any study—as an independent variable, a control vari-
able, or a selection variable—is an important conceptual decision that has implications 
for the way age will be measured in the research. This might seem like quite a simple 
matter; we can just ask people how old they are or when they were born. In fact, much 
research on aging does just that. However, it is important to consider whether we want 
to know about the impact of  every single year of  age or whether the age group of  the 
person is most important (for example, old vs. not old; middle age vs. old age; member 
of  the baby boom generation or generation X).

It is essential to go through the formal process of  conceptualization in research 
on aging. Conceptualization is a general term that refers to the process of  generalizing 
or grouping ideas into a category. In research, this term refers to specifying exactly what 
is meant by an abstract concept. The conceptualization of  age for research refers back 
to the issue of  why we think age matters for the topic we want to study. Depending on 
the particular research question, age may be referring to the passage of  time, as in the 
case of  the first study above, which focused on the impact of  age on health. In this situ-
ation, we might indeed want to track changes by single years of  age. Age may also be 
used to define membership in a group—a generation, a target population for a service or 
program such as Medicare—or to mark the boundaries of  a life stage such as retirement. 
In these cases, a person’s exact age does not matter, and the research will not focus on 
the impact of  every passing year. Conceptualization thus has implications for how age 
should be measured in research.

Sorting Out Age, Period, and Cohort Effects
Thinking through what we mean by “age” as a variable in research is the first important 
step in designing a study. Once we have achieved some clarity about why and how we 
think age matters in our work, it is necessary to pay attention to one of  the most challenging 
issues in research on aging—the age-period-cohort problem. When a researcher studying 
political participation finds that the percentage of  the population that votes is higher in 
upper age groups (see Exhibit 2.2), what exactly does that tell us? Does it mean that ad-
vancing years or changes resulting from aging make us more politically active or involved? 
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Not necessarily. There are, in fact, three related influences that shape changes across age 
groups and over time: aging, period, and cohort effects. Understanding these three forces 
is central to understanding the complexity of  aging in a social context.

Many researchers are interested in learning about the effects of  human aging—
that is, the changes that occur as individuals accumulate years and move through the life 
cycle. When most people think of  the effects of  aging, they think first of  the physical 
effects, such as wrinkling of  skin or graying of  hair. Yet there is clearly a social side 
to aging as well. As discussed earlier, chronological age can be a proxy for life stages 
and can also be an indicator of  social and psychological maturation. So questions may 
arise about the effects of  aging on our social as well as physical lives. For example, we 
may want to know whether and how aging influences individuals’ productivity at work, 
happiness in marriage, choices in saving or spending money, or religious participation. 
But answering these questions is not as simple as it first appears. The initial inclination 
would be to observe, for example, workers of  various ages to learn how productive they 
are at a specific task and then draw comparisons by age. But would any differences that 
appear be only the result of  aging?

Although age is often a signifi-
cant factor in social research, 
many older persons soar above 
and beyond stereotypes based on 
their years. (Credit: E. J. Hanna)
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It is very difficult to isolate the effects of  aging in research, because human aging or 
maturation does not occur in a vacuum. Instead, the process of  aging is surrounded by 
social, economic, and historical events that influence the lives of  individuals and groups 
as they age. Beyond aging, a second force that is sometimes responsible for differences 
between age groups derives from the historical period. Period effects emerge from the 
major events that occur during a study of  aging. For example, if  we studied a cross-
section of  adults 25 years ago and again today and saw that the same people knew much 
more about AIDS now than they did before, should we conclude that their increased 
knowledge is a result of  aging? Of  course not. The period effect of  growing public 
awareness of  AIDS has influenced individuals of  all ages over that same time period—at 
the same time that the adults were aging 25 years. Because individual aging and period 
effects are tied together by time, it is important to attempt to separate period effects from 
those of  aging. The time at which we measure knowledge of  AIDS, not the fact that the 
respondents are older, is the real issue with period effects. Major wars, economic booms 
or busts, and dramatic modifications in the norms and values of  society alter people’s 
experiences as they age (Schuman & Scott, 1989). It is important to recognize, however, 
that more “everyday” period effects—for example, the introduction of  new technologies 
such as personal computers and cellular phones—can also have profound effects.

Finally, birth cohorts—groups of  individuals born at approximately the same time 
in history and sharing a collection of  historical life experiences—often differ from each 
other in important ways. These cohort effects—differences between groups sharing 
major life events (such as birth, marriage, college entry) at different points in historical 
time—are the third piece of  this puzzle. For example, if  a research study found that 
appreciation of  the music of  bandleader Lawrence Welk was higher among older birth 
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cohorts, would it mean that people would come to like this music as they aged? Again, 
this difference is not an aging effect. Instead, the older cohorts today, who came of  age 
during the era when Lawrence Welk’s music was popular, have continued to like it as 
they have aged. Their preference is a cohort effect. It has moved with them as they aged; 
the preference was not caused by aging.

A breakthrough article by Ryder (1965) identified the critical nature of  the cohort 
in understanding processes of  aging in society. Paralleling some of  Mannheim’s ideas 
about “generation” discussed in chapter 1, Ryder identified the flow of  birth cohorts 
through society as both creating and institutionalizing change in society over time. 
“Each cohort has a distinctive composition and character reflecting the circumstances of  
its unique origination and history” (p. 845). Members of  a cohort share a slice of  history 
and the social and cultural influences of  their time, differentiating them from cohorts 
who preceded them or those that follow. Thus, each cohort has a life of  its own. Cohort 
traits, such as its size or its race or gender composition, influence outcomes for the larger 
society and shape the life chances of  individuals within the cohort (Easterlin, 1987).

The diagram in Exhibit 2.3 is a graphic representation by Riley and her colleagues 
(1987, 1994) of  the triple forces of  aging, period, and cohort. In this diagram, time is 
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represented by the horizontal axis, and age is represented on the vertical axis. The diagram 
shows three birth cohorts (A, B, and C), each born at a different point in history. For each 
cohort, we can move from the year of  birth on the horizontal axis diagonally upward as 
time passes and each group ages. Thus, the diagonal black bars represent the aging compo-
nent. The white vertical bars represent period effects, the first clearly being World War II, 
the second perhaps the Vietnam War, and the third (potentially) the widespread integra-
tion of  computers into everyday life. (The fourth is a hypothetical event yet to happen.)

Most of  the cohorts intersect each of  these period events, but they do so at different 
ages and stages of  their lives. For members of  the oldest cohort, World War II occurred 
when they were in their 50s, the age to be parents of  soldiers. Members of  the next 
cohort, born in 1920, were young adults, likely to be heavily involved in actual fighting 
or war work on the home front. The 1950 cohort did not experience that war directly but 
was undoubtedly influenced by its aftermath. For them the second event, the Vietnam 
War, fell at about the same time in their lives (their early 20s) as World War II did 
for the 1920 cohort. In contrast, the Vietnam War was too late to have much effect on 
the surviving members of  the cohort born in 1890, who were by then about 80. Thus, 
different cohorts face the same historical events (period effects) at different stages of  the 
life course, and therefore relate to them differently. Such period effects may influence 
these cohorts as a collectivity in ways that will persist throughout their lifetimes (Riley, 
1987).

Any large-scale event, such as a lengthy war or a significant economic downturn, is 
likely to have an impact on everyone in the society, but the effects are differential based 
on membership in different birth cohorts. Young adult cohorts, those most likely to be 
called upon to fight in the event of  war, are likely to experience a life-changing effect 
from the war. At the same time, the birth cohorts who are parents or grandparents 
of  these fighting-age adults, while doubtless affected by the war (worry over the out-
come, shortages of  goods and services), are unlikely to feel the same magnitude of  effect 
on their lives from the same historical event (Pavalko & Elder, 1990). More mundane 
examples also apply. Certainly being a teenager in the 2000s is different from being one 
in the 1940s, even though many of  the issues of  aging and maturation faced by teenagers 
remain the same. These sorts of  accumulated differences throughout life may make the 
two cohorts very different when they reach their third or eighth decade of  life.

Because they are so closely interrelated, these three factors (aging, period, and 
cohort effects) are extremely difficult to disentangle in research. In fact, age, period, 
and cohort are “exact linear functions of  each other because Age = Period − Cohort” 
(Winship & Harding, 2004). In other words, an individual’s age can be known by sub-
tracting his or her year of  birth (cohort) from the year of  the study (period). Because it 
is so important to sort out the empirical and conceptual distinctions among these three 
factors, scholars continue to search for research designs and statistical models to sort 
out their influences. More complicated research designs, such as some described later 
in this chapter, can assist in separating one type of  effect (for example, a cohort effect) 
from the other two, but no currently available statistical technique enables researchers 
to routinely distinguish the relative inputs from each of  these three factors (Schaie & 
Herzog, 1982). A great deal of  progress is yet to be made in systematically addressing 
this puzzle.

To return to the example presented in Exhibit 2.2, when we see variations by age in 
voting behavior, it is not apparent from a comparison across age group whether aging, 
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period, or cohort effects, or some combination of  them, is at work. If  we make the as-
sumption that the behavior variation is all due to aging, we commit what is called a life 
course fallacy—interpreting age differences in data collected at one time across birth 
cohorts as if  the differences were caused by the process of  aging, without ruling out other 
possibilities (Riley, 1987). Although it may be the case that adults do become more po-
litically aware with the accumulation of  experience (aging), and therefore act upon that 
awareness in the voting booth, this interpretation is not the only possibility. A second 
explanation for this difference by age may relate to cohorts and their experience. Older 
cohorts, raised at a time when patriotism was more emphasized, may feel a greater duty 
to vote, and may have voted at higher rates all of  their lives when compared with younger 
cohorts. The age difference in voting, therefore, could be a cohort effect. A third pos-
sibility is a period effect, where a political event, issue, or candidate could increase or 
decrease the voter turnout or voter registration rates (Firebaugh & Chen, 1995). Finally, 
it is possible that the pattern of  voting behavior is a result of  some combination of  aging, 
cohort, and period effects. Despite the research difficulties in disentangling these three 
forces in the complexities of  social life, some research has succeeded in doing so. By way 
of  illustration, we describe three specific research studies in which one of  the three fac-
tors was successfully separated from the other two.

Aging Effects: Criminal Behavior by Age

Research has clearly established that not all citizens are equally likely to commit crimes. 
As Exhibit 2.4 shows, many of  the crimes of  concern to society are committed by 
adolescents and young adults. Further, peak ages for commission of  these crimes have 
remained consistent or declined since 1940 (Blumstein, 2001; Steffensmeier, Allan, 
Harer, & Streifel, 1989). Teenagers and young adults commit (and are arrested for) 
substantially more crime than are children or more mature adults. Why do we think 
this is an aging effect? In large measure the answer rests on the fact that similar age-
related patterns of  criminal behavior have been reported in many different societies and 
in different historical periods, diminishing the potency of  explanations based on period 
or cohort. Although the amount of  age difference in criminal behavior and the size of  
the decline with advancing age vary, many crimes show similar patterns of  variation by 
age (Steffensmeier et al., 1989). When a pattern as apparently consistent as this appears, 
then we cautiously conclude that there is an aging effect.

But how is aging implicated in crime? Certainly criminal activity may be somewhat 
related to physical aging, in that some crimes require strength, speed, or agility to execute. 
More plausible, however, are the social explanations for crime: “Society at large is faced 
perennially with an invasion of  barbarians … [and] every adult generation is faced with 
the task of  civilizing those barbarians” (Ryder, 1965, p. 845). The barbarians to whom 
Ryder refers are, of  course, the youthful cohorts being socialized to the ways of  society 
and their roles as adults. With limited integration into the social world (few links or 
responsibilities toward work or family) and with incomplete socialization and maturation, 
teenagers and young adults face fewer constraints against committing crimes than do their 
older counterparts. The explanation suggests that as individuals mature and gather more 
responsibilities and linkages to the social order (that is, increase their social integra-
tion), the costs of  crime rapidly grow to outweigh its benefits, discouraging participation 
in illegal activities (Laub, Nagin, & Sampson, 1998; Steffensmeier et al., 1989).
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Cohort Effects: The Nineteenth Amendment and Voting 
Among Women

Although it is typically very difficult to sort out age, period, and cohort effects, sometimes 
social life provides a “natural experiment” enabling researchers to clearly identify the 
consequences of  cohort membership. In one such study, Firebaugh and Chen (1995) 
examined the changes in voting behavior of  women in conjunction with passage of  
the Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution, giving women the right to vote. The 
researchers noted that the voting rates of  women just after passage of  the amendment 
were much lower than those for men, but that this gap gradually narrowed over the years 
and then disappeared. Why?

To examine the issue, the researchers compared the voting behavior of  three 10-year 
birth cohorts of  White women: those born before 1896, who were denied the vote in 
young adulthood; those born between 1896 and 1905, who spent their childhoods before 
women could vote but could vote when they came of  age; and those born between 1906 
and 1915, who were raised after the enactment of  the amendment. Firebaugh and Chen 
hypothesized that the experience of  lacking the right to vote would have a lasting cohort 
effect on the first group and that each of  the later two cohorts would be more likely to vote 
than the first cohort, because the oldest group had been socialized to think that women 
should not vote and had been prohibited from voting in their youth.

To make the test more stringent, the voting behavior examined was from much later: 
national elections between 1952 and 1988. The analysis revealed a true and enduring 
cohort effect from the passage of  the Nineteenth Amendment. Women from the earliest 
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cohort, who had been kept from voting as young women, were less likely than either of  
the subsequent cohorts to vote throughout their lives. Even though they did get to vote 
as soon as they reached adulthood, the women in the second cohort, who were socialized 
during the era when women could not vote, were still less likely to do so 30 years later 
than their younger counterparts, who were raised when women had the vote. Thus, the 
critical experience of  youth lasted throughout life and differentiated these three cohorts 
of  women in their voting behavior.

Finally, the authors offered an explanation as to why the gender gap in voting rates 
shrank over time. This reduction was the result of  changes in the composition of  the 
voting population. As the older cohorts of  women, who were less likely to vote, died 
and were replaced by women of  later cohorts more likely to vote, the gap systematically 
disappeared. Thus, this change probably did not reflect changes in the voting behavior 
of  individuals or even of  cohorts. Rather, the explanation derives from the so-called 
cohort composition effect. As cohorts age and their members die, they are replaced 
in the population (here, the voting-age population) by younger cohorts whose behaviors 
and attitudes may differ. This gradual shift in the composition of  the voting population, 
then, accounts for the disappearance of  the voting gap between women and men.

Period Effects: Consumer Spending Over the Life Course

As businesses anticipate the needs and desires of aging baby boomers, they might want to 
track consumer expenditures, looking for changes in the way people spend their money as 
they age. Hypothetical Company T conducts some research on this topic, wanting to know 
how these patterns might change with age. Remember, age effects are not just physical; we 
can be interested in physical, psychological, or social maturation. Company T is assuming 
that consumer expenditures may change because of life stage, hypothesizing that middle 
and later life will be marked by greater availability of discretionary income and discretionary 
time. To test this question, they conducted a longitudinal study, tracking the same people 
over time as they age. Exhibit 2.5 shows the hypothetical data resulting from this study.

As anticipated, the participants were gradually increasing the amount of  money they 
were spending on travel as they moved into and through middle age. The increase con-
tinued until a precipitous drop when they turned 66. Was this an aging effect? Did these 
study participants suddenly reduce the money they spent on travel when they retired or 
began receiving Medicare? Unlikely. A major historical event occurred during the time of  
this study—the September 11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and the Penta-
gon. It is much more likely that the rapid drop in consumer spending on travel was due to 
this period effect, not the effects of  physical aging or life stage. In fact, we know that the 
travel industry suffered tremendous losses following the events of  9/11. This example of  
a period effect illustrates how a significant historical event or social change can influence 
the results of  a study that might be designed to help us understand aging.

Designs and Methods Targeted to Research on Aging
Research on aging includes many unique challenges, including the conceptualization 
and measurement of  age and aging and sorting out age, period, and cohort effects. Some 
research designs are especially suited to these special concerns. These designs focus on 
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who is studied, how data are collected, and how the influences of  age, period, and cohort 
can be analyzed.

Longitudinal/Panel Studies
Longitudinal studies, sometimes also called panel studies, attempt to isolate aging from 
cohort or period effects by following a sample of  units of  analysis (cells, individuals, states, 
corporations, or societies) over time to observe how they change (or remain unchanged). 
The most often used type of  longitudinal study is one in which individuals in a sample are 
repeatedly surveyed about their lives over a period of  years or even decades. Longitudinal 
designs are contrasted with cross-sectional studies, in which data are collected at one 
point in time, generating a snapshot of  differences between age cohorts. Cross-sectional 
studies can show how age groups may be different from each other, but they cannot reveal 
the extent to which those differences are attributable to the effects of  aging. Cross-sectional 
studies often entangle aging effects with cohort or generational effects. To illustrate, 
consider a question about whether people become more religious as they grow older. A 
cross-sectional study would compare the religiosity of today’s 80-year-olds with today’s 60-, 
40-, and 20-year-olds. If  we see that the older groups are more religious (e.g., go to church 
more often), we cannot be sure how much of  that difference is due to aging processes and 
how much might be due to different cohorts growing up with different emphasis on many 
aspects of  religiosity, such as church attendance. Longitudinal designs help to sort aging 
effects from cohort effects; because a cohort is followed over time, as it ages, we are not 
confusing age effects with cohort effects.

Although it is not a panacea for all of  the analytical problems we have been discuss-
ing (Campbell, 1988), the use of  longitudinal data drawn from the study of  a sample over 
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time is generally touted as a necessity in the study of  social processes of  aging. However, 
the design has drawbacks. Because the commitment in time, financial resources, and 
effort involved in collecting significant longitudinal data can be staggering, the benefits 
sometimes are not seen for years (Campbell & O’Rand, 1985). In addition, researchers face 
challenges in conducting longitudinal studies that are not characteristic of  cross-sectional 
work.

Despite the researcher’s efforts, some respondents will be lost, requiring extensive 
tracking, and may possibly never be found. The investigator must deal with thorny 
measurement issues. Should questions be repeated, even if the early data from the 
study show them to be flawed? And even if questions are repeated in exactly the same 
form, the structure and meaning of concepts they indicate may have changed over time. 
What if new concepts emerge that seem germane to the original research objectives? 
(Lawton & Herzog, 1989, p. vi)

Yet longitudinal data are critical to disentangling the effects of  age, cohort, and period 
on processes of  individual aging and social change over time. Especially useful are longi-
tudinal studies that follow more than one cohort as it ages—a cohort sequential design. 
Exhibit 2.6 shows a hypothetical sequential design, following three cohorts over four time 
periods. Each group is reinterviewed at 5-year intervals. This design makes it possible to 
compare cohorts as they age. For example, we can compare the age changes that cohort 
1 and cohort 2 go through as they move from ages 40 to 50; even though they will go 
through these ages at different historical times, knowing whether an age change observed 
for one cohort holds true for another gives us greater confidence in our conclusions about 
the effect of  age. Following more than one cohort longitudinally enables some separa-
tion of  the effects of  aging, period, and cohort. One study, for example, included 15 
birth cohorts (every 3 years between 1916 and 1958) and collected data annually for 11 
years, providing a substantial amount of  information to sort out age and cohort effects 
for disease and disability (Reynolds, Crimmins, & Saito, 1998). In the earlier example of  
women’s voting patterns following ratification of  the Nineteenth Amendment, by focus-
ing on a span of  behavior (voting patterns from 1952 to 1988) with three distinct cohorts, 
the researchers used a sequential design to clearly isolate cohort effects.

Secondary Analysis
One way around the time constraints and costs of  longitudinal studies is to use existing 
data. Secondary analysis “refers to the study of  existing data initially collected 
for another purpose” (Liang & Lawrence, 1989, p. 31). Although secondary analyses 
need not use longitudinal data or even survey data (for example, secondary analysis of  
medical records), many of  the most valuable contributions to our knowledge of  aging 
have involved longitudinal surveys of  aging samples.

A growing number of  large, national longitudinal secondary analyses of  studies origi-
nally designed to examine very specific issues (such as economic status, employment, 
utilization of  health services, and family relationships) have been employed by other 
researchers in secondary analyses to answer questions about aging beyond those envisioned 
by their original designers. Many such data sets are available from computerized archives, 
making them readily accessible to researchers for secondary analyses. The Inter-University 
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Consortium for Political and Social Research and the National Archive of  Computerized 
Data on Aging are two excellent resources for secondary data. Examples of  this type of  
data can be located through Web sites listed at the end of  this and some other chapters. 
These studies have been used to dramatically expand knowledge in a number of  areas 
about aging, despite having been designed with other goals in mind. Newer longitudinal 
studies, including the Health and Retirement Study initiated in 1992 with large samples 
of  women and men, updates the information provided by panels initiated in the 1960s 
and 1970s (Health and Retirement Study, 2006). These longitudinal studies used in 
secondary analysis have added considerably to our store of  knowledge about aging.

The growth in these large, national data sources available to researchers for secondary 
analysis is a mixed blessing. As Kasl (1995) points out, although these studies provide 
both a longitudinal design and a large, national sample, which would probably otherwise 
be unavailable to most researchers on aging, they offer information on a limited number 
of  variables. Researchers may not be able to measure concepts of  interest (such as health 
status, family cohesiveness, or political involvement) in ways that are ideal; essentially 
they must work within constraints of  what the data provide. If  a key variable is missing, 
then the researcher must choose between not using the data at all or attempting to work 
around this limitation.

Qualitative, Quantitative, Combined Methods
Most of  the techniques drawn from other social science traditions that have been 
applied to the study of  aging are quantitative approaches. These approaches include 
experiments, surveys, and much of  the evaluation research discussed earlier in this 
chapter. Even though these specific designs are different from each other, they share one 
central feature: they examine numerical data using statistical techniques. The numerical 
data may derive from medical records, the census, an experiment, or from a survey of  
individuals, states, or companies; the data are then analyzed in such a way as to suggest 
that the numbers are meaningful reflections of  reality. For example, a person reporting 
limitations in five activities of  daily living (ADLs)—a common measure of  functional 
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health status—is assumed in a quantitative approach to be more disabled than a person 
reporting only two such limitations. Although widely used, quantitative approaches 
have limitations. Because of  the focus on numerically valid data that can be used to make 
general statements about the larger population, or about the causal connections between 
variables of  interest, quantitative research does not attend to subjective interpretations 
by respondents. Quantitative research is also criticized for inhibiting theorizing by 
reducing complex social life into a set of  numbers (Cole, 1995).

Complementing quantitative approaches are numerous qualitative analysis tech-
niques, designed to deal with the issues that quantitative research cannot address. “Quali-
tative research starts from the assumption that one can obtain a profound understanding 
about persons and their worlds from ordinary conversations and observations” (Sankar & 
Gubrium, 1994, p. vii). Qualitative research is thus based not on numbers, but on words, 
meanings, and symbols. Key to the qualitative approach are the acknowledgment of  (1) 
people’s inherent ability to know and communicate things about their own lives, one 
another, and their respective worlds; (2) the researcher’s role in obtaining the facts of  ex-
perience; and (3) the importance of  seeking to understand the multifaceted and complex 
nature of  human experience from the perspective of  subjects (Sankar & Gubrium, 1994). 
Thus, instead of  using questions with multiple-choice answers, which construct the 
meaning of  the social situation for the respondent in advance (e.g., your health is either 
excellent, good, fair, or poor), qualitative researchers tend to focus their research efforts 
on in-depth interviewing, life-history collection, and observation, sometimes as a partici-
pant, in a social setting. The goal is to represent the participants’ reality as faithfully as 
possible from their points of  view (e.g., my overall health is good, except for severe arthri-
tis) (Sankar & Gubrium, 1994). The researcher, rather than being only minimally present 
for the administration of  a questionnaire asking yes/no questions or for numerical ratings 
of  the subject’s health, is an active participant in eliciting meanings from the informants, 
whose reality is often recorded on audio- or videotape for later analysis.

For example, Gay Becker (1993) analyzed the aftermath of  stroke in a sample of  100 
victims. Her analysis was based on repeated interviews with the sample, participant obser-
vation in a stroke rehabilitation ward of  a hospital, and observation of  patient-practitioner 
interactions over a 5-year period. The interviews, once transcribed, were used to iden-
tify central themes that appeared throughout the data. Those themes became the basis 
of  theoretical explanations and hypotheses for further consideration. Among her key 
conclusions was that victims viewed stroke as a major life-course disruption, requiring 
victims to reconstruct their lives with new expectations and patterns of  behavior.

In this case, Becker examined the event (stroke) from the perspective of  those living 
through it to learn how they, not physicians or researchers, socially constructed the 
major issues. As an observant outsider, the qualitative researcher may see aspects of  the 
situation that are missed or taken for granted by those in the situation. The hallmark of  
qualitative research is looking at the meanings central to social actors, not those that may 
be imposed by the perspective and goals of  the researcher.

When exploring topics about which we have very little information, qualitative 
research is usually the most appropriate design. It is important to point out that these 
two approaches—qualitative and quantitative—represent two different, not necessarily 
opposing, frames of  reference for examining the social world and are sometimes 
combined in research studies. Many studies can be enhanced by the inclusion of  both 
approaches. For example, if  we want to develop a new measure that will eventually be 
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used in a large-scale survey, it would be wise to begin with a qualitative phase. In this 
phase, we can ask people to describe their experiences in depth so that the measure we 
develop will capture what is meaningful to those eventually surveyed.

At the beginning of  any research project, we should consider whether qualitative, 
quantitative, or a combined approach will be best suited for what we want to understand. 
This research decision is part of  some of  the challenging but essential work that must 
take place before data collection or analysis. Some of  these important initial decisions are 
summarized in Exhibit 2.7.

Event History Analysis
One of  the newer tools in the study of  aging is called event history analysis. In aging 
research we are often interested in when a particular life event happens or in the social 
forces that shape its occurrence. Event history analysis attempts to address these issues. 
This frame of  reference draws attention to a particular event of  interest, such as retire-
ment, enactment of  a new social policy, entry into a nursing home, or divorce.

As its name suggests, event history analysis focuses on when and how particular 
events happen to the person or group of  interest. Based on longitudinal data, this 
technique explores how much time passes before the event of  interest occurs, the rates 
of  occurrence of  particular events (for example, widowhood within a population), and 
how these rates change with the passage of  time (Does the rate of  widowhood increase 
as women age?) (Campbell & O’Rand, 1985). This type of  analysis allows us to answer 
questions related not only to when something occurs, but also to the relationships, if  any, 
between events—for example, marriage and childbirth, or passage of  a new retirement 
policy and changes in the behavior of  retirees.

Designing a Study: Critical Starting Questions

Exhibit

2.7
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Although event history analysis is most frequently used on the individual level, 
examining the impact of  specific life events, it can also be applied to large-scale (macro) 
events. It would be equally valid, however, to look cross-nationally at how changes in 
eligibility age for retirement influence when workers retire in various countries, using 
the country as the unit of  analysis. Regardless of  the unit of  analysis, it is essential that 
the unit under study have the potential to undergo a particular change that may have 
identifiable consequences of  interest.

A key to analyses of  this type is being able to pinpoint the timing of  the event of  
interest (Campbell & O’Rand, 1985). Current studies often enable us to know only 
that retirement or marriage or death took place between the third and fourth round 
of  interviews in a longitudinal panel, but not the specific month or year of  the event in 
question. A second complication in this type of  analysis is known as censoring. If  we 
are following a large sample to examine the timing and rate of  a particular event—say 
the onset of  dementia, which occurs at widely different ages in a population above age 
70—this event would already have occurred for some people, not yet have occurred for 
others, and never occur for still others. In the cases in which the event does not occur 
and in the cases in which we don’t know its timing, the event is considered “censored” 
and not available for analysis. Therefore, unless we can wait 30 or 40 years to ensure that 
everyone in the sample has either shown signs of  dementia or died without doing so, 
event history analyses are always dealing with censoring. Censoring simply means that 
we lack knowledge of  when those remaining people will experience the event of  interest, 
if  ever. Fortunately, techniques are available to assist in dealing with the problems of  
censoring.

As a specific example of  event history analysis, Moen, Dempster-McClain, and 
Williams (1989) conducted a study of  women’s role involvement and longevity. They used 
a sample of  married mothers (originally ages 25–50) who had been interviewed in both 
1956 and 1986. The event of  interest was mortality. Most women in the sample (76%) 
had survived the 30-year period and were therefore censored as to the timing of  their 
eventual demise. Another 5% could not be located and were also considered censored 
as to time of  mortality. Only 19% of  the sample had died during the interval between 
interviews. Knowing the dates of  death for the women who died, however, enabled the 
researchers to utilize complex statistical techniques to evaluate the relationship between 
longevity and the number of  social roles held earlier in life.

The researchers were interested in whether the number of  social roles (aside from 
being a wife and mother) was related to longevity. They found, after controlling for 
social class and age in 1956, that the number of  social roles did help to predict longev-
ity. Women who were more involved earlier in their lives, especially those who be-
longed to clubs or organizations, had greater longevity than those who were not. The 
authors concluded that social integration of  mid-life women has beneficial effects that 
translate into greater life expectancy. The event history approach enables researchers 
to examine a variety of  life-course events that are of  considerable interest. Rather than 
focusing on “the aged,” this technique emphasizes the dynamic nature of  aging over 
time.

Life History and Reminiscence
Some researchers address questions of  time, aging, and social change at a more individual 
level, asking older persons to look back over their lives, emphasizing the transitions and 
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events that were turning points. This life history or reminiscence approach is not only 
used for research purposes, but is also considered by many to be therapeutic for older 
persons (Borglin, Edberg, & Hallberg, 2005). Review of  past life events may occur spon-
taneously by an older person alone or in conversation, through a structured interview 
process, or in a group workshop. It is these latter two settings that have been involved 
in research and therapeutic activities. As a research tool, life history interviewing is 
somewhat controversial. Many methodologists argue that retrospection (looking back) 
involves a mental reconstruction of  the past that is subject to bias (Hagburg, 1995). This 
reconstruction, however, may be what is of  interest, rather than a factual accounting of  
the events as they happened. For example, what is of  interest to a researcher today may 
not be the exact realities of  the Great Depression of  the 1930s or World War II, but 
rather how those events and times are recalled over the course of  many years and how 
they influence today those who experienced them.

Bo Hagburg, in a life history study focusing on close personal relationships through-
out the life cycle, examined satisfaction with events surrounding retirement. Hagburg 
(1995) found that positive recollections of  relationships in childhood and adolescence 
were associated with a positive reaction to the experience of  retirement. Retirees remem-
bering earlier life stages and the significant people in them most positively were most 
likely to be satisfied in retirement. Neither the current mental status nor the cognitive 
ability of  the retiree explained this relationship. Instead, satisfaction with retirement was 
linked to a positive report of  relationships to significant others during childhood and 
adolescence. Was this positive tie to significant others the way these relationships were 
viewed in childhood and teen years? It is hard to say, but the findings suggest that how 
they are recalled now is influential.

Much of  the life history or reminiscence work is qualitative in nature, focusing on 
descriptions of  past events and how they are interpreted through the passing years. This 
qualitative approach is not necessarily always the case, however. The Hagburg study, for 
example, used statistical means to correlate aspects of  recalled life history with current 
events and characteristics.

Other Special Issues in Studying Aging

Separating “Normal” from “Pathological” Aging

Chapter 1 mentions the difficulty in separating out the “normal” aging of  the body 
from diseases that are age-related but not age-caused. Similar problems arise in studying 
the social phenomena associated with aging. If  people typically experience a decline 
in response time at the wheel of  a car or in purchasing power in the marketplace as 
they age, can we say that these factors are part of  the normal process of  aging? Often 
we cannot. Although some social phenomena are clearly age-related (for example, the 
probability of  widowhood for women is clearly related to the ages of  their husbands), 
many times the chain of  causation is indirect at best. The decline in response time may 
result from illness rather than age. A decline in income at higher ages, though common, 
is a consequence of  the manner in which society constructs the systems for income 
maintenance for older people who have retired and the fact that women, with fewer eco-
nomic resources in current older cohorts, outlive men. Because we have institutionalized 
retirement and developed income-replacement strategies that derive from employment 
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and do not always keep up with inflation, many people see their purchasing power erode. 
A majority of  these survivors are older women. So just as physical pathology is hard to 
separate from the biological components of  aging, social effects are intertwined with the 
individual processes of  growing older.

There is nothing natural or inevitable about providing retirement income this way 
in the social world—age systems are socially constructed. In agricultural economies, 
where the ownership of  land often remains in the hands of  the oldest generation, their 
power and economic security may endure until death. We must remain vigilant to 
avoid assumptions that because something is common or typical, it is somehow socially 
“normal.” This critical eye enables us to identify and address, through policies and 
programs, problems of  older persons that are not inevitable parts of  the aging process but 
that could in some instances be thought of  as social pathologies in need of  “treatment” 
through policy intervention.

Increasing Variability With Age

Dale Dannefer (1988) points out another difficulty related to the study of  aging. He 
argues that there is now an ample body of  both psychological and sociological research 
demonstrating that individuals in a cohort become more differentiated (or, in sociological 
terms, heterogeneous) as age increases.

The late Mel Harder, a former All-Star pitcher 
with the Cleveland Indians, knew a thing or 
two about life’s curveballs and longevity on 
and off the mound, living to the age of 93. 
He pitched in the major leagues for 19 years 
and stayed in the game for 21 more seasons 
as a coach with the Indians and other major 
league teams. (Credit: Mike Payne, courtesy 
of the Ohio Department of Aging)
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Older people have been thought to be more dissimilar from one another than are 
younger people in terms of physical health status, intellectual capacity, and psychological 
functioning, material resource availability and life-style. Although such comparisons 
are often used to contrast different age groups or strata at one point in time, they also 
implicitly connote a life-course pattern toward greater heterogeneity among age peers. 
(p. 360)

The processes involved in creating this increased variability are complex, and the 
growing differentiation with advancing age creates challenges for research. Dannefer 
argues that neither current theories nor research methods are well equipped to deal with 
this pattern. Adequate study of  variability with aging would require both very large 
samples and longitudinal data (data collected on the same individuals over long periods 
of  time), which are costly types of  research in terms of  both time and money required.

Many current approaches to describing age-related changes focus on measures of  
central tendency, such as averages (means) that define how a typical person is doing. 
We then compare across ages to find any differences associated with age. If  a difference 
is found, we may think we have identified an effect arising from aging, period, or cohort. 
In fact, on some items older people differ more from one another than they do from 
younger age groups. Measures of  central tendency ignore the variability within each 
cohort, making such measures less adequate to describe older than younger groups. It 
is this “mean” that Quinn warns of  in the quote that began this chapter. Alternative 
measures are available, and Dannefer urges their use in the study of  aging populations.

Sampling Adequately

In most research, it is not possible to study every person who is a member of  the popula-
tion of  interest. So we use samples. As Nesselroade (1988) so simply put it, “A sample 
is a small part of  anything (or a few of  a larger number of  somethings) that is (are) used 
to show the nature of  the whole” (p. 13). In most social science research, a sample is a 
few units of  analysis (people, families, businesses, city governments, or countries) out of  
all of  the possible pertinent units of  analysis (the population) that one wishes to study. 
The units in the sample reflect the location along the macro-micro continuum that has 
been selected as appropriate for the question at hand, with the number of  units in any 
given sample being highly variable and the number of  samples potentially to be drawn 
from any large population infinite. The goal is to have a sample that represents the entire 
population (sometimes also called the universe), because it is too costly in time and 
money to reach every member of  that population, and good estimates can be developed 
from a sample of  what would have been found had the entire population been included. 
This is especially challenging given the diversity among older adults, discussed above.

A study of  the entire population of  the United States is conducted every decade 
when the census is taken. The census, by not using a sample, is more the exception 
than the rule. Since it is impossible to interview every person who is widowed, for 
example, researchers select a sample believed to represent in most critical ways the 
larger population from which it was selected (all widowed persons).

A wide variety of  sampling techniques can be applied to various types of  quantitative 
and qualitative research (Schutt, 2004). Many of  these techniques are directly applicable 
to studies of  aging, where attention is often focused on constructing samples based on 
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age (for example, a survey studying how attitudes toward Social Security vary by age). 
Sampling by age is a difficult task, because there is no simple way to identify or reach 
large and representative groups of  people across the full range of  ages. For example, 
there is no roster of  retirees or persons over age 65 from which we can easily draw 
samples. Although the Social Security system has information about most older adults, 
the information is confidential and not available to researchers to use in developing 
samples for their research.

The study of  aging encompasses more than just age in selecting participants for 
research. Sometimes researchers are interested in locating individuals from more 
specific groups or “rare populations”: daughters providing at-home care for a frail 
parent; older adults who have maintained high levels of  creative productivity in the arts; 
or African Americans anticipating retirement in the next few years. Efforts to examine 
specific groups require additional attention to sampling and sometimes the use of  special 
sampling techniques. Not only may these groups be statistically rare, but they may also 
be resistant to participating in research for a variety of  reasons (McAuley, 1987). To 
develop a high-quality sample in these cases requires considerable resourcefulness.

Studies that focus attention on the oldest individuals in society, who are often frail 
or cognitively impaired, raise additional concerns. Researchers are ethically bound to 
use extreme caution in conducting interviews or observations with such samples, given 
the relatively higher risks of  stress, fatigue, and health impacts of  upsetting a normal 
routine. Gatekeepers, such as relatives or health care providers, are often reluctant to 
give permission for frail persons in their care to participate in research studies. Special 
protections, including detailed reviews of  research methods for risk factors when older 
subjects are involved, work to minimize problems for such vulnerable samples.

Early research on aging was plagued by samples that were small, local, and 
unrepresentative of  the larger population (Cutler, 1995). Researchers could draw 
conclusions only in very limited fashion because there was no certainty that their results 
pertained to the population as a whole. Until fairly recently, most studies underrepresented 
some groups, making it difficult, for example, to study aging in minority populations 
(LaViest, 1995; Markides et al., 1990). In fact, many studies were conducted using 
“convenience” samples that tended to overrepresent White, middle-class individuals. 
The development in large, nationally representative samples that enable researchers to 
examine many issues of  concern in aging has marked a major advancement in the field 
(Cutler, 1995; Kasl, 1995).

Ethical Issues in Research on Aging

All researchers have an obligation to do no harm to anyone who participates in their 
studies. All universities and government agencies, and most agencies or organizations 
that serve the public, have some mechanism to protect research participants. In many 
organizations, the group charged with this oversight is called an institutional review 
board (IRB). This group reviews research before it begins to make sure that any proposed 
study will not cause undue distress and that people do not feel coerced into participating. 
The protection of  human subjects is of  concern to everyone involved in research. Special 
concerns can arise when studying the older population. In particular, older people 
who are living in nursing homes or receiving home-care services need to be assured 
that their participation is voluntary and that they can be honest in their answers. It is 
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understandable that individuals in these situations might worry that they will disappoint 
the researcher or the agency if  they choose not to participate; in addition, they might 
be concerned about giving any negative feedback, fearing possible repercussions. For 
example, a home-care recipient might not be willing to say that her worker shows up 
late sometimes because of  worry that the worker might lose her job and not show up at 
all. These considerations are all part of  assuring that human subjects are protected. The 
integrity of  the researcher, and of  the research process, are equally essential to the ethical 
conduct of  research.

Cohort-Centrism, Dynamism, and Limits  
of Current Knowledge
As already noted, the scientific study of  aging is a relatively recent development. 
For example, early research on retirement began in the 1950s and grew dramatically 
in the decades that followed. Most of  what we know about how retirement affects 
individuals, families, the labor market, and the overall economy is drawn from the 
1970s through today. The same could be said about a wide range of  topics associated 
with aging.

Our knowledge of  retirement is, therefore, limited to cohorts of  workers who 
were entering or already in retirement at those particular time periods, with all of  their 
related cohort experiences of  economic upturns and depressions, education, war, and 
employment. They represent a truly narrow slice of  history upon which to build a 
knowledge base. Riley (1987) warns against the fallacy of  cohort-centrism, whereby 
an erroneous assumption is made that future (or past) cohorts will age (have aged) in 
the same fashion as current cohorts under study. We should expect research findings 
to change as new cohorts—with vastly different experiences in health care, the labor 
market, the family, and in other domains of  their lives—approach and enter retirement. 
These newer groups will retire from a global economy that has changed dramatically in 
the past 20 to 30 years. Similarly, processes that are influenced by period effects in other 
areas of  aging, even biological aging, should be expected to change as conditions experi-
enced by the individual alter through historical time.

In studying aging, part of  the problem is that we attempt to study a moving 
target. Matilda White Riley (1987) describes this dynamic aspect of  the study of  aging 
from her perspective of  examining cohort flow through the age structure of  society 
over time. She describes two interrelated dynamisms as underlying this interplay of  
individual aging and social change. The first process is the aging of  people in successive 
cohorts who grow up, grow old, die, and are replaced by people in subsequent cohorts. 
Because the members of  these successive cohorts age in different ways, they contribute 
to social change. “When many individuals in the same cohort are affected by social 
change in similar ways, the change in their collective lives can produce changes in 
social structure” (p. 9).

For example, Riley explains the rising economic well-being of  older adults using the 
“cohort composition” explanation described earlier. The reduction in the poverty level 
of  the older population has been brought about by deaths among the oldest cohorts, who 
were the least financially secure, and the movement into older ages of  their replacement 
cohorts, more of  whom retired with pensions and assets to combine with Social Security 
benefits. Thus, according to Riley, the fates of  particular elderly persons have not 
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improved over the past decades. Instead, the movement of  cohorts into and (through 
death) out of  the older population has changed the composition of, and thus society’s 
view of, the economic security of  the older population.

Second, there is constant change in society as people of  different ages pass through the 
social institutions organized by age. Because society changes, people in different cohorts 
age in different ways. The economic boom following World War II and the increased 
availability of  pensions has enabled more older persons today to retire at earlier ages. 
Early retirement, in turn, has created a boom in housing, travel, and leisure pursuits for 
this economically advantaged group, to which the economy has reacted by providing 
products and services. “The key to this understanding lies in the interdependence of  aging 
and social change, as each transforms the other” (Riley, 1987, p. 2).

The problem, according to Riley, is that we are attempting to study the process of  
aging within the context of  constant change in the social world. Social changes, in turn, 
modify the process of  and the adaptations to aging among successive cohorts, making it 
more difficult to determine what, if  anything, is caused by aging on the macro or micro 
level. One such dynamic, described below, is change in the size and composition of  
birth cohorts, which, according to economist Richard Easterlin, may have important 
influences on the lives of  various cohorts.

Sociology of Knowledge and Research Activism
Most of  us take the information we get, especially from authoritative sources, for 
granted. We assume that the information is factual and unbiased. But there are many 
questions that we can, and perhaps should, ask about it. How do certain ideas come to the 
forefront in a society? Why do particular theories become popular and taken for granted 

by researchers or the public? Why 
do certain discoveries get coverage 
in popular media whereas others 
disappear from view? We assume 
that experts know what they are 
talking about, use appropriate 
means to determine and pres-
ent facts without the influence of  
political or ideological slants. But 
these assumptions are not neces-
sarily true. One subfield of  sociol-
ogy, the sociology of  knowledge, 
has made knowledge its subject 
matter, assuming that we need to 
question how we know what we 
know and to examine the social in-
fluences on sources of  information 
that most of  us take for granted. 
Science is, in fact, a social enter-
prise and a human activity that is 
shaped by the setting and the his-
torical context in which it is per-
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Cohort Size and Life Chances:  
The Easterlin Hypothesis
Do you believe that your personal fate and your 
opportunities are entirely in your own hands? Is 
it only your individual abilities and choices that 
determine how your life will turn out? Economist 
Richard Easterlin has formulated an interesting 
and controversial theoretical argument about the 
opportunities individuals get in society (what soci-
ologists call life chances). His premise is a simple 
one: The life chances of  individuals are influenced 
to a significant degree by the size of  the cohort 
into which they were born. “For those fortunate 
enough to be members of  a small generation, life 
is—as a general matter—disproportionately good; 
the opposite is true for those who are members of  
a large generation” (1987, p. 3). Prompted by the 
obvious impact of  the baby boom cohorts (which 
he refers to as a generation), and recognizing an 
apparently cyclical movement from large to small 
“generations,” Easterlin argues that cohort size af-
fects the well-being and outcomes experienced by 
a cohort’s individual members. Members of  large 
cohorts compete for attention and positions in 
families, schools, and the labor market; members of  
smaller cohorts see their fortunes advance relatively 
easily by comparison. When the members of  larger 
cohorts are unable to achieve their high aspirations, 
Easterlin argues, they take actions such as having 
fewer children, and they experience higher rates of  
unemployment, divorce, suicide, crime, and politi-
cal alienation (1987).

Although Easterlin has presented a compelling 
case in his book Birth and Fortune, other researchers 
have demonstrated its limitations as an explanatory 
scheme. To test one of  Easterlin’s predicted negative 
outcomes for large cohorts, Kahn and Mason (1987) 
analyzed survey data on political alienation from 
1952 through 1980. They found that period effects 
(such as the Vietnam War or Watergate) had more 
to do with political alienation than did cohort size. 
Political alienation fluctuated over time in similar 
patterns for all cohorts, rather than differentially for 
cohorts of  different sizes.

In other studies examining cohort size and crime, 
findings are mixed. One analysis showed that larger 
cohort size was related to the commission of  homicide 
(O’Brien, Stockard, & Isaacson, 1999), but oth-
ers showed, contrary to Easterlin’s prediction, that 
larger cohorts were not especially prone to crime 
(Steffensmeier, Allen, Harer, & Streifel, 1989). These 
authors argued that looking only at cohort size is too 
simplistic and that prediction of  criminal behavior 
needs to take into account the larger social and eco-
nomic climate as well. Nonetheless, the age structure 
of  society does influence crime in important ways.

As the debate on the validity of  Easterlin’s 
hypothesis on cohort size continues, it may be 
interesting for you to consider the size of  your 
cohort (either your birth cohort or the cohort 
with which you entered school, the workforce, or 
marriage) and to contemplate whether the size of  
that group is likely to shape your opportunities and, 
as a result, your life chances as you move through 
your life course.

Applying Theory 

formed. Researchers bring their personal frames of  reference—including ideologies, 
expectations, interests, and experiences—to the research setting, sometimes unwittingly 
confounding what they find in their studies with what they wish to find.

These problems of  potential bias are much more pertinent in the social sciences 
than they are in biology or physics, for example, where the topics are more removed 
from personal interests and goals. When scientists study people and society and how 
they operate, however, they touch upon topics in which all social scientists have a strong 
vested interest. It becomes quite difficult to maintain the “objectivity” that scientists are 
supposed to have regarding their subject matter when the processes under study affect 
them and all of  the people important to them. Because we are all aging and have family 
and friends who are aging, these issues become very personal.

Not only do forces internal to the scientist shape the kinds of  questions being 
asked and the ways in which answers are sought, external forces, too, can influence 
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the situation. Research, like fashion, has trends that are shaped by a variety of  external 
forces, including political trends, the availability of  funding to support research on vari-
ous topics, and the popularity of  particular research methodologies. Conflicts regarding 
theories or goals among forces external to the research setting, such as changes in the 
political power of  interest groups, may also shape what is studied and how it is studied. 
A good example of  these external forces is the dramatic increase in funding from the 
mid-1980s to the 1990s for research on both the physical and social aspects of  Alzheimer’s 
disease (Adelman, 1995). Although the disease has been identified since 1906, it was 
“rediscovered” during the 1980s with the assistance of  advocacy groups stressing dire 
projections of  the number of  the oldest old who would face this disease in the future. 
Funding for research grew tremendously, resulting in increasing knowledge about the 
disease, its impact on the health care delivery system, and its effects on family members 
who provide care and support to its victims (Adelman, 1995). Most diseases receive 
research funding that reflects their burden on the population, but Alzheimer’s disease is 
an exception, as are AIDS and breast cancer, which receive greater funding than would 
seem warranted by the number of  people affected and their lethality (Gross, Anderson, 
& Powe, 1999). Obviously many forces are at work in the allocation of  research funds. 
Critiques of  the mismatch between research support and burden of  the disease are 
often made in an effort to advocate for a greater allocation of  money to the study of  
another disease. For example, the American Obesity Association argues that “obesity 
is approaching the level of  being the leading cause of  preventable death in the U.S. Yet 
AIDS, another cause of  preventable death, receives about 5 times more research funding 
than obesity” (AOA, 2002). Differential research support to diseases may represent an 
active social construction (for the benefit of  legislators and those funding research) as to 
the relative seriousness of  diseases and their priority for funding. In other social/politi-
cal contexts, funding might well be allocated in an entirely different fashion.

Thus, rather than being a neutral force, knowledge is both created and shared in a 
socially constructed context that has overtones of  economics, politics, and personal inter-
est of  scientists and their sponsors. The sociology of  knowledge perspective emphasizes 
the importance of  looking at research on aging with a critical eye for implicit assumptions, 
potential biases, and alternative conclusions.

A second major critique has to do with the issue of  activism among researchers 
versus the objectivity prompted by the scientific method. Because we are all aging, it 
is difficult for researchers studying aging, as in most other fields focusing on human 
behavior or society, to separate themselves completely from the topic they study and re-
main objective. One ongoing dispute about the scientific method has to do with whether 
science should even attempt to be objective, value-free, or value-neutral, as the scientific 
method suggests. The opposing viewpoint argues that researchers should be activists, 
taking a stand on critical social issues of  importance and providing applied research 
findings oriented toward solving these problems. There are compelling arguments on 
both sides of  the debate. Those espousing an objective approach to science suggest that 
it is critical for researchers to acknowledge and work to overcome any biases or precon-
ceptions they may have. In this way, the research may be more valid, reflecting view-
points other than those of  the researcher, and may have more credibility with any audi-
ence. A study finding beneficial effects of  nursing home placement, for example, would 
be more credible if  conducted by an independent researcher with no vested interest 
than if  conducted by a group funded by the nursing home industry. Those on the other 
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side argue that it is fundamentally impossible for us to put aside our personal frames of  
reference in conducting research. Rather, we ought to acknowledge the assumptions and 
biases that have directed us to select particular topics for study and approaches to study-
ing them. Instead of  pretending value neutrality, researchers should acknowledge and 
work with their biases to achieve applied research that is oriented toward improving the 
circumstances of  some group or solving some problem. They may carry their activism 
to testifying before legislative bodies or lobbying on behalf  of  the causes they choose, 
combining research with individual political activism.

S U M M A R Y
Researchers studying aging in a social context have a growing number of  options. 
Not only can they draw from traditional techniques from several disciplines, but 
the field has added some specific methodologies, such as longitudinal and event his-
tory analyses, to the methodological arsenal. Increasingly, data are available on se-
lected topics following multiple cohorts over 20 to 25 years, allowing researchers to 
disentangle some of  the changing nature of  cohorts as they age. The growing number 
of  nationally representative studies, including lengthy panels on a wide range of  top-
ics, has increased researchers’ abilities to address important issues without trying to 
collect their own data in an era of  restricted research funding. The recent rise in 
popularity of  qualitative techniques has enriched the information on many subjects 
in which statistical analyses, though useful, can cause the flavor and meaning of  the 
results to be lost.

The quality of  research on aging has improved substantially in recent decades, but 
numerous challenges remain (Cutler, 1995). Researchers continue to compete for fi-
nancial support to perform research on aging, and the knowledge builds selectively as 
research funding for biomedical concerns outstrips that for the social sciences. The need 
for high-quality applied research on aging escalates as the population ages and we seek 
solutions to many related social issues. The main challenge for researchers is to clearly 
identify their research problem, its appropriate unit of  analysis, the population from 
which a sample is to be drawn, the best way in which to collect information (surveys, 
observations, review of  historical records), and specific techniques for analyzing that 
information to answer the original question. Only then can we be confident that our 
base of  knowledge about aging in a social context is sound. Many studies on aging show 
failings in one or more of  these steps, in part because of  the “youth” of  the field, and in 
part because of  the practical constraints on research. It is the skill to match methodology 
to the problem that is the hallmark of  important research to advance our knowledge of  
aging.

W E B  W I S E
Fedstats
http://www.fedstats.gov

The Fedstats Web site is intended to provide users with easy access to government 
statistics on a wide range of  topics. The site organizes and provides access to information 
that is collected and made available online or through publications from numerous 

http://www.fedstats.gov
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federal agencies. It is a “one-stop shopping” site and allows searching by topic for infor-
mation that may be relevant across a range of  governmental agencies.

AgeLine
http://research.aarp.org/ageline/home.html

AgeLine is a resource that has been around for a while and is very useful to researchers, 
including students with paper assignments. It is a searchable database of  thousands of  
articles from journals and magazines screened to be related to aging. AgeLine, supported 
by the American Association of  Retired Persons, has an extensive thesaurus of  aging 
terms that can be used as keywords in a search. Fees are charged for full articles, but 
this is an effective way to search for references on a topic, even if  the full text is received 
elsewhere.

Health and Retirement Study
http://hrsonline.isr.umich.edu

The University of  Michigan Health and Retirement Study surveys more than 22,000 
Americans over the age of  50 every 2 years. Supported by the National Institute on 
Aging, the study paints a portrait of  an aging America’s physical and mental health, 
insurance coverage, financial status, family support systems, labor market status, and 
retirement planning. Data are available at no cost to researchers.

National Archive of Computerized Data on Aging
http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/NACDA

The National Archive of  Computerized Data on Aging (NACDA), located at the 
University of  Michigan’s Interuniversity Consortium for Political and Social Research 
(ICPSR) has been a substantial resource for researchers interested in secondary analysis 
of  large databases. NACDA archives and maintains many data sets that can be retrieved 
by individuals who teach or study at ICPSR member institutions. It also provides a 
searchable database of  publications generated from its databases.

National Institute on Aging
http://www.nih.gov/nia

The National Institute on Aging (NIA), part of  the federally funded National Institutes 
of  Health, is involved with both basic and applied research on physical, social, and 
psychological aspects of  health as people age. NIA’s Web site provides information on 
its research agenda, including extramural research (funding to outside groups, such 
as university-based researchers) on biology of  aging, behavioral and social research, 
neurosciences and neuropsychology, and geriatrics. In addition, NIA funds its own 
research labs (internal programs) and provides a number of  free publications that are 

http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/NACDA
http://www.nih.gov/nia
http://research.aarp.org/ageline/home.html
http://hrsonline.isr.umich.edu
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available via e-mail requests. To find out what is “hot” in aging research, a good place to 
look is the NIA Web site.

K E Y  T E R M S
activism 
aging
birth cohorts
cohort composition effect
cohort effects
cohort sequential design
conceptualization
control variable
cross-sectional studies

event history analysis
fallacy of  cohort-centrism
heterogeneous
human aging
independent variable
life chances
life course fallacy
life history
longitudinal studies

measures of  central  
tendency

period effects
qualitative analysis
quantitative approaches
sample
secondary analysis
social integration
sociology of  knowledge

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  T H O U G H T  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N
 1 .   The literature on aging is growing by leaps and bounds. Look at one or two pub-

lished articles, and try to decipher how the authors were using aging as a vari-
able. Were they looking at age as a cause of  something or as a marker for group 
membership? Or were they investigating something about the older popula-
tion? Were they clear about why they included age as a variable and why they 
expected age to matter to their topic?

 2 .   Conducting research is always complicated. Taking a question or topic that 
interests you, go through the questions posed in the final section of  this 
chapter to consider how you might begin to shape a strategy to answer your 
question.

 3 .   Examining your own life, identify some events or historical transitions that 
you think might influence your aging to make it different from that of  your 
parents or grandparents.

 4 .   Think about your life and the life of  one of  your grandparents. What are the 
commonalities that you expect to find in the childhood and adolescence of  
these two lives? What differences do you expect in those and later stages? 
What causes the differences between you and your grandparent?
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Topical Essay

Will They Play the Rolling Stones at the Nursing Home?

What kind of  music do you listen to now? Rock, Rachmaninoff, rap, or reggae? What 
did you listen to 5 or 10 years ago? Do you like the music of  your parents’ generation 
or that of  your grandparents’? Can you imagine what the music favored by people of  
your children’s or grandchildren’s generation is going to sound like? One thing is for 
certain—it probably will be very different from what you listen to today.

Analyzing the social aspects of  music is in some ways like analyzing the social aspects 
of  age—both are elements of  daily life that most of  us take for granted (Martin, 1995). 
Music, like growing older, just seems to “happen” and to be part of  everyday existence, 
rather than some puzzle to be solved. Although age has not been dealt with in a very 
systematic fashion in connection with music (Martin, 1995), there are some interest-
ing questions that we can pose. Although most attention in the sociology of  music has 
focused on classical music (perhaps because it has been the music of  powerful elites in 
many Western societies), some contemporary analysts also examine class, race, and age 
as elements of  musical preferences (Epstein, 1994; Martin, 1995). Issues such as how and 
when musical preferences are formed and change and how the trends in popular music 
evolve over time have also been addressed in a preliminary fashion by researchers. Here 
we examine some possible connections of  music with the concepts of  age, period, and 
cohort.

Do Popular Music Styles Have a Life Cycle?
Music, like many aspects of  our culture, evolves with the passage of  time. Every era 
has its “sound” as well as its sights, smells, and tastes that evoke the ambiance and 
events of  the day. The 1995 50th anniversary celebration of  the end of  World War II 
brought back not only the events of  the day, but also a nostalgic visit with the music 
and performers that marked that historical period. In a sense, the music is connected 
with the events (period effects) that shaped the lives of  everyone, but especially of  
youth most affected by the war. Many younger persons might think of  this music as 
being “old,” both by virtue of  being out of  date compared to contemporary styles and 
by reflecting a bygone era.
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Perhaps musical styles and songs could be described as going through “life stages.” 
Many musical styles make their entries as brash youth, breaking the rules and raising 
the ire of  older generations. Parents in the 1920s were concerned with the moral decay 
implicit in the fast-paced music behind the dances in vogue, such as the Charleston. The 
same issues arose with the birth of  rock and roll. Chagrin with youthful musical tastes 
is certainly not new.

With the passage of  time, these new musical forms become institutionalized and 
accepted as part of  the musical marketplace. As the musical style matures, we may hear 
versions of  these songs converted into “muzak” for elevators or shopping mall back-
ground. By this point in their life cycle, the songs, their performers, and the styles have 
become an accepted part of  the culture. Emphasizing the motivation of  youth to separate 
their music from that of  older cohorts, Epstein (1994) claims that,

As generations of rock fans grow up, and have families of their own, they bring their 
music with them into adulthood. This makes it necessary for rock music to change, to 
mutate…. Once a music is co-opted into the mass culture, it can no longer be considered 
confrontational, as is demonstrated by the Beatles song “Revolution.” Revolution was 
once considered a controversial song about radical political change; now it is used in 
television commercials to sell shoes. (p. xvii)

The once-shocking Rolling Stones passed this milestone when one of  their hits 
became the anthem for a major software advertising campaign in 1995; their appearance 
as the halftime entertainment for the 2006 Super Bowl is an even stronger illustration 
of  Epstein’s argument.

Artists age along with their audiences. New performers often rocket to stardom, 
only to fade from the scene after a few years (Martin, 1995). The most innovative, 
cutting-edge musical artists of  today will, if  you wait long enough and their music 
endures, become oldies, both musically and chronologically.

Do Cohorts Have Fixed Musical Preferences?
Especially compelling for each cohort seems to be the music associated with the events 
of  young adulthood and “coming of  age.” Couples may have a special song to mark their 
romance and marriage; young adults recall their passage to maturity with the songs they 
heard as they experienced major milestones toward adulthood. Perhaps Mannheim was 
right in suggesting that our strongest influences are those we encounter in late adoles-
cence and young adulthood, since they form the standards against which we evaluate 
whatever comes later. This would mean that each cohort’s musical tastes become set in 
young adulthood. If  this hypothesis is true, then no music could have greater impact on 
us than the music of  our youth.

Setting of  musical tastes in late adolescence and demographic trends go a long way 
to explain why many major cities now have at least one “oldies” station, playing the 
hits of  the 1960s and 1970s. Radio station managers have come to believe that each 
cohort’s tastes are fixed in young adulthood, so that baby boomers will continue to listen 
to the music of  that era throughout their lives. The large size of  the cohorts of  the baby 
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boom, and their current location in their high-earning middle years, makes them a very 
valuable market for advertisers. In past years, radio advertisers pushed fast cars and 
the newest fashions to the boomer market; but now products marketed to this group 
include insurance, minivans, and relaxed-fit jeans. So what if  Mick Jagger is past 60 and 
the surviving Beatles are becoming grandfathers? The logical outcome of  this fixing of  
musical tastes, of  course, is that eventually they will need to play the Rolling Stones in 
nursing homes.

In contemporary nursing homes, of  course, one may hear at least two kinds of  music. 
For afternoon singalongs or performances, the most favored music is comprised of  the 
“old songs,” reflecting the youthful period of  the residents. (Note: Take the current year 
and subtract about 65 years for a good estimate of  the musical era in question.) Even 
those residents with cognitive impairment seem to recall the words of  and to be buoyed 
by the old songs that are so familiar. The other music to be heard in nursing homes, 
however, is that played by the staff, reflecting a younger generation and their tastes in 
music. Although it may satisfy the workers, the musical tastes of  most workers probably 
would not win many converts among the residents.

But do we all become fixed in our musical tastes in young adulthood? Is musical 
preference really a cohort-related trait? Probably not completely. There are those who 
cultivate a taste for other types of  music as they mature. A fan of  hip-hop may eventually 
cultivate a taste for jazz or the classics. There once was a maturation hypothesis regarding 
music, the absolute opposite of  the cohort hypothesis derived from Mannheim. The 
maturation hypothesis argued that musical tastes routinely changed as we matured. 
Musical preferences, like our bodies, were thought to change in a predictable way. “Easy 
listening” radio stations once hoped for a major boost, expecting that the baby boomers, 

The music we listen to in adolescence will likely be the music we play in our later years. 
(Credit: Courtesy of the U.S. Administration on Aging)
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once they achieved middle age, would convert from the music of  their youth to the style 
and performers of  music that had been favored by their parents in mid-life. Instead of  
a high decibel level and a heavy beat, they hoped that mature boomers would be more 
interested in a milder and more settled sound. That change failed to materialize in large 
enough numbers to maintain the “easy listening” format in many radio markets, and 
some of  these stations converted to talk or “oldies” formats.

To throw the neat musical cohort scheme into chaos, there are occasional aberrations. 
An example is the mid-1990s embrace of  singer Tony Bennett by young adults. Bennett 
is a star closer to their grandparents’ than their parents’ generation; he has not altered his 
pop style to accommodate his youthful fans. Unlike stars of  most generations, Bennett, 
having already become “chronologically advantaged” relative to this new audience, will 
not have the luxury of  growing older with them for too many years in the  future.



3
Aging People in an Aging 
World: Demographic 
Perspectives

Population aging may be seen as 
a human success story. … But the 
worldwide phenomenon of aging 
[brings] many challenges … con-
cerning the ability of [nations], states 
and communities to provide for aging 
population. (Kinsella & Phillips, 2005, 
p. 5)

he challenges presented by an 
aging world are only hinted at 
in the quote above. New re-
ports and articles appear almost 
weekly that describe the issues 
facing many aging societies. Work, housing, retirement, transportation, technology, health 

care, and intergenerational relationships are being transformed by population aging. No doubt, you 
can see signs of  these changes all around. Baby boomer aging is discussed on news programs, reflected 
in a seemingly endless array of  new products, and is the subject of  a growing number of  Web sites. An 
aging workforce, with a short supply of  younger workers, will cause us to rethink our attitudes about 
older workers and retirement. Our health care system will need significant overhaul to meet the needs 
of  our burgeoning older population for long-term care and prescription drugs. The debate about priva-
tization of  Social Security as a solution to the long-range solvency of  the system is directly related to 
the aging of  the population (particularly the ubiquitous baby boomers). The future of  Social Security 
has been widely discussed, from newsmagazine cover stories and debates on the floor of  Congress to 
everyday conversations. Many worry about whether Social Security will be there for the next genera-
tion and about how much they will have to pay in taxes to keep it going. The “crisis” in Social Security 
is defined by and will be resolved as a matter of  public policy and public sentiment, as is discussed 
in chapter 9. The battle lines are drawn by political processes and societal values. However, another 
influence is at work in framing the Social Security debate: the demography of  our aging society. The 
number of  beneficiaries receiving Social Security and the number of  workers contributing to the sys-
tem have a direct impact on the amount of  taxes workers will have to pay to keep Social Security viable. 

T
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The size of  the older population ahead of  you in line for Social Security helps to determine 
how much you will have to pay in taxes during your prime working years. The “crisis” of  
Social Security, then, is driven by demography. The numbers are the starting point.

The demographics of  an aging society and an aging world are an important part of  
the social context of  aging. Many aspects of  culture and social life, including those that 
help shape the experiences of  aging, are affected by the size, structure, and composition 
of  a society’s population. So, as we begin this discussion of  the demography of  aging, 
put aside any preconceived ideas about demography as thinly disguised math that is 
ultimately irrelevant. As in the case of  Social Security, demography is shaping public 
policy and the future. Even the number and kinds of  jobs available when you enter (or 
re-enter) the job market will be determined in part by demography, especially the size of  
the generations just ahead of  you.

The Aging of Societies
Demographic forces have a great impact on society as a whole, as discussed in chapter 
1. One of  the most important worldwide trends is societal aging. Societal aging refers 
to the social and demographic processes that result in the aging of  a population—the 
transition to an age structure with increasing numbers and proportions of  older people 
and decreasing proportions at the youngest ages. The specific forces involved in, and 
measures of, societal aging are discussed later in this chapter. For now, our focus is on 
the general impact of  population aging on a society.

The size and composition of  the older population influences the most basic features 
of  social life, from “active adult communities” and so-called lifestyle pharmaceuticals 
marketed ostensibly to improve the quality of  older adults’ lives to ethical debates about 
end-of-life medical treatment. Families, the labor market, education, government, 
media, and consumer goods are all affected by the “age” of  a population. Two brief  
examples help illustrate this point.

First, consider the number of  advertisements and commercials that deal in some 
way with age and aging. Some of  these ads present negative messages about aging and 
try to sell products that slow down or alter the visible signs of  aging. Others use a positive 
message, such as the Nike Air ad featuring Nolan Ryan; this ad talks about “94-year-old 
swimmers, 89-year-old weightlifters…. People who forgot to retire … and never got 
old.” Analyzing the effectiveness and purposes of  negative versus positive age-based 
advertising is interesting. But for our purposes the main point of  these ads is their mere 
existence. Advertisements featuring aging in some way, the appearance of  middle-aged 
and older characters on television, and the design of  new products for mid-life are all 
recent developments, and they are related to the increasing average age of  the popula-
tion. As a large proportion of  our population enters mid- and later life, marketers and 
advertisers are responding to this shift by including a new range of  images, messages, 
and products. The use of  1970s’ music in advertisements for financial services is clearly 
targeted to middle-aged baby boomers. As a result of  the aging of  the U.S. popula-
tion, “in one way or another, every social institution in American society has had to 
accommodate to older people’s needs, court their favor, or mobilize their resources and 
contributions” (Treas, 1995, p. 2).
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For another example of  the impact of  population aging on social life, think about 
the differences between India and the United States. India is a relatively “young” 
society: Only 5% of  its population is age 65 or over, and average life expectancy is 
about 64 years. The United States is considered to be an “aging” society, with over 
12% of  its population in the 65+ category and an average life expectancy of  77 years. 
As explained in the discussion below of  population pyramids, “young” societies have 
high birth rates (fertility) and high death rates (mortality), whereas “aging” societies 
have low fertility and low mortality. Many aspects of  social life (such as the type and 
availability of  housing, the level of  economic development, and the status of  women) 
are related to these patterns of  birth and death that produce population aging. For 
example, health care in India is focused almost exclusively on maternal and child 
health, family planning, and immunization. 

The United States spends its health care dollars very differently; Medicare, gov-
ernment-sponsored health insurance for older people, is the largest and most expen-
sive publicly funded program in the country (Lassey, Lassey, & Jinks, 1997).

The availability of  public education, access to safe water and sufficient food, and 
the demands that compete for limited government resources are very different in the 
two countries. In the United States, clean water is taken for granted (although there is 
increasing evidence that perhaps it shouldn’t be); education through age 18 is guaranteed 
as a basic right of  all citizens; virtually all people over the age of  65 receive government-
sponsored health care; and nearly 90% of  the older population is eligible for a public 
pension (Social Security).

In India, all of  the major causes of  death in children are directly linked to the lack of  
clean water and food; two-thirds of  older men and more than 90% of  older women are 
illiterate; there is no national policy of  health care for older people and virtually no pub-
lic pension system. Older adults live with and economically depend on kin to meet their 
needs. Although the different “age” of  the two populations does not fully explain these 
basic and profound differences, the age of  a population is a contributing factor. One 
Indian scholar summarizes the significance of  population aging this way: “The aging 
of  society reflects the triumph of  civilization over illness, poverty, and misery, and the 
decline in human fertility” (Goyal, 1989, p. 10).

This chapter presents the aging of  societies as an important demographic process 
that affects our everyday lives, even though it may seem (at a macro level) distant. We 
discuss how societies age, how we can tell they are “aging,” and why it matters. We also 
present an overview of  the demographic characteristics of  the older population in the 
United States, focusing on the uses of  such information for policy and planning.
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Demographic Transition Theory
The demographic transition is a set of  interrelated 
social and demographic changes that result in rapid 
growth and aging of  the population. The prototypi-
cal transition pattern occurred throughout Western 
Europe in the 19th and early 20th centuries. The 
first stage of  the transition is related to mortality (the 
rate of  death in a society). During the transition, the 
economies of  these countries went through enormous 
shifts, changing from an agricultural base to an in-
dustrial mode of  production. At the same time, these 
countries experienced mortality decline as a by-prod-
uct of  economic development. They gained control 
over infectious diseases, improved the availability of  
clean water, and saw the emergence of  more advanced 
medical technology. This shift from high and some-
what variable mortality (variable because of  epidem-
ics) to lower mortality is shown in Exhibit 3.1.

As also shown in Exhibit 3.1, fertility remained 
high longer than did mortality, but then began to 
decline. In this second transition phase, the lag be-
tween mortality decline and fertility decline set the 
stage for rapid population growth; mortality was not 

“removing” nearly  as many people from the popula-
tion as before, and continued high fertility was add-
ing many additional people. Finally, with sustained 
low mortality and low fertility, population aging 
occurs. Exhibit 3.1 shows the curves for population 
growth and for growth in the aged population that 
result from the demographic transition.

Thus far we have been discussing the demographic 
transition as a pattern of  change in mortality and fer-
tility that accompanied industrialization. Yet we have 
referred to the demographic transition theory. A theory 
goes beyond description to search for explanations and 
ultimately to make predictions. Why did mortality and 
fertility decline accompany economic development in 
Western Europe? Is the pattern of  decline consistent? 
What will happen in nations that are just beginning to 
enter the transition phase? Data on the consistency of  
the prototypical pattern suggest that even in Western 
Europe there were variations in the timing of  fertility 
and mortality declines.

More importantly, causal connections between 
the demographic trends and industrialization are 
not well established. In Western Europe, the stages 
of  the demographic transition are related to, “and in 

(continued)

Applying Theory

A Simplified Diagram of the Demographic Transition
Adapted from: Yaukey, 1985 and Myers, 1990.

Exhibit

3.1
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How Do Populations Age?
The simple answer to the question of  how populations age is that they grow older when 
both the fertility and mortality rates are low. In short, population aging occurs when large 
numbers of  people survive into old age and relatively few children are born. In such soci-
eties, life expectancies are high, and the proportion of  the population age 65 and above is 
high.. But how does mortality decline? Under what circumstances does a whole society of  
people decide to have fewer children, lowering the fertility rate? An important framework 
for understanding these changes is the demographic transition theory.

Measures of Population Aging
The importance of  population’s age is far-reaching. Kent and Haub (2005) describe the 
“demographic divide” between countries with low birth rates and high life expectancies 
(aging/slow or no growth populations) and those with high birth rates and relatively low 
life expectancies (young/high growth) populations. They point out that the divide is im-
portant because of  “the disparities associated with the demographic trends—disparities 
in living standards, personal health, well-being, and future prospects” (pp. 2–3).

part caused by, industrialization, urbanization, and 
the spread of  literacy and education” (Matras, 1990, 
p. 27). An industrial economy created, for the first 
time, an economic surplus; all members of  a society 
could be supported by a smaller number of  workers. 
For this reason, it was not necessary for families to 
have large numbers of  children as workers or to en-
sure that at least some survived. It may seem unusual 
to imagine that people decide how many children to 
have based on such a rational calculation. However, 
there is an extensive literature in demography about 
the many factors, including the “costs and benefits” 
of  having children, that go into such a personal and 
emotional decision. Keep in mind as well that the 
means of  birth control were limited and unreliable 
prior to the past four decades.

We can understand more about the strengths and 
weaknesses of  the demographic transition theory 
when we consider how well the pattern and predic-
tions are holding for the developing regions of  the 
world that are still “young.” The declining mortality 
rates in these countries are characteristic of  the begin-
ning of  the second stage of  the demographic transi-
tion. Whether, when, and how quickly declining birth 
rates will follow mortality declines remains to be seen. 
Matras (1990) points out that Mexico, Nicaragua, and 

Jordan have all experienced dramatic mortality de-
clines, but show little evidence of  downward trends in 
birth rates. Such a decline is necessary for these and 
other developing nations to move into the third (post-
transition) stage, characterized by an older popula-
tion, a lower rate of  population growth, a stable low 
mortality, and a fluctuating but low fertility.

When and how any country reaches the post-
transition stage depends on an array of  cultural and 
social factors that are not thoroughly understood. In 
developing nations, there is some evidence to sug-
gest that mortality is having a greater impact on 
population aging than it did in developed nations. 
This departure from the classic demographic transi-
tion model (Coale, 1964), in which fertility has the 
primary impact on population aging points to the 
caution we must exercise in applying existing mod-
els of  change to developing nations. Furthermore, 
in the United States, Western Europe, and Japan, 
population aging proceeded along with economic 
development. In developing nations today, partly 
because of  the rapid import of  technology to control 
fertility and mortality, population aging can occur 
ahead of  economic development. These forces will 
very likely have an impact on the timing and nature 
of  population aging in the developing regions of  the 
world.

(continued)
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How can we show whether a population is aging? The five commonly used indi-
cators of  population aging are population pyramids, proportion aged, median ages, aging 
index, dependency ratios, and life expectancy. Each of  these measures tells part of  the 
story of  a society’s “age,” and each is described and compared below.

Population Pyramids

A population pyramid is a graphic illustration of  the age and sex structure of  a popu-
lation. It shows the percentage or number of  people within a total population who fit 
into selected age and sex categories. Population pyramids truly are pictures worth a 
thousand words. They capture and illustrate at a glance many past, present, and future 
demographic trends. Only three demographic forces directly determine the shape of  a 
pyramid: fertility, mortality, and migration. The numbers of  people being born, dying, 
and moving into or out of  a location will affect the relative size of  all of  the age and sex 
groupings for that population, whether it is a town or a country. The impact of  fertility, 
mortality, and migration in shaping a population structure can be seen in the examples 
of  population pyramids discussed throughout this section.

Exhibit 3.2a shows the population pyramid for the United States in 2000. The bulge 
of  people in the 35- to 49-year-old range is the infamous baby boom generation (the 
large number of  people born after World War II, between 1946 and 1964). The power-
ful impact of  a past fertility trend is reflected in the shape of  the pyramid. The slightly 

Population Pyramid for the United States, 2000
Source: U.S. Census Bureau International Data Base, Accessed March 2006.
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lopsided top of  the pyramid shows the greater number of  older women than men. This 
imbalance is a manifestation of  past and current trends in mortality. Women live longer 
than men do. We discuss this phenomenon in greater detail later in this chapter.

Based on the age/sex structure illustrated in the 2000 pyramid, we can make some 
predictions about the shape of  our population pyramid in the future. The most significant 
feature of  that shape will be the movement upward of  the baby boom generation. Demog-
raphers sometimes refer to this as the “pig-in-the-python,” conjuring the image of  a whole 
pig moving slowly through the digestive tract of  a large snake. So, too, the baby boom 
bulge moves slowly upward through the population pyramid of  the United States. The 
mid-life baby boomers of  today are the older generations of  tomorrow; and young adults 
today are the middle-aged of  the near future. Exhibit 3.2b shows this phenomenon.

The population pyramid for the United Arab Emirates (Exhibit 3.3) has an unusual 
shape. Working-age men far outnumber women of  the same age. Why would this be so? 
We know that there are only three possible influences on the shape of  a pyramid: fertil-
ity, mortality, and migration. In this case, the imbalance in the numbers of  working-age 
men and women is due to the immigration of  thousands of  people from Asia and other 
parts of  the Middle East to work in the oil fields. These workers are nearly always men 
who migrate into the United Arab Emirates without their families (McFalls, 1998; U.S. 
Bureau of  the Census, 2005b).

Population Pyramid for the United States, 2050
Source: U.S. Census Bureau International Data Base, accessed March 2006.
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In most countries, migration does not currently play such a big role in the age and 
sex structure; fertility and mortality are by far the more powerful influences. How-
ever, for smaller geographic units, such as states and counties within the United States, 
migration can be an important factor. Think about what the population pyramid would 
look like for a small county that builds a 500-unit, state-of-the-art, low-cost retirement 
community that can accommodate 1,000 older people. This desirable location would 
attract people from all around the area, including neighboring counties; the relative size 
of  the older population for the “receiving” county would be affected immediately and 
significantly. If  the receiving county had a small, rural population, a large number of  
new, older residents could create a T-shaped population pyramid.

The shape of  a population pyramid thus tells us something about the past, present, 
and future of  a society—not only the fertility, mortality, and migration trends, but also 
something about life in that society. Population pyramids often take on one of  three 
basic shapes; each stylized shape distinguishes, in a general way, demographic patterns 
and other aspects of  social life, such as a stage in the demographic transition and level 
of  economic development. Exhibit 3.4 shows two of  the three basic shapes. The “true” 
pyramid, or fast-growth shape, is characteristic of  young countries with high fertility 
and high mortality, such as Kenya. The rectangular, or no-growth, pyramid shows the 
effects of  sustained very low fertility and very low mortality, as in Denmark.

The third classic pyramid shape is a slow-growth, beehive-shaped pyramid; it rep-
resents a transition between the “true” pyramid the rectangle. We saw this shape for the 
United States in Exhibit 3.2b, reflecting a pattern of  low mortality and fertility. Some 

Population Pyramid for the United Arab Emirates, 2000
Source: U.S. Census Bureau International Database, Accessed March 2006.
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Examples of Classic Population Pyramid Shapes: Kenya and Denmark 2000
Source: U.S. Census Bureau International Database, accessed March 2006.
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demographers have suggested a fourth pattern: the collapsing or inverted pyramid, 
which is narrowest at the base. The bottom half  of  the pyramid for Denmark (in Exhibit 
3.4) has this shape, and it is possible that Denmark will eventually have an inverted 
pyramid, if  current levels of  extremely low fertility are maintained.

Students are often curious about which pyramid is most desirable for a society. That 
question has no simple answer; each of  these pyramid shapes represents a different set of  
challenges. For example, a pyramid with a wide base and narrow apex describes a society 
with lots of  children, large families, and high rates of  mortality; in such a society, the major 
focus of  public policy will probably be on maternal and child health, schools, and on family 
planning. In a society with a rectangular pyramid, it is fairly certain that some public policy 
and tax resources will be devoted to caring for older people. So, there is no “best” shape for 
a population pyramid; views on which set of  challenge are most acceptable are determined 
by political and economic development, as well as cultural and social values.

Population pyramids are elegant, informative, intuitively useful representations of the 
age and sex structure of a society. They give information about how old or young a society is 
and provide an indication of the level of economic development, the state of advancement in 
medical technology, and the nature of the resource allocation dilemmas faced by a society.

Proportion Aged

A straightforward measure of  population aging is to consider the proportion of  a society 
that is older. “Older than what?” you might ask. Most reports of  proportion aged use 65 as 
the marker, but some, especially those comparing countries around the world, use age 60 
as a cutoff  point. So it is wise to be attentive to the precise definition of  “proportion aged.” 
The first column in Exhibit 3.5 shows the proportion of  population that is age 65 and over 
for a broad selection of  countries. These proportions range from a low of  2.2% to a high 
of  17.4%. The average proportion of  the population 65 and over for the more developed 
world is 14.3%; for less developed nations, it is 5.1% (United Nations, 2002).

Measures of Population Aging in Selected Countries, 2000 and 2050
Source: United Nations, 2002.
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The proportion aged is easily used to make comparisons among nations or across 
historical time periods within a country, state, or city. Proportions aged are both less 
complicated and less informative than population pyramids, which give an overall pic-
ture of  the age structure of  the population. Nonetheless, trends in the proportion aged 
in a society can provide an important indicator of  population aging.

Median Ages

Like the proportion aged, median ages are single numbers that are often used in con-
junction with other measures of  population aging. The median is the midpoint of  a 
range of  numbers—the point at which half  the cases fall above and half  below. The 
second and third columns of  Exhibit 3.5 show a wide range of  median ages. Sweden, 
by many measures the “oldest” country in the world, has a median age of  almost 40. 
Nigeria, one of  the “youngest” countries in the world, has an exceptionally low median 
age of  17.2; half  of  the people in Nigeria are under the age of  17.2. Curiosity about 
these patterns would lead us to investigate the recent history, fertility patterns, political 
turmoil, natural disasters, and food shortages that might have befallen a country with an 
unusual demographic pattern.

Aging Index

The aging index is the ratio of  older people (60+) to children under the age of  15. It 
is a straightforward measure of  the age structure of  a population, telling us how many 
older people there are for every 100 children under age 15. By 2030, nearly all of  the 
more developed countries of  the world will have an aging index of  100 or more (Kinsella 
& Phillips, 2005), indicating that there will be one older person for every children under 
age 15. As you might expect, more developed countries have a much higher aging index 
than less developed countries. In 2000, Europe had an aging index of  116, more than 10 
times higher than that of  Africa. In Africa, the aging index of  12 per 100 describes a very 
young population. The fourth section of  Exhibit 3.5 further illustrates the differences 
among nations around the world. Nigeria has less than 11 older people for every 100 
children, while Italy has 168 older people for every 100 children. The aging index is an 
indicator of  the pressures that societies may face in allocation of  resources.

Dependency Ratios

Dependency ratios are, as the term suggests, measures of  the proportion of  a popula-
tion that falls within age categories traditionally thought to be economically dependent: 
those under age 15 (the youth dependency ratio) and over age 64 (the aged dependency 
ratio). We can take issue with the definition of  anyone under 15 or over 64 as automati-
cally being economically dependent, especially in countries where people work long be-
fore age 15 and sometimes long after age 64. In fact, recent discussion of  dependency 
ratios in the United States uses age 18 instead of  age 15 (Treas, 1995). Other scholars 
have challenged the “dependency” assumption by pointing out that some older people 
fuel economic growth through their taxes and income, and that some working-age peo-
ple may be unemployed (Kinsella & Phillips, 2005). Despite this limitation, however, 
dependency ratios are useful as general comparative indicators of  the relative propor-
tions of  working-age versus non–working-age people. As such, they point to different 
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patterns across states or nations of  demand on economic and social resources, such as 
health care, tax dollars, and the educational system.

The aged dependency ratio is similar to proportion aged, but is calculated in a 
slightly different way and interpreted in a very different way. The proportion aged in a 
society is simply the number of  older people divided by the total population. The aged 
dependency ratio is the number of  older people divided by the number of  people ages 
15 to 64. It is interpreted as the number of  older people for every working-age person 
(sometimes stated as the number of  older people per 100 working-age people).

Exhibit 3.6 shows the youth, aged, and total dependency ratios for some of  the 
countries in Exhibit 3.5. Of  these, the country with the highest total dependency ratio 
is Nigeria, which has almost 93 younger and older citizens for every 100 working-age 
citizens. Countries such as the United States, Japan, and Italy have roughly two work-
ing-age people for every “dependent” person. If  you look at the two components (aged 
and youth) of  the total dependency ratio for countries with very high total dependency 
ratios and those with relatively low ones, most often the youth dependency ratio con-

Luella Glick, inducted into the Ohio Senior Citizens Hall of Fame for her 
volunteerism and commitment to her community, provides a noteworthy 
exception to the concept of dependency ratios. (Credit: Mike Payne, cour-
tesy of the Ohio Department of Aging)
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tributes disproportionately to high overall ratios. This pattern would be predicted by 
the demographic transition theory. Recall that high fertility and high mortality are 
typical of  a country in the pre-transition or early transition phase. Lots of  children are 
being born, and lots of  people are dying, producing a low proportion of  older people 
and a high proportion of  children relative to the working-age population. The relative 
sizes of  the youth and aged dependency ratios are also demonstrated by the shape of  a 
country’s population pyramid.

One final point about dependency ratios is important to keep in mind. Although the 
numbers and patterns may be interesting in and of  themselves, they are most often used 
to make an argument, defend a position, or influence public policy. In the United States, 
the increasing proportion of  older persons and the accompanying increase in the aged 
dependency ratio has “prompted concern and even alarm about society’s capacity to pay 
for pensions, to finance health care, and to provide the personal assistance that disabled 
older adults need in their daily lives” (Treas, 1995, p. 6).

It is certainly reasonable to debate the nation’s ability, obligation, and strategies to 
provide these important programs and services; however, these issues have been used 
to fuel a political agenda built on the rhetoric of  burden. Using “voodoo demograph-
ics” (Schulz, 1986), proponents of  the burden perspective present data such as the aged 
dependency ratio to conclude that the number of  workers will be insufficient to support 
age-based entitlement programs for the huge baby boom generation lurking just around 
the bend. They argue that the economic burden of  an aging population will become 

Dependency Ratios for Selected Countries, 2000
Source: United Nations, 2002.
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unfair and unbearable in the near future; their proposed solution is to cut programs 
and alter eligibility criteria for those programs. Although we may decide to take such 
action, the demographics of  our aging society are not the driving force behind either the 
problem or the solution. Interestingly, while the aged dependency ratio in the United 
States is increasing steadily, the youth dependency ratio has been declining, so that the 
current total dependency ratio is lower than it was in the 1960s and 1970s (Treas, 1995). 
Our ability to meet the needs of  an aging population depends not simply on numbers of  
old people in relation to working-age people, but on the productivity of  the nation, the 
continued contributions of  older adults, and on conscious decision making on the part of  
politicians and voters (Friedland & Summer, 2005).

Life Expectancy

The final measure of  population aging we will discuss is life expectancy. Life expectancy 
refers to the average length of  time the members of  a population can expect to live. It is 
not the same as life span, which refers to a theoretical biological maximum length of  life 
that could be achieved under ideal conditions. We have calculations of  the life span of  
species that can be raised in optimal conditions, but for humans it is not ethically viable 
or possible to control the environment. For humans, we gauge the maximum possible 
life span by using the most recent reliable data on how long a single individual has actu-
ally lived. Currently, the life span for humans is estimated to be about 120 years, based 
on the experience of  a French woman, Jeanne Louise Calment, who died in 1997 at the 
age of  122 (Gerontology Research Group, 2006; Russell & McWhirter, 1987).

Life expectancy, then, is the average experience of a population. It is calculated from 
actual mortality data from a single year and looks at what would happen to a hypothetical 
group of people if  they moved through their lives experiencing the mortality rates observed 
for the country as a whole during the year in question. The third column in Exhibit 3.5 shows 
the different life expectancies for the sample of countries we have been discussing. Not sur-
prisingly, countries with the lowest percentages of aged persons, lowest median and mean 
ages, and age/sex structures most resembling pyramids are also those countries with the 
lowest life expectancies. These various measures of societal aging are related.

Because life expectancy reflects so many biological and social processes, it deserves 
further consideration. Exhibit 3.7 provides greater detail about average length of  life in 
the United States; it shows the average number of  years of  life remaining for people of  
different age, sex, and race categories in the United States in 2002. To use the table, look 
at the left-hand column to find a target age, then read across to the race and gender cat-
egory of  interest. Find the number of  years in the appropriate cell of  the table, and add 
those years to the age in the left-hand column to obtain the life expectancy for someone 
of  that age, gender, and race. For example, the life expectancy for a 40-year-old Black 
woman in 2002 was 78.1 (40 plus 38.1).

As you calculate life expectancies from this table, you will notice some interesting 
sources of  variation. Average length of  life varies depending on age, race, and sex. Life 
expectancy at birth (all races, both sexes) in 2002 was 77.3; but life expectancy at age 75 
is an additional 11.5 years (to about 86). For every year of  life a person survives, his or 
her life expectancy goes up. So, the longer you live, the longer you can expect to live.

The race differential in life expectancy (also termed longevity) is evident in Exhibit 
3.7. Black men of  all ages have the lowest life expectancies. Black women have life 
expectancies that are lower than White women but higher than White men. Notice, 
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however, that the differences between Blacks and Whites (within gender categories) be-
come smaller and smaller as age increases. The difference in life expectancy at birth for 
Black and White baby boys is 8.2 years. Black men who make it to age 80, though, have 
life expectancies almost equal to those of  White men (7.5 and 7.7 years, respectively), 
and Black women at age 85 have life expectancies almost equivalent to those of  White 
women of  the same age. This decrease in the Black/White difference in life expectancy 
is called convergence; the eventual reversal (at the oldest ages) of  the difference in 
remaining year of  expected life by race is called the crossover effect.

These observations suggest two questions: Why is there a race differential in life 
expectancy at all, and why does it diminish and even reverse itself  at the oldest ages? 
In answer to the first question, most of  the race differential in mortality is explained by 
differences in socioeconomic status (Queen, Pappas, Harden, & Fisher, 1994; Rogers, 
1995). Blacks in the United States have historically been economically disadvantaged 
and continue to have unequal access to educational and occupational opportunity; the 
numerous health disadvantages that derive from lack of  access to important opportuni-
ties, such as employer-based health insurance, show up in higher mortality. These racial 
differences in health status, prevalence of  diseases, and causes of  death are discussed in 
greater detail in chapter 10.

The second question—regarding the convergence in the race differential in life 
expectancy—has received some attention, but no definitive answer. One suggested 
explanation is that the data are unreliable. Among the current generation of  older 
Blacks, the lack of  “official” date-of-birth information may be responsible for some 

Abridged Life Expectancy Table by Race and Sex: United States 2002
Source: Arias, 2004.
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misreporting of  age (Preston, Elo, & Rosenvaike, 1996). Another hypothesis for the 
convergence effect is that Blacks who make it to the oldest ages despite many disad-
vantages and long odds may be “survivors.” In other words, the survivor group may 
have some complex set of  physiological and social psychological advantages that result 
in greater life expectancy.

A final variation in life expectancy that is readily apparent in Exhibit 3.7 is the gender 
difference. At every age, for both races, females have higher life expectancies than males. 
How can we explain this “excess male mortality?” Ideas on the subject are many and 
varied; some are thoughtful and scientific and others are creative. A colleague offered 
the hypothesis that the stuff that men cough up and spit out has life-sustaining properties; 
because women in most cultures don’t spit, they live longer (McGrew, 1989).

The most plausible and thoroughly researched explanations for the sex differential 
fall into two major categories: biological explanations and social/behavioral explana-
tions. Biological explanations are based on the premise that females have a physiological 
advantage that results in greater longevity, whereas sociobehavioral explanations focus 
on life-style choices, socialization, risk-taking, stress, and occupational hazards. There 
is evidence supporting both kinds of  explanations.

One example of  research support for the biological basis for the sex differential in 
mortality comes from the sex ratio. About 120 males are conceived for every 100 females 
conceived, but by the time of  birth that ratio is down to about 105 males for every 100 fe-
males. Assuming that social and behavioral factors do not play a prenatal role, we conclude 
that male fetuses are less viable than female fetuses. Another bit of  evidence for the physi-
ological basis is heart disease: Prior to menopause, women have significantly lower rates of  
heart disease than men, but after menopause women’s rates increase to approximate those 
of  men. Apparently estrogen (which is high during the childbearing years but low after 
menopause) provides some protection against at least this one major cause of  death.

The “superior biological viability” argument does not tell the whole story, though. 
Waldron (1993) found that as much as 50% of  the sex differential in mortality could be 
explained by risk-taking and other unhealthy behaviors such as smoking. Men in U.S. 
culture are socialized to drive fast, drink alcohol, and smoke; they are also less likely to 
see a physician on a regular basis and less likely to use social support networks to deal 
with stress. All of  these factors help to explain men’s shorter life expectancies.

No doubt the life expectancy difference between men and women is explained by 
some combination of  biological, life-style, or environmental influences. Sorting out the 
explanations has important implications for health promotion and enhancement. The 
longevity differential had been consistently widening from 1900 until 1972 in the United 
States but has been narrowing since the late 1970s (Kochanek, Murphy, Anderson, & 
Scott, 2004), primarily as a result of  slower gains in life expectancy for women. For 
many decades, everyone’s life expectancy has been improving, but the rate of  improve-
ment varies. AIDS is having a significant dampening effect on the extension of  longevity 
in the United States since deaths at early ages reduce the averages, but life expectancies 
are still increasing slightly. The recent narrowing of  the gender differential in mortality 
is largely explained by improvements in men’s survival.

The same pattern of  “excess male mortality” holds true for most other countries 
around the world, although the difference between men’s and women’s life expectan-
cies is often not as great in developing nations. For the United States and the European 
Union, women live on average about 6 years longer than men; in less developed regions, 
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the difference is less than 2 years (United Nations, 2002). In a handful of  countries, the 
difference is in the opposite direction. For example, in Nepal in 2000, life expectancy at 
birth was 60.1 years for men and 59.6 years for women. The smaller or reversed gender 
difference in longevity in developing nations is due primarily to maternal mortality—
deaths among women during pregnancy and childbearing. This same pattern occurred 
in the United States in the late 19th century, when knowledge and medical care sur-
rounding childbirth were less advanced and less widely available.

We have seen that life expectancy varies by age, by race, by gender, and by eco-
nomic development of  a nation. Many other factors help to determine how long any 
individual is likely to live. To get a sense of  these other influences and how they can 
affect an average expectation of  life, spend a few minutes taking the life expectancy test 
in Exhibit 3.8. After you have answered all of  the questions, sum up your added and 
subtracted years of  life. Find your total number on the life expectancy table (Exhibit 
3.7), and calculate how long you are likely to live. Obviously, this is not a scientific pre-
diction of  your life expectancy, but it might be interesting to consider how long your 
life might be and how you feel about it. Does it seem too long or too short?

The life expectancy test shows the importance of  genetics, life-style, social factors, 
and other social traits such as marital status. For many of  these influences on longevity, 
their impact is intuitively obvious, but the relationship between marriage and life expec-
tancy is perhaps not so obvious. This relationship is well established; it has been observed 
consistently in the United States and in other nations as well (Hu & Goldman, 1990). 
Married people live longer than unmarried people. There are two major explanations for 
this phenomenon (Weeks, 1994). First is the “selectivity” hypothesis that healthy people 
are more likely to get married and remain married. The second is that marriage is good 
for your health. Having a stable intimate relationship is argued to be conducive to good 
health, and the availability of  caregiving support is an important health advantage. The 
numerous influences on life expectancy are relevant to all of  us as individuals. They are 
also part of  the complex picture of  how, why, and when a population “ages.”

Global Aging
Why does the aging of  a population matter to individuals or to societies as a whole? In 
many ways, this entire book is about the effects of  population aging—on social institu-
tions such as work, the family, the economy, and the health care system. Chapter 4 
explains that the social construction of  life stages is partly a result of  how long people in 
a society live. For example, adolescence is a fairly “young” life stage in historical terms; 
in earlier eras, when people married and had children in their early teens and only lived 
to their thirties, there was no “preparatory” stage of  life. Now we take adolescence as an 
established and essential stage of  human development.

Beyond the impact of  societal aging on our lives as individuals and as members of  a 
society, one of  the most far-reaching consequences of  population aging is that the entire 
world is aging. The world’s elderly population is increasing by about 880,000 persons per 
month! (Kinsella & Velkoff, 2001). Exhibit 3.5 shows some of  the dramatic change that 
will be taking place in countries around the world over the next 50 years. For all of  the 
countries in the table, the minimum increase is a near doubling (for the United States, 
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where the proportion aged will go from 12.3% in 2000 to over 20% in 2050). Other 
countries will have significantly higher growth. India’s proportion aged will nearly triple, 
and Kuwait will experience a nine-fold increase in the proportion of  its population that is 
65 or above. Italy and Japan will have median ages of  54 and 53, respectively. The aging 
index for every country will increase significantly by 2050, signaling a greater number of  
older people per 100 children than was the case in 2000. China will change dramatically 
over these 50 years, from 40 older people per 100 children to 183 older persons per 100 
children. Japan and Italy will have more than three times as many older people as chil-
dren under age 15. “This trend may lead to compelling demands for changes in the way 
society’s resources are shared between generations” (United Nations, 2002, p. 16).

Clearly the aging of  a society is accompanied by, and is a catalyst for, enormous social 
change. Some of  the greatest impacts of  population aging are in the areas of  health, eco-
nomics, and social policy. Developed nations such as the United States are still struggling 
to adapt health care and economic systems to the challenges presented by the aging of  their 
populations. In developing nations, the aging of  a population presents even greater chal-
lenges for two primary reasons. First, the infrastructure for planning and providing health 
care and social services is often not well developed. And, as noted in the case of  India, 
such services are most often aimed at family planning and maternal and child health; it 
is extremely rare to find a developing nation with a health care system that addresses the 
needs of  growing numbers of  adults in later life. Second, the crucial policy debates that 
take place in the developed nations regarding the distribution of  responsibility for care of  
the elderly among family, government, and individuals have not taken place in most of  the 
less developed nations. In those countries, the number of  people surviving to old age has 
been so small as to obviate the necessity for such discussion but become more urgent as 
urbanization and technological change alter traditional family-based systems of  support.

The issues arising from the aging of  the world population, and the growing num-
bers of  older people in developing nations, are receiving increasing attention—for good 
reason. In 1990, 57% of  all older people (60+) lived in developing countries, and this 
proportion is expected to increase to 69% by the year 2020 (U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 
1991b). These figures seem surprising, given the relatively low proportion aged, life ex-
pectancy, and median age in these countries. But consider that about 80% of  the world’s 
total population lived in developing nations in 2000. Take India as an example. Even 
though only 5% of  India’s population is aged 65 or above, with a population of  more than 
a billion people, that 5% adds up to a lot of  older people. Because so much of  the world’s 
population is concentrated in these nations, and because these regions are beginning to 
experience rapid population aging, a very high proportion of  the world’s older people 
will be living in these areas. Another complicating factor is that population aging is oc-
curring much more rapidly in less developed regions than it did in the United States and 
other already “aging” countries. For example, it took France 115 years for the proportion 
of  population 65 and older to increase from 7% to 14%; in Sweden this change took 85 
years; and in the United States this increase will happen in 59 years. For Sri Lanka, this 
doubling of  the proportion of  population that is older will take place in only 23 years, and 
in Singapore it will take only 19 years (Kinsella & Phillips, 2005, p. 15).

In recognition of  the many complex and momentous issues, opportunities, and chal-
lenges raised by the aging of  the globe, the United Nations designated 1999 as the Interna-
tional Year of  Older Persons. A sweeping, ambitious, and inspirational International Plan 
of  Action on Ageing was created by representatives from countries around the world. This 
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plan, and some accompanying principles to guide policy development, call for attention to 
a range of  issues: demographic realities; the humanitarian issues related to the situation 
of  older people; the problem of global inequality that will make it difficult for developing 
nations to meet the basic needs of  their populations; and assumptions that old age is inevi-
tably a time of  decline, diminished capacity, and alteration of  basic human needs. In 2002, 
the Second World Assembly on Ageing convened in Madrid. This congress developed the 
International Plan of  Action on Ageing, which includes specific priorities and action 
steps to address concerns and contributions of  older people around the world. Full par-
ticipation of  older people in society is a major theme of  the recommendations.

On a philosophical note, the World Assembly offered that,

A longer life provides humans with an opportunity to examine their lives in retrospect, 
to correct some of their mistakes, to get closer to the truth, and to achieve a different 
understanding of the sense and value of actions. This may well be the most important 
contribution of older people to the human community. (United Nations, 2003, p. 1)

The demographic facts of  global aging indeed have far-reaching consequences.
The trends in population aging have produced a range of  responses. At one end of  the 

spectrum is the alarmist call to action and deep concern over the lack of  attention given to 
aging-related policy and planning issues. Driven by the rapidly increasing numbers and 
by the equivocal success of  the United States in planning for our aging population, this 

The proportion of older people in the population is expected to increase in 
several Asian countries as well as in the United States and across most of 
Europe. (Credit: E. J. Hanna)
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position suggests that time is growing short for making decisions about how to handle the 
older population. At the other end of  the continuum are critics who dismiss the alarmist 
position as ethnocentric: Westerners are defining the problem and calling for a solution 
by other countries that mirrors their own. In research conducted in Nepal, a number of  
senior health and planning officials said that aging was not a problem in Nepal and that 
they were not ready to believe it will be a problem just because Americans said so (Kunkel 
& Subedi, 1996). They were convinced that older people would be well taken care of  by 
their families, as had been the long-standing tradition, and would impose no significant 

Modernization Theory
As we discovered in our earlier discussion of  demo-
graphic transition theory, economic development and 
other sociocultural forces are important in determin-
ing the timing, nature, and magnitude of  the declines 
in fertility and mortality that cause a society to age. 
The importance of  explicitly examining ideological 
and cultural change is borne out by modernization 
theory as well.

The basic premise of  modernization theory is 
that the status of  older people declines as a society 
modernizes. Changes such as urbanization, techno-
logical advancement, health advances, and population 
growth combine to erode the position of  honor, pres-
tige, and respect accorded to older people in simpler 
societies. Thus, the theory argues that, “with increas-
ing modernization the status of  older people declines” 
(Cowgill, 1972, p. 124). In the least modernized so-
cieties, the theory contends that older people sup-
posedly enjoy high status, and family members meet 
their physical and emotional needs; they require soci-
ety’s assistance only when modernization disrupts the 
traditional (mostly agrarian) family’s economic and 
social structures. Based on modernization theory, we 
would expect that in most rural, agrarian developing 
countries the elderly enjoy high status and their needs 
are routinely met by families.

Modernization theory has intuitive appeal and 
some empirical support from cross-cultural re-
search. However, it has also been challenged by 
other studies and has been criticized for using un-
clear and inconsistent definitions of  social status, 
oversimplifying the processes of  modernization, and 
ignoring intervening variables such as ideology and 
value systems.

Perhaps the most significant assumption made 
by modernization theory is that the extended family 

in developing societies typically integrates its older 
members, eliminating the need for pensions, senior 
housing, and other older adult services familiar to 
us. According to Tout (1989), “in some instances, 
reliance on the traditional extended family may not 
be the normally acceptable panacea, but may for the 
old person be a gruesome and cruel experience of  
dependence, deprivation, and degradation” (p. 300). 
The traditional situation of  widows in India is one 
clear example of  this less-than-idyllic circumstance 
of  family integration. In today’s Indian society, most 
widows do not throw themselves on their husband’s 
funeral pyre as tradition once mandated; instead, the 
widow is supported with housing and other essentials 
by her husband’s family. However, she holds very 
low status in his family, is often viewed as a burden, 
and is sometimes the victim of  verbal and physical 
abuse (Steinmetz, 1988).

In a review of  family demography in developing 
nations, Martin and Kinsella (1994) provide further 
grounds on which to question the stereotypical model 
of  multigenerational households providing for elders. 
They found that multigenerational households are 
declining in many developing countries and that the 
likelihood of  sharing a residence diminishes as age 
increases—the oldest adults are least likely to occupy 
them. Multigenerational households are more likely 
to be based on the needs of  sons and daughters than 
on the needs of  older family members. If  the needs of  
elders were the primary motivation, we would expect 
the prevalence of  coresidence to increase with ad-
vancing age. Instead older adults sharing a household 
with descendents are more often supporting others 
than being supported by others.

Some, though not all, of  the developing nations 
studied by Martin and Kinsella are still character-
ized by an extended family structure. Nepal is one 

(continued)

Applying Theory
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new burden on the economic, housing, or health care systems. Certainly the enormous 
pressures of  maternal and child health in Nepal take precedence over a longer-range issue 
that may be adequately handled, at least for a time, by family systems.

What will happen to the growing numbers of  older people in the developing na-
tions? An overview of  modernization theory will help provide a context for the prob-
lems, solutions, and biases involved in the issue of  global aging.

The causes, consequences, and measurement of  population aging are large-scale 
issues. Powerful forces, such as fertility and mortality, alarmist warnings about the con-
sequences of  global aging, and assumption-laden measures of  dependency ratios may 
seem far distant. However, we hope that you have begun to see that population aging af-
fects us as individuals and our families; on a more macro level it affects our government, 
public policy, health care system, and economy. A description of  our older population 
will help bring this picture into sharper focus.

Demographic Characteristics of the U.S. Aging Population
This section contains a basic demographic description of  the older population in the 
United States. The purpose of  this section is not to provide extensive detail about every 
possible demographic characteristic, but to provide a general description of  the older 
population. This overview will give you a better idea of  the kinds of  information avail-
able and encourage you to think about how such information is useful. We will also 
direct attention to the fact that most of  these characteristics vary a great deal within the 
older population. Among the many population characteristics that we could describe 
are labor force participation, living arrangements, ethnic diversity, geographic distribu-
tion, education, and sex ratios. Some of  the most important demographic characteris-
tics, such as health, income, and marital status, are discussed in greater detail in later 
chapters. The major disadvantage of  not including them here is that these characteristics 
provide some of  the best illustrations of  the great variation among older persons in the 

example. Based on this criterion, we might expect the 
status of  the elderly in Nepal to be high. However, 
research conducted by Goldstein and Beall (1983) 
in both rural and urban Nepal found that the equa-
tion of  membership in an extended family with sta-
tus, security, and satisfaction for the elderly person 
is misleading. They found that economic factors (un-
employment, low wages, inflation) and social factors 
(less property as a result of  the division of  inheritance, 
migration of  eldest sons to urban areas) had affected 
relationships within the family, often leaving the el-
derly as relatively powerless dependents on younger 
family members. Findings from the study indicated 

that the status of  older people in the family depended 
on the elders’ ability to control property and income. 
These researchers conclude that, given the socioeco-
nomic conditions of  most developing societies and the 
inability of  governments to provide substantial social 
service programs, there are likely to be increasing 
numbers of  elderly parents with neither property, pen-
sions, nor savings in their old age. This image—older 
people exchanging promises of  economic reward for 
receipt of  care in later years—forces Western schol-
ars to rethink their idealized vision of  life in develop-
ing nations. Although the premise of  modernization 
theory has much appeal, it is not a uniform pattern of  
development across societies everywhere.

(continued)
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population—a point that is important to keep in mind. The major advantage to leaving 
certain demographic characteristics until later in the book is that we want to convince 
you that demography provides a fascinating, lively, and useful perspective on the issues 
of  aging. Therefore, we focus on three demographic variables and their interpretations.

Living Arrangements
Information about the living arrangements of  older people is important for community 
planners, housing designers, researchers interested in social support networks, and those 
who are curious about the validity of  prevailing societal images. Contrary to a com-
mon stereotype, most older people do not live in nursing homes or other “seniors only” 
housing settings. As shown in Exhibit 3.9, only a very small proportion live in nursing 
homes—about 5% of  all people 65 and over. This percentage does increase consider-
ably by age; almost 25% of  the 85+ population lives in nursing homes, but it is still not 
anywhere near a majority. Exhibit 3.9 shows this age-related increase in the proportion 
who live in nursing homes for both men and women.

The chart in Exhibit 3.10 shows that living arrangements for noninstitutionalized 
older people vary by sex, race, and ethnicity. A comparison of  older men and women 
of  all races/ethnicities reveals that women are much more likely than men to live alone. 
Men are more likely to live with a spouse. This pattern reflects differences in marital 
status. Because women live longer than men, and tend to marry men who are about three 
years older, women are much more likely than men to become widowed in later life. As 
shown in Exhibit 3.9, women are more likely than men to live in nursing homes. That 

Nursing Home Residents Among People Aged 65 and Over by Age and Sex, 1999 (Nursing Home 
Residents per 1,000 Population)
Source: He, Sengupta, Velkoff, and DeBarros, 2005.

Exhibit

3.9
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pattern is partly explained by the availability of  spouse caregivers. This gender differ-
ence in marital status is discussed further in chapter 6.

Some interesting race and ethnicity patterns are also shown in Exhibit 3.10. Black 
men are more likely than other groups of  older men to live alone (nearly 30% do so 
compared to about 19% for Whites, and less than 10% for Asian or Hispanic older men). 
Asian, Hispanic, and Black older women are much more likely than White women 65 
and older to live with other relatives (about 35% do so compared to less than 14% of  
White older women).

Geographic Distribution
How are the households in which older people reside distributed geographically? The 
geographic distribution of  the older population (across states, among cities and sub-
urbs, across counties) has far-reaching consequences for a location’s tax base, educational 
system, demand on transportation services, and voting patterns. The numbers of  older 
people, their percentage in a given community or state, and how they got there (by growing 
older in the same community or by migration)—are all related to outcomes of  interest.

It is not surprising to learn that many of  the states with large numbers of  older 
people happen to be states with large overall populations. California, New York, Texas, 
and Pennsylvania are examples of  states with large populations and large numbers of  
older people. The proportion of  older people in any given location can be a different 
story; proportion of  older people is affected by the three key demographic forces of  
fertility, mortality, and selective migration, regardless of  the location’s overall popula-
tion size. California has a large number of  older people, but a lower proportion of  older 

Living Arrangements of the Population Aged 65 and Over by Sex, Race, and Hispanic Origin, 2003 (Per-
cent Distribution) Note: The reference population for these data is the civilian noninstitutionalized popula-
tion. “With other relatives” indicates no spouse present. “With nonrelatives” indicates no spouse or other 
relatives present.
Source: He, Sengupta, Velkoff, and DeBarros, 2005.

Exhibit
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adults than the United States as a whole (10.6% compared to 12.4%), partly because 
of  high rates of  international and interstate migration of  younger people into the state. 
In contrast, Florida has the highest proportion of  older people in the nation (17% in 
2003), largely because of  immigration of  retirees seeking a sunbelt locale. Although a 
large proportion of  the older people who relocate move to Florida or other warm-climate 
states, older people are much less likely to move than people under the age of  65. Among 
older people who did move between 1995 and 2000, only 18.8% moved across state 
lines (Administration on Aging, 2004). The states, and other locations that receive large 
numbers of  older people, have to factor in increased (and sometimes seasonal) demands 
for housing, food, retail, and other services and amenities.

A number of  other interesting trends and issues relate to the distribution and 
redistribution of  the older population through migration. Longino (1990) has described 
a model for understanding the causes and consequences of  multiple moves by older peo-
ple. He proposes an initial move motivated by the attractiveness of  a particular destina-
tion and later moves motivated by the desire to be closer to kin or the need for long-term 
care. Investigations into seasonal migration are also increasing in number. The presence 
of  “snowbirds” (seasonal migrants to a warmer climate during the winter months) in 
a given location has important consequences for the economy and daily life; imagine 
what a seasonal growth of  20% or 30% might mean to retailers, traffic, and housing in 
a sunbelt community.

In addition to where people live geographically and with whom they live, informa-
tion about where they are housed is also of  interest. Housing availability, affordability, 
and quality are of  major concern. For older people with fixed incomes and increased 
likelihood of  health problems, appropriate housing options are more challenging. Over 
60% of  older homeowners have lived in their current homes for 20 years or more, speak-
ing to an emotional as well as financial investment in a place and a community. Deciding 
how and when to make a housing change, and finding desirable and affordable options, 
are complex and difficult processes. Even though three-quarters of  older people own 
their own homes (a higher proportion than any other age group), reduced income and 
frailty can place at risk their many years of  financial, physical, and emotional investment 
in home and neighborhood (Callis, 2003). Housing represents a public policy and plan-
ning challenge; it is also a matter of  personal and family concern, encompassing an array 
of  issues such as independence, autonomy, security, and the meaning of  home. While 
those with ample financial resources have a wide range of  choices, those with more 
moderate incomes may find relatively few attractive choices in the housing market.

Gender Composition
The sex ratio is a measure used by demographers to summarize the gender composi-
tion of  a population. Traditionally, the sex ratio is presented as the number of  men for 
every 100 women; calculated by dividing the number of  men by the number of  women, 
it has also been called the “masculinity ratio” (e.g., Yaukey, 1985). In the United States 
in 2000, the overall ratio of  men to women was 96 men for every 100 women. For the 
older population, however, the sex ratio is less balanced, and it makes more sense to talk 
about a “femininity ratio”—the number of  older women for every 100 older men. For the 
population 65+ in 2000, the ratio was 143 women for every 100 men; among those 85 and 
above, it was 244 women for every 100 men (U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 2004a). These 
ratios capture the differential impact of  mortality on men and women. The imbalance 
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has implications for remarriage possibilities following widowhood, for the economic well-
being of  the oldest old, for living arrangements, and patterns of  social interaction.

Increasing Diversity
Another important aspect of  our demographic future is the increasing racial and ethnic 
diversity of  the United States as a whole, and the older population in particular. Most 
projections suggest “that there is likely to be a substantive shift in the racial composi-
tion of  the U.S. resident population” (Kranczer, 1994, p. 21). Exhibit 3.11 shows the 
numerical and percentage increases in different age and race/ethnicity groups projected 
to occur in the United States between 1990 and 2020. The highest rates of  increase will 
occur among people 65 and above who are of  Asian or Hispanic origin. For example, the 
number of  Asian American elders aged 85 and above will increase tenfold between 1990 
and 2020. Since the number of  Asian Americans 85 and older in 1990 was small, it takes 
relatively few additional people to produce a very high percentage increase. Neverthe-
less, this trend of  increasing diversity in the older population is of  great importance for 
everyone trying to understand and describe the experiences of  aging in the United States. 
Because ethnic and racial identities often play a central role in shaping those experiences, 
we need to be aware of  this important aspect of  diversity among the older population.

Centenarians
Centenarians—people aged 100 and over—are another important part of  our 
demographic profile. In 1980, there were only about 15,000 centenarians in the United 
States; that number had almost doubled by 1990, and is projected to grow to around 
834,000 by the year 2050 (Velkoff, 2000). These long-lived people have experienced 

Projected Change in Resident Population by Race/Ethnicity and Age: United States 1990–2020
Source: Metropolitan Life, 1994.

Exhibit

3.11
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incredible social change and major historical events in a century. There is growing interest 
in studying centenarians for the many contributions they can make to our understanding 
of  aging, as well as how lives connect to history and social/technological change. In ad-
dition, scientists speculate that the study of  centenarians may provide clues to factors 
that influence longevity (Velkoff, 2000).

Interpreting and Using Demographic Data
In describing select demographic characteristics of  the older population, we have illus-
trated some important uses for demographic data. Such information is the foundation 
for a wide range of  professional endeavors, including product design and development, 
community planning, market research, education about aging, and public policy devel-
opment. Demographic information can be used to support a position in a term paper, 
debate, or presentation. We all use such data to help us understand the realities of  aging. 
Throughout this chapter we have been encouraging you to see the importance and use-
fulness of  demographic information. We make those same points in the final section of  
this chapter.

As we use such data about the older population, it is extremely important not 
to overgeneralize—not to make blanket statements about all older people or about 
the “typical” older person. So, while we encourage the use of  demographic data as a 
valuable tool, we caution that such data also uncover the complexities and varieties of  
aging.

Willard Scott will find no shortage of centenarians to salute in the coming 
years, with the number of those living to be 100 and beyond expected to 
soar from approximately 50,000 in the year 2000 to 834,000 by the year 2050. 
(Credit: Mike Payne, courtesy of the Ohio Department of Aging)
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The Fallacy of the Demographic Imperative
One key to avoiding errors in interpretation is to keep in mind that “demography is 
not destiny.” Friedland and Summer (1999, 2005) illustrate various interpretations of  
commonly accepted demographic wisdom. We hear much about the baby boomers and 
what their aging will mean to society. Friedland and Summer point out that we can get 
a different sense of  the magnitude of  the “baby boom problem” if  we consider not just 
the total number of  people in that birth cohort, but rather the additional people born 
solely because of  the higher birth rate. The higher birth rate during the baby boom era 
added about 12.3 additional children beyond the number that would have been born if  
the pre–World War II birth rates had continued. If  we think about it this way, the baby 
boom does not seem as large. These authors also clearly demonstrate how economics and 
policy play roles at least equal to demography in shaping our destiny.

Although the numbers are compelling, we have illustrated several times throughout 
this chapter that numbers are only part of  the picture. In the case of  Nepal discussed ear-
lier, it is quite clear that the “demographic imperative”—the aging of  Nepali society—is, 
at this point, anything but an imperative for planning and policy. What any society decides 
to do about the aging of  its population depends not simply on how many older people there 
are, but on the political, social, and moral values of  the society.

The same warning can summarize our discussion of  the uses of  the dependency ratio 
to foretell impending economic disaster for U.S. society. The numbers themselves are 
open to interpretation. Critical choices about which numbers to present are often very 
ideological decisions, because some “facts” better support a particular policy agenda 
than others. So, while we encourage you to consider demographic information as a use-
ful resource, we also urge you to be aware of  the social and political context that gener-
ates the numbers and directs their uses. For example, someone interested in raising the 
retirement age may choose to present dependency ratios in one way, where the same 
statistics can also be shaped to support those opposing this change. Keep this warning 
in mind as you use demographic “facts” and as you critically analyze anything you read 
that uses such information.

While demographic information provides an essential framework from which to un-
derstand the aging of  societies, it is equally important to remain aware of  the overarching 
impact of  other social institutions (the economy, politics, family systems) as we consider 
how best to deal with the challenges of  aging. “We need not believe ourselves to be at the 
mercy of  blind forces such as demographic and economic imperatives, as if  these existed 
outside the realm of  public discussion and debate” (Robertson, 1991, p. 147).

S U M M A R Y
As discussed throughout this chapter, the increase in the size and proportion of  the older 
population has an impact on every aspect of  U.S. social life. In the United States, the 
number of  older people is projected to exceed 70 million by the year 2030, at which time 
all of  the baby boomers will have reached age 65; older people will represent about 20% 
of  the U.S. population by then—one in every five people will be 65 or older.

Around the world, the increase in the size of  the older population is equally dramatic 
and consequential. As discussed earlier in this chapter, a large proportion of  all older 
people will live in developing nations by the year 2020. Those nations will see their older 
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populations grow by an average of  160% between 1991 and 2020. The challenges facing 
the nations in which rapid population aging will compete with maternal and child health 
concerns are enormous. Of  equal magnitude are the challenges for the global community 
to define and understand problems and to propose and implement solutions.

When populations age, the labor force is profoundly affected. As large numbers of  
people retire and come to be supported by company pensions and health insurance, the 
cost of  doing business escalates. Some of  this demand can be accommodated by increased 
productivity from technological improvements. Companies worry that their competitive 
edge is dulled by the weight of  retirees, resulting in recent trends to end private pension 
systems, converting them to annuities that provide lower benefits than promised.

As we proceed with our look at the social dimensions of  aging, the demographic 
frame of  reference will continually direct our attention to the distinct yet diverse charac-
teristics, situations, and needs of  the older population; to the aging of  our society; and to 
our connections to the global community in an aging world. Societal aging, patterns of  
fertility, mortality, and migration, and the demographic composition of  the older popu-
lation may at first glance seem to be remote and irrelevant, but they have a major impact 
on one’s life, family, country, and the planet.

W E B  W I S E
Following is a list of  sites that provide information on demography of  the aging popula-
tion in the United States and in various countries around the world. Not all of  the infor-
mation is free and some of  it refers to published (hard copy) materials.

Age Data
http://www.census.gov/population/www/socdemo/age.html

This is a linked Web site maintained by the U.S. Census Bureau. It provides access to 
national, state, and local sources of  information on demography from the Census Bureau. 
International data are also available. In general, the census provides both statistics on 
current populations and projections for population change/growth through these sites 
and its printed publications.

United Nations Statistics Division
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/methods/inter-natlinks/sd_natstat.htm

The UNSD provides a Web page that links to selected national statistics offices. Each 
of  the country statistical information is unique but may be useful for international com-
parisons on aging issues. Nations are organized alphabetically by continent.

Agingstats
www.agingstats.gov

The Federal Interagency Forum on Aging-Related Statistics (Forum) was initially estab-
lished in 1986, with the goal of  bringing together federal agencies that share a common 
interest in improving aging-related data. The Forum has played a key role by critically 

http://www.census.gov/population/www/socdemo/age.html
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/methods/inter-natlinks/sd_natstat.htm
www.agingstats.gov
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evaluating existing data resources and limitations, stimulating new database development, 
encouraging cooperation and data sharing among federal agencies, and preparing collab-
orative statistical reports. In addition to the original three core agencies (National Insti-
tute on Aging, National Center for Health Statistics, and Census Bureau), the organizing 
members of  the Forum now include senior officials from the Administration on Aging, 
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Bureau of  Labor Statistics, Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services, Department of  Veterans Affairs, Environmental Pro-
tection Agency, Office of  Management and Budget, Office of  the Assistant Secretary for 
Planning and Evaluation in Health and Human Services, Social Security Administration, 
and the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration.

HelpAge
http://www.helpage.org/Home

HelpAge International is a global network of  not-for-profit organizations with a mis-
sion to work with, and for, disadvantaged older people worldwide to achieve a lasting 
improvement in the quality of  their lives. The Web site provides information on current 
projects that HelpAge is working on, research and policy, and news. It also provides an 
in-depth overview of  worldwide emergencies and helpful resources.

International Data Base (IDB) from U.S. Census Bureau
http://www.census.gov/ipc/www/idbnew.html

If  you want to know what population pyramids will look like for Albania, Guatemala, 
or Sierra Leone in 2025, visiting the IDB site provided by the U.S. Census Bureau will 
enable you to look at projections for population and detailed characteristics of  various 
countries or regions of  the world. Choose from a large number of  countries and look at 
the aging rates of  the populations (via population pyramids) or at statistics in tables. It 
is also possible to download IDB data, but review the requirements in advance and be 
prepared for a large data set.

Population Reference Bureau
http://www.prb.org

The Population Reference Bureau, funded by government agencies, foundations, 
universities and nonprofit organizations, makes available a range of  demographic data, 
including a page on aging. Articles, reports, and datasheets change over time but focus 
on the size, diversity, and characteristics of  the older population and the baby boomers 
in the United States and the world.

U.S. Bureau of Census: FactFinder
http://factfinder.census.gov/home/saff/main.html?_lang = enamp;_ts =

The FactFinder is an excellent resource for accessing information that is amassed by 
the Census Bureau on a wide range of  individual characteristics, housing, and business 

http://www.helpage.org/Home
http://www.census.gov/ipc/www/idbnew.html
http://www.prb.org
http://factfinder.census.gov/home/saff/main.html?_lang=enamp;_ts=
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issues. Users of  the system can find customized information on a wide array of  topics, 
including many up-to-date statistics regarding aging, family, health, and related topics. 
Much information on older adults can be found under the People tab.

K E Y  T E R M S
aging index
centenarians
convergence
crossover effect
dependency ratios

geographic distribution
International Plan of   

Action on Ageing
life expectancy
life span

mean age
median
population pyramid
sex ratio
societal aging

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  T H O U G H T  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N
 1 .   How does the age structure of  a society affect the kinds of  decisions that must                

be made by national policymakers? Can you think of  examples in the United 
States when the aging of  our society has influenced political agendas?

 2 .   Find some examples in newspapers or magazines of  the ways in which demo-
graphic information about the older population is used to convey messages of  
alarm or optimism. Is the information being presently in an accurate and bal-
anced way? How might the same information, presented differently, be used 
to convey a different message?

 3 .   We know that aging is a global phenomenon. Think about some of  the ways in 
which societal aging presents unique challenges in some countries with which 
you are familiar.

 4 .   How does the life expectancy in a country affect the way life is organized—for 
example, number of  years spent in school, age at marriage, and age at retire-
ment?
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4Like gender or height or the presence/
absence of ear lobes, age itself is not 
a cause of anything. Rather, it is … 
a socially significant title that covers 
complex sociocultural formulations, 
including some which are directly 
implicated in personal and collective 
identities. (Hazelrigg, 1997, p. 96)

ging is a complex social phe-
nomenon because it involves 
interrelationships among bio-
logical, psychological, social, 
and cultural processes. At an-
other level, aging is also a very personal experience. Most of  us care about the issues 

related to aging because we are aware that it is happening to us and to people around us. All of  us, 
if  we are lucky, will grow old and all of  us continue to age, regardless of  where we are today within 
the life course. Thus, aging is a more universal experience than any other. Most of  us will grow 
old, but few of  us will change our status in other social categories such as gender or race. Even 
changes in marital status or religion are far less predictable than changes in age status. Since aging 
is something that happens to everyone at a personal level, it is helpful to discuss what happens 
to individuals as they grow older, and then to put those insights into a larger context—the social 
context of  aging.

Setting the Stage: Psychology of Aging
The psychology of  aging is a well-developed field of  study, with a wide range of  ques-
tions in its scope. The topics covered within the psychology of  aging include changes 
over time in cellular processes in the brain, the relationship between psychology and 
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physical processes of  health and illness, changes in cognitive performance, and com-
plex social psychological concepts, such as the self  and identity. In all of  these diverse 
domains, the psychology of  aging focuses on the stability and change in how humans 
operate psychologically at various ages and stages of  life. To describe the breadth of  
the research and theory included in the psychology of  aging, Salthouse (2006) offered a 
taxonomy of  “what, when, why, where, and how” questions that guide the field. Topics 
covered by this taxonomy include the psychological ways in which people of  different 
ages vary; the ages at which these changes occur; where they occur (specifically, what 
structures of  the brain might be involved in changes); and why they occur. Because 
the field is so broad, scholars who study the psychology of  aging have different areas of  
specialization. Some focus on cognitive psychology and neuroscience, which includes 
the physiology of  cognitive impairments; and the impact of  aging on memory, intelli-
gence, information processing, and learning; and changes in sensory functioning. Other 
psychologists of  aging are interested in aging and behavior such as problem-solving and 
decision-making; some focus on the impact of  aging on personality and the self; still oth-
ers look at the intersection of  internal psychological processes with social aspects of  life. 
The breadth and depth of  theory and research in the psychology of  aging are far beyond 
the scope of  this text. Students interested in a fuller picture of  the psychology of  aging 
will find a vast array of  resources, including the new Handbook of  the Psychology of  Aging 
(Birren & Schaie, 2006).

One topic with roots in psychology is emerging as an important interdisciplinary 
focus for gerontology—human development. As a field of  study, human development 
examines the progressive changes across the life span. One of  the central concepts in the 
sociology of  aging—the life course—also explores the way that individuals’ lives change 
with time. Both concepts refer to the growth and change that people experience over 
their lives, and both recognize the importance of  internal psychological processes as well 
as external social processes in shaping the way that individual lives unfold over time, 
creating rich possibilities for connections between sociology and psychology of  aging 
(Settersten, 2005a). The difference between a psychological focus on life span and the 
sociological focus on life course is the relative amount of  attention given to the internal 
aspects of  development compared to the social influences on human development. We 
briefly review some important ideas related to the more psychological aspects of  life 
span development before focusing on the social context of  individual aging.

Human Development and Aging
For many years the focus of  human development was on the changes that take place in 
infancy, childhood, and adolescence; topics such as language acquisition, emergent cog-
nitive abilities, moral development, and problem solving were researched extensively. 
More recently, attention has been given to questions about the growth and change that 
take place throughout the human life span, including adulthood and aging. A pioneer 
in this area was Erik Erikson, who proposed that adults face development tasks, just as 
children and adolescents do. His initial work on this topic identified two developmental 
stages for later life. Generativity—learning how to look outside oneself  and focus on 
passing on a legacy to future generations—was described as the major developmental 
task of  middle age. For older people, self-reflection and coming to terms with one’s life 
is the developmental challenge Erikson identified; a successful resolution of  this stage of  
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life was termed ego-integrity. Erikson further refined these stages, offering more detail 
about the developmental challenges that face us as we age (Erikson, Erikson, & Kivnick, 
1986). Erikson’s work was vital in drawing attention to the fact that humans continue to 
grow, develop, and change throughout their lives. His writing set the stage for research 
on the major questions identified by Salthouse (2006): what developmental changes take 
place in later life and why do they occur?

Scholars today continue to explore the nature of  human development in later life 
and to understand the unique characteristics of  the stage of  life. Tornstam (1997, 2005) 
proposes that later life offers the opportunity for gerotranscendence; he describes 
this transformation as “a shift from materialistic and pragmatic view of  the world to a 
more cosmic and transcendent one, normally accompanied by a contemplative dimen-
sion” (1977, p. 143). His ideas are based on interviews with older people who described 
a gradual change involving self-reflection, refinement of  personal qualities they sought 
to enhance or to modify, and a deeper investment in select important social relation-
ships. Atchley (2004) describes a similar focus on an inner journey of  self-reflection 
but also suggests that service to one’s community can be the outcome of  this path; 
“serving from spirit” is the concept he offers to express the unique contributions that 
can be made by spiritually grounded elders. “Elderhood” is the phase in later life that 
William Thomas (2004) describes as moving from doing to being; one of  the greatest 
challenges to achieving this state is our fondness for “adult supremacy”—for the phase 
of  life where success is defined in terms of  activity and striving. Schachter-Shalomi 
(1995) sums up many of  these ideas in his call for “a new paradigm of  aging with 
emphasis on lifelong learning, brain-mind development, and consecrated service to 
humanity” (p. 244). Schachter-Shalomi’s “sage-ing,” Atchley’s “serving from spirit,” 
Thomas’s “elderhood,” and Tornstam’s gerotranscendence all build on and expand 
some of  Erikson’s early ideas about the unique challenges and opportunities of  human 
development in later life.

Social Context and Individual Aging
As the study of  human development suggests, the passage of  time signals physiological 
and psychological development and changes that happen within individuals as they age. 
However, such changes do not happen in a vacuum. For example, the desire and the 
opportunity to continue to work past the typical age of  retirement vary considerably 
by the kind of  jobs that people have, their economic needs, and the policies that their 
employers have in place (see chapter 8). Working in later life is not simply the result of  
individual choice; social forces play an essential role. People respond to, and are affected 
by, the social context and the physical environment in which they live.

Another example of  the importance of  surroundings comes from what we have 
learned about the role of  social support in later life. Social support can include the net-
work of  people we have contact with, the amount of  contact we have with them, the sup-
port and help that we get from those around us, or the confidence that we can count on 
others when needed. There is growing evidence that strong social support has a positive 
effect on health and well-being in later life, and that it is “a key determinant of  successful 
aging” (Antonucci & Akiyama, 1987; Krause, 2001).
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Physical environments can also have significant impact on the aging individual, as elo-
quently described and empirically verified by Lawton and his colleagues. In his influential 
work on this topic, Lawton suggests that the fit between a person and his or her environ-
ment can have an impact on how competently individuals can get by in their everyday 
lives. Lawton’s classic model of  the relationship between behavior and the environment 
visually depicts the optimal fit between environmental pressure that encourages maximum 
performance by the individual, as well as potential negative outcomes for the person if  the 
environment demands too much or too little (see Lawton, 1986). If  the environment de-
mands more of  the person than he or she can accomplish, maladaptive behavior and nega-
tive affect can result; similarly, if  the environment is not challenging enough, an individual 
may not be motivated to maximize her or his competence.

This work on social support and person-environment fit are good examples of  the 
importance of  social contexts for aging individuals. For sociologists who study aging, so-
cial context is not just an acknowledged influence on individual change and response—it 
is the focus of  their work. This is the unique contribution sociology makes to the study 
of  aging. Sociology examines the ways in which social life is organized and the ways in 
which it affects individual actions and behaviors at all ages. As described in chapter 3, 
demographic forces (fertility, mortality, and migration) help to shape social institutions, 
and at least indirectly have an influence on individual lives. Recall the discussion of  the 
role of  population aging in the challenges facing Social Security and the current high 
level of  competition for jobs that is partially related to the large number of  baby boomers 
in the work force. The demographic perspective within sociology takes the essentially 
individual events of  birth, death, and relocation and sums them up, describes large-scale 
patterns and trends, and considers the causes and consequences of  these events from a 
macro-level point of  view. One of  the great values of  sociology is to lend a broader per-
spective—what Mills called the sociological imagination. As discussed in chapter 1, this 
perspective places personal experiences in a broader social and historical context and 
provides a frame of  reference for understanding individual experiences. This chapter 
and all subsequent chapters in this text draw upon the sociological imagination to help 
us analyze the experiences of  aging.

There is a tendency in U.S. society to focus on the individual. We are enamored 
of  the concept of  free will and autonomy—that individuals can control or shape their 
futures through their actions. We value independence, and our nation is built on ideas 
about individual choice and individual responsibility. We are curious about the various 
circumstances in which people find themselves and often take some comfort in attribut-
ing success or failure to a person’s choices and actions rather than external forces. Such 
thinking allows us to believe that good fortune will come to us if  we work hard and posi-
tion ourselves correctly, and that ill fortune will not befall us because we have done the 
right thing. The sociological imagination makes possible a richer understanding of  the 
power of  social structures and contexts that influence individual lives.

One of  the most important concepts for understanding the ways in which social 
factors help to shape the experience of  aging is the life course. The life course is a 
road map that influences the individual choices we make about moving into and out of  
important social roles such as marriage, parenthood, employment, and retirement. This 
chapter further explores the life course as a fundamental feature of  the societal frame-
work within which individual aging takes place.
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The Life Course
All societies use age in some way to organize social life—to assign people to roles, to 
regulate interaction, or as a basis for division of  labor. U.S. society has laws about mini-
mum ages for drinking, driving, voting, and holding some public offices. We also have 
some expectations about what ages are appropriate for people to marry, enter the job 
market, and retire. Many people thought that the 66-year-old woman who had a baby 
in 2005 with the aid of  in vitro fertilization was definitely too old to have a child. Most 
of  us plan to retire sometime in our 60s. In addition to ideas about appropriate ages for 
entry into and exit from important social roles, we also share some general expectations 
about age-appropriate behavior. The dictum to “act your age” is a clear illustration that 
we have some underlying ideas about what we should be doing at various stages in our 
lives. “Expectations regarding age-appropriate behavior form an elaborated and perva-
sive system of  norms governing behavior and interaction, a network of  expectations that 
is imbedded throughout the cultural fabric of  adult life” (Neugarten, Moore, & Lowe, 
1965, pp. 22–23). These expectations are part of  our culture; they are taught to us as 
we grow up and are continually reinforced throughout adulthood. They also sometimes 
shift, as we have seen over recent decades when ages for having children have extended 
and ages at which individuals seek higher education have come to include mid-life and 
older adults.

These expectations are reflected in laws, policies, and organizational rules; they are 
also part of  a general timetable we use for major life events. Neugarten and her col-
leagues observed that people “are aware not only of  the social clocks that operate in vari-
ous areas of  their lives, but they are aware also of  their own timing and readily describe 
themselves as ‘early’, ‘late’, or ‘on-time’ with regard to family and occupational events” 
(1965, p. 23). This social clock is the life course (Settersten, 1999).

The life course is a sequence of  stages people move through as they age; move-
ment out of  one stage and into another is typically marked by a significant event or so-
cial transition. Some, like adolescence, are marked by chronological age. Other stages 
of  the life course are less defined and may be entered at varying ages. The clearest 
example is the lengthy stage of  adulthood. At what point and by which criteria do 
we determine that someone is an adult? There are legal definitions of  adulthood, and 
there are social roles that can indicate movement into adulthood (such as, employ-
ment, completion of  education, marriage, or parenthood). Some of  these markers do 
not occur at a single point in time, and not all of  them occur for every person, making 
many life course transitions fuzzy or gradual. The life course is delineated by the roles 
we are expected to play in particular sequences or at delineated age ranges. Atchley 
(1994) defines the life course as “a cultural ideal consisting of  an age-related progres-
sion or sequence of  roles and group memberships that individuals are expected to 
follow as they mature and move through life” (p. 154). The life course can be applied 
to many domains of  social life, including the family, education, and work. We can talk 
about the timing of  events in the occupational domain and whether they fit well or 
poorly with the expectations at the same ages for the family domain. For example, ca-
reer building comes at an age when many are actively involved in parenting small chil-
dren, and the reduction of  time demands at retirement occurs when society demands 
few other contributions from older adults. Since the life course is subject to social 
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change over time, issues of  asynchrony 
(aspects or their timing not fitting together 
well) regularly appear.

Indeed, many people feel some pres-
sure to achieve milestones at fairly spe-
cific ages. Deciding on a college major 
and finding a job after graduation are two 
milestones that many college students feel 
pressured to accomplish within a certain 
time frame. Think about the following 
questions, as further evidence of  the ex-
istence of  a life course. Why don’t more 
people work past the age of  65? Why don’t 
people wait until they are in their late 30s 
to get married? Would you feel comfort-
able announcing to your family, friends, 
and professors that you have decided to 
delay your entry into the job market until 
you are in your mid-40s and in the mean-
time you will enjoy your leisure and pick 
up some odd jobs here and there? Why not 
plan for a period of  middle-aged “retire-
ment” followed by a return to the labor 
force? The life course carries fairly influ-
ential ideas about what we are supposed 
to do and how we are supposed to behave 
at various stages of  life. It is one of  the 
ways in which society shapes our oppor-
tunities, decisions, and behaviors at vari-
ous ages throughout life. Because it is so 
thoroughly embedded in our culture, the 

life course remains largely invisible to us; we do notice, however, when someone does 
things out of  order or at atypical ages.

The concept of  social time (Neugarten & Datan, 1973) refers to the expectations 
and definitions that society gives to stages of  the life course. These stages, and their tim-
ing, are not “natural” or immutable. They are sometimes linked to “natural” processes 
such as physiological development, most clearly from infancy to adolescence, but the 
roles accessible to us and their link to age expectations are malleable and are primarily 
determined by society. For example, childhood did not exist as a distinct stage of  life 
until industrialization made child labor unnecessary (and illegal), and formal education 
became a social institution in the 17th and 18th centuries (Aries, 1962). Similarly, retire-
ment is a fairly recent life stage; life expectancy had to increase sufficiently for enough 
people to grow old enough to retire, and income support systems generated by higher 
productivity were created after industrialization (see chapter 8).

In summary, the life course is a socially constructed, culturally and historically 
specific sequence of  stages, often with connected social roles, that people are expected 
to move through as they mature and grow older. The life course is closely linked 

Stages of the life course are not immutable (and you’re 
never too old to dance). (Credit: Mike Payne, courtesy of 
the Ohio Department of Aging)
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with age-/stage-specific social roles, and the entry to and exit from those roles are 
influenced by age norms. These two building blocks of  the life course require further 
examination.

Social Roles
The concept of  “social role” is one of  the fundamental building blocks of  the life course 
(and of  sociology). It is the mechanism through which real people are linked to the more 
nebulous structures of  social groups and institutions. There are two aspects to the ways 
that social roles link people to each other in social structures. First, roles entail socially 
recognized positions (e.g., father, employee, student) in social networks; second, role 
occupants behave in certain ways when they are in those positions. A social role is a set 
of  expected activities and responsibilities that go along with a position held in a social 
network. Conveniently, this important concept has an everyday referent; the term “role” 
conjures up theatrical images of  parts to be played. In fact, a social role is essentially 
that—a part to be played in social life (Goffman, 1969). A role is a set of  expectations 
about how people who occupy a particular position will behave—what they will do, what 
they should do, and what they should not do. For example, a woman may simultaneously 
occupy the social roles of  sister and employee. Each of  these positions is understood to 
have certain rights and duties, and the woman is expected to behave differently when 
she is acting as a sister than when she is behaving as an employee. Roles exist in relation-
ship to other roles; that is, each role has a counterpart. Some examples of  reciprocal 
roles are mother/child, teacher/student, friend/friend. Because roles exist in relation 
to each other, having shared expectations about what each person will do (or will not do) 
in a given role is essential for social interaction and social order. If  we had no idea at all 
about what to expect when we enter a classroom—that is, no idea what the teacher will 
do or what the students should do—it would be very difficult to accomplish anything. 
For our purposes, it is sufficient to understand that “role” implies an organized set of  
interrelated functions, activities, and behavior associated with a given social position. 
Remember the theatrical reference; a role is a script.

A central figure in American social psychology, George Herbert Mead, used the 
idea of  a baseball game to explain the reciprocity of  social roles and their importance 
for social interaction. He points out that every player in a baseball game has to learn 
how to play her own position, but also has to learn what the responsibilities of  the other 
positions are as well. A good player must understand the function of  every position on 
the team in order to effectively play her own position. Similarly, role players in society 
have to understand how their position relates to other roles in the social structure in 
order to fully participate in society—as an employee how do you behave relative to your 
co-workers, your boss, your clients? Role behaviors are structured, but not completely. 
There is room for variation in how we enact a particular role, such as student, worker, or 
daughter. Age norms help to define which roles should be undertaken at various stages 
of  life and how they should be played.

Sociologist Irving Rosow (1985) raised the question of  whether social roles are 
always attached to a particular position in a social network, and vice versa. Often 
clearly defined roles (a well-written script; clear expectations about behavior) are 
attached to a well-defined position in a social structure, including clear interrelation-
ships with other statuses. “Grandmother” is an example; we have fairly clear (albeit 
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fairly limited) expectations about 
how someone should and should 
not behave in that role, and it is 
a well-defined position in relation 
to other social positions (grand-
child). However, Rosow suggests 
that there are situations in which 
either the role is not clearly defined 
or the position is not very specific. 
“Retired worker” is an example 
of  ill-defined expectations about 
essential activities. The past con-
nection to the workplace help 
define the position rather than any 
current social position or linked 
position, but what is one expected 

to do or not do as a retired worker? Rosow questions whether old age itself, because of  
the multiple role losses associated with growing older, is a position without substantial 
role expectations—a “roleless role.”

Age Norms
Have you ever seen a small boy dressed in a suit and acting very mature or someone in 
his or her 70s playing hopscotch? Do these images strike you as inappropriate? If  so, it 
is probably because of  age norms. The ideas and expectations shared by members of  a 
culture about how a person of  a certain age should behave are age norms. Age norms 
are a subset of  all social norms, which tell us how to act in various circumstances or 
toward particular others (e.g., how to act in a museum versus at a party or toward a peer 
compared to a police officer). These shared rules guide the behavior of  members of  a 
society by specifying what behavior and activities are expected, appropriate, and inap-
propriate. Norms are broader and more intangible than social roles; they are the deeply 
learned ideas that are collectively shared by members of  a culture and that enable us to 
predict much of  a person’s behavior while they are playing a role.

Age norms are “socially governed expectations and sanctions concerning the appro-
priateness of  role acquisitions and behaviors as a function of  chronological age” (Burton, 
1996, p. 199). For example, we have age norms about entry into roles (driving, voting, 
marrying, or working) and exit from roles (retirement, graduation). Sometimes these age 
norms are formalized into law and policy, but sometimes they remain simply understood 
among people who share a common culture. We also share age-related expectations about 
behavior, dress, and speech. To explore some age norms about behavior and dress, think 
about how you would react to an 80-year-old woman wearing a very short skirt, a 70-year-
old couple kissing passionately, a 50-year-old man who has never held a full-time job, an 
80-year-old woman going to college, or a 17-year-old male who drives very slowly.

There are three important components of age norms: (1) they prescribe and proscribe 
behavior (i.e., tell us what to do and what not to do); (2) they are shared by some social 
group (such as society, a work organization, or a subculture); (3) they carry with them some 
element of social control or sanction (there are consequences of failing to behave according 
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to the social expectations). Some sociologists would add a fourth key feature: the roles must 
constrain peoples’ behavior (see Lawrence, 1996; Settersten & Hagestad, 1996a, 1996b).

These four components of  age norms raise conceptually challenging questions. If  
age norms must meet these four standards, how do we know whether these criteria are 
met? Who do we ask, and what do we ask them, to find out if  a particular age norm ex-
ists, and if  it constrains behavior? A number of  researchers have attempted to answer 
this question with research on age norms and their operation in society.

A basic dilemma in the study of  age norms and the life course is what should be mea-
sured: what people typically do or what people say they think they (and others) should do. 
Both approaches have been used by researchers. The former strategy—looking at what 
people typically do—is well illustrated by the work of  Paul Glick (1977), who calculated 
the median age at major life events for women (such as marriage, birth of  first child, 
marriage of  last child, and death of  spouse), from the 1900s to the 1970s. His findings, 
summarized in Exhibit 4.1, showed very little change in women’s median age at mar-
riage, but dramatic increases in the number of  years spent in marriage until the death of  
a spouse (not surprising given life expectancy improvements), and a substantial decline 
in the length of  time spent in the childbearing stage as family size declined. Similarly, 
Matras (1990) documented the “compression of  employment” into a smaller proportion 
of  the life span (see chapter 7), and Uhlenberg (1996) analyzed the impact of  increased 
life expectancy on opportunity for intergenerational relationships throughout the life 
course. These demographic patterns speak to “typical” behaviors, relatively predictable 

Exhibit

4.1

Demographic Description of the Family Life Cycle in the United States, 1880s–1950s
Adapted from: Glick, 1977; Matras, 1990.
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timetables, and to the evolution of  new or altered life stages. They also indicate social 
changes, as patterns of  family and work life shifted during the 20th century.

The second approach to measuring age norms—asking people what they think 
are appropriate ages for life events—has been adopted in number of  studies. Exhibit 
4.2 presents results from one of  the classic studies on this topic (Neugarten, Moore, & 
Lowe, 1965). These findings show a high degree of  consensus among respondents on 
appropriate ages for various life stages and events; some of  the interesting variations by 
gender are discussed in the section on modifiers of  the life course. Researchers asked 
respondents about both their own timetables and about what other people expected for 
timing of  life events. There was a difference between personal attitudes and attitudes at-
tributed to others—age norms were consistently acknowledged to exist in other peoples’ 
minds, but were not always accepted as personally valid or constraining (Neugarten, 
Moore, & Lowe, 1965). At a later time and in a different culture (New Zealand), other 
researchers concluded that the degree of  consensus and overall pattern of  age norms had 
remained fairly consistent since the Neugarten study (Byrd & Breuss, 1992) .

Settersten and Hagestad (1996a) found that age norms are still perceived to be rel-
evant for most major life events for both men and women. Exhibit 4.3 shows the per-
centages of  people who perceived deadlines for major family transitions and the average 
deadlines for those transitions. A strong majority perceived deadlines for all family tran-
sitions except for grown children returning home, a non-normative event until recent 
years. The average ages for these deadlines varied for women and for men. Women are 
expected to marry and complete childbearing earlier than men. While the averages were 

Exhibit

4.2

Consensus in a Middle-Class Middle-Aged Sample Regarding Various Age-Related Characteristics
Source: Neugarten, Moore, and Lowe, 1965.
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interesting, the variations are also important. There was a lot of  variation in the ages 
given for completion of  childbearing for men (over 7 years), and for grandparenthood 
(more than 7 years), but less diversity for the acceptable age for young adults leaving 
home. This important study suggests that there is a perceived timetable, but that there 
is some flexibility in the timing of  some family events.

Settersten and Hagestad also found that, although most respondents perceive 
age norms, they did not perceive any negative outcomes for violating these deadlines. 
“Being late” did not carry with it significant consequences. Lashbrook’s (1996) research 
revealed fairly consistent age norms for promotions in work organizations, but little rela-
tionship between being “off  time” (either early or late in relation to the social timetable) 
and job well-being for middle-aged men. The lack of  sanction for being off  time, and 

Exhibit

4.3

Perceived Age Deadlines for Major Family Transitions
Source: Settersten and Hagestad, 1996a.
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the flexibility in timing led Settersten and Hagestad to conclude that cultural timetables 
and age norms “may be an important force shaping the life course, but their influence 
may instead be secondary … and may be much more flexible in individuals’ minds than 
researchers have assumed” (1996a, p. 187).

Age Norms and Life Course Flexibility

People seem to subscribe to ideas about ages at which it is appropriate to be at certain stages 
in one’s life, but they do not feel particularly pressured to conform to those expectations. 
These two facts seem inconsistent. This apparent inconsistency can be explained in several 
ways. Foner (1996) suggests that perhaps age norms are only part of the age structuring of 
society, and age norms are flexible across social contexts. Settersten and Hagestad (1996a, 
1996b) offer the idea that cultural timetables—age norms that we perceive for everyone—
can be different from personal timetables that individuals use to construct their life courses. 
This latter explanation reminds us that age structures and other social forces are not totally 
deterministic. Humans take some active role in the structuring of their own lives. In fact, 
people have an impact on social structures and social forces. Individuals are not merely 
reactive; they are, to some extent, “proactive architects” of their own life course trajectories 
(George, 1996, p. 254). One of the interesting questions in the study of the life course is the 
interplay between individual choice and constraints imposed by society. Settersten (2003) 
summarizes this reciprocal influence as “agency with structure” and identifies a major chal-
lenge for researchers to “conceptualize the life course as actively created by individuals and 
groups, but within the confines of  the social world in which they exist” (p. 30).

Age Norms and Ageism

As discussed above, age norms are shared expectations for how a person should behave or 
what they should do based on their age. Earlier in this discussion we asked you to think 
about your reactions to how people were dressed and how they acted (playing hopscotch, 
for example). These are examples of general age norms; they are not specifically related to a 
role. Our expectations about how people should behave and what kinds of roles they should 
be engaged in because of their age provide some level of social order and organization.

However, an overapplication of  these expectations can lead to ageism. Ageism, as 
discussed in chapter 1, is “a systematic stereotyping of  and discrimination against peo-
ple because they are old, just as racism and sexism accomplish this with skin color and 
gender” (Butler, 1989). While ageism may be related to society’s use of  age to organize 
social life and expectations for behavior, it is not a necessary by-product of  age norms. 
In other cultures and at other times in history, older people are and have been valued 
differently. Ageism is a product of  complicated demographic, political, ideological, and 
economic forces (see Scrutton, 1996, for a discussion of  the foundations of  ageism).

Ageism is alive and well in U.S. society. Reflecting on his 30 years of research on this 
topic, gerontologist Erdman Palmore (2005) expressed optimism that ageism can be over-
come in our society, but concluded that, “ageism makes a great difference in our society and 
culture…. It is a social disease much like racism and sexism” (p. 90). In an intriguing exposé 
of discrimination against older people, author Patricia Moore used makeup and dress to dis-
guise herself  as an older woman. Her book Disguised (1985) documents the experiences she 
had traveling as an old woman and presenting herself  in various situations. She encountered 
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both negative and positive forms of ageism; she was ignored, patronized, deferred to, ridi-
culed, and offered assistance. These were not the reactions she received when she presented 
herself  as a young woman. Even participants at conferences on aging treated Moore differ-
ently depending on the age she portrayed, often excluding her from conversation or treating 
her as if  she were invisible when she was dressed as an older woman (Ferraro, 1990).

Structural Lag
Although age norms are important influences, Matilda Riley (1996) eloquently argues 
against “life-course reductionism,” which treats social structures, such as age norms, 
as simply the context for individual lives. She urges an examination of  how changes 
come about in norms and social structures. “As lives change, new norms develop and 
become widely accepted and institutionalized in structural transformations” (p. 258). 
But changes in norms do not always occur at the same time as changes in other aspects 
of  society. Structural lag is the term used to describe this mismatch between changing 
expectations about aging and the inertia of  social arrangements. Structural lag is based 
on Riley’s age stratification theory, which pulls together some of  the most important 
concepts (such as cohort flow, age graded opportunity structures, and the aging of  soci-
ety) in the sociology of  aging. Because this idea captures so well the power, fluidity, and 
evolution of  the life course, we present it in further detail.

In their discussion of  the concept, Riley, Kahn, and Foner (1994) clarify the link 
between real human lives and the more formal, less tangible structure of  social roles. 
They define structural lag as the tendency for the social structure of  roles, norms, and 
social institutions to change more slowly, and thus lag behind, changes in peoples’ lives. 
For example, the majority of  people retire at around age 65 (and often before). Because 
of  increases in life expectancy, most people will live an average of  15 to 20 years in retire-
ment. But what roles or opportunities exist for people after retirement? As Rosow asked 
decades ago, what exactly do we expect a retired person to do? What links do retirees 
have to the life of  the larger society? Society has not kept up with the increase in life ex-
pectancy by building opportunities and responsibilities for the new stage of  life. Society 
has lagged behind the changes in peoples’ lives—this is structural lag.

Another example of  the mismatch between society and peoples’ lives is the persis-
tence of  age norms about completion of  education at a relatively young age. The notion 
that education and career training should be complete by age 25 or 30 “lags behind 
individual need for continual retraining in the workplace over the person’s whole life; 
these norms are not in accord with the capabilities of  older people and their motivations” 
(Foner, 1996, p. 222). These education and work examples illustrate the gaps that have 
emerged between peoples’ longer (and changing) lives and the timing of  opportunities, 
roles, and rewards in the life course.

Structural lag occurs, according to Riley and her colleagues, because human lives, 
including the timing of  life course events, change more rapidly than social structures and 
institutions. Riley and Riley (1994) argue that social life is currently organized in a very 
age-segregated way. Young people are involved in education, middle-aged people in work, 
and older people are immersed in the world of  leisure. A more flexible, age-integrated 
arrangement would open up these three areas of  social life for people of  all ages. Ex-
hibit 4.4 illustrates these two different arrangements of  activity through lifetimes. The 
Rileys suggest that we should be moving to an age-integrated structure to accommodate 
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the needs, interests, abilities, and contributions of  people of  all ages. These scholars are 
optimistic that “age will lose its current power to determine when people should enter 
or leave these basic social structures (work, education, retirement); nor will age any lon-
ger constrain expectations as to how people should perform” (p. 110). Whether we reach 
such a state where age is truly irrelevant in the near future, there are some changes in age 
structures that reflect the Rileys’ position. Elderhostel programs and over-60 audit policies 
at many institutions of  higher education have opened up the opportunity for continued 
learning for many older people. The integration of  “service learning” or community ser-
vice into the curriculum at many colleges acknowledges the importance of  crossing the 
artificial work/education barrier that is implied by classroom-only curricula. More flexible 
career trajectories, including protected time off  for child or elder care, suggest a loosening 
of  the boundary between work and leisure.

This idea can be used to support a position of  advocacy for older adults. One of  the 
clear messages in the discussion of  structural lag is the unfulfilled potential of  a large pro-
portion of  the older population, due to lack of  formal outlets and recognized positions in 
which they can make their contributions. This attention to the costly lack of  opportunities 
for contribution is the backdrop for the growing body of  work on productive aging—the 
recognition that older people sometimes want to and often can continue to be involved in 
volunteer or paid work. This important area of  research is discussed more in chapter 7.

Exhibit

4.4

Two Idealized Age Structures
Source: Riley and Riley, 1994.
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Older persons have much to offer via volunteerism in schools and other areas where oth-
ers may benefit from the wealth of their accumulated knowledge. Society should work on 
expanding the ways it taps into the vast resource of the older population’s wisdom and ex-
perience. (Credit: Mike Payne, courtesy of the Ohio Department of Aging)

The Emergence of Developmental Science
Social theories about aging attempt to explain a wide 
range of  phenomena, from individual adaptation 
through life to societal changes driven by cohorts. 
Theories are frameworks that help us to organize in-
formation and understand the world. Many of  the 
major social theories about aging are presented in 
detail in various chapters in this book. This discusses 
human development in later life, the ways in which 
social forces shape lives across the life course, and the 
interplay between individual agency and social struc-
ture. To adequately conceptualize and investigate the 
complex questions related to the many dimensions 
of  aging calls for interdisciplinary theory and meth-
ods. Settersten has termed this emerging perspec-
tive “developmental science” (2005a), and makes 
the case for “a new social studies of  old people and 
old age” (2005b). This approach is taking shape in 

conceptual and empirical work on the life course in 
the areas of  leisure (Hendricks & Cutler, 2003), work 
(Henretta, 2003), health (George, 2003), and families 
(Hagestad, 2003). This emerging scientific frame-
work represents a new stage for gerontology.

Where do new theories come from and how are 
they developed? How can we understand how new 
questions and new frameworks develop in the field? 
Theories reflect historically grounded views of  what 
the appropriate questions are to ask about age or 
aging and what should be the focal subject matter 
(Ferraro, 1990). For example, questions about how 
people adapt to retirement received a lot of  attention 
in the 1970s and 1980s; during this era, the attention 
of  researchers, policymakers, and the general public 
was turned to the experiences of  aging individu-
als, partly because we were beginning to recognize 
the tremendous growth of  the older population. In 
this era, more people were retired than ever before. 

Analyzing Theory

(continued)
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S U M M A R Y
This chapter has explored the mechanisms through which society shapes life stages and 
individual experiences of  aging. Americans place high value on a sense of  individual 
achievement and responsibility, and so it is often difficult to embrace the notion that our 
destinies are not completely the product of  our individual actions. Using a sociological 
imagination helps us to better understand our own and others’ experiences. We can see 
that personal circumstances arise, at least in part, from a particular social and historical 
context. The ways in which experiences in later life are patterned by gender, race, and 
social class provide examples of  the impact and constraints of  social location.

Some sociologists take a purely deterministic view and argue that there is no such 
thing as personal choice; they suggest that all action and experience are the result of  
social location and social influences. Others argue that social influences do indeed have 
an impact, but that humans retain free will are never truly completely “socialized.” While 
this debate is ongoing, many scholars are more interested in the interplay between social 
constraints and individual actions. This idea of  reciprocal influence is presented a few 
times in this chapter; people are influenced by social forces such as age norms, but they 

Today the research on retirement tends to focus 
more on larger-scale political and economic ques-
tions, including how to finance retirement and regu-
late employer pensions.

Theories “furnish the boundaries for what we 
know…. A theoretical orientation becomes a habit 
of  the mind … and does not easily recognize con-
tradictory evidence” (Hendricks, 1992, pp. 32–33). 
Theories create competing explanations, or even 
raise different kinds of  questions that might be 
asked about a particular subject such as retirement 
or housing or lengthy marriages. To understand how 
a given theory reflects the historical period during 
which it evolved, Hendricks discusses “generations 
of  theory.” He suggests that there are three genera-
tions of  theory on the social dimensions of  aging. 
The first generation of  theory focused on individual 
adaptation and adjustment—how individuals react 
to (or don’t react to) changes and continuities in 
their lives over time. In the next generation, theo-
ries began to focus on structural processes and the 
social organization that surround cohorts of  aging 
individuals, directing attention to such questions as 
how the labor force responds to retirement or how 
groups such as the family adapt to more long-lived 
members. In the third generation, theories of  aging 
synthesized the individual and structural empha-
ses of  the earlier generations, examining questions 
relating multiple levels from micro to macro (along 

a continuum from individual to societal, as discussed 
in chapter 1). In this phase, theories became more 
“dynamic and political … recognizing the important 
of  structure … but also seeing people as intentional 
actors involved in creating social situation and their 
lives” (Hendricks, 1992, p. 37). In turning our atten-
tion to the ways in which theory development is a 
product of  a particular historical and social context, 
Hendricks (1992) and Ferraro (1990) point out that 
knowledge itself  is a social construction—a product 
of  dominant ideas and assumptions. The emerging 
“developmental science” of  the life course is a well-
articulated example of  a new generation of  theory, 
full of  promise. “This cluster of  ideas, old and new, 
will bring opportunities to reflect on what the field 
of  gerontology now is, reclaim some of  what it once 
was, and dream about what it might one day become” 
(Settersten, 2005b, p. S179).

As you encounter more detailed presentations of  
many sociological theories of  aging in this text, you 
can deepen your understanding of  those theories by 
comparing and contrasting them. Does it focus on 
individual actions and adaptations, the social struc-
ture, or both? To what “generation” does the theory 
belong? What assumptions about the appropriate 
subject matter are implicit in the theory? What ex-
actly does the theory try to explain and where does it 
look for answers? These questions can help you ana-
lyze and categorize the variety of  social gerontologi-
cal theories of  aging.

(continued)
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also, collectively, can have an impact on age norms and social structures. “People’s lives 
can only be fully understood as they influence, and are influenced by, the surrounding 
social structure of  roles, groups, nation states, and other social and cultural institutions” 
(Riley, 1996, p. 256).

In our society is it very popular to focus on individual attitudes, the power of  posi-
tive thinking, and individual responsibility. Comments such as, “aging is all in your 
mind” and “you’re only as old as you feel” reflect those values. Now that you have been 
thinking about the ways in which society shapes our lives, we ask you to reconsider 
such statements. Is it really so simple? Is personal attitude all that matters? Or are there 
age-related social forces that do have an impact on whether we can find a job, and how 
“young” we can possibly feel?

W E B  W I S E
Sociology and the Aging Revolution
http://www.trinity.edu/~mkearl/geron.html#in

Sociologist Mike Kearl of  Trinity University has invested considerable time in devel-
oping a Web site with numerous interesting links and great visuals. Aside from general 
information about the discipline of  sociology and links relevant to that discipline, he 
includes a section entitled “Old Age in the Mass Media” and “Old Age Across Cultures 
and Time.”

American Sociological Association—Section on Aging and the Life 
Course
http://www.asanet.org/sectionaging

Just as psychologists have a specialized division focusing on aging and the life course, 
the American Sociological Association also has a membership section addressing issues 
related to aging. This Web site provides access to recent newsletters, membership infor-
mation, data resources, and a description of  sociology’s role in the study of  aging and life 
course issues. Included are links to other aging organizations.

American Psychological Association—Division 20: Adult 
Development and Aging
http://apadiv20.phhp.ufl.edu

Division 20 is the section of  the American Psychological Association that is devoted to 
the study of  human development throughout the adult years, including old age. The 
Web page offers links to recent research on topics such as Alzheimer’s disease, depres-
sion, behavioral health, and emotional health. A recent visit to this Web site offered 
links to articles on the genetic components of  Alzheimer’s disease and the role of  social 
networks in protecting against the effects of  Alzheimer’s disease.

http://www.trinity.edu/~mkearl/geron.html#in
http://www.asanet.org/sectionaging
http://apadiv20.phhp.ufl.edu
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K E Y  T E R M S

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  T H O U G H T  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N
 1 .   To what extent do you feel constrained by age norms and life course expecta-

tions? How aware are you and your friends of  these expectations?
 2 .   Informally interview a handful of  people and ask them some specific age norm 

questions, such as the age at which a person should be settled into a career, the 
age at which they expect to marry (if  at all). What do these findings tell you 
about the power of  age norms?

 3 .   Do you think that the stages of  human development in later life (such as gero-
transcendence and elderhood) are possible to achieve only when we are old? 
Why or why not?

 4 .   How do societies “use” age? Why does chronological age make any difference 
whatsoever in our lives? Give some examples of  the ways in which social defi-
nitions of  age, including ageism, have affected your life (or someone you know 
well).

ageism
age norms
developmental  

science
ego-integrity

generativity
gerotranscendence
human  

development
life course

norms
productive aging
social role
social time
structural lag
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Topical Essay

Love, Sex, and Longevity

As the old song says, “Love and marriage … go together like a horse and carriage.” 
Perhaps, but which comes first? If  you are a well-socialized product of  American cul-
ture, you probably feel strongly that people should get married after they fall in love. 
However, in other cultures people assume that love will grow within marriage. Love is 
not a necessary condition to their decision to marry. Researchers asked college students 
from 11 countries whether they would marry someone they did not love. Only about 
5% of  the students in the United States and Australia said they would marry someone 
with the right qualities even if  they did not love him or her. About 50% of  the students 
from India and Pakistan said they would marry without love (Levine, Sato, Hashimoto, 
& Verma, 1995). The cultural practice of  arranged marriages still prevails in countries 
such as India, helping to explain the acceptability of  marrying first, then letting love 
develop later. In India, people still use the term “love marriages” to describe the small 
proportion of  Indian couples who decide to marry on their own, without parental ar-
rangements, approval, and decision-making.

Although love may not be the basis for the decision to marry in India, it is still 
highly valued. However, cultural definitions of  love vary. In India, love is based on long-
term commitment and devotion to the family. In contrast, U.S. culture highly prizes ro-
mantic love—an idealized view of  partners and relationships—based on passion, erotic 
attraction, and media images of  ever-growing ardor and tenderness.

Where do these different cultural definitions of  love come from? There are a lot of  
factors that contribute to this ephemeral concept. We suggest that one of  those factors is 
a quite “unromantic,” somewhat prosaic demographic element: the average life expec-
tancy in a society. In “young” countries, such as India, where life expectancy is relatively 
low, romance may be a luxury. In such societies, people marry younger and begin child-
bearing earlier, because life is shorter. “Older” societies, like the United States where 
people live longer, are more likely to value romance and to favor falling in love before 
marriage.

We discuss elsewhere the emergence of  childhood as a differentiated stage of  life. 
Changes in life expectancy were part of  the conditions necessary for that new stage of  
life to develop. People had to live long enough for there to be time in life devoted to edu-
cation and learning how to become an adult. Similarly, we can argue intuitively that liv-
ing long enough is a necessary precondition for having the time to search for a desirable 
partner and to enjoy courtship and engagement prior to marriage. These stages prior 
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to marriage are devoted to romance—the search for the ideal partner; the excitement, 
passion, and the anticipation of  the new relationship; getting to know each other; and 
making plans for a life together—all of  which fuel a romantic view of  love and marriage. 
When we marry in our 20s and live until our 80s, we have the luxury of  time to search 
for the perfect partner and therefore we have the opportunity to sustain the illusion of  
romantic love. We are also confronted with the prospect of  five or six decades with our 
marriage partners, so our choices in this matter have quite an impact on our lives. The 
adage, “marry in haste, repent in leisure,” alludes to the care that one should take in this 
decision and to the potential length of  time spent in marriage.

Longer life expectancy can provide the basis for cultural values about romantic love 
to develop. These two factors together—longevity and preference for romantic love—
are also linked to divorce patterns.

Our culture emphasizes romantic love as a basis for marriage, rendering relationships 
vulnerable to collapse as sexual passion subsides. There is now widespread support 
for the notion that one may end a marriage in favor of a new relationship simply to 
renew excitement and romance. (Macionis, 1997, p. 471)

And, since we live long enough, we have time to pursue, develop, and sustain more than 
one relationship. Serial monogamy—having more than one spouse sequentially but not 
simultaneously—is a phenomenon unique to societies with long life expectancies. Just 
as an extended life course provides opportunities for second careers in the job market, 
it also provides for second and third chances at love relationships. Having the time to 
spend in search of  new and improved relationships makes it possible to sustain the illu-
sion of  an ideal partner, one with the most important elements in romantic love.

Obviously there are factors in addition to longevity that shape a society’s values 
about love and marriage. Other cultural values play important roles. The importance of  
extended family, the value placed on independence, and the primacy of  parental authority 
are all cultural values that can influence attitudes toward love and marriage. Simmons, 
Vom Kolke, and Hideko (1986) compared the attitudes of  students toward love and mar-
riage. They found that Japanese students, who live in a culture that highly values respect 
toward parental decisions and the importance of  the family, placed a significantly lower 
value on romantic love than did students in the United States or West Germany. The 
predominance of  arranged marriages in India reflect the very strong familial system 
(Gupta, 1976), while in the United States the emphasis on independence and autonomy 
would preclude such a practice.

Countries with higher life expectancies thus have the demographic foundation for 
romanticized views of  love and marriage. The life course in these societies is long enough 
and differentiated enough for time to be spent in the search for at least one “perfect” 
partner and in the development of  those love relationships. But is there a time in the life 
course when people lose interest in this vital endeavor? Do people lose interest in love, 
romance, and sex as they grow older? According to the stereotypes, they do. According to 
older people, they don’t. The Association of  Reproductive Health Professionals (2002) 
has designed a continuing medical education program entitled “Mature Sexuality” to 
improve the awareness of  health care professionals about older people’s sexuality. In one 
of  the most extensive studies on sexuality and aging, Wiley and Bortz (1996) found that 
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over two-thirds of  the middle-aged and older adults in their study were sexually active. 
While 60% reported a decrease in frequency of  sexual activity over the past decade, 32% 
reported no change, and 8% reported an increase—and this research predates the avail-
ability of  prescription drugs for the treatment of  impotence, such as sildenafil citrate 
(Viagra®). About half  the women and 70% of  the men in this study stated a desire for 
increased sexual activity. Availability of  a partner is, obviously, one significant factor in 
sexual activity. One study found that over 80% of  married people in their 70s were 
still sexually active (Brecher reported in Hillier & Barrow, 1999). Summarizing findings 
from a number of  studies of  sexuality in later life, Hillier and Barrow (1999) report ad-
ditional findings that challenge stereotypes about sex, love, and aging. Overall, patterns 
of  sexual activity are established in mid-life and remain fairly continuous throughout 
old age, barring serious illness or disability. But some studies show that nursing home 
residents often retain their interest in sexuality. Research also reports that three-fourths 
of  older people said their love-making had improved with time; 15% of  people aged 
60 and over reported increased sexual activity over the course of  a 10-year longitudinal 
study. The rate of  masturbation increases for women as they get older, partly related to 
the lack of  available partners. Some people have a first homosexual experience in later 
life. So sexuality does not cease in later life.

It is not uncommon to respond to the idea of  love, romance, and sex among older 
people in an ageist, stereotypical way. We may find it hard to believe and even distasteful, 
or we may find it touching and “cute.” Both responses discriminate against older people. 
Both reactions treat older people as different and presume that age brings with it a fun-
damental change in our interest in and ability to be sexual beings. From older people 
we know that, for the most part, interest in sexuality and need for intimacy persists 
throughout the life course.
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5Current interest is not on whether 
groups bonded by kinship persist but 
how and why they adapt as effectively 
as they do in response to social change. 
(Maddox & Lawton, 1993, p. 2)

The Family Institution
amilies are the cornerstone 
of  all human societies; they 
have been discovered in every 
human culture in history. Family is the social institution that is perhaps closest to us; we 
immediately see and feel its influence on our everyday lives. Everyone has a “common 
sense” understanding from personal experience and cultural messages regarding what 

is meant by the word family, yet there is some difficulty in coming to a social consensus on its 
definition. Most attention focuses on the concept of  the family as the group socially responsible for 
bearing and rearing children, rather than on the family relationships that continue as an important 
organizing force throughout our lives.

Contemporary Western societies have a wide variety of  family forms, contributing to ambiguity 
regarding the definition of  the family. Our culture in different eras may have different structures 
and expectations for family members (Hareven, 1995), and there may be great variation among con-
temporary cultures in how they structure the institution of  the family. Nonetheless, the centrality of  
the family as an organizing force in societies cannot be overemphasized. Many of  our closest, most 
enduring social linkages in life are located in the family, through our social roles as child, sibling, 
spouse, and parent.

Research on later-life families—those families beyond the child-rearing years (Brubaker, 
1990a)—began as a reaction to the emergence (in the mid-20th century) of  “nuclear family theory” 
(Sussman & Burchinal, 1968). In nuclear family theory the isolated and autonomous nuclear family 

F

Family as an Age-
Integrating Institution
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unit was the focus of  the study, making extended kin relations (such as grandparents and 
adult siblings) apparently irrelevant (Parsons, 1959; Parsons & Bales, 1955). From this 
perspective, attention was naturally focused on family formation and kinship relations 
in the first half  of  family life, including courtship, marriage, and child-bearing (Cohler 
& Altergott, 1995). Neither grandparents nor adult siblings were viewed as important to 
the lives of  individuals in nuclear families, who instead were thought to rely entirely on 
their immediate kin for support.

Family researchers, however, quickly remedied this limited view of  kinship by dem-
onstrating the active interchanges of  support and the meaningful bonds of  affection that 
exist among extended kin, albeit in different, and sometimes distant, households (Hill, 
1965; Litwak, 1965; Shanas, 1967; Sussman & Burchinal, 1968). Families are, in fact, 
some of  the most important age-integrating organizations in society. While many other 
social contexts segregate people by age, families necessarily bring together individuals of  
various ages and generations in social groups sharing mutual interests, experiences, cul-
tures, and values. It is through family membership that many of  us develop both interest 
in and knowledge of  other stages of  the life course. As part of  this changing view, a newer 
family structure has been described: the modified extended family (Litwak, 1960).

The modified extended family acknowledges that, although kin may reside in sepa-
rate households and often at great 
distance, there remain strong bonds 
of  affection, identity, and support 
among them. In fact, because the term 
family often connotes the nuclear 
group, some authors advocate use of  
the term kinship when referring to the 
wider web of  relatives both within 
and beyond the household, to empha-
size these broader intergenerational 
and interhousehold bonds (Maddox 
& Lawton, 1993).

The Meanings of 
Generation
Linking various ages in the family 
are the biological generations that 
are key to the family’s structure. 
Although the term generation has a 
wide variety of  meanings, its mean-
ing within the family is clear and 
familiar to most of  us. In this con-
text generations are “lineage descent 
positions within families” (Bengt-
son, Cutler, Mangen, & Marshall, 
1985, p. 305). Grandparent, parent, 
and child generations in family sys-
tems form clearly recognizable social 

While many other social contexts segregate us by age, fami-
lies necessarily bring together individuals of various ages 
and generations. (Credit: Mike Payne, courtesy of the Ohio 
Department of Aging)
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linkages connecting individuals of  various ages and cohorts into one of  the smallest 
but most influential social institutions—the family. These generations link the history 
of  the family system through time and provide individual members with connections 
to both the past and the future. The craze for genealogical research and the develop-
ment of  family trees reflects our interest in better understanding these linkages with 
our own historical predecessors in past generations. Similarly, grandparents may feel 
a stake in the future through the younger generations of  children and grandchildren 
in their families.

Another application of  the term generation is as a proxy for cohort. In studying fam-
ily relationships, as in other areas, we encounter a great deal of  difficulty in distinguish-
ing the effects of  cohort membership from those of  aging, especially since most of  the 
research on aging and families has been conducted only in the past 30 years, showing 
the experience of  a few cohorts. Generalizing from the experience of  historically lim-
ited cohorts exhibits cohort centrism. This cohort centrism means, for example, that 
our knowledge of  later-life marriage is currently based on the experiences of  couples 
born between approximately 1880 and 1940. Those are the only couples who have en-
tered later life during the recent decades of  research on later-life families, showing the 
limitations of  our knowledge. How will future cohorts of  married couples differ as they 
move through their lives? Given the dramatic changes in the overall society, including 
gender roles within marriage and the increasing experience of  divorce and remarriage, 
it is difficult to project future trends with confidence based on the experiences of  earlier 
cohorts. It is unlikely, however, that future marriage cohorts will be the same as those we 
have studied to date.

Aspects of Family Variation
Certainly not all families are alike. Not only do they vary by size, composition, and 
closeness, but researchers have identified several social traits or dimensions of  diversity 
on which families vary. One is the family’s stage of  development, reflecting the size of  
the family, the ages of  family members, and the types of  issues being addressed as central 
concerns. (See the section on Family Life Cycle Theory later in this chapter). Other dif-
ferences relate to family form, race/ethnicity, and social class.

In terms of  family form, a variety of  kinship groupings are labeled family. Family 
form remains a highly controversial area, because society lacks consensus on whether 
some of  these groups constitute “true” family. For example, there seems to be sub-
stantial agreement that a married couple or a single parent living in a household with 
children constitutes a family. But if  the couple is childless or if  children are being raised 
by a grandparent, some would withhold the term family to describe that household. Any 
society’s definition of  family, as a component of  its culture, is subject to redefinition. Al-
though debate continues on this issue, individuals in most of  the groups just described, 
as well as other family forms such as blended/remarried families or same-sex couples 
(with or without children), consider themselves to be families and act accordingly, even 
if  some religions, laws, and policies do not agree.

A considerable body of  research has examined the potential differences by race or 
ethnicity in how families operate as their members age. Much of  the research has fo-
cused on Blacks, but recently more attention has been paid to families in other cultures 
(see Aboderin, 2004; Agree, Biddlecom, Chang, & Perez, 2002). Most research on Black 
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families suggests that relationships demonstrate more interdependence, with members 
more likely to rely on extended kin and close community (such as church members) for 
support (Shuey & Hardy, 2003; Sussman, 1985). For example, Black elders are more 
often cared for at home by relatives, rather than by formal service providers or nurs-
ing homes, when their health fails (Miller, McFall, & Campbell, 1994). Such differ-
ences may reflect both cultural variations in family norms of  mutual assistance (Shuey 
& Hardy, 2003) and experiences of  economic disadvantage or discrimination in access to 
health care and other services.

Differences between middle-class Whites and Blacks or Hispanics are sometimes 
attributed to stronger norms of  familism in the latter groups, a cultural emphasis 
on communal sharing of  resources directed toward those most in need and a greater 
emphasis on family bonds and responsibilities. Some researchers have emphasized 
the apparently greater flexibility in kinship roles among Black families in particular, 
including a greater likelihood of  establishing fictive kinship (granting someone who 
is unrelated the title and rights of  a family member, such as “she is like a sister to me”) 
and surrogate family relationships, whereby family members or others take on 
active role responsibility by replacing a parent, child, or caregiver (Burton & DeVries, 
1995; Johnson, 1995b).

Most research has shown a higher level of  intergenerational exchange and sup-
port in Black families than in White families (Mitchell & Register, 1984; Mutran, 1985; 
Shuey & Hardy, 2003). But efforts to identify the distinct influences of  race or ethnicity 

Although some research indicates African Americans are more apt to establish fictive kin-
ship roles with nonrelatives, supportive relationships engendering the closeness of family 
occur among those in all ethnic groups. (Credit: Mike Payne, courtesy of the Ohio Depart-
ment of Aging)
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in families are often obscured by their connection with income and social class. When 
researchers compare families across race or ethnicity, they have necessarily included ef-
fects of  class differences as well (Mitchell & Register, 1984; Mutran, 1985). Separating 
these factors can be difficult, but it is more possible today with growing middle-class 
Hispanic and Black populations. In an early study, Mitchell and Register (1984) dis-
tinguished the effects of  race from social class in the family interactions of  Black and 
White elders. Slightly more Black elders shared a residence with a child or a grandchild, 
but the major finding of  the research was that race makes only a very small difference 
in family relationships and that, in some instances, social class is more important than 
race in explaining family patterns. In a more recent study (Shuey & Hardy, 2003), Black 
and Hispanic couples were more likely to provide assistance to parents or parents-in-law 
even if  the effects of  resources are taken into account.

Within races, social class differences in family relationships have been the subject of  
some investigation. The majority of  research has focused on middle-class families. The 
limited research on working-class households shows that they live in closer proximity 
to extended kin, enabling households in the modified extended family to exchange more 
face-to-face contact and support (Townsend, 1968). Because working-class spouses 
maintain more separation in their daily routines and friendship patterns than do middle-
class couples (Lopata, 1979), marital relationships are less central to well-being, and 
widowhood may be less disruptive (Bengtson, Rosenthal, & Burton, 1990).

Core Norms and Expectations of Family Relationships
Family relationships are often thought of  simply as bonds based on affection. These 
critical social linkages are, however, more complex than simply the affection that is char-
acteristic of  some, but not all, kinship ties. What keeps family members together when 
relationships are stressed? Why do adult siblings often assist each other in many ways 
but seldom help out financially? Why is it often stressful if  an adult child moves back in 
with his or her parents following a divorce? What structures the separations between kin 
and households in such a way as to promote privacy and autonomy?

Clearly, family relationships are governed by culturally based rules, social norms 
(discussed in chapter 4), regarding how members should act toward one another. These 
cultural norms for families are specialized in three ways. First, they are specific to partic-
ular role relationships. For example, the issue of  privacy may be very different between 
an adolescent and a parent than between a husband and a wife; yet both relationships 
operate under some social norms regarding privacy. Second, these variations in familial 
norms may be systematically related to membership in social class, racial, ethnic, reli-
gious, or regional groupings. One example, noted previously, is the stronger emphasis 
on mutual help in Black families reported by many researchers. Third, the norms may 
vary across individual families, so that particular families, besides sharing a joint history 
and membership in other social groups, may have their own unique family norms (tradi-
tions) to add to the basic cultural rules.

These rules, the social norms governing family life, include two major dynamics, 
portrayed in Exhibit 5.1. These dimensions include the degree of  independence or de-
pendence of  bonds and the degree to which relationships are ruled by voluntarism or 
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obligation. Families operate at the focus of  these sometimes-contradictory norms. These 
two underlying themes, though certainly not exhaustive in terms of  family norms, are 
central to an understanding of  the social issues faced in families as aging changes them 
as social units and alters their individual members through aging.

Independence and Dependence
Central to the relationships within the family are issues of  independence and depen-
dence. Young children are physically and emotionally dependent on their parents, and 
we expect spouses to have dependencies on each other throughout their marriage. Yet 
we do not expect children to remain dependent on their parents throughout life, nor is a 
high level of  economic, social, or emotional interdependence anticipated between adult 
siblings (Suitor, Pillemer, Keeton, & Robison, 1994). These norms may be violated, as 
when unmarried adult children remain in the home of  their parents or return there fol-
lowing a divorce or employment disruption (White & Peterson, 1995). Fears of  violating 
norms for independence in adulthood and later life also influence the relationships be-
tween older adults and their offspring. The vigor of  such norms is indicated by the fact 
that dependency of  an elderly parent, often termed “being a burden” to the children, is 
a concern often voiced by middle-class Americans (Sussman, 1985).

Living arrangements are indicative of  the norm of  generational independence in 
the United States. As Exhibit 5.2 shows, the oldest cohort in a family is more likely 
to live with relatives other than a spouse (usually adult children or siblings) than are 
their younger counterparts. However, neither men nor women, except those in cultural 
groups with norms supporting this behavior, plan to live with relatives other than a 
spouse. Instead, a majority of  older Americans prefer to live independently (Federal In-
teragency Forum on Aging-Related Statistics, 2004). With adequate financial and hous-
ing resources, older adults choose to live independently of  their adult children, although 
some may live in relatively close proximity. This pattern of  proximity has been called 
intimacy at a distance (Rosenmayr & Kockeis, 1963), where emotional and social 
bonds between parents and children are maintained across households. This household 
autonomy underpins the independence of  each of  the generations, because neither gen-
eration is subject to the rule of  the other as household head.

Exhibit

5.1

Dynamics of Family Norms
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Norms about interdependence of  family members have changed over time. The 
relationships of  older relatives and their kin have changed as families, especially those 
of  the middle class, have moved from shared economic functioning (such as a family 
farm to provide for the economic survival of  the group) toward relationships based on 
voluntarism among kin (Hareven, 1995). Cohler (1983) suggests that the core values 
of  industrial capitalism—self-reliance and autonomy—inhibit the expression of  mutual 
dependency among two or more generations of  adults enjoying family ties of  long dura-
tion. Instead, there is pressure to maintain at least the guise of  independence between 
related adults linked by bonds other than marriage.

The norm of generational independence is also reflected in the norm of reciproc-
ity. This norm, which exists generally in social relations, directs repayment of  social and 
material debts between individuals or among groups; the norm provides an acceptable way 
of  managing dependency within families to maximize the perception of  independence of  
adult kin. In family relationships, as in the larger society, the norm of reciprocity dictates 
that individuals who are recipients of  benefits from others have an unpaid debt or obliga-
tion until a comparable favor can be returned to the original helper (Silverstein, 2006). The 
common statement “I owe you a favor” is an expression of  this norm in everyday life.

Although reciprocity is generally expected between exchange partners—whether 
individuals, businesses, or governments—families often exhibit some flexibility in how 
the obligation is fulfilled. In some cases, reciprocity may be direct and involve exactly 
equivalent goods or services, as when siblings help each other move from one house 
to another. In others, reciprocity may involve exchanges of  goods or services deemed 
equivalent, as when parents loan their adult children money for a down payment on a 
home in exchange for assistance with household repairs. Finally, the exchange may be 
indirect, with support received from one family member paid back in the form of  sup-
port to another family member. For example, reciprocity norms may be deemed as ful-
filled when parents provide for their children, who, when grown, pay the debt back by 
caring well for the grandchildren of  the original givers (Antonucci, 1990). In this case, 

Exhibit

5.2

Living Arrangements of Older Americans by Sex and Age, 2001
Source: Fields and Casper, 2001.
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the norm of  reciprocity is satisfied quite indirectly, on the assumption that ultimately all 
members of  the group will benefit through the ongoing assistance passed down through 
the generations. Even in the absence of  direct reciprocity, older kin may subjectively 
define whatever assistance or advice they give to younger kin as balancing any help they 
receive, enabling them to maintain their sense of  reciprocity (Antonucci, 1990).

Evidence from longitudinal research indicates that reciprocity has an influence on 
relationships between adults and their aging parents. In a study of  multiple generations 
in 1971, when the youngest generation sampled was between the ages of  16 and 21, ques-
tions were asked about the emotional closeness, financial support, and shared time/ac-
tivity with parents. A follow-up study of  these same individuals in 1985 and subsequent 
years showed that the 1971 teens who received more on these three dimensions were 
contributing more support back to their surviving parent(s) in later years compared 
to those who received less—suggesting the influence of  reciprocity. Mothers received 
more support than fathers, and support levels increased over time among those parents 
who survived to 1997 (Silverstein, Conroy, Wang, Giarrusso, & Bengtson, 2002). Even 
in families that provided little support to teenagers, however, advancing age generated 
support from adult children, perhaps from a sense of  filial obligation, a social norm dis-
cussed below (Silverstein et al., 2002).

The particular form of  family reciprocity is based in culture. Akiyama, Antonucci, 
and Campbell (1990) suggest that Whites have a linear model of  exchange, such that 
older people always give more to younger people within the family; the Japanese culture 
projects a curvilinear model, in which the middle generation gives more to older and 
younger; and Black families hold more of  a communal model, whereby those with re-
sources share them with all kin on an as-needed basis. Other research, however, suggests 
that the amounts of  support and assistance may vary within a culture and differ from the 
norms, as described later in the chapter.

Voluntarism and Obligation
Family relationships differ from those of  friends in that kinship often carries with it a 
higher degree of  obligation. “Family are supposed to perform in times of  need, friends 
are not so obligated” (Antonucci, 1990, p. 215). Expectations of  mutual responsibility 
and support have been at the heart of  most family systems across cultures and through-
out history, but the core of  obligation and responsibility is thought by some to be dimin-
ishing in recent times (Antonucci, 1990; Jarrett, 1985). The degree of  voluntarism in 
these relationships (the extent to which individuals have choices regarding whether and 
when to meet individual versus family needs) has varied widely.

The extent to which obligation rules family relationships has also changed. Since 
the 19th century, families in the United States and many other Western cultures have 
changed toward a more voluntaristic basis, with families held together more by sen-
timent compared with past eras when family ties were more strongly based on duty 
(Hareven, 1994; Hess & Waring, 1978). Johnson (1995b) describes the opportune fam-
ily as a form available to the American middle class. In this family system, individuals 
can choose the degree to which they invest in themselves (versus the family group), their 
level of  obligation to relatives, and the nature of  their significant relationships.

As part of  their family roles, individuals clearly have both rights and obligations 
toward one another, including mutual (although not always equal) responsibility of  
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spouses and sometimes asymmetrical obligations between parent and child (   Jarrett, 
1985). The specific case most studied is that of  the adult child’s obligation toward the 
aging parent.

Filial obligation (or filial duty) refers to the responsibility that children have to-
ward their parents, as mandated by their culture, especially in terms of  meeting their 
needs in later life. As with other norms, filial obligation varies across cultures and his-
torical periods. In some societies and locations, including many U.S. states, filial obliga-
tion is mandated by law.

Until World War II, norms for White families dictated that one child, most typi-
cally a younger daughter, would forgo or delay marriage in order to provide care for 
her aged parents until their deaths (Hareven, 1995). Although this practice of  having 
a daughter remain at home as caregiver has waned, contemporary U.S. society still has 
strong expectations, varying somewhat by social class and ethnicity, that adult children 
will provide support and assistance for older parents should they require it. Despite a 
movement toward more voluntaristic family relationships in later life, especially among 
the middle class, filial obligation demonstrates continued relevance in contemporary 
families (Finley, Roberts, & Banahan, 1988; Hareven, 1995).

Not all adult children feel these obligations equally (or equally with their parents), 
creating potential strain in the parent-child and sibling relationships (    Jarrett, 1985). 
Research by Finley and her associates (1988) found that both males and females claimed 
a high acceptance of  responsibility toward aged parents. Factors such as the degree of  
affection the child felt toward the parent and the proximity of  their residences influ-
enced the degree of  filial obligation reported toward a mother. For fathers, however, 
the findings were different. An absence of  role conflict predicted a sense of  obligation 
among daughters but not among sons. Agreement or disagreement with questions such 
as “Adult children should give their parents financial help when it is necessary” and 
“Every child should be willing to share his/her home with aging parents” are used to 
evaluate the degree to which these obligations are accepted. Actual behavior often var-
ies from responses to a survey, however, since it is still not socially acceptable to admit 
conflict, distance, or a lack of  a sense of  obligation in the family (   Jarrett, 1985).

The Cultural Basis of Family Norms: The Chinese Case
Norms, including those for family relationships, are part of  every culture and there-
fore vary across cultural groups and even across time within cultures. The symbolic 
meanings shared by members of  the culture, which direct the manner in which mem-
bers and groups (including families) relate to one another, vary widely. To illustrate 
this point, we examine the traditional cultural norms regarding family relationships in 
China, which are experiencing dramatic challenges today in China’s rapidly aging and 
modernizing society.

According to Charlotte Ikels (1993), China’s traditional culture of  the early 20th 
century (pre-Communism) was based on Confucianism “an ethic of  familism that not 
only served as the standard to guide proper family organization for many centuries but 
was also codified into law” (p. 124). This system emphasized vertical family ties—those 
between the generations—as more important than horizontal ties, such as those between 
spouses, which were viewed primarily as a means by which to continue the lineage (or 
vertical line) through offspring.
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Family Life Cycle Theory and Individual 
Dependency in the Family
Family life cycle theory is one theoretical lens that 
has been especially pertinent to the study of  fami-
lies as they age. Originated by Evelyn Duvall and 
her colleagues in the 1950s, when the focus in fam-
ily research was on the nuclear unit, family life cycle 
theory focuses attention on the systematic changes 
that occur in family life over time in conjunction 
with the maturation of  its members. “Families, like 
individual persons, progress from birth to death in 
the steps and patterns inherent in the human condi-
tion” (Duvall & Miller, 1985, p. 20). According to 
this developmental approach, family relationships, 
goals, and routines are differentiated by stages of  
development. Families with preschool-age children, 
for example, are quite different in their focus than 
are families with teenagers moving toward adulthood 
or post-parental families, whose children have 
left the household via normal “child launching” into 
jobs, marriage, college, or simply moving out. Thus, 
it makes sense to recognize these differences and to 
focus attention on the patterned changes expected as 
members of  the nuclear family mature.

Because the original theory was developed after 
World War II in a time of  high fertility, births clus-
tered fairly closely together, and low divorce rates, it 
emerged with a set of  stages that were driven by the 
maturation of  the oldest child. For example, when 
the oldest child became an adolescent, according to 
this formulation, the family moved into a new stage. 
This emphasis on stages has been criticized for focus-
ing attention on a traditional, idealized, nuclear fam-
ily in which family events occur on time and with-
out disruption (Cohler & Altergott, 1995). It fails to 
recognize the variations in family life (for example, 
families may have both teenagers and preschoolers at 

the same time) or to account for non-normative pat-
terns, such as childlessness, divorce and remarriage, 
or single parenthood.

More recently, attention in this theory has 
turned to understanding the transitions experienced 
by the family or its members, rather than assigning 
them to particular stages. This emphasis on fam-
ily dynamics rather than on stages opens the theory 
to greater flexibility in examining family careers 
(Cohler & Altergott, 1995). Regardless of  the use-
fulness of  stages, however, family life cycle theory 
accomplished one vital goal. It focused attention on 
the fact that family life is dynamic, involving some 
predictable changes in bonds, closeness, and cen-
tral concerns of  the family based on the changing 
composition of  the household and maturation of  its 
members over time.

Think about family life cycle theory in terms 
of  your own experience. How does the passage of  
time, paired with the maturation of  family members, 
change the roles, responsibilities, and relationships 
between you and your kin? One key area of  change, 
mirrored in stages of  family development, has to do 
with the development of  children and their depen-
dence on the family. Your own experience is prob-
ably one of  moving from a high degree of  dependence 
as a baby to greater independence as you moved to-
ward adulthood. Later, others may be reliant on you, 
if  you become a partner or parent, and even later you 
may have a second phase of  dependency, should you 
experience failing health in advanced old age. Those 
changes in dependency also shaped your relation-
ships with others in myriad ways. Family life cycle 
theory separates out one link in the chain of  genera-
tions—a single nuclear family—to point out that our 
relationships are not static. Just as individuals grow 
and change with the passage of  time, so too does each 
nuclear family unit.

Applying Theory

In earlier times, parents arranged the marriages of  their children, because they had 
a strong stake in the selection of  an appropriate mate to continue the line. Because the 
system was also strongly patrilineal, and only members of  the male line were considered 
truly related, the word for grandchildren was reserved for only the offspring of  a son. 
Sons remained in residence with their parents following marriage, whereas daughters left 
to be with their new husbands and parents-in-law, who considered them full members 
of  that kinship group only if  they bore children. Thus, sons and their wives provided the 
support system to aged parents within the same household. Each household was under 
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the control of  the senior male until his death, at which time the property was divided 
among the sons. This continued subdivision of  property for each new generation some-
times meant that sons needed to leave home to seek economic support elsewhere, includ-
ing overseas. Sons who emigrated, however, retained their obligation to provide financial 
support for aging parents back home.

Daughters-in-law took responsibility for the physical care of  aged parents-in-law 
and continued this care with offerings to the honored ancestors after their deaths. If  
widowed, a daughter-in-law would be discouraged from remarriage because of  her re-
sponsibility to the ancestors and her links, through her children, with her husband’s 
kinship group.

Although the advent of  the communist regime in the mid-20th century changed 
numerous aspects of  the traditional family system, many components remain. For ex-
ample, 73% of  urban elders and 89% of  rural elders still lived in multigenerational 
households in the late 1980s, a legacy of  the traditional Chinese family norms. In ad-
dition, the imposition of  China’s one-child policy to control the size of  the country’s 
population initiated in the 1980s, has turned the family tree on its head, with very few 
children and grandchildren suddenly available to provide support to a growing number 
of  parents and grandparents.

More recent analyses of  living arrangements of  older adults in numerous countries 
and cultures throughout the developing world indicate that the Chinese case is one of  
many variations in how adult children and their aging parents choose to relate. Shared 
households are common in many places in the world, but solo residence by older adults 
is more common with higher levels of  education and economic development. Modern-
ization prompts concerns that many countries may face crises as traditional systems 
of  care for older adults, such as China’s traditional family system, lose favor and no 
alternatives for housing, financial, or social/emotional support are in place (Bongaarts 
& Zimmer, 2002).

The Waltons Myth: Coresidence of Grandparents  
in the United States
The once-popular 1970s television show “The Waltons,” now widely syndicated, pre-
sented a nostalgic view of  family life during the Great Depression of  the 1930s. The 
strong family household of  three generations included both paternal grandparents, their 
son and his wife, and a large number of  grandchildren. Did the Waltons present a re-
alistic image of  family life in the past for the United States, with grandparents happily 
co-residing with their children and grandchildren?

Although a myth persists regarding the prevalence of  intergenerational house-
holds (those with three or more generations) in the past, the number of  households in-
cluding an aging grandparent, parents, and grandchildren continues at a low level today 
(see chapters 3 and 6). Demography offers ample evidence that this type of  household 
was not as common as the cultural myth suggests and certainly not the experience of  the 
majority of  families at any given time for several reasons. First, the life expectancy of  the 
time was short. It is probable that either Grandma or Grandpa Walton would have died 
before all of  their children had reached maturity. Second, even if  they had both lived, 
it is even less likely that they would survive the nearly 20 additional years together that 
would be required to produce grandchildren of  the ages shown in the television pro-
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gram. Finally, if  the grandparents raised a large number of  children, as their depicted 
son had done, a lot of  other adult Walton sons and daughters, married and perhaps 
raising other grandchildren in households elsewhere, would not be sharing a household 
with aged parents. Assuming four siblings, for example, only 25% of  offspring house-
holds would have grandparents for some period of  time.

Demography aside, we may question the nature of  the warm and emotionally in-
timate grandparent-grandchild relationships that were portrayed. Research has shown 
that grandparents in that era were less likely to be warm and companionate than is true 
in more recent cohorts (Cherlin & Furstenberg, 1986). Grandparents were more often 
distant authority figures rather than nurturers of  younger children. In short, the idyllic 
picture of  happy multigenerational living portrayed in “The Waltons,” though not im-
possible, was not the commonly lived experience of  most families of  that era.

Social Changes and the Family’s Future
Neither the family as a social institution nor individual families are static. They respond 
to changes in the larger society, and they contribute to, resist, or accelerate societal 
changes through the decisions and actions of  individuals or family units. Changes that 
take place in the lives of  young and mid-life individuals carry forward, creating ripples 
of  change as these cohorts move into later life. Given the important changes that have 
taken place in the past several decades, we anticipate changes for later-life families, in-
tergenerational relationships, family structures, and much more in the future. As we 
move ahead in the 21st century, what predictions can we make about how families may 
age differently?

There has been a major change in attitudes and behaviors related to childbearing 
in recent decades, involving more non-marital births in younger cohorts. Looking at 
life-course studies that show greater poverty in later life among women who were single 
parents for 10 years or more, the question arises as to whether this growth in non-
marital births portends greater female poverty in later life. Seldom are changes that 
simple, however, since most of  the current older cohort became single parents through 
divorce or widowhood, rather than births outside of  marriage (Johnson & Favreault, 
2004). Therefore, single parenthood that does not result from marital termination may 
have different results, especially given that many other factors (i.e., women’s education 
and labor force involvement) have also changed for these cohorts.

This exemplifies why cohort centrism becomes a risk is in projecting changes for 
families of  the future based on the experiences of  older adults of  today. Major social 
trends, including the growing rate of  divorce and remarriage during the 20th century, 
shrinking numbers of  children born to each woman, increased employment of  women 
throughout their lives, and legal changes regarding familial rights, such as the rights 
of  grandparents to visit grandchildren after divorce, all portend major changes in the 
family experiences that baby boomer cohorts, and their successors, will bring with them 
to later stages of  their lives. Although it is difficult to predict precisely, some major 
changes have already emerged and will continue to reshape the later-life family in 
future cohorts.
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Changes in Marriage
One important area of  change involves marriage, including both its timing and its 
gender-related norms. Significant changes have taken place in age at first marriage for 
women. This raises the question of  whether marriage is simply being delayed or whether 
there will eventually be growing percentages of  adults moving through life outside of  
marriage—although perhaps not without a partner. Research on the cohorts born in 
the 1950s and 1960s suggested that most will eventually marry, although the ages of  
first marriage were substantially higher than those for preceding cohorts (Goldstein 
& Kenney, 2001). In addition, contrary to earlier cohorts, rates of  marriage are now 
higher for women with college degrees than for women with less education regardless of  
race. Later marriage, especially when driven by advancing education, also implies later 
childbearing, potentially smaller families, and economic advantage for these dual-earner 
couples (Goldstein & Kenney, 2001). Populations in other countries are also seeing de-
layed ages at marriage; in some cases cohabitation seems to be replacing legal marriage, 
a pattern which may spread to the United States in the future.

Some of  the change in marriage is gender-specific. There is a long-standing link 
between male education/earnings and the likelihood of  marriage that did not previously 
exist for women. However, as more women achieve higher levels of  education and more 
are fully engaged in the labor force, their likelihood of  marriage is becoming more like that 
of  men. This suggests that the traditional norms differentiating economic roles within 
the nuclear family (i.e., the breadwinner/homemaker model in which women were more 
economically dependent) will be less common life experiences as these cohorts reach 
their later years (Sweeney, 2002). Rather than education and earnings enabling women 
to skip marriage and remain independent, as some theories had predicted, the opposite 
is happening—as women and men with college degrees rework the economic bargain in 
marriage from patterns that had existed for their grandparents’ generation to create new 
marital norms (Sweeney, 2002).

Changes in the Size and Shape of Families
Increased longevity has created the growing potential for four- and even five- or six-
generation families. The advent of  the four-generation family was first heralded back 
in the 1960s (Townsend, 1968). In a five- or six-generation family, an individual can 
simultaneously be a grandparent and a grandchild, providing a richer possible set of  in-
tergenerational family experiences. The possibilities for exchanges of  support across so 
many generations raise many questions, such as whether all generations will have some 
responsibility toward the oldest or youngest. Will elderly sons and daughters be able to 
adequately assist their even older parents? What rights and duties do great-grandpar-
ents have toward their offspring three generations removed?

Changes in fertility also have long-term implications for family structure. As U.S. 
fertility rates have stabilized in recent years near replacement rate (just under two 
children per woman), the family tree has changed its shape in a process sometimes 
called family verticalization. From a narrow base of  one couple, fewer children and 
grandchildren will eventually emerge, leading to a description of  this structure not 
as a tree but as a beanpole family (Bengtson et al., 1990). As Exhibit 5.3 shows, the 
change from a fertility rate of  3 to a fertility rate of  1.5 alters the numbers of  siblings, 
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cousins, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren any individual is likely to experi-
ence. The beanpole family, resulting from lower fertility, contains fewer siblings, in-
laws, nieces, and nephews and relatively more kin located in older or younger genera-
tions. We expect, for example, to see more grandparents who attend the marriages of  
grandchildren and have time to know their great-grandchildren. It is unclear whether 
this change in structure will be accompanied by a systematic change in filial expecta-
tions when fewer adult children are available to be supporters and caregivers.

Future Changes in the Timing of Family Life Events
Major events of  family life, such as marriage, birth of  children, or child launching, occur 
at times that are dictated by social norms, cultural traditions, individual decisions, and 
(sometimes) fate. Ethnic and cultural variations in the expected timing of  family events 
such as marriage and childbirth were discovered in a sample of  adolescent girls (East, 
1998). Research on social norms described earlier shows that, despite considerable varia-
tion in when people achieve particular family milestones, we still share some consensus 
regarding the appropriate age for many of  these events. When asked by what age certain 
major family events (such as marriage or completion of  childbearing) should occur for 
men and women, most people suggest ages within a 6-year range, with only slight differ-
ences in the timetables for men and women (Settersten & Hagestad, 1996a). Less consen-
sus appears for the age of  becoming a grandparent, which ranges more widely.

An unanticipated early or late pregnancy or the unexpected cancellation of  a wed-
ding (events that throw a person “off  time”) can shape the timing of  events throughout 
an individual’s life in ways that influence later outcomes. Expansion of  educational op-
portunities, for example, means that some delay the establishment of  families, so that 
these events will occur at later ages than was true for their parents. Others, through 

Family Structure and Size, High Versus Low Fertility
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teenage childbearing, accelerate the ages at which family milestones can be reached. 
Exhibit 5.4 shows the differences in timing of  selected family events for members of  fe-
male cohorts born between the 1920s and the 1950s. Although time of  first marriage was 
surprisingly consistent for these cohorts, differences are visible in both life expectancy 
and the time spent parenting. Over time, because of  reduced fertility and increased life 
expectancy, the top period, reflecting the post-parental stage of  life, has expanded. We 
are spending a smaller percentage of  our time as parents and more time before and after 
parenting.

Despite these overall trends, considerable variation is possible within any cohort. 
Consider the female generations in two hypothetical families: the Hobarts and the 
Fultons (see Exhibit 5.5). Brenda Hobart was born in the 1930s, married at age 22, 
and started her family two years later with a daughter, Beth, followed by three other 
children. Beth grew to adulthood and continued her education through a master’s de-
gree. Having waited for marriage, Beth had her first child, Brenda’s first grandchild, at 
age 32. This granddaughter plans to be a physician and also to have children late. Brenda 
became a mother at 24 and a grandmother at 56; her daughter Beth became a mother at 
32 and expects to become a grandmother at age 65. Generations of  this family are clearly 
farther apart in age than dictated by age norms, a pattern referred to as age-gapped 
(Bengtson et al., 1990).

Sarah Fulton married early, bearing her first child, Susan, at 19. Susan became preg-
nant at age 16 and gave birth to a daughter who followed her mother’s example and had a 
first child at age 15. In this family, Sarah became a parent at 19, a grandparent at 35, and a 
great-grandparent at 50. Susan, the daughter, became a mother at 16 and a grandmother 

Exhibit

5.4

Life Event Timetables of Selected Female Cohorts
Source: Schmittroth, 1991.
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at age 31. In this case, the generations are closer in age (age-condensed) in comparison 
to societal age norms (Bengtson et al., 1990). The potential for an increase in four- and 
five-generation families rests on two forces: longevity and the number of  years between 
family generations. While individuals are living longer, the choices of  family members re-
garding the age at which to procreate shape the timing of  these events. While the Hobarts 
experienced an expansion of  the time between generations, the Fultons encountered an 
increasingly rapid-fire addition of  generations. Since very early childbearing is associated 
with negative outcomes (poorer income, education, and health) for both mothers and 
children, the relationships between generations for the Fultons, especially the depen-
dence or independence of  generations, may differ significantly from the experience of  
the Hobarts.

In a study of  Canadian women, most women timed the events of  their family lives 
(marriage, births of  first and final child) in ways that fit social norms, but 35.7% were 
classified as following an age-condensed pattern and 9.1% fit the age-gapped pattern. 
Age-condensed women averaged less than 20 years of  age at first marriage, had their first 
child at about the same age, and completed their three- or four-child average fertility 
within about 8 years. Age-gapped women, in contrast, first married at age 28, had their 
first child at age 32, and completed their to- or three-child average fertility in just under 
6 years, resulting in very different patterns for the remainder of  their lives (Kobayashi, 
Martin-Matthews, Rosenthal, & Matthews, 2001).

Although a set of  age norms establishes when events in the family life cycle are ex-
pected to take place, these norms are subject to change. Events happening on time are not 
problematic, but family events that happen off  time, especially early, are more challenging 
transitions (Cohler & Altergott, 1995). Grandmothers in age-condensed families are often 

Timing of Age-Gapped and Age-Compressed Lives
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uncomfortable with the early onset of  this role, because it is viewed as occurring “off  time” 
compared with their expectations (see Brubaker, 1990b). Both early childbearing and early 
widowhood are more stressful than comparable events that are off  time by being late.

Divorce also plays a role in timing. People may have children in a first marriage, in 
a second or third marriage, or have multiple sets of  children with different partners. In 
addition to contributing to the complexities discussed below, divorce and remarriage 
may mean that a single individual is parent to teenagers and newborns simultaneously 
with different spouses, presenting challenges not typical of  their parents, for whom or-
dering of  events through time typically was much clearer.

Greater Complexity of Family Relations
Although relatively few of  the current population of  older adults have experienced 
divorce, the percentage of  ever-divorced persons will increase dramatically in future 
cohorts (Crown, Mutschler, Schulz, & Loew, 1993; Uhlenberg, Cooney, & Boyd, 
1990). Unless the divorce rate, which increased dramatically after World War II and 
leveled off  in the early 1980s, declines dramatically, coming cohorts will have a much 
higher percentage of  people having one or more divorces as part of  their life course 
experiences. Because the likelihood of  remarriage diminishes rapidly for women as they 
age and given shorter male life expectancy, more women will enter later life in divorced 
status (Uhlenberg et al., 1990). Even among current cohorts of  older adults, many have 
experienced the stress, familial dislocation, and relationship complexity resulting from 
the divorces of  their children or grandchildren. Grandparents may lose touch with 
grandchildren or find themselves providing housing and childcare assistance to a newly 

Great-grandparents and even great-great-grandparents are becoming 
more common as the average life span increases. (Credit: Mike Payne, 
courtesy of the Ohio Department of Aging)
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divorced child in conjunction with a transition out of  marriage (Johnson, 1995a). These 
responsibilities may tax the resources of  aging couples or individuals.

Increasing numbers of  older adults in future cohorts will have divorced, sometimes 
followed by remarriage. Many will have spent a considerable number of  years in families 
with stepchildren (or with stepsiblings). There are probably important but not yet re-
searched differences between older persons who are newly divorced and those who have 
spent a number of  years in divorced status as they aged (Brubaker, 1990b). Given the 
association between divorced status and poorer economic security in later life (Crown et 
al., 1993), the coming cohorts of  elders with their increased experience of  divorce give 
society cause for concern (Uhlenberg et al., 1990).

Many unanswered questions about family relationships arise from the complex families 
that emerge in a society with divorce and remarriage. Will adult children feel strong filial 
obligation toward a biological parent, stepparent, or both? How enduring will relationships 
become between half- or stepsiblings as they grow older? How are decisions made about the 
priority of family obligations toward younger and older kin when there is a web of relatives 
(or former relatives) to whom one may feel some degree of duty? Who will have legal rights 
in terms of life-and-death health care decisions? Will men who have divorced have a suf-
ficient network of social support as they move through later life (Cherlin, 2004)?

These complex changes in family relationships associated with the increase in divorce 
and remarriage have only begun to receive attention. Some research has confirmed a de-
crease in support exchanged or expected between fathers and adult children following 
divorce but has not confirmed a similar decline for mothers (Amato, Rezac, & Booth, 1995; 
Cooney & Uhlenberg, 1990). A national sample of  adults was examined to see whether 
relationships were comparable for full siblings and step- or half-siblings (White & Reid-
mann, 1992). Full siblings had more contact and higher-quality relationships than stepsib-
lings, but having spent more time together in a household while growing up increased the 
amount of  contact. Some factors that shape interactions between full siblings also influence 
stepsibling relations: Residential proximity, lower age, being female, and being Black were 
associated with more contact with siblings of  all types. Thus, divorce seems to diminish 
the strength of  relationships that may be critical to well-being in adulthood and later life.

S U M M A R Y
What conclusions can we draw about aging families? First, family relationships are main-
tained throughout life, holding deep personal and social significance for most individuals. 
Second, a set of  social norms directs relationships within families, with variation in those 
norms by class, race, ethnicity, and gender. Not all persons are expected to act the same 
toward all other persons; structured relationships have their own norms in addition to 
general norms regarding obligation and reciprocity. The family as a social institution is 
a dynamic force within the larger society, both contributing to and responding to social 
changes in politics, the economy, and other social institutions. But families are also inter-
nally dynamic, experiencing ongoing change as new generational units are formed, add 
members, mature, and eventually pass from the scene as they age and die. Throughout 
this dynamism, however, are threads of  continuity connecting the generations and pat-
terns of  family norms that are often passed down as part of  familial heritage. Family 
relationships are a force for continuity in the lives of  individuals, bridging decades of  
societal change.
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It is difficult to talk about family as though it is a singular phenomenon. Families 
differ in structure; individual families change in composition and closeness over time; 
and forces such as class, race, and culture shape the manner in which family life unfolds. 
The age-integrating family system will undoubtedly continue its pattern of  change in 
the coming decades. Four- and five-generation families will be paired with sequential 
marriages to create intricate and complex family systems that may be more or less re-
sponsive to the needs of  older adults of  future cohorts. As we age, the families we build 
and the manner in which we enact family roles will help to shape the norms for this 
future and the place of  the family within it.

W E B  W I S E
Grandparenting: The Essential Sites
http://www.thirdage.com/guides/family/grandparenting.html

This Web site, operated by Third Age Media, provides advice, information, and sup-
port for grandparents raising grandchildren. It also shows links to other sites related to 
contemporary grandparenting issues.

Profile of Older Americans
http://www.aarp.org/research/reference/statistics/aresearch-import-519.html

AARP collaborates with the Administration on Aging and the U.S. Department of  
Health and Human Services to develop annual profiles on characteristics of  the older 
population. Each year shows detailed tables on a range of  characteristics, and several 
years’ reports are available for comparisons through time on particular issues. Marital 
status and living arrangements are included.

K E Y  T E R M S
age-condensed
age-gapped
beanpole family
cohort centrism
dependence
family
family life cycle  

theory
fictive kinship

filial obligation
five- or six-generation 

family
generations
independence
intergenerational  

households
intimacy at a distance
later-life family

modified extended family
norm of  reciprocity
obligation
opportune family
post-parental families
social norms
surrogate family  

relationships
voluntarism

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  T H O U G H T  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N
 1 .   Do some genealogical sleuthing and map out the structure of  your family tree. 

Examine such things as the number of  siblings in various generations and ages  
at marriage and at death. What larger social changes in the institutions of  the 
family do you see reflected in the history of  your family?

http://www.thirdage.com/guides/family/grandparenting.html
http://www.aarp.org/research/reference/statistics/aresearch-import-519.html
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 2 .   Thinking about younger adults of  today (in their 20s), what changes in the 
timing of  family events, family norms, and individual behaviors are likely to 
differentiate their cohort experiences of  family life from those of  individuals 
in their 70s today?

 3 .   Countries such as China, where family members had a strong tradition of  
housing and caring for their elders, are seeing pressures on those systems as 
economies modernize and the population urbanizes. Should countries try to 
enforce traditional patterns through laws and penalties or let go of  old ways 
and adopt more Western styles of  meeting the needs of  elders for housing, 
health care, income support, etc.?

 4 .   Riley, Kahn, and Foner (1994) describe the family as an age-integrating struc-
ture, because it links together individuals of  different ages and historical eras. 
What impact might such age integration have on the society as a whole?



6The myth that old people are alienated 
from their families and children has 
guided much of social gerontologi-
cal research about the elderly for the 
last 30 years. … [E]ach time evidence 
has been presented that old people 
are not alienated from their families, 
new adherents of the myth rise up.  
(Shanas, 1979a, p. 3)

Families as Personal Network 
Versus Public Institution

arly gerontological theorists hypothesized that the family’s importance to individuals 
increased as they aged and as other social roles and statuses (such as employment) fell 
away through disengagement (Cumming & Henry, 1961). These theorists thought that 
whatever life space remained to the individual was reallocated to remaining roles, includ-
ing important familial roles (Neugarten, Moore, & Lowe, 1968). We have since learned 
that families carry importance to individuals throughout their lives; the family’s span 

grows with increasing longevity to permit many shared decades with parents, spouses, siblings, and 
children.

Because of  gendered views of  family roles, early gerontologists also believed that women ex-
perienced aging with more ease than did men. Women were thought to have two family-based ad-
vantages. First, a primary identity with the family, as opposed to employment, guaranteed a strong 
source of  continuity throughout their lives in the kinship system. Second, because family roles 
involve continual changes with the addition, maturation, and departure of  family members, women 
were thought to be more accustomed to changes than were men, whose continuity of  identity (pre-
sumed to be in employment, rather than in the family) would be suddenly interrupted for the first 

E
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time at retirement (Maddox, 1968). We now recognize that these ideas are overly sim-
plistic and stereotype both sexes. Today women and men clearly hold core role identities 
both in families and in employment; nonetheless, these early gender-based assumptions 
were important in shaping the questions posed by researchers.

Of  the aging topics studied from a social perspective, perhaps the largest body of  
research is associated with family relationships and their impact on the older individual. 
Most of  the research is micro level in its analysis, focusing on small-group or two-person 
relationships or on individuals’ reactions to their families. Few researchers have exam-
ined mid-level or macro-level questions relating to the family, although there are many 
of  interest. Because the material in this area is so extensive, the information presented in 
this chapter is necessarily selective.

Our increasing life span allows more years to cherish spouses, children, grandchildren, 
great-grandchildren, and other family members. (Credit: E. J. Hanna and Mike Payne, 
courtesy of the Ohio Department of Aging)
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Strengths in Later-Life Families
Families are resilient and resourceful groups that connect us to the past and to the 
future in personally meaningful ways. In addition, families provide a close network of  
emotional and practical support that shifts over time as their members and their capaci-
ties and involvements change over the life course. Family members are usually pivotal 
in the “convoys of  support” that provide continuity over time with individuals as they 
grow, mature, and age (Antonucci & Akiyama, 1987). Typically individuals consider 
family roles among their core identities and hold high expectations for the part that the 
family plays in meeting their emotional, social, and personal needs (Cherlin, 2004).

As discussed in chapter 4, the focus on individualism within the family is relatively 
new in historical terms and characterizes Westernized cultures rather than family sys-
tems everywhere (Cherlin, 2004). Social norms regarding the place of  families in the 
lives of  individuals have changed from earlier historical periods in the United States, 
when families in the largely agricultural economy were units of  basic survival for their 
members (see Giarrusso, Feng, & Bengtson, 2004). No longer do adult sons wait to 
inherit the farm from an aging father (Hareven, 1993); instead they seek education and 
employment independent of  their families and may move far away to pursue careers, 
fundamentally changing the role of  the family from one of  obligation and economic 
interdependence to one that is more voluntary and supportive (Hess & Waring, 1978). 
The higher expectations for emotional gratification within the modern family have also 
been linked to other more negatively viewed changes, such as the growth in the divorce 
rate (Cherlin, 2004). Nonetheless, for most individuals the family is a source of  continu-
ity, meaning, and connection throughout life.

Despite the strengths and positive connotations of family bonds, not all relationships 
among kin are close and affectionate, including those involving older adults. Just as positive 
and supportive relationships can have a positive impact on the lives of older adults, nega-
tive interactions add to psychological distress and increase risks of chronic illness (Finch & 
Graziano, 2001; Wolff  & Agree, 2004). Some family bonds may be distant or acrimonious 
over many decades as a result of early-life events. For example, if  a father and teenage son 
have had a difficult relationship, punctuated by serious conflict, it is unlikely that this con-
flicted history will be forgotten in later decades and that they will develop unambiguously 
warm and affectionate bonds (Suitor et al., 1994). Negative aspects of family relationships 
may coexist simultaneously with positive ones in the same relationship, reminding us not to 
stereotype family relationships of older adults as being either purely positive or purely nega-
tive (Pillemer & Suitor, 2004). The normative obligations that exist in family relationships 
also mean that relatives, even those with some negative feelings or history between them, 
will most often continue to maintain some type of family ties (Krause & Rook, 2003).

Strengths of  families as units and as resources for older adults are also tested by 
changes that have taken place in family systems in the late 20th century. Fewer adults 
are marrying and are doing so later, divorce rates continue to be high, and both pre-
marital and post-divorce cohabitation are increasingly common. Stepfamily relation-
ships are everywhere. As described in the last chapter, these changes are gradually 
moving the family lives of  older adults in directions that are sometimes difficult to 
predict. Regardless of  these changes and limitations, the value of  the family remains 
pivotal to the vast majority of  people of  all ages.
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Continuities in Later-Life Families
Brubaker (1990a) defines a later-life family as one that is moving through the child-
launching phase and into the post-parental phase, in which couples may eventually 
experience retirement, health limitations, and widowhood. Spousal, parental, and 
sibling relationships are well established by the time families reach this stage. Typi-
cally these relationships exhibit considerable continuity in how they operate over 
time. One approach to understanding family relationships in later life is to examine 
these continuities.

Family members are typically involved to some degree with one another’s lives, 
providing advice and emotional support, making demands on time and loyalty, and 
sometimes giving or seeking assistance both across and within generations. This mutual 
exchange is so routine that it is hardly noticed as anything special or important by mem-
bers of  the family. It is these regular, ongoing activities and traditions that constitute the 
bulk of  family relationships over the years (Matthews, 2002). On occasion, however, a 
crisis intervenes to upset the routine operation of  established kin relationships. A crisis 
can be a non-normative event, such as the divorce of  an adult child, or the more ex-
pected, but no less stressful, illness of  an older parent. In these circumstances, family re-
lationships may change, with shifts in living arrangements, increased assistance, or more 
frequent interaction. Major transition events, either positive or negative, may call for at 
least a temporary and sometimes a permanent modification of  the established patterns 
that have characterized family relationships. Although the research literature focuses on 
events of  change and crisis, the great majority of  time that families share is based in the 
routine, not the extraordinary, aspects of  life.

Key Familial Roles and Relationships
Despite being a group, the family has largely been studied from the perspective of  the 
individual member. Research studies tend to focus on single family members as units 
of  analysis, not dyads (two-person relationships) or the complete family network. Most 
research examines the family through the eyes of  only one of  its participants, a lim-
ited view on such a complex system of  roles and linkages. Consequently, the research 
described in this section focuses on views of  the individual about dyadic relationships 
within the family.

Spouses/Aging Couples
The majority of  older men (78% of  those 65–74 and 73% of  those 75–84) were listed as 
“currently married” in 2003 (Federal Interagency Forum on Aging-Related Statistics, 
2004 ). For women the picture is quite different, with 56% of  women 65–74, but only 
36% of  women aged 75–84, currently married. Instead, the growing category for women 
is found among the widowed, reflecting women’s higher life expectancy and lower age at 
marriage . Few women or men in today’s older cohorts were divorced or never married, 
figures that may change in the future (see Exhibit 6.1). These figures on marriage over-
look older individuals who are in couples without being married (Huyck, 1995). These 
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uncounted individuals are often erroneously presumed to be without an intimate rela-
tionship because they are not legally married.

Marital relationships for persons born in the United States at the turn of  the last 
century were much shorter than today. Given median ages at marriage then of  21.2 
for women and 24.6 for men and average life expectancies of  about 51 years for White 
women and 48 years for White men (35 and 32.5 years, respectively, for Black women 
and men), it is not surprising that many persons were widowed before their children 
were grown (National Center for Health Statistics, 1989; U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 
1991a). Today, couples marrying at higher median ages (27 for men, 25 for women) 
can, because of  increased life expectancy, expect to be married 50 or more years. Of  
course, about half  of  first marriages don’t make it to that landmark, but the reason 
today is primarily divorce rather than death of  a spouse (Cherlin, 2004). This increas-
ing potential duration of  marriage has led to suggestions, only half  humorous, that 
growing divorce rates may be one of  the outcomes of  greater longevity. Couples who 
might be able to tolerate a problematic marital relationship for 15 or 20 years choose not 
to endure it for 50 or 60 years, opting instead for divorce. Most divorces occur among 
younger rather than older adults, but this pattern, too, may differ among older adults 
in the future.

Marriage does not remain static over the second half  of  adult life, because the roles and 
responsibilities of  the partners change over time with the launching of  children, the deaths 
of  family members, and the addition of  grandparental roles (Huyck, 1995). Differences 
may also exist between marriage cohorts (groups married at different times in history) in 
the manner in which household labor is divided and gender relations are structured. It is 
possible to confuse the effects of  aging with cohort differences. In many of  today’s retired 

Exhibit

6.1

Marital Status by Sex and Age, 2003
Source: Federal Interagency Forum on Aging-Related Statistics, 2004.
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middle-class couples, the wives were homemakers and probably continue to do much of  
the household work in retirement, but baby boomer couples will reach retirement with a 
two-earner couple having been typical and a more even division of  household chores.

Decades ago, deriving her approach from conflict theory, Jesse Bernard (1972) sug-
gested that within each marital relationship were actually two marriages—“her” mar-
riage and “his” marriage—with differing expectations, responsibilities, and pressures. 
This view seems to have been supported by studies revealing that men benefit more (in 
terms of  greater life expectancy, higher life satisfaction, and better health) than women 
do from being married. Perhaps this is due to more of  the work involved in maintaining 
family relationships (called kin-keeping) and the household falling to women (Bengtson 
et al., 1990; Rogers, 1995). Marriage thus benefits men more than women.

Marital Satisfaction Over the Life Course

Among the earliest and most persistent themes in the study of  marital relations in later 
life is that of  marital satisfaction—the degree to which couples are satisfied with their 
partners and relationships. An early study on marital satisfaction involved a longitudi-
nal comparison of  400 couples married in the early 1930s (Pineo, 1961). In this study 
couples were evaluated soon after marriage and again 20 years later. Results showed 
lower marital satisfaction at the 20-year mark, a change that Pineo dubbed “marital dis-
enchantment.” Other studies have confirmed a similar decline in satisfaction over the 
first years of  marriage (Lee, 1988).

Later cross-sectional analyses of  satisfaction among couples of  different marital 
cohorts and ages suggest that marital satisfaction follows a curvilinear path—from a 
peak during the honeymoon to a valley during the rearing of  children, followed by an 
improvement as couples move through child launching and into later life. This research 
has been criticized for concluding that individual couples go through this curvilinear 
pattern because the researchers (1) compared across cohorts with very different marital 
experiences; (2) relied on the average marital satisfaction score to describe a highly vari-
able trait of  marriages; and (3) ignored the survivorship effect (as time passes, many of  
the unhappiest couples get divorced, leaving behind a pool of  marital survivors who were 
probably happiest all along) (see Vaillant & Vaillant, 1993; Weishaus & Field, 1988).

Recent research has not resolved the confusion by revealing any uniform pattern of  
change with aging. One analysis found no “typical” pattern of  change in marital satis-
faction in conjunction with aging (Weishaus & Field, 1988). Gary Lee (1988) contends 
that role overload might be responsible for declining marital satisfaction in mid-life and 
its subsequent improvement in later life. His cross-sectional research suggests that re-
duction of  parental roles (as children become adults) is associated with improvements 
in marital satisfaction, but that loss of  or exit from other roles has no similar effect. In 
another study, golden-wedding-anniversary couples, true marital survivors, were asked 
to describe retrospectively their levels of  marital satisfaction at various times during the 
family life cycle. The results, interestingly, showed the curvilinear pattern for both men 
and women, but with wives reporting a deeper decline in marital happiness during the 
middle-age and early old-age periods (mirroring Bernard’s concept of  “his” and “hers” 
marital experiences). Wives experienced more distress during child launching than did 
husbands, whose satisfaction improved during that period (Condie, 1989). Other stud-
ies have confirmed that the “empty nest,” created by the launching of  children into 
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adulthood, results in improved marital happiness of  partners (White & Edwards, 1990), 
rather than the distress described by popular culture. Again, we must be cautious not 
to generalize too quickly beyond these cohorts, where marital experiences differ from 
couples in subsequent cohorts or to universal reactions among highly varied couples.

Termination of Marriage: Widows and Widowers

The differential in average life expectancy dictates that more women than men will sur-
vive their spouses (Kinsella & Taeuber, 1993). Past the age of  65, widows outnumbered 
widowers 4.7 to 1 in the United States in 2000 (U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 2005a). As 
Exhibit 6.2 shows, the incidence of  widowhood increases overall with age, but the gen-
der gap remains. Added to the life-expectancy differential are the facts that: (1) women 
tend to marry men older than themselves and (2) widowers have ample opportunity to 
remarry, should they wish to do so (Bengtson et al., 1990). Both because of  their larger 
numbers and more pressing problems (e.g., higher rates of  poverty), most widowhood 
research has been conducted on women rather than men.

The transition from married to widowed is one of  the most stressful, removing a 
central role identity as wife or husband and the relationship to the late spouse, chang-
ing social relationships with friends, collapsing the division of  labor in the household, 
modifying relationships with kin and friends, and often diminishing economic well-
being. Marital roles are highly salient to individuals of  all ages, structuring much of  their 
identity and social activities. Even an unhappy marriage influences self-concept and 
activities. The loss of  this relationship has both expected and unexpected consequences. 
Widowed women, for example, experience a disruption in their friendship networks, 
which are (at least for the middle class) based on couples that interact socially with other 

Many married couples observe that their love grows stronger in the later years. 
(Credit: Mike Payne, courtesy of the Ohio Department of Aging)
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couples. Upon being widowed, a woman becomes a “fifth wheel,” creating social dis-
comfort if  she continues to socialize with her former friendship group (Lopata, 1979). 
Gradually, most widows modify their friendship and social patterns, spending less time 
with married friends and more time with other widows.

In earlier cohorts, a gender-based division was more strictly maintained. This meant 
that many women and men who were widowed were unfamiliar with (and thus unable to 
perform) the tasks assigned to the spouse. Among the oldest cohorts of  women, these un-
familiar tasks often included driving, managing finances, and overseeing household repairs 
(Lund, Caserta, Dimond, & Shaffer, 1989). Among men, who often went from the home 
of  their parents to marriage, many never learned how to cook, manage family or social 
networks, or clean house. The strict division of  labor meant that the surviving spouse was 
vulnerable in terms of  the other spouse’s tasks; widowers might not eat properly and wid-
ows might manage their money poorly. In more recent cohorts of  couples, this strictness 
of  the division of  labor attenuates, and the young cohorts of  today typically spend some 
time living on their own and learn most of  the basic survival skills once divided into strict 
male or female duties. While tasks still may be divided between the couple while they are 
married, fewer should enter widowhood completely without knowledge of  these tasks.

Among the most important changes in family relationships following widowhood 
are those relating to children. Relationships with adult children are intensified, as sons 
and daughters assist the surviving parent (Lopata, 1979). Long-term modifications in 
these relationships, however, tend to be specific by gender. The amount of  interaction 
with adult children increases and persists at the higher level for widows, but widow-
ers’ levels of  contact with adult children remain similar to those during their married 
lives (Morgan, 1984). Why this difference? One possible explanation is the emotionally 
closer relationships felt toward mothers (Finley et al., 1988) or the concern that widows 
are more vulnerable following the loss of  their spouses (Morgan, 1984). In either case, 
widowed persons in the United States, conforming to norms of  independence and 
intimacy at a distance, seldom move in with adult children if  they are healthy and have 
adequate income, unless their culture dictates otherwise.

Exhibit

6.2

Percentage of Men and Women Widowed by Age, 2000
Source: U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 2003a.
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Economic security is especially tenuous for widows, in part because of  the rules for 
Social Security and private pensions (see chapters 8 and 9 for further details). As Exhibit 
6.3 shows, rates of  poverty are significantly higher for widowed women living alone than 
for other women or for men over age 65. Both Social Security and private pension sys-
tems were developed when wives in the middle class were economic dependents of  their 
husbands, so rules presume him to be the primary breadwinner. Both systems were es-
tablished primarily to protect workers (men/husbands) and secondarily to protect their 
dependents (wives and growing children). Social Security, upon the death of  the benefi-
ciary, reduces the benefits to a widowed woman who was a traditional homemaker to 66% 
of  the couple’s amount, although research suggests that the survivor needs 80% of  the 
couple’s previous income to maintain her standard of  living (Burkhauser & Smeeding, 
1994). In addition, until 1985 many retiring employees received pensions with no sur-
vivor protection. Thus, many widows were forced to adjust economically from sharing 
a Social Security benefit plus private pension to having only two-thirds of  the prior So-
cial Security benefit. In addition, movement over recent decades to greater reliance on 
401(k)-type pension programs (see chapter 9) increases widowed persons’ risk of  becom-
ing poor, since many exclude spouse protection (Johnson, Uccello, & Goldwyn, 2005). 
Widowers, in contrast to widows, also see their benefits from Social Security reduced 
after the death of  a wife, but more typically maintained their private pensions. Under 
these conditions, it is predictable that poverty among older, widowed women has been 
among the most persistent problems (Burkhauser & Smeeding, 1994).

Parents and Children
We discussed a number of  issues that are central to understanding the nature of  
parent-child relationships in chapter 5. As both parents and their children mature, 

Exhibit

6.3

Risks of Being Poor/Near Poor by Household Status and Sex, 2003
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2003a.
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the dependencies between them shift, reciprocity becomes a long-term pattern, and 
there is continuity in the contact between generations and its quality (positive, nega-
tive, or mixed). For most of  the adult years, these relationships are governed by the 
norm of  independence. Parenting varies across cohorts, simply because the numbers 
of  children born to cohorts differ, sometimes substantially. As Exhibit 6.4 shows, co-
horts of  women born between 1906 and 1910 had significantly lower fertility than 
did their successors born between 1931 and 1935. Thinking about the time frames 
during which these cohorts of  women were having their families, how might you use 
historical events (period effects) to partially explain these differences? Today, fertility 
is much lower, hovering around replacement level (2.1 births per woman) nationally 
but varying across class, race, and educational groupings.

Beyond these central characteristics, two contrasting themes have characterized dis-
cussions of  relationships between older parents and adult children over the years. The 
first, and perhaps most persistent, mythical theme regarding later-life families is that 
adult children neglect and abandon their older parents, indicative of  the poor relation-
ships between them (Shanas, 1979a, 1979b). This theme of  abandonment was described 
in the quotation opening the chapter. The second theme is that of  family solidarity, 
support, and affection as universally descriptive of  parent-child bonds in later life. Al-
though these themes have traded places in terms of  prominence over time, both prob-
ably reflect unrealistic stereotyping of  parent-child relationships. As is often the case, 
the truth lies somewhere in between.

A good deal of  research has been conducted on the levels and types of  interactions 
between adult generations in a family. According to research in this area, older persons 
are not isolated from their families, and a majority of  interactions across the generations 
are positive (Bengtson et al., 1985). Interestingly, it is often assumed that more interac-
tion is better for the elderly family members, ignoring the possibility of  prior conflict in 

Exhibit

6.4

Variations in Completed Fertility for Birth Cohorts of Women
Source: Bachu, 1997; U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 2001.
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familial relationships (Antonucci, 1990). This oversimplifies relationships between par-
ents and children, where majorities recognize some conflicts in their relationship along 
with prominent positive aspects (Antonucci, 1990; Clarke, Preston, Raksin, & Bengtson, 
1999; Lueschler & Pillemer, 1998).

In an effort to overcome the myth of  family abandonment of  the elderly, researchers 
may have gone too far in emphasizing support and consensus within the family. It would 
clearly be a mistake to assume that family relationships are untroubled, and that more is 
always better in terms of  family interaction. At the other extreme is neglect and abuse of  
older persons by family members, often those providing care for them (Steinmetz, 1988). 
Relationships with older family members, either within or between generations of  a kin-
ship group, may have a lengthy history of  stress and violence. As discussed earlier, growing 
older does not cure troubled family relationships or reduce tension and violence.

There is more than one potential explanation for elder abuse. First, some researchers 
argue that abuse and neglect result from violations of  the norm of  independence. When 
an older person becomes dependent, it violates this norm and places an unexpected stress 
on the relationship with a caregiver, especially a child (Gelles & Cavanaugh, 2005). A 
second hypothesis, not yet thoroughly tested with regard to elder abuse, is that violence 
is a product of  reciprocity; that is, adult children who are violent toward a frail parent 
are returning violence that they received as children. Indirect support for this argument 
comes from studies showing that children from violent families are more likely to be 
violent toward kin (Wallace, 1996). Some researchers suggest that elder abuse is related 
to pathology and dependency (Steinmetz, 2005).

Finally, research has examined the fact that many of  those committing abuse and 
neglect are spouses, not adult children. What remains unclear is whether this abuse began 
when the person reached later life (or physical dependency), or whether this pattern 
of  violence is a long-standing characteristic of  the marital relationship (Vinton, 1991). 
Since not all couples experiencing violence get divorced, especially in today’s older co-
horts where divorce was less acceptable, one component of  elder abuse may be “spousal 
violence grown old” (Harris, 1995).

Parent-child relationships are influenced by a variety of  factors. Increasing life ex-
pectancy means that often the child caring for an aging parent is old—for example, a 
65-year-old “child” caring for a 90-year-old parent. Second, smaller family size means 
a changing ratio of  younger to older family members, lessening the availability of  kin 
for support and kin-keeping functions. Third, mobility has meant that adult children 
are less geographically proximate to their parents, modifying the numbers and types of  
interactions possible between them. Not all researchers are convinced that the changes 
in intergenerational relations will be as dramatic or occur as quickly as some anticipate. 
Demographer Peter Uhlenberg (1993) contends that the changes over the next several 
decades will be slow and gradual, enabling ample time for societal and individual adapta-
tions to changes in the family structure.

Research has consistently suggested that parent and child gender influence the re-
lationship between them. Mother-daughter dyads are typically closer than any other 
combination, with more daughters acting as confidantes and fewer likely to disappoint 
their mothers (see Suitor, Pillemer, Keeton, & Robison, 1994). The relationship most 
likely to experience conflict is that between a father and son, with cross-gender dyads 
(mother-son, father-daughter) falling somewhere in between.
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Siblings
A majority of  older adults have one or more siblings with whom they continue to interact 
in later life (Brubaker, 1990b). Sibling relationships have some unique characteristics 
that differentiate them from other familial ties. First, sibling relationships are likely to 
be the longest-enduring kinship bonds (Brubaker, 1990a). Whereas a marriage typically 
starts after 20 or more years of  life have elapsed, siblings are often born only a few years 
apart. Because they live their early lives in physical proximity, siblings essentially share 
a childhood in the family (Cicirelli, 1991). In addition, siblings often share a cohort and 
its experiences at similar points in their lifetimes, encountering the same major innova-
tions, historical events, and societal value shifts. Since kin, unlike friends, are not cho-
sen, there are no guarantees of  closeness or affection in their relationships. Indeed, the 
aftermath of  sibling rivalry or violence can exact a toll on these relationships throughout 
adulthood (Scott, 1990).

Changes in Contact and Intimacy Through Life

Until recently, most of  the research on bonds between siblings presumed that, after 
adolescence, siblings were unimportant (Bedford, 1995). More recently, limited stud-
ies of  siblings have suggested a continuing salience of  these relationships throughout 
adulthood (Bedford, 1995; Cicirelli, 1991; Scott, 1990). Although their energies may be 
absorbed by their spouses and children in early to middle adulthood, siblings maintain 
emotional bonds and tend to reactivate their bonds (if  they have become dormant) as 
they mature and their children depart (Bedford, 1995).

Siblings can and do provide friendship and support to one another as adults 
(Wellman & Wortley, 1989), often maintaining relationships even when they are not 
geographically proximate. Exchanges among siblings seldom include financial aid or 
substantial assistance with health care, probably because of  norms of  independence 
(Suitor & Pillemer, 1993; Wellman & Wortley, 1989). There is some evidence that the 
amount of  intersibling support and assistance declines in old age (Bedford, 1989), but 
this research is rather limited by small, unrepresentative samples.

Variations in Sibling Linkages

Not all sibling relationships are created equal. A range of  social factors shapes how 
a sibling relationship will be enacted through adulthood and later life. As with other 
family relationships, research shows that sibling bonds vary across racial and ethnic 
groups. Two major studies have confirmed that older Blacks rely more on siblings for 
assistance than do their White or Hispanic counterparts; these results are especially 
compelling because income differences were not a factor—all groups studied had low 
family incomes (Bedford, 1995). The norm of  independence from siblings may be 
weaker and expectations of  reciprocity stronger in the culture of  Black and Hispanic 
families.

The number of  siblings is also important, because the amount of  support given 
by any single brother or sister may be limited. Not surprisingly, the more siblings a 
person has, the more likely it is that she or he relies on one as a confidante or provider 
of  support (Connidis & Davies, 1992). But older adults who have other family relation-
ships, such as adult children, may turn to them rather than to a sibling for some types 
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of  support. Marital status also influences the interdependence of  siblings. Individuals 
who have never married or those whose marriages have ended appear to turn more 
to siblings for assistance (see Bedford, 1995). Being married and having one’s own 
children are thought to provide more compelling role involvements, pushing sibling 
relationships to a somewhat lower priority.

Finally, what is the role of  gender in shaping the closeness of  sibling bonds? Some 
early research has suggested that relationships with a sister are closer; other studies sug-
gest that same-sex dyads are closer than those consisting of  a brother and sister (Bedford, 
1995; Scott, 1990). Same-sex pairs, especially sisters, are noted for the stronger emotional 
bonds throughout their lives (Cicirelli, 1991).

Grandparents
What pictures come to mind in thinking about grandparents? Typically we carry mental 
images of  grandparents that feature advanced age, gray hair, leisure, kindness, and cele-
bration of  family rituals and holiday traditions fostered by advertisers. Do grandparents 
really fit this image? What exactly do grandparents do?

Most persons now over age 65 are parents, and most have also become grandpar-
ents, often well before reaching old age. Although being a grandparent is a familial role 
that most people associate with later life, most individuals enter grandparenthood while 
still in mid-life, married, employed, and with one or more surviving parents and a child 
still living at home (Bengtson et al., 1990). For women this means spending nearly half  
their lives as grandparents. As we saw in chapter 5, the timing of  grandparenthood is 
highly variable, depending in large measure on the age at which an individual bears his 
or her own children.

Although entry into grandparenthood is variable, once entered it is an enduring 
role, lasting until the grandparent’s death. By that time the grandchildren are often 
grown parents themselves and surviving grandparents have aged decades. Neither part-
ner nor the relationship remains static. Grandparents report that they enjoy their roles 
best when grandchildren (and grandparents) are young (Cherlin & Furstenberg, 1986).

Voluntary Nature of Grandparenting in Middle-Class Families

What are the duties and rights of  a grandparent? As a social role, being a grandparent 
is not well structured. Early research, mostly on White middle-class grandparents, has 
attempted to identify the roles played by grandparents within the family system and 
toward the grandchildren (Roberto, 1990). Relatively few clear-cut duties are mandated 
for grandparents, because their roles, unlike those of  parents, typically are not critical 
to the survival of  children. Given that only recently have large numbers of  people lived 
long enough to spend much time as grandparents, the lack of  behavioral norms is un-
derstandable. This cultural void gives grandparents the chance to structure the role in 
any way they see fit, but it also provides them with few guidelines on how they should 
act as grandparents (Kennedy, 1990). Probably as a result, much of  the early work on 
grandparenting has focused on how adults view and structure their relationships with 
grandchildren. Several studies have identified styles of  grandparenting, showing a wide 
variation in how the relationships are viewed by their partners (Roberto, 1990).

Less research has examined the relationship from the perspective of  the grandchild. 
One study (Kennedy, 1990) asked more than 700 college students about their grand-
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parents’ roles. “Students tended to 
agree most strongly with items that 
described grandparents as being 
loving, helping and comforting, as 
providing role models, and shar-
ing family history, as being persons 
who are important in the lives of  
young people and persons with 
whom they have fun.” The respon-
sibilities of  grandchildren were to 
“express love and provide help to 
their grandparents, that they are a 
part of  their grandparents’ sense 
of  the future” (Kennedy, 1990, pp. 
45–46). Within the sample, female 
students emphasized the closeness 
of  the relationships, and Black stu-
dents described grandparenting as 
a more active role. Even with these 
expectations, however, there is a 

wide range of  ways in which grandparents could fulfill this role.
Relationships between grandparents and grandchildren are built within a larger con-

text of  family relationships. The middle generation plays a critical role, linking the older 
and younger generations. This role has been described as the lineage bridge—the span 
connecting two generations (Thompson & Walker, 1987). The quality of  the relationships 
between the grandparents and parents, acting as lineage bridges, will inevitably shape the 
closeness, geographic proximity, and frequency and types of  interaction between grand-
parents and grandchildren. This linkage becomes especially important in the case of  
divorce, where paternal grandparents may lose contact with grandchildren unless they 
maintain ties to their former daughter-in-law or exercise legal rights to visitation (Roberto, 
1990).

Variations in Grandparenting Roles

Beyond differences based on the respective ages of  grandparents and grandchildren, 
other factors that influence the bonds between grandparents and grandchildren include 
economic status, race/ethnicity, and gender. Overall 3.9 million American grandchildren 
(5.5% of  children under age 18) lived in the same household with their grandparents 
in 1997 (Bryson & Casper, 1999); most often the head of  household is the grandparent, 
so that dependencies involve middle and younger generations rather than grandparents, 
many of  whom are relatively young (Bryson & Casper, 1999). The percentages sharing 
a home are higher for Black than for White children. Almost 13% of  Black children 
live with grandparents, and 36% of  those children have neither of  their parents living 
with them, creating a skipped-generation household. Nearly 6% of  Black adults over 
age 45 are caring for a grandchild, with more women than men, more disadvantaged 
than well-off, and more physically challenged individuals likely to have a grandchild 
in their care—including those who share a residence (Minkler & Fuller-Thompson, 
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2005). Smaller but significant percentages of  White (6.2%) and Hispanic grandchildren 
(9.4%) share a household with at least one grandparent (U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 
2003a). Exhibit 6.5 shows significant differences by race in the percentages of  grand-
children who reside with their grandparents. Within each group, most children live with 
their mother and one or more grandparents, but a substantial number live with grand-
parents only, without either parent in the household (Saluter, 1996; U.S. Bureau of  
the Census, 2003a).

In these and other instances, grandparents take on active roles in lieu of parents, acting 
as surrogate parents. Grandparents acting as surrogate parents take on short- or long-
term responsibility for care of grandchildren because of the problems of their adult chil-
dren (including illness, job loss, drug abuse, homelessness, and incarceration) and because 
policy changes in the 1980s and 1990s supported “kinship care” when children needed to 
be placed in foster homes (Cherlin & Furstenberg, 1986; Hogan, Eggebeen, & Clogg, 1993; 
Minkler & Fuller-Thompson, 2005; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1991a, 2003a). This unex-
pected resumption of parenting responsibilities can be stressful for the grandparents, who 
may be facing challenges associated with health or income (Burton & DeVries, 1995).

Families as Caregivers
Considerable attention has been given to family caregiving, both in research and in the 
media, as the number of  very old adults in the population has swelled. In fact, examining 
some of  the literature, one might come to the conclusion that caregiving is the major fac-
tor in most family relationships involving adults over age 65. But let’s stop for a minute 
and consider this issue. Even if  many individuals now live into their 80s and 90s or be-
yond, typically they do not require care and support from the day they turn 65. Instead, 
the need for care is typically delayed to more advanced ages, and for some individuals, 
death is unexpected and preceded by little or no period of  illness or dependency. In 

Children Under Age 18 Living in Grandparents’ Households by Race/Ethnicity
Source: U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 2003a.

Exhibit

6.5
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Exchange Theory and Family Caregiving
What is really happening when individuals, groups, 
or societies interact with one another? What is the 
essence of  the interactions that occur every day on 
any level from person to person or corporation to 
corporation or nation to nation? One framework 
for answering these questions derives from social 
exchange theory. This theory views social life as 
consisting of  exchanges among social actors (indi-
viduals or groups) of  a variety of  valuable resources, 
including material goods, financial resources, and 

intangible social goods (humor, respect, informa-
tion) (Dowd, 1975). In a traditional middle-class 
marriage of  the 1950s, for example, it was expected 
that the husband provided income for which the 
wife exchanged household work and child care. In a 
friendship, friends exchange emotional support, in-
formation, respect, and help of  various types in an 
ongoing fashion. Social exchange may also happen 
across a range of  levels; individuals may exchange 
with organizations (such as exchanging work effort 
for a paycheck); companies may exchange with coun-
tries (taxes for services).

Applying Theory

(continued)

Age, income, gender, and other variables are tied to the closeness of rela-
tionships between grandparents and grandchildren. (Credit: E. J. Hanna)

recent decades typical families have experienced many years after retirement age where 
older kin and their adult, middle-aged children enjoy a time when neither generation has 
been dependent on the other. So, although caregiving is a challenge for many families 
and an issue in the larger society, it is not a long and inevitable “sentence” for every 
family relationship involving someone over 64. And, more importantly, when caregiving 
needs arise, it is not a purely negative experience, as we explore in more detail below.
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Context of Ongoing Norms of Mutual Assistance
Families have always served both their members and the larger society by providing 
various types of  support and assistance to their members (Cherlin, 2004). This support 
has received considerable research attention, because of  the needs of  various dependent 
members, including children, disabled, or frail elders. These supports vary across the 
life course; across class, culture, and ethnic groups; and historically within a given cul-
ture. Within families, support flows both within and across generational boundaries.

Our understanding of  caregiving toward older adults should be nested within the 
long histories of  mutual support that typically exist in families, rather than as something 

Exchange theorists argue that social life is based 
on these exchanges, in which the parties desire to 
maximize their exchanges by getting as much back 
relative to what they give in exchange. If  one party to 
the exchange is not receiving an equitable return, that 
party will withdraw and seek other exchanges. But so-
cial life is not quite that simple. In exchange theory it is 
essential to consider whether those making exchanges 
hold equal power (equal resources), because power 
influences how the exchange will occur. More power-
ful exchange partners—whether individuals, corpora-
tions, community groups, or nations—have a larger 
reserve of valued resources to give. Being privileged in 
this way, they have a wide range of potential partners 
eagerly awaiting an exchange opportunity. Because 
they can pick and choose among exchange partners, 
they can control the terms of the exchange to their own 
benefit.

In applying the concepts of exchange theory to aging, 
Dowd (1975) proposed that individuals in Western so-
cieties systematically gain power throughout mid-life 
and lose power and resources as they age, putting them 
at a disadvantage in exchanges. This loss of power may 
lead to unequal exchange relationships and force older 
people to behave in ways that are not of their choosing. 
Dowd defines the process of retirement as one of ex-
changing the prestige and higher wages of employment 
for the security of a fixed income and health benefits 
(pension, Social Security, and Medicare). In an unequal 
power situation with an employer, employees may be 
prompted to “choose” to retire either by improvements 
in the exchange rate if  they comply (a “golden para-
chute” benefits package) or by the prospect of a much 
less profitable exchange should they stay.

In terms of  “acting one’s age,” Dowd argues, 
“The older person who restricts his social life for 
fear of  what his acquaintances would think is actually 
exchanging his compliance to their standards of  ac-

ceptable conduct for their social approval” (p. 591). 
Because older persons may lack high incomes and 
powerful social positions and are, as a group, socially 
devalued, they must give more to maintain their ex-
changes, further depleting their limited resources.

Applying exchange theory to the family, we could 
examine the relative power of  participants in the ex-
change—which may be shaped by age, gender, fam-
ily roles, or other social factors—as well as the vari-
ous types of  exchanges that are ongoing in family life 
and those undertaken under special, crisis conditions. 
Principles of  exchange and reciprocity are sometimes 
visible in the support of  various types that occurs in 
later-life families, including caregiving for elderly kin. 
How does exchange play a role? Some people argue 
that caregiving by adult children is essentially delayed 
reciprocity—a repayment on a deferred debt for care-
giving received while they were children. In this sense, 
the norm of reciprocity is a special case of  exchange 
theory operating between the generations.

Some research suggests that keeping the exchange 
at least somewhat even is important to the well-being 
of  participants. Older relatives who are recipients of  
support often value the opportunity to help their chil-
dren or grandchildren in return, even if  that support 
involves simply being a good listener or giving advice 
(Pearlin, Aneshensel, Mullan, & Whitlach, 1996). 
Support provided to others—whether emotional, fi-
nancial, health care or other types—enables feelings 
of  independence important to well-being (Stansfield, 
1999). Both giving and receiving support remains im-
portant to older adults as a continuous aspect of  fam-
ily ties over time (Liang, Krause, & Bennett, 2001). 
People with health impairments requiring a lot of  
physical care can, by broadly defining support that is 
exchanged to include being a good listener and advi-
sor, understand that they are still making a contribu-
tion (Walker, Martin, & Jones, 1992).

(continued)
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new or distinct (Davey, Savla, & Janke, 2004). Wives and husbands continue to care for 
one another. Children and parents exchange support of  various types over time, provid-
ing a template for how assistance comes to older adults as needs arise. Sarah Matthews 
(2002) examined patterns of  assistance toward parents over 75 and found that the gender 
of  the participants and the long history of  family relationships provide a key to under-
standing who provides care, how it is shared or specialized among relatives, and ways 
in which the older adult participates in the care. In other words, support is a natural, 
ongoing aspect of  family relationships that shifts over time as needs and capacities of  
members change; intensive caregiving is a subset of  this larger pattern.

Intergenerational Support
Despite ideas in the mid-1900s that nuclear family units were independent of  outside 
assistance, a 50-year research tradition reveals ongoing patterns of  exchange both within 
and among related households. Among the pioneering work was that of  Reuben Hill 
(1970), who examined the exchanges among three-generation families in the 1950s. That 
study showed that family members in all generations were typically involved in giving 
and receiving assistance of  several types, including assistance during illness, child care, 
financial aid, emotional support, and household management. Hill’s research found the 
middle generation to be net givers of  support—that is, they provided more types of  help 
to other generations (their elderly parents and their adult children) than they received. 
As Exhibit 6.6 shows, the young adult generation more commonly received assistance 
and gave less. The grandparent generation gave the least and received the most help 
with household tasks, illness, and emotional support, but (for obvious reasons) received 
no child care support. Hill’s analysis, though path-breaking, was rather unsophisticated. 
It did not take into account issues such as the frequency with which each type of  assis-
tance might be given—for example, child care might be daily, whereas assistance during 
illness might occur only a few times each year—or the amount of  time and energy each 
task demanded. In addition, the sample was not highly diverse, being primarily White 
and working to middle class.

Amato and his colleagues (1995) replicated this work 40 years later, including four 
types of  assistance studied by Hill and his colleagues, sampling exchanges of  assistance 
between just two generations, young adults (19+ years of  age, still living at home) and 
their parents (see Exhibit 6.6). In Amato’s study, adult children were much more likely 
to provide assistance with household tasks (understandable for a shared residence with 
parents), and many more said they both gave and received advice. The fact that fewer 
received child care help than in the Hill study may have to do with the fact that fewer in 
the second sample were themselves parents. Finally, fewer reported providing financial 
gifts or loans to parents than was true in the earlier study. Differences in the studies’ 
samples or cohort and period effects might explain the differences in the results. Both 
studies confirm that active exchange patterns are normal in families.

Another study with a different sample (Hogan, Eggebeen, & Clogg, 1993) examined 
intergenerational support in a large national sample of  more than 5,000 adults who had 
both surviving parents and one or more children under 18 living at home. Four types 
of  support were examined: financial, caregiving (to a child or parent), assistance with 
household tasks, and emotional support or advice. Analyses of  exchanges between the 
older two generations indicated that more than half  (53%) of  middle-generation adults 
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were low exchangers, giving or receiving very little; another 17% mostly gave advice 
to their parents; 19% received support from their older parents; and 11% were high 
exchangers, typically both giving and receiving a variety of  support with their aging 
parents. Many aspects of  family relationships and family structures influenced the likeli-
hood of  an active exchange. Women were more active exchangers than were men, and 
co-resident parents both received and gave high levels of  support. Black families were, 
contrary to the findings of  previous research, less likely to be involved in intergenera-
tional exchanges, a result explained by a shortage of  resources within their families.

Finally, the study by Hogan and his associates revealed that family structure influ-
ences the exchange of  support. When adults had several siblings, each was less likely to 
receive support from their older parents, who had to divide resources among several off-
spring. Older parents, on the other hand, improved the odds of  being recipients of  sup-
port with each additional adult child. This analysis was, of  course, a snapshot cross-sec-
tional view of  support and did not convey the lifetime experience of  giving or receiving 
support, which would be much higher. In fact, Riley (1983) suggests that low levels of  as-
sistance at any given time may mask a latent kin matrix, “a web of  continually shifting 
linkages that provide the potential for activating and intensifying close kin relationships” 
when and if  they are needed (p. 441). Thus, current exchange and support may be much 
more limited than the potential for exchange and support should greater need arise.

More recent research has focused on families as providers of  routine support to 
elders rather than on the reciprocity of  exchanges (Hogan, Eggebeen, & Clogg, 1993). 
In addition, research has expanded to examine cultural influences and the effects of  
migration on the support exchanged across the generations (see Silverstein, 2004). Al-
though this research continues to show that older adults receive considerable assistance 

Exhibit

6.6

Percentage of Young Adults Receiving or Giving Intergenerational Support
Source: Amato et al., 1995; Hill, 1970.
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from adult children, especially in crises, it would be erroneous to conclude that they are 
only the recipients of  support. Numerous studies also reveal the ongoing support of  
many types that older adults provide to their grown children and grandchildren (Walker 
et al., 1992). Most multigenerational households are created in response to the needs 
(economic, housing, child care) of  adult children rather than the needs of  older adults, 
as was once believed (Ward, Logan, & Spitze, 1992).

Family Members as Caregivers to Frail Elders
In times of  illness or disability, most older adults receive both emotional and practical 
assistance from kin. Turning to others for this support can be thought of  as a means of  
compensating for functional limitations. It is estimated that 80% of  informal care for 
frail and disabled elders is provided by family caregivers (Dwyer, 1995). Although 
adult children constitute approximately one-third of  family caregivers, their contribu-
tions are actually surpassed by spouses (Stone, Cafferata, & Sangl, 1987). Other relatives 
(siblings, grandchildren) are also included in this informal caregiving group. Estimates 
suggest that 5% to 10% of  older adults receive help from non-kin, voluntary caregiv-
ers who are neighbors, friends, or community members. These other caregivers, who 
sometimes have lengthy personal relationships, provide significant support, including 
some cases where fictive kinship is established (Barker, 2002). Although family and other 
informal caregivers are sometimes limited in their skills in providing health care, there 
are pressures toward placing more of  the responsibility for skilled procedures in their 
hands to control health care costs (Glazer, 1993). Older adults who lack supportive ties 
are at greatest risk for institutionalization when they can no longer care for themselves 
(see review by Antonucci & Akiyama, 1995).

Who Are Family Caregivers?

Nearly two decades of  research on informal caregiving have established that most adults 
receive much of  the help they need from a single caregiver. The person most respon-
sible for the care of  an impaired person is referred to as the primary caregiver. Others 
who provide assistance both to the primary caregiver and to the impaired older adult 
are referred to as secondary caregivers (see review by Gatz, Bengtson, & Blum, 1990). 
The provision of  care to older adults often follows a hierarchical pattern (Cantor, 1983; 
Horowitz, 1985a). Caregivers are selected from available kin, with the role often, but 
not always, falling first to a physically able spouse (Allen, Goldscheider, & Ciambrone, 
1999). Because male partners are generally older, more wives than husbands face the 
duties of  caregiving (Chappell, 1990). If  the older person is widowed with multiple chil-
dren, a decision must be made about who takes primary responsibility; studies consis-
tently show that one primary caregiver (often with assistance from other kin, neighbors, 
or friends) takes the major responsibility for care (Matthews, 2002; Stone, Cafferata, & 
Sangl, 1987).

Gender, marital status, and relationship quality influence the selection of  a caregiver 
and the way support is provided. The percentage of  male caregivers is slowly increasing 
(36% in 1999), but hours of  care provided per week vary significantly by relationship 
and gender. Wives provided a median of  28 hours, husbands 15; daughters and sons 
differed less, with 13 hours for daughters and 10 for sons (Center on an Aging Society, 
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2004). Daily contact for care requires proximity, ruling out adult children who live far 
away. In some cases, an unmarried child or one without children will be tapped as care-
giver on the assumption that this child will have fewer role conflicts (Brody, 1985). It is 
unlikely that an adult child with a distant or conflicted relationship with the parent will 
undertake caregiving unless there is no other alternative.

Researchers (Horowitz, 1985b; Matthews, 2002) have found notable differences 
in how sons and daughters performed the caregiver role. Although both groups were 
highly involved in providing care (27% shared a household with their older parent in the 
Horowitz study), they differed in the types of  care they provided and their motivations. 
Aside from the emotional support commonly provided by both sons and daughters, 
more of  the hands-on care of  transportation, household chores, meal preparation, and 
personal care fell to daughters. Perhaps not surprisingly, daughters experienced more 
stress in association with their caregiving duties, largely because of  their greater com-
mitment in time and task responsibility.

Sons involved themselves in typical male gender-specific tasks (financial manage-
ment, dealing with bureaucracies) or gender-neutral tasks, spending less time and doing 
a smaller number of  tasks overall than daughters. Most married sons also involved their 
spouses in the caregiving, whereas fewer than half  of  daughters did. Sons appear to be 
more motivated by norms of  obligation, whereas daughters are more often motivated by 
the affection of  the relationship, confirming the kin-keeping role of  women in the family 
system (Silverstein, Parrott, & Bengtson, 1995). Sons frequently were interested in at-
tempting to restore the parent to independence, rather than accepting their dependence 
(Matthews, 2002).

Women in the Middle

It is well established that female kin provide the bulk of  caregiving, while providing on-
going care for members of  their households (Center on an Aging Society, 2004). Early 
research by Brody (1981) identified the risk of  being a woman in the middle (also 
known as being in the sandwich generation). These women are caught between the 
responsibilities of  providing care to their own dependent children at home and assisting 
frail parents or parents-in-law. Both increased longevity and decreased fertility (pro-
viding fewer potential caregivers) are thought to accentuate the problem (Rosenthal, 
Matthews, & Marshall, 1991). Although this structural problem of  being in the middle 
may be a serious one for those upon whose shoulders it falls (Brody, 2004), research 
has revealed that the problem is not as common as once believed. First, the peak for 
adult-child caregivers occurs between the ages of  45 and 54 (17% of  this age group has 
a disabled older parent) (Cantor, 1995). By this age, most women have raised children 
beyond early childhood and into adolescence or young adulthood, times when parental 
duties may be waning. Second, as longevity increases and disability is delayed, the onset 
of  caregiving responsibilities should occur at later ages for adult children, further re-
ducing the potential for being “in the middle” (Cantor, 1995). One study, for example, 
has demonstrated that only 50% of  women are at risk of  this dual responsibility, with 
fewer actually facing demands from both generations. By the time older parents reach 
ages at which disability becomes prevalent, their grandchildren are typically grown, 
leaving women with caregiving responsibility toward only one generation (Rosenthal et 
al., 1991). A recent study showed that only 10% of  informal caregivers to older adults 
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were also caring for children under the age of  18 in their homes (Center for an Aging 
Society, 2004).

What the “women in the middle” approach originally did not address was the other 
major role conflict, being caught between the conflicting responsibilities of  employ-
ment and caring for an aged parent (Brody, 2004). Recent data suggest that nearly one 
caregiver in three is employed; they often need to reorganize their schedules or cut 
work hours to provide care. The low percentage of  workers who are also caregivers re-
flects the fact that nearly half  of  care-providing kin are themselves over 65 (Center for 
an Aging Society, 2004). When the work-caregiver role conflict does occur (Matthews 
& Rosenthal, 1993), it may detract from effectiveness at work, and sometimes results in 
quitting. Although family leave (without pay) is now available for limited time periods, 
the ongoing demands of  care for a parent with chronic health problems often forces 
choices between reducing or stopping work (with the attendant loss of  income and re-
duction in pension benefits) and purchasing care or services. Although the retirement 
of  adult children may enable them to have more time to attend to caregiving duties, 
such duties may intensify the caregiver’s own issues of  aging, such as economic security 
and health problems. So the dilemma, especially for adult daughters, remains fraught 
with the potential for role conflict (Brody, 2004).

Caregiver Burden and Rewards
Families provide many types of  assistance to kin with health limitations, most of  it for 
routine tasks of  everyday living (Chappell, 1990; National Alliance for Caregiving, 1997). 
Despite the obvious benefits to older adults’ functioning and independence, the stress 
experienced in providing such care may decrease the physical and psychological health 
of  the caregiver (Center on an Aging Society, 2004; Schultz, Visintainer, & Williamson, 
1990). Caregivers often experience stress and caregiver burden in conjunction with 
their duties. The experience of  burden—a degree of  strain reflecting lower life satisfac-
tion, depression, and a decline in health—is highly variable, depending on the level and 
type of  impairment of  the care recipient and several aspects of  the relationship between 
the care provider and recipient (Chappell, 1990). For example, adult children seem to be 
more prone to stress than spouses acting as caregivers, perhaps because the high intensity 
of  responsibility for an aged parent violates the norms of  generational independence, as 
well as presenting the potential for role conflicts with mid-life marriage and employment 
responsibilities. Caregivers to those with dementia and its associated behavioral problems 
(e.g., night wandering, agitation, or dangerous and embarrassing behaviors characteristic 
with Alzheimer’s disease) also report greater caregiver burdens (Chappell, 1990).

Despite the burdens, research also reveals that caregivers report rewards and gains 
from their efforts (Kramer, 1997; Seltzer & Greenberg, 1999). In fact, it is quite possible 
for both strain/burden and rewards/gains to simultaneously characterize a caregiving 
experience (Lawton, Moss, Kleban, Glicksman, & Rovine, 1991). There have been both 
ethnicity and gender variations in the relative weight of  rewards to burdens, but the lit-
erature on the positive aspects of  reward/gain from caregiving are much less developed 
than they are for burden (Long-Foley, Tung, & Mutran, 2002). This growing literature 
reinforces that caregiving, while often demanding, is not without benefit to individuals 
who undertake these responsibilities.
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Involvement of Older Adults in Their Care
Research on caregiving often characterizes older adults as passive objects toward whom 
care is directed. The study by Sarah Matthews (2002) of  siblings and their age 75+ par-
ents suggests that this is far from the case. Examining the dynamics of  care within these 
families, Matthews found that older adults were active participants in arranging care 
and services for themselves, directing children regarding who should do what tasks, and 
resisting or rejecting services that appeared to violate norms of  independence between 
the generations.

Matthews (2002) provides rich examples of  instances where parents fought their 
children’s well-intentioned efforts to assist them by rejecting home-delivered meals, 
resisting moves from their houses to live with children or in specialized housing settings, 
or dismissing offers to manage their finances. Her research clearly shows that, except 
for the subset of  parents who were extremely ill or cognitively impaired, the efforts of  
children were often effectively mediated and shaped by older parents’ wishes. Addi-
tional research that focuses on medical care or housing services reflects the concern that 
services may ignore the older adult, dealing instead with the adult child as the primary 
client for services, ignoring the capacity and interest of  older individuals in participat-
ing in decisions regarding their lives (Frank, 2002; Schumacher, Eckert, Zimmerman, 
Carder, & Wright 2005).

S U M M A R Y
Family relationships are among the most enduring that people experience during in-
creasingly long lives in most societies. Families provide considerable assistance and sup-
port to their members, with most of  that assistance being viewed as routine or normal 
across the decades. Families take mutual assistance as a given in many of  the relation-
ships among individuals. Finally, families are not static, either through their own life 
cycle or historically. Structural changes with the maturation of  members and social 
changes both modify the tasks faced by kinship groups and their expectations of  how 
to meet these challenges. While families are a durable social institution, we can expect 
them to continue to change as the society does.

We have seen throughout this chapter, for example, that Black families differ in 
some important ways from White families, including more mutual assistance, closer 
sibling relationships, and a more active role for grandparents in rearing their grandchil-
dren. Such differences are the products both of  culture and of  socioeconomic difference, 
creating a tradition encouraging greater reliance on kin networks.

Nor should we overgeneralize the positive nature of  family relationships. For 
most of  us family ties are close, and many of  those ties are positive. Assuming that 
reliance on family caregivers is better than using formal health care services in all 
instances, however, ignores the realities of  negative relationships, abuse, and neglect 
that characterize some dyads. For many individuals as they age, however, the 
continuity and support of  familial roles, both as responsibilities and as resources, 
forge the key linkages that connect them to the social world of  the past, present, and 
future.
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W E B  W I S E
Caregiver Survival Resources
http://www.caregiver911.com

Caregiving is a major issue for elderly people, children, and disabled people of  all ages. 
This Web site provides information and support to caregivers in various situations, in-
cluding but not limited to caring for older relatives. A variety of  resources are offered, 
including books, an “ask Dr. Caregiver” option, and links to a variety of  other resources 
and more specialized organizations. This is a good first stop for assistance for someone 
seeking information or assistance with caregiving problems. This is a very friendly site 
for caregivers or professionals interested in support or information.

National Center on Elder Abuse
http://www.elderabusecenter.org

This site focuses on the issue of  elder abuse. It provides basic information, legal and 
reporting aspects of  elder abuse, a clearinghouse of  information and statistics on elder 
abuse, and discussion of  interventions.

K E Y  T E R M S

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  T H O U G H T  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N
 1 .   Identify your major partners in social exchange at this point in your life. 

Consider friends, family, employers, teachers, your college or university, 
religious or community groups, etc. among the potential partners. Think 
about what you give and what you get from your ongoing exchanges with 
these partners. Is exchange theory correct in proposing that you withdraw 
from exchanges that are unprofitable (i.e., that cost you more than you get 
from them)?

 2 .   Research to date suggests that marital satisfaction among older adults is high. 
Given social changes in marriage, divorce, and expectations, what predictions 
would you make regarding marital satisfaction and divorce among older adults 
in future cohorts?

 3 .   Kin-keeping tasks are important to maintaining relationships in the modified 
extended family over distance and busy schedules. Think about your own 
family experience—who hosts the holiday dinners, organizes the weddings 

caregiver burden
dyad
family caregivers
kin-keeping
latent kin matrix

later-life family
lineage bridge
marital satisfaction
neglect and abuse
primary caregiver

sandwich generation
social exchange  

theory
surrogate parents
women in the middle

http://www.caregiver911.com
http://www.elderabusecenter.org
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and reunions and memorials? Is this work now being shared more equally 
since more women are employed?

 4 .   Providing care to an ailing or frail older relative provides both burdens and 
rewards to families. What new supports can you imagine that would promote 
caregiving to shift the balance toward greater rewards?
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Topical Essay

Ironies of Crime: Silver-Haired Victims and Criminals
The conventional wisdom is that older people are frequently victims of  crime, including 
violent confrontations. This notion permeates our culture, but is it realistic? Are older 
people more likely to be victims of  crime than younger people? Data from the Bureau of  
Justice Statistics (Klaus, 2005) suggest that this image of  widespread victimization is far 
from accurate. Persons over age 65 are substantially less likely than younger people to be 
victims of  violent offenses, and this low rate has been true for many years. In contrast, 
teens experience 25 times the risk of  people over 65 of  being victims of  violent crime. 
While 9 of  10 crimes that do occur against older adults involve property (burglary, auto 
theft, or other property theft), the age 65+ group has the lowest rates of  property crime 
of  any age category as well (Klaus, 2005).

Because older persons are more likely than younger victims to report crimes to 
the police, the difference in the statistics is not an artifact of  under-reporting by those 
over 65. Furthermore, both of  these areas of  crime have shown declines in the past 20 
years, suggesting that our images of  worsening crime do not apply, at least to those 
over age 65. This conclusion carries some important caveats. One has to do with the 
specific crime of  purse snatching, of  which older persons are equally (but not more) 
likely to be victims as those in younger age groups. Thus, our image regarding this 
specific crime has some basis in fact. Older adults are more likely to be victims of  purse 
snatchers/pickpockets than of  many other crimes. A second caution has to do with the 
circumstances and implications of  crime against the elderly. Elderly victims of  crime 
are more likely to suffer a serious injury than are younger victims, are more often vic-
timized at or near their homes, more frequently face an assailant who is a stranger, and 
are (slightly) more likely to face an armed offender. Although smaller in number, the 
crimes perpetrated on older persons may be somewhat more dangerous than those on 
younger victims.

Fear of  crime among the elderly, on the other hand, is very high and has been so 
for at least 20 years. This fear has resulted in the so-called victimization/fear paradox, 
suggesting that older persons’ irrational fear of  crime leads to overreaction in their be-
haviors. Most of  the studies that have used cross-sectional data to compare fear of  crime 
by age have shown dramatically higher levels of  fear among older adults (Ferraro & 
LaGrange, 1992).

Fear of  crime can be paralyzing to older persons and can have significant negative 
consequences for quality of  life (Ferraro & LaGrange, 1992). Fear often leads elderly 
people to bar their doors and windows, avoid going out after dark, and experience high 
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anxiety during forays outside of  their homes. What is responsible for these high levels of  
fear? No one is certain, but a variety of  methodological weaknesses in the research have 
been noted (Ferraro & LaGrange, 1992). Most of  the research has been based on single 
questions about level of  fear. When people were questioned in more detail about fear of  
specific types of  crime (such as being murdered or having a car stolen), it was found that 
older people were not more fearful than their younger counterparts. Based on this more 
detailed measurement, younger people, the more likely victims, were more fearful of  
crime (Ferraro & LaGrange, 1992).

Older Persons as Criminals
The other side of  this image, less often seen in the media, involves the age of  crimi-
nals held in state and federal prisons. When we picture criminals, we generally imagine 
young or mid-life adults (predominantly male), rather than those in their 70s and 80s, 
and this image is largely correct. Older persons are underrepresented in prison popula-
tions—they make up about 5% of  the state prison population nationwide—primarily 
because they commit less crime; but this proportion is growing (Aday, 1994).

Why are older men and women incarcerated? Many of  the older prisoners of  today 
have life histories of  crime, punctuated by alternating intervals of  incarceration and free-
dom. Others are serving lengthy or life sentences for a single crime, such as murder 
(Gewerth, 1988). The number of  persons over age 50 arrested for serious or violent 
crimes has been increasing in recent years (Aday, 1994). Stricter sentencing laws, in-
cluding “life without the possibility of  parole,” and “three strikes and you’re out,” which 
make imprisonment a permanent status for serious criminals, will dramatically increase 
the older prisoner population in the future. As crime has increased and public support 
for extended imprisonment has grown, criminals being sentenced in many jurisdictions 
today are facing all of  their remaining years, including their old age, behind bars.

This older prison population creates some new issues. Crime by older persons with-
out prior criminal records may result from cognitive impairments (such as Alzheimer’s 
disease), a condition that law enforcement and prisons are not well suited to address 
(Gewerth, 1988). Prison officials are scrambling to accommodate a growing population 
of  older, increasingly physically frail individuals within facilities designed for youthful 
and mid-life offenders (Aday, 1994). Prisons were typically not built to accommodate 
wheelchairs, nor are their medical facilities equipped to manage some of  the chronic 
conditions common in later life, such as arthritis and diabetes (Johnson, 1988). Aged 
prisoners, in fact, pose the risk of  dramatically increasing prison costs because of  their 
needs for long-term health care and medications and their limited ability to work in 
prison industries and agricultural programs that help to defray the costs of  prison sys-
tems in many states (Shatzkin, 1995; U.S. Department of  Justice, 1989).

As society encourages courts to lock up violent offenders and “throw away the key,” 
we are, over the long term, creating a geriatric prison population that has no precedent 
in U.S. history. This situation raises numerous questions. Does lengthy prison time re-
habilitate? How do we assess the relative risk of  recidivism (i.e., returning to crime) by a 
70-year-old who murdered when he was 25 or a 70-year-old who murdered when he was 
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65? What will happen to criminals released after 40–50 years behind bars? Where will 
they go? Who will they know? How will they find a place in society (Gewerth, 1988)? 
What costs are we as a society willing to incur to maintain our resolve on “life without 
parole?” Is this a judicious use of  society’s economic resources? These and many other 
questions have not yet been addressed by policymakers at the state and federal levels but 
will be a natural outgrowth of  current sentencing policies.
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7
Work and the Life Course

Aside from issues of war and peace 
and nuclear holocaust, the most im-
portant dramatic social, economic, 
and political issues and developments 
facing the societies with aging popula-
tions are those associated with the re-
duction of employment in the life span 
while the life span itself is extended. 
(Matras, 1990, p. 75)

Employment as an Organizing 
Force in the Life Course

e may or may not agree with Matras that the changes in employment rank just under 
the possibility of  nuclear holocaust on the list of  compelling social issues. It is, how-
ever, difficult to argue with the centrality of  employment to the structure of  the larger 
economy and of  individuals’ lives. Employment—work for pay or being a worker—
is one of  the core roles around which we organize life in complex, modern economies. 
As societies age and longevity increases, we need to rethink employment and how it fits 

with the social context of  lives and the more macro-level needs of  the labor market. For example, one 
major international trend among men—the compression of  employment into a smaller propor-
tion of  life—has been identified in aging societies worldwide (Guillemard, 1996). Male labor force 
participants in the United States enter jobs on average at higher ages, after more extended education, 
than prior cohorts and, in recent cohorts, ended employment earlier through retirement. Compres-
sion applies only to men, because the revolution in labor force participation among women shows an 
opposite trend, increasing from an average of  14 years of  labor force activity in the 1950s to about 32 
years by the late 1990s (Gendell, 2005). However, trends for both groups are dynamic and subject to 
change as social norms, economic conditions, and attitudes change over time (Exhibit 7.1).

W
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In this chapter we use the term employment rather than work, because the latter 
concept also includes household and other unpaid activities of  value (Reskin & Padavic, 
1994). There are numerous productive activities that are not called “work,” although 
they are necessary to the survival of  individuals, families, and the larger society. Child 
care, household work, community volunteering, and similar activities, while taking time 
and effort and producing goods and services, are not paid or included in most peoples’ 
definitions of  “work.” This is paralleled by their unpaid status and the fact that we don’t 
consider this part of  our calculations of  social and economic productivity—people don’t 
earn credits toward retirement income for rearing children, as an example. The issue 
of  how work is defined frequently arises in conjunction with the topic of  productive 
aging, where ignoring the numerous unpaid contributions of  older adults renders them 
as economically “dependent” in the eyes of  some policies and measures (Bass, 1995).

Modern economies organize themselves around employment. We cannot fully 
understand retirement (see chapter 8) without considering its links to the structure and 
meaning of  employment; in turn, employment and retirement can only be understood 
within the context of  the economic structure of  the larger society. Highly developed 
and developing economies differ dramatically in how employment is managed and 
whether retirement even exists (Kinsella & Taeuber, 1993). We focus here on issues of  
employment from the individual level to the societal level and direct our attention to 
retirement and other aspects of  the economies of  aging societies in chapters 8 and 9.

One caveat is in order as we begin this examination of  employment and the subsequent 
issues of  retirement and the economy. The world is in the midst of  tremendous economic 
change; these changes are having an impact on jobs and job markets, on the meanings 
of  employment and retirement, and on the questions we pose about these institutions. 

Exhibit

7.1

Compression of Male Employment, 1950–1990
Source: U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 1977, 1987, 1997.
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Such dramatic changes require that we frame our discussion with an eye to the future 
and to avoiding cohort centrism. Thus, we describe the critical changes in these institu-
tions and provide some educated speculation about the future of  employment, although 
predicting the future in such a dynamic system is risky at best.

Dynamics of the Labor Force
Both the market for labor (the demand for employees with specific skills) and the labor 
force (the supply of  available employees with their particular skills and experience) 
in a society, a given locality, or a specific company are highly dynamic. Over the past 
several decades, both supply and demand have shifted, changing the opportunities for 
individuals to find appropriate employment and for employers to meet their needs for 
skilled labor. As anyone experiencing the major shifts arising from the early 21st century 
economy recognizes, major corporations, industries, and job categories can and do shift 
dramatically and in unexpected ways. Major changes, such as outsourcing of  jobs in the 
global economy and development of  new technologies, continue to reshape the labor 
market in ways that are increasingly difficult to predict. Economies have always changed, 
but the pace and the scope of  change have expanded in the past 50 years.

In macro terms, labor can be considered like other commodities in the economic 
marketplace, except that communities or societies cannot suddenly produce a greater 
supply of  labor, because it takes considerable time to produce and prepare new co-
horts to enter the labor market (Cooperman & Keast, 1983). When shortages of  labor 
occur, the demand can be met more quickly by bringing less active groups into the 
labor force (for example, when more women were lured into the labor force during 
World War II), economizing by making workers more productive with technology, 
attracting workers from regions or countries with labor surpluses, or keeping current 

Exhibit

7.2

Changes in Labor Force Participation Rates for Men by Race and Age
Source: U.S. Department of  Labor, 1975, 1985, 1995, 2005a.
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employees on the job longer through wage and benefit incentives or disincentives to 
retirement. For example, a decade ago there was a “youth squeeze” in the restaurant, 
grocery, clothing, and retail sales fields, which typically draw their labor from young 
adults. When small cohorts entered the labor market, these employers scrambled to 
meet their labor force needs (Doeringer & Terkla, 1990). When labor is more difficult 
to find and keep, conditions become more advantageous for workers, who can bargain 
for better wages and benefits. When labor is abundant, however, employers offer 
lower wages and benefits, because workers are easier to replace (Reskin & Padavic, 
1994).

Labor force participation rates describe the percentage of  the population that 
is employed (or seeking employment) at a given time and, by extension, indicate the 
prevalence of  retirement or other forms of  nonemployment in various groups. In 2003, 
17.8% of  men and 10.2% of  women over age 65 continued in the labor force (U.S. 
Bureau of  the Census, 2005a). Exhibit 7.2 shows that, while participation was declin-
ing slowly for White men aged 55–59, their involvement remained the highest in 2004 
of  all four groups. Black men aged 60–64, with the lowest rate of  participation over 
three decades, also declined toward 40%. The two other groups demonstrated more 
movement. Older (ages 60–64) White men dropped their involvement, and relatively 
younger (55–59 year old) Black men showed an increasing labor force participation rate 
in 1998, which was declining again by 2004. These trends reinforce an overall decline in 
participation among men over age 60 and the long-established difference in labor force 
participation by race.

In mid-life and beyond, Black men more often experience physical disability result-
ing in labor force exit, a situation that reflects their earlier economic and educational dis-
advantages (Bound, Scheonbaum, & Waidmann, 1996; Hayward, Friedman, & Chen, 
1996). Despite this disability gap, Black men spend a greater percentage of  their adult 
years in the labor force; although their working years are shorter, lower life expectancy 
more than corrects for this (Hayward et al., 1996).

Trends in labor force participation for mature women show a sharp contrast 
with those for men. As Exhibit 7.3 shows, during the decades when mature men were 
departing work in growing numbers via retirement or disability, more women 55–59 
remained active in the labor force. 

This pattern is largely the result of  increasing labor force involvement by se-
quential cohorts of  American women. In each cohort since the 1950s, adult women 
have had: (1) increasing participation and (2) have spent increasing percentages of  
their adult years in the labor force. Much of  the remaining gender gap in labor force 
participation is associated with marital status. These gender differences in employ-
ment are rapidly diminishing among younger cohorts, as demonstrated by the up-
ward trend lines in most groups of  women. Race and age dynamics are also evident 
in women’s labor force involvement, as White women 55–59 catch up to and pass 
the traditionally higher rates of  labor force participation long found among Black 
women of  the same age. Even though the older groups show lower participation, the 
rates are slowly increasing over the three decades shown here. Although mature men 
and women differ overall (i.e., note that the scale for the men goes to up 90% and 
for women only to 65%), there is no gap in labor force participation between unmar-
ried men and women over age 50, after the competing demands of  childrearing are 
diminished (Ruhm, 1996).
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In general, labor force participation rates of  older workers are declining in most 
developed countries. Exhibit 7.4 shows labor force participation rates in a variety of  
countries, contrasting males and females in developed and developing nations. For 
both sexes, rates of  participation in the labor force above age 65 are generally lower in 
developed than in developing countries, probably because more of  the developed nations 
have some type of  pension available (Kinsella & Gist, 1995). The nature of  a country’s 
economy (whether it relies mostly on agriculture, manufacturing, modern technology 

Changes in Labor Force Participation Rates for Women by Race and Age
Sources: U.S. Department of  Labor, 1975, 1985, 1995, 2005a.

Exhibit

7.3

Labor Force Participation Rates for Men 65 and Over in Developed and Developing Countries
Source: Kinsella and Gist, 1995.

Exhibit
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and information, or some combination of  these) also shapes whether a society can make 
retirement available as an option. Differences in health also influence the likelihood that 
people over 65 will be employed. Cultural values and the roles of  older adults in their 
families may further shape the likelihood that opportunities for employment will exist.

The second major pattern apparent in Exhibit 7.4 is that rates of  labor force 
participation for older women are lower than those for men internationally. We must 
be cautious, however, because these statistics probably overlook many economic con-
tributions of  women to their families and societies through work in the underground 
economy (jobs such as home child care services or domestic work, paid in cash with no 
records kept) or family businesses. Whether this pattern of  lower female involvement in 
the labor force will continue as women in developing countries have more education and 
more continuous employment remains to be seen. Women’s labor force participation 
varies considerably among countries, probably reflecting cultural norms regarding the 
appropriateness of  work at older ages for women and men and variations in demand in 
the market for labor.

Employment and Life Chances
Employment opportunities play a pivotal role in the life chances of  individuals. 
Employment opportunities develop in part from early life chances—resources in-
cluding education, social class, good health care, and a strong family—and unfold 
over the life course with consequences such as differing incomes, health status, and 
levels of  social prestige. The opportunities to which individuals are (or are not) ex-
posed, and the resulting differences in the types of  occupations they hold, are a key to 
understanding inequality throughout life. Critical choices and opportunities early in 
life—specifically, education at the college level and beyond—have been shown to shape 
long-range outcomes for both women and men. “Winners” are those who, through 

Labor Force Participation Rates for Women 65 and Over in Developed and Developing Countries
Source: Kinsella and Gist, 1995.

Exhibit
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good fortune or hard work, achieve advanced education relatively early in life. Those 
who leave education systems at high school or before and do not return to build their 
educational credentials suffer lifelong disadvantage in competing for jobs and wages 
(Elman & O’Rand, 2004). An intermediate outcome belongs to those who return later 
for education; workers benefit from this, but by advancing their education later, they 
have fewer years to build the career and wage benefits available to those who had an 
earlier start (Elman & O’Rand, 2004).

Exhibit 7.5 presents information on gender and race inequality in earnings. From 
1968 to 2003, inequality of  income decreased somewhat, but differences remain. More-
over, the gap in earnings has been reduced not because women and Black workers are 
doing better, but rather because White men are doing relatively worse. Black women 
still fare the worst in terms of  income, with White women and Black men doing slightly 
better. White men continue to hold the highest incomes, although of  course this group 
(as all of  the groups) shows considerable variation in earnings, job prestige, and other 
benefits that derive from employment.

Employment differences by sex and race/ethnicity continue to shape the working 
experience of  adults, although differences in some areas are shrinking. Differences in 
the experience of  employment and the access to jobs for women and men have shrunk 
in more recent cohorts. Blacks and the growing Hispanic and Asian populations also 
have had less access to jobs with higher incomes, employee benefits, and pensions. Gaps 
by race are also shrinking, but among older cohorts today, the employment experience 
across groups varies dramatically. Although we are progressing toward more equal 
opportunity in the labor force, differences in the occupations held by women and men, 
and by White and Black workers, persist (Wells, 1998).

Exhibit

7.5

Earnings Inequality by Race and Sex, 1968–2003
Source: Infoplease, 2003; U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 1998.
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Turning first to sex segregation in employment, there has been progress toward 
equality, but inequities persist. Why does sex segregation of  occupations matter? Tak-
ing a broad view, Reskin and Padavic (1994) argue that “society as a whole pays a price 
when employers use workers’ sex (or other irrelevant characteristics such as age and race) 
to segregate them into jobs that fail to make the best use of  their abilities” (p. 46). In 
addition to these concerns, occupational segregation systematically restricts individuals’ 
opportunities (life chances) within the labor market (Baron & Bielby, 1985). In a study of  
women in engineering, when women break this segregation by entering a nontraditional 
field, significant gaps remained in earnings between women and men. These gaps are di-
minishing among more recent cohorts entering the field, reducing the earnings inequality 
once women enter this male-dominated field (Morgan, 1998). While this trend is optimis-
tic, women remain significantly under-represented in well-paid fields such as engineering 
and top administration (Morgan, 1998; Reskin & Padavic, 1994). The continued occupa-
tional segregation leads to lower lifetime earnings and reduction of  other opportunities 
(skill development, professional networking, development of  meaningful leisure activities, 
access to pension coverage), which are directly related to life chances in older adulthood.

The persistent effects of employment segregation on life chances are seen in the later-life 
employment and retirement options available to members of racial/ethnic minority groups. 
Jackson and Gibson (1985) show how limited life chances, because of both lower educational 
attainment and discrimination, result in disadvantage for Blacks throughout adulthood. Cur-
rent improvements in opportunities have already taken decades and will take more time to 
reach fruition among future older cohorts of retired Blacks. In recent cohorts, many Black 
workers retired because of poor health, unemployment, or inability to find jobs ( Jackson & 
Gibson, 1985). Many other older Blacks, even those in poor health, had to continue employ-
ment to maintain income in later life. In the past, a career as a day laborer or domestic, for 
example, often did not even carry the guarantee of Social Security and certainly lacked a 
pension, making continuing to work—as long as your health permitted—the only viable op-
tion. Jackson and Gibson also contend that a discontinuous employment history might make 
retirement less meaningful as a concept to Blacks in the United States.

Income differences during the working years are important, because they are 
correlated with later-life economic well-being. Lower earnings, discontinuous 
employment histories, and occupational segregation combine to significantly diminish 
the life chances of  socially disadvantaged groups as they move through adulthood and 
into retirement. Chapters 8 and 9 show how these occupational opportunities (or their 
absence) play out in terms of  differences in retirement decisions and income.

Productive Aging: Expanding Our Definitions of Work
For people who make it to age 65, life expectancy is 83 years and rising. Since many of 
those years are expected to be healthy, active years, there is a growing concern about what 
people can, should, and will do after they retire from paid employment. Attitudes regarding 
employment and retirement may be critical to deciding how individuals allocate this time. 
As discussed later in the chapter, the values of maintaining activity in retirement dominate 
U.S. cultural views of what constitutes a good and productive later life. One way of address-
ing the dilemma that not-working is devalued is to rethink our definition of work.
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On a macro level, one of  the 
great dilemmas facing developed 
and aging societies is the large 
amount of  unstructured time 
provided by retirement. Is it useful 
to society to enable individuals to 
have this time without norms for 
utilizing at least some of  it for social 
good? The growth of  leisure indus-
tries, intended to provide enjoyable 
activities for those able to retire in 
good financial and physical health, 
does not confer the social status, 
build the social integration, and 
support the self-esteem that are 
associated with employment. Nor 
does it address the pressing social 
problems of  most societies.

Researchers and policymakers are now considering how to tap the productive potential 
of  an increasing population of  healthy and educated individuals past the usual age of  re-
tirement, whose alternatives include both continuing paid employment (an alternative 
with growing momentum, given uncertainties regarding pension systems) and numerous 
voluntary activity options. According to a study by the Commonwealth Fund (1993), 
10% of  the nonemployed population over the age of  55 is willing and able to hold a job 
but cannot locate suitable employment. Even those who don’t desire paid employment 
may seek interesting voluntary activities using their expertise and career experience to 
deal with the problems of  society, such as poverty, illiteracy, or neighborhood decay.

Productive aging focuses on the overall productivity (both paid and unpaid) of  
the older population and the potential to tap unused productivity through broadening 
opportunities for paid, volunteer, and familial work. The productive aging approach 
also identifies existing structural barriers to full use of  the productive capacity of  
the older population. Factors such as institutional ageism and age-based eligibility 
rules may promote inactivity for individuals who otherwise could be more productive 
(Caro, Bass, & Chen, 1993). It is important to point out, however, that older persons 
already contribute vast numbers of  hours in volunteer work for their families and 
communities, work that currently gains little recognition in society (Commonwealth 
Fund, 1993).

The Occupational Life Cycle

The Occupational Life Cycle Model
The patterning of  employment into the lives of  individuals is a taken-for-granted aspect 
of  the life course to most of  us. But like many age-related phenomena, it is one that is 
socially constructed and subject to change. Most of  us have a socially constructed model 
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of  an occupational life cycle. As an organizing concept, the occupational life cycle 
captures the interrelationship of  individual lives over time with the social structure of  
employment and opportunity for advancement, prestige, and rewards. The dominant 
model in U.S. culture reflects the typical employment pattern of  middle-class males in 
the mid- to late-20th century.

In this model of  the occupational life cycle, a worker, upon completion of  edu-
cation or training, lands an entry-level position with a corporation. The worker, with 
the passage of  time, advances through the ranks of  that occupation, perhaps seeking 
additional training or changing companies along the way. The worker’s earnings increase 
as he advances in terms of  skill, experience, and responsibility, reaching a plateau in 
middle- or late-middle age. At that point, advancement may slow or cease in anticipa-
tion of  retirement, which comes with health benefits and a solid pension (Doeringer, 
1990). Research has demonstrated consensus among male workers regarding the ages 
at which promotions are most likely, with promotions less expected for workers beyond 
age 50 (Lashbrook, 1996). A random sample of  Chicago-area adults confirmed that most 
people hold deadlines for completing school, entering full-time employment, settling 
on a career, and retirement; deadlines were less apparent among women than men, and 
there was little consensus on the ages by which some events (reaching a career peak, 
retirement) should occur (Settersten & Hagestad, 1996b). For example, retirement for 
women was suggested at ages from 40 to 75, a considerable range.

Although quite informal, this socially accepted model regarding the occupational 
life cycle is so ingrained into our way of  thinking that we all take it for granted in 
personal planning and doing business. This model also translates into a macro-level 
expectation of  how birth cohorts will transform into cohorts of  workers for the labor 
market. What would happen, for example, if  older workers in large numbers chose 
not to retire from their senior positions in their organizations? It could squeeze 
opportunities for advancement of  younger workers, violating one of  the core elements 
of  the career model—advancement. What if  large numbers of  young adults were to 
take time off  after training before initiating a career? This violation of  expectations 
could create a labor shortage for employers, perhaps prompting recruitment of  nontra-
ditional workers or improvement of  wages, benefits, and working conditions to attract 
the labor needed.

Although this model of  occupational careers represented the experience of  many 
middle-class men in retired cohorts today, questions have been raised as to whether it has 
ever characterized the labor force experience of  other workers. Further, many wonder 
whether this model is still viable even for middle-class men in our changing economy. 
Layoffs from downsizing or corporate mergers, job automation via technology, and 
worker health problems may interrupt an orderly progression among middle-class men 
expecting to follow the traditional steps of  this model (Doeringer, 1990).

On the generalizability of  the model, there is ample evidence that the idealized 
occupational life cycle has never fit the experiences of  employed women, workers with 
limited education, or groups who have experienced segregation or discrimination in 
employment. First, women continue to carry the bulk of  responsibility for household 
work and child care, even while undertaking employment (Reskin & Padavic, 1994). 
Employed women often find themselves attempting to reconcile conflicting demands 
of  family and job (Moen, 1994). The years of  heaviest career building in the traditional 
model are also years of  intense family responsibility (childbearing and care of  small 
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children). Second, jobs in the labor market that are occupied primarily by women have 
shorter career ladders, meaning that female workers have fewer opportunities to advance 
and attain higher wages, status, and benefits over time (Reskin & Padavic, 1994). In 
short, women hit their career ceilings sooner than men do on average. Third, the work-
ing lives of  women have been and continue to be more subject to interruption by family-
related needs, such as caring for a parent or child with health problems or changing jobs 
to follow a husband’s higher-earning career path. Such interruptions typically diminish 
job and wage advancement significantly over time.

Similarly, the occupational life cycle model of  the middle-class man does not fit 
other types of  workers. How would it apply to migrant farm workers, for instance, who 
have no career ladder or guarantee of  employment, minimal benefits, and no pension? 
How would the occupational life cycle model fit someone working as an exotic dancer 
in a nightclub, as a technician repairing office machines, as a waitress in a diner, as a 
carpenter, or as a telephone sales representative for a mail-order company? Clearly many 
jobs and companies, especially small businesses, do not offer the type of  career trajec-
tory that is generally associated with the occupational life cycle model, indicating that 
its usefulness is limited.

Contemporary Changes
The changing nature of  the labor market also limits the usefulness of  the occupational 
life cycle model. In prior cohorts, career workers were predominantly full-time and had 
incentives from pay and pension to remain with their employer, so that investments in 
training and knowledge specific to the company were maintained over time (Henretta, 
1994). Increasingly, workers will face a career in which employer and occupation change 
may be the norm rather than the exception. Recent changes in the U.S. labor market 
include an increase in the number of  smaller firms; less manufacturing, fewer labor 
unions, and more jobs in the service sector of  the economy; outsourcing work to other 
countries; corporate mergers, takeovers, and downsizing; and the growth of  what is 
called the contingent labor force. Contingent employees work as only day laborers 
once did, for the highest bidder for short spans of  time (weeks or months to years). 
The difference is that contingent labor runs all the way from manual labor to the execu-
tive level. The world of  contingent work guarantees little continuity, career building, or 
long-term company benefits, such as health insurance or a pension (Rupert, 1991). The 
movement toward contingent labor is part of  a larger trend of  companies limiting their 
long-term ties (and responsibility) toward their workers in the interest of  remaining 
flexible and competitive in a rapidly changing global economy. Hiring someone on a 
contract to complete a particular project may be more efficient for the company than 
making an open-ended employment commitment, including pension benefits, and hav-
ing to lay off  workers if  conditions change. Estimates of  contingent labor are difficult 
to determine and have ranged from more than 20% to about 5% of  workers in the late 
1990s (U.S. Department of  Labor, 2001; Rupert, 1991). Not surprisingly, a majority 
of  those categorized as contingent say they would prefer more traditional employment 
(U.S. Department of  Labor, 2001). Eventually this expanding variability in the patterns 
of  employment through the life course may change the age-structured notions of  when 
it is appropriate to have a job and to be retired, leading to the final demise of  the occu-
pational life cycle model (Henretta, 1994).
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It seems clear that current changes in the labor market will mean that the occupa-
tional careers of  individuals will be much less predictable and orderly in the future. For 
example, tenure in the current job among employed adults 65 and over in 2002 was 8.7 
years, far from the duration that we think of  in a “career job,” and nearly 11% of  workers 
55 to 64 years old had been in their current jobs less than 12 months (U.S. Bureau of  the 
Census, 2005a). We will see the end of  the traditional occupational life cycle model as 
we have known it? Perhaps Riley’s projection of  adulthood as an intermittently shifting 
blend of  education, leisure, and employment will become more realistic, with careers 
punctuated by breaks and returns to school for additional training or skill development 
(Riley & Riley, 1994). One challenging issue will be how individuals coordinate their 
occupations with roles in the family, especially parenting. The current situation is not 
optimal, especially for women, as completion of  education, high demands from entry-
level employment, and the care of  children all overlap substantially in early adulthood. 
If  life scheduling could arrange lower labor force demand during periods of  intensive 
childcare responsibility (and if  gender roles encouraged a more equal division of  familial/
household responsibilities), managing occupational and family roles might become less 
stressful for women.

One alternative in this new world of  employment is for workers to anticipate 
multiple careers, in which an individual undergoes training and employment two 
or more times during adulthood, potentially in very different fields. Multiple careers 
theoretically reduce the risk of  boredom for employees, accommodate changing labor 
market needs, and provide options to deal with skill obsolescence and a longer healthy 
life expectancy. Training might begin as it does now in late adolescence, followed by a 
25-year career in a field. An individual could then experience a period of  leisure before 
retraining for a second career. Multiple careers would require reeducation at mid-life, 
which has not been a normative pattern so far. It is also unclear whether there would 
be sufficient individual choice to make the multiple careers idea work in the manner 
described. Workers might be discouraged from selecting jobs requiring lengthy train-
ing and apprenticeship, such as medicine, under a multiple-career system. Downward 
mobility in earnings and prestige is likely to remain a risk in second-careers jobs (Ruhm, 
1990).

The idea of  multiple careers also seems to be premised on an undersupply of  labor, so 
that workers have choices about jobs and ample salary and benefits to prepare for periods 
of  leisure and training between them. If, instead, the supply of  labor is abundant—either 
due to birth or immigration providing more workers or technology increasing each 
worker’s productivity—contingent workers may be competing for scarce jobs while 
employers pay low wages and benefits and continue to ignore the needs and preferences 
of  older workers. In contrast, if  employers need to keep older workers on the job to meet 
their labor force needs when labor is in short supply, options such as multiple careers, 
part-time, or flexible schedules with better pay may become more prevalent than they 
are today.

With increasing healthy life expectancy, more people should expect a future 
with multiple careers, interspersed with periods of  education or retraining (Myles & 
Quadagno, 1995). Rapid-fire changes in technology, jobs, and the economy suggest that 
flexibility may be a more highly prized quality in workers of  the future. In this future, 
will retirement even be meaningful? That question can only be answered in the decades 
to come.
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The Future for Older Workers
It could be argued that the individual, corporate, and societal decisions regarding the 
future of  employment carry the potential for dramatically reshaping the way we organize 
the timing and sequencing of  events in our lives. How the life course might change and 
what the place of  employment will be within it decades from now are very difficult to 
predict, given the large flux in both the market for labor and its supply, and the accom-
panying changes in our notions of  employment and its role in our lives. When science 
fiction writers speculate about possible futures, they often portray societies in which 
leisure abounds thanks to the labor of  robots and other technological advances. Others 
describe a future where workers might be scarce and highly valued.

While the particular nature of  employment and its connection to the aging of  future 
cohorts is far from clear, we do expect the significant pace of  change in recent decades to 
continue to re-form the occupational life cycle to something new and different, perhaps 
an individually specific pathway through family, employment, and educational roles that 
break all of  today’s norms for timing life events. Options such as flexible job scheduling, 
work from home in a 24/7 world, and regularly retooling skills to remain competitive 
may also prompt us to think differently about how work fits with family needs, educa-
tion, and employer needs. As technologies evolve, continued or recurrent education may 
be required to remain competitive as skills become obsolete, and doubtless new career 
paths will open as others move offshore or end.

Older Workers and the Dynamics of the Labor Force
Researchers and policymakers discuss a group referred to as older workers. Often this 
term is not defined or is assigned varying ages of  onset, because there is little agreement 
on a chronological age at which a worker is deemed “older.” In fact, career trajectories 
vary, as do the demands of  a job. Workers may be considered “older” at a much earlier 
chronological age if  they are bricklayers or professional athletes than if  they are public 
school teachers or Wall Street portfolio managers. The demands of  the job, physical and 
mental, and the ages at which workers in the occupation reach their peak on the career 
ladder in terms of  promotion and performance may be keys to defining when “older 
worker” status begins.

Also essential to understanding the older worker concept are the views of  employers. 
We might argue that workers come to be defined as “older” when their employers start 
to treat them differently based on age—perhaps not considering them for promotions, 
training, or raises. When an employer stops investing in an employee because of  age, 
the label of  older worker has implicitly been attached, even if  the judgment was made on 
seemingly individual criteria (“Walker isn’t the ‘go-getter’ she once was”). The fate of  
older workers in the labor force depends on both the level of  demand for labor in the 
marketplace and the views held by employers regarding the skills and productivity of  
older workers.

Workers over the age of  65, our socially constructed retirement age, are distributed 
differently in the labor market than their younger counterparts. Concentrations of  older 
workers are found among the self-employed (e.g., self-employed dentists, accountants, 
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or acupuncturists), in fields where substantial experience is valued (e.g., engineering 
or construction supervisors, heads of  government agencies), and in declining occupa-
tions, where the age profile differs because few or no younger people are being hired 
(Cooperman & Keast, 1983). In both developed and developing countries, older workers 
are more concentrated in agriculture (a declining occupation) and less often found in 
jobs in the service sector (where growth is typical) than are younger workers (Kinsella & 
Taeuber, 1993). Is this pattern explained by individuals’ moving out of  clerical and service 
jobs and into agriculture as they age? For the most part, the answer is no. Again, the key 
lies in the dynamics of  the labor market and the changing distribution of  job opportunities 
presented to various cohorts. Shrinking occupational fields, such as agriculture and man-
ufacturing, attract relatively few entrants from younger cohorts, because there are few 
opportunities. Entering cohorts turn instead to the growth sectors, such as service and 
high tech occupations. Such shifts in the labor market have marooned older workers in 
some fields that are in decline, further reducing their employment alternatives.

Skills and Employability of Older Workers
The employment options available to older workers depend in large measure on the 
overall supply of  labor and the mix of  skills relative to the demand. Specifically, the 
number of  younger, “prime age” workers (perhaps ages 25–45) influences whether older 
workers are in high or low demand. Can we simply project the future demand for older 
workers based on the size of  younger cohorts entering the labor force in the next 10–30 
years? This younger worker/older worker algorithm would be fairly straightforward if  
the nature of  employment and the number and kinds of  jobs did not change over time. 
If  job openings were stable, declining numbers of  younger workers would simply signal 
an increasing demand for older workers. But social life is rarely so simple since both the 
numbers and the skills required shift constantly. So any given worker, young or old, 
faces a constantly changing array of  opportunities in the marketplace for employment.

In addition, there remains the macro-level question of  how many workers overall 
the economy needs to meet its goals. The answer to this challenging question depends 
on multiple factors, including the growth (or decline) of  the overall economy and factors 
such as automation. Whether the market for labor will grow, remain stable, or shrink 
in the future is a subject of  widespread disagreement, making it difficult to project the 
demand for older workers. Thus, the demand for older workers is related to, but not 
simply determined by, the number of  younger workers available to fill jobs.

Another major influence on the demand for older workers is the perception of older 
people’s competence and desirability as employees. Some of the most common stereotypes 
of older workers are that they miss more time than younger workers because of sickness, 
are less productive than younger workers, are more likely to suffer injury on the job, are not 
easily retrained, and are set in their ways. In fact, all of  these stereotypes are untrue. Exten-
sive data refute each of these claims against hiring or retaining older workers. Although it is 
true that a wide range of physical and mental capacities (speed, strength, visual acuity, reac-
tion time) decline slightly with age, these changes are small until advanced ages and may be 
compensated for by greater experience, skill, or attention to the task (Welford, 1993).

In manufacturing, for example, employee productivity appears to increase with age 
up to 35–45 years, but this apparent increase may also be a result of  less efficient employees 
leaving their jobs over time (Welford, 1993). Older workers have fewer work-related 
accidents, perhaps because of  their greater experience. Results of  studies on absenteeism 
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are mixed, but managers perceive older workers as less often absent than younger workers 
(American Association of  Retired Persons, 1995). As Robert Atchley (1994) argued more 
than a decade ago, “A majority of  older people continue to function physically and psycho-
logically at a level well above the minimum needed for most adult performance” (p. 280).

Less research has focused on the skills of  office and managerial workers, because 
their tasks are more complex and difficult to measure than the speed and productivity of  
workers in manufacturing. A study of  12 diverse companies found that managers thought 
that age had an influence on skill and performance only for strenuous tasks. As Exhibit 7.6 
shows, managers rated older workers (here defined as those over age 50) as better in terms 
of  experience, judgment, commitment to quality, low job turnover, and attendance/
punctuality while rating them poorer on flexibility, acceptance of  new technology, ability 
to learn new skills, and physical performance in strenuous jobs (AARP, 1995). They rated 
older and younger workers about the same on another six traits, quite a mixed evaluation 
(AARP, 1995). In short, managers are no less subject to ageism than anyone else.

Some of the managers’ negative views, however, remain an important influence on the 
hiring of older workers. In another questionnaire study, 1,600 middle- and top-level manag-
ers were asked to decide about hiring, promotion, discipline, and training one of two other-
wise equivalent applicants—one young and the other older. These managers systematically 
favored the younger applicant over the older one. All voiced nondiscriminatory views on 
age, but older managers (over age 50) were more favorable toward the hypothetical older 
worker in hiring than the managers who were younger than age 50 (Rosen & Jerdee, 1985).

In addition, the perceived and real costs of  providing benefits are sometimes a 
barrier to hiring, retaining, or retraining older employees. Experienced senior workers 
have often achieved substantial salaries, raising questions for the employer as to whether 
the work could be performed at less cost by a younger employee. Federally mandated 

Older workers, like Richard Hoffman of the Ohio Department of Aging (ODA), 
often negate stereotypes by being among the most energetic, enthusiastic, and 
dependable employees in the workplace. Hoffman, pictured above, worked full-
time at ODA until age 94. He started work there at age 66, after retiring from a 
full career in the aeronautics industry. (Credit: Mike Payne, courtesy of the Ohio 
Department of Aging)
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health benefits coverage has also added to the costs of  employing older workers (U.S. 
Senate Special Committee on Aging, 1991). Employers sometimes weigh these added 
costs and decide against selecting an older applicant for a job or against keeping their 
older employees, as is discussed further below.

Special Programs for Older Workers
The literature on employment of older workers and retirees is replete with success stories of 
companies that have systematically hired older workers or rehired their own retirees to flex-
ibly meet their labor force needs. Some companies have created options in which workers can 
continue some form of employment beyond the usual age of retirement, meeting the needs of 
both the worker and the employer (McNaught, 1994). Typically mentioned are the Days Inn 
Corporation, which substantially improved productivity and retention after hiring mostly 
older adults as reservation clerks (Miller, 1991). A second example is the Travelers Insurance 
Company, whose policy of hiring its own retirees to meet short-term personnel needs instead 
of using temporary help agencies, was in successful operation for many years. Other groups 
and organizations offer job banks or referral programs for older persons seeking employment 
(Fuentes, 1991). Many of these programs have been highly successful.

The problem that this short list denotes is that very few employers have considered 
options for using older workers—they have not had motivation to do so. In recent 
decades, the greater concern of  employers has been how to reduce their labor force, 
often through early retirement incentives, rather than how to induce older workers to 
come back to or stay in jobs (Rix, 1991). The continuing negative attitudes of  employers 
regarding the productivity of  older workers have a lot to do with their reluctance to 
employ these experienced workers. Only recently, as the aging of  the baby boomers 
reaches the doorstep, have employers begun to discuss the labor force challenges that 
will be faced following the retirement of  these large cohorts in high-skilled positions. 
The question remains whether employers will be forced by a shrinking pool of  available 
and skilled labor to reconsider how they can make use of  older workers.

Exhibit

7.6

Manager Assessments of Older Workers’ Performance by Attribute
Source: American Association of  Retired Persons, 1995.
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Applying Theory

Rocking Chairs or Rock Climbing: 
Disengagement and Activity Theories
Theories often mirror the values of  their creators and 
the norms of  their social/historical times, reflecting 
and reinforcing culturally dominant views of  what 
should be the appropriate way to do things. The two 
theories contrasted here follow this pattern of  reflect-
ing and reinforcing social norms. Both disengage-
ment and activity theories postulate not only how 
individuals’ behaviors and orientations change with 
advancing age, but also imply how they should change 
(specifying normative patterns of  aging).

Disengagement theory, which was put forward 
by Cumming and Henry (1961), proposed that the 
process of  disengagement—an inevitable, reward-
ing, and universal process of  mutual withdrawal 
of  the individual and society from each other with 
advancing age—was normal and to be expected. This 
functionalist theory argued that it was beneficial or 
functional for both the aging individual and the 
society that such a disengagement take place in order 
to minimize the social disruption caused by the older 
person’s eventual death.

Cessation of  work roles at retirement was a good 
illustration of  this disengagement process, enabling 
the aging person to be freed of  the daily responsi-
bilities of  a job, permitting the pursuit of  other, more 
voluntary and flexible activities. Through disengage-
ment, Cumming and Henry argued, society antici-
pated the eventual death of  older people by removing 
them from roles such as those in the labor force and 
bringing new cohorts into full participation to replace 
them. Thus, the change was mutually beneficial.

Although focused primarily at the individual level 
of  analysis, disengagement theory also had significant 
implications for the overall society. Developed dur-
ing the period when mandatory retirement was 
common, the theory provided a positive spin on 
retirement, recasting it as a “functional” adaptation 
for the person and the society. To employers, the 
predictable withdrawal of  older workers from vari-
ous jobs meant that employers would be less likely 
to lose a critical employee unexpectedly, and senior 
jobs would become open to younger workers seeking 
promotions and better pay. In the family, disengage-
ment from central roles such as child care meant that 
families would be less likely to lose a member with 
major responsibilities to kin upon their death.

Reaction to disengagement theory was swift and 
negative. To many of  the activists and advocates in-
volved in studying aging at that time, disengagement 
theory represented a threat to their goal of  promoting 
more positive roles and a truly engaged life-style for 
older persons (Kastenbaum, 1993). Although the 
original theory was not stated in these terms, it was 
quickly interpreted as a normative statement (“people 
should disengage”) rather than as a description of  re-
ality (“as they age, people do disengage”).

Disengagement theory has had mixed success as 
a theory. Some argue that it was successful because 
it stimulated discussion and research (Hochschild, 
1975), a major function of  any theory. Yet it has been 
widely criticized as being unfalsifiable, a major failing 
contrast of  any theory (Achenbaum & Bengtson, 1994; 
Hochschild, 1975). The theory states that disengage-
ment is universal and inevitable, but that its form and 
timing vary among individuals (Hochschild, 1975). 
Thus, if  a person is not disengaged at age 85 or 95, 
it may be only a matter of  time until disengagement 
occurs, making it impossible to disprove its inevitabil-
ity or universality. Cumming and Henry also labeled 
some individuals who continued to be actively involved 
as “unsuccessful disengagers,” suggesting that being 
active and engaged was a dysfunctional response to a 
universal pattern of  withdrawal (Cumming & Henry, 
1961; Hochschild, 1975). The theory also allows for 
voluntary reengagement following withdrawal, fur-
ther muddying the ideas of  disengagement as univer-
sal and inevitable (Hochschild, 1975).

There are also problems of  measurement: How 
do you determine whether someone is disengaged? 
What standard is used—the person’s own earlier life 
or peer behavior? Does awareness of  approaching 
death, advancing age, or both drive disengagement 
if  it occurs? None of  these questions has been ad-
equately addressed (Hochschild, 1975). So although 
we may be able to identify the loss of  social roles as 
common among individuals moving into advanced 
age, this loss does not necessarily signify an inevi-
table or beneficial process of  disengagement.

Activity theory emerged, in part, in response to 
disengagement theory (Lemon, Bengtson, & Peterson, 
1972). Activity theory also represents a normative 
view of  aging—in this case arguing that individuals, 
in order to age well, must maintain social roles and in-
teraction rather than disengage from social life. 

(continued)
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(continued)
“The essence of  this theory is that 
there is a positive relationship between 
activity and life satisfaction and that the 
greater the role loss, the lower the life 
satisfaction” (Lemon et al., 1972). The 
activity theory mandate for a retiree was, 
therefore, to locate some other engaging 
activity to substitute for lost employment 
or family demands, maintaining levels of  
social involvement. In the case of  em-
ployment, this activity must substitute 
for the goals (other than financial) that 
the job fulfilled for the individual (Atch-
ley, 1976).

This theory has received consid-
erable research attention. One early 
example is a study by Lemon, Bengtson, 
and Peterson (1972) that examined key 
elements of  activity theory in a cross-
sectional sample of  future residents of  a 
retirement community. That study found 
little connection between activity levels 
and satisfaction. The study may have 
been limited by the homogeneous nature 
of  the sample (mostly White, middle-
class, married, and interested in moving 
into a retirement community offering an 
“active lifestyle”). Beyond these issues, a 
problem with activity theory is establish-
ing causation, especially using a cross-
sectional research design. If  we find that 
more active people are more satisfied, 
does that mean that activity causes sat-
isfaction, that satisfaction promotes ac-
tivity, or that some other factors (such as 
good health or high education) enhance 
both activity and satisfaction? From 
cross-sectional data, it is impossible to 
disentangle the causal puzzle.

Both activity and disengagement 
theories have fallen largely into disuse as 
theories, but they remain important guideposts re-
garding normative views on aging and examples of  
problems to avoid in theory development. Activity 
theory remains a dominant ideology of  successful or 
productive aging and undergirds the behaviors of  in-
dividuals and organizations that continue to believe 
that active aging is successful aging.

Think about these two theories and how they 
might reflect your expectations about your future 

aging. Disengagement suggests that you should and 
will retire from employment, lose friends to death 
without replacing them, take a less central role in 
your family, and perhaps withdraw from community 
activities as you age. You should, in other words, 
move toward the rocking chair as you move toward 
your likely date of  death. Under the activity theory 
scenario, in contrast, you should maintain your active

(continued)

The late Harley Warrick, one of the last of the original Mail 
Pouch painters, defied disengagement theory by staying bus-
ier than ever painting and selling Mail Pouch birdhouses long 
after he climbed down the ladder from painting barns. (Credit: 
Mike Payne, courtesy of the Ohio Department of Aging)
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(continued)
involvement in your family and community and 
replace lost activities or friends with new ones to 
maintain full involvement as you age. Rock climb-
ing would replace the rocking chair, as long as good 
health persisted.

What are the implications for the larger society 
if  disengagement is an accurate description of  social 
aging? How will life in our aging society, with more 
than 20% of  the population over age 65, differ if  
older adults maintain active involvement? It is clearly 
an issue with implications for all cohorts.

Age Discrimination in Employment: Problems and Policies
In 1995 a federal jury awarded three pharmacists more than $2 million in back pay 
and damages in an age discrimination lawsuit against K-Mart. The jury found that the 
three pharmacists, who were between 62 and 65 years of  age when they were fired, had 
been discriminated against by the company, which wanted to bring younger managers, 
pharmacists, and staff  into its stores (K-Mart Pharmacists, 1995). From cases such as 
this one, we know that age discrimination in employment is far from a problem of  the 
past.

Age discrimination occurs when an employer makes decisions on the basis of  
age that disadvantage its older workers in terms of  hiring, promotion, training, wages, 
or other opportunities. Because age discrimination, stereotypical attitudes, and the 
“bottom line” of  costs for labor certainly influence the demand for older workers, 
there are policies and laws prohibiting age discrimination in employment practices. 
The Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA), originally passed in 1967 
and amended significantly since then, prohibits the use of  age in hiring, firing, and 
personnel policies for workers between 40 and 70 years of  age (McConnell, 1983). 
By 1986, the ADEA prohibited mandatory retirement in all but a few occupations. 
It became illegal to force people to retire when they reached a certain age, and the 
percentages of  workers facing mandatory retirement has declined rapidly (Fields & 
Mitchell, 1984). The continued need for lawsuits in recent years suggests the need 
for a closer look at the spirit, effectiveness, and enforcement of  ADEA. Job losses 
among mid-career white-collar workers in recent economic downturns highlighted 
the remaining challenges of  placing young older workers. In cohorts in the labor force 
unaccustomed to disruption, many of  these workers faced difficulty finding new jobs 
in a constricting economy and were deemed overqualified for other jobs that might 
have provided some income.

Age discrimination is often subtle and difficult to prove in court. If  a supervisor 
selects a younger employee over an older one for a training program, is this action 
age discrimination? Not necessarily, because the two employees undoubtedly differ 
on a variety of  other work-related characteristics. But if  the supervisor systematically 
selects younger over older workers for various opportunities, even when the qualifi-
cations of  the older employees are equal or better, it is discrimination. Discrimination 
may be conscious or unconscious but is often predicated on negative assumptions by 
the employer concerning the attitudes and abilities of  workers as they age. Proving 
age discrimination in court is often difficult, because employers claim legitimate rea-
sons for failing to hire, promote, train, or increase wages to an older employee. The 
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burden of  proving age-related reasons for the treatment falls to those bringing suit, a 
burden that can be lighter if  multiple employees shared an experience of  discrimina-
tion (McConnell, 1983).

Even though mandatory retirement is now prohibited by the ADEA, the law allows 
for exceptions. Those exceptions are specific occupations in which age is considered 
a bona fide occupational qualification (BFOQ). Examples include airline pilots, 
air traffic controllers, and some law enforcement positions. Why is it still legal to force 
people to leave these jobs at a certain age? Employers have convinced the courts that 
age has a predictable effect on one’s ability to perform these jobs, and the consequences 
of  inability to perform one of  these jobs are potentially devastating. On the face of  it, 
there is some logic to the BFOQ exceptions. However, recall the case presented at the 
beginning of  this book of  airline Captain Al Haynes, credited with saving hundreds of  
lives during a plane crash in 1989. All reports cited his experience as the basis for his 
ability to handle the crisis. Ironically, he was required to retire about 6 months after the 
incident because he had reached age 60, the mandatory age of  retirement for airline 
pilots. Pilots have recently again moved to challenge the BFOQ standard for mandatory 
retirement from their jobs.

This example, and the very existence of  BFOQ exceptions, raises two important 
questions: (1) Does age make a predictable, negative difference for performance in 
any occupations? (2) Has the ADEA been effective in reducing age discrimination? 
Although the first question cannot be answered definitively for all jobs, growing data 
on how differently each individual is affected by advancing age and on the importance 
of  experience and effectiveness for many jobs suggest that age may not be a reason-
able criterion for removing people from any kind of  job. Those who argue in favor of  
retaining BFOQ exceptions point out that the alternative, testing the performance 
of  each individual after a certain age, is costly and complicated. The fundamental 
question is which kind of  mistake are we more willing to make—forcing potentially 
productive people out of  jobs or retaining people on the job whose abilities may be 
declining? Thus far, BFOQ employers have chosen and successfully defended the 
former choice.

Turning to the second question, has the ADEA been effective in reducing age 
discrimination? Certainly it has had a legal impact in terms of  ending mandatory retire-
ment. Since most workers who had been employed under mandatory retirement left 
prior to the mandatory age even before the ADEA’s passage (Fields & Mitchell, 1984), 
this change is largely symbolic. Many who have analyzed the policy have concluded that 
it provides more symbolic than real protection against other forms of  discrimination as 
well. Atchley (1994) notes that the number of  complaints of  age discrimination reported 
to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission have increased, but that the number 
of  ADEA cases prosecuted by the government has dropped.

Age discrimination reflects our society’s ambivalent feelings about older workers. 
These ambivalent views are reflected in the ideologies and underlying assumptions of  
two early theories attempting to describe retirement on the individual (micro) level.

S U M M A R Y
By the year 2012, the U.S. labor force is anticipated to include 162 million individuals, an 
increase of  12% over its 2002 size (U.S. Department of  Labor, 2004a). At the same time, 
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the composition of  the labor force will become more diverse, as Hispanic, Asian, and 
Black population groups make up a growing proportion of  workers. Women are expected 
to make up nearly half  of  the labor force (U.S. Department of  Labor, 2004a). The growth 
in the overall labor force is slower now than it has been in some prior decades, forcing 
society to examine how labor market needs will be met. Will new technologies enable the 
economy to continue to grow with fewer workers, or will there be increasing pressure to 
keep older workers in the labor force? Either way, the future will bring changes in how we 
view work and retirement as part of  social life and the individual life course.

Because employment helps to organize the sequencing of  events in the lives of  in-
dividuals on a micro level and the flow of  cohorts into and out of  the labor force at the 
macro level, any changes we devise in how work fits into the life cycle—either extending 
it, reducing it, or breaking it into different pieces—will have serious social and economic 
consequences. Although we cannot accurately predict what the demand for labor will 
be, the life chances that workers of  diverse backgrounds have in the labor market will, in 
turn, shape their options as older workers and eventual retirees, a topic to which we turn 
in the next chapter. The current concept of  the occupational life cycle is moving rapidly 
toward obsolescence, but a new model of  employment in the life course is not yet clear.

For the present, older workers continue to face discrimination—a corporate men-
tality more interested in creating incentives to retire older workers than in developing 
them as a resource for the company. As contingent labor grows, will older workers be 
systematically removed from career employment into lower-paying jobs on the periph-
ery? Will more workers entering the labor force encounter lives as transient employees, 
moving regularly between jobs and risking a pensionless future? With the population of  
older persons growing, society likely will address their needs, both economic and social, 
to avert some of  the worst problems. It remains unclear, however, whether the coming 
labor market will be an ally or the nemesis of  older workers.

W E B  W I S E

U.S. Department of Labor
http://www.dol.gov

The U.S. Department of  Labor (DOL), created by Congress in 1913, is responsible 
for securing the adequacy of  workplaces in America. This comprehensive Web site 
offers information about the DOL and its programs and an opportunity to explore 
department agencies. The “labor related data” option links to the Bureau of  Labor 
Statistics Web site described below. Media releases, the history of  minimum wage, and 
the budget for fiscal year 1998 are also topics to explore. A DOL search function is also 
available.

Bureau of Labor Statistics
Employment and Training Administration

http://stats.bls.gov
The Bureau of  Labor Statistics (BLS) is a national agency within the U.S. Department of  
Labor. The BLS gathers, assesses, and disseminates data in the field of  labor economics. 

http://www.dol.gov
http://stats.bls.gov
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The agency’s Web site offers overviews of  surveys on employment trends, productivity 
data, and projections surrounding the labor force, industries, and occupations. The 1997 
economy is presented in terms of  labor force statistics, productivity, and price indexes; 
the option to view the data graphically is also available. This site provides opportunities 
to explore other federal statistical agencies, as well as publications and research papers, 
and listings of  recent archived news releases.

K E Y  T E R M S

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  T H O U G H T  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N
 1 .   Defining work as paid employment has implications for how society views 

other activity and rewards it (or fails to reward it). What consequences would 
arise and which groups would experience the most change if  we broadened 
our definition of  and recognition for work beyond the labor market to other 
productive activity?

 2 .   Nobody in 19th-century companies manufacturing buggy whips thought 
they would ever be without a job, but clearly this is not a high employment 
area today. What kinds of  jobs can you think of  that are (a) likely to shrink or 
disappear, (b) likely to grow and develop, or (c) likely to expand in response 
to an aging population in a technology-driven world?

 3 .   Identify three social problems where the energies of  retired adults might be 
put to good use to help society. Outline the kinds of  programs that might 
attract these individuals to give back to their community, state, or country. 
What might these programs do and what challenges would they face?

 4 .   The employment careers of  women are starting to resemble those of  men 
by being more continuous. How might older worker issues be similar or 
different for women and men in the next few decades?

activity theory
age discrimination
Age Discrimination 

in Employment Act 
(ADEA)

bona fide occupational 
qualification (BFOQ)

compression of   
employment

contingent labor  
force

disengagement
employment
labor force
labor force participation 

rates
life chances
market for labor

multiple careers
occupational life cycle
older workers
sex segregation of   

occupations
stereotypes of  older 

workers
underground  

economy



 8  If retirement from the labor force 
marks the passage into old age, then 
the old among us have grown consid-
erably younger in recent years. (Quinn 
& Burkahauser, 1990, p. 307) 

 Defi ning Retirement 
 ol. K retired from the mili-
tary after 30 years of  service. 
She receives a military pen-
sion and has recently begun a full-time consulting business based on her military 
expertise. 

 Basketball superstar Michael Jordan retired from that sport in 1993 at age 30. He 
subsequently undertook a career in professional baseball, but later “unretired” and returned to bas-
ketball in 1995 at age 32, retiring again a few years later. 

 Mr. L, 70, receives a pension from the large accounting fi rm where he worked for 30 years. For 
3 months of  every year, Mr. L is a self-employed, full-time tax preparer for long-time clients and 
his family. The remaining 9 months, he enjoys an active leisure lifestyle. 

 Ms. J, age 58, has had a spotty record of  employment throughout her adult life, working tem-
porary and part-time jobs when she could fi nd them. Having more trouble than usual in the past 
few years in fi nding work, she has given up looking for jobs and begun to call herself  “retired” when 
people ask. She’d work again if  she could fi nd a job, because money is scarce. 

 Mr. S, age 76, has operated a community pharmacy in his stable community for decades. 
He started receiving Social Security benefits at age 65 and now takes required payments from 
his IRA plan, but continues to work 40 hours per week, with no intention of  quitting. 

C

 Retirement 
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 Would you categorize any or all of  the above persons as “retired”? How do we 
decide? It is useful to establish some common ground about the boundaries that defi ne 
retirement in order to develop both policies and research on retirement. As the preced-
ing examples show, the defi nition is not as simple as it fi rst appears. 

 Before we can discuss criteria for when retirement occurs or whether an individual 
is retired, it is necessary to think about what retirement means. Atchley (1976) described 
several ways in which we use the word  retirement.  It may refer to the event or cer-
emony marking departure from a career or employment in a particular job, a phase of  
the occupational life cycle preparatory to such a departure, a process of  separation from 
employment, or a social role (the “retiree” role). We use the term retirement inter-
changeably to refer to all of  these diverse meanings, making it imprecise. 

 The central focus in this chapter is on retirement as a life stage and as a process 
of  separation from employment. Recognizing some ambiguity in how the concept is 
used, we can now turn to the questions of  when retirement begins and when an indi-
vidual is considered retired. We can answer these questions in one of  two ways: using 
self-defi nitions (answers to straightforward questions, such as “Are you retired?”) or 
using objective, standardized indicators. Ekerdt and DeViney (1990) have outlined sev-
eral such indicators that have been used by researchers to establish whether someone 
is retired—among them, (1) receiving a pension, (2) total cessation of  employment, (3) 
departure from the major job or career of  adulthood, or (4) a signifi cant reduction in 
hours of  employment. As illustrated in the cases described at the start of  this chapter, 
many workers today do not make a clean break from employment by moving from full-
time jobs one day to no employment the next, our traditional view of  how retirement 
occurred (Atchley, 1976). Instead of  a clear-cut event, retirement has become somewhat 
more blurred than crisp as a life transition, and we may need several criteria to constitute 
a working defi nition of  retirement (Mutchler, Burr, Pienta, & Massagli, 1997). 

 Although there is no agreement about exactly how to measure retirement status, 
two objective criteria are part of  most defi nitions: receipt of  a pension (public or private) 
and diminished activity in the labor force at some advanced age for reasons other than 
death (Gendell & Siegel, 1992). Within these general guidelines, researchers and policy-
makers then set more precise limits, depending on their purposes and the data available. 
Because not everyone uses the same defi nition, it is important to pay attention to which 
boundaries of  retirement are being used in any given discussion, since not all defi nitions 
are equivalent. 

 The Social Construction of Retirement 
 Where did retirement come from? Did it always exist? The fact that retirement is a 
social construct is easily seen by looking at employment and leisure throughout history. 
Retirement did not always exist in Western societies and is still not common in many 
developing nations around the world (Kinsella & Phillips, 2005). Researchers date the 
start of  large-scale retirement to the close of  the 19th century (Quadagno, 1982), arising 
from a mix of  social and economic changes. 

 Throughout most of  history people from all social classes were required to work 
in order to ensure the survival of  themselves and their kin (Quadagno, 1982; Reskin & 
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Padavic, 1994). Labor started early in life, because childhood was not recognized as a 
separate stage of  life to be protected from labor, and continued until death or disability 
prevented it (Plakans, 1994). Even the nobility of  Europe had duties to perform in con-
nection with their station in life and could not do whatever they wished with their time. 
In fact, elders in many cultures around the world have held responsibility for leader-
ship or other pivotal roles to very advanced ages (see Amoss & Harrell, 1981, for some 
examples). 

 Retirement was not entirely unknown prior to industrialization in Western cultures. 
Occasionally, landowning farmers would have contracts with their inheriting sons to 
provide care for them (and their widows) once they retired and turned over operation 
and ownership of  the farm. Wealthy British men could retire to their country estates, un-
dertaking a slower, but not entirely leisurely, life-style. “Retirement in ‘modern’ society 
is unique only to the degree that it is associated with massive intergenerational income 
redistribution through a state bureaucracy. Retirement, itself, is not new” (Quadagno, 
1982, p. 199). Historically speaking, however, the option of  most people having a block 
of  unstructured time at the end of  the life cycle is new. 

 Four social conditions set the stage for the emergence of  retirement as a social in-
stitution (Atchley, 1976; Cooperman & Keast, 1983; Plakans, 1994; Quadagno, 1982). 
First, the society must produce an economic surplus (usually via industrial production) 
suffi cient to support its nonemployed population. Second, there must be some mecha-
nism in place (such as pensions) to divert that surplus to the needs of  these nonemployed 
members of  the society. Third, the culture must hold positive attitudes toward not work-
ing for pay, legitimating other pursuits as acceptable or desirable. Fourth, people must 
live long enough to accumulate an acceptable minimum of  years of  productive employ-
ment to warrant support during retirement (Atchley, 1976). The development of  retire-
ment was enabled by the creation of  public and employer pension systems. Employer 
pensions fi rst appeared in the late 1800s. Pension benefi ts to workers were considered a 
reward for merit and a gift from a magnanimous employer (Quadagno, 1988); there was 
no sense that employers owed their retirees any support. Initially, few employers offered 
private pension options. In the post–World War II era, however, pension programs grew 
rapidly in a strong economy, expanding in the 1940s and 1950s to cover a wider range of  
occupations. Retirement incentives, such as pension programs, grew up during periods 
when labor was in ample supply, as larger youthful cohorts were continually entering the 
labor force (Cooperman & Keast, 1983). The availability of  pensions continued to grow 
until the 1980s; since then it has leveled off  or declined in many fi elds (Employee Benefi t 
Research Institute, 2004).   

 The fi rst retirement programs in developed countries were regulated and highly 
structured. Pensions were not available until reaching the age of  eligibility or years of  
service standard in their employer’s plan (Kinsella & Phillips, 2005). There was no So-
cial Security, and relatively few people had access to company pensions. When companies 
did develop pensions, they typically paired them with mandatory retirement policies in 
order to have greater control over moving senior workers into retirement and replacing 
them with younger workers. Based on legislation described later in the chapter, the United 
States and many other countries have moved away from this clearly structured system by 
ending mandatory retirement, except in certain occupations where capacities, such as good 
vision or speedy reaction time, are still used to justify mandatory ages of  retirement. In less 
developed countries, however, where family-based businesses or agricultural economies 
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predominate, retirement as a sta-
tus remains less structured and less 
common (Kinsella & Phillips, 
2005). 

 Worker attitudes toward retire-
ment were slower to change than 
were pension policies; Atchley (1976) 
contends that sequential cohorts of 
workers have become more positive 
in their attitudes toward retirement. 
The idea of retirement had to con-
tend with a strong work ethic that 
suggested that the worth of an indi-
vidual was tied to her or his produc-
tivity, most specifi cally in the labor 
force. Retirement is now generally 
accepted as an appropriate stage of 
the adult life cycle and as a legitimate, 
earned privilege (O’Rand, 1990). 
The legitimization of leisure has ac-
companied and reinforced positive 
attitudes toward retirement, as long 
as one maintains a high level of per-
sonal activity and social involvement 
(Ekerdt, 1986). Normative support 
for a leisure life-style has reduced 
the appeal of continued employ-
ment, and numerous studies suggest 
that retirement has been accepted as 

a new phase of life in most Western societies (Atchley, 1994). Even as its meaning continues 
to change, however, questions have been raised regarding whether the concept of retirement 
has ever been truly meaningful for minority, economically disadvantaged, and female work-
ers, who often have experienced discontinuous labor force histories and more often continue 
employment into old age because of fi nancial need (Calasanti, 1996b; Gibson, 1996). 

 As some of  the expected security from employer pensions falls subject to corporate 
bankruptcies and Social Security funding is again the subject of  political debate, studies 
of  baby boomer cohorts suggest that the relatively young social construct of  retirement 
is under reconsideration. A recent study of  10 nations suggests that views of  later life, 
including the place of  retirement within it, are being rethought as economic conditions 
and life expectancy shift over time (HSBC/AgeWave, 2005). 

 Theoretical Perspectives on Contemporary Retirement 
 In the past, mandatory retirement—by providing a formal, universal, and manageable exit 
from the labor force for all people reaching a certain age—solved a number of  problems 
for industrializing nations. In a macro-level view, retirement operates for corporations 

A range of activities in retirement are looked upon favorably—
and enviably—by society. (Credit: E. J. Hanna)
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and societies as “a mechanism for adjusting the supply of  labor to the demand” (Atchley, 
1976, p. 123). According to the functionalist perspective, the functions retirement fulfi lls 
for society include controlling the fl ow of  labor into and out of  the labor market, making 
room for younger workers to be hired at lower wages with the promise of  future advance-
ment, smoothing the fl ow of  labor over time, and facilitating the removal of  older, more 
highly compensated workers (Atchley, 1976; Johnson &  Williamson, 1987). 

 From a confl ict perspective, however, retirement looks very different. A confl ict 
perspective begins with different assumptions and asks different questions. Who ben-
efi ts most from the existence of  retirement as a social institution? Who controls the pro-
cess and timing of  retirement? Matras (1990) describes the contraction of  employment 
through retirement as engendering a “struggle for employment” between workers and 
employers. In this struggle the power is largely in the hands of  employers, who control 
what groups work and receive what wages and benefi ts. According to John Myles (1984), 
politics, not demographics, determine the conditions of  life for older people. The exclu-
sion of  older workers from employment is not a necessary result of  changing demographic 
realities in an aging society, but instead an act of  discrimination. According to the confl ict 
perspective, the social construction of  retirement as a time of  life without employment 
builds an army of  unemployed but able workers, who serve as a mechanism to control the 
current labor force participants by posing the threat of  replacing them if  they are diffi -
cult or demanding (Matras, 1990). This argument is supported by research showing that 
many retirees would consider working again under acceptable conditions. 

 It is clear that the policies at the societal level (such as the age of  eligibility for full 
Social Security benefi ts) and at the corporate level (pension eligibility and special early-
retirement options) are intended to manipulate the retirement decisions of  individuals to 
serve the needs of  the corporation or the society as a whole. Confl ict theorists point out 
that employers can and do utilize such policies to manipulate the labor supply to achieve 
their own goals. Through the lens of  confl ict theory, retirement pits relatively powerless 
workers against the interests of  a powerful organization that may no longer require or 
desire their services. 

 Hardy and her colleagues (Hardy, Hazelrigg, & Quadagno, 1996; Hardy &  Quadagno, 
1995) studied auto workers who had taken either regular early retirement or special 
 early retirement incentive programs (ERIPs),  created to downsize the work force. 
Auto workers are a good case study because their unions have a long history of  strong 
and fl exible pensions. Many of  the autoworkers in Hardy’s sample feared for their jobs 
because they knew that their employers planned to close some plants and decrease the 
labor pool. Taking an available “voluntary” early retirement option (if  eligible by age 
and years of  service to the company) avoided the risks of  layoff  if  a worker’s plant 
was among those closed and seemed to guarantee a degree of  economic security. The 
workers’ decisions, made under threat of  layoffs, appear to be far from truly voluntary 
retirements. By creating such conditions, employers continue to control the retirement 
decisions of  their employees, even though mandatory retirement is no longer legal and 
the decisions to retire appear to be purely voluntary. 

 The process of  retirement has been described as having both  push and pull fac-
tors:  pushes (e.g., poor worker health, family caregiving demands), which in a negative 
fashion increase the odds of  retirement, sometimes involuntarily, and pulls, such as lei-
sure plans, which are more positive factors in movement toward retirement. The relative 
mix of  pushes and pulls in any retirement may ultimately relate to worker satisfaction 
with the transition and life after retirement (Schultz, Morton, & Weckerle, 1998). 
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 The Role of Social Security 
 The creation of  the U.S. Social Security Administration in 1935 enabled retirement to 
become a reality for the majority of  American workers (see chapter 9 for further discus-
sion of  this program). Social Security has been important in helping to institutionalize 
and promote retirement in three related ways. First, the existence of  Social Security 
makes retirement socially legitimate as a transition and stage of  the life cycle. Second, 
Social Security benefi ts enable individuals to retire by providing a reliable source of  
income to the vast majority of  U.S. workers. The percentages of  people insured (for 
retirement and survivor benefi ts) by Social Security increased between 1980 and 2003: 
for men from 76% to 98.8% and, even more dramatically, from 63.8% to 93.7% among 
women (U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 2005a). As a consequence of  this growth, increasing 
percentages of  older adults receive benefi ts upon eligibility, rising from 69% of  age-
 eligible persons in 1962 to 90% in 2002 (Social Security Administration, 2004a). 

 Third, Social Security for many decades encouraged retirement by creating fi nancial 
disincentives to continued employment, especially full-time employment. One such dis-
incentive is called the  earnings test.  In 1995, Social Security reduced retirement benefi ts 
to any individuals aged 65–69 with earnings above $11,280 by $1 for every $3 of  additional 
earnings; thus, the earnings test was essentially a penalty for work after retirement (Social 
Security Administration, 1995). Rules of  the earnings test have been relaxed, so that it 
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now applies only to earnings by workers taking early retirement (currently below about 
age 66). In 2005, an “early retiree” (i.e., someone taking benefi ts before age 66) can earn 
up to $12,000 (the lower limit) before the earnings test begins to withhold $1 from the 
Social Security benefi t for every $2 earned over this lower limit. There is also an upper 
limit, such that when this early retiree earns more than $31,800, Social Security then re-
duces the benefi t beyond this amount by $1 for every $3 earned, refl ecting a diminishing 
penalty for employment by higher earners. These limits have risen signifi cantly in each 
year since 2000, reducing the effect of  the Social Security earnings test as a disincentive 
to retirement substantially (Social Security Administration, 2004b).   

 Although Social Security was created to enable workers to retire, not all of  its provi-
sions clearly work in that direction. Policy changes in Social Security have started to en-
courage workers to stay in the labor force longer by raising the age of eligibility for full ben-
efi ts. Ironically, this change is occurring in an era when private industry, through pension 
programs, has been encouraging early retirements. As Exhibit 8.1 shows, Social Security 
eligibility ages are important. Currently workers can take early (reduced) benefi ts at age 62 
and full benefi ts at age 66. These are, not coincidentally, the peak ages at which workers 
start their Social Security benefi ts, with the trend having moved more toward 62 in recent 
decades. This trend has, however, fl attened recently (age 62 retirements were down slightly 
in 2003), as uncertainties about retirement income sources prompt greater caution among 
workers. By the year 2022, a worker will have to be 67 (rather than 66) in order to retire 
with full Social Security benefi ts. The purpose of increasing the age was to control the costs 
of the system by shortening the number of years that individuals receive benefi ts. This 
change also increases the fi nancial penalty for early retirement at age 62, since Social Se-
curity spreads out the same expected dollar amount of benefi ts over a longer span of years. 
For example, benefi ts for taking retirement at age 62 will be reduced from 80% (when the 
full benefi t age was at 65) to 70% (for full benefi t eligibility at 67) of the full benefi t amount, 
because of the small reduction assessed for every month that retirement is taken early. 

 This age increase is not widely understood by the public. Results from the 2004 
Retirement Confi dence Survey show that only 18% of  survey respondents answered 
correctly regarding the age at which they would be eligible for full benefi ts under Social 
Security. Most people thought they would be eligible at an age younger than that desig-
nated under the current policy, and 21% didn’t know when they would be eligible. The 
most common incorrect answer, age 65, indicates that many people still do not know 
about the 1983 policy changes (Center for Retirement Research, 2004). 

 Although intended to move the “normal” retirement age upward, analyses done to date 
suggest that the increased age for full Social Security benefi ts may have little effect on the 
timing of retirement (Quinn & Burkhauser, 1990). Incentives to keep working have already 
been implemented, such that Social Security benefi ts are higher if  taken at age 70 than if  
taken at age 66 or 67. Congress and advocates have brought the age of receipt of full Social 
Security benefi ts to the table again as various approaches are made to reform the system to 
control the costs of supporting the large cohorts of the baby boom (Espo, 2005). 

 The Role of Employer Pensions 
 For workers expecting pensions from their employers, the provisions of  those programs 
and the size of  benefi ts are central to retirement decisions (Bender & Jivan, 2005; Schultz 
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et al., 1998). Increasingly in recent years, the stability of  the company’s promise to pay 
benefi ts through future decades have come into question, as corporate mergers, bank-
ruptcies, and other issues have resulted in dramatic changes in benefi ts received versus 
those expected. Advocacy groups, such as the Pension Rights Center, point out the high 
level of  risk involved from underfunded employer pensions, with defaults accumulating 
at the Pension Benefi t Guarantee Corporation (PBGC), the government agency that 
works to protect pensions as the FDIC does for bank accounts. The PBGC does not 
guarantee 100% coverage of  an individual’s expected pension benefi ts if  the employer’s 
program goes into default (Pension Rights Center, 2005). 

 From the perspective of  a worker,  employer pensions  have been thought of  as 
compensation deferred from their working years or a reward for past productivity. Al-
though we often think of  pensions as providing an incentive to retire (or to retire early), 
policies that provide larger benefi ts if  the worker delays retirement another year (or 
more) can also create an incentive to continue employment (Fields & Mitchell, 1984). 
Pension provisions have a stronger effect on decisions about retirement timing than 
does Social Security (Hogarth, 1991), with workers often evaluating various scenarios to 
calculate their best balance between free time and income. 

 From the viewpoint of  an employer, pensions look quite different (Burkhauser 
& Quinn, 1994). Pension programs are designed as policy tools to be used by the em-
ployer to modify its labor pool as needed over time. Many pension programs both 
enhance employee loyalty during certain earlier spans of  the career and later facilitate 
departures from employment, both goals frequently sought by employers (Hardy et 
al., 1996). Employers can build provisions into their pensions that create incentives 
to exit at a certain age by shrinking the value of  a pension if  it is deferred. In special 
circumstances (such as a need to reduce a work force suddenly because of  economic 
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stress or merger), employers may add incentives, making the pension more attractive 
and encouraging mature employees to depart early (Hardy et al., 1996). Pensions may 
also contain antiwork policies, such as fi nancial penalties to workers for transferring to 
part-time jobs with the same employer after retiring or denying older workers training 
or opportunities for advancement (Burkhauser & Quinn, 1994). 

 The use of  pension programs as a policy tool is clearly demonstrated by the recent 
trend to accomplish corporate downsizing and layoffs through early retirement incen-
tive programs (ERIPs). It is no coincidence that these programs fl ourish during diffi cult 
economic times with an oversupply of  labor, when it is less costly for an employer to 
pay pensions than workers’ salaries. Early retirement incentive programs are one solu-
tion to having too many employees if  demand for goods or services drops. Incentives in 
some programs are high, including a dramatic increase in both the monthly and lifetime 
value of  a pension and coverage under the employer’s health insurance until the age of  
eligibility for Medicare (Hardy et al., 1996). Although the cost of  ERIPs is often high 
and employers cannot legally choose which employees to retain (such as those with rare 
or specialized skills), ERIPs are viewed as more humane, better for the corporate image 
than layoffs, and as causing fewer legal problems for the company. 

 How the availability and size of a pension infl uences the decisions of individual work-
ers and the overall trends toward early retirement are complexities beyond the scope of 
this chapter. Suffi ce it to say that pension programs are incredibly detailed and diverse. 
How pensions will change in the future is unpredictable, but changes will certainly be care-
fully crafted to benefi t employers at least as much as retirees (Quinn & Burkhauser, 1990). 
Changes to pension programs often refl ect the changing balance of power between workers 
and employers in a fashion similar to salary fl uctuations. As the supply of labor (including 
global labor) grows, workers are in a less advantageous position to negotiate for generous 
pension programs. If  employers need to hire and retain highly skilled workers in short sup-
ply, however, they may need to offer more extensive benefi ts, including more generous 
pensions. To limit their costs and their long-term commitment to funding pensions, many 
employers are switching to employee-funded and -directed pensions (e.g., 401(k) programs) 
(Quinn & Burkhauser, 1990). In these programs, employees choose from several invest-
ment options and contribute, along with their employers, to a pension “nest egg,” which is 
really an investment in stocks and bonds outside the company’s control. Advocates suggest 
that this change fi ts well with the American ethic of individual responsibility. Individual 
workers “own” the fund, but they also undertake whatever risk arises from a downturn in 
the stock market or poor management by the pensioner (Quinn & Burkhauser, 1990). In 
addition, this change means that employers have less leverage over when their employees 
retire, because they are less able to manipulate provisions of this type of pension program to 
get people to retire when the company wishes (Quinn & Burkhauser, 1990). 

 Trends in Retirement 

 Women’s Retirement 
 Projections to 2012 from the Bureau of Labor Statistics suggest that women will constitute 
47.5% of the total labor force, a slower growth than that seen in the past several decades, 
but approaching half  of all workers (U.S. Department of Labor, 2004b). Perhaps more 
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signifi cantly, however, an increasing proportion of women will be labor force participants 
during most of their adult lives (Guy & Erdner, 1993). Despite the signifi cant participation 
of women, the legacy of presumed disinterest in employment has slowed the study of retire-
ment among women until fairly recently. Historical evidence from the 1800s (Quadagno, 
1982) suggests that women living and working then often continued employment into old 
age because of fi nancial need, even if  the jobs available to them were diffi cult or demeaning. 
Has the retirement situation improved for women since the early industrial era? 

 As discussed early in this chapter, women have not followed men into early re-
tirement—at least not the cohorts retiring so far. One reason may be that many of  the 
women in those cohorts entered the labor force later or had more interrupted participa-
tion than their male peers, making them both less anxious to withdraw from employ-
ment and less likely to be eligible (due to years of  service) for employer pensions. As 
described in chapter 9, there is a gender gap in pension coverage, even without consid-
ering women’s lesser time in the labor force, so that unmarried women face a different 
economic landscape if  they consider retirement. Early retirement by unmarried women, 
given fewer economic resources and a longer life expectancy than unmarried men, may 
be much less economically appealing. 

 As more of  each female cohort participates in the labor force, more women will face 
eventual retirement. As a result, retirement may encompass different social concerns 
and meanings in 2050 than it did in 1950, when nearly all retirees were men. The world 
has indeed changed since Cumming and Henry declared, “Retirement is not an impor-
tant problem for women, because … working seems to make little difference to them. 
Retirement is a man’s problem” (1961, pp. 144–145). 

 Early Retirement 
 Retirement as a stage of life has been increasing at both ends, through increased longevity 
and earlier retirement. In 1950, before Social Security had its early retirement option, re-
tirement was mandatory and less socially accepted; the average age for receipt of Social Se-
curity retirement benefi ts was 68.7 for men. By the 1980s, the mean age of receipt of Social 
Security benefi ts for both men and women had dropped about fi ve years (Gendell & Siegel, 
1992). Interpreting the results for women should be done cautiously, since the women who 
were entitled to retirement benefi ts from Social Security in the 1950s and 1960s were a 
select subset of all women. Using other data, Gendell and Siegel (1996) demonstrated a 
similar pattern for Black workers. Examining the data in Exhibit 8.2 shows that the decline 
in average age for both women and men has persisted but has not slipped to lower ages. 
There is much speculation that retirement ages may climb again among baby boom cohorts, 
ending the slide toward ever-earlier retirement ages among the most economically secure.   

 Early retirement has become an international phenomenon. Some experts argue 
that early retirement seems illogical, given increases in both longevity and health well 
into the seventh and eighth decades of  life (Kohli, 1994). Throughout the world, in-
creasing numbers of  people are retiring for ever-lengthier periods of  time during which 
they encounter few demands on their time and limited opportunities to contribute to 
societal productivity. Many countries have passed legislation to raise the age of  eli-
gibility for benefi ts to counteract or minimize the early retirement trend, including 
some countries where retirement was permitted at even earlier ages (e.g., 60). In the 
United States we can no longer say that 65 should be identifi ed as the normative age 
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for  retirement, because more workers retire at age 62 than at 65 or 66 (Burkhauser & 
Quinn, 1994). Yet 65 retains its signifi cance and use as a boundary to later life.   

 Recent data show that retirement at early ages is declining in the United States and 
slowing in European countries (Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Develop-
ment, 2000). If  uncertainty in the labor market increases, if  fewer workers have (or trust) 
employer pensions, or if  Social Security benefi ts decrease, then average retirement ages 
may increase to 65 or beyond. Alternatively, improvement in the economy may encourage 
workers or reduce employer disincentives to continuing employment. Any increased age 
for full Social Security benefi ts will probably fall most harshly on workers who have had 
poorer life chances—women, minorities, and the less educated—while early retirement 
may prevail for those more advantaged. Data on early retirees, for example, show that 20% 
of them have signifi cant health problems limiting their capacity to work and signifi cantly 
more held blue collar jobs (Leonesio, Vaughn, & Wixon, 2000). Raising the age of  retire-
ment would doubtless expand this percentage of  “at risk” workers. If, on the other hand, 
economic cycles and technological change reduce the demand for labor, older workers may 
continue to be encouraged to take regular or early retirement. In sum, the future of  early 
retirement rests with social and economic forces beyond prediction today. 

 Variations in Retirement Trends 
 As discussed in chapter 7, the life chances of  persons in different social groups vary 
in the labor force. It is not surprising that those who are most advantaged during their 
years in the labor force also have the greatest number of  options regarding ending their 
employment via retirement. Those who most freely choose to retire are those who can 
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afford to retire, but who may also have the option of  continuing employment. These 
opportunities are not equally distributed in U.S. society. How do life chances ultimately 
infl uence the choices workers face regarding retirement?   

 Social class and race/ethnicity are other important sources of  variation in the condi-
tions facing individuals who are approaching retirement. Those with sporadic employ-
ment histories or who became a part of  the underground economy are seldom covered 
by Social Security or employer pensions. These individuals are often unaware as they 
approach later life that they have worked for years without Social Security contribu-
tions being made on their behalf. Exhibit 8.3 shows the percentages receiving any in-
come from major sources, but does not indicate the amount of  income. Fewer Black and 
Hispanic retirees receive income from Social Security, employer pensions, or money 
generated by assets. Too poor to contemplate early retirement, many of  these individu-
als continue employment as long as their health permits and opportunities are available, 
often at menial and physically diffi cult jobs. Retirement, if  it comes at all, arrives with 
the need to cease employment because of  poor health or lack of  a job and the acceptance 
of  Supplemental Security Income (SSI) or similar welfare-type assistance. Exhibit 8.3 
shows that only 3% of  older White Americans receive SSI, compared to 10% and 13% 
for older Blacks and Hispanics. As this graph shows, it is important to not generalize 
about “the elderly” from the experience of  middle-class individuals with pensions and 
other resources, since not all adults have had equivalent opportunities through the em-
ployment structure upon which retirement income is based. 

 A study of  over 11,000 people in 10 countries revealed cultural variations in orien-
tations toward old age and retirement. Despite very different views, the study showed 
that people in all countries rejected age-based restrictions on employment, with many 
indicating they planned to work beyond their country’s traditional age of  retirement 
(HSBC/AgeWave, 2005). 
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Retirement at early ages is declining in the United States. (Credit: E. J. Hanna)

 Individual Retirement 
 In addition to its importance to the economy, for corporations, and for the larger 
society on the macro level, retirement is also a key micro-level life cycle transition 
for individuals and couples. Since mandatory retirement is illegal (with a few excep-
tions), one might expect increasing variation in when and how workers withdraw 
from full-time career employment. For most workers, however, this decision is not 
freely made. Most workers, for instance, cannot decide at age 45 that they wish to 
retire and be able to do so with economic support from the society or their employer. 
Despite the acceptance of  the social construct of  retirement as a life stage and as a 
legitimate part of  the occupational life cycle, a surprising number of  workers at ages 
approaching retirement (51–61) have no plans for the transition or its timing (Ekerdt, 
DeViney, & Kosloski, 1996). A variety of  factors shape the decisions about whether 
and when to retire. 

 Further, the orientation toward retirement is based in general attitudes regard-
ing key goals, challenges, and gratifi cations to be found in retirement. Data from the 
10-country study mentioned earlier found that, while Americans focused on later life 
for spiritual fulfi llment, positive attitudes, and private pensions, respondents in other 
countries differed signifi cantly in their focus (HSBC/AgeWave, 2005). Adults in Brazil 
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focused on relaxation, religion, and support from children; Mexican respondents identi-
fi ed work, fi nancial stability, and personal responsibility as priorities; and Japanese re-
spondents identifi ed work, positive attitudes, and responsibility. Decisions about when 
and why to retire seem to be based partly in culture. 

 Determinants of the Retirement Decision 
 Often we think of  retirement as determined by age, and in fact an individual’s age does 
play a role by determining eligibility for retirement programs and pensions. The earliest 
research on retirement behavior in the 1940s focused on mandatory retirement policies 
and poor health as causes for male workers to leave their jobs via retirement (Quinn & 
Burkhauser, 1990), typically viewing retirement as a negative event in a worker’s life. 
A few decades later, attention turned to the critical role played by retirement income 
as an enabling factor in retirement. While economists continue to focus on pensions 
and Social Security benefi ts, many other factors—health status, job satisfaction, family 
responsibilities, and the retirement of  a spouse—are considered central to retirement 
decisions today (Quinn & Burkhauser, 1990; Ruhm, 1996). 

 In thinking of  the  retirement decision,  we assume that every worker reaching an 
age at which retirement is common periodically considers this array of  factors to decide 
whether to retire this year, next year, 10 years in the future, or never. In fact, the process of  
reaching this retirement decision is probably not as orderly as researchers once presumed 
and may involve a variety of  individual factors (how much they like their coworkers, the 
diffi culty of  their commute, changes in the cost of  living or health care, what activities 
they anticipate during retirement) that remain largely unmeasured (Hardy et al., 1996). 
Research has focused on more standard items—such as health, availability of  pension and 
other retirement income, marital status, and employment history—which are available 
for secondary analysis in large national surveys (Quinn & Burkhauser, 1990). 

 Among the most highly researched topics are fi nancial factors, which are often quite 
complex in their effects on retirement decision making (Fields & Mitchell, 1984). The 
size of  a monthly pension benefi t and its rules (e.g., based on age or years of  service for eli-
gibility), the monthly dollar value of  Social Security benefi ts, and workers’ expectations 
about the adequacy of  these main sources of  income over the future years of  retirement 
help to shape individuals’ decisions regarding the timing of  retirement. A worker might, 
for example, balance the value of  current earnings and any added benefi ts to a pension or 
Social Security from another year of  work against the cost of  a lost year’s worth of  pen-
sion and other benefi ts and leisure time sacrifi ced if  she continues employment (Quinn 
& Burkhauser, 1990). It is unclear how well typical workers understand the economic 
intricacies involved, such as fi guring the growth in cost of  living over a 20–30 year re-
tirement or its potential for erosion of  buying power if  their employer pension is a fi xed 
dollar amount. Recently this uncertainty has been augmented by growing numbers of  
employers closing retiree health benefi t programs or failing to fund their pension funds 
adequately. 

 It was not until the 1970s that researchers began to investigate retirement among 
women (Slevin & Wingrove, 1995). Given lifelong differences in employment patterns for 
women, concerns were raised that utilizing a male model of  the retirement decision would 
inadequately represent the factors that infl uence women. Retirement decisions among 
women are infl uenced by a variety of  factors that are often ignored in studies of  men, 
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including family caregiving responsibilities and (for those who are married) their spouse’s 
health (Weaver, 1994). For example, Ruhm (1996) found that married women with heavy 
caregiving responsibilities more often withdrew from employment and were much more 
likely to give family reasons for their decisions. In some studies of  women’s retirement, 
fi nancial issues were much less important than health and family factors in determining 
when retirement occurred (Weaver, 1994). For married couples, a subset of  women con-
tinue to work after their husbands retire, but some research suggests that wives time their 
retirements to that of  their husbands, but that the opposite is not true (Slevin & Wingrove, 
1995). Continuing to work after a husband retires may be due to women being younger 
and thus not yet eligible for retirement benefi ts, or continuing to work may be a fi nancial 
necessity. Interruptions in married women’s labor force participation, such as breaks for 
child rearing, may also mean that they are less ready to retire at the same ages as their 
husbands (Feuerbach & Erdwins, 1994). Women’s attention to couple and family issues, 
and men’s relative inattention to these issues in retirement, suggests that cohorts recently 
retiring have not moved very far from our stereotypes of  women as primarily rooted in 
the family and men in their careers. It will be interesting to see whether the dynamics of  
retirement among women will become more like those of  men as more women in coming 
cohorts of  retirees have experienced career trajectories involving fewer and shorter inter-
ruptions for family work and as wages for women have risen. It will also be interesting to 
see whether family-related issues become more central to studies of  male retirement. 

 Decisions on whether to retire and when to retire are also related to the availability of  
continued employment. As mentioned earlier, signifi cant subsets of  older adults continue 
employment beyond age 65 (Social Security Administration, 2004a). There is a resurgent 
interest in both health and labor-market barriers to continued employment (Quinn & 
Burkhauser, 1990). Many older workers say they would prefer to work part-time. What 
they actually mean is that they would like to reduce their hours but remain at the same 
wages—preferably in the same job. Employers seldom offer the same wages to part-time 
workers, so few workers can gradually retire through movement to part-time employment 
in their same jobs (Quinn & Burkhauser, 1990), sometimes called “phased retirement (see 
Exhibit 8.4). Instead, the retirement decision is most often an either/or decision of  con-
tinued full-time employment or complete withdrawal—at least from a primary employer. 
Such a retirement may not be fi nal, however, because many people become reemployed 
after retiring from a long-term job, as we discuss later in the chapter. 

 A signifi cant number of  men and women participate in the labor force while re-
ceiving either Social Security retirement benefi ts or income from an employer pension 
(Herz, 1995). Some describe this combination as “work after retirement,” but it may 
be more complicated than that. Employment with a pension is highest for the young-
est group of  men (ages 50–54) and drops substantially for those 62 and over, the age of  
eligibility for early Social Security benefi ts. Employment among the younger pensioned 
individuals (under age 62) has been increasing since the mid-1980s, perhaps refl ecting 
the continued employment of  men leaving their career jobs through early retirement 
incentives but not yet ready to withdraw completely from employment. 

 Our thinking about retirement may eventually evolve into a series of  decisions 
on whether to seek a new job once the current job ends (Doeringer, 1990). Fields and 
 Mitchell (1984) have proposed a variety of  possible models to substitute for the either/or 
retirement process, including intermittent work, gradual reduction of  hours, and vary-
ing levels of  part-time employment after leaving a primary career (see Exhibit 8.4). 
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 Employment After Retirement—Bridge Jobs 
 We think about retirement as an abrupt transition, moving from full-time career em-
ployment one day to no employment the next, as in the traditional pattern in Exhibit 
8.4. In fact, it is not so simple. A growing percentage of  older workers fi nd their career 
jobs disappearing before they are ready to retire, requiring them to seek what are called 
 bridge jobs —jobs to carry them over between a career job and full retirement, often 
with lower pay and fewer benefi ts (Burkhauser & Quinn, 1994; Doeringer, 1990; Quinn 
& Kozy, 1996). Ruhm (1990) reports that half  of  all workers leave their career jobs 
and take other employment before fully retiring, with the highest percentages in this 
pattern found for minority and women workers. Employers continue to offer relatively 
few options for fl exible retirement, clinging to the occupational life cycle that strictly 
separates the working phase of  life from that of  retirement. Among innovators, Mc-
Donalds created a McMasters program, intended to attract retirees to employment 
on a part-time basis for fast-food restaurants at low wages. This typically represents 
substantial downward mobility for a former manager or professional, but may provide 
needed income for someone not yet eligible for retirement income; such programs ben-
efi t employers by the greater reliability of  older (versus teenage) workers. Chapter 7 
also described companies using their own retirees to meet labor force needs in special-
ized programs. 

 Many older workers fi nd new jobs, construct self-employment options, or locate 
bridge jobs that move them more gradually from full-time employment to complete re-
tirement (Quinn & Burkhauser, 1990). One study found that more than 25% of  retirees 
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from a career job continued in the labor force, most for at least two years and many in 
substantially different types of  employment (Quinn & Burkhauser, 1990). This pattern 
helps explain the growing numbers of  people with both pensions and jobs. Ruhm (1990) 
describes job-stopping as increasingly similar to the period of  labor force entry, wherein 
a worker holds several jobs on the way to a career job of  longer duration. 

 Mutchler and her colleagues (1997) describe this newer pattern as blurred rather than 
the crisp transition of  traditional retirement. Departure from employment may involve 
stepping through a number of  jobs as individuals wind down their involvement with the 
labor force. The contradictory messages coming from private employers through incen-
tives and downsizing (“retire early”) and from the government via increased Social Secu-
rity eligibility ages, reduced penalties for work in retirement, and removal of  mandatory 
retirement (“retire later”) may mean that bridge jobs are an increasingly prevalent form 
of  gradual exit from the labor force (Quinn & Kozy, 1996). 

 Retirement Consequences for Individuals and Couples 
 Early researchers (in the 1940s and 1950s) studied the consequences of  retirement with 
clear expectations. They anticipated, based on their orientations as middle-class men 
steeped in the work ethic, that retirees would experience stress upon separation from 
employment and lose their core identities as male breadwinners. Since mandatory re-
tirement was much more prevalent at the time, it was feared that workers were being 
unwillingly “put out to pasture” before they were socially or economically prepared. It 
was with a great deal of  surprise, therefore, that they found that most retired men were 
not unhappy or maladjusted (Atchley, 1976). Most early studies of  retirement satisfac-
tion showed that retirees were largely happy with their situations, not the stressed and 
“roleless” outcasts that had been expected (Atchley, 1976). 

 A longitudinal study of  800 workers found no change in self-esteem and a decline 
in depression among those who retired, suggesting stability or positive outcomes from 
retirement (Reitzes, Mutran, & Fernandez, 1996). Not all retirees enjoy retirement 
equally. Those who retire in good health, who have adequate income, and whose deci-
sion to retire was truly voluntary fare better, as do those with strong social networks 
and activities planned during retirement. The work ethic, as we will see in upcoming 
discussion of  continuity theory, is transformed into the “busy ethic” of  an active leisure 
in retirement for many of  these advantaged individuals. 

 While negative outcomes have not been shown for the majority of  male workers, the 
evidence for women is more mixed. Although most of  the research has focused on men, 
an analysis of  both men and women showed that women are less satisfi ed in retirement, 
partly due to other major life events (illness of  self  or spouse, relocation, divorce, or 
widowhood) happening near the time of  retirement (Szinovacz & Washo, 1992). Recent 
analyses by Szinovacz and Davey (2004) show that the women who retired abruptly due 
to spouse disability experienced greater depression than men with similar experiences as 
caregivers, a result that seems to contradict gender-based expectations. 

 These mixed fi ndings may also be related to the poorer economic security of  retir-
ing women, especially if  they are widowed (Guy & Erdner, 1993). Calasanti (1996a) 
points out that women’s satisfaction in retirement is shaped by their experiences in the 
labor force, which systematically differ from those of  men. For women in traditionally 
female jobs, Calasanti (1996a) found that only health infl uenced their satisfaction in 
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retirement. Using only the experiences of  male workers (often middle-class White male 
workers) gives an unrealistic picture of  how the experience of  retirement infl uences 
workers in other groups. 

 Research using the 2000 wave of  the Health and Retirement Study (HRS) examined 
satisfaction of  retirees with retirement itself  and in comparison to their pre-retirement 
circumstances. Few individuals (7.5%) said retirement was not at all satisfying; about 60% 
said it was “very satisfying.” Half  reported that retired life was better than life before re-
tirement (Bender & Jivan, 2005). Not surprisingly, individuals who experienced push fac-
tors, such as poor health or being forced in some way to retire, reported less satisfaction. 

 Another study examined retirees’ perceptions of  whether their exits were volun-
tary or involuntary. Analyzing three waves of  the longitudinal HRS sample, researchers 
asked self-identifi ed retirees whether their retirement was “forced.” Nearly a third of  
older workers perceived their retirements as forced, with several of  the typical push fac-
tors (i.e., poor health, family caregiving, or job loss) bringing about retirement when it 
was not expected or desired. 

 Examination of  those who said their retirements were not voluntary showed that 
they were in a more tenuous economic situation, perhaps lacking the time to accumulate 
the resources to allow them to feel secure in retiring (Bender & Jivan, 2005; Szinovacz 
& Davey, 2005). Workers who chose to retire and were able to choose the timing of  this 
transition have fared better than those whose health, employment circumstances, family 
pressures, or other personal factors forced their retirement at a time not of  their choosing. 
In the study of  auto workers mentioned earlier (Hardy & Quadagno, 1995), those who 
had anticipated retirement and perceived it as a true choice were more satisfi ed afterward 
than those who felt pushed to retire by their employment situation or health problems. 

 In addition, it is important to examine the context of  retirement within the life 
course perspective. Kim and Moen (2002) examined psychological well-being over a 
2-year period of  older adults who continued to work, were newly retired, or had been 
retired for some time. They found that the context in which these employment-related 
changes occurred (i.e., marital status, income adequacy, subjective health, sense of  per-
sonal control) made a difference for both women and men. Temporal issues (recent-
ness of  retirement) made a difference in depression and morale only for men. Recently 
retired men, described as being in a “honeymoon phase,” fared better in psychological 
well-being than longer-retired men, but there was also signifi cant infl uence by the con-
textual factors. Women did not experience a similar change in psychological well-being 
in conjunction with their transitions to retirement. The authors conclude, “Our fi ndings 
indicate that retirement is not simply a state but a complex process, embedded in prior 
psychological resources as well as gendered experiences” (Kim & Moen, 2002, p. 219). 

 Rethinking Retirement for the Future 

 Changes in Policies and Political Attitudes 
 The U.S. government has already taken policy steps, including abolishing mandatory 
retirement and raising the age of  full entitlement to Social Security benefi ts, intended to 
increase the likelihood of  employment into later years of  life. The business community 
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has so far not followed suit by modifying pension programs and employment policies to 
encourage older workers to remain, even in a modifi ed capacity. Business’ short-term 
interests still point to removal, rather than retention, of  workers past their early 60s (Rix, 
1991). Although the alarm has sounded about the aging of  the baby boomers and smaller 
cohorts to follow, a variety of  political forces and attitudes shape retirement for future 
cohorts and, indirectly, employment prospects for younger cohorts. 

 As mentioned earlier, proposals have been put forward to raise the age of  entitle-
ment to Social Security beyond the target age of  67. One such proposal argues for 
“equivalent retirement ages,” whereby the age of  entitlement would be shifted to keep 
the ratio between years in retirement and working life constant (Chen, 1994). Such a 
policy would shift the age of  entitlement for Social Security benefi ts upward as life 
expectancy increases and, presumably, as healthy life expectancy expands. This would 
keep the retirement stage more fi xed in length, rather than permitting its continued 
expansion as longevity increases. Other proposals simply suggest mandating 70 as the 
age of  eligibility for full Social Security benefi ts, further penalizing early retirement 
fi nancially. 

 Despite policy changes encouraging later retirement (Quinn & Burkhauser, 1990), the 
interest in early retirement remains strong in most developed countries (Guillemard, 1996). 
The synergy between income maintenance programs and the institutionalization of retire-
ment should not be underestimated. Workers lacking fi nancial support do not see retire-
ment as a viable option if  it would mean poverty! And dismantling or signifi cantly altering 
what has now come to be an expected part of the life course will be far from simple. 

(continued)

Continuity Theory and the “Busy Ethic”
A central tenet of  Western cultures for centuries 
has been the importance of  employment—the work 
ethic.

The work ethic, like any ethic, is a set of  be-
liefs and values that identifi es what is good 
and affi rms ideals of  conduct. The work ethic 
historically has identifi ed work with virtue and 
has held up for esteem a confl ation of  such traits 
and habits as diligence, initiative, temperance, 
industriousness, competitiveness, self-reliance, 
and the capacity for deferred gratifi cation. 
(Ekerdt, 1986, p. 239)

Although sometimes attributed to the Puritans, 
the work ethic has a long cultural heritage from a 
time when labor by all was necessary to survival, 
and pride in successful employment was central to 
identity (Plakans, 1994). The work ethic has long 
been viewed as a pivotal force, driving men (and, 
more recently, women) to seek employment and 
job-related achievement as one basis of  self-worth. 

But how do individuals adjust when retirement re-
moves the status and achievement engendered by 
employment?

Perhaps a partial answer to this question can be 
found in continuity theory, an individual-level 
theory spawned (along with activity theory) from 
the reaction to disengagement theory. Central to 
continuity theory is the idea that adults, in adapting 
as they age, attempt to preserve and maintain exist-
ing self-concepts, relationships, and ways of  doing 
things (Atchley, 1989). Activity theory argued for 
equilibrium—replacing a lost activity or relation-
ship with an equivalent. “Continuity theory assumes 
evolution, not homeostasis, and this assumption al-
lows change to be integrated into one’s prior history 
without necessarily causing upheaval and disequilib-
rium” (Atchley, 1989, p. 183). Faced with change, 
aging adults select alternatives consistent with who 
they have been and what they have done in the past. 
Internal continuity enables individuals to connect 
current changes with their past, sustaining the sense 

Applying Theory
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The “busy ethic” has retirees approaching leisure in the same energetic, 
organized, and purposeful manner as they approached employment. 
(Credit: Mike Payne, courtesy of the Ohio Department of Aging)

of  self. External continuity is maintained by “being  
and doing in familiar environments, practicing fa-
miliar skills and interacting with familiar people” 
(Atchley, 1989, p. 185).

Consistent with the tenets of  continuity theory, 
David Ekerdt (1986) posited a moral imperative for 
involvement during retirement, which he calls the 
busy ethic.

Just as there is a work ethic that holds industri-
ousness and self-reliance as virtues, so, too, there 
is a “busy ethic” for retirement that honors an 
active life. It represents people’s attempts to jus-
tify retirement in terms of  their long-standing 
beliefs and values. (p. 239)

He argues that people legitimate retirement and 
leisure by being highly occupied—keeping busy—
much as they did during their years of  employment. 
Rather than unlearning the work ethic, people trans-
form it into the busy ethic, giving content to the retiree 
role once considered void of  normative expectations. 
The result is a moral continuity between employed 
and retired statuses that answers many questions 

about the appropriateness of  retirement as a life stage. 
As a stepchild of  the work ethic, Ekerdt argues, the 
busy ethic lets retirees approach leisure in the same 
organized and purposeful manner in which they pre-
viously approached employment. Retirees don’t actu-
ally have to pursue constant busyness but should at 
least talk about their activities and plans to be busy in 
the future. This busyness represents a high degree of  
continuity in the lives of  individuals, who substitute 
community work, socializing, and leisure pursuits for 
a schedule made busy by employment. It structures 
time in a much more socially acceptable and work-
consistent manner than would an ethic of  nonconfor-
mity and self-indulgence, therefore providing a sense 
of  continuity to individuals and to society. The busy 
ethic, then, gives middle-class retirees a type of  con-
tinuity at retirement, minimizing (according to the 
theory) the risks of  disruption and distress.

Those planning activities for future cohorts of  
the elderly may want to keep the notion of  continu-
ity in the forefront. If  continuity is important, then 
older adults who have retired will probably seek 
activities in which they can gain both the sense of  

(continued)

(continued)
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 Changes in the Economy and the Nature of Work 
 The productivity of  the labor force depends on a number of  factors, including the use 
of  advanced technologies such as computers and robotics, as well as the degree of  fi t be-
tween a job’s demands and the skills and abilities of  a worker fi lling it. And one thing is 
for certain—the labor market is changing. Many types of  jobs require high levels of  skill 
and continuous upgrading of  education or training so that workers remain current with 
new developments. Other jobs are becoming deskilled, as machines take over the tasks 
of  workers, who simply service and maintain the equipment. For example, engineers 
and architects are now signifi cantly assisted by computer software that replaces some 
tasks formerly done by humans. The resulting deskilling of  jobs often results in lower 
wages and makes workers more easily replaceable, because their particular training and 
knowledge of  the business so rapidly become obsolete (Auster, 1996). These changes are 
so fundamental that it remains unclear how they will ultimately shape the needs and the 
size of  the labor force. Given all of  the uncertainties, it is diffi cult to predict the degree 
to which older workers may be encouraged to continue in current jobs, be retrained into 
new employment, retire, or move to part-time work. 

 Employers are changing their policies to move away from lifetime employment of  
workers. The odds of  receiving a pension from a single lifetime employer are limited 
by trends such as contingent employment. By using contingent labor, employers limit 
their current costs and also their investment in particular workers over the long term. 
Employees may pay a price, as retirement may become impractical for contingent work-
ers, who lack pensions and may have been less able to save except to fund gaps between 
contracts (Quinn & Burkhauser, 1990). 

 These changes also refl ect the goals of  large-scale business and industry as they com-
pete in a global marketplace for both goods and labor. Locking a business into long-term 
obligations with hundreds or thousands of  workers in one country limits its capacity to 
respond to lower wage rates or abundant skilled labor elsewhere in the world. In addition, 
employers are starting to think more fl exibly about the site of  employment, as more in-
formation-based jobs can be performed at home or in less-expensive offi ce space halfway 
around the world. The ramifi cations of  these changes for how individuals move through 
and exit from their working lives have not been fully explored. Although we tend to focus 
on the big employers and how they are changing, most U.S. workers are employed in 
smaller businesses, not the corporate giants. Only 36% of  workers are employed in fi rms 
of  2,500 workers or more (U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 2001), and smaller fi rms have al-
ways had more diffi culty offering benefi ts such as pensions to their workers. 

 Attitudes about work and retirement seem to be moving in a direction supportive 
of  a fl exible view of  moving into and out of  the labor force in a less structured fash-
ion.  Exhibit 8.5 shows the percentages of  working-age adults (18–39 and 40–59) in 10 

busyness and the feelings of  accomplishment for-
merly provided by employment. These needs may 
help explain why some adults eschew participation 
in today’s senior centers, where gossip, arts and 
crafts, lunch, and bingo often represent the core of  

the day. If  such activities do not provide a sense of  
continuity for individuals who have retired, perhaps 
rethinking the activities available at senior centers to 
include meaningful volunteerism and opportunities 
for part-time employment will make them more rel-
evant to future cohorts of  retired Americans.

(continued)
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 countries  supportive of  going back and forth between periods of  work and periods of  
education and leisure as the “ideal plan” (HSBC/AgeWave, 2005). Support for this idea 
ranged from a low in India to a high in Brazil, with the United States among countries 
whose populations are less favorable to this possibility. There are age differences, but 
they aren’t systematic—sometimes the younger adults are more favorable, sometimes 
those closer to retirement. The study’s authors suggest that this is part of  a new vision 
for later life that includes signifi cantly more fl exibility of  roles and their timing, includ-
ing when—and whether—retirement is chosen by individuals. 

 Robert Kahn (1994) has suggested a rethinking of how we defi ne and organize work. 
He concurs that the concept of  productive aging  should be expanded to include activities 
such as family and household duties and volunteerism undertaken by older and younger 
persons. Given the preferences many workers have for part-time jobs, Kahn also suggests 
that we re-engineer work time into four-hour work modules that can be fl exibly combined 
into full- or part-time options. This more fl exible approach would avoid a false dichotomy 
between the 35- to 40-hour full-time status and any other type of schedule (i.e., part-time, 
retired) that now seems to be built into the thinking of employers. This type of innova-
tive thinking may give us clues to how retirement may evolve into an entirely new, socially 
constructed pattern in the future, where work, training, and leisure are variably combined 
through time, much like Riley’s rethinking of an age-integrated life course (see chapter 4). 

 S U M M A R Y  
 We are already seeing the policy underpinnings of  a changed conception of   retirement, 
as Social Security raises entitlement ages and reduces penalties for working while 
receiving benefits. As policy discussions continue regarding the fate of  Social Se-
curity (see chapters 9 and 12), we face continuing questions regarding the future of  

Exhibit

8.5

Percentage Agreeing That Alternating Periods of Work and Leisure Is the Ideal, by Age and Country
Source: HSBC/AgeWave, 2005.
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 retirement. As the break between employment and retirement becomes less clear, 
we may one day cease to celebrate this passage in the way we now do—with gold 
watches and parties—and simply bid farewell to workers of  all ages as they move on 
to their next employment opportunity. With a dynamic labor market, dynamism in 
individual lives, and changing meanings of  work and retirement, the best prediction 
we can make is one of  change— either modest or major—in the future of  these social 
institutions. 

 Individual retirement, infl uenced by a broad array of  personal dimensions as well as 
fi nancial issues, continues to be a welcomed stage by most retired people. Suggestions 
that early retirement is fading and that cohorts of  the baby boom are voicing hesitation 
to retire refl ect the power of  fi nancial insecurity in the overall equation of  whether it’s 
safe to retire. As the fi rst of  these individuals reach early retirement age under Social 
Security in 2008, the changes will begin to be revealed. 

 W E B  W I S E  

 Center for Retirement Research 
 http://www.bc.edu/centers/crr 

 The Center for Retirement Research promotes research on current retirement issues 
from some of  the leading scholars and regularly provides publications that represent 
cutting-edge information that may be of  interest. A recent visit to the site found featured 
topics including Social Security reform, success of  401(k) retirement programs, health 
care costs, and “what makes retirees happy.” 

 National Academy of Social Insurance 
 http://www.nasi.org 

 The National Academy of  Social Insurance is an organization to promote understanding 
and informed policymaking on social insurance, including Social Security, Medicare, 
workers’ compensation, unemployment insurance, and private employee benefi ts. The 
NASI conducts research and writes reports, and the Web site is searchable for detailed 
information on the topics within its area of  interest. 

 K E Y  T E R M S  

   Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  T H O U G H T  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N  
  1 .   Given the dynamics of  lives and the labor market, does the concept of  re-

tirement make sense? Think about the diverse circumstances (i.e., familial, 

bridge jobs
 busy ethic 
 continuity theory 
 Early Retirement Incentive 

Programs (ERIPs) 

 earnings test 
 employer pensions 
 productive aging 
 push and pull factors 
 retirement 

 retirement decision 
 work ethic 

http://www.bc.edu/centers/crr
http://www.nasi.org
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economic, health) individuals face as they approach retirement ages as you 
consider alternatives. 

  2 .   Employer pensions have been a cornerstone of  enabling large numbers of  
people to fully withdraw from employment at retirement. As pensions become 
less  reliable and baby boomers show some hesitancy to retire, consider whether 
they’ll be able to fi nd good quality employment, either bridge jobs or post-
 retirement employment. What are the barriers and benefi ts for an employer? 

  3 .   David Ekerdt points to what he views as a mainstream adaptation to retirement 
in his concept of  the “busy ethic.” What constitutes a “good retirement,” and 
does society currently enable all people opportunities to achieve a good retire-
ment? 

  4 .   Chapter 6 explored some signifi cant changes in family structure and relation-
ships that are likely to reshape the future. How might changes in families in-
fl uence decisions regarding retirement or activities of  retirees? 
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 Topical Essay 

 E-Elders 

 The computer revolution and the exponential growth of  the Internet are among the 
most recent in a long line of  technological innovations that have touched the lives of  
current older adults. The oldest old have seen the development of  home electrifi cation, 
air travel, interstate highways, “smart houses,” portable recorded music, cell phones, 
and microwave ovens, to name only a few. How are older adults responding to these 
major transformations of  the social and electronic worlds? Do older adults embrace 
or reject the electronic revolution? Do the reactions of  older adults to the emergent 
cyber-world support or refute stereotypes of  older adults being resistant to learning 
innovations, including new technologies? Although we don’t yet have all of  the answers 
to these questions, some studies of  older adults and the use of  electronic technologies, 
most specifi cally personal computers, give us some clues. 

 Exposure and Expansion 
 Examples of  older adults using the Internet are increasingly visible. A quick search of  
“Books in Print” database shows that publishers are starting to market books on comput-
ers for Seniors, with two new ones appearing in early 2006. Web designers and advocacy 
groups have begun campaigns to make online resources more accessible to older adults 
(Benbow, 2004). National studies show that older adults increasingly have computers 
available in their homes, and use them (Rogers, Mayhorn, & Fisk, 2004). But many 
questions remain, including whether this growth refl ects older adults adopting these 
new technologies or whether new cohorts of  computer-users are “aging into” the popu-
lation and raising the fi gures. It appears that the trajectory of  increase in computer use 
has to include signifi cant adoption of  the technology by those who have been retired for 
many years. The most persistent myth, despite lots of  cartoons and jokes in the media 
about getting children or grandchildren to operate electronic gizmos, is that older adults 
can and do use these technologies (Rogers et al., 2004). 

 How do older people use computers? There are an increasing number of  ways that 
computers are useful, including supporting people with services, connecting them to 
friends and family via e-mail, and increasingly addressing health care. Managing life 
with limitations, an older woman with failing eyesight and mobility limitations was able 
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to remain in her home with the support system available via her computer. She used 
online food orders sent to her grandson some distance away to continue her indepen-
dence (Setton, 2000). Communication with friends and family is a key use of  computers. 
After a retirement community training class, one trainee said, “I have friends all over the 
country.” Another stated that the course “improved my outlook on life. I really can learn 
something new and it makes me feel more up-to-date.” Contrary to some stereotypes, 
other students in the course expressed concerns about becoming “computer junkies” 
(White, McConnell, Clipp, Bynum, Teague, et al., 1999). Studies that have monitored 
users found a decrease in loneliness and a sense of  mastery after learning something 
new and innovative (White, et al., 1999). Despite positive reactions among older adults, 
there remain persistent negative attitudes toward older people taking—and succeeding 
in—computer training (Morrell, Mayhorn, & Echt, 2004). 

 Only recently have programmers and Web site developers directed creative atten-
tion to the needs of  older people. While product development for older adults has caught 
up with that for younger markets, there is a growing thrust in designing online services 
and products that are appealing and accessible for older people. As the age of  the popula-
tion shifts and a growing portion of  the market for electronic goods will be over 65, busi-
nesses focusing on the new technologies will need to be careful not to cut off  one-fi fth 
of  their potential market. 

 Utilization and Benefi ts 
 There are varying estimates of  the utilization of  personal computers and the Internet 
by adults over age 65. National estimates from 2001 showed that about one-fourth of  
households (23.4%) headed by people over 65 included a personal computer, compared 
to over half  (51.6%) of  all households. Even fewer (17.7%) of  the 65 and older house-
holds had Internet service, so older adults lag behind in home access to computers and 
use of  the internet (Administration on Aging, 2001). 

 In recent years developers are continuing to create Web sites specifi cally oriented to 
older adults, including sites such as “Goldngal: the Cyberspace Granny,” “SeniorNet,” 
“Thirdage.com” and a range of  others, including some you’ll fi nd at the end of  the chap-
ters in this book (see Furlong, 1997; Setton, 2000). 

 Advocates for the new technologies cheer the vast potential for practical and innova-
tive uses of  computer technology for the older population. Internet access can reduce the 
social isolation of  individuals with mobility limitations that keep them at home much of  
the time. Older people with health problems can also use the Internet to access sources 
of  information about health and treatments (Vastag, 2001), and increasingly “telemedi-
cine” allows health conditions to be monitored at home via measurement equipment 
(e.g., a blood pressure monitor) that can be attached to a desktop computer to feed regu-
lar readings to the physician. The Internet can enhance autonomy among older adults 
in the community or in long-term care by linking people to information about services 
and organizations and by encouraging the creation or maintenance of  social networks 
(Deatrick, 1997; Hunt, 1997; McConatha, McConatha, & Dermigny, 1994; Redford & 
Whitten, 1997; Setton, 2000). 
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 Limitations 
 Access to the world provided by the personal computers and the Internet may be ham-
pered for older adults in two ways. First, physical or cognitive limitations may make 
technology harder to access. Limited vision or hand dexterity because of  arthritis or 
stroke, for example, make use of  standard computers diffi cult without additional modifi -
cation, such as voice recognition software. Handheld devices, with even smaller keys and 
screens, are even more challenging to use (Scialfa, Ho, & Laberge, 2004). These additions 
may be costly or add to the challenge of  using the computer (White et al., 1999). Many 
of  today’s older adults have little or no experience using a keyboard, which makes typing 
itself  a challenge and discourages some people from trying to learn more. Research on the 
willingness and capacity of  older adults to learn computer skills is ambiguous (Kelley & 
Charness 1995). Although older adults take more time to learn software and make more 
errors during training courses (White et al., 1999), most older adults are quite capable of  
learning the skills (Morrell et al., 2004). 

 Second, the issues of  the so-called digital divide remain infl uential in the use of  
computers by low-income elders. A fundamental cause of  this divide is economic. High 
initial costs of  computer equipment for the home, plus the costs of  Internet connections, 
make the expense of  getting connected too high for some low-income people, includ-
ing older adults on low fi xed incomes. To help address the digital divide, many senior 
centers or community program sites now have desktop computers available to use at no 
cost, enabling wider use of  favored programs, such as e-mail contact with friends and 
family living far away. However, the best way for older adults to have access is not to 
hope for an open desktop at the senior center but to have a personal computer at home 
with Internet access. We are still far from equal access to computers for old or young in 
American society.  
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9
Economics and the Aging 
of Society

 The future of old age is uniquely tied to 
the future history of our welfare state. 
… Politics, not demography, now de-
termines the size of the elderly popu-
lation and the material conditions of 
its existence. (Myles, 1989) 

 The Role of Economics in Aging 
 he economic structure of  a so-
ciety has a profound infl uence 
on the lives of  its citizens. The economy affects, and is affected by, politics, social policy, 
and work and retirement patterns. These interrelationships make it diffi cult to discuss 
one social institution without the other. As we explore the economics of  aging, it is im-
portant to understand how our social policies relating to work, retirement, and income 

maintenance in later life at the macro level shape, refl ect, and sustain the economic circumstances 
of  older people. This link between social policy and the economic situation of  older people is not 
unique to the United States. “Despite enormous national differences in social structure and political 
ideology, state-administered Social Security schemes are now the major source of  income for the 
majority of  elderly in all capitalist democracies” (Myles, 1989, p. 322). While an in-depth analysis 
of  the intersections among ideologies, market economies, and the welfare state are beyond the scope 
of  this book, we must acknowledge that political processes, power, and agendas play a pivotal role in 
shaping the economic situation of  older people. 

 Economic factors infl uence our lives as they unfold through time in many ways. This chapter 
examines both the economic status of  the older population, primarily in the United States, and how 
older persons as a social group in turn infl uence the  economy. We start by exploring the complex 
world of  policies to provide income support to the older population and their implications for eco-
nomic well-being. 

T
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 Policy and the Economic Status of Older Adults 

 Income Maintenance Policies 

 In many countries, older persons are protected by  income maintenance sys-
tems —public, private, or combined systems for supporting the poor, ill, and elderly 
using public monies or funds generated through employment. The idea of  provid-
ing income to maintain older persons in their later lives, after they are no longer 
involved in the labor force, grew from many roots. Central among these roots was 
the  British system of  Poor Laws from the 17th century. Poor Laws defi ned older 
persons as among the  deserving poor —citizens lacking the means to support them-
selves through no fault of  their own. Poor older adults and other paupers who were 
considered deserving of  society’s support (those who had worked hard, saved, not 
drunk or gambled away their money) received either a modest pension or food and 
lodging in a workhouse or poorhouse run by the community (Quadagno, 1982). From 
this beginning has evolved a set of  public and private programs in many countries 
that are intended to maintain at least a minimal fl ow of  income to older persons who 
have retired or become economically dependent (Kinsella & Phillips, 2005; Schulz & 
Myles, 1990). 

 Since its creation, the U.S. system to support the deserving poor has kept 
 changing between pensions and poorhouse support because of  concern that provid-
ing a cash income from public coffers (called a pension) would discourage personal 
saving, undermine the duty of  family to provide support, and ultimately increase 
the fi nancial burden to the community. The poorhouse, a truly unattractive alter-
native, was believed to encourage personal and family responsibility compared to 
pensions (Schulz & Myles, 1990). This familiar debate about maintaining individ-
ual and family responsibility for the care of  dependent elders and other deserving 
poor persons has a continuing legacy today. Western societies still struggle with the 
tension between individual and collective values regarding provision for dependent 
populations. Concerns persist today that remotely comfortable levels of  government 
benefi ts will undermine the responsibility of  families and individuals for their own 
fi nancial support. 

 The interest of  governments in establishing income maintenance policies is not 
purely altruistic. As Schulz and Myles (1990) point out, countries that develop in-
dustrialized economies need ways to deal with those who are unable to participate as 
workers for reasons of  advanced age, disability, and so forth. Having some income 
maintenance system, whether it involves benefi ts based on need (e.g., disability pro-
grams or Supplemental Security Income [SSI], discussed below) or public/private 
pensions based in employment, enables governments to avoid upheavals from masses 
of  disenfranchised persons. “Very simply, market economies need ways of  provid-
ing for those who cannot participate in markets; labor markets need welfare states or 
people will die or revolt (or both!)” (Schulz & Myles, 1990, p. 401). Thus, as many 
countries industrialized and  urbanized, it was clear that issues of  income maintenance 
would have to be addressed. 

 Instead of  general policies including all ages, many societies established separate 
programs of  income maintenance for older persons and for children, disabled adults, 
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and other deserving groups. Until fairly recently, programs to assist the elderly have 
drawn high levels of  support from both the public and politicians (Hudson, 1978). 
Support from the older population and their family members swells the constitu-
ency with an interest in seeing that income maintenance is continued. In recent years, 
however, income maintenance for older persons has become a controversial issue in-
ternationally, largely because the aging of  populations raises the price tag for these 
programs.   

 Income Maintenance in the United States 

 Two distinct premises underlie the income maintenance system in the United States. 
The bulk of  income maintenance is predicated on the idea that benefi ts are earned 
through prior productivity. Leading examples are Social Security retirement benefi ts 
and employer pensions, which are based directly on having made a signifi cant contribu-
tion in the paid labor force (or being a dependent of  such a contributor). By reaching a 
specifi ed age (or number of  years of  employment), one becomes eligible for benefi ts—a 
system known as  age eligibility.  Additional programs, such as the SSI program for 
poor and disabled older adults, are based on need. When individuals establish that their 
resources fall below a certain level, they receive benefi ts based on criteria of   need eli-
gibility.  

 SSI, a major need eligibility program for income maintenance in the United 
States, supported about 6.9 million benefi ciaries in 2005 (nearly 2 million of  them 
65 or older) with the average recipient’s monthly benefi t being $579 (Social Security 
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 Administration, 2004d). Although SSI is administered by the Social Security Admin-
istration, it uses need eligibility criteria—in contrast to the age eligibility basis for re-
tirement benefi ts—to determine who receives support. Because such need entitlement 
programs carry the stigma of  welfare, they are embraced by neither taxpayers nor benefi t 
recipients. In either age or need eligibility, the fundamental ideology behind income 
maintenance is that older people are economically dependent through age and (possibly) 
poor health and are deserving of  public support, rather than being left to rely entirely on 
their families or their own resources. 

 International Views on Income Maintenance 

 Although Americans tend to be most familiar with domestic programs such as Social 
 Security, income maintenance for the elderly is a feature of  social policy in most 
countries of  the world (Hoskins, 1992). In 1940 only 33 countries had retirement 
systems in place, but the number had grown to more than 165 by 2000 (Kinsella & 
Phillips, 2005). Most countries began with a minimal benefi t, enabling workers to 
survive when the health problems common with aging made them unable to earn a 
living. Percentages receiving coverage in these programs range from 90% or more in 
some developed countries to some developing countries that only cover government 
workers (Kinsella &  Phillips, 2005). The generosity of  benefi ts also varies widely 
across countries and for women and men within these countries, with the U.S. pro-
grams doing worse than some other countries in keeping older adults out of  poverty 
(Holtz-Eakin & Smeeding, 1994). 

 Programs of  the social insurance type (similar to U.S. Social Security) predomi-
nate among the industrialized nations (Schulz & Myles, 1990). Most  social insur-
ance  programs share the traits of  national coverage with compulsory participation, 
benefi ts  related to earnings or length of  employment, contributions from workers 
and  employers, a benefi t intended to meet minimum needs, and mechanisms to adapt 
this benefi t to infl ation (Schulz & Myles, 1990). Programs in less developed nations 
may take very different forms, such as mutual benefi t societies among  occupational 
groups or compulsory savings programs, called provident funds, to meet a variety 
of  needs including, but not limited to, retirement and disability (Schulz & Myles, 
1990). 

 Income maintenance in the United States rests on a number of  different programs 
and sources (Social Security, employer pensions, personal savings and IRAs, SSI, other 
benefi ts such as food stamps and housing subsidies) rather than on an integrated system 
of  benefi ts used in some European countries. Many European countries have univer-
sal social insurance retirement pensions with relatively high minimum benefi t levels 
(Holtz-Eakin & Smeeding, 1994). 

 Sources of Income 
 The image used by the Social Security Administration in describing income maintenance 
for retired Americans is a  three-legged stool.  If  any of  the three legs is missing, it is 
impossible for the stool to provide support—it falls over. The three legs (or sources of  
income) are retirement benefi ts from Social Security, payments from  employer  pensions, 
and income from assets and personal savings. The device of  the three-legged stool 
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 represents the view of  its creators that Social Security was not designed to provide an 
adequate standard of  living by itself, but rather to serve as one component of  a system of  
support. Exhibit 9.1 shows the percentage of  older adults receiving income from various 
sources in 2002 by race/ethnicity. This chart does not refl ect the  amount of  money  com-
ing from any source, which could be minimal or quite large, but just whether any income 
came from the source. Clearly, the most common income source is Social Security, and 
some of  the remaining sources (e.g., assets, SSI) vary signifi cantly across the groups.     

 Critics point out that this stool is rather precarious for many older persons, because 
most people have stools with only one or two legs (Borzi, 1993); that is, they lack an  employer 
pension, personal savings/assets, or both. In the aggregate these three components, plus 
earnings, constitute the bulk of the income to households headed by an older person or 
couple (Social Security Administration, 1994). As Exhibit 9.1 shows, the income mainte-
nance system actually has four legs, since earnings continue to be important for about one 
in fi ve older adults (Social Security Administration, 2004d). This aggregate view of income 
can be quite misleading, however, because there are striking differences in who gets income 
from what sources in later life. Before examining these inequalities, let us take a closer look 
at the three basic components of income maintenance. 

 Social Security: Background and Contemporary Issues 

 Social Security, initiated in 1935, developed in the context of  the Great Depression and 
the  Townsend Movement —a 1930s social movement that advocated  granting $200 
monthly pensions to older people and requiring the funds to be spent within 30 days 

 Percentage of Older Adults Receiving Income From Various Sources by Race/Ethnicity, 2002 
 Source:  Social Security Administration, 2004a.
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to stimulate the economy during the Great Depression (Quadagno, 1982). Many young 
people supported both the Townsend Movement and Social Security at its outset, since 
most older adults at that time relied on their kin for fi nancial support. For families, the 
start of  a public pension program reduced their fi nancial burden at a historically critical 
time, the depths of  the Great Depression. 

 The fundamental premise of  the Social Security program is that of  a social insurance 
program, in which society shares, rather than individuals undertaking, the risks of  grow-
ing economically dependent through old age or disability. As with any insurance system, 
some participants benefi t more than others from Social Security, by virtue of  higher ben-
efi ts (from higher earnings while working) or by living longer (receiving benefi ts for more 
months). Alternatively, some individuals pay into Social Security through withholding 
and recoup few benefi ts, because they die before or shortly after becoming eligible for 
benefi ts.       

 A second critical aspect of  Social Security is that it serves an  income redistribu-
tion  function, returning a higher percentage of  prior income (called the replacement 
rate) to poorer individuals and a lower percentage to high-earning retirees (   Jones, 1996). 
This redistribution, shown as a comparison of  prior earnings to current benefi ts in Ex-
hibit 9.2, is important to reducing poverty, because fewer individuals with low or incon-
sistent earnings histories have private pensions or savings to augment Social Security 
(Reno, 1993, 2005). This redistribution function is also politically controversial, because 
it is somewhat in confl ict with the “contributory” basis of  the program—the idea that 
benefi ts are linked to prior contributions to the system. One of  the proposed changes to 
Social Security would reduce this redistribution function, which would be harmful to 
low-income workers who rely more heavily on Social Security in later life.       

 Social Security is now a massive program, equal to 4.5% of the gross domestic prod-
uct in 1999 (Lee & Haaga, 2002). The dollar amounts paid by the program, which include 
the infl uence of infl ation over many decades, have grown dramatically since the 1940s, as 
shown in Exhibit 9.3. Because of the huge number of recipients and the dollar amounts, any 

Social Security’s Redistributive Effects Based on Past Earnings for Age-65 Retirees, 2004
 Source:  Reno, 2005.
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changes in the program’s provisions or funding have a signifi cant effect, not only on indi-
vidual retirees and other recipients, but on the overall economy and the federal budget. 

 As shown in Exhibit 9.4, retirees are not the only recipients of  benefi ts from Social 
Security. At various points after its initial approval, dependents of  workers (spouses, 
children), survivors of  benefi ciaries, and the younger disabled (pre-retirement age) were 

Growth in Social Security Payments, 1937–2004
 Source:  Social Security Administration, 2005.

Exhibit
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Types of Social Security Benefi ciaries
  Source:  Cauthen, 2005. 
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added to Social Security, so that now funds are distributed not only to retirees or the 
older population, but also to younger persons (Social Security Administration, 2004d). 
The largest component of  dollars paid out by the program and the largest number of  
recipients, however, are still retired workers.     

 Many experts agree that Social Security has been highly effective in reducing poverty 
among the elderly both in the United States and in other countries. Data drawn from the 
Luxembourg Income Study of  U.S. and Western European countries, displayed in Exhibit 
9.5, show that Social Security–type benefi ts dramatically reduce the percentage of  older 
adults below 50% of median national income, a standard employed here since there is no 
standardized “poverty level” across nations. The black bar shows the percentage of  each 
country’s older adult population below the country’s median national income, and the gray 
extension to the bar shows what this percentage  would be  without the benefi ts from the 
country’s Social Security benefi t program (Wu, 2005). For example, while the percentage 
of  older adults below median income would multiply several times over in Sweden without 
its Social Security system, it would double in the United States. Many of  these European 
countries have lower percentages of  older adults falling into low-income ranges than the 
United States, and for many of  these countries the benefi ts received are substantially re-
sponsible for this success. This success has its limits, however, because there remain many 
older persons with incomes just above the poverty threshold (Quinn & Smeeding, 1993). 
In addition, certain groups continue to face higher risks of  near-poverty or poverty-level 
incomes than others, as we examine later in this chapter (Quinn, 1993).       

 One area of  ongoing concern centers on the  adequacy of  benefi ts  to support 
those relying on them and the equity of  benefi ts across various groups. Under current 
provisions, monthly benefi ts to divorced and widowed women are often their sole source 
of  income and are often well below the poverty level, raising the issue of  adequacy 

Population Below 50% Median Income From Social Security Benefi ts
 Source:  Wu, 2005.
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(Burkhauser & Smeeding, 1994; Weaver, 1997). Many of  these poor are part of  the 
one-third of  recipients for whom Social Security is 90–100% of  their overall income 
(Munnell, 2004). Currently married couples, especially those with one high-earning 
worker, fare better in terms of  Social Security benefi t returns relative to contributions 
compared to unmarried people (Weaver, 1997). Proposals have been put forward to 
adjust the benefi t amount for married couples downward to permit a more adequate 
benefi t to widowed or divorced women without raising the total costs of  Social Security 
(Burkhauser & Smeeding, 1994; Sandell & Iams, 1997). 

 Concerns regarding  equity of  benefi ts —the degree to which fairness exists across 
groups—are also voiced for married women who have contributed as workers to Social 
Security, about half  of  whom receive benefi ts (as spouses) that are no larger than had the 
women never held jobs at all (Quinn, 1993). Under current policies, single-earner cou-
ples benefi t more than dual-earner couples and single persons because of  the way ben-
efi ts are calculated for retirees and their dependents (Harrington Meyer, 1996). These 
inequities in the returns to benefi ciaries compared to what they contributed refl ect the 
outdated notion of  the male breadwinner and economically dependent wife as the typi-
cal family pattern. Although reforms have been discussed and researched for decades, 
the policies have not been modifi ed substantially to address adequacy and equity of  
benefi ts under Social Security (Herd, 2005). 

 Debates about the foundations of  Social Security have escalated in the face of  
the so-called pig in the python of  the baby boom. As these large cohorts move inexo-
rably toward the age of  entitlement for Social Security benefi ts, fears have escalated 
regarding the ability of  smaller cohorts of  workers to provide the fi nancial support 
needed to maintain them (Lee & Haaga, 2002; Munnell, 2004). What will the effects 
of  societal aging be on the future of  Social Security? The contemporary debate re-
garding Social Security is more fundamental than those in prior years, when modest 

Political processes, power, and 
agendas play a pivotal role in 
shaping the economic situation of 
older people. (Credit: E. J. Hanna)
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adjustments, refl ecting  politically expedient compromises, adapted the program to 
changing societal needs. Today’s debate has included several fundamental issues: the 
social insurance premise, using age as a basis for entitlement, redistribution of  in-
come, and the funding mechanism for the Social Security program (Munnell, 2004; 
Myles & Quadagno, 1995).     

 Data from the Social Security Administration’s projections show that the ratio of  
workers to benefi ciaries will decrease from 3.4 in 1990 to 2.0 in 2030 and will drop even 
lower by 2050 (   Jones, 1996). Although the system has primarily been pay-as-you-go, 
with funds contributed by today’s workers mostly going to support today’s retirees, ex-
cess funds have always been kept in the  Social Security Trust Fund.  Changes enacted 
in 1983, the last major alteration of  the Social Security system, built in growth in the 
trust fund in anticipation of  the needs of  the baby boom cohorts (   Jones, 1996). As con-
tributions are collected from paychecks and employers, extra monies are funneled into 
this trust fund, which will build up until about 2013. After that time, the retirement of  
baby boomers will begin to deplete the surplus, and the trust fund, barring additional 
changes, is projected to run out of  money around 2040, although this latter date is a con-
stantly moving target (Munnell, 2005). Depletion of  the trust fund does not mean that 
Social Security will be without funding, because it will continue to receive payments 
from current workers. 

 This spending of  the trust fund and reduction in the worker-to-retiree ratio will 
require lowering benefi ts (i.e., raising retirement age, changing formulas for benefi t 
calculation) or increasing revenues (i.e., increasing economic productivity, increasing 
FICA deductions, or raising taxes on benefi ts received) or some combination of  these 
approaches. Although the alarm has long been raised in Washington about these issues, 
political efforts to change the system at the beginning of  George W. Bush’s second term 
have yet to result in any changes being enacted. This campaign has succeeded in raising 
national awareness of  the Social Security issue and the challenges involved in restructur-
ing. The most hotly debated suggestion focused on changing Social Security to permit 
some portion of  contributions to be invested in stocks and bonds, which may yield higher 
returns than the government bonds used for the trust fund. These proposals are referred 
to as  privatization of  Social Security  or personal accounts, depending on your politi-
cal leanings. Advocates prefer the risks of  the stock market to the returns of  the current 
system, especially given the steady and prolonged rise in the stock market until the early 
21st century. Moving toward privatizing Social Security would also reduce both the social 
insurance and redistribution aspects of  the program (Rix & Williamson, 1998) and could 
have unknown effects on the stock market. 

 Critics of  privatization point out two major concerns with current proposal. First, 
privatized accounts would provide no protection for individuals who, in seeking high 
returns, invest their money poorly or are swindled by con artists. Social Security and 
the SSI program currently protect people against such risks. Second, the transition to a 
more privatized system could incur additional costs, as one generation pays twice: once 
to fi nance their own retirement and again to pay for the benefi ts of  those older adults 
already in the existing Social Security system (Starr, 1988). 

 Alternative scenarios for addressing the funding crisis include adjusting ages for 
benefi t eligibility upward, increasing contributions through payroll taxes, converting 
Social Security from an age entitlement to a need entitlement program, or recover-
ing benefi ts from high-income retirees through taxation (Goss, 1997). Other proposed 
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changes not receiving such public attention would change the rules about how benefi ts 
are adjusted for infl ation, which amounts to an invisible reduction in benefi ts (Munnell, 
2004). Most of  these proposals face practical or political problems that keep them from 
being ideal solutions (Myles & Quadagno, 1995). For example, an increase in the retire-
ment age could increase the risk to disadvantaged workers, who both face higher rates of  
health problems limiting their employment and rely most heavily on Social Security as 
part of  their later-life income. In fact, Congress has moved by raising the age of  entitle-
ment for full Social Security benefi ts to 67 (by 2027), and raising taxes on higher-income 
elders to recoup some of  their Social Security benefi ts. Whatever fi nal plan emerges will 
refl ect a lengthy and very political debate.     

 Attitudes about the Social Security system have become a political battleground. 
Although many younger people doubt that Social Security retirement benefi ts will be 
there for them when they retire (Borden, 1995), the program continues to enjoy consid-
erable social support, because most of  us have at least one relative, neighbor, or friend 
receiving Social Security benefi ts (Day, 1993b). As Exhibit 9.6 shows, about half  of  
younger adults are generally positive about Social Security, with approval increasing 
in higher age groups. Only about one-third of  younger adults are confi dent of  receiving 
benefi ts, compared to half  of  baby boomers and over 80% of  those 60 and over. Ironi-
cally, while younger adults were supportive of  the idea of  private/personal accounts, 
they also responded very positively to a question asking whether the Social Security 
system should be “protected, not privatized.” Finally, younger adults admitted to being 
less informed regarding Social Security than their older counterparts, with the 60 and 
over age group claiming to be most informed (AARP, 2005b). What would families do 
if  Social Security suddenly disappeared? Most people do not wish to contemplate the 
answer, and thus they support some version of  the program. 

Attitudes Toward Social Security by Age
  Source:  AARP, 2005b. 
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 Employer Pensions 

 Employer pensions—retirement income systems sponsored or organized (and often 
 fi nanced) by employers—represent a complex legal, fi scal, and policy area. The details 
of  pension design and fi nancing are beyond the scope of  this chapter, and the magnitude 
of  their importance in the overall economy is staggering. In 2003 employers spent $569.1 
billion on pension programs (Employee Benefi t Research Institute, 2004). Paired with 
the vast accumulations from individual 401(k) and other personal savings, these funds 
constitute a major component of  fi nancial capital in stock and bond markets. Since ac-
cess to a private pension is often the difference between an economically secure old age 
and a more marginal existence, both individuals and the larger society must be con-
cerned about how pensions operate and their soundness. 

 Jobs usually come with or without a pension attached to them, so the type of  oc-
cupation an individual undertakes infl uences the prospects for an eventual pension. For 
some types of  programs an individual must work a minimum number of  years to be-
come eligible, or  vested,  for eventual pension benefi ts. Thus, not everyone employed in 
a job covered by a pension will receive a pension from that employer. The likelihood of  
being covered by a pension thus depends on a variety of  factors, including occupation, 
education, union membership, frequency of  job change, and gender. Exhibit 9.7 shows 
the percentages of  people in various groups who lack pension coverage using a very 
broad defi nition (from current primary or secondary job, from a previous job, or from an 
IRA account). Drawing all of  these sources together, women are more likely than men to 
lack pension coverage, but the gender gap is decreasing. In addition, low-income work-
ers are more likely to lack any pension coverage than their counterparts earning $30,000 
or more. The gap between White and non-White workers is fairly small and there are 
some interesting age differences, indicating that baby boomers are more likely to lack 
pension coverage (in most cases) than cohorts preceding or following them.     

Percent of Labor Force Lacking Any Employer Pension Coverage, 1993
  Source:  Lichtenstein and Wu, 2000. 
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 Since employers generally seek to minimize pension costs, sometimes at the ex-
pense of  the pensioners, the federal government has passed legislation (the Employee 
Retirement Income Security Act of  1974, or  ERISA ) that controls how pensions are 
offered and funded. This law and its subsequent amendments mandate how funds 
must be collected and credited to employees, how employees become vested, and how 
pension funds are managed. The legislation was prompted by the failure of  a number 
of  pension funds, leaving the retirees without promised resources (Salisbury, 1993). 
Now pension funds have some protection through the Pension Benefi t Guarantee Cor-
poration (much as the FDIC insures funds in banks), which, as discussed in chapter 8, 
is under fi nancial pressure due to a large number of  corporate pension defaults. 

 One basis of  economic insecurity among older widows has to do with the rules 
for employer pensions. Because pensions are earned by individual workers, a pension 
often ended when the worker died. Since most pensioners in past cohorts were male 
and few wives were eligible for their own pensions, this major source of  income would 
end abruptly for many widows, throwing them into poverty. In 1985 legislation was 
passed requiring all pensions to offer survivor options and mandating that both spouses 
approve in writing a choice of  single or survivor options (Miller, 1985). If  the survivor 
option is chosen, the monthly pension amount is decreased, but the pension continues 
to support the survivor after the pensioner dies. In fact, pensions are becoming such 
an important part of  family wealth that they are increasingly viewed as jointly earned 
property, to be allocated like other property in divorce settlements (Women’s Initia-
tive, 1993). A recent analysis of  data from the Health and Retirement Study regarding 
survivor benefi ts (   Johnson, Uccello, & Goldwyn, 2005) found, however, that 28% of  
men and 66% of  women decline survivor protection. Many of  those making this choice 
seem to have weighed the costs and benefi ts of  their choices. As those authors point 
out, annuities such as those received from 401(k)-type programs are not covered by the 
legislation on survivor benefi ts and may also disappear upon the death of  the holder. 

 One major trend in pensions is away from  defi ned benefi t  systems. In a defi ned ben-
efi t pension system the employer controls a worker’s pension. The employer invests and 
controls a common fund under rules defi ned by ERISA. Benefi t amounts are guaranteed 
on a formula based on the number of years an individual has worked and his or her salary, 
or related factors (Smeeding, Estes, & Glasse, 1999). Under such systems workers can know 
exactly what their pension amount will be and whether it will grow with the cost of living. 
Issues may arise when the worker changes jobs, since these programs are held and managed 
by employers—pensions may be frozen and often benefi ts are forgotten and go unclaimed. 

 Growing more common are  defi ned contribution  pensions, familiar to some as a 
401(k) plan. Defi ned contribution is a system in which the worker, the employer, or both 
contribute to a fund held by an independent fi nancial entity, so that the money belongs 
to the worker and is subject to the stock and bond markets to determine benefi t amounts. 
Benefi ts at retirement are not guaranteed, but may depend on the trends in the stock and 
bond markets near the time of  retirement (Smeeding et al., 1999). Payment may come 
as a lump sum to be invested or as an annuity, paid over the life of  the retiree and/or 
the spouse. Under this system the worker often has control over investment choices 
(and thus can take risks with it if  she or he so chooses), and may either succeed or suffer 
depending on the vigor of  the stock market and individual investment choices (Gale, 
Iwry, Munnell, & Thaler, 2004). Employers have less responsibility to oversee the fund, 
but also have lower control over the timing of  retirement, since they don’t control the 
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funds or provisions for their receipt. Over the past 25 years, however, defi ned contribu-
tion plans have grown from supplemental programs to the primary pension to the only 
 pension available to most workers (Gale et al., 2004). 

 Personal Savings/Assets 

 Savings and other  assets  accumulated during one’s life are the third leg of  income main-
tenance in retirement. As we saw in Exhibit 9.1, asset income is less available to Blacks 
and Hispanics than to Whites over 65 (26% versus 59%) (Social Security Administra-
tion, 2004d). Assets are all the resources people own that can be converted into money, 
including home equity, cash savings, IRAs, stocks, and bonds. Assets “provide housing, 
serve as a fi nancial reserve for special or emergency needs, contribute directly to income 
through interest, dividends, or rents, and help to enhance the freedom with which in-
dividuals spend their income” (Schulz, 1992, p. 37). Most older persons have savings 
or assets of  some type, although a large percentage of  assets do not generate income. 
Exhibit 9.8 shows the difference by age in overall assets held (known as net worth). Net 
worth increases dramatically for mid-life and older adults, with lower amounts appear-
ing for those 75 or older. However, the great majority of  this net worth is tied up in home 
equity rather than savings, stocks and bonds, or other more liquid resources. In short, 
the great majority of  net worth does not generate  income to older adults.       

 Like other resources, savings and assets are unequally distributed among the older 
population, and this inequality has grown in recent years (Quinn, 1993). Accumulation 
of  assets is only made possible by having surplus resources to save or invest, limiting the 
likelihood that lower-income persons will develop independent assets to utilize in later 
life. In a few cases, assets are inherited from kin, but most people who develop assets do 
so through their own productivity in the labor force. Thus, inequality in asset accumula-
tion is a refl ection of  income inequality during the working years. 

Median Net Worth by Age
 Source:  U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 2003b.
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 In summary, the three-legged stool of  income maintenance for older people is a very 
shaky structure for a majority of  older adults today, and it is signifi cantly more wobbly 
for some groups than for others. Social Security is undergoing major changes, private 
pensions are only available to some members of  the older population, and few older 
adults have substantial savings or assets beyond home equity. 

 Economic Well-Being of Older Americans 
 So, how are older Americans doing economically? Armed with an understanding of  the 
three legs of  the income maintenance stool, let us next consider the effectiveness and 
long-term impact of  this structure on the economic status of  older people. The adequacy 
of  these strategies and policies in maintaining some level of  economic well-being for 
older people is an important, complex, and multifaceted question. Future policies are 
being shaped by today’s debates, which in turn shape all of  our economic futures. 

 As we have seen, groups in the older population vary widely in their sources 
of  income. This heterogeneity plays an extremely important role in answering the 
question about the economic status of  older people, and we will review major sources 
of, and explanations for, the variations in a later section. Another basic infl uence on 
our answers regarding the economic status of  older Americans is which defi nitions or 
measures we use to examine the data. 

 Alternatives for Measuring Economic Well-Being 

 Two measurement issues are involved in answering our question about how well or 
poorly older people are doing fi nancially. First, there are many defi nitions of  economic 
status, including income, assets, and in-kind income. Poverty level offers another kind 
of  measure of  economic well-being. In any measure, the number and nature of  fi nancial 
resources we include in our analysis infl uence our results. We will review each of  these 
measures and the sometimes confl icting conclusions they allow experts to draw about the 
economic status of  older people. Second, the statistics we use to describe the economic 
well-being of  older adults—such as means, medians, and measures of  variability—will 
similarly shape the conclusions. 

 Measures of Economic Status 

 Some economists have suggested that economic well-being encompasses not just income, 
but also economic responsibilities (such as family support and tax liabilities) and eco-
nomic resources (such as home ownership and medical insurance). Usually, however, it 
is measured more simply. One obvious way to assess people’s fi nancial situation is to fi nd 
out about how much income they receive. Salaries and wages, interest and dividends, and 
income from public or private transfers (such as Social Security and unemployment com-
pensation or child support payments) are traditionally included in defi nitions of  income. 
Comparisons across age groups reveal that older people have lower incomes than younger 
adults, and that people over 75 are more disadvantaged than the 65–74 age group. In 2003 
the median household income for persons 65 and older was about $23,787; for all adults 
median income was signifi cantly higher (about $43,318); for people 75 and older, median 
income was only $19,470 (U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 2004b). 

 Individual or household income is only one measure of  fi nancial resources avail-
able, and the picture of  the economic status of  older people is more complete, and more 
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 complex, when we consider these other indicators. Two other measures commonly used 
in discussing the fi nancial situation of  older people are assets and in-kind income. 

 When assets are included in the calculation, a much more positive picture emerges than 
if  we look only at income. As demonstrated earlier, this is primarily because so many older 
people own their homes and can count the equity among their assets. With all appropriate 
cautions about variability in the older population, Smeeding (1990) reports an “impressive 
level of wealth among the older population” (p. 366). Home ownership by older persons is 
higher in the United States than in many equally developed European countries (Holtz-
Eakin & Smeeding, 1994). Interest-earning assets (savings accounts, savings bonds, and 
certifi cates of deposit) constitute another 29% of total wealth, followed by rental property, 
stocks, bonds, and mutual funds (another 17%) (Holtz-Eakin & Smeeding, 1994). 

 Assets are important not just as a reserve; they also can provide income through in-
terest and dividends. For example, asset income constitutes almost 20% of  total income 
for those in the highest fi fth of  the income range, but under 3% income for those at the 
bottom of  the income scale (Federal Interagency Forum on Aging Related Statistics, 
2004). Consistent with lower lifetime incomes and fewer sources of  retirement income, 
about one in four adults over 65 have no equity in a home, but the fi gure rises to one out 
of  three widows living alone (Radner, 1993). Not surprisingly, those with the highest 
incomes also had the greatest store of  wealth in assets. 

 Another way to examine economic well-being is to examine in-kind income.  In-kind 
income  includes non-cash benefi ts that contribute to income by reducing expenditures. 
Publicly funded medical insurance (Medicare) is an example of  in-kind income. Subsi-
dized housing and food stamps are other familiar examples of  such non-cash benefi ts. 
The inclusion of  in-kind income in calculations of  economic well-being has an enor-
mous impact on the outcome of  those analyses. In one study that used an “expanded 
income” measure (income plus some other cash and non-cash benefi ts, including health 
insurance, realized capital gains, public housing value, and net equity), older people as a 
group were found to be as well-off  as the non-elderly (Smeeding, 1990). This is quite a 
different conclusion from the one we would draw from the data on median personal in-
come or assets exclusive of  home equity. One dilemma of  such inclusive measures has to 
do with the role of  health benefi ts. When people are seriously ill, gaining a lot of  in-kind 
benefi ts from Medicare and/or Medicaid, these large amounts are sometimes added to 
calculations of  their “incomes” to fi gure economic well-being. Even though no money 
comes to them, such seriously ill people appear wealthy because they receive such high 
levels of  in-kind health care benefi ts. Such variations in how income is measured rein-
force the need for caution in drawing conclusions about income unless you understand 
the defi nitions and measurements used to generate the results. 

 Rates of Poverty 

 While measures of  fi nancial resources answer one kind of  question about economic 
well-being (how well-off  are older people?), poverty rates answer another kind of  ques-
tion about economic health: How large or small is the proportion of  older people who 
are in extreme fi nancial jeopardy? Poverty rates tell us the proportion of  the population 
living below a minimum level of  income defi ned as necessary for survival. The poverty 
threshold is the income level below which people are categorically defi ned as “poor”; 
this threshold is linked to eligibility for many safety-net (need eligibility) programs in 
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the United States. For example, food stamps are available to people whose income is 
less than 130% of  the poverty threshold. The poverty rate (the proportion living below 
the poverty threshold) is thus not a measure of  how many resources individual people 
have, but of  how many of  them live in an untenable fi nancial situation. 

 Researchers and policymakers often use poverty rates and trends to chart how 
 effectively programs and policies address social ills, redistribute resources in ways 
 society desires, and improve the fi nancial situation of  various groups. The poverty rate 
among elderly Americans was 28.5% in 1966, compared to 10.2% in 2004, refl ecting 
substantial improvement. Because of  the many ways people use poverty statistics, and 
because of  the many competing agendas that can underlie those uses, it is important to 
understand the way the U.S. government calculates poverty. 

 The original poverty level was based on the cost of  food needed to meet minimal 
nutritional requirements. The cost of  food was calculated based on 1962 prices when the 
index was initiated, and that amount was multiplied by three (based on data from a 1955 
survey which showed that food represented one-third of  the average family’s budget) 
to arrive at the offi cial poverty threshold. These levels now are calculated for individu-
als and households of  various sizes and refl ect increases due to infl ation. Individuals 
or households whose incomes fall below that level qualify as poor. In 2003 the poverty 
threshold for a family of  four was $18,810; by 2005 the equivalent fi gure had grown to 
$20,144—a slow growth related to infl ation rates (U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 2005c). 

 The poverty threshold formula is open to serious criticisms. First, food costs are based 
on minimum consumption and were originally developed for emergency periods; no one 
was expected to survive on these menu plans for a long time. Second, different food plans 
were developed for different kinds of  households. The plan for a household in which the 
head of  household is under 65 allows for higher food costs than if  the household is headed 
by someone over age 65. The result of  this different food plan for older people is a lower 
poverty threshold, meaning that older people have to have lower incomes than younger 
people to be considered poor and to quality for need entitlement programs. For example, 
a single individual under age 65 had a poverty threshold of  $10,160 in 2005, compared to a 
mere $9,367 for a single individual aged 65 or older. (U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 2005c). 

 A fi nal focus of  criticism is the multiplier of  three. The idea that food represents 
about a third of  a family’s budget, which was apparently the case in 1955, is quite unreal-
istic today. Most families require much more than three times their food budget to meet 
all of  their other needs, including housing, utilities, and transportation (U.S. Bureau 
of  the Census, 1993). Housing takes a much higher proportion of  the budget and food 
a lower proportion than in 1955 (even though food costs are higher today). Moreover, 
families at different levels of  living will have different expenditure patterns; for poor 
families, necessities such as housing and food will consume a higher proportion of  the 
total budget than in middle-class families of  the same size. 

 The impact of  the approach to calculating the poverty threshold is to keep that thresh-
old artifi cially low, meaning that people have to be extremely poor in order to be categorized 
as living in poverty. Questions about how poverty is and should be calculated are  receiving 
signifi cant attention from researchers, policy analysts, advocates for older people, and the 
government agencies that produce poverty statistics (Citro & Michaels, 1995). 

 Refl ecting these concerns about the adequacy of the poverty threshold formula, poverty 
rates are now reported for 100%, 125%, and up to 200% of the poverty line. Those falling 
within 100–150% of the poverty threshold are often referred to as “near poor.” In 2004, 
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10.2% of all older people lived below the poverty line; however, raising the poverty level to 
just 125% of the threshold increases this group to 16.9% of adults over 65. Thus, hundreds 
of thousands of older people who are not categorically poor according to the offi cial pov-
erty threshold are nonetheless economically vulnerable. Smeeding (1990) has termed the 
group between 100% and 200% of the offi cial poverty level the “’tweeners,” those not poor 
enough to qualify for safety net programs but too poor to be fi nancially secure (p. 372). 

 Another study reinforces the need to be cautious about concluding that poverty is 
not a serious problem for older adults. Rank and Hirschi (1999) examined not just the 
annual rate of  poverty (a cross-sectional, snapshot view), but the likelihood that someone 
would experience an episode of  poverty at some time in later life. In a large, longitudinal 
study, they followed individuals from age 60 and found that 35% experienced an episode 
of  poverty by the time they reached 85. Some of  the individuals in the study were at 
greater risk of  becoming poor, especially those with less than high school education, those 
who were unmarried, and those who were Black. A married White man with more than 
high school education had a 14% risk of  ever experiencing poverty by age 85; risks for a 
married Black man who didn’t graduate high school reached 60%, and soared to 88% for 
his female counterpart (Rank & Hirschi, 1999). The life course perspective shows a dif-
ferent picture of  the problem of  poverty among the elderly than cross-sectional views. 

 People concerned about how our government defi nes poverty also question the way 
income is and should be measured to determine poverty status. Traditionally, income 
was defi ned as direct money income, from sources such as wages and salaries, Social 
 Security, public assistance, interest and dividends, and pensions. Current discussion 
and alternative calculations focus on the inclusion of  in-kind income sources and net 
worth. Analyses based on these alternative defi nitions can illustrate the impact of    in-
kind benefi ts such as government transfer programs on the poverty status of  the popula-
tion. Such analyses can also fuel debate and pave the way for policy changes. 

 These kinds of  analyses underscore the complexity of  answering questions about 
economic status. The very different conclusions that can be drawn—all of  them sup-
ported by facts and fi gures—suggest that answers and conclusions can be easily shaped 
by ideology, vested interests, and political agendas. If  an 85-year-old widow subsisting 
on SSI in her modest house appears to be economically secure because the cost of  a 
temporary nursing home visit is considered “income,” we all need to develop a criti-
cal eye for the statistics we see on the economic well-being of  the elderly. Statistics 
can be crafted to support almost any point of  view. Data-based but ideologically mo-
tivated statements about the economic status of  older people have stereotyped them 
as “greedy geezers,” responsible for the federal defi cit, and a drain on the welfare 
of  children. You are now better prepared to be look more cautiously at the bases for 
such statements. Whatever defi nitions and measures we select, comparing subgroups 
within the older population will also reveal the importance of  not generalizing about 
older adults as a category. 

 Economic Well-Being and Inequality Among Older People 
 Most researchers agree that there have been striking improvements in the economic well-
being of  the average older American in the past three decades (Quinn & Smeeding, 1993). 
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Poverty rates among older people have fallen sharply since the days prior to some of  the 
age-based entitlement programs. In 1959, 35.2% of  older people lived below the poverty 
level; in 2004 the fi gure had dropped to 10.2%. This success, in turn, provides support to 
political and social agendas seeking to reduce government entitlements to older people. 
However, despite the historical decline in poverty among older Americans, signifi cant 
variation exists in the economic status of  older adults, including pockets of  severe eco-
nomic distress in certain social groups (Quinn & Smeeding, 1993). Exhibit 9.9 shows a 
wide variation in levels of  income and a concentration of  older adults at the low end of  
the income distribution. Perhaps surprisingly, the modal (largest) income category is be-
tween $10,000 and $14,999, and that individuals over 65 with incomes over $50,000 con-
stitute only about 15% of  older adults. Over half  have incomes under $20,000 per year.       

 These wide income variations are mirrored in the differing rates of  poverty for 
different groups within the older population. Exhibit 9.10 shows that the overall pov-
erty rate masks enormous differences. Being Black, being Hispanic, being female, and 
being unmarried are related to greater economic disadvantage. The poverty level for 
married people over 65 is under half  of  the average, with unmarried men and women 
both showing higher percentages who are poor or near poor. The poverty rate for older 
Blacks and Hispanics is above 20%, compared to 9% for older Whites. If  we include 
the near poor individuals, poverty among Black and Hispanic elders is above 30%.     

 In addition, older age is associated with economic disadvantage. Exhibit 9.11 shows 
median income by age category, marital status, and sex. Moving from younger to older 
cohorts, you fi nd lower median income amounts, with consistently higher incomes 
among married individuals (compared to unmarried age-peers) persisting into advanced 
old age. Even among the unmarried, there is a consistent difference between men and 
women. Also keep in mind that the percentage of  each age group that is married grows 

Income Distribution of the Population 65 Years and Over in 2002
 Source:  Social Security Administration, 2004d.

Exhibit
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smaller as you move from the 65–74 cohort to the 80 years and over cohort in the chart. 
Given the gender differential in widowhood, the concentration of  persons in these age 
ranges shifts from predominantly married couples (65–74 years) to predominantly wid-
owed women (80 and over).       

Percent of U.S. Older Persons in Poverty by Marital Status, Sex, and Race/Ethnicity, 2002
  Source:  Social Security Administration, 2004d. 

Exhibit

9.10

Differences in Median Income by Age, Sex, and Marital Status, 2002
 Source:  Social Security Administration, 2004a.

Exhibit

9.11
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 As mature cohorts reach age 65 or retirement, each one in recent years has in-
cluded a higher percentage of  people with Social Security benefi ts and income from 
pensions and assets. So when we state that the aggregate economic well-being of  
the older population has improved, it is mostly because poorer members of  the old-
est cohorts have died and have been replaced by more affl uent individuals moving 
into the 65 and over range. It is usually not the case that the economic fortunes of  
specifi c persons have improved (Quinn & Smeeding, 1993). Nor is it the case that 
individuals or couples, as they advance in age, necessarily move to lower levels of  
income. An analysis by McGarry and Schoeni (2005) found that nearly half  of  the 
differences in economic well-being between the married and widowed is due to eco-
nomic conditions that predated the death of  the spouse; remaining differences are 
due to high health costs in the last years of  a spouse’s life, loss of  her or his income, 
and continuing high health costs for the surviving spouse. Some additional erosion 
of  buying power is possible if  income sources don’t adjust for infl ation or if  health 
or family problems require consumption of  assets that had been providing income. 
So in interpreting cross-sectional data such as these, it is important to avoid the life 
course fallacy.   

     Effects of Population Aging on the Economy 
 So far we have considered the impact of  aging (along with gender, race/ethnicity, and 
marital status) on the economic well-being of  individuals. Questions at a more macro 
level of  analysis examine the impact of  societal aging on the economy of  the nation as a 
whole. Population aging can have an effect on aggregate economic activity, the size and 
composition of  the labor force, aggregate labor force participation rates, productivity, 
and the structure of  demand and consumption (Matras, 1990). Here we will consider 
some of  these effects of  societal aging on the economy. 

 Spending and Saving Over the Life Course 

 How will societal aging affect savings behavior in the U.S. economy and the pool of  as-
sets in pension funds and privately owned assets? If  future cohorts behave like current 
ones, the already low level of  savings by individual Americans could drop even more. 
However, we can’t necessarily predict the savings behavior of  future cohorts from the 
activities of  aging cohorts to date. 

 Economists posit an  economic life-cycle hypothesis  of  saving and spending. 
According to this hypothesis, rational economic planners (all of  us, presumably) ac-
cumulate assets of  various types, including personal savings, home equity, and pension 
wealth, in anticipation of  a change in behavior in later life as we become less economi-
cally productive at retirement. The hypothesis argues that we defer some of  our con-
sumption (in pensions and IRA accounts) to support ourselves in later life, spending 
down these assets as we move through later life (Holtz-Eakin & Smeeding, 1994). A 
person who adapted perfectly to the life-cycle hypothesis would end up with absolutely 
no resources left at the time of  death, but this outcome seldom occurs. Economically 
secure people often die leaving an estate, whereas the less advantaged often outlive their 
money, requiring assistance to pay for basic needs and long-term health care before they 
die. Others start with signifi cant resources, which can be consumed by costs for health 
or long-term care services. 
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 Research shows that the oldest age groups have fewer accumulated resources than 
do slightly younger cohorts over age 65, suggesting either that they are spending down 
their accumulated resources or that there is a cohort difference (i.e., they started out 
with fewer resources at age 65 than do current cohorts). People doubtless do spend 
down their resources with age as they “consume” pensions and other resources, but not 
as quickly as the life-cycle hypothesis suggests (Holtz-Eakin & Smeeding, 1994). While 
most people do not add to their accumulated assets in later life, most work to hold onto 
the resources accumulated in earlier years to meet expected or unexpected needs (a new 
car, health care expenses). If  the life-cycle hypothesis is accurate for most people, the 
aging of  society should reduce private assets, the stock of  money in pension funds, and 
thus the capital available to the economy for investments in new capital or research. 
While this sounds dire for the health of  the economy, let us turn next to examining the 
somewhat limited research on consumption patterns of  older adults. 

 Consumption Patterns 

 Researchers have analyzed how patterns of  saving, spending, and consuming vary by 
age and other social variables. The amounts and types of  spending by older adults may 
seem of  little relevance to the rest of  us. However, as the society ages and older consum-
ers become more than one out of  fi ve Americans, the degree to which they can afford to 
consume desired goods and services (discretionary income) will have a major impact on 
the overall vigor and size of  the economy, indirectly infl uencing everyone. Spending by 
individuals over age 65 now constitutes 14.6% of  all consumer dollars (Paulin, 2000). 
Choices made by this large consumer pool will also help to determine the mix of  prod-
ucts and services available in the economy. 

 Early studies on the older population showed that a signifi cant percentage of  income 
is spent on basics—food, health care, utilities, and housing—with discretionary spend-
ing on leisure and recreation varying substantially by income level (Goldstein, 1960). 
Poorer households could ill afford the travel or recreation consumed by the middle class; 
as with poor people of  any age, nearly all of  their incomes went for necessities (food, 
shelter, transportation). It has been argued that one of  the reasons that Social Security 
passed in 1935 was the hope that consumption by benefi t recipients would help spur the 
economy, which was mired in the Great Depression (Quadagno, 1988). 

 Other studies of consumption indicate that the consumption pattern remains largely 
unchanged for low- to moderate-income households. Fixed costs still constitute a major 
component of spending by older consumers. A 1992 study by the United States General 
Accounting Offi ce, for example, estimated that half  of older homeowners spent at least 
45% of their incomes on property taxes, utilities, and home maintenance. Among married 
couples (with their larger incomes), only about 30% of expenditures are for housing-related 
costs (Nieswiadomy & Rubin, 1995). Other necessary expenditures, such as food and health 
care, also represent larger percentages of the more modest incomes of unmarried women 
compared to married couples. In all, Nieswiadomy and Rubin (1995) found that current 
cohorts of retired couples spent only 3%–5% of all consumer spending on entertainment. 

 A more recent analysis of  the Consumer Expenditure Survey between 1984 and 1997 
compares expenditures for big ticket items and recurring expenses for those 65–74 and 75 
years and over to determine whether preferences and behaviors changed over time (Paulin, 
2000). While older consumers spent fewer dollars than those under 65, the trends over 
time in spending for shelter, food, and other items did not change dramatically across the 
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The Stratifi ed Life Course and Economic 
Diversity
 As we have seen, groups within the elderly population 
differ substantially in rates of poverty and on more posi-
tive measures of economic status, with married couples 
faring better than unmarried adults and Whites faring 
better than Hispanics and Blacks. What brings about 
these systematic differences, which tend to appear re-
gardless of the measure used to evaluate economic well-
being? The answer has to do with choices and opportu-
nities throughout the life cycle—prior life chances. 

 These differences must be considered from a life-
cycle perspective, as the consequence of  differences 
in life chances (including education, health, family, 
and labor force experiences), consequent access to 
various types of  resources (income, family support, 
pensions, and assets), and provision of  income main-
tenance programs (O’Rand, 1996). Thus, life chances 
associated with earnings potentials and access to pen-
sions have long-term consequences for economic 
well-being in later life. Sociologists and economists 
have used the notions of   cumulative advantage  and 
 cumulative disadvantage  to describe this process 
whereby individuals who have early opportunities 
for success (better life chances) most often build on 
that success to perpetuate their advantages into later 
life, while those with disadvantages also carry those 

disadvantages forward through sequential life stages, 
often resulting in later-life poverty (Crystal & Shea, 
1990; O’Rand, 1996). Structural barriers to full em-
ployment in some groups within a society (women, 
minorities, those with less education) will inevitably 
result in their greater fi nancial need in old age, bar-
ring income maintenance policies that correct for 
those distinctions through income redistribution. 

One interesting implication of  a life cycle per-
spective is that, in the long run, the well-being 
of  the elderly may be more effi ciently served by 
concentrating on programs whose impact occurs 
long before old age-programs like education, 
training or health…. [Such programs] can have 
great impact on the income, assets, and health 
status of  the elderly-to-be. (Quinn, 1993, p. 21)

 As evidence of  this argument, studies continue to 
confi rm that women with children earn lower wages, 
even after differences of  education, experience and job 
type are taken into account (Waldfogel, 1997). This 
and similar life-course events shape labor force choices, 
savings, and a range of  other behaviors over time. The 
tendency, then, is for those who have been advantaged 
in early stages of  adulthood to continue that advantage 
into later life, with economic disadvantage also follow-
ing persons as they age. Common exceptions to these 
patterns of  continued advantage or disadvantage in 
later life are individuals whose resources are depleted 

Applying Theory

Exhibit
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Shares of Aggregate Income in Lowest and Highest Income Quintiles
 Source:  Federal Interagency Forum on Aging and Related Statistics, 2004. (continued)
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suddenly by health problems and women who 
experience increased risks of  impoverishment 
following widowhood (Quinn & Smeeding, 
1993). 

 Both race and health infl uence the accumu-
lation of wealth by affecting life chances: Blacks 
and those with chronic health conditions gen-
erally have lower assets in later life than their 
more advantaged age peers (Shea, Miles, & 
Hayward, 1996). Older Blacks are less likely to 
own homes or have high home equity amounts 
as they approach later life, giving them fewer re-
sources for the future (Myers & Chung, 1996). 
Life-course events, such as marriage, divorce, 
and childbearing, can also infl uence individu-
als’ long-term economic status. For example, 
a study of pre–retirement-age women showed 
that those who had been divorced or widowed 
had signifi cantly lower incomes and assets than 
those who remained in fi rst marriages. Even if 
the divorced or widowed women had subse-
quently remarried, their economic well-being 
was lower (Holden & Kuo, 1996).       

 Life chances and life experience translate 
into various groups’ being more or less likely 
to have income from the major sources dis-
cussed earlier. Exhibit 9.12 shows that indi-
viduals in the highest one-fi fth of the income 
distribution are far more likely to have income 
from assets; clearly, those most economically 
secure in later life were earning incomes en-
abling them to save during their working years 
(Federal Interagency Forum on Aging Related 
Statistics, 2004). Older persons in the lowest 
quintile of income receive over 80% of their 
income from Social Security, whereas those in 
the highest quintile receive about 20% of their 
income from Social Security. Thus, the in-
come sources, as well as the income amounts, 
of economically secure individuals differ substantially 
from those who are least economically secure.     

 Although life chances are associated with mem-
bership in particular social groups and categories, the 
system is not completely deterministic; individuals 
sometimes do beat the odds and do very well—get-
ting excellent jobs, good incomes, and substantial pen-
sions despite membership in a group that fares poorly 
on average. The notion of  life chances simply points 
out that, to date, individuals in different groups have 
had different odds of  moving successfully through the 
events of  the life course in ways that result in economic 
security in old age. These different odds—patterned 

by race, ethnicity, and gender—are the product of  our 
history and social structure. 

Differing life chances for economic security in 
later life is one kind of  diversity among the older 
population. But diversity can have different mean-
ings and implications. Is diversity a positive, nega-
tive, or neutral fact of  life in our society? Should 
we promote diversity or seek to reduce it? Obvi-
ously the answer to that question depends on what 
kind of  diversity and on the ideology of  the people 
discussing it. In the case of  economic status, a high 
degree of  diversity may be a negative refl ection 
on our society and may call for policies to reduce 
 differences.

Differing opportunities for economic security in later life 
offer one kind of diversity among older persons. (Credit: 
E. J. Hanna)

(continued)
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age groups, with most following parallel spending patterns through economic upturns and 
recessions. In general, trends and preferences in spending for these age groups did not 
change substantially over the 13-year period examined in this research. 

 One component of  consumption that is not entirely predictable is health care. 
Health care costs, which have varied depending on Medicare’s coverage and copay-
ment levels since 1965, were about 12% of  total expenditures by retirees in the late 
1980s  (Nieswiadomy & Rubin, 1995). (See chapter 11 for more detail on health care 
costs.) Those who can afford to do so seek to control this unpredictable cost by buying 
insurance that supplements any public or private programs to which they are entitled, 
including an increasing share of  those 65 and over (Paulin, 2000). Concerns regarding 
the high cost of  health care and the potential for costly catastrophic illnesses may prompt 
older adults to hold onto savings and suppress current spending, thereby infl uencing the 
consumption patterns of  the older population in areas other than health care. 

 Experts disagree on whether consumption patterns will shift substantially in the next de-
cades, as new cohorts enter later life. Johnson and Williamson (1987) claim that the improved 
health and fi nancial status of current and future retirees, as well as their potentially increased 
leisure time, will result in new products and services targeted to this market. Their side of 
this debate suggests that specialized products and services, as well as senior-oriented leisure, 
will be an expanding market as societal aging continues. For example, people over age 60 
make up 35% of the consumers of vacation cruises (Cruise Lines International  Association, 
1996). If that percentage remains constant as the population ages, shouldn’t enterprising 
shipbuilders be preparing now for the growing number of customers? 

 On a less optimistic note, as more people survive to ages at which assistance is 
needed in household tasks and personal care, how much should home health care com-
panies anticipate growing over the next several decades? This question is complicated 
further if  each succeeding cohort has later onset of  disability than its predecessors. It 
remains unclear how quickly or vigorously such markets will shift, in part depending on 
the level of  fi nancial security of  the older cohorts of  the future. 

 On the other side of  this debate, some researchers voice concerns regarding  restricted 
consumption by the older population. As society ages, this group wonders whether the 
economy will slow if  older consumers keep cars and durable goods (such as refrigerators) 
longer than do younger adults (Kneese & Cooper, 1993). Will the aging of  society have a 
negative effect on consumerism? Again, the answer will turn on whether aging or  cohort 
effects are more potent in these behaviors. Spending and consumption patterns of  future 
aging cohorts may be based more on per capita income and the choices available; we can-
not assume that because a society ages, its rate of  consumer spending automatically drops 
(Easterlin, 1996). Future cohorts may be more free-spending or more tight-fi sted with 
their money, depending in part on their lifetime experiences with money and the economy, 
their expectations of  their futures, their levels of  disposable income, and social policies in 
force during their later lives (for example, will Social  Security and Medicare benefi ts be 
more limited than today, requiring that more income be devoted to  necessities?). 

 One thing that is clear is that businesses and marketers have discovered the “gray mar-
ket” for products and services (Minkler, 1991b). This discovery has had the dual effects of 
recognizing and meeting the needs of this population, but has also resulted in a focus on 
the affl uent among the older population, downplaying the continuing economic marginality 
of some subgroups within the older population (Minkler, 1991b). Both the senior lobby 
and private corporations have contributed to the notion of the older population as a vast, 
 untapped resource for marketing goods and services. The fact that we now see older models 
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in advertisements, even for products not oriented to older adults, is a signal that the gray 
market is no longer as marginalized by business (Minkler, 1991b). It remains important, 
however, for the marketplace to be responsive to the needs of a wide range of older consum-
ers, not just the wealthiest. Many predict signifi cant expansion of private sector products 
and services and public/private collaborations (see Cutler & Timmerman, 2004–2005). 

 Prospects for the Future Economic Status of the Elderly 
 Predicting the economic well-being of  future cohorts of  older persons involves many 
unknowns. Critical among these unknowns are the potential changes in public and pri-
vate policies for income maintenance and the overall health of  the economy. Under a 
worst-case scenario, the economy would face sustained growth in the elderly population, 
continued trajectory of  early retirement, increases in the costs of  care (both medical 
and personal assistance), a smaller working-age population, a less productive work force 
(dominated by older workers and less educated youth), and a stagnant level of  economic 
growth (Szanton, 1993). In less negative scenarios, one or more of  these factors shifts to 
moderate the impact of  an aging population. 

 Although we do know that the aging of  society will likely proceed, barring an un-
expected increase in fertility, many of  the other elements in that worst-case scenario are 
hotly debated by experts and may deviate dramatically from current trends (Szanton, 
1993). For example, the size of  the productive work force can vary considerably in a 
given country depending on immigration policies and shifts toward higher average ages 
of  retirement, due to incentives to continue working or fears regarding economic insecu-
rity. How close we come to the worst-case scenario is yet to be determined. 

 Although we have seen improvement in the economic fortunes of  recent cohorts, 
there is no guarantee that this improvement will continue for future cohorts. The  cohorts 
born in the 1920s have been dubbed the  “good times” generation,  because of  the way 
in which historical events have shaped their lives and their retirement incomes (Moon & 
Smeeding, 1989). The good times generation are a privileged cohort, because they were 
in their prime working years during the economic boom following World War II, worked 
during the period in which private pension coverage was expanding, and benefi ted from 
the windfall of  a dramatic increase in the value of  real estate during their lives (Holtz-
Eakin & Smeeding, 1994). The coincidence of  so many favorable circumstances is un-
likely to repeat for future cohorts. 

 What also seems likely, however, is that inequality will continue to be problematic 
among the elderly. In contrast to many other countries, the piecemeal system of  income 
maintenance in the United States leaves some individuals much less protected than  others 
in old age. By attempting to create incentives early in life to work hard and achieve, our 
income maintenance policies mostly reward high achievers and do less for the unfortunate 
or unmotivated. As a nation, we will probably be revisiting several pieces of  our income 
maintenance policies in the next few decades, with the outcomes from those  political 
 processes shaping the economic well-being of  all of  us as we age in the future. 

 S U M M A R Y  
 Economic well-being is one area in which it is especially critical to avoid discussions of  
“the average” older adult. It is clear that economic well-being has improved on the aver-
age, but many sizable groups continue to experience high rates of  poverty and economic 
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marginality. Lifelong advantages and disadvantages embedded in the labor market and 
public and private policies of  income maintenance result in individuals whose economic 
histories, for good or ill, follow them into later life to result in security or insecurity. In 
general, wealthy older people are not suddenly impoverished after retirement, nor are 
the poorest older persons likely to be in poverty for the fi rst time as a result of  retire-
ment. As James Schulz (1992) eloquently put it, 

 The issue is not whether … we can have better pensions and services for the aged. 
The issue is whether we want a higher standard of living in our retirement years at the 
expense of a lower standard in our younger years. Whether we like it or not, the “eco-
nomics of aging” begins for most of us quite early in life. (p. 201) 

 The choices of  a graying consumer market regarding saving versus spending, and 
on what types of  goods and services, will have a signifi cant impact on the larger economy 
in years to come. The economy cannot afford to ignore such a large group of  consum-
ers and continue to gear merchandise for the youth market only. Whether consumption 
among older adults will be for necessities only or for leisure and optional goods will 
depend, to a great extent, on how much disposable income is provided by the public and 
private systems of  income maintenance. 

 On the societal level, older persons constitute a growing percentage of  the popu-
lation. Income maintenance programs place large and growing demands on both the 
public and private sectors. We can undoubtedly anticipate some modifi cations of  these 
policies that will affect future cohorts. The issues facing the United States and most 
other countries with aging populations are much the same. Can our economies support 
a growing number of  economically dependent adults for increasingly lengthy periods of  
retirement and still survive in worldwide competition? These issues are likely to chal-
lenge political and economic leaders for years to come. 

 W E B  W I S E  
 United States Census Bureau 
 http://www.census.gov 

 The United States Census Bureau collects and disseminates data about demographics, 
the population, and economy of  the United States. This site offers information about 
the Bureau, including its organizational structure and employment  opportunities. 
The current U.S. population and world population data are also available as well as 
current economic indicators and information on businesses and income, and labor force 
statistics. A manual and subject search option is provided. A “just for fun” function is 
also offered, and is an interactive approach to learning about  geography and statistics. 

 Social Security Administration 
 http://www.ssa.gov 

 The Social Security Administration provides a great deal of information on various topics, 
including Social Security (SS) benefi t information and forms, how to apply for services, di-
rect online services, SS budget and planning, and SS laws and regulations. Quick access to 

http://www.census.gov
http://www.ssa.gov
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the Offi ce of Research, Evaluation and Statistics, which offers continuing data and research 
examinations of old-age, survivors, and disability insurance (OASDI) and Supplemental 
Security Income (SSI) programs, is offered. In addition, current SS information, the most 
requested top 10 SS services, and frequently asked questions are presented. Lastly, separate 
educational pages for children ages 6–12, teens, teachers, and parents are offered. 

 Center for Policy Research, Maxwell School, Syracuse University 
 NIA-Sponsored Research Projects 

 http://www-cpr.maxwell.syr.edu 

 The Center for Policy Research (CPR) is part of  the Maxwell School of  Citizenship 
and Public Affairs, Syracuse University. CPR conducts research and related projects 
in areas including aging and income security policy. This Web site offers information 
about Syracuse University, the Maxwell School, and CPR. It provides links to quickly 
access the Center for Demography and Economics of  Aging and the CPR Aging Studies 
Program. Users can also explore National Institute on Aging–sponsored research stud-
ies as well as other economic- and income-related projects. 

 Luxembourg Income Study 
 http://www.lisproject.org/publications/wpapersg.htm 

 This key international study has generated interesting, comparative data across several 
 nations on income, pensions, assets, and living arrangements of older adults. This page 
provides titles and abstracts of the most recent publications from this database. Topics vary 
over time, and analyses are performed by leading economic researchers in many countries. 

 K E Y  T E R M S  

 Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  T H O U G H T  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N  

  1 .   Considering life chances and the pattern of  cumulative advantage and disad-
vantage, what steps are you taking and plans are you making in your current 
stage of  life that will infl uence your economic security in later life? In taking 
the long view, what are the major unknowns about how this will turn out? 

 adequacy of  
benefi ts 

 age eligibility 
 assets 
 cumulative advantage 
 cumulative disadvantage 
 defi ned benefi t 
 defi ned contribution 
 deserving poor 

 economic life-cycle 
hypothesis 

 equity of  benefi ts 
 ERISA 
 “good times” generation 
 income maintenance 

systems 
 income redistribution 
 in-kind income 

 need eligibility 
 privatization of  Social 

Security 
 social insurance 
 Social Security Trust 

Fund 
 three-legged stool 
 Townsend Movement 
 vested 

http://www-cpr.maxwell.syr.edu
http://www.lisproject.org/publications/wpapersg.htm
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What choices have you already made and what opportunities granted or with-
held from you will determine this outcome? 

  2 .   Social Security has for years battled to reach the goals of  adequacy and  equity. 
But they are sometimes inconsistent. Both refl ect middle-class American val-
ues. Should one of  these goals be more important than the other? Should they 
be weighted equally in policy changes? Explain why you think your choice is 
best. 

  3 .   Imagine yourself  at a family gathering where your uncle asks about your 
classes this semester. When he hears that you are taking a course in aging, 
he lets you know in no uncertain terms that he thinks older people are selfi sh 
and a huge drain on the economy, living comfortably and demanding more 
than their fair share while giving back nothing. How would you respond to 
him? 

  4 .   Now that you know a little bit more about the social construction of  poverty, 
do you think that the defi nition is adequate? Are the assumptions fair? What 
would be the advantages and disadvantages of  not changing the standards for 
measuring poverty for older and younger people? 
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10
Aging and the Health of 
Individuals

We can have a dramatic impact on our 
own success or failure in aging. What 
we can do for ourselves, however, 
 depends partly on the opportunities 
and constraints that are presented 
to us as we age—the attitudes and 
expectations of others toward older 
people, and on policies of the larger 
society of which we are a part. (Rowe 
& Kahn, 1998, p. 18)

he health status of  an older 
person is the result of  many 
factors, including lifelong 
health habits (including diet and exercise), heredity, and exposure to occupational and 
environmental hazards. The quality and availability of  health care throughout life also 
plays a role in health in later life. Many of  these infl uences on individual health are, in 

large measure, socially shaped or constructed. As the quote above suggests, health behaviors are 
affected by societal values and by the practices and habits of  the people in one’s immediate social 
world, such as families and peers. For example, a person’s food preferences and eating habits are 
clearly shaped by one’s family experiences  regarding food. Our growing awareness of  the impor-
tance of  exercise is another example of  how societal values can infl uence individual values and 
behaviors. Your attitudes about  exercise are probably quite different from those of  your grandpar-
ents. Your health in later life will be infl uenced by this broad range of  individual and social factors. 
This chapter explores those infl uences and looks at some information about the health status of  
older people to get an idea of  how aging is related to health. In chapter 11, our focus shifts to the 
policies and practices within the U.S. health care system that shape access to and quality of  health 
care for older adults.

T
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Physical Aging
Why do we grow old? What happens to health as we grow older? Is there an  inevitable 
increase in illness and poor health that accompanies age? To answer these questions, 
we can compare the health status of  older people overall to that of  younger cohorts. 
However, we also need to look at variations within the older population. Indeed, the 
 degree of  diversity in health among older people suggests that age itself  may not be a 
very strong predictor of  health problems. Variations in health status across cultures 
provide further evidence for the idea that age is not the most powerful infl uence. For 
example,  Americans experience a progressive age-related increase in blood pressure, 
but in Japan and China resting blood pressure changes very little well into old age 
(Alessio, 2001). We examine many of  these variations in health status throughout this 
chapter.

To set the stage for discussing these cultural and social variations in health, it 
is useful to know that there is extensive research on the physiology of  aging. This 
 specialized topic is beyond the scope of  this book, but interested students can look to 
the numerous sources that describe physical changes that accompany age and the array 
of  biological theories that seek to explain how and why the human organism ages. An 
example of  such a source is Human Aging: Biological Perspectives (DiGiovanna, 2000). 
A recent issue of  Generations (Spring 2000) focused on genetics of  aging, covering the 
genetic infl uence on disease, new research on telomeres and alleles (some of  the mech-
anisms operating at the cellular level to infl uence the aging of  an organism), cloning, 
and cell transplantation. The human genome project will have incredible implications 
for our understanding of  the genetic basis for aging. Physician George Martin (2000) 
draws  attention to the clinical, ethical, and social consequences of  “‘new genetics’ … 
the  present explosion of  information concerning the structure and function of  the 
human genome” (p. 10).

Keep in mind that there are normal physical changes that accompany aging, such as a 
reduction in collagen that results in wrinkling of  the skin and decreased elasticity of  veins 
and arteries, which can reduce the ease and effi ciency with which blood fl ows through 
the circulatory system. The timing and extent of  such changes are highly variable among 
 individuals, and they do not inevitably produce disease or disability. There are, however, 
diseases that become more common as we grow older, such as arthritis, heart disease, and 
Alzheimer’s disease. Age can be a marker for physiological declines and increased likeli-
hood of  some diseases, but its role as a cause is not at all clear. Physiological aging—normal 
changes that accompany the passage of  time—is highly variable. As discussed in chap-
ter 1, Rowe and Kahn (1997) brought this variability to light in their distinction among 
successful, usual, and pathological aging. This breakthrough changed our thinking about 
physiological aging, paved the way for “a new gerontology” (Blazer, 2006), and continues 
to generate considerable research. Recent refi nements have focused on clarifying the mul-
tiple dimensions of  successful aging, including the avoidance of  disease and disability, 
engagement with life, and high cognitive and physical function (Rowe & Kahn, 1997). 
Other current research is examining the factors that predict successful aging (Depp & 
Jeste, 2006).

Obviously, we must be cautious not to assume that age-related patterns are solely 
or even primarily caused by age. Some older adults get certain of  these diseases, others 
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The timing of age- related decline and disability 
is highly  variable, and some older persons dem-
onstrate a great deal of strength and elasticity in 
their 70s, 80s, and beyond. (Credit: E. J. Hanna)

(Credit: Mike Payne, courtesy of the Ohio Department 
of Aging)
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do not—so clearly age is not a cause or almost everyone would get these diseases as 
they aged. Beyond this, the patterns of  illnesses we see for older adults in the United 
States do not necessarily hold true for other cultures, as mentioned above regarding 
high blood pressure. This illustrates that physical aging is only one of  several factors 
that infl uence health and disease for older people. Compare, for example, the relative 
absence of  breast cancer among Japanese women to its exponential increase with age 
among American women. In the United States in 2000, an average of  29.2 women 
per 100,000 died of  breast cancer; the rates of  this cancer mortality increase notice-
ably with age. Among women aged 55 to 64, the death rate was 59 per 100,000; that 
rate more than doubles (to 151 per 100,000) for the 75 and older group. Based on 
these numbers, we might conclude that something about the passage of  time—sim-
ply  living a certain number of  years—increases the likelihood of  breast cancer. How-
ever, in Japan in 2000, only 14 women (of  all ages) per 100,000 died of  breast cancer 
(World Health Organization, 2006), less than half  the U.S. rate for all women. The 
fact that the breast cancer mortality rate is so much lower in Japan suggests that 
cultural  factors—the context in which the passage of  time is taking place—are at least 
as  important as age.

Throughout this chapter we look at the health of  the older population as a way to 
get a glimpse into what happens to the health of  individuals as they age. The averages 
and patterns among the older population as a whole mask a great deal of  individual varia-
tion. We can all think of  examples of  healthy, active 80-year-olds, and frail 65-year-olds 
in poor health. For any individual, health is a product of  many factors—the genetics 
 discussed above; life-style choices related to exercise and diet; and social characteristics 
such as  gender, race, and social class. Because these latter characteristics refl ect both 
individual and social forces, we use them as a way to disaggregate information about the 
entire older population. By presenting some information about groups within the older 
population, we can get some idea of  the kind of  variation seen among individuals. The 
diagram in Exhibit 10.1 is a simple representation of  the multiple forces that infl uence 
an individual’s health.

The Health Status of Older People
To develop a profi le of  the health of  older people, we need to clarify how health is 
defi ned and measured. Even though health includes more than the absence of   disease, 
much of  the national data focuses on diagnosed illnesses and impairments, chronic 
 conditions, hospitalizations, and doctor visits. We might argue that we have  traditionally 
tracked indicators of  the absence of  health rather than health itself. Few national sur-
veys  include emotional, spiritual, and social well-being, mirroring our emphasis on the 
 medical model of  thinking about health. The major feature of  the medical model 
(which is discussed in detail in chapter 11) is its focus on the diagnosis and treatment of  
disease, rather than a more holistic perspective on the physical, psychological, and social 
dimensions of  health and wellness.

Recently, however, there has been increased interest in positive health behav-
iors such as prevention and health promotion, including nutrition, exercise, and 
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smoking cessation. Health promotion and disease prevention is the explicit goal of  a 
major U.S. initiative called Healthy People 2010. This public health effort seeks to 
improve  quality of  life and life expectancy for all Americans, emphasizing physical 
activity, healthy weight, mental health, and avoidance of  tobacco (Healthy People 
2010, 2006). One recent national report provides data on one of  these health indica-
tors: leisure-time physical activity among U.S. adults (U.S. Department of  Health 
and Human Services, 2005). Exhibit 10.2 shows a steady increase with age in the 
proportion of  people who are physically inactive. However, the increasing likelihood 
of  inactivity is gradual until people reach the oldest age group (75 and over). Fur-
ther, it is not known whether any cohort differences are refl ected in these age-related 
data. People raised in earlier cohorts may have had different patterns of  physical 
activity or inactivity even when they were younger. So whether this refl ects inactiv-
ity that results from health limitations or simply a continuation of  lifelong patterns 
is unclear.

Despite growing data that identify health positively, a strong focus remains on 
 disease-based measures indicating absence of  or limits on health. The following  sections 
summarize some important trends in this area. We also provide information on the 
 mental health of  the older population, on their self-assessed health status, and on their 
ability to perform the major tasks of  everyday life.

Prevalence Rates for Chronic Conditions
One of  the most common measures of  the health of  the older population is the 
 prevalence of  chronic health conditions, such as diabetes and arthritis. Chronic 

Factors Infl uencing an Individual’s Health

Exhibit

10.1
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 conditions are health problems that last for an extended period of  time and are not 
easily or quickly  resolved. In contrast, an acute condition appears suddenly and changes 
quickly.  Infl uenza is an example of  an acute condition. Here we focus on chronic con-
ditions, since they become more common as we age. Prevalence rates indicate what 
proportion of  a given group has a certain condition or diagnosis. These rates, which 
say something about how common a condition is, can be reported as percentages, tell-
ing us how many people per 100 have the condition. For health problems that are less 
frequent, prevalence rates are often reported per 1,000—how many people per 1,000 in 
the group of  interest have the specifi ed condition. Exhibit 10.3 shows the prevalence 
(expressed as a percentage) of  several common chronic conditions among men and 
women ages 55 and older.  Comparing the darker bars with the lighter bars in this chart 
shows that all four of  these conditions become more common with age. In general, hy-
pertension and hearing impairments are more common than heart disease or diabetes 
among older men and women.

There are some interesting gender differences shown in Exhibit 10.3. Women 
have higher rates of  hypertension and diabetes than men, but men have higher rates 
of  heart disease—the number one cause of  death in the United States among adults. 
This  conclusion is consistent with the general observation that older men have 
higher rates of  the most life-threatening conditions, but older women have higher 
rates of   illness and disability overall. This pattern has been summarized (and prob-
ably oversimp lifi ed) in the statement, “Women get sick; men die,” which reminds 

Leisure Time Physical Activity by Age in the United States, 2003
Source: U.S. Department of  Health and Human Services, 2005.

Exhibit

10.2
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us of  the life expectancy differences described in chapter 3. Later in this chapter, 
we discuss a number of   social forces, including differences in gender socialization 
regarding undertaking risky  behaviors (e.g., drug use, high-speed driving), attention 
to bodily symptoms, and seeking help for health problems that contribute to this 
pattern.

Functional Ability
Another important indicator of  the health status of  the older population is the degree 
of  limitation in people’s ability to carry out their activities of  daily living. Knowing 
about older people’s health conditions is informative, but in order to plan meaning-
ful and  effective services, we need to know how these conditions affect people’s lives. 
 Measures of  functional ability or functional limitation (these terms are used here 
 interchangeably) serve that purpose. These measures evaluate older persons’ ability to 
get through the day by asking about what activities of  daily life they are able to perform, 
how diffi cult a given activity is for them, and whether the help of  another person is 
needed to accomplish a given task. The most common measure of  functional ability is 
the Activities of  Daily Living and Instrumental Activities of  Daily Living (ADL/IADL) 
scale, developed by Katz, Downs, Cash, and Grotz (1970) and refi ned by numerous 
 researchers (Freedman, Martin, & Schoeni, 2002; Glass, 1998; Kovar & Lawton, 1994; 
Lynch, Brown, & Harmsen, 2003). This measure assesses the extent to which an indi-
vidual needs help with basic personal tasks such as bathing, eating, and getting dressed 
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Percent of Older Population with Selected Conditions by Age and Sex: U.S. Average 2000–2003
Data Source: Schoenborn, Vickerie, and Powell-Griner, 2006.
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and with household and independent living tasks such as preparing meals,  shopping, 
and transportation. Some version of  this measure of  functional capacity is used for a 
wide range of  purposes, including determining eligibility for services, evaluating the 
 appropriateness of  care plans for people receiving assistance, describing the health sta-
tus of  the older population, and projecting future challenges to the health are system.

Based on the ADL/IADL scale, Exhibit 10.4 shows the proportion of  people 
at  various ages who have different levels of  limits in functional ability: no disability, 
 moderate disability, and severe disability. People were placed in these categories based 
on the kinds of  activities with which they need assistance. The severe limitation  category 
includes people who need help with the most basic activities, such as bathing, getting 
in and out of  bed, and dressing. The moderate category includes people who need help 
with activities such as shopping, meal preparation, and walking. Even though the pro-
portion of  people who have severe disability goes up noticeably with age, the majority 
of  older people under age 85 have little or no limitation in their ability to perform the 
personal and home management activities of  daily life. At age 85, most older people have 
at least a moderate level of  disability, requiring some  assistance.

Another way of  measuring functional ability is to look at a person’s self-reported 
 capacity to perform specifi c physical tasks. Exhibit 10.5 gives information about what 
proportion of  the older population in different racial and ethnic groups has diffi culty with 
some of  those tasks. In general, non-Hispanic Whites and Asians have the least amount 
of  diffi culty, non-Hispanic Blacks have the most diffi culty, and Hispanics  experience a 
comparatively moderate amount of  diffi culty. Older people in all four groups have the 
most diffi culty with stooping or bending.

Percentage Distribution of U.S. Population by Disability Status and Age, 1995
Data Source: Mehdizadeh, Kunkel, and Ritchey, 2001.
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Such data on the prevalence of  functional limitations have implications for the 
 everyday lives of  older people. While most people fi nd ways to compensate for gradual 
loss of  function, there comes a time when people who live long enough will need some 
kind of  assistance. Most people get the help they need from family and friends, for 
as long as possible. However, this informal assistance is only part of  a complex and 
 expanding system of  long-term care. Thus, patterns of  functional limitation in the older 
population have a direct bearing on the issue of  long-term care—special services and 
assistance provided on an ongoing basis (either in nursing homes, in specially designed 
living units, or in an individual’s own home) to people who need help with the activities 
of  everyday life. We will return to the topic of  long-term care in chapter 11.

Self-Assessment
Another more subjective measure of  the health of  the older population is self-assessed 
(or self-rated) health status. With this straightforward indicator of  perceived health, 
people are asked to rate their own health as excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor. It 
is an informative measure. First, it is quite useful to know how people view their own 
health situation, since their views may infl uence their satisfaction and choices in other 
areas. Second, self-assessed health “is strongly associated with objective health status, 
such as physical exams and physician ratings” (Cohen & Van Nostrand, 1995, pp. 31–32). 
The fact that self-assessment is so closely connected with ratings by physicians is sur-
prising to some people, but clearly older adults have a sense of  how their bodies are 
working that goes beyond diagnoses or daily tasks.

Exhibit

10.5

Percent of Adults Aged 65 and Above Who Had Some Diffi culty With Physical Functions by Race and Ethnicity
Source: Schoenborn, Vickerie, and Powell-Griner, 2006.
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Exhibit 10.6 displays variations in self-assessed health by age, race, and Hispanic 
origin. The majority of  all older people in all groups rate their health as excellent, very 
good, or good. The proportion of  people who rate their health as fair or poor goes 
up  signifi cantly with age, but the majority of  those 65 and over still rate their health 
 positively. There is a signifi cant race/ethnicity pattern, suggesting that Whites have 
higher self-rated health than Blacks or Hispanics.

How does self-assessed health align with the prevalence of chronic conditions? Among 
the population age 75 and older, more than 50% have arthritis, 36% have heart disease, and 
50% have hypertension (Schoenborn, Vickerie, & Powell-Griner, 2006). The majority of 
people over age 75 have at least one chronic condition. Given the high prevalence of major 
chronic conditions, how can older people rate their health as good, very good, or excellent?

Some researchers have suggested that older people rate their health positively 
 because expectations about health change with age, and because people tend to  compare 
themselves with age peers (Cockerham, 1998). This explanation implies that people 
make mental adjustments in the reference point against which they judge their own 
health, so that they see their health as better than they had expected for their age or 
 better than others they know. An alternative explanation suggests that chronic condi-
tions develop gradually, so that older people are able to adapt to and compensate for 
their health conditions. Many of  their health problems have minimal impact on their 
 everyday functioning. “Physical decrements can be accommodated within their customary 
lifestyle, so that good health is a reality” (Atchley, 1997, p. 86). According to this view, 
positive self-assessments of  health are not the result of  altered expectations, but are an 
accurate representation of  the ability to perform daily activities.

Exhibit

10.6

Self-Assessed Health Status by Race and Age in the United States, 2001
Source: Barnes, Adams, and Schiller, 2003.
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Beyond the fairly high percentages of  older people who rate their health as good 
to excellent and the growth with age in those indicating their health to be fair or poor, 
Exhibit 10.6 reveals signifi cant differences among Blacks, Whites, and Hispanics on 
self-assessed health. Blacks and persons of  Hispanic origin are much more likely than 
Whites to rate their health as fair or poor at every age, and much less likely to see their 
health as very good or excellent. These poorer self-assessments are not surprising, given 
the higher levels of  illness and mortality among older Blacks compared to older Whites. 
They may also refl ect cultural differences in defi ning categories such as good or poor.

Mortality
A fi nal indicator of  health status—or the ultimate lack of  health—is mortality.  Mortality 
rates reveal who dies, of  what causes, and when (at what ages). One important way to 
compare mortality rates across time or across groups within the population is by looking 
at death rates. Rates of  death tell us how many people per 100,000 in a particular 
group died in a particular year. Not surprisingly, death rates go up signifi cantly with age. 
 Exhibit 10.7 shows this trend. In the United States in 2002, the death rate for people 
between the ages of  15 and 24 was 81 per 100,000 people in that age group; the rate goes 
up gradually and then steeply increases for people ages 65 to 74.

But like most of  the health measures discussed here, there is signifi cant variation in 
mortality among the older population. Among people who are 65 and older, men have 
higher rates of  death for heart disease, cancer, and lower respiratory disease; women have 

Death Rates by Age in the United States, 2002
Data Source: Kochanek, Murphy, Anderson, and Scott, 2004.
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higher mortality rates for cerebrovascular disease (stroke) and Alzheimer’s disease. For 
most of  the causes on which comparisons can be made, Blacks have higher death rates than 
Whites, and Whites have higher rates of  death than persons of  Hispanic origin (Anderson 
& Smith, 2005). In 2002, for example, 605 of  every 100,000 Black men ages 55 to 64 died of  
heart disease; for Black men 65 and older, that rate was more than 1,897 per 100,000.

Looking beyond general rates of  mortality, we can consider causes of  death. Exhibit 
10.8 lists the leading causes of  death by gender, race, and age for the United States in 
2002. Heart disease and cancer are the two leading causes of  death for all gender and 
race groups ages 55 and over. Diabetes, stroke, and chronic respiratory diseases, such 
as emphysema, are also leading causes for the age groups shown in this table. There is 
more variability by gender and race among the less common causes of  death. Pneumonia 
and infl uenza ranks higher as a cause of  death for older groups than for younger people. 
Alzheimer’s disease is the fi fth leading cause of  death for White women 65 years and 
older, but it is not among the top ten for Black men at all. Some striking differences 
are not captured in this table, because the data are on the top 10 causes of  death for the 
entire older population. Because there is variability, sometimes a leading cause for a 
subgroup will not be one of  the overall top 10. For example, for Black men between the 
ages of  55 and 64, HIV is the eighth leading cause of  death. For White men in the same 
age group, suicide is the eighth leading cause of  death.

Additional dramatic differences in mortality patterns, with serious implications for 
society, are found in the younger population (not included in Exhibit 10.8). For Black 
and White men between the ages of  20 and 24, the three leading causes of  death are 
accidents, suicide, and homicide (Anderson & Smith, 2005). The striking variations 
in leading causes of  death illustrate that health and illness are complex outcomes of  so-
cial forces, including social inequality, variations in access to health care resources, life-
styles, and, for some groups, immersion in a violent world. The cause of  death rankings 
have implications for health policy and health promotion efforts, suggesting that such 
programs be tailored to meet the most pressing health needs of  different groups. How-
ever, the largest number of  deaths in a given year occur to White males, because Whites 

Exhibit

10.8

Cause of Death Rankings by Age, Race, and Sex in the United States, 2002
Data Source: Anderson and Smith, 2005.
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are the most numerous group in the United States and males are more likely to die than 
females. Therefore, the experiences of  White males have tended to set the agenda for 
public health efforts, including research, treatment, and prevention.

It is clear that illness and the timing of  death are not evenly distributed across 
the population, either within a society or around the globe. For children in develop-
ing countries without suffi cient food and clean water and without adequate health care, 
conditions related to malnutrition and contaminated water and food are major causes of  
premature death (Bender & Smith, 1997). This unequal distribution of  illness and early 
death is another example of  the impact of  social, economic, and historical context on the 
lives of  humans. The following section, explores some of  the individual, interpersonal, 
and cultural dimensions of  mortality.

The Social Context of Mortality: Death and Dying

How, when, and where we die, and how we deal with death are further examples of  social 
construction. While death is a physical event, it carries with it much social and cultural 
meaning, warranting our attention. Looking at the death rituals of  any non-Western 
 culture, or at our own culture in different historical periods, illustrates how differently we 
deal with death in the United States today than people have in other times and places. In 
India, for example, the body is wrapped in white, laid on a board, carried through the streets 
while mourners chant and toss fl owers, and then taken to be cremated (Dube, 1963).

In earlier times in the United States the approach to death was quite different than it 
is today. Helton (1997) provides an account of  how death was handled in rural Kentucky 
during the early decades of  the last century. Both family and community had central 
roles in carrying out funeral practices. Women prepared the body, cleaned house, and 
prepared food; men dug the graves and made the caskets. Body preparation included 
washing and dressing the body and trying to make the body look as good as possible 
by putting coins on the eyes to keep them shut and covering the face of  the corpse 
with a washcloth soaked in baking soda to help preserve the color of  the skin. Helton’s 
 description of  the traditions and rituals in early 20th-century rural Kentucky—where the 
body was handled by the family, and the entire community participated in the  planning 
and the experience of  the funeral—is in direct contrast with the majority experience of  
death in the United States today. Our impersonal and business-like approach to death 
has evolved to the point that we now have drive-through funeral homes.

The majority of  deaths in the United States occur in hospitals or nursing homes; only 
about 20% of people die at home (Edmonson, 1997). The place of  death tells us something 
about our attitudes and approaches to death. Death has become highly  medicalized and 
professionalized. Sustaining life and preventing death for as long as possible is a hallmark 
of  the tremendous advances in our medical technology. However, our success at prolong-
ing life has been accompanied by a reluctance to deal with death—as a physical reality or 
as an ethical and emotional reality. The emergence of  end-of-life ethical debates among 
politicians and health providers about euthanasia, physician-assisted suicide, and Dr. 
Jack Kevorkian’s guilt or innocence refl ects the fact that our technological ability to keep 
people alive has outpaced the development of  clear societal values about humane death.

Just as we have come to rely on the medical system to prevent death, we have come 
to rely on other professionals to deal with death once it occurs. The funeral industry has 
become fi rmly established in the American way of  death, offering products and services 
including funeral planning, casket selection, and body preparation. Turning these matters 
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over to practitioners in the funeral industry is consistent with our professionalized and 
segregated approach to death.

Moller (1996) provides a thorough analysis of  the ways in which social and  historical 
context shape the rituals, meanings, and experiences of  death. He argues that in the 
United States, “the movement away from ritual and community to bureaucratic 
 management and medical treatment of  dying patients is consistent with broader patterns 
of  social life” (p. 25). In particular, he discusses bureaucratization—having rules and 
regulations about everything—and technological approaches to all kinds of  problem-
solving, including dealing with death and dying. Death is dealt with in a very prescribed 
and impersonal way, with laws and regulations guiding how to handle the body and how 
to fi le the necessary paperwork.

Similarly, expectations about grief  and mourning—that these expressions will be 
limited as to time and place—refl ect a societal emphasis on minimizing disruption and 
getting back to work and everyday routines. Many companies have policies about how 
long people can stay home from their jobs when there is a death in the family, even 
specifying what degree of  kinship is required before any time off  is allowed. We also 
have informal norms about appropriate expressions of  grief  and about how long people 
should be in mourning, which vary signifi cantly among religious and cultural groups.

When people return to regular routines following the loss of  a loved one, they are 
expected to control their emotions and get on with their lives. Crying and discussing 
the loss are not acceptable except with close friends and family. While we would be 
sympathetic if  a colleague began openly grieving during a meeting or a class, it would 
make most of  us very uncomfortable. These rules about how long or under what social 
circumstances grieving can legitimately go on, where and how it can happen, and who 
can legitimately grieve refl ect a unique set of  cultural values.

Doka (1989) offers the idea of  disenfranchised grief to help explain the ways in which 
experiences surrounding death are socially constructed. He suggests that when a person 
experiences a sense of  loss but does not have a socially acknowledged role or  relationship 
with the deceased, the “rights” to grief  are not recognized and thus the grief  is disen-
franchised (Doka, 1989). Clearly, the lack of  social support and the lack of   opportunity 
to participate in sanctioned, open mourning can make this process much more diffi cult. 
Homosexual relationships, divorced spouses, and assisted deaths  defi ned as merciful (such 
as with advanced Alzheimer’s disease) all can give rise to this  disenfranchised grief  (Doka, 
1989). For example, the partner in a same-sex couple that is not accepted by the family 
might be excluded from participating in the funeral and  related activities. The degree to 
which the loss for that person is acknowledged is  crucial. People who are in relationships 
that are not sanctioned, in roles that are not clear, or in situations where the death is not 
recognized are likely to experience disenfranchised grief. The legitimization of  grief  and 
mourning on the basis of  sanctioned and recognized personal relationships to the deceased 
is another example of  the individualism that marks our culture. Clearly, death is not a 
 collective or community experience in our society, but is highly restricted.

There is an extensive literature in both academic journals and the popular press about 
how people experience and adapt to loss. One of  the best known approaches to under-
standing death and dying is the work of  Elizabeth Kubler-Ross, who identifi ed fi ve stages 
that dying patients go through: denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and  acceptance 
(Kubler-Ross, 1969). This model has also been applied to the experience of  bereaved 
persons. Kubler-Ross developed her model out of  her conversations with dying people. 
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Clearly the model has validity; it summarizes the experiences of  many people and helps 
both dying people and their loved ones to understand their  experiences. The approach 
has been critiqued, however, for implying that there is a universal trajectory through the 
phases and for potentially imposing linear stages as the only appropriate way to deal with 
the intensely personal and complex phenomenon of  dealing with death (Moller, 1996).

Perhaps in response to the imposition of  a single “right” way to experience death 
and grief, and certainly in response to the medicalized, technological, impersonal, and 
individualized way of  death in the United States today, some countervailing trends are 
emerging. The growing visibility and popularity of  hospice care is probably the best 
example. Hospice emphasizes care, not cure; it uses liberal pain management to keep the 
person comfortable and takes a holistic approach to the dying person and his or her family 
and loved ones, including everyone in the experience and knowing the dying person as 
a whole person, not just as a medical patient. In addition, the ongoing debates about 
euthanasia (literally meaning “good death”), quality of  life for the dying person, and 
control over the circumstances of  one’s own death suggest that we are trying to develop 
norms and values that will balance our awesome technological capacity to sustain life.

Mental Health and Aging
The foregoing discussion of  health status has focused on physical health and mortality. 
The mental health status of  the older population is an equally important issue. Parallel to 
the different ways in which physical health can be defi ned and measured, mental health 
also has different meanings. It can refer to emotional well-being in our everyday lives. 
But like physical health, most often the term is referenced negatively, to mental illness, 
mental conditions and illnesses that are a departure from health. Mental illness includes 
cognitive, emotional, and behavioral problems, including Alzheimer’s disease, depres-
sion, and anxiety disorders. A thorough discussion of  the comparative prevalence of  
mental disorders among older people, and of  their causes, consequences, and treatment 
is beyond the scope of  this book. However, a description of  the overall mental health 
status of  the older population will fi ll in our picture of  the health of  older people.

Using the broadest defi nition, about 15% of  older people in the community and 
25% of  nursing-home residents suffer from depression (Fogel, Gottlieb, & Furino, 
1990). Schizophrenia affects less than 1% of the older population living in the community, 
but about one-third of  the residents of  nursing homes and state hospitals (Fogel et al., 
1990). About 1 in 20 older people in the community have anxiety disorders (Burns & 
Taube, 1990).

As with physical aspects of  health, there is variation among groups in the  prevalence 
of  various mental conditions. Depression, for example, was found to be more  common 
among Hispanic and Black older people than among Whites (Dunlop, Song, Lyons, 
Mannheim, & Chang, 2003). However, most of  the racial/ethnic differences in  depression 
disappeared when the researchers also examined group differences in  education, health 
insurance coverage, income, and physical health status. So it may not be so much 
the race/ethnic group as the other factors (like income or health insurance) that are 
 connected both to these categories and to depression. In all groups, having  functional 
limitation in physical health is the strongest predictor of  having major depression, 
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more than  doubling the odds of  experiencing depression (Dunlop et al., 2003). Another 
 recent study showed that depression is related to education such that people with lower 
 education have higher rates of  depression. This difference grows even more pronounced 
with age (Miech & Shanahan, 2000). Education is linked to social advantage, especially 
economic advantage. The same disadvantage of  low education in determining physical 
health and freedom from disability in later life affects mental health as well.

In general, rates of  mental conditions are much higher among nursing-home  residents 
than among community-dwelling older people. About 12% of  older people living in the 
community have diagnosed mental illnesses, while 65% of  the nursing-home popula-
tion is estimated to have some mental disorder. Cognitive disorders such as Alzheimer’s 
disease account for 73% of  all mental diagnoses in nursing homes, and are very likely 
the reason that they are in the nursing home in the fi rst place (Burns & Taube, 1990). In 
 addition, nursing home populations are much older than the older population overall.

Cognitive impairment refers to the loss of  mental capacity for higher-level 
 mental functioning; memory loss, confusion, disorientation, and loss of  ability to care 
for  oneself  are some of  the symptoms of  cognitive impairment, often referred to as 
 dementia. The most common cause of  severe cognitive impairment is Alzheimer’s dis-
ease. Fogel and his colleagues (1990) suggest that about 5% of  the population 65 years 
and older have severe cognitive impairment. This proportion increases to about 20% for 
the  population aged 80 and older. Cognitive impairments such as Alzheimer’s disease 
are gradual,  progressive deteriorations. In the early stages, people with Alzheimer’s dis-

Positive mental health is an impor-
tant aspect of one’s overall health at 
all ages. (Credit: E. J. Hanna)
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ease are very often cared for at home by family members. “For each demented patient in 
a nursing home, there are two to three more in the community with equal levels of  im-
pairment who are cared for by some combination of  family, friends, and paid caretakers” 
(Fogel et al., 1990, p. 4). There are many consequences of, and issues related to, family 
caregiving for Alzheimer’s victims. Some of  these issues are presented in chapter 6.

The burdens of  family care for cognitively impaired older people can lead to  mental 
and physical health problems for the caregiver. “Some studies have suggested that 
more than half  of  family caretakers of  demented patients may suffer from a diagnosable 
 depression at some time during the course of  care” (Fogel et al., 1990, p. 4). This latter 
point—that family caregiving for cognitively impaired older people may cause  mental 
health problems for the caregiver—echoes some of  the well-known literature about 
 caregiving in general. Many caregivers enter their own old age with health and fi nancial 
defi cits. This situation is another example of  the social production of  health and illness. 
Since we have a service delivery system that provides few good options for caring for 
people with Alzheimer’s disease, family caregiving is the foundation of  that care system. 
Family care also refl ects social values about families’ taking care of  each other and about 
the government’s not interfering with the primacy of  the family unit.

Estimates of the prevalence of other mental health problems vary, depending on 
whether the estimate includes all or some of the following: diagnosed conditions (for which 
individuals have been seen by health care professionals), diagnosable  conditions (serious 
enough to be diagnosed if  they are seen by physicians), and symptoms of  conditions such as 
depression or psychological distress (they have signs of the disease but not at the clinically 
diagnosable threshold). Many people of all ages have conditions that remain undiagnosed 
for many reasons, so typically mental health conditions, which carry more stigma than 
physical health problems, suffer from especially high rates of undercounting.

Explaining Gender and Race Variation in Health
On all of  the measures of  health we have reviewed, there are signifi cant differences by 
race and gender. We have alluded to the various explanations for these differences. For 
both gender and race, the explanations for patterns of  health difference fall into two 
main categories: biological and social/behavioral. Here we will look more systematically 
at some of  those explanations.

Summing up the dynamics of  gender differences in health and mortality, Verbrugge 
(1990) suggests that risks are “added up over time, and occasionally subtracted. They 
are derived from a biological foundation … and from the overlay of  lifetime exposures” 
(p. 185). By lifetime exposures, Verbrugge means the accumulation of  experiences and 
risks that affect health and mortality. Nathanson (1990) further illustrates these two 
dimensions of  the gender gap by pointing out that, while females outlive males in nearly 
all species, the nature and extent of  the difference in human life expectancy vary across 
time and across cultures. That the differential persists across contexts provides some 
support for a biological basis for longer lives among females; its variation across historical 
and cultural context reinforces its social basis.

In chapter 3, we discussed some of  the biological bases for the female advantage in 
longevity, including the protective effects of  estrogen. We also discussed the different 
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health behaviors of  males and females in our society. One of  these differences is awareness 
of, and seeking help for, health problems. Women are more likely to attend to changes in 
their bodies (in part perhaps because of  the emphasis placed on appearance and weight, 
and partly because of  attention to changes that routinely happen during the menstrual 
cycle and maternity) and to visit physicians more regularly. One of  the results of  women’s 
more frequent contact with health care providers is that they get  diagnosed and diagnosed 
sooner than men for many health conditions. A related result is earlier treatment of  health 
problems, which helps to explain women’s greater longevity. Although this pattern of  
women’s earlier and more frequent help seeking does not hold for all health problems, it 
is an important social factor in the gender difference in health and mortality.

Life-style risk factors for which men and women have been differently socialized 
also have an impact on risk for developing illness. For men, these behaviors include 
smoking, alcohol consumption, hazardous occupations, and driving fast; for women, 
stress related to competing demands on their time (e.g., work and family pressures) and 
feeling stressed are two socially produced health risks. Gender differences in health in 
later life are thus a product of  the cumulative effects of  biology, life-style, and behavior; 
the latter two effects are strongly infl uenced by social forces.

Race differences in health are similarly created by a combination of  biological and 
social forces. “Some conditions such as hypertension and sickle cell anemia have a  genetic 
basis, but living conditions associated with poverty infl uence the onset and course of  
most  physical health problems” (Cockerham, 1998, p. 52). The impact of   biology on race 
 differences in health is primarily limited to the genetic component of  select  diseases and 
conditions. The social forces that infl uence racial variation in health patterns are, as in 
the case of  gender differences, socioeconomic and cultural. In the United States there is a 
strong relationship between race and socioeconomic status, and there is a strong  relationship 
 between  socioeconomic status and a range of  health  variables, including  prevalence of  
chronic  conditions, obesity, lack of  preventive health care, and early  mortality. The  historic 
link between race and poverty has meant that Blacks have poorer lifelong access to health 
care than Whites, greater health risks from hazardous jobs, poorer nutrition, and poorer 
 prenatal care. The impacts of  inadequate prenatal care are lifelong.

Race and ethnicity can also operate through cultural factors that shape health 
 behaviors related to diet, exercise, and willingness to seek the advice of  a health care 
professional. Earlier discussion in this chapter suggested the impact of  culture and 
life-style on health. An excellent example is the case of  the Pima Indians. This group 
 experienced almost no diabetes until, as a result of  forced life-style changes, they began 
to eat more processed foods high in simple sugars and fats and to lead more sedentary 
lives. Today almost half  of  all adult Pimas aged 35 and older have adult-onset diabetes 
(Alessio, 2001). The high rate of  diabetes among these Native Americans clearly cannot 
be attributed to a biological predisposition. Another illustration of  the cultural (versus 
biological) explanation of  racial and ethnic variation in health: Africans do not have rates 
of  stroke or hypertension nearly as high as Blacks in the United States.

S U M M A R Y
Throughout this chapter we have considered how the health status of  older people is 
a product of  lifelong forces—genetics, behaviors, life-styles, and access to a  particular 
kind of  health care system. At the risk of  oversimplifi cation, we can reduce this array 
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of  factors affecting health to two primary categories: individual and  societal. Individual 
infl uences include the decisions people make (about diet, exercise, and smoking, for 
example) as well as one’s genetic heritage. These individual factors  interact with societal 
forces including our health care system (which will be discussed in the next chapter) 
and social characteristics such as education, income, gender, and race/ethnicity. For 
example, older people with higher income have lower rates of  many conditions, partly 
because of  their lifelong access to health care. Women have longer life expectancies, 
partly because of  the way they are socialized—to seek medical help and to minimize 
unhealthy behaviors. The variations in health status by these social characteristics point 
to the importance of  social forces in shaping health. The emphasis placed on the social 
context of  health is related to the social construction of  health. This is the premise that 
health and illness are the result of  many social arrangements, including gender socializa-
tion and socioeconomic variations in access to health care.

Interestingly, age by itself  is not as powerful an infl uence on health as some of  these 
other factors. Although some diseases are age-related, for many conditions people do 

Healthy aging is a blend of a number of 
social factors, including heredity, diet, life-
style, and exercise. (Credit: E. J. Hanna)
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not simply arrive at later life and develop a common set of  diseases. There is  incredible 
diversity among individuals in how healthy they are at age 30, age 70, or (for those 
who survive) age 102. While health is not entirely under individual control, there are 
 decisions that individuals make that shape their health in the future.

The complicated interrelationships among individual and social forces in affect-
ing an older person’s health will continue to play out in fascinating and important 
ways. The health of  aging individuals in the future will be a product of  the same 
forces and of  changes that are taking place in our nation’s approach to health. There 
is an increasing emphasis on preventive health and on the role that individuals can 
take in their own health. There are some optimistic trends in understanding long-
range health outcomes, including the potential for delayed disability and expanding 
life expectancy.  Momentous research from the human genome project will contrib-
ute to our understanding of  the ways in which  biology contributes to health. In stark 
contrast, however, recent  skyrocketing rates of  obesity in our society will infl uence 
future cohorts who have spent much of  their lives eating more and exercising less 
than current older adults. Recent research  suggests that obesity increases an indi-
vidual’s chance of  disability, but does not reduce life  expectancy; thus obesity may 
result in normal life expectancy, but more years spent in disability (Reynolds, Saito, 
& Crimmins, 2005). This sobering  prospect should encourage us to take stock of  the 
individual and social forces that shape our individual health and the health of  our 
older population.

W E B  W I S E

National Center for Health Statistics
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs

The National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) is a part of  the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, United States Department of  Health and Human Services. 
This Web site provides background information about NCHS, its products (publica-
tions and catalogs), current health-related news releases, and answers to frequently 
asked health-related questions. Information on NCHS data systems and national health 
surveys are offered. This site also presents various vital and health statistics, organized 
in tables from NCHS’s warehouse. In addition, an opportunity to search chosen topics 
(older adults) as well as a list of  other sites for health-related information and resources 
are available.

Profi le of Older Americans: 2004
http://www.aoa.gov/prof/transportation/research/profi le.asp

The Profi le of  Older Americans, compiled by the Administration on Aging, contains 
current statistics on older Americans in several key subject areas (future population 
growth, marital status, living arrangements, racial and ethnic composition, geographic 
distribution, income, poverty, housing, employment, education, and health/health 
care/disability). There are narrative sections as well as charts. In addition, this page 
contains access to special topics and profi les from earlier years.

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs
http://www.aoa.gov/prof/transportation/research/profile.asp
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Health and Retirement Study/AHEAD Study (also in chapter 2)
http://hrsonline.isr.umich.edu

This is the Web site for the Health and Retirement Study, a major national panel study 
of  the lives of  older Americans. The Health and Retirement Study includes the  original 
HRS study (data collection in 1992, 1994, and 1996) and the AHEAD study (data 
 collections in 1993 and 1995). These studies were merged in 1998 and now represent the 
U.S. population over age 50 in 1998. Two new cohorts were added in 1998: the  Children 
of  the Depression (1924–1930 birth cohorts) and the War Babies (1942–1947 birth 
 cohorts). More detailed background information on study design, sampling  techniques, 
content, and response rates is available on the Background Information page.

Columbia/HCA Health Care Corporation: Mental Illness in the Elderly
www.columbia.net

This site was prepared by psychiatrist Robert V. Blanche and provides information on 
mental illness in the older population. The site includes a brief  discussion of  the barriers 
on assisting older persons with psychiatric illnesses and offers information on depres-
sion, manic depression, dementia, anxiety disorders, and specialized treatment for older 
adults.

Community Health Status Indicators
http://www.communityhealth.hrsa.gov

This site, funded the federal government’s Health Resources and Services Adminis-
tration, provides data on demographic, health, and economic characteristics of  every 
county in the United States and some comparative information with “peer” counties.

K E Y  T E R M S

chronic condition
cognitive impairment
death rates
dementia
disenfranchised grief

functional ability
functional limitation
hospice
medical model
mortality rates

prevalence rates
self-assessed (or self-
 rated) health status
successful aging

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  T H O U G H T  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N
 1 .   Picture two older people you know, one who is very healthy and active and 

one who is in poor health and quite frail. Can you explain why they are so 
 different? What life circumstances, individual choices, or random events 
helped to infl uence their health today?

 2 .   Consider the ways in which individual choices and behaviors affect health and 
the ways in which social and cultural conditions play a role. Can you give an 
example of  an individual health behavior that is not infl uenced by social and 
cultural factors?

http://hrsonline.isr.umich.edu
www.columbia.net
http://www.communityhealth.hrsa.gov
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 3 .   The human genome project has the potential to change the way we understand 
aging, health, and disease. Are there any ethical questions that are raised by 
the wealth of  information we might have about the role of  genetics in our 
lives?

 4 .   What health condition (including both physical and cognitive problems) 
do you think older people worry about the most? Why would it be of  such 
 concern?
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Topical Essay

Anti-Aging: Cosmetics and Aesthetics

Contributed by Mike Payne
“Vanity of  vanities, all is vanity.” It’s hard to believe that observation came from the 
Old Testament (Ecclesiastics 1:2), thousands of  years before the manufacture of  facial 
creams, skin tucks, hair restoration, and liposuction. If  they could only see us now.

Fittingly, the term vanity serves as a double entendre, with special application for 
aging. The word vain may be interpreted as excessive pride and preoccupation with 
one’s appearance; the phrase in vain suggests the futility of  battling the fi niteness of  
human endeavors on Earth.

What could be more ultimately vain, and in vain, than the human struggle against 
time and age? Not much. But, currently, as Hollywood and Madison Avenue universally 
assert, there seems to be little that is more important—or as lucrative. The American 
Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery (ASAPS) estimates that surgical and nonsurgical 
(e.g., BOTOX® injections) procedures in the United States increased by 44% from 
2003 to 2004, adding up to a total of  11.9 million in a year (Sacramento Bee, 2006).

Surgical procedures, almost all aimed at a more youthful appearance, climbed by 
17%, while nonsurgical procedures rose 51% from the previous year. ASAPS puts 
Americans’ overall spending on cosmetic procedures in 2004 at $12.5 billion.  Liposuction 
led the way of  the most preferred procedures (478,251). Eyelid surgery and facelifts, 
the procedures most directly related to a younger appearance, numbered 290,343 and 
157,061, respectively. Among both surgical and nonsurgical treatments, BOTOX® 
 injections (2.9 million) were by far the most favored (ASAPS, 2006).

But the money handed over for medical procedures in 2004 was almost doubled by 
the amount Americans spent on anti-aging products and remedies (such as anti-wrinkle 
creams, anti-oxidants, and vitamins) in the same year—roughly $20.2 billion. Annual 
growth in these products is projected at nearly 9%. At this rate, the anti-aging market 
will likely climb to a $30 billion industry by the year 2009 (Fredonia Group, 2006). 
Some estimates put that fi gure much higher.

Interestingly, though, it is health maintenance products—most notably those 
 relating to memory improvement, sharper vision, and sexual health—and not cosmetics 
related to a younger appearance—that are expected to constitute the bulk of  the gains in 
the years to come. Perhaps all is not vanity after all.
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Americans are increasingly 
interested in not only looking 
younger, but feeling younger 
as well. The past 30 years have 
brought an increasing empha-
sis on physical health and put a 
spotlight on the “use it or lose 
it” approach to keeping both 
body and mind in sound condi-
tion as the years go by. As our 
average life span has risen from 
47 to 77 years in the last  century, 
we have become more aware of  
how much life—and the deeper, 
broader appreciation of  it that 
often comes with age—holds for 
people still blessed with good 
health well after the traditional 
time of  retirement.

While a rapidly growing 
number of  Americans are  living 
to age 100 and beyond (from 

roughly 50,000 in 2000 to a projected 1 million by 2050 (Krach & Velkoff, 1999), the 
outer limit of  the human life span has  remained essentially constant for the past 100,000 
years—at roughly 120 years  (Hayfl ick, 2000–2001). However, maybe because collagen 
and airbrushing can’t make a  centenarian look 30, and all the antioxidants in the world 
won’t make him or her feel it, most of  us don’t appear eager to reach those outer limits. 
An AARP study from the late 1990s found that only 27% of  Americans surveyed hoped 
to live 100 years (Rostein, 1999).

But it might be just for the time being that 100 years of  living brings with it 
 undisguisable wrinkles, poor health, and a fading memory. Who knows what science 
may achieve in one of  our fi nal earthly frontiers—the human body. Some doctors and 
scientists in the fi eld of  aging expect to see humans routinely living beyond 120 years 
before the 21st century is over (Rostein, 1999).

Others, like Leonard Hayfl ick, Professor of  Anatomy at the University of   California, 
San Francisco, view the aging process and human life span as a predictable correlate of  
the brain-weight/body-weight ratio in primates, so that a sudden jump in the human 
life span would be unnatural and improbable (Hayfl ick, 2000–2001). Such life extension 
might also be undesirable, given the numerous social and ethical dilemmas an abrupt 
lengthening of  the life span could unleash. For example, would only the wealthy, those 
now able to afford BOTOX®, facelifts and hair transplants, be able to afford the costly 
treatments leading to longer life? What would the new retirement age be if  most people 
live to 130? How long would people stay in school? How many couples would celebrate 
their 100th wedding anniversaries?

Just this small sample of  questions can seem daunting; certainly the  technological and 
social challenges of  signifi cantly extending life expectancy are enormous and  perhaps 
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even overwhelming. But, we might take advice from some other scholars in the fi eld who 
warn against being “gerontological Luddites,” opponents of  scientifi c change, when it 
comes to life extension (Moody, 2000–2001). The complexity of  life extension and 
anti-aging are summed up nicely by Cole and Thomson (2000–2001):

Anti-aging is fueled by many elements: ancient yearnings for immortality;  contemporary 
possibilities in genetic and clinical research; widespread fear of decline, dependency, 
and death; a consumer culture eager to exploit this fear; and legitimate clinical care and 
self-help aimed at improving the quality of later life. (pp. 6–7)

It is important to question the underlying message of the many aspects of the anti-aging 
movement. Promoting healthy long life is quite different from fi ghting aging. We would 
be wise to question who benefi ts from anti-aging medicine and products, and what the 
burgeoning multibillion dollar industry implies about growing older in our society.
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11
Aging and the Health Care 
System

A person’s chances for illness and 
successful recovery are very much 
the result of specifiable social 
arrangements … products of delib-
erate policy choices. In large part, 
illness, death, health, and well-being 
are socially produced. (Freund & 
McGuire, 1999, p. 3)

he “specifiable social arrange-
ments” mentioned in the quote 
above refer to a health care sys-
tem—what services are pro-
vided, to whom, where; how 
those services are paid for is another crucial element of  our health care system. Health 

care is a large and fast-growing segment of  the U.S. economy. In a comparison of  the percentage 
of  gross domestic product (GDP) spent on health care in 30 countries, the United States ranked 
first (Reinhardt, Hussey, & Anderson, 2004). In 2004, the United States spent 16% of  its GDP for 
health care and had the highest rate of  per capita health care expenses; this proportion is projected 
to reach 20% by the year 2014 (National Coalition on Health Care, 2006). A number of  factors 
help to explain this rank, including the advanced medical technology of  the United States; an aging 
population; cultural preferences for the very best (and often most expensive) care available; a medi-
cal model approach to solving health problems after they occur (which is discussed more thoroughly 
below); relatively high administrative costs for providing insurance and managing health services; 
and fee-for-service reimbursement, which has dominated the payment system for health care in the 
United States.

In fee-for-service (FFS) systems of  care, doctors, hospitals, and other health care providers 
are reimbursed for all of  the services they provide; the more they do, the more they are reimbursed. 
Because Americans tend to value the idea that everything medically possible is being done for them, 
their expectations as health care consumers reinforce the financial incentive for providers to do as 
much as possible. Spiraling health care costs result in part from this circular relationship among 

T
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fee-for-service reimbursement, technological advances, and demands for the best 
possible treatment. Such a system encourages innovation, encourages consumer 
demand for high-tech services, and encourages providers to deliver costly services. 
The fee-for-service model is gradually, and to a limited extent, being replaced by 
a prospective payment system, in which standards set ahead of  time determine 
what costs will be reimbursed for the treatment of  a given condition. This kind of  
payment system encourages more limited use of  health care resources, especially 
expensive, high-technology care.

The high-tech, medical-model system of  health care in the United States is a poor 
fit to the needs of  the older population. The most common conditions that older people 
have do not lend themselves to high-tech cures—or to cures at all, for that matter. The 
surgical or chemical treatments that are the foundation of  the U.S. approach to fixing 
health problems simply are not appropriate for ongoing, chronic conditions such as 
diabetes, arthritis, and heart disease. A system of  care that is especially responsive to the 
health situations of  older people would focus on the broader definitions of  health, not 
just the absence of  disease. Managing rather than curing a condition, and maintaining 
or enhancing an individual’s ability to function in everyday life, would be the major goals 
of  a health care system matched to the needs of  the older population. Instead, the health 
system in the United States is oriented toward “curing” illnesses, is biased toward care 
provided in institutions such as hospitals and nursing homes, and is financed in a very 
fragmented and uneven fashion.

The Medical Model of Health Care
Much of  the approach to the provision and analysis of  health care in the United States 
is derived from a medical model of  health and illness. This model of  health and health 
care focuses heavily on the diagnosis and treatment of  disease within specific systems 
of  the human body. As discussed in chapter 10, when we summarize the health status 
of  an individual or group, we tend to report the most common conditions or illnesses, 
the most common causes of  death, and the success of  various treatments for ill health. 
These statistics reflect the medical model emphasis. Although a focus on disease is cer-
tainly a central dimension of  health, some important assumptions and limitations un-
derlie this view of  health.

First, the medical model implies that health is simply the absence of  disease: If  
you are not sick, you are healthy. However, broader definitions of  health include positive 
dimensions such as physical, psychological, and social well-being and the ability to func-
tion in, and perform the tasks associated with, everyday life. So health is not just the 
absence of  something negative (disease), but rather the presence of  positive mental and 
physical conditions.

Second, the medical model is founded on some assumptions that limit the perspec-
tive. Freund and McGuire (1999) identify several key aspects of  the medical model. 
Mind-body dualism is the assumption that there is a clear separation between physi-
cal functioning and psychological, spiritual, behavioral, and emotional dimensions of  
the person. One outcome of  this view is a focus on disease as a physical process, with 
little attention to the complex interplay between the physical and the social, emotional, 
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and spiritual aspects of  existence. Reductionism, which is based on mind-body dual-
ism, is the tendency to reduce any illness to a disorder of  the physiological systems of  
the body of  the afflicted individual. With a reductionistic view of  health and illness, no 
attention is given to the social context (e.g., stress or poverty) that affects social, psy-
chological, and emotional states, which in turn have a great impact on physical health. 
A very obvious example would be a diagnosis of  malnutrition as the absence of  essential 
nutrients and caloric intake. Obviously, to understand why someone is malnourished 
and what might be done to correct the situation requires a much fuller understanding 
of  the social, economic, and psychological condition of  that person. Finally, the medical 
model rests on the doctrine of  specific etiology, which searches for a specific cause 
for disease and tends to ignore contextual factors such as nutrition and stress.

These three assumptions of  the medical model (mind-body dualism, physical 
reductionism, and the doctrine of  specific etiology), as well as its limited definition of  
health as the absence of  disease, all have a strong impact on many aspects of  the health 
care system and our health behaviors. The skills, training, and decisions made by physi-
cians, the expectations of  health care consumers, and what health care insurance pro-
grams will pay for are all based on the medical model.

The implications of the medical model on health and illness are well illustrated by the 
“discovery” of diseases. Examples of discovered diseases from history include drapetomania, 
which caused slaves to run away from their masters; revolution, an irrational opposition to 
the rule of the English monarchy; and onanism (otherwise known as masturbation), which 
allegedly caused stunted growth, impaired mental capacity, and a variety of other symp-
toms including headaches, appetite problems, cowardice, and weakness in the back (Freund 
& McGuire, 1995). The deep-rooted focus of the medical model on physical processes fos-
tered the naming of troubling behaviors as diseases. Our distance from the historical and so-
cial contexts that gave rise to the identification of these conditions allows us to see both the 
profound impact of social forces and, by extension, the limitations of the medical model.

The way in which menopause is commonly defined and treated in American soci-
ety—as a medical condition—is another manifestation of  the medical model. Current 
views about menopause have roots in some interesting, startling, and reductionistic ideas 
about women’s health. The primary assumption underlying the treatment of  menopause 
as a disease is that a woman’s reproductive organs define her essence. Giving an ex-
tremely clear example of  physical reductionism, a late 19th-century physician stated that 
the uterus is the “controlling organ in the female body; as if  the almighty, in creating 
the female sex, had taken the uterus and built up a woman around it” (Ehrenreich & 
English, 1990, p. 277). The uterus and the ovaries were thought to be the source of  any 
abnormality, from irritability to insanity.

This reductionism helped to pave the way for the medicalization of  menopause. 
Medicalization is “the process of  legitimating medical control over an area of  life, 
typically by asserting the primacy of  a medical interpretation of  that area” (Freund 
& McGuire, 1995, p. 201). In the case of  menopause, medicalization means that we 
focus on physical symptoms and biochemical processes, focus on these symptoms as 
unpleasant and uncomfortable, and transform the natural process of  menopause into an 
estrogen deficiency disease. Defining menopause as a disease has several important im-
plications. First, identifying something as a disease implies a course of  treatment. In the 
case of  menopause, the prescribed treatment is hormone replacement therapy (HRT), 
which is quite controversial. Artificial hormones reduce hot flashes, vaginal dryness, 
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and other symptoms of  menopause, but have been implicated in increased incidence of  
breast cancer. Recent research has found that HRT provides benefits that have nothing 
to do with menopausal symptoms—lower rates of  heart disease and osteoporosis.

While the medical controversy over the advantages and disadvantages of  HRT con-
tinues, a second concern about the medicalization of  menopause persists. Many scholars 
see “treatment” for menopause as a mechanism of  social control, perpetuating the ideol-
ogy of  women as sexual or reproductive objects and as passive participants in managing 
their own health. “The locus of  solution then becomes the doctor-patient interaction in 
which the physician is active, instrumental, and authoritative and the patient is passive 
and dependent” (McCrea, 1983, p. 113).

Finally, focusing on menopause as a disease requiring physician intervention, gives 
less attention to the subjective interpretations and meanings women give to their own 
experiences. Many women report very positive reactions to this phase of  life, including 
a sense of  physical and psychological freedom. Giving greater voice to the subjective 
social and psychological experiences of  women going through menopause would pro-
vide a counterbalance to the medical model approach.

Analyzing this approach further, Estes and Binney (1991) suggest that the tendency 
to medicalize normal physical processes has resulted in the “biomedicalization of  aging.” 
They assert that society has constructed aging as a medical problem, and numerous 
areas of  professional practice (including a huge health care industry, policy efforts, and 
research agendas) have arisen to deal with this medical challenge. The growth of  the 
aging “industry” (including increasing numbers of  professionals involved in dealing 
with the medical problems of  aging, and expanding opportunities for economic gains) is 
accompanied by an increasing social and psychological investment in the medicalization 
of  aging.

In a provocative challenge to the medical model, McKinlay and McKinlay (1990) 
suggest that traditional “medical care is generally unrelated to the health of  popula-
tions.” They cite data on mortality trends following the introduction of  major medical 
interventions, such as vaccines for polio, smallpox, and flu and treatments for pneumo-
nia and typhoid. They conclude that “at most 3.5 percent of  the total decline in mortal-
ity since 1900 could be ascribed to medical measures” introduced for the eight infectious 
diseases they considered (p. 21). Social factors such as improved nutrition, a rise in real 
income, and improved sanitation played a more significant role in improving the health 
of  the American population than did the medical measures for treatment or prevention 
of  disease. Although no one would argue against the value of  medical measures at the 
individual level, McKinlay and McKinlay draw attention to the contextual factors in-
volved in population health and the limitations of  the medical model.

One alternative to a purely medical model is the biopsychosocial model of  
health. This approach, offered to clinical practitioners such as physicians, emphasizes 
a multidisciplinary and holistic view of  health care, acknowledging that “complex prob-
lems of  health and illness are inherently multidimensional in nature” (Schwartz, 1982, 
p. 1040), requiring bridges among disciplines, redefinitions of  health, and a general par-
adigm shift within medicine. While focusing somewhat narrowly on clinical processes of  
diagnosis and treatment, the biopsychosocial model represents an important alternative 
to the unidimensional, mechanistic views of  health and illness of  the medical model. 
Interestingly, this model of  care sounds very much like the approach used by geriatri-
cians (physicians who take additional training in caring for the health needs of  older 
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people). Geriatric med-
icine is distinguished 
by specialized train-
ing in conditions that 
affect older people; a 
holistic approach to 
understanding the in-
teractions among aging, 
disease, mental health, 
and independence; and 
a focus on coordinated, 
interdisciplinary care 
that involves families 
and other caregiv-
ers important in the 
lives of  older patients 
(AGS/ADGAP, 2005). 
Even though such an 
approach to health care 
for aging people seems 
like a better fit than 

the traditional medical model, the United States faces a severe shortage of  physicians 
trained in the principles of  geriatric medicine. There are currently fewer than 7,000 cer-
tified geriatricians in the United States; the discrepancy between available and needed 
geriatricians is expected to reach 36,000 by 2030 (AGS Core Writing Group, 2005).

Elements of the Health Care System
Chapter 10 described the health status of  older individuals as a product of  many factors, 
including genetics, life-style, and health behaviors. The structure of  the health care system 
is another important influence on health status. The availability of  health care services, 
and the factors that influence when and how people utilize those services, are important 
determinants of  health outcomes.

One of  the most comprehensive and often-cited frameworks for understanding 
health behavior and outcomes is the Andersen model, which specifies these social 
influences on individual health behaviors (see Andersen, 1995, for a discussion of  the 
evolution of  this model). The Andersen model incorporates individual characteristics 
including age, gender, and race that influence personal health practices, such as seek-
ing health care and using preventive health care measures. Andersen and colleagues 
also include income and availability of  insurance coverage as primary examples of  
enabling resources—factors that give an individual the economic freedom to seek 
health care.

The Andersen model also emphasizes the role played by the health care system. 
That system interacts with population characteristics to help shape health behaviors 
and outcomes for individuals and groups. This effect is easiest to see in the case of  the 

Geriatric medicine is distinguished by a holistic approach to understand-
ing the interactions between aging, autonomy, mental health and disease. 
(Credit: E. J. Hanna)
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enabling resources. Compare a society that provides universal health care access to a 
country such as the United States, in which access to health care is based on ability to 
pay (usually because of  insurance coverage and/or personally having enough money). 
Where access is based on ability to pay, some groups will not receive the same amount or 
kind of  health care as those with the necessary economic resources. These disadvantaged 
groups will have lower levels of  health care utilization and poorer health outcomes than 
groups with better access. Van der Maas (1988) discusses the public health implications 
of  the impact of  a health care system on population characteristics, health behaviors, and 
health outcomes.

Under the prevailing government policies, most Western societies tend to produce in-
creasing social inequalities, including access to health care. These developments may 
lead to a further increase in the health gap between high and low socioeconomic strata, 
and this may in turn seriously limit our efforts to improve general health levels and 
longevity. (p. 111)

For older people, lifelong inequities in access to health care result in variations in health 
status, as discussed in chapter 10.

The way the U.S. health care system operates—who has access to health care, under 
what conditions—has a powerful influence on the health status of  older individuals. The 
U.S. health care system has been characterized as “high tech, limited access” (Lassey, 
Lassey, & Jinks, 1997). Those who have access have very good technologically advanced 
care, while those lacking insurance or financial resources experience serious gaps in 
health care. In addition, the effects of  health care access and preventive care throughout 
all stages of  life can significantly influence the health status of  people as they move into 
and through the later stages of  their lives.

Access and Utilization
It was mentioned at the beginning of  this chapter that the United States ranks first in the 
amount of  money (GDP per capita) spent on health care. However, a growing number 
of  people do not have access to this well-supported system. A growing number of  U.S. 
citizens have no health insurance and thus have very restricted access to health care. In 
2004, 45.8 million Americans were uninsured, a significant increase compared to only 4 
years prior when 39.8 million had no coverage (Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, 
2005). Many of  the uninsured are employed or are children of  workers; in eight states, 
20% or more of  working adults do not have coverage (Robert Wood Johnson Founda-
tion, 2005).

Older adults are less likely to be without medical insurance thanks to Medicare, 
which is discussed later in this chapter. However, individuals who enter their Medicare-
eligible phase after years of  no health insurance are likely to have some accumulated 
health deficits. National data show that high percentages of  people without health 
insurance forego medical care and prescriptions, are less likely than those with insurance 
to have a usual source of  health care, and face large out-of-pocket expenditures for 
the care they do receive. Missed opportunities to receive health screenings and early 
interventions in diseases can have substantial consequences for health and functioning 
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once people achieve Medicare eligibility. Exhibit 11.1 illustrates differences in utiliza-
tion of  health care by poverty status by adults in the United States. Poor and near poor 
people were less likely to have a usual source of  health care, but more likely to have used 
the emergency room in the last year (probably in part because they had no usual source 
of  heath care). Poor women were much less likely than non-poor women to have had a 
mammogram in the past two years. These differences in health care use can have lifelong 
consequences.

Even though virtually all older people have the benefit of  Medicare coverage, dif-
ferences in health care access persist throughout the life course, perhaps because of  
lifelong patterns of  health care use. For example, poor older people were significantly 
less likely than non-poor older people to have gone to the dentist in the last year (37.1% 
compared to 67.8%) (U.S. Department of  Health and Human Services, 2005). Poor 
dental care has been linked to other health problems, broadening the impact of  poor 
care in this area.

Another illustration of  unequal health care access and its implications comes from 
infant mortality data. Even though this example seems far removed from issues of  aging, 
it is a powerful illustration of  health care access, which has lifelong consequences for 
those who survive. In the United States, babies born to Black mothers are more than 
twice as likely as babies born to White mothers to die before the age of  1. In 2003, the 
U.S. infant morality rate overall was 6.9 per 1,000. For White infants, the rate was 
5.72 compared to 14.01 for Black infants (Hoyert, Heron, Murphy, & Kung, 2006). 

Exhibit

11.1

Health Care Access by Poverty Status in the United States, 2002–2003
Source: U.S. Dept of  Health and Human Services, 2005
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Low birth weight is the biggest risk factor for infant mortality. Although birth weight is 
related to individual factors such as the age of  the mother and her health habits, the most 
powerful influence on birth weight is the adequacy of  prenatal care, including education 
about nutrition, smoking, and alcohol consumption. Access to adequate prenatal care is 
linked to income and the availability of  services in the mother’s geographic area. Income 
and availability of  services, in turn, are linked to race and ethnicity. In this way, an 
intensely personal outcome—the life or death of  one’s infant—is linked to larger social 
forces such as social inequality. The connections among health outcomes (infant mor-
tality), individual health behaviors (mother’s nutrition), and macro-level societal forces 
(unequal access to prenatal care) operate throughout our lives.

For older adults, variations in health status are at least partly attributable to lifelong 
differential access to health care. Exhibit 11.2 shows variations in some health condi-
tions by income. Income in later life can be used as a rough proxy for lifelong health 
care access and utilization. Older people who are poor or near poor have higher rates of  
hypertension, and much higher rates of  dental problems, than do older people who are 
not poor. Rates of  heart disease do not show much difference by poverty status, probably 
because some of  the other factors discussed in chapter 10 (such as gender and race) play 
a greater role than lifelong health care access.

Even for older people who do have good access to care, the structure of  the current 
health care system presents some significant challenges. The system is fragmented and 
confusing. Acute care for short-term conditions that can be treated and resolved quickly 

Exhibit

11.2

Annual Average Percent of Adults in the United States Age 65 and Older With Selected Conditions by 
Poverty Status, 2000–2003
Source: Schoenborn, Vickerie, and Powell-Griner, 2006
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Applying Theory

Political Economy of Health Care Access
The political economy of  aging is a critical per-
spective that draws attention to the ways in which 
economic and political forces shape the policies, 
services, and experiences of  an aging population. In 
particular, the political economy framework looks 
to the U.S. economic structure—capitalism—as an 
ideological and political force in shaping policies and 
services for older people. Estes (1999) suggests that a 
critical look at aging requires an examination of  “the 
dilemmas and contradictions in maintaining both a 
market economy and democracy—that is, jointly 
advancing public interest in a democracy and private 
profit through capitalism”(p. 29). Profit motives and 
universal protection of  the rights of  citizens are not 
always compatible.

This perspective often draws strong reactions, 
because it calls into question the very foundations of  
American society. However, it does provide a very 
important lens through which to look at some of  
the inequality in the U.S. health care system. The 
United States does not have a universal health care 
system that would guarantee some degree of  access 
to every citizen; the fact that more than 45 million 
people have no health insurance and the evidence 
provided throughout this chapter and in chapter 10 
on differential health care access and outcomes among 
the older population provide clear illustration of  the 
of  the lack of  universal access to health care. In the 
United States, health care is seen as a privilege rather 
than a right of  citizenship. That privilege is earned 
through certain kinds of  employment or through 
reaching age 65.

The political economy perspective proposes that 
our lack of  universal health serves the economic 
purposes of  those who profit from the current 
arrangement. In contrast, those who take issue with 
the political economists argue that the opportu-
nity to make a profit from health care has driven 
the United States to be the best, most technologi-
cally advanced health care system in the world. In 
response, a critical theorist might argue that there 

are actually two health care systems—the best in 
the world for those who have access to it and one of  
the worst for those who cannot get minimum health 
care.

One of  the most provocative challenges to our 
thinking about health care came from a 1987 book 
titled Setting Limits: Medical Goals in an Aging So-
ciety. Author Daniel Callahan argued that medical 
care should be rationed, especially expensive life-
extending treatments, in order to spread health care 
resources among the greatest number of  people. In 
a rationing system of  this sort, older people would 
be unlikely to receive advanced and costly medical 
care, because the long-term benefits of  such treat-
ments for society and for the patient are limited. 
Callahan’s work sparked extensive debate on a va-
riety of  fronts. One source of  opposition came from 
those who were understandably concerned about 
the ageism implicit in a rationed health care system; 
others argued that rationing would produce a two-
tiered system, one for people who can pay their own 
way and receive the best care possible, and another 
system for those who would only have access to ser-
vices based on the rationed system. Political econo-
mists argue that we already have a two-tiered sys-
tem of  health care, but that the rationing is based on 
social class and race. Further, it is not an explicitly 
designed or openly discussed system of  rationing.

Callahan’s proposal calls for an explicit formu-
lation of  principles to be used in rationing health 
care. Since age would become a factor likely to 
limit access for older people, few gerontologists 
would support such a proposal. However, political 
economists of  aging might see value in bringing to 
light the implicit rationing that already takes place. 
Acknowledging that we have a two-tiered system is 
a necessary, if  small, step toward declaring health 
care as a right of  citizenship, rather than a privilege. 
Whatever direction we decide to take as a nation, 
exploration of  the tensions between market-driven 
advances in and universal access is an essential first 
step.

is provided in one kind of  location (doctors’ offices and hospitals), while long-term care 
for ongoing chronic conditions and disabilities is provided in another (nursing homes, 
assisted living facilities, or an older person’s home). There is inadequate linkage among 
acute and long-term care services; older people often have to navigate the difference 
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systems of  care on their own or with the help of  family and friends. The fragmented 
system reflects, in part, the way that health care for older people is financed.

Financing of Health Care for Older Americans
In the past several decades there has been a significant change in funding for health care 
for older Americans. In 1960, the system relied mostly on direct patient out-of-pocket 
payments. In 1960, just before Medicare legislation was passed, the government’s share 
of  the health care bill came to only 25 percent, including federal, state, and local sources. 
The remaining 75 percent of  the nation’s health care expenditures were paid for by 
private insurance or out-of-pocket (paid for by individuals). The story has changed 
considerably. The health care system now relies heavily on third-party private and 
government insurance programs. The transition occurred largely because of  two im-
portant public policies for the financing of  health care: Medicare and Medicaid.

Medicare and Medicaid are the major payers of  the government’s share of  health 
care, which amounted to 44.4% of  the total in 2004. Individuals covered 15.1% out-
of-pocket, and private insurance paid for 36% of  the bill (Kaiser Family Foundation, 
2006). Exhibit 11.3 shows these distributions for 1994 and 2004. The public and private 
proportions remained virtually the same, but Medicaid paid a slightly higher share of  
the public costs in 2004, and private health insurance paid slightly more in 2004 than in 
1994. Public sources still account for about 44%, and private sources about 56% of  the 
total health care bill.

Medicare

Medicare is federal health insurance for people 65 and older; it also covers some younger 
disabled people, but older adults constitute the bulk of  its clientele. The legislation 

Exhibit

11.3

U.S. Distribution of Health Expenditure by Source of Payment, 1994 and 2004
Source: Kaiser Family Foundation, 2006.
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establishing Medicare passed in 1965, after decades of  debate and concerns over whether 
it was the beginning of  the slippery slope toward socialized medicine. This issue is 
especially problematic, given that it goes against American norms and values regarding 
independence and self-reliance. Medicare is virtually universal for the older population, 
with about 97% of  those over 65 insured by the Medicare program.

Since there are limits to what services are covered and how much of the cost remains 
with the individual, it is useful to have a brief summary of the program. Medicare has 
two sections: Part A and Part B. Part A, sometimes called hospital insurance, covers room, 
board, and nursing services in the hospital; it also covers up to 100 days of skilled nursing 
home care in a Medicare-approved facility, provided that certain conditions (such as a 3-
day prior stay in a hospital) are met. Part A also covers hospice services and, to a very lim-
ited extent, home health care. There are co-payments (a certain percentage that the insured 
must pay) and deductibles (an amount that the insured must pay before Medicare pays any 
part of the charges). The yearly deductible for hospitalization was $952 in 2006. There is 
no co-payment required of a Medicare recipient for the first 60 days in the hospital. But, if  
someone stayed in the hospital for 61 to 90 days, they were charged $238 a day in 2006.

Part B, sometimes called supplementary medical insurance, covers doctors’ fees, 
outpatient hospital treatment, lab services, and some limited home health care. For 
doctors’ fees and special therapies, there is a deductible ($124 in 2006); Medicare 
then pays 80% of  an approved amount and the insured is responsible for paying the 
remainder. Part B is optional and carries with it a monthly premium. In 2005, the cost 
to the consumer was $66.60 per month (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, 
2006). In short, while Medicare is a major component of  paying for health and hos-

pital care for older adults 
in the United States, it 
certainly does not remove 
the cost of  health care as 
a significant item in the 
household budget.

Medicare has been a 
very successful program, 
providing nearly univer-
sal access to hospital care 
and reducing the cost of  
routine health care ser-
vices for all older people. 
The major successes of  
the program include in-
creased access to high-
quality medical care, 
equality of  treatment, 
and high levels of  satis-
faction reported by ben-
eficiaries (Lave, 1996). 
There are challenges 
to the program as well. 
From the perspective of  
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policymakers and budget analysts, the major concern with Medicare is the cost of  
the program. Medicare program payments were estimated at $325 billion for 2005, 
accounting for 13% of  the federal budget (Kaiser Family Foundation, 2005). More 
importantly, the Medicare fund currently faces short-term and long-term financial 
problems.

Other problems with Medicare include its acute-care focus and the lack of  
coverage for long-term care and for home-based health care. In addition, the co-payments, 
deductibles, and gaps in Medicare coverage mean that many older people need to 
purchase gap-filler insurance. These private insurance policies, designed to cover 
the charges not covered by Medicare, are purchased by individuals or made available 
through employers. In 2003, nearly 63% of  the older population had some form of  
private health insurance policy to address gaps and co-payments as well as aspects 
of  care not covered by Medicare. The advantage of  such extra coverage provided by 
private insurance is not spread equally among all groups within the older population, 
as Exhibits 11.4 and 11.5 illustrate. The first chart shows that, among those age 65 
and older, non-Hispanic Whites are the most likely to have private health insurance, 
and Hispanics are the least likely. Some of  this differential is explained by employer-
provided insurance programs. Whites are much more likely to receive employer-funded 
private insurance than are any other group. Poverty status, which is related to both 
race/ethnicity and employment opportunities over the life course, also has a strong 
relationship with having private insurance in later life, as shown in Exhibit 11.5. 

Percent of Adults in the United States Age 65 and Older with Private Insurance, by Race and Ethnicity, 2003
Data Source: Department of  Health and Human Services, 2005.
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Individuals at or near the poverty level do not have sufficient disposable income to be 
able to afford gap-filling policies.

The need for gap-filler insurance has resulted in an ever-increasing array of  choices. 
Many insurance companies offer such policies (generically referred to as Medigap 
policies). Medicare offers its own options under the umbrella of  Medicare Advantage. 
Designed to offer benefits similar to private Medigap policies, the Medicare Advantage 
plans include managed care and preferred provider organization plans, which rely on 
a network of  physicians and hospitals to provide greater coverage for reasonable costs 
(Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, 2006).

While Medicare is a significant benefit to older people, rising health care costs and 
gaps in coverage mean that individuals have high out-of-pocket costs. The average older 
person paid $3,455 in 2003 for health care; this amount represented 22% of  the average 
older person’s income (Caplan & Brangan, 2004). In addition, the program covers pri-
marily acute care, not long-term care, which is the greatest health care need of  the older 
population in general.

Medicare Part D

Prescription drugs are another major health care cost for older people. Not uncommon 
are stories about older people who cut pills in half  or who skip doses in order to make the 
medicine last longer. Some media coverage even featured low-income older people who 
did not fill their prescriptions because they could not afford both medicine and groceries 

Exhibit

11.5

Percent of Adults in the United States Age 65 and Older With Private Insurance, by Poverty Status, 2003
Data Source: Department of  Health and Human Services, 2005.
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or heat for their homes. Prescription drugs are one of  the fastest growing components 
of  national health care spending, increasing more than four-fold between 1990 and 2003 
(Kaiser Family Foundation, 2005). In an effort to help older people with their pre-
scription drug costs, Congress recently signed into law the Medicare Prescription Drug 
Improvement and Modernization Act of  2003, commonly known as Medicare Part D.

As with any major policy change, implementation has been challenging. As a result 
of  the compromises necessary to make the coverage reasonable and the costs of  the pro-
gram manageable, the legislation became a confusing mix of  protection for those with 
very high or low drug expenses, but a gap in the pharmaceutical coverage for those 
whose medication costs are not particularly high or low. Individuals who already had 
drug coverage through private or employer-based programs may decide not to enroll in 
Medicare Part D at all.

Medicare Part D enrollment opened in November 2005, and coverage became 
available in January 2006. Implementation of  the program has posed unusual challenges, 
because the beneficiaries of  the program (and/or their designees) must sort through 
extensive and often confusing information about a large number of  possible plans from 
private companies, decide which plan to choose, and then take further steps to officially 
enroll in the program. Extensive media coverage has portrayed the high levels of  confu-
sion among consumers trying to understand the provisions of  the law and the nuances 
of  complex medication program alternatives. The burden and opportunity of  selecting 
their own coverage is apparently weighing heavily on many older people. Enrollment 
was much slower than anticipated. In a recent poll of  Medicare beneficiaries, only 31% 
of  the respondents had a favorable impression of  the prescription drug program, and 
61% said that they did not understand the program well or at all (Kaiser Family Foun-
dation, 2005).

Medicaid

Originally conceived as insurance for the acute health care needs of  welfare recipients, 
Medicaid now plays a crucial role in financing health care for older people, especially 
long-term care in nursing homes. Jointly funded by states and the federal government, 
and administered by the states, Medicaid was created as the primary health insurance 
program for low-income individuals and families. Medicaid has always been available 
for low-income older people, but over the past few decades two important shifts have taken 
place. First, an increasing proportion of  Medicaid expenditures have gone for health 
care for older people. Second, an increasing proportion of  those expenditures for older 
people have gone to long-term care rather than acute care. In 2001, older people rep-
resented about 11% of  the Medicaid beneficiary population, but 24% of  Medicaid 
expenditures went to services for older people (Flowers, Gross, Kuo, & Sinclair, 2005). 
Medicaid benefits for older people are spent primarily on long-term care in nursing 
homes. Of  the money that Medicaid spent on long-term care in 2004, 51% went to nurs-
ing homes (Kassner, 2006).

How did this shift occur so that Medicaid is now a major payer of  nursing home 
care for older people? From the beginning, Medicaid coverage included nursing facility 
services. Older people who needed fairly extensive assistance with activities of  daily liv-
ing resorted to Medicaid-financed nursing-home placement because they lacked other 
options. Most people with long-term care needs do not have the financial resources to 
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stay at home and pay for long-term services out of  their own pockets for very long. Since 
Medicaid originally covered long-term care only in institutions, older people who came 
to the end of  their own and family financial resources often faced the dilemma of  not 
being able to afford home care and not having access to government assistance unless 
they went to a nursing home.

For decades Medicaid provided almost no financing of  community-based services, 
such as home health care or support in activities of  daily living. That situation is chang-
ing, with the proliferation of  Medicaid waiver programs. These programs allow 
states to waive certain restrictions that typically would apply to the delivery of  ser-
vices; specifically, waiver programs allow Medicaid dollars to be spent on home and 
community-based care, rather than institution-based (nursing home) care. Waiver 
coverage is limited to those older people who both qualify financially for Medicaid and 
who are impaired enough to be eligible for nursing-home placement. Since average 
nursing homes cost $5,000 per month in 2005 (Kassner, 2006), and community-based 
services, on average, less than one-half  of  that, the waiver programs are a potential 
source of  cost savings. In addition, most people prefer to receive long-term care services 
in their own homes rather than in institutions (Kane, Kane, & Ladd, 1998). Yet the 
availability of  openings in state Medicaid waiver programs are often limited, so that this 
alternative still is not broadly available in all states to those who might wish to use it.

Senator George Voinovich (R-Ohio) was 
instrumental in vastly expanding Ohio’s in-
home service Medicaid-waiver program 
(PASSPORT) when he served as governor 
in the 1990s. (Credit: Mike Payne, courtesy 
of the Ohio Department of Aging)
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The potential for using waivers for home and community-based care to save money is 
of great interest to state and federal agencies. Since Medicaid is jointly funded by states and 
the federal government, there is great concern at many levels about the growth of Medicaid 
expenditures at both levels of government. In 1980, Medicaid state and federal spending 
totaled about $25.5 billion; by 2004, the total was $288 billion, growth far beyond that related 
to the significant inflation of health care costs. Between 1980 and 2000, Medicaid’s expendi-
ture growth rate averaged about 11.2% annually. The current Medicaid price tag, dramatic 
rates of growth, and the looming demand that baby boomers will place on the health care 
system combine to suggest that innovations and reform are necessary (Ku & Guyer, 2001).

In summary, Medicare and Medicaid provide the foundation for the financing of  
health care for older Americans. Because of  the restrictions on what these programs 
will pay for, they also play an important role in shaping how and where health care is 
delivered to older adults. The acute-care (i.e., hospital) and institutional (nursing home) 
biases in these programs has produced a delivery system that is not particularly respon-
sive to the needs or preferences of  the older population. The emergence of  the Medicaid 
waiver programs signals a significant attempt to restructure the financing and delivery 
of  some health care services to better fit the demands of  an aging population.

Managed Care

Managed care is an increasingly common approach to the provision of  health care that 
is being implemented for all age groups, including older adults. The Medicare Advantage 
program described earlier is based on the principles of  managed care. This model is very 
different from the traditional fee-for-service approach to health care. Under fee-for-ser-
vice, health care decisions are made by physicians; the insurer is billed for the diagnostic 
procedures, preventive or maintenance services, and treatments the physician has pro-
vided to the client. Financing and decisions about the delivery of  health care are kept 
separate in this model.

In managed care, financing and delivery are linked. A single organization, which 
employs physicians and other health care professionals, takes on both financial and clinical 
decision making and risks. For Medicare recipients who choose to enroll in managed care, 
the managed care organization—sometimes called a health maintenance organiza-
tion or HMO—receives a predetermined monthly amount to provide the care required 
for that older person (known as the capitation amount). If  the client receives no services 
that month, or if  the client receives extensive services that month, the HMO still gets the 
same flat fee for that client. The implications of  this approach for quality of  care for older 
(and younger) people are the cause of  some concern. There is an obvious incentive to do 
less in the way of  screenings, procedures, prevention, and treatment under a managed 
care system, since the business can profit from whatever funds remain from the capita-
tion amount. In contrast, a fee-for-service system provides no barriers and perhaps an 
incentive to provide more health care to garner additional dollars. Under managed care, 
the same organization that pays for the care also employs the doctor who decides about 
the care. While a physician’s code of  ethics and standards for professional practice still 
dictate that she do what is best for the patient, there are new constraints on the deci-
sion-making processes—and those constraints relate directly to the costs of  care.

The challenge for an HMO, as for almost any enterprise, is to balance quality of  
care with cost controls. Two major features of  managed care are designed to look after 
that balance: gatekeeping and quality review. Gatekeeping is the process whereby a 
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primary care physician coordinates the care a client will receive, providing some of  that 
care directly and selectively authorizing additional services (e.g., lab tests or referrals 
to specialists) according to the guidelines of  the HMO. The role of  the gatekeeper is 
to provide necessary care at the lowest cost, and to avoid providing unnecessary care. 
Quality review is a process that monitors the adequacy of  care provided under an 
HMO; information from client satisfaction surveys, complaints, and data on the health 
outcomes for managed care clients form the basis for quality review. An inadequate 
quality review might require that an HMO reconsider its guidelines or work with its 
doctors to adapt their decisions to improve quality.

Older Americans are signing up for managed care in increasing numbers. In 1992, 
only 6.2% of  Medicare recipients were enrolled in managed care organizations; by 2003 
that proportion had increased to 9.5%—almost 1 in 10 older adults ( Health Care Fi-
nancing Administration, 1992; U.S. Department of  Health and Human Services, 2005). 
Why would an older person choose to join an HMO, with its built-in incentives to re-
strict services? The primary advantage of  Medicare managed care is that it does away 
with the need for gap-filler insurance, because it has very low or no premiums and sig-
nificantly expanded benefits. For example, prescription drugs were not covered under 
Medicare until 2006, but most managed care organizations have provided such a benefit 
as part of  a managed care program. The major disadvantages are the loss of  choice and 
control over which physicians and which specialized services a client can seek and the 
concern about the incentives to limit the kind and extent of  care provided. The strong 
preferences of  many people (including those over 65) to make such choices means that 
the great majority of  older adults remain outside of  managed care, a circumstance that 
may continue to shift with new cohorts reaching 65 having already experienced managed 
care as part of  their employer health plans.

How do older people fare under managed care in comparison to traditional fee-
for-service Medicare programs? To answer this crucial question effectively, we would 
need to be able to compare people with precisely the same health conditions receiving 
care under the two different models. Such outcome studies are just beginning to emerge, 
so the evidence is not complete by any means. So far, there is little evidence of  a differ-
ence in the health status of  HMO versus FFS clients. However, one key study (Ware, 
Bayliss, Rogers, & Kosinski, 1996) found that 68% of  HMO patients who were both 
poor and elderly experienced a decline in health over the 4-year study period, compared 
to only 27% of  similar patients enrolled in FFS plans. Studies such as this suggest 
caution with regard to outcomes for the most vulnerable older adults.

Whether managed care will be an effective and appropriate means of  providing 
high-quality health care to the older population remains to be seen. The success of  such 
programs in saving money, the outcome that is most pertinent to state and federal gov-
ernment, also has yet to be clearly demonstrated. In the meantime, more and more older 
people are joining Medicare managed care organizations and are conducting a real-world 
experiment in health care delivery.

Long-Term Care in the United States
One of  the most important issues regarding health care for older people is long-term care. 
Long-term care is the system of  services provided to assist people with long-term 
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medical problems and limitations in their ability to complete the tasks of  everyday life. 
It is fundamentally different from acute care in its focus. Rather than curing illnesses, 
long-term care is focused on managing chronic health conditions such as severe arthritis 
or lung and heart disease and cognitive conditions such as dementia, and maintain-
ing function for as long as possible. Long-term care provides people with assistance in 
the activities of  daily living (ADLs) and instrumental activities of  daily living (IADLs) 
that were briefly mentioned in the preceding chapter. Help with bathing, dressing, meal 
preparation, and transportation are some examples of  the assistance that long-term 
care provides. Some people also require medical care from the long-term care sys-
tem, including administration of  medications that might be forgotten by someone 
with dementia or medical treatments of  various types. The diverse needs of  older 
people for long-term care are met by a fragmented, complex array of  programs and 
services that those needing long-term care must attempt to navigate (Kane, Kane, & 
Ladd, 1998).

The long-term care system includes a range of  services (such as home care, adult 
day services, and home-delivered meals), locations where services are provided (such 
as senior centers, assisted living facilities), consumers (including older adults and 
disabled or seriously ill people of  all ages), and payers (governmental, insurance, and 
personal/family funds). As discussed above, some types of  long-term care assistance 
are paid for with public dollars; in other instances insurance or personal funds are 
required to cover the costs of  care, sometimes extending over several years. How-
ever, as discussed in chapter 6, the vast majority of  the day-to-day assistance that 
older people get is provided by family and friends in an informal system of  support, 
without pay.

Programs within the long-term care system can also vary with respect to the dura-
tion of  care, the intensity of  medical or other treatment during care, and the goals for 
physical or cognitive functioning outcomes. Although nursing homes are sometimes 
thought to be synonymous with long-term care, these services can be provided in a 
range of  settings—from an individual’s own home to a specially designed congregate 
setting (such as assisted living), or in a more medically focused institution such as a 
nursing home. Some long-term care programs are designed to provide services to clients 
indefinitely for chronic or degenerative conditions from which recovery is not expected, 
while others might be set up as a shorter-term solution to an immediate crisis, such as 
rehabilitation after major surgery. Finally, long-term care can be designed to improve 
an individual’s functioning, to provide services to compensate for losses in functioning, 
or to prevent further decline in functioning; some systems claim all three of  these goals 
(Kane & Kane, 1987, pp. 7–8). Such long-term care situations might include rehabilita-
tion after a hip fracture or stroke.

This diversity of  services and programs that fall under the umbrella of  long-term 
care thus includes paid and unpaid care, services provided in a person’s home, services 
provided in specially designed housing, and services provided in a nursing home. In 
general, people in nursing homes have the highest level of  need for assistance, fol-
lowed by those in community housing with services, as shown in Exhibit 11.6. We 
will briefly discuss each of  these components of  the long-term care system. Individuals 
living in the community on their own have the lowest level of  need for assistance, on 
average.
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Unpaid Long-Term Care
As noted in chapter 6, the vast majority of  the day-to-day non-medical help that older 
people receive comes from family and friends. The unpaid help that is provided by family 
members and friends can range from relatively infrequent help with a few activities and 
needs, such shopping and transportation, to a nearly constant level of  daily assistance 
with more complicated personal needs (such as bathing, getting in and out of  bed, and 
eating) and medical treatments, including medications and wound care. A great many 
people are involved in providing these services. An estimated 21% of  the U.S. popula-
tion provides unpaid care to family and friends over age 18 (not all of  whom are older 
people); the economic value of  the care donated by family and friends has been estimated 

Exhibit

11.6

Percentage of Medicare Enrollees Age 65 and Over With Functional Limitations, by Residential Setting, 2002
Note: ADL=activities of  daily living
Source: Federal Interagency Forum on Aging-Related Statistics, 2004.
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at $257 billion annually (Pandya, 2005). This astounding figure challenges us to think 
about how long-term care should be provided and paid for. Obviously those who pay for 
health care services (private insurers and various levels of  government via Medicare and 
Medicaid) prefer that families continue this substantial contribution toward long-term 
care of  their members.

Clearly, donated care is the economic, social, and personal foundation for the current 
system of  long-term care. Families and friends generally want to continue to provide as 
much help as they possibly can for as long as they possibly can, and caregiving has many 
rewards. However, extended intensive family caregiving can take a toll, as discussed in 
chapter 6. In addition, caregivers who are employed (for example, an adult child provid-
ing care to a frail parent) face added costs. The working caregiver forfeits an estimated 
average of  $660,000 over a lifetime in lost wages and reduced Social Security benefits 
because of  missed days of  work, unpaid leave, and reduction in work hours (Metlife 
Mature Market Institute, 2001). Because of  the importance of  informal caregiving to 
older people and to the long-term care system, increasing attention is being given to the 
development of  services and employment policies that help to shore up the informal 
networks of  support.

Nursing Homes
Nursing homes are a significant part of  the formal system of  long-term care today; 
however, they grew out of  a much less formal system of  care in which families took 
other people from the community into their homes for care and services. This form 
of  care expanded and became more formalized when additional sources of  funding 
(notably Medicare and Medicaid) began to provide payment for care. Today nurs-
ing homes are highly regulated and strictly controlled by states, which oversee the 
number of  homes that are built and monitor compliance of  facilities with state and 
federal guidelines. The federal government has national standards and strict guide-
lines regarding all aspects of  nursing home operation for any facility that receives 
Medicare or Medicaid funding.

Much of  the regulation of  nursing homes has come about through cyclical discoveries 
over decades of  serious problems in some nursing homes—including abuse, inadequate 
nutrition or facilities, or insufficient medical treatment. As a consequence of  the negative 
coverage that ranges from committees of  the U.S. Senate to local media outlets, most 
Americans carry negative attitudes regarding nursing homes. Incredible amounts of  
resources are expended to try to avoid negative events through tight regulation, regular 
inspections, and training requirements of  staff.

More recently, nursing homes have changed their orientation from caring for seri-
ously ill or demented older adults and disabled people of  all ages to include more active 
rehabilitation and short-stay visits. One recent study of  all nursing home residents in 
Ohio found that 57% stayed for 3 months or less; the majority of  these people were in 
the nursing home to receive rehabilitative services (Mehdizadeh, Nelson & Applebaum, 
2006). Some nursing homes also offer short stays so that family caregivers can have some 
respite to deal with their own health issues, take a break for a vacation or other reason 
from their nearly constant responsibility to oversee care. Nursing homes are serving an 
increasingly diverse range of  needs, from short-stay rehab, short-stay respite, to long 
stay; they are no longer simply the “last home for the aged” (Leiberman & Tobin, 1976).
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The population living in nursing homes has over the past decades become more sick 
and impaired than they were previously. Part of  the reason for this is that nursing homes 
have focused on being the providers of  long-stay, medically supported care—including 
care to the end of  life. While many people go home again after a short-stay or rehabilita-
tion visit, long-stay nursing home patients are often there until they die. The second 
reason is that nursing homes have, in the past 20 years, faced real constraints and com-
petition. First, states have been interested in keeping people out of  nursing homes, both 
because it is what people prefer and because home care (and family care in particular) cost 
the state much less in their Medicaid budgets. The second reason is that nursing homes, 
once the only alternative to family care, are now faced with more competition from the 
burgeoning assisted living sector and from home- and community-based services.

To further strengthen their reputations and their quality of care in a newly competi-
tive environment, some nursing home providers are rethinking the way that nursing homes 
are run, including the physical environment, the amount of personal attention and other 
aspects of care. This culture change movement is interested in bringing person-centered 
care and an improved quality of everyday life to those in nursing homes through a variety of 
innovations, such as allowing pets in the nursing home to giving individuals with dementia 
more choice over how they spend their time to designing new physical living spaces.

Assisted Living
One major, new player in the long-term care sector is assisted living, which is generally 
considered to be a less medical setting, often featuring private efficient apartments deco-
rated with one’s own belongings within a building that looks more like a hotel in some 
cases than a hospital. The philosophy of  assisted living focuses on providing privacy, 
autonomy, and personal attention within a setting where services to support activities 
of  daily living are also available (Zimmerman et al., 2005). Much of  the early develop-
ment of  assisted living was done by those in the hotel industry, who knew relatively little 
about the care needs of  older adults who might live there. Since most people prefer to 
remain in their own homes, individuals or couples choosing to move to assisted living do 
so because living at home is no longer possible due to some health or cognitive problems. 
So rather than just being a “cruise ship on land” that provides housing, housekeeping, 
and meals, developers quickly learned that residents may require supervision in taking 
their medications, monitoring for falls, and assistance in dressing and bathing (Morgan, 
Gruber-Baldini, & Magaziner, 2001).

Assisted living is distinct from the nursing home environment in that most of  the 
cost is paid for privately, by the residents or their families. A small percentage is paid 
for through Medicaid waivers or through long-term care insurance. Therefore, much of  
assisted living is not available to low-income individuals, who cannot afford the monthly 
fees and instead still must choose between home and nursing home.

As more time passes, the resident population of  assisted living settings, which sel-
dom provide extensive health care services as part of  their environments, is becoming 
older and facing more health challenges. This forces decisions about whether to bring 
more services into assisted living or whether residents must move to a higher level of  
care, typically a nursing home. Some assisted living facilities include specialized units 
to care for those with dementia, including a larger staff  and locked doors (Sloane et al., 
2005). As these progressions continue, some contend that assisted living environments 
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are becoming more like nursing homes without the same level of  regulation. In response 
to negative events that have taken place in assisted living, all states have moved in the 
direction of  regulating assisted living in a modified version of  nursing home regulations 
(Mollica & Johnson-Lamarche, 2005). Nonetheless, their favorability compared to nurs-
ing homes remains fairly strong.

Community-Based Long-Term Care
This phrase describes assistance with daily activities that is provided in people’s homes by 
community-based agencies (rather than nursing-home services). Options for home care 
(sometimes called community-based care) began to expand in the 1970s. This expan-
sion occurred because of  the convergence of  three factors: the sometimes inappropriate 
placement of  individuals in nursing homes, the high costs of  nursing home care, and the 
preferences of  the older population to stay home as long as possible. Even though home 
care was hotly debated at first (with strong opposition coming from the nursing home 
industry expressing concern that care provided in a person’s home cannot be regulated as 
well as care provided in an institution), this form of  service delivery has increased steadily 
over the past three decades. As discussed in an earlier section of  this chapter, waivers 
helped states to include home care as an option for their long-term care systems.

One of  the recent innovations in community-based care is called consumer direction. 
The philosophy of  consumer direction holds that consumers have the right and the ability 
to assess their own needs, determine how best to have those needs met, and evaluate the 
quality of  the services they receive. Consumers choose and hire their workers, decide how 
and when services will be delivered, and provide feedback about how well the services are 
working. In practice, the most fully developed model of  self-direction is embodied in Cash 
and Counseling. In this model, consumers are the legal employer of  record—hiring and 
supervising their own workers and managing their own services. Supports are in place to 
assist consumers with the paperwork involved in hiring and paying workers and with the 
development and monitoring of  a purchasing plan, but the consumer is in charge. Cur-
rently 15 states have Cash and Counseling programs in various stages of  implementation 
(Cash and Counseling, 2006). Based on the early successes and widespread diffusion of  
participant-directed service delivery models (Foster, Brown, Phillips, Schore, & Carlson, 
2003; Kunkel & Nelson, 2005), it is clear that consumer direction is becoming part of  the 
long-term care landscape. Consumer direction brings to long-term services greater flex-
ibility, expanded options, and greater responsiveness to individual preferences. As a model 
of  service delivery, consumer direction reinforces growing commitment to participant 
voice and choice in long-term care (Kunkel & Wellin, 2006).

Continuing Care Retirement Communities
A final option within long-term care is a CCRC, or continuing care retirement com-
munity. In this arrangement, housing and service options are combined and offered on 
a single campus. These communities typically offer independent living units (cottages, 
apartments, or houses), assisted living units, and a health care facility or nursing home. 
There is a steep entry fee to move into the community, and monthly charges that vary 
depending on where in the community the individual resides. In exchange for the entry 
fee and monthly charges, residents receive the promise of  care that is tailored to their 
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changing needs, all provided by the CCRC. Because of  the high cost of  CCRCs, this 
option is not available to all older people (Nelson, 2002).

Financing Formal Long-Term Care
Methods of  paying for long-tem care are fragmented, much like the system itself. A small 
amount of  institutional and community-based long-term care is paid for by Medicare. 
Most assisted living is paid for privately and thus is restricted to those with higher in-
comes. A large portion of  nursing home care is paid for by Medicaid for older  people who 
are poor or who become poor after they have used up their personal financial resources. A 
small (but growing) portion of  home care is paid for by Medicaid, for people who are poor 
enough to qualify. Through Medicare and Medicaid, the federal government is the larg-
est purchaser of  long-term care services. Local programs, such as those funded by county 
tax levies or state subsidies, are becoming more common, but federal sources are still the 
primary payers of  long-term care. Exhibit 11.7 shows the proportion of  long-term care 
funded by various sources.

One alternative to expand the capacity for individuals to support whatever long-term 
care needs they may face is long-term care insurance. It is widely discussed but not adopted 
by many people. These policies provide coverage for individuals who require long-term 

Exhibit

11.7

Long-Term Care Expenditures for Aged Americans by Source of Payment, 2004
Data Source: Congressional Budget Office, 2004.
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care services later in life, often including alternatives to enable them to receive care at home 
if  that is medically feasible. The low adoption rate of long-term care insurance is probably 
linked to a general societal distaste for thinking about issues such as severe illness and end-
of-life issues. We would rather gamble that we won’t need long-term care than contemplate 
that possibility. In addition, the policies can be costly, so that many people cannot afford to 
insure themselves against the prospect of a nursing home stay in their future.

Long-Term Care System Redesign
The preceding discussion of  the financing and delivery of  long-term care reveals that 
the United States does not have a very coherent long-term care system. We lack a neat 
continuum of  care, and gaps and inequities are abundant. Where and how care should be 
delivered (in nursing homes or in the community, by family members or by paid profes-
sionals) and how it should be financed (by the government, by individuals and their families, 
or by some combination) are questions on which there is no agreement. Rather, long-
term care represents a “paradigm by default … it arose out of  unintended consequences, 
short-term solutions, and unexamined discrepancies between societal values and com-
mon practices” (Applebaum & Kunkel, 1995, p. 28). Medicaid has become a major 
payer of  long-term care in nursing homes, not because that was the original intent of  the 
legislation, but because it could be made to fit the growing need for financing long-term 
care. Most older people strongly prefer to remain in their own homes, but the current 
government financing system strongly supports nursing-home care.

Because the current system of  care does not reflect a carefully crafted vision and 
plan for the provision of  long-term services, considerable effort is being devoted to 
redesigning the system. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services supports 
projects that consider innovative alternatives for service delivery, achieve better balance 
among institutional and community-based programs, and more effectively align options 
to consumer preference. The emergence of  new options for long-term care—including 
government-financed, community-based long-term care and the development of  assisted 
living—are harbingers of  change in the long-term care system.

S U M M A R Y
The medical model has given rise to a system of  health care not well suited to the needs 
of  an aging population; it emphasizes acute care when the greatest need among older 
people is for long-term care for chronic health problems and functional limitations. The 
financing of  health care for older people is fragmented, uneven, and biased toward care 
provided in an institution rather than in the community or in people’s homes.

Another ideological challenge facing society in the near future is coming to terms 
with the question of  whether health care is a right of  citizenship (much as education 
and clean drinking water are) or a privilege (tied primarily to employment or economic 
resources). More than 45 million Americans currently have no health coverage; appar-
ently many consider health care a privilege rather than a universal right. Relying on 
employers to fund health insurance increasingly is problematic, as companies try to cut 
costs by reducing benefits. Health insurance costs are being shifted to workers. Concerns 
about how to design, finance, and provide health care to the older population are part of  
these larger societal issues.
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Even if  we can agree that a coherently financed, integrated, and accessible system 
of  health care is the goal, the fundamental problem of  how to pay for it remains. The 
cost of  providing health care to an aging population has proved to be an enormous 
stumbling block in moving toward a better-designed system of  care. The large portion 
of  the federal budget currently spent on Medicare is the starting point for projections of  
an untenable financial burden posed by health care costs of  the baby boom generation. 
However, one should use a critical eye in considering the problems in the health care 
system and their potential solutions. Certainly the growing numbers of  older people 
play a part in increasing health care costs to the nation. But the fees charged for health 
care services have increased also. Blaming older people for rising health care costs is an 
example of  what Robertson (1991) calls apocalyptic demography—“the social con-
struction of  catastrophe by suggesting that an increasing aging population will place un-
bearable demands on the health care system” (p. 144). Robertson goes on to suggest that 
the health care system focuses on the aging population as a growth market and responds 
by medicalizing many aspects of  aging—creating diseases such as menopause or sexual 
dysfunction or aging itself  (as described in the essay on anti-aging), offering treatments 
for them, and receiving reimbursement for providing those services. This process—pro-
vider-induced increased demand for health care services for older people—and not the 
size of  the older population may play the more significant role in increased health care 
costs. The ubiquity of  advertising for drugs of  all sorts, and the instant demand for Vi-
agra® when it hit the market, suggest that induced demand is a reality. If  that is the case, 
the solution to the crisis in health care financing may lie in reconsidering what aspects 
of  aging really require medical treatment and limiting the fees charged for health care 
services.

The crisis in financing is one of  the major issues facing the U.S. health care system. 
The resolution of  this crisis—as well as debates about what care should be provided to 
whom, under what circumstances, and by whom—will depend on basic values about 
access to health care and who is responsible. The importance placed on individual 
responsibility, self-reliance, and independence have stood in the way of  major health 
care reform. Government responsibility is sometimes seen as damaging to private ini-
tiative, family responsibility, and independence. However, the current fragmented and 
underfinanced system of  long-term care for older adults is a good example of  the need 
for a system with more integrity. Difficult decisions face us in the very near future, as 
we prepare for the aging of  the baby boomers.

W E B  W I S E

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
http://www.cms.hhs.gov

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) is a federal agency within 
the U.S. Department of  Health and Human Services responsible for Medicare and 
Medicaid. The site provides a description of  the agency, information for consumers 
and professionals on Medicare and Medicaid, and managed care plans related to both 
programs. Data on national health care expenditures, individuals covered by Medicare 
and Medicaid, and health care service utilization are also provided.

http://www.cms.hhs.gov
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Kaiser Family Foundation: Medicare
http://www.kff.org/medicare/index.cfm

The Kaiser Family Foundation site contains a page focusing on Medicare, including 
policy issues, changes in the program, understanding how it works, and recent policy-
based analyses. The site is useful for both understanding some of  the complex issues of  
the program and supporting individuals in understanding their rights as participants in 
Medicare.

International Longevity Center
http://www.ilcusa.org

The International Longevity Center-USA (ILC-USA) is a not-for-profit, nonpartisan 
research, policy, and education organization whose mission is to help societies address 
the issues of  population aging and longevity in positive and constructive ways and to 
highlight older people’s productivity and contributions to their families and to society. 
The ILC is involved in projects and provides publications and links related to the 
extension of  life and enhancing the quality of  these added years. Some issues mentioned 
are improving health care delivery, sleep and aging, and palliative care, among many 
others.

AARP Policy & Research
http://www.aarp.org/research

AARP Policy & Research features authoritative information on issues affecting 
the 50 and over population, including housing, economics, and caregiving. This 
expanding collection of  research publications, speeches, legal briefs, and opinion 
pieces seeks to provide deeper insight and fresh perspectives to opinion leaders, 
scholars, and other professionals. Health care topics include Medicare, wellness, 
and long-term care.
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Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  T H O U G H T  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N
 1 .   What do you think are the most important policy issues facing our aging na-

tion? What are the most important health policy issues in older people’s lives? 
What are the greatest challenges to our health care system?

 2 .   Have you talked with older friends or family members about Medicare Part 
D? What is their view of  the program? Are they enrolled in the program? How 
do these experiences mesh with what you may be reading or hearing in the 
news?

 3 .   Look in your local telephone directory for physicians who specialize in 
geriatrics. Are there many of  them compared to other specialties? Do you 
know an older person who sees a geriatrician? How does geriatric medicine 
better fit the needs of  an older person than more traditional approaches?

 4 .   Health care for our aging society includes wellness, acute care, and long-term 
care. Which topics receive the most attention among your family and friends? 
Which of  these topics seems to be receiving the most attention at the state and 
federal policy levels?
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12
 Politics, Government, and 
the Welfare State

Public policy refl ects and reinforces 
the “life chances” associated with 
each person’s social location within 
the class, status, and political struc-
tures that comprise society. The lives 
of each succeeding generation are 
similarly shaped by the extent to 
which social policy maintains or re-
distributes those life chances. (Estes, 
1991, p. 20) 

 n the realm of politics, members 
of  the older population are both 
participants in and the subject 
of  debate. The roles of  older persons in politics extend from being voters and advocates for 
programs such as Medicare and Social Security to holding high electoral offi ce. As a  sub-
ject of  political debate, the aging of  the population focuses our attention on the socialties

among age cohorts as well as the interests that divide them. We have already begun to discuss social 
policies (and the debates surrounding them) having to do with retirement and income maintenance. 
Here we continue and expand those discussions, focusing more directly on politics and the place of  the 
older  population in the political system. 

 Age-Based Government Policies 

 The Old-Age Welfare State 
 For the vast stretch of  recorded history, older people (in relatively small numbers, since 
life expectancy was short) were the responsibility of  their families or themselves. Gov-
ernments and leaders took no special note of  the elderly as a category, often grouping the 
disadvantaged, frail, or ill of  other ages together with needy elders (recall the discussion 

I
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of  the British Poor Laws in chapter 9) (Quadagno, 1982). Only relatively recently, pri-
marily during the 20th century, have governments assumed any specifi c responsibility 
toward their older citizens by developing programs and laws focusing on the older age 
group. During the same time period, old age has been identifi ed as a unique and distinc-
tive time of  life, deserving of  special attention and support. 

 Robert Binstock (1991a) describes American public policy in the middle of  the 20th 
century (from the 1930s through the 1970s) as  compassionate ageism.  By ageism 
Binstock means “the attribution of  the same characteristics, status, and just deserts to 
a heterogeneous group that has been artifi cially homogenized, packaged, labeled, and 
marked as ‘the aged’” (p. 326). Compassionate ageism stereotyped older people as poor, 
lonely, neglected, in ill health, and inadequately housed. Although founded on stereo-
types, Binstock argues that the approach was compassionate, intended to help those “de-
serving and needy” older people who were unable to provide adequately for themselves 
(Binstock, 1991b; Quadagno, 1982). These stereotypes set the stage for policymakers to 
categorize older persons and to develop income, housing, and health policies to remedy 
their collective plight (Jacobs, 1990). Thus, governments in the United States and in 
many other nations developed policies to address the problems that were believed to 
affl ict the elderly in their societies. Political support was based on the view that the prob-
lems of  the old were not their fault and that the needs followed years of  contribution 
to society (i.e., that they were deserving). Thus it came to be accepted as appropriate 
for society to provide help collectively, rather than rely on individuals or their families 
to meet all needs (Binstock, 1991a). Exhibit 12.1 outlines the timing of  selected social 
policy developments in the United States, with those during the era of  compassionate 
ageism shaded, many of  which are discussed in this book.   

 This defi nition of  the aged as a distinct and especially deserving population has 
prompted policies to be enacted that would otherwise face potent political opposition. 

Time Line of Selected U.S. Aging Policies

Exhibit

12.1
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For example, despite vigorous resistance in the United States to any national health 
insurance program throughout the 20th century, just such a program targeted to the 
 elderly (Medicare) was passed by Congress in 1965. Programs and services for the 
 elderly proliferated from the 1930s through the 1960s, and the popularity of  helping 
older people rated alongside “old-fashioned family values” as campaign issues. 

 Initiatives to assist older adults reached a peak of  activity in the 1960s as part of  
Lyndon B. Johnson’s Great Society (Estes, 1979). The deservedness of  the older popu-
lation in the 1960s, including high rates of  poverty and poor health and housing, was 
unquestioned. Programs to help expanded rapidly (Binstock, 1991b). Legislation passed 
during that time led to an array of  programs, services, and agencies at state and federal 
levels that has been called the  old-age welfare state  (Binstock, 1991a; Myles, 1983). 
The old-age welfare state had a clear purpose to address the serious problems presumed 
to be common in the older adult population. Programs today still evidence this legacy. 

 Although we can talk about this network of  programs as a whole, its development 
was fragmented, leading to gaps and overlaps, such as those discussed in chapter 11 
relating to health care. Programs were established on a piecemeal basis, with no single 
agency or group responsible for the well-being of  the older population. “Existing social 
policies for older people include a vast array of  fragmented, complicated but important 
agencies, services and benefi ts” (Torres-Gil, 1992, p. 37). “The system involves numer-
ous administrative mandates, each with funds and authority over specifi c areas. Often, 
one agency knows nothing of  what the others are doing. No single, overarching policy 
or agency wields responsibility for coordinating services or developing policy direction” 
(Torres-Gil, 1992, p. 58). 

 In fact, Torres-Gil (1992) reports that there are programs related to the older popu-
lation under the auspices of  virtually every cabinet department serving the president. 
The largest concentration of  programs is under the Department of  Health and Human 
Services, including Social Security, Medicare, the Administration on Aging, and the 
National Institutes of  Health (Torres-Gil, 1992). The largest program in terms of   dollars 
of  assistance each year is Social Security, described in chapters 8 and 9. Social Security, 
Medicare, and Medicaid together accounted for 47% of  all dollars expended in the 2002 
federal budget ( Senior Journal,  2004). 

 The Older Americans Act 

 The  Older Americans Act (OAA),  designed to be the focal point of  federal gov-
ernment policy on aging, established the Administration on Aging, a unit of  the 
 Department of  Health and Human Services, to oversee the well-being of  adults over 
age 60 (Torres-Gil, 1992). Passed with broad support in 1965, the OAA mandated a 
wide array of  programs intended to deal with a comprehensive list of  issues facing 
older adults: enhancing employment options, improving long-term care, improving 
housing, and developing coordinated, comprehensive services to care for older adults 
with dependencies (Binstock, 1991b; McConnell & Beitler, 1991). The OAA, an age 
entitlement, was initially directed to assist all Americans aged 60 and over (Binstock, 
1991a). The context for its passage in the era of  compassionate ageism was a boom-
ing economy, in which public funds seemed plentiful, and a high degree of  social 
consensus regarding the desirability of  solving social problems through government 
programs (Binstock, 1991b). 
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 The goals outlined in the OAA were lofty, but funding has never been suffi cient 
(Binstock, 1991b). OAA programs have been hindered by a limited staff  and budget over 
the past 40 years (Estes, 1979; Torres-Gil, 1992). Minimal initial funding for OAA was 
expanded in the early years, mostly as additional program responsibilities were added, 
but has shrunk since 1981 (Binstock, 1991b). Nonetheless, experts suggest that the 
Older Americans Act has had some successes. 

 Its accomplishments, at the least, include (1) continuous and dynamic identifi cation 
of needs of older persons; (2) creation and exemplifi cation of strategies, programs, 
and services for meeting those needs; (3) provision of tangible and intangible help 
to  innumerable older Americans; (4) development of a nationwide infrastructure for 
helping older persons, comprising 57 State Units on Aging, 670 Area Agencies on 
Aging, and about 25,000 associated service-providing agencies; and (5) recruitment 
and socialization of thousands of career professionals to the fi eld of aging. (Binstock, 
1991b, p. 11) 

 The programs offered under the auspices of  the OAA have included senior citizen 
centers, nutrition programs, employment training initiatives, and a network of  local and 
state agencies providing and coordinating services (Area Agencies on Aging). Successive 
commissioners of  the Administration on Aging, faced with inadequate resources, have 
selected priorities for special attention during their administrations (Binstock, 1991b). 
As a result, the priorities under the OAA have shifted over time (Estes, 1979; Quirk, 
1991). In the past 25 years, the OAA has moved signifi cantly toward serving older adults 
in greatest need (low income, frail, and minority elders), moving away from its initial, 
broader age entitlement approach. 

 The Older Americans Act has also been a part of  larger ideological debates regarding 
federal versus state versus individual responsibility to meet the needs of  vulnerable pop-
ulations of  all types. Providing services at the state and local levels, the model utilized by 
the Administration on Aging, is viewed as preferable by many politicians ( Torres-Gil, 
1998). Although the Administration on Aging continues to provide  services, it operates 
in a legislative limbo, without guidelines and with limited funding to meet its extensive 
original mandate. 

 The Aging Enterprise 

 Some have viewed the development of  initiatives to assist older persons with an uncritical 
eye. In contrast, Estes (1979) has pointed out that programs and services for older per-
sons can have some unanticipated consequences. The policies and programs established 
to ameliorate the problems of  older adults have generated a system of  agencies, service 
providers, and professionals that Estes refers to as the  aging enterprise —“the conge-
ries of  programs, organizations, bureaucracies, interest groups, trade associations, pro-
viders, industries, and professionals that serve the aged in one capacity or another” (p. 
2). Included are both government and private organizations, most of  which have grown 
up since the introduction of  major aging legislation in the 1960s—notably,  Medicare 
and the Older Americans Act. Over time, Estes argues, the aging enterprise has become 
a force in itself, with a vested interest in sustaining the dependency of  the older popula-
tion. According to Estes, “the age segregated policies that fuel the aging enterprise are 
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socially divisive ‘solutions’ that single out, stigmatize, and isolate the aged from the rest 
of  society” (p. 2). She argues that the programs (and the people who implement them) 
reinforce stereotypic views of  older people, foster dependency, and sustain a myopic 
“social problems” approach to dealing with what is today a highly diverse population of  
older adults to reinforce the need for their agencies and activities—and keep their jobs. 

 Many experts now question the viability of  the old-age welfare state, as political 
ideologies have shifted and legislative control has moved into the hands of  conservatives 
(Binstock, 1991a; Cole, 1995). Given these changes, limited funding and the changing 
demographic profi le of  the population, questions arise regarding whether the programs 
and policies that originally created the aging enterprise will survive, be modifi ed away 
from the original intent, or be eliminated entirely. 

 Age and Need Entitlements 

 Most programs developed during the era of  compassionate ageism share a basis in age 
entitlement. As described in chapter 9, in age entitlement programs individuals become 
eligible for benefi ts on the basis of  chronological age. Usually the legislation includes 
age limits, such as the 40–70 age range in the Age Discrimination in Employment Act 
or the age 65 minimum currently in force for Medicare benefi ts (Quadagno, 1996). Age 
entitlement means that all individuals are eligible for assistance, with only proof  of  age 
required. Age entitlement programs are fairly simple to administer, because most people 
can establish their ages relatively easily. 

 Age entitlements are based on two somewhat contradictory goals: adequacy and 
equity. 

 The adequacy goal seeks to protect those most needy by assuring a minimum standard 
of living and granting special benefi ts to the disadvantaged. The equity goal seeks to 
reward individualism and self-reliance by basing government benefi ts on the amount 
contributed individually during the working years. (Day, 1990, p. 121) 

 When one goal (either adequacy or equity) is met, the other necessarily cannot be fully 
met, challenging policymakers to weigh the two goals. The focus of  age entitlement 
during the period of  compassionate ageism was more on adequacy than equity. Current 
debates have turned attention more toward the equity goal. 

 Age entitlement contrasts with need entitlement—a system of  providing benefi ts 
or services based on need, such as low income, poor health, or inadequate housing 
( Quadagno, 1996). Need entitlement results in fewer individuals receiving benefi ts (thus 
saving money), but requires more effort to establish who is (and who is not) eligible, 
raising administrative costs. Need entitlement programs, often referred to as welfare 
programs, have been subject to pressures in many countries to reduce funding when 
governmental budgets are tight (Hoskins, 1992). Because need-based programs desig-
nate their recipients as different from the rest of  us, such programs are more politically 
vulnerable; they lack broad-based, bipartisan support from those not using (or expecting 
to need) their benefi ts. In fact, it is often said that “programs for the poor become poor 
programs.” The social stigma and negative public opinion toward welfare benefi ts for 
unmarried mothers and their children, for example, indicate the vulnerability of  public 
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support for programs costing tax dollars but providing no direct benefi ts to those paying 
the bills (Kingson, 1994). 

 To reduce expenditures, conservative politicians have suggested changing some 
current age entitlement programs, such as Social Security and Medicare, to incorporate 
some targeting of  benefi ts based on need (Quadagno, 1996). This push toward need 
entitlement is evident in the incremental changes that have already occurred in some 
age entitlement programs. The 1983 Social Security Reform Act started this trend by 
introducing taxation of  Social Security benefi ts for higher-income older persons, in ef-
fect recapturing some benefi t dollars going to those with economic security (Binstock, 
1994). Similar changes have been built into other legislation, instituting sliding scales 
for taxes, deductibles, or targeted services based on the level of  need of  the older person. 
Thus, as Binstock (1994) reports, “a substantial trend of  incremental changes has fi rmly 
established the practice of  combining age and economic status as policy criteria in old-
age benefi t programs” (p. 728). 

 Since the late 1970s, when the era of  compassionate ageism ended, both the ste-
reotypes of  the elderly and the political popularity of  programs for them have changed 
dramatically. A growing conservative political trend, growing government defi cits, and 
shrinking confi dence that social programs could successfully resolve social problems 
all contributed to this transition (Torres-Gil, 1992). Views on using age as the basis for 
entitlements involve two related issues. The fi rst issue is whether age is a good proxy 
for need for services and benefi ts. The circumstances of  older persons in the early 1960s 
were that many of  them were poor, inadequately housed, unable to afford medical care, 
and discriminated against in employment. In other words, by directing social policy 
interventions at this age group, Congress was fairly certain to hit most of  those in need 
of  assistance, and only a few who weren’t, while keeping administration of  the programs 
simple and inexpensive. So, during the era when many of  the programs were estab-
lished, age was a fairly good proxy for need. 

 Ironically, it is the success of  these same programs in alleviating problems such 
as poverty and poor health that brings about lower percentages of  the older popula-
tion living in dire need. This improving situation  in the aggregate  makes the public and 
 political support of  policies to assist the elderly more tenuous (Hudson, 1996). Aggre-
gate  improvement does not mean that any individual’s circumstances have improved 
over time. As living conditions for the population over 65 have become more varied, age 
becomes a less adequate proxy for need. The change is refl ected in the political rheto-
ric, which has shifted the stereotype of  older Americans from the “deserving  elderly” 
to “greedy geezers” (Binstock, 1995; Ekerdt, 1998). Under the new stereotype, the 
older population is seen as mostly affl uent and as a signifi cant political force, voting in 
self-interested ways to protect their age entitlements (Binstock, 1991a; Hudson, 1996). 
Although ageism has survived, according to Binstock and others, the compassion has 
evaporated. The new stereotype of  affl uent, healthy, and politically savvy elders has 
undermined the prior political clout of  advocacy groups and engendered resistance from 
some political interest groups (Torres-Gil, 1992). 

 The second issue has to do with the American cultural norm of  individualism, and 
whether the government should be responsible for helping individuals in need. Whether 
and how to maintain a safety net for older persons who are poor or infi rm are questions 
that refl ect the schism between conservative and liberal ideologies regarding the role of  
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government and the responsibility of  individuals for their own well-being. The   liberal 
agenda,  championed during the ascendance of  compassionate ageism, focused on 
 government programs to address problems appearing in old age. The role assumed by 
government since the middle part of  the 20th century has since been challenged by the 
 conservative agenda,  which argues that individual responsibility should be the norm, 
thereby reducing the role of  government in the lives of  individuals. This battle over old-
age entitlements is actually one about core political ideologies, with strong  advocacy on 
both sides. The U.S. policy dilemmas today arise from divided political opinion within 
the country on both the meaning and the implications of  old age and on the role of  gov-
ernment with regard to the welfare of  older adults (Ekerdt, 1998; Torres-Gil, 1992)—a 
debate that will not be easily settled. 

 Aging and Politics 

 Age Norms and Rules for Political Participation 
 The U.S. Constitution includes formal age minimums for holding high federal  offi ce. 
Candidates must be at least 35 years old to run for the presidency, 30 to run for the 
Senate, and 25 to run for the House of  Representatives (Offi ce of  the Federal  Register, 
1995). Presumably these rules were instituted in the belief  that suffi cient  maturity and 
experience are necessary to fulfi ll these offi ces. Many states also have laws defi ning the 
minimum age for those seeking to hold public offi ce. States vary in whether they spec-
ify lower limits on age for governors, members of  the legislature, or other  offi ces. For 
 example, the most commonly specifi ed minimum age for governor is 30 (in 34 states), 
with three states allowing anyone over 18 to run and six states having no age specifi ed 
(Council of  State Governments, 1994). Other offi ces, such as attorney general or lieu-
tenant governor, less often have specifi c age limits, but almost all states have minimum 
ages for members of  their legislatures. The most common is age 21 (in 22 states), with 14 
other states specifying age 18 and 7 more states selecting ages 24 or 25 (Council of  State 
Governments, 1994). None of  these laws, state or federal, imposes a maximum age for 
offi ceholders, a point to which we will return shortly. 

 Socially constructed age norms guide the timing of  events in political careers, just 
as they do in families and in other occupations. For the ambitious politician, these 
norms include progress through adulthood from local or regional offi ce to state and 
possibly national offi ce. Generally the pattern involves expansion of  responsibilities 
with maturation and demonstrated ability, but the timing of  political careers can vary 
widely. As an example, Exhibit 12.2 shows the distribution of  ages at which individu-
als have entered the highest elective offi ce, president of  the United States. The range 
is quite broad, from the youngest entrant (Theodore Roosevelt) to the oldest (Ronald 
Reagan). The modal age for entry is in the mid- to late 50s. Examining the trend over 
time shows no pattern of  age change over time. Starting with Teddy Roosevelt, the fi rst 
president of  the 20th century, the ages ranged from his low of  43 to 52, 57, 56, 51, 55 
and 61; at the end of  that century and the start of  the 21st century, we had presidents 
aged 61, 53, 70, 65, 47, and 55 (the current incumbent). Among all who have held the 
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offi ce of  the president, most are well past the constitutional minimum age of  35, but 
only fi ve entered offi ce past age 65.   

 Besides the formal rules that set legal age minimums, informal norms regarding 
age and offi ce-holding sometimes become apparent. The media often make note of  in-
stances in which individuals are violating implicit age norms by seeking public offi ce 
at  inappropriately young or advanced ages. Stories highlight newly elected members 
entering the House of  Representatives at “only age 27,” town mayors elected at 18, or 
veteran offi ce-holders seeking reelection. In 1996, when Robert Dole, age 73, ran for 
president, he faced some of  the same concerns regarding his age, focusing on the health 
and vigor necessary for the offi ce. The late Senator Strom Thurmond was 92 when he 
successfully sought reelection in 1996 to a term that would take him to age 98. Critics 
questioned his capacity to complete the highly demanding duties of  offi ce (Grove, 1996). 
The candidates in both the 2000 and 2004 presidential races were robust 50-somethings. 
Whether extremes of  age actually hurt a candidate at the voting booth is unclear. The 
fact that the issue is raised suggests an implicit age norm for being either too young or 
too old to become president or hold other high offi ce. Reactions to extremes of  age, in 
either direction, point out that our informal norms approve of  individuals in the 50–60 
age range as most appropriate for high offi ce in the United States. 

 Aging, Period, and Cohort Effects on Political Behavior 
 Political behavior includes voting, participating in political activities, and running for 
offi ce. One major topic of  debate in the political life of  any aging society should be 
whether the changes related to aging, period effects, or the fl ow of  cohorts through 
 society  infl uence any of  these political behaviors. An extension of  this debate has to do 
with the issue of  political power among the aged. As populations in many countries age, 
is there a likelihood that the older population will take over the political process and 
control the direction taken by the government? The issue is important because political 
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control  determines who fashions the policies of  any government. If  younger people are 
 politically active in large numbers, politicians in democratic societies will be respon-
sive to their interests and agendas. If, on the other hand, older persons dominate the 
 ballot box, the political agenda could take a different path. Do aging, period, or cohort 
 really make a difference in how people engage in politics and vote? What are the overall 
 dynamics of  these three forces in how individuals and groups (based on age, gender, race, 
or socioeconomic status) interact with and react to the political institutions of   society? 

 Period effects seem likely to be especially potent in the political domain. People of  
all ages are infl uenced by social and political events that shape their attitudes toward 
government and specifi c public policies. It is therefore not surprising that major period 
events, such as the Watergate scandal in the 1970s or the Iraq war of  the early 21st cen-
tury have had signifi cant effects on attitudes toward government and toward political 
parties across all age groups (Kahn & Mason, 1987). But such events may also infl uence 
people’s orientations toward politics, and their attitudes and confi dence in the political 
institutions that govern them, selectively on the basis of  age (Peterson & Somit, 1994). 
Did young adults during Watergate, for example, experience a larger and more enduring 
reduction in their confi dence concerning government than did older cohorts, who had 
experienced the solidarity of  World War II? According to Jacobs (1990), such cohort 
effects do occur. “Distinct political and economic experiences may separate generations 
and have lasting impact” (p. 350). 

 Answering our questions about the effects of  age on political activity and  orientation 
engages the theoretical debate on the relative infl uence of  aging and cohort experi-
ence. As discussed in earlier chapters, Mannheim hypothesized that, during a forma-
tive  period in late adolescence and early adulthood, core attitudes and orientations 
( including political ideas) are set, changing little with advancing age (Alwin & Krosnick, 
1991;  Silverstein, Angelelli, & Parrott, 2001). If  Mannheim’s hypothesis is true, young 
 people’s political attitudes are shaped by political socialization within their families and 
by the political attitudes of  the times in which they mature. Further, political behaviors 
and orientations in society would change slowly, as succeeding cohorts with differing 
attitudes move through the age structure of  society (Alwin & Krosnick, 1991). If, how-
ever, events ( period effects) can modify political attitudes and behaviors at any age, then 
Mannheim’s view would not be supported, and political change could occur at a more 
rapid pace. If  we fi nd evidence that attitudes and political behaviors change  dramatically, 
then Mannheim was wrong about the importance of  cohorts.   

 Fortunately, politics is an area with a fairly long history of  data collection, enabling 
us to examine how age groups voted, affi liated themselves with political parties, and 
participated in other ways in the political system. Using these data resources, we can 
develop fairly sound answers to our questions about age, period, and cohort. 

 Voting and Activism: The Potential for Old-Age Political Power 

 There is a long tradition of  political involvement and activism among older adults in the 
United States. 

 Since the Townsend Movement of the 1930s, senior citizens have strongly infl uenced 
public policies and political decisions. Their political activism pressured Franklin 
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 Roosevelt to pass Social Security, and their alliance with President John Kennedy, labor 
unions, and the Democratic Party helped establish Medicare and Medicaid. (Torres-Gil, 
1992, p. 75) 

 Political activism can take many forms, from voting or volunteering in campaigns to 
contributing to political causes, running for offi ce, or simply following political issues 
in great detail in the media. Research data going back to the 1940s suggest that young 
adults are consistently less likely to be politically active by contacting their elected rep-
resentatives or belonging to political organizations than are members of  older age groups 
(Foner, 1973). Individuals also demonstrate more interest in political campaigns and 
public affairs debates as they grow older (Torres-Gil, 1992). Torres-Gil argues that both 
high voting rates and membership in advocacy organizations continue to empower older 
citizens politically. 

 One of  the most consistent fi ndings in the study of  political behavior among the 
older population is their high rates of  participation through voting (Foner, 1973; Jacobs, 

Political participation in the later years may 
take many forms beyond voting. At age 90, 
Doris Haddock (aka Granny D) fi nished her 
3,200-mile walk across the country, from 
Pasadena, California, to Washington, DC, 
to advocate for campaign fi nance reform. 
(Credit: Mike Payne, courtesy of the Ohio 
Department of Aging)
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1990). The percentage of  eligible voters who cast ballots has been higher among older 
voters for several decades, suggesting a potential aging effect in this type of   political 
 behavior. First, there are fewer younger people registered to vote. Second, fewer of  
those young adults who are registered cast ballots on election day. The percentage of  
adults who are registered to vote rises consistently as age increases, with a clear pro-
gression upward until age 75 and older (see Exhibit 12.3). The age gap in voting has 
grown over time, mostly as a result of  declining voting among young adults (Torres-Gil, 
1992). 

 Several explanations have been offered for why younger people vote less often. 
They may have less political experience, feel lower party attachment, and relocate more 
often across boundaries of  political jurisdictions, requiring re-registration to be eligi-
ble to vote (Foner, 1973). Strate and his associates (1989) suggest that age is related to 
 voting  behavior through a variety of  forces that increase social integration with advanc-
ing age, up to the oldest age groups in which social integration declines. According to 
Strate’s  civic development hypothesis,  young people are neither well socialized into 
the  political process nor do they have the strong connections with family, community, 
and employment (the social integration) that foster voting among more mature adults 
(Strate, Parish, Elder, & Ford, 1989). 

 Studying the effects of  aging on behaviors such as voting is complicated by factors 
that are related to both. For example, Exhibit 12.4 shows that, among men and women 
age 65 to 74, those with the most education are more likely to vote. So we cannot simply 
group people by age and have all of  our answers. Many experts predict that the political 
activism of  the older population will increase further with the rising educational levels 
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  Source:  Hobbs and Damon, 2006 
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and generational experience with political activism of  baby boomers entering later life 
(Peterson & Somit, 1994; Rosenbaum & Button, 1992). Among younger cohorts, women 
outpace men in voter registration (see Exhibit 12.3); this situation is reversed in the 
cohorts beyond age 75, perhaps as a result of  cohort experiences (recall the Nineteenth 
Amendment women voters from chapter 2). Thus, voting among older women—the 
majority of  the older population—will likely become more common as current cohorts 
move through the life course. 

 Individuals from higher socioeconomic status (SES) backgrounds tend to vote more 
regularly than their less advantaged counterparts (Peterson & Somit, 1994; Wallace, 
Williamson, Lung, & Powell, 1991). They also tend to live longer (Rogot, Sorlie, & 
Johnson, 1992), meaning that as age increases, the composition of  the older population 
shifts more toward higher-SES individuals (Riley, 1987). So, if  voting rates increase 
with age, it may be that part of  this increase is due to the cohort composition effect 
discussed in chapter 2. Selective mortality may leave a higher percentage of  civically 
involved individuals alive and healthy enough to participate to advanced old age. 

 As you are already well aware, the size of  the older population (both in absolute 
terms and as a percentage of  the population) is growing. Through high voter turnout, 
the population over age 65 wields proportionally more infl uence than their actual per-
centage of  the population. In short, if  current patterns hold, the older population will 
likely continue to exercise political infl uence in the future. Candidates and issue cam-
paigns—those focused on passing referendums, voter initiatives, or the recent campaign 
regarding changes to Social Security—already recognize this potential voter power as 
they seek favor with older voters (Torres-Gil, 1992; Wallace et al., 1991). Candidates 
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often visit senior centers and develop sound bites on issues that appeal to older voters, 
who are more likely to watch the news than are younger voters. They discuss captur-
ing groups, such as soccer moms and older adults as though they are homogeneous in 
their interests and political behavior (Jacobs & Burns, 2005). The remaining question is 
whether the pool of  older voters ever has or ever will act as a voting bloc? 

 For cohorts or age groups to act according to age-based or generational interests 
requires some degree of   age identifi cation —whereby individuals label themselves as 
part of  an age group or generation. Age identifi cation has been studied for some time, and 
the fi ndings are consistent that majorities of  study participants who are  chronologically 
over 65 do not identify themselves as older adults, selecting instead the label of  middle-
aged (Day, 1990). If  individuals reject being labeled as part of  the older population, it 
is less likely that they will join age-based organizations or vote (or make other political 
choices) based on age (Day, 1990). Instead, they may use other identifi cations (gender, 
religion, region, social class, or party) that seem to have greater relevance and have been 
used throughout their lives to make political choices. 

 Analysis of  the 2004 election shows that older adults were not distinctive in their 
choices in the polling booth (Campbell, 2005). Campbell suggests that attitudes toward 
particular issues, such as the recent Medicare drug benefi t, were less important than 
party in voter choice, so that voters age 60 and over acted much like the rest of  the elec-
torate, rather than like a voting bloc (Jacobs & Burns, 2005). Although age identifi cation 
among those over 65 has not coalesced, some predict that it will grow in the future, 
based in part on greater  longevity; Torres-Gil (1992) refers to the baby boomers as the 
“most age- segregated generation of  the century” (p. 129) and hints at the potential for 
strong age identifi cation among its cohorts. Certainly we might wonder whether the 
baby boomers,  identifi ed throughout their lives as a distinct ( albeit highly heteroge-
neous)  generation, will be more likely to act  politically in later life on this basis of  experi-
ence as an age-identifi ed group (Morgan, 1998). 

 A related concern in aging societies is the possibility of   gerontocracy —a society 
ruled by the elderly. Some nations today could be considered  gerontocracies. In the 
 decades after its Communist revolution, for example, China saw the age of  its govern-
mental leadership, drawn from the revolutionary cohorts, steadily increase. Now that 
the last members of  that group are dying, however, new and more youthful leadership 
from the post-revolutionary cohorts has emerged. This has  coincided with major recent 
changes in the focus of  policies in China toward market economies, but making any sort 
of  causal connection is risky. 

 When does a gerontocracy exist? One piece of  evidence is the domination by older 
people of  positions of  power and authority in the political and economic realms. We 
have already looked at U.S. history, where the modal age of  presidents at election is 55, 
hardly old (Kane, 1993). The seniority system in both houses of  Congress means that 
members, as they accumulate years in offi ce, gain power to head major committees and 
shape the legislative agenda. However, although members of  the 108th Congress ranged 
in age from 30 to 86 years, the median age of  all members was 54.9 (Amer, 2004)—again, 
not very old. 

 A second way to evaluate the possibility of  a gerontocracy is to examine whether 
 economic power and wealth are concentrated in the hands of  older people. Exhibit 
12.5 shows the age distribution of  the Fortune 400 wealthiest individuals in 2004. 
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The  distribution shows both self-made and inherited wealth (35 of  400 were listed as 
“ inheritance”) with some of  the top names (Bill Gates) familiar to most of  us. The  exhibit 
shows relatively few wealthy individuals under age 35, with the highest  concentrations 
in the 65–74 age range and a declining number at higher ages, in part due to mortality 
thinning the ranks. Almost half  are under age 65, including many individuals who have 
made their own fortunes. In sum, neither political offi ce-holding nor the resources of  
wealth are so concentrated in the hands of  those over age 65 as to warrant concluding 
that a gerontocracy exists in the United States. 

 Attitudes and Party Affi liation 

 Sears (1983) defi nes two types of  political attitudes or orientations. The fi rst, 
symbolic attitudes, are items such as liberal or conservative orientation and party 
 affi liation. Sears argues that such symbolic political attitudes are deeply rooted in 
an  individual’s sense of  self  and are less subject to the effects of  short-term political 
events or change with aging. Following the Mannheim hypothesis, he believes that 
these attitudes are formed in youth and persist across the life course. Other, more 
specifi c attitudes—such as those toward the defi cit, gun control, or particular ini-
tiatives or candidates—Sears contends are more subject to the infl uence of  period 
 effects or maturational changes. These  attitudes are more likely to change with age 
and the passage of  time. 

 The evidence on non-symbolic political attitudes is mixed. Using a life cycle 
 approach, Alwin and Krosnick (1991) tested the Mannheim hypothesis, described 
 earlier, with  regard to changes in political attitudes among various age groups over time. 
Their study used two three-wave panel studies—one from the 1950s and one from 
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the 1970s—with national samples of  voting-age individuals. The analysis showed that 
the attitudes of  mid-life and older adults were only slightly more stable across time 
than those of  young adults, arguing against the Mannheim hypothesis at least for non-
symbolic  political  attitudes. Both mid-life and older adults demonstrated changes in 
 several political attitudes, albeit slightly less change than the young adults experienced. 
 Detailed analysis of  non-symbolic attitudes, however, failed to show systematic differ-
ences by age. In a more  recent study, Silverstein and his colleagues (2001) examined 
attitudes  regarding whether Social Security benefi ts should be increased, maintained, or 
decreased. They found that there was a general shift in this non-symbolic attitude over 
time, with the most dramatic shift happening among those approaching old age, who 
might have been expected to defend the system in self-interest. In addition, the young-
est individuals studied were most swayed by the ideological shift questioning entitle-
ments, such as Social Security, suggesting that cohort effects remain important. 

 One area of  political attitudes that gets much public attention has to do with con-
fi dence in public institutions, including government. In a 2005 survey by the Gallup 
Organization, a national sample of  adults was asked about their confi dence in a number 
of  entities, some of  which are arrayed in Exhibit 12.6. Examining the results by age 
shows that the relative confi dence in these organizations is more similar across age than 
it is different. All age groups are confi dent in the military, churches, and the presidency, 
with waning levels of  confi dence in criminal justice, Congress, and big business. In some 
cases younger and older adults agree more than those in the middle age groups, but in 
other cases adults under age 30 have views distinct from all other adults. Clearly, age 
does infl uence some attitudes more than others, and differences, where they exist, are 
moderate. 

Exhibit
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  Source:  Gallup Poll, 2005 
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 Turning back to symbolic political attitudes, early studies of  the political attitudes 
of  older persons proposed an  aging-conservatism hypothesis,  suggesting that peo-
ple become more politically conservative as they age—a variation, perhaps, of  the “old 
people are set in their ways” stereotype (Dobson, 1983). Research conducted in the 
late 1960s confi rmed that older people espoused more conservative political views than 
did their younger counterparts. Such cross-sectional results, however, overlooked the 
complexity of  aging, period, and cohort. Research conducted since the 1960s shows 
that liberal or conservative orientation, a symbolic attitude, does not change in sys-
tematic fashion with aging, supporting the Mannheim hypothesis. Instead, individuals 
maintain a fairly high level of  continuity in their political orientations, with the inter-
vention of  period effects likely to have an impact on views across all age groups (Alwin 
& Krosnick, 1991). In fact, the political leanings of  the older population have shifted 
over time such that older adults are more likely to report liberal orientations than are 
younger adults, including the younger portion of  the baby boomers (Pew Research 
Center, 2003). 

 In a similar vein, aging was thought to affect political party affi liation, a related 
symbolic attitude. Cross-sectional data at that time established that as age increased, 
affi liation with the Republican party also increased. As an outgrowth of  the aging-
 conservatism hypothesis, maturing individuals were thought to become more attuned 
to the Republican agenda. Careful analysis of  cohorts, however, proved this conclusion 
to be mistaken. Although comparisons of  the elections from 1946 to 1958 seemed to 
show higher percentages of  Republicans among the oldest categories, when cohorts 
were followed across time Cutler (1969–1970) found that party affi liation did not 
change systematically with aging. That fi nding was reinforced starting in the 1980s, 
when older people began voting for the candidates of, and were more often affi liated 
with, the Democratic party in comparison to the young ( Jacobs, 1990; Pew Research 
Center, 2003). 

 Instead of  systematic age-related changes in party affi liation, family socialization to-
ward political parties and the effects of  major events (such as major victories or  scandals) 
are more potent forces in shaping how, when, and whether individuals select a particular 
party or remain independent voters ( Jacobs, 1990). In the study by Alwin and Krosnick 
(1991) discussed earlier, stability of  party affi liation among various age groups over time 
was a particular focus. Since they followed various age groups over time in two separate 
decades, it became possible to test more directly the aging-versus-cohort issues  regarding 
party affi liation. The results indicate that stability of  party affi liation, unlike some other 
attitudes, increases slowly with age through most of  adulthood, with a hint of  decrease 
among those in the oldest groups (Alwin & Krosnick, 1991). The intensity of  party iden-
tifi cation also increases with age from rather weak to stronger through adulthood, but 
decreases slightly in the oldest group. People tend to keep their party affi liation as they 
age, with the intensity of  partisanship increasing in the older groups—perhaps partly 
explaining higher voting rates. 

 The bulk of  research fails to demonstrate that political party affi liation changes 
in systematic ways as individuals age. Yet the effects of  cohort fl ow through age 
groups can bring about gradual change in the distribution of  political affi liations and 
attitudes. Exhibit 12.7 shows the changes over 50 years in party affi liation, group-
ing those who identify themselves as strong or weak identifi ers with Democratic 
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or Republican parties or independent, including those saying they lean toward one 
party or another ( National Election Studies 2004). What is noteworthy is the over-
all  convergence among the three groups over time, largely as a result of  decline in 
identifi cation as a Democrat and growth of  independents. Surprising, perhaps, is the 
relative stability of  identifi cation as  Republican over time, resulting in almost equal 
party affi liation in recent elections (National Election Studies, 2004; Pew Research 
Center, 2003). This effect is not based primarily in individuals changing their party 
through the life course, but the changing composition of  new cohorts entering the 
scene, as the fortunes of  each party and its agenda shift over time. Political events, 
such as the 1973 Watergate scandal, the impeachment of  Bill Clinton, and reactions 
to wars, economic trends, and other events shape how new-voter cohorts view politi-
cal parties (Pew Research Center, 2003). 

 Working the Political System: Age-Based Advocacy 
 An interesting and diverse set of  organizations advocate for and provide services to the 
older population. Most of  the advocacy organizations for age-related issues developed 
after the advent of  the major governmental programs to assist older people (Binstock, 
1995), during the period of  compassionate ageism. A few earlier movements, such as 
the Townsend movement that predated Social Security, were critical in the creation of  
these policies (Torres-Gil, 1992), but most of  the major organizations of  today have 

 Party Identifi cation, 1952–2002 
  Source:  National Election Studies, 2004. 
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been created since the middle of  the 20th century. Wallace and his colleagues (1991) 
argue that much of  the infl uence that older adults have exerted has been through 
these organizations and via older individuals’ participation in  power elites —formal 
or informal groups that build policy and sway public opinion. Numerous age-based 
organizations have helped shape policies on the federal and state levels for many years. 
These groups are not organized and run only by older people, but often include and 
rely upon the work of  younger people on behalf  of  the older population. This section 
describes select political battles engaging advocacy groups, the government, and the 
older population. 

 The Battle Over Social Security 

 Social Security was a political battleground before its passage in 1935 and has been the 
focus of  much policy and partisan debate in its 70-year history. The current debates 
about reforming Social Security are not new, nor are such discussions occurring only 
in the United States (Hoskins, 1992). In the early 1990s, most aging societies of  the 
world faced increasing economic pressures that prompted them to examine their fi scal 
capacity to meet their obligations for public pensions and health service entitlements to 
growing populations of  older persons. For example, countries in Eastern Europe that 
have recently moved to capitalist economies have experienced both economic reces-
sion and dramatic political changes, rendering their former system of  old-age income 
security inappropriate (Hoskins, 1992). They lack the resources to pay full pensions 
that are  expected by older adults, resulting in negative political reactions toward the 
new regimes. 

 The United States has seen regular political and ideological battles over Social 
 Security, including notable battles surrounding major changes to the program in 1977 
and 1983. Prior to his election, Ronald Reagan proposed deep cuts to the program, 
which were formalized as part of  his budget proposal in 1981. A tremendous public 
uproar followed, chastening the Reagan administration into steadfast support of  Social 
Security (Jacobs, 1990). Like Reagan, other politicians have learned of  the dangers of  
tampering with Social Security. Using the analogy of  a subway system, Social Security 
has been called the third rail (the one carrying electrical current) of  U.S. politics. Politi-
cians quickly learn that if  you touch it, you die. Social Security is a program with a very 
large and interested constituency, comprising not just those receiving benefi ts but also 
those expecting to receive benefi ts and those whose family members currently receive 
benefi ts (Day, 1993a), making it a high-risk target for change. 

 Following the abortive Reagan assault on Social Security, single-issue advocacy 
groups, such as Save Our Security and the National Committee to Preserve and Pro-
tect Social Security and Medicare, entered the battle over the future of  the U.S. 
 Social  Security system, along with the political parties, a variety of  think tank ad-
vocates, and the mainstream aging organizations (Day, 1990). After being reelected, 
President George W. Bush began a major push to change signifi cant aspects of  the 
program, including the addition of  private accounts and reduction in the redistribu-
tion aspect of  benefi t calculation, despite the fact that Social Security ranked only at 
the middle of  a list of  issues of  concern to the public (Blendon et al., 2005). After a 
prolonged publicity campaign, however, the effort seemed to lose steam in the face 
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of  strong campaigns from other groups, other events (the war in Iraq and Hurricane 
Katrina), and the continued belief  by the public that there is no crisis (Blendon et 
al., 2005). 

 AARP and Capitol Hill 

 One of  the major combatants in the recent debate over Social Security has been AARP, 
the new name for the organization that was founded in 1958 as the American Associa-
tion for Retired Persons. AARP, which has expanded its mandate to include the vast 
numbers of  baby boomers aged 50 and over, boasts 35 million members, a potentially 
formidable support group for any candidate or issue (Binstock, 1995). The organization 
has grown rapidly in the past few decades as the population has aged ( Jacobs, 1990). 
Membership overrepresents White, middle-class individuals, many of  whom would be 
considered among the “young old” (Day, 1990). Exploration of  the AARP Web site 
shows active advocacy in multiple areas. 

 It is important to point out that memberships are initiated and maintained pri-
marily for member benefi ts and discounts (e.g., travel and insurance discounts and a 
 prescription plan), rather than for the political agenda that AARP pursues (Binstock, 
1995). AARP employs a professional staff  to provide member services and to sustain its 
reputation for political clout in Washington (Binstock, 1995). 

 There is some question as to whether AARP can deliver votes for particular 
 candidates and whether its diverse membership supports all of  the positions taken by 
the organization during policy battles in Washington (Binstock, 1991a). AARP has been 
accused of  using what Binstock calls the  electoral bluff.  This bluff  occurs when or-
ganizations of  this size implicitly threaten to churn up major support for or against a 
candidate or proposal, pressuring legislators or policymakers for changes in AARP’s 
desired direction (Binstock, 1991a). No one knows, in most cases, whether AARP can 
deliver on this bluff. Such large membership organizations wield much of  their power 
through high levels of  access to elected offi cials and policymakers, drawing legitimacy 
from their size when taking positions publicly and working through the media to make 
their views known. On Capitol Hill, AARP and its lobbyists vigorously advocate its pri-
orities and on major issues affecting older adults. 

 The Case of Catastrophic Health Care Legislation 

 One of  the noteworthy efforts to pass major legislation affecting the older population 
after the era of  compassionate ageism shows how the political environment toward 
 programs for the elderly has shifted. The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act of  1988 
(MCCA) was intended to provide protection against impoverishment from major, 
costly illnesses by expanding Medicare benefi ts for the fi rst time in many years (Street, 
1993;  Torres-Gil, 1992). The MCCA would have placed a cap on out-of-pocket medi-
cal  expenses for Medicare benefi ciaries, expanded coverage to include home health 
care, and protected the income and assets of  the spouses of  long-term nursing home 
patients receiving Medicaid (Torres-Gil, 1992). It did not address the situation of  
most concern to many older adults—the high cost of  nursing home care (Wallace et 
al., 1991). 
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 The legislation passed with strong bipartisan support in the Congress. The bill’s 
rapid downfall, once it passed, was its fi nancing system. Because the elderly were no 
longer considered by the public as being a “needy” category, funding had to be revenue 
neutral—covering its own costs (Holstein & Minkler, 1991). The fi nancing included a 
surtax on older adults, based on income, so that the poorest would pay nothing and the 
wealthiest would pay about $800 per person per year (Street, 1993). In contrast to other 
age entitlements, in MCCA those more able to afford benefi ts subsidized those less able 
to pay. Once the bill had passed, a small but highly vocal opposition forced repeal of  
almost all of  the bill’s provisions within a year of  its passage (Binstock, 1992; Torres-Gil, 
1992). Interestingly, research (Day, 1993b) found that neither those who would have to 
pay the surtax nor those with supplemental insurance coverage (those least likely to ben-
efi t from the new coverage) were more likely to oppose the MCCA than other groups. 
This incident painted older persons as wanting government services but unwilling to 
pay for them, contributing ammunition to the emergent debate on generational equity, 
described later in this chapter (Street, 1993). 

 Crystal (1990) describes the passing and rescinding of  the MCCA as a turning 
point in public policy on aging. The short life of  the MCCA demonstrated the power 
of  class politics versus age-based interests. It revealed a schism in the older constitu-
ency  between the so-called “haves” (wealthier older persons, who were expected to 
pay for the services being added but were most likely to have private insurance to meet 
those needs) and the “have-nots” (those in need of  services but not required to pay 
or able to afford private insurance). The affl uent haves had already opted out of  full 
dependence on the publicly funded Medicare system via private insurance, and many 
resented being called upon to fi nance benefi ts for others less fortunate (Crystal, 1990). 
This experience has generalized to make some policymakers cautious about proposing 
new entitlement programs in an era of  public resistance to paying for them. This legis-
lation and its repeal also divided the aging advocacy community in a way that had not 
happened before.  According to Crystal (1990), the bill “divided many constituencies 
who previously have made common cause toward improving services to the elderly” (p. 
23). Now advocacy organizations must confront the social class issues that divide the 
older population, and they can no longer make clear policy choices that assist “older 
people” as a category. 

 Some of  the same themes emerged in the most recent change in legislation for 
Medicare Part D, which was described in the previous chapter. Political compromises 
were required to make the costs of  the program manageable; the resulting legislation 
was a confusing mixture of  protection for those with high or low drug expenses and a 
major gap for those whose medication costs are neither particularly high nor low. Its 
start-up represents another major test of  public reaction to funding benefi ts for older 
persons. 

 Generational Politics: Confl ict and Consensus 

 The Potential for Generational Confl ict 

 Analysts disagree regarding the prospect of   intergenerational confl ict  over the dis-
tribution of  government resources (see Binstock, 1991a; Wynne, 1991). Some argue that 
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such confl ict will be inevitable if  current policies and entitlements remain unchanged; 
others claim that cross-cutting allegiances pull people into groupings organized on bases 
other than age (Day, 1990). Although confl ict between cohorts or generations is often 
discussed, scant evidence exists for it today or in the past. 

 This issue of  political confl ict between generations arose in the late 1960s during the 
era of  youthful political activism by the oldest baby boomers during the Vietnam War. 
The issue boils down to whether the fundamental goals and interests of  young and old 
are suffi ciently different as to make them adversaries in the political arena. Under a sce-
nario of  age-based political confl ict, groups would solidify for political action based on 
age identifi cation. Young people might want more funding for college, while older adults 
might want more support for Medicare, for example. In times of  scarce fi scal resources, 
the argument goes, the old and the young may splinter along age lines, with each group 
vying for its own political agenda. Evidence from exit polls during the 1996 presidential 
election suggests that Medicare, used as an issue by both sides in that campaign, was not 
effective in gaining such a response (Binstock, 1997). Wallace and his associates (1991) 
claim that when older adults have been mobilized to act on an issue, it has been more on 
the basis of  economic interests than age. 

 The potential for age identifi cation and age-based political action rests on the 
 degree to which people hold narrow, self-interested views. For example, questions have 
often been raised about whether older adults vote in support of  bond issues for schools, 
which affect neither themselves nor their grown children. Ecology advocates wonder 
whether older voters will care about (and vote to support) pollution-abatement pro-
grams to  benefi t future generations (Kneese & Cooper, 1993). Although there is some 
evidence of  lower support for school bond issues among older adults (see Button, 1992), 
the evidence for this sort of  generational schism is far from comprehensive, and voting 
on  issues varies only slightly by age (Campbell, 2005). 

 Chapter 6 discussed reciprocity within the context of  the family. It is also useful 
to consider reciprocity on a societal level, including across age cohorts. In this larger 
context, Social Security can be considered a form of  reciprocity—support provided for 
the elderly in return for their contributions in earlier years to building both the economy 
and their successor cohorts (Wynne, 1991). Wynne argues for expansion of  the concept 
of  reciprocity within the larger society, encouraging civic involvement among young and 
old for the betterment of  society. Under the macro-level version of  reciprocity, the age 
strata of  society can be seen to have mutual interests and goals, with exchange among 
them a natural occurrence (Kingson, Hirshorn, & Cornman, 1986). Generations are 
pulled together by this reciprocity, not pulled apart. Day’s study (1990) concludes that 
“the lines that divide Americans on the issue of  government benefi ts for the elderly are 
not generational, but economic and partisan” (p. 60). 

 Other research has focused on age-based voting patterns in Florida, the state with 
the largest percentage of  people over age 65 as a result of  elderly in-migration ( Button 
& Rosenbaum, 1990). Florida is as ripe for political confl ict based on age as any  location 
in the United States. Evidence from the work of  Button and  Rosenbaum (1990) argues 
that the feared “gray peril” is an overstatement of  the possible effect of  a concentration 
of  older voters. Florida government offi cials perceive, but can provide little concrete 
evidence of, resistance by the older population to increasing taxes or development 
of  the local economy, changes that would not be in their self- interest (Rosenbaum & 
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Button, 1992). These government offi cials did not see the older  populations in their 
localities acting as a coherent bloc in terms of  voting or supporting issues, because 
many traits also divided them. Local age-related strife has arisen over issues such as 
the location of  congregate housing (nursing homes or retirement communities) and 
driving speed, with young and old mutually critical of  each other’s speed on local 
roads (Rosenbaum &  Button, 1992). In other words, age-based politics were more 
expectation than reality. 

 The fact that the older population will be growing more racially and ethnically 
 diverse as current cohorts age may further dilute the likelihood of  an older adult voting 
bloc emerging (Torres-Gil, 1992). Torres-Gil projects that activism and organizations 
may become more focused and specialized, addressing the needs, for example, of  disad-
vantaged older women rather than the economic issues of  the elderly as a whole. Age, he 
argues, may be less compelling as an organizing force than as a common interest when 
the older population is so diverse. Given this focus on diversity and heterogeneity in the 
older population, it is useful to revisit a theory we have alluded to before, age stratifi ca-
tion theory. 

 The Generational Equity Debate 
 Politicians and the media have paid attention to one specifi c aspect of  generational con-
fl ict in recent years: the generational equity debate. The United States, like many other 
nations, transfers resources between individuals who are economically productive and 

 In times of scarce government resources, 
the young and old may fl ex muscles for 
their own specifi c agendas. (Credit: E. J. 
Hanna) 
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Applying Theory

 Age Stratifi cation Theory 
  Age stratifi cation  theory posits that we divide the 
population into strata (or layers), which are ranked 
hierarchically. As in other stratifi cation systems fo-
cusing on social class, race, or gender rather than age, 
the population is divided into groups; age stratifi ca-
tion substitutes age as the criterion upon which indi-
viduals are divided. In age stratifi cation, age is used 
to cluster groups of  people together (into age strata 
or, in the term we have used most often, cohorts) and 
to differentiate among people on the basis of  the age 
stratum to which they belong (Dowd, 1980). We can 
ask, for example, whether someone belongs to an age 
stratum in the teenage years or in “old old” age and, 
on that basis, make some educated guesses about the 
person. These guesses are based on the assumption 
that people in the same stratum have signifi cant so-
cial characteristics in common and that members 
of  different strata are different in critical ways. To 
visualize the idea of  age strata, simply refer to the 
population pyramids presented in chapter 3. Age 
stratifi cation systems are straightforward in a sense, 
because chronological age allows us to readily order 
individuals into groups and rank them hierarchically 
as having more or fewer accumulated years of  life. In 
contrast, class stratifi cation systems require consid-
erable effort to defi ne the boundaries and characteris-
tics of  strata and the placement of  individuals within 
them. In age stratifi cation, it is clear that someone 
who is 35 is older, and therefore in a different stra-
tum, than someone who is 15. The question remains, 
however, whether the distinction between those two 
chronological ages is socially meaningful. And since 
age strata usually include several chronological ages 
(such as the 65–74 range used in Exhibit  12.2), the 
boundaries dividing strata may be  ambiguous. 

 What about age stratifi cation based on stages of  
the life course? If  we attempt to develop stratifi ca-
tion based on life-course stages, the strata become 
even less clear and distinct (O’Rand, 1990). What 
criteria must one meet, for example, to be considered 
an adult? Using life-course events, people might be 
considered adults when they marry, get a full-time 
job, leave their parents’ home, have children, or 
some combination of  these events (Hogan & Astone, 
1986). It is much simpler, although not necessarily 
always equally meaningful, to use chronological age; 

for  voting purposes, for example, you are an adult 
when you become 18 years of  age. 

 Age stratifi cation theory goes beyond the recog-
nition that societies divide their populations by age 
or into cohorts and examines how societies offer 
different rewards and opportunities to members 
of  different age strata. According to Dowd (1981), 
“both age strata and social classes may be defi ned by 
their differential possession of  valued resources and 
differential access to the means of  acquiring these 
 resources” (p. 158). People in the 35–40 age stratum 
as a rule hold more socially valued resources and are 
given more opportunities to augment those resources 
than someone who is 15 or 85. Age, like many other 
bases for stratifi cation, serves as a basis of  structured 
social inequality (Foner, 1973). Riley, Johnson, and 
Foner (1973) point to the opportunities for (or re-
quirements placed on) individuals to be enrolled in 
educational institutions at certain ages and limited 
access to other activities (such as marrying, voting, or 
holding offi ce) until a certain age has been achieved. 
Informal norms and sanctions that go with them also 
encourage people to “act their age,” performing in 
ways that are consistent with the expectations associ-
ated with their location in the stratifi cation system 
(Riley et al., 1973). The hierarchy of  age stratifi cation 
is not as easily grasped as the system of  class strati-
fi cation, however, because those higher in the age 
stratifi cation system do not benefi t as a group from 
greater resources than those in the middle, as they 
do with social class. Therefore, the concept of  age 
stratifi cation is less clear-cut from the perspective of  
social inequality (Cain, 1987). 

 Another element of  age stratifi cation that differ-
entiates it from stratifi cation by social class has to do 
with social mobility.  Social mobility  refers to the 
movement of  an individual between levels of  the 
stratifi cation system. In stratifi cation systems based 
on gender or race, such mobility is extremely limited; 
most people are stuck with their race and gender. In 
the case of  social class, mobility between strata is 
quite possible—for example, when a young person 
from a poor background seeks an advanced educa-
tion and achieves a high-level professional career, 
thereby moving to a higher social class. In age strati-
fi cation, mobility through the age stratifi cation sys-
tem is automatic and unavoidable—you can’t avoid 
growing older (Riley et al., 1973). In fact, according 

(continued)
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to Riley, aging can be considered a type of  social 
mobility. Simply by virtue of  surviving, individuals 
and cohorts are upwardly mobile in the age stratifi ca-
tion system; but upward age mobility, unlike upward 
social class mobility, does not necessarily mean an 
improvement in one’s social and economic situation. 
In social class stratifi cation, higher is better; in age 
stratifi cation, older may or may not be better. 

 Although age stratifi cation theory is formally in-
troduced here, we have already used elements of  age 
stratifi cation theory throughout this book, especially 
in discussions of  cohorts and their movement through 
the society. Dowd’s explanation of  exchange theory, 
described in chapter 6, also includes elements of  age 
stratifi cation; he argues that older persons have, by 
virtue of  their location in the stratifi cation system, 
less power and fewer resources, which disadvantages 
them in exchange relationships. Age stratifi cation 
also has roots in modernization theory, described 
in chapter 3. Modernization theory examines the 
relative status of  older age groups (compared with 
younger adults) in more and less developed societies, 
positing that as societies modernize, people in higher 
age strata lose the foundations that gave them power 
and prestige in less developed economies (O’Rand, 
1990). Although modernization theory has been 
heavily criticized, it nonetheless directs attention to 
age stratifi cation systems. 

 Age stratifi cation theory is fl exible, enabling us to 
look at movement of  individuals through age-related 
roles and expectations on a micro level or focus atten-
tion on the fl ow of  cohorts through social institutions 
on the macro level, adding the important element of  
inequality between strata (O’Rand, 1990). Age strati-
fi cation theory focuses attention on the issues that 
age cohorts have in common—how society  structures 
both opportunities and expectations based on the 
age of  the individual, ignoring potentially important  

differences that exist among 20- or 70-year-olds. 
O’Rand (1990) points out that, in the 20th century, 
the state imposed more standardization on the lives 
of  the youngest and oldest in society—for example, 
creating regulations requiring school attendance and 
institutionalizing retirement. In this way, govern-
ments defi ne the civil rights and responsibilities of  
individuals in these age strata. You have doubtless 
felt the restrictions of  age boundaries in your life—
being considered too young or too old to participate 
in certain activities—and may have celebrated pass-
ing a milestone birthday as you experience mobility 
through the age stratifi cation system. 

 To focus on age stratifi cation in no way invalidates 
other systems of  stratifi cation. It is often informative 
to use multiple systems of  stratifi cation—for example, 
examining age strata and then, within age strata, look-
ing at variations by gender, social class, or race to see 
how these systems augment or diminish opportuni-
ties and disadvantages for the individuals within their 
ranks. Stratifi cation theory—using age, class, gender, 
or other criteria for establishing strata—encourages 
using the sociological imagination and taking a macro-
social view of  inequality of  opportunity. 

 The fundamental question today for age stratifi -
cation is its usefulness, given the growing fuzziness 
of  boundaries and defi nitions of  age strata (recall 
the discussion of  retirement), the expectations for 
 increasing diversity in the older population of  the 
 future (Torres-Gil, 1992), and the importance of  
other dimensions of  stratifi cation intersecting with 
age. Will age really matter more than social class, 
educational background, gender, or race and ethnic-
ity in understanding the social placement and life 
chances available to individuals in various groups? 
The  answer may be no, but as long as age-based 
 restrictions on opportunities in society continue, 
there is some utility in using an age stratifi cation 
framework to examine social and political issues. 

(continued)

those who are not (dependent children, disabled adults, and older persons). We often 
take these transfers for granted; we tax local property owners to fi nance public schools 
and tax wages to pay for Social Security and Medicare. The growth of  the older popula-
tion has prompted politicians, economists, and sociologists to examine the fundamental 
assumptions behind transfers (Cornman & Kingson, 1996). In the United States, fami-
lies and state governments are responsible for much of  the support of  dependent chil-
dren (the state provides public education), while the support provided to older people 
is managed more through public systems at the federal level (Achenbaum, 1992). The 
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U.S. system expends more federal dollars (but not necessarily state dollars) on programs 
for the older population than on programs for children. 

 It was not until the late 1970s that politicians and advocates for the elderly recog-
nized the growing costs of  benefi ts for older citizens. Hudson (1978) called this process 
the  graying of  the federal budget  (see also Binstock, 1991a). This “graying” refers 
to the growing percentage of  the federal budget each year allocated to entitlements for 
the older population, including the dollars spent on Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Se-
curity. Exhibit 12.8 shows the increase in the percentage of  the federal budget allocated 
to these entitlements. 

 Alarms have sounded in some circles as the baby boom cohorts approach old age 
and life expectancy continues to increase. Demography, combined with the ongoing 
commitment to pay for these entitlements in future generations, have congealed into 
a broad debate on whether the economy can afford old-age entitlements (Cornman & 
Kingson, 1996), a debate with many assumptions that are seldom examined in detail. 
A major part of  this debate has to do with the future fi nancing of  Social Security, 
Medicaid, and Medicare; these specifi c debates are described in greater detail in other 
chapters. Surprisingly, some countries with populations older than the United States’ 
have not encountered  public resistance to paying the costs of  age entitlement programs 
(Myles, 1996). 

 Advocacy groups from the 1980s onward, responding to the entitlement alarm and 
to a broader political agenda, argued that we should look at age as a critical factor in 
 understanding the linkage between politics and economics. Pointing to the improved 
economic well-being of  the older population (the lower rate of  poverty) and increas-
ing rates of  poverty among children, some posited a causal connection—that society 

Percentage of Federal Spending Devoted to Entitlements
  Source:  U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 1975, 1976, 1995;  Senior Journal,  2005. 

Exhibit

12.8
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is  allocating excessive resources to older people that would be better spent to support 
future cohorts (Minkler, 1991a; Quadagno, 1991). Several groups have advocated move-
ment away from age entitlements to entitlement programs based on need by eliminating 
cost-of-living increases, raising the retirement age for Social Security, and using tax 
policies to encourage private old-age insurance (Quadagno, 1991). 

 Holstein (1995) points out that reducing entitlements for older people in no way 
guarantees that those resources would be redistributed to children. Quadagno’s stron-
gest complaint with the argument is its contention that increases in childhood poverty 
are caused by greater entitlements to the older population. During the time that child 
poverty has increased, other signifi cant social changes (i.e., more single parents, changes 
in the labor market) have contributed to childhood poverty. Despite such critiques, there 
has been success in altering the nature of  the debate about age entitlements from its prior 
focus on adequacy of  benefi ts to issues of  equity—specifi cally, intergenerational equity 
(Ekerdt, 1998; Quadagno, 1989). 

 At fi rst glance, Exhibit 12.8 seems to provide support for this contention. The 
 largest increase in entitlement spending occurred after the enactment of  Medicare in 
1965 and has slowed substantially in recent years (Quadagno, 1996). Yet using stan-
dard economic measures for the costs of  programs, neither Social Security nor overall 
 entitlements to the elderly have grown much in real terms since the early 1970s. Instead, 
as recent Congresses have cut spending in other areas (e.g., defense) and reduced taxes 
on individuals and corporations, old-age entitlements have become a larger percentage 
of  overall spending, creating a false impression of  dramatic growth in the dollars being 
spent (Quadagno, 1996). Quadagno concludes that the entitlements “crisis” has been 
 socially constructed through careful rhetoric to advance a political agenda of  reduc-
ing government programs, rather than emerging as a consensual social problem to be 
resolved. 

 Marmour, Mashaw, and Harvey (1990) argue that Social Security has become 
“a scapegoat for anxieties engendered by a distressingly volatile economic environ-
ment” (p. 127). Quadagno (1991) concludes that movement to a need entitlement 
system simply shifts economic support functions back to families and would most 
hurt those  individuals who rely primarily on Social Security for income—those lacking 
private  pensions from their employers. This group is disproportionately composed 
of  women and minorities. As a consequence, she argues, many of  these most disad-
vantaged individuals would need to continue working in low-wage jobs into advanced 
old age, having inadequate fi nances to retire on reduced Social Security benefi ts 
(Quadagno, 1991). 

 It is apparent that supporters of  the generational equity debate have been quite 
 effective in getting out its political message. Many popular magazines and other media 
now use the rhetoric of  “greedy geezers” and sound the alarm regarding fi nancing of  
entitlements in the future. In contrast, Achenbaum (1992) argues that it is necessary 
to make manifest the transgenerational benefi ts of  programs such as Social Security 
to ensure their political survival for the future. Cornman and Kingson (1996) point 
out that we invest resources in children in anticipation of  their future contributions to 
 society and assist the elderly in reciprocity for their prior contributions, evening out the 
balance sheet over the life course. It is only if  we freeze the picture at one point in time 
and defi ne entitlements as a zero-sum game that the old and the young seem like drains 
on society. 
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 By some measures, the programs of  the old-age welfare state have been successful in 
dealing with the problems they were created to address. As chapter 9 discussed, overall 
poverty has been greatly reduced by the presence of  Social Security benefi ts. The hous-
ing and health of  the older population have improved, albeit only partly through the 
efforts of  federal government programs (Quirk, 1991). Some aging advocates argue that 
these programs are now victims of  their own success. Because the condition of  the aver-
age older person has improved signifi cantly in recent decades, there is less momentum 
to maintain the entitlements that have helped to bring about (and maintain) that success. 
In addition, there remain a substantial number of  older persons, primarily widowed 
women, who are poor and receive little help from this safety net. It is a major failing of  
the old-age welfare system that it leaves behind some severe pockets of  disadvantaged 
people (Binstock, 1991a). 

 While some researchers have spent considerable time forecasting confl ict between 
the generations over entitlements and policies, others have begun to speculate about 
the possibility of  intragenerational confl ict (Day, 1993a) among members of  the same 
generation or age group. Such confl ict might be predicated on socioeconomic status, 
with many analysts predicting increasing distance in the future between the advan-
taged and disadvantaged elderly (Torres-Gil, 1992). It is already overly simplistic 
to discuss advocacy on behalf  of  “the elderly,” because that population includes so 
many constituencies and interests. Such diversity may promote more intragenera-
tional confl ict in the future and serve as a hedge against formation of  a voting bloc 
based on age. 

 S U M M A R Y  
 There is every reason to expect that the political experience of  future cohorts will differ 
from those of  contemporary cohorts of  older Americans. For example, the concept of  
later life and the inclusiveness of  an elderly constituency might change. People over age 
65 who are employed, in good health, and with 30 or more years of  future life expectancy 
might not consider themselves part of  the interest group of  older adults (  Torres-Gil, 1992) 
and might behave accordingly. 

 Will old age continue its relevance as a focal category for social policy, or will 
cross-cutting issues such as social class, health, or race/ethnicity prove more politically 
powerful as the foci for societal intervention (Binstock, 1992)? Analysts disagree about 
the future of  both advocacy and policy relative to old age. Torres-Gil (1992) expects a 
 future of  old-age politics that differs from what we have experienced in recent decades. 
He  argues that social class will become the basis for government programs and that 
the strong advocacy network for old-age issues will self-destruct. Not everyone agrees, 
 arguing that the baby boomers, by their sheer numbers and education, will be a political 
force to be reckoned with for many years (Cornman & Kingson, 1996). The pressure of  
the baby boomers has brought many of  these policy discussions into sharp focus, even 
though the cohorts that immediately follow them will be much smaller in size. As policy 
is formulated, we need to ask whether the decisions make sense not only for the baby 
boomers, but also for the cohorts who will follow them into later life. 

 Torres-Gil (1992) predicts the growth of  vertical alliances across cohorts or age 
strata—based on social class, race and ethnicity, or common interests—that would 
strongly divide age groups and minimize the potential for age-based alliances in 
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support of  policies. Some experts predict that transgenerational alliances (for example, 
an alliance between older people in frail health and younger disabled people) focused on 
specifi c issues such as health care, housing, or income may make the politics of  age obso-
lete (Day, 1990). For example, in 1996 the House of  Representatives passed legislation 
that would enhance criminal penalties for crimes of  violence against both the elderly and 
children. Previous legislative approaches might have singled out one group or the other. 
Here, policy attention is given to both groups, based on the presumption of  their shared 
vulnerability to crime. 

 If  age becomes less salient as a criterion for policy, then it would be politically 
 diffi cult to maintain current programs of  age entitlements, and disadvantaged  elders 
would fi nd themselves vying with younger poor persons for the scarce resources 
that society provides those in need. Although concerns regarding “demography as 
destiny” have driven debates on age-based policies and entitlements in many aging 
 societies, the  issues are much more complex than just the dependency ratio. Political 
commitments and public attitudes, which have largely favored societal attention to 
the needs of  older adults, are potent forces in shaping how collective resources are 
 allocated. With regard to intergenerational politics and issues, Moody (1992) suggests 
the “ political argument comes down to a matter of  confi dence and legitimization: a 
feeling that institutions of  intergenerational transfer—whether Social Security or the 
public schools—can be counted on to do their job and remain reliable for successive 
cohorts” (p. 239). 

 W E B  W I S E  
 Administration on Aging/Older Americans Act 
 http://www.aoa.dhhs.gov/ 

 One of  the major pieces of  legislation establishing the “aging network” was the Older 
Americans Act (OAA), found under the About AOA tab. The Administration on Aging, 
the governmental agency charged with fulfi lling the mandate of  the OAA, describes 
the legislation and how it has been implemented in the aging network and a range of  
programs. Information under the Professionals tab talks about the aging network, and a 
families and aging section provides caregiver information. 

 Senior Law 
 http://www.seniorlaw.com/index.htm 

 This site, which is maintained by attorneys Goldfarb & Abrandt specializing in senior 
law, provides information on legal/legislative updates in Medicare and Medicaid, a ref-
erence to articles on elder law topics, and other senior law information. Their “way cool 
sites” section includes topics reaching well beyond senior law. 

 National Election Study 
 http://www.umich.edu/~nes 

 This site includes data on the ongoing National Election Study, funded by the National 
Science Foundation and conducted by the University of  Michigan. This set of  studies 

http://www.aoa.dhhs.gov/
http://www.seniorlaw.com/index.htm
http://www.umich.edu/~nes
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examines various political behaviors and attitudes, including voter registration, voting, 
and confi dence in the government and president. For the latest statistics on voting, this 
site holds a wealth of  information. 

 K E Y  T E R M S  

 age identifi cation 
 age stratifi cation 
 aging-conservatism 

hypothesis 
 aging enterprise 
 civic development 

hypothesis 

 compassionate ageism 
 conservative agenda 
 electoral bluff  
 gerontocracy 
 graying of  the federal 

budget 
 intergenerational confl ict 

 liberal agenda 
 old-age welfare 

state 
 Older Americans 

Act (OAA) 
 power elites 
 social mobility 

 Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  T H O U G H T  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N  
  1 .   Period effects are thought to infl uence peoples’ political party affi liation and 

their confi dence in institutions, such as the government. Thinking through 
your life and through history, what are some of  the events that you might 
expect to have a signifi cant effect on these political views? 

  2 .   Think about or discuss with others the reasons people choose to vote or not to 
vote (including reasons not to register). What are the major themes that ap-
pear to be central for young adults compared to people of  other ages? Can you 
identify any strategies that might accomplish what political parties have tried 
in recent decades—to get out the “youth vote?” What are the implications if  
few young people continue to vote in upcoming elections? 

  3 .   Generational equity proposes moving toward need-based entitlement for 
government benefi ts. What major programs would this infl uence? How would 
changes to need entitlement infl uence your neighbors, family, and friends? 

  4 .   Does it make sense to have minimum ages mandated for running for political 
offi ces? Would you suggest maximum ages for holding high offi ce? If  so, what 
age would you suggest and why would it be the relevant one to choose? 
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13
The Dynamics of Aging in 
Our Future

At the end of the 20th century, later life 
remains a season in search of its pur-
poses. It is clear that the moral sta-
tus of older people cannot rest simply 
on their entitlements, or their roles 
as abstract bearers of rights, or their 
image as dependent, passive recipi-
ents of treatment. But what do older 
people owe society? their families? 
themselves? (Cole, 1995, p. 342)

he preceding chapters have de-
scribed the processes of  aging 
and the social contexts that 
structure and give meaning to aging in society. But what will aging be like in the future? 
Will science fiction predictions of  immortality become real? Advances in technology, ef-
forts at health promotion, changes in our attitudes about aging, and changes in our age 

structures will all contribute to a new experience of  aging, as will the new views and experiences of  
new cohorts reaching later life.

As examples of  this new world of  aging, in recent years a woman in her 60s gave birth to her 
first child with the assistance of  a fertility clinic, and Senator John Glenn of  Ohio—the first Ameri-
can to orbit the globe as an astronaut in the early 1960s—returned to space in his late 70s to study 
the effects of  weightlessness on an aging body. Both these and the growing buzz about anti-aging 
breakthroughs and treatments push us to consider the future, as the aging of  society becomes a fac-
tor in everyday life for all of  us. Clearly we need to expand our ideas about what aging means and 
move beyond old stereotypes of  age and the life course. Some scholars suggest that we will probably 
rethink many of  our assumptions about aging and life stages as more of  us survive to ages close to 
the century mark. This chapter examines some of  what we know about the future and some of  the 
speculations about the issues that we face in aging societies and an aging world.

Most of  us easily conceptualize aging on an individual level—the physical and social changes 
that come as we move through various ages and stages of  the life course. It is more difficult to grasp 

T
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the complex implications of  aging on a macro level, in a society characterized by high rates 
of  social change where the general population is also growing older. Is aging an individual 
problem, to be addressed by personal choices (regarding employment, family, financial 
planning) and preventive behaviors (building a history of  good nutrition and exercise and 
a strong network of  social support), or is it a collective issue to be addressed by the larger 
society, through adaptation of  social institutions and the provision of  needed services and 
opportunities geared to an older population? Clearly the answer is both.

People age within a social context that dramatically influences them in many ways, 
both positive and negative. This socially constructed and culturally specific context not 
only defines the opportunities available to us based on age, but also the way we think 
of  ourselves and others as young, middle-aged, or old. Our collective attitudes toward 
later life in the United States continue to be largely negative, despite the positive reports 
from older people regarding their well-being and satisfaction with life. The myths and 
stereotypes of  ageism are perpetuated, giving way only slowly to a more realistic view of  
what the situation will be as we ourselves move into later life.

On the positive side, frailty, loss, and disadvantage do not define later life. Certainly 
older persons experience these problems, but the great majority of  older adults live 
autonomously in the community, are financially independent, and, despite some health 
conditions, fend for themselves. Older adults make contributions to their families and 
communities on a daily basis. Recent evidence strongly suggests that many dimensions 
of  the quality of  life, from age of  onset of  disease and disability to economic well-being 
and social engagement, could improve in coming cohorts, in part through positive life-
style choices of  individuals (Rowe & Kahn, 1998). We are, in many cases, agents in shap-
ing our aging selves through our decisions. Aging is not a spectator sport; our everyday 
choices will bear fruit over the long haul in terms of  health, housing, economic status, 
and social networks. So a choice to exercise daily through adulthood significantly shifts 
the odds against early disability. Our choices, however, remain limited by tradition, 
expectations, policy, and social structures. They also are limited by external events, such 
as economic trends, wars, and natural disasters that can thwart the best-laid plans.

It is informative that older people do not see a picture of  later life that is nearly as 
negative as the stereotypes portray. Exhibit 13.1 shows selected (the four highest and two 
lowest) responses to a national survey of  adults (age 18 and over) regarding the problems 
faced by older adults. This chart shows the gap between what older adults report as prob-
lems for themselves (shown by the striped bars) compared to what respondents ages 
18–64 and respondents 65 and over believe to be serious problems for older Americans 
in general. The most commonly reported serious problems reported by the older survey 
respondents were not having enough money to live on and fear of  crime (21% and 19%, 
respectively). In contrast, 62% of  18- to 64-year-olds and 45% of  adults over 65 think 
that not having enough money is a serious problem for older adults generally. Clearly the 
gap between public expectation and personal reality is great. Although the gaps between 
expectation and reality varied, reports from the older adults of  problems they actually 
faced were consistently (and often significantly) lower than what the general population 
believes (Abramson & Silverstein, 2004). Eight of the 15 problems (e.g., no control over 
everyday life decisions, transportation, not enough to do to keep busy, not feeling needed, 
poor housing, not enough education) were reported by only 6–8% of  older adults in the 
sample as being a serious problem for themselves. Many older adults, according to this 
study, appear not to find later life a stage of  endless problems, worry, and decline.
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Those who are fortunate among us will approach later life with good health, 
strong family and friendship networks, a secure financial future, and opportuni-
ties to contribute to society in meaningful ways. It is undoubtedly true, however, 
that despite the changes we can anticipate in future cohorts of  aging individuals, 
including all of  our personal cohorts, some individuals and subgroups within the 
older population will still require assistance to meet daily needs. These individuals 
may experience poor health, inadequate housing or income, or other disadvan-
tages as a result of  the cumulative effects of  a lifetime of  poverty, disability, or 
educational disadvantage or through a single event, such as unexpected job loss, 
catastrophic health crises, or family disintegration. Diversity among older adults 
is expanding, not contracting, emphasizing our need to avoid generalities about 
older adults. Older adults are neither uniformly poor, unhealthy, and isolated; nor 
are they uniformly wealthy, self-serving, “greedy geezers.” They reach extremes 
of  advantage and disadvantage, but most reside somewhere in the middle.

Each society with an aging population is now making policy decisions re-
garding what types of  support we are collectively willing and able to provide for 
older adults. These decisions reflect ideologies about whether disadvantaged el-
ders are responsible for their own fates or whether society holds collective duty 
to provide support systems. If  someone is poor in later life, we may be more 
sympathetic if  the problem occurs because of  a disabling workplace injury than 
if  the person was a lifelong gambler. Policies being formulated today and view-
points on the elderly go together. The media push since the 1980s to identify the 
elderly as well-to-do “greedy geezers” has implications for social policies that 
affect not just the wealthy elders but also those at the other end of  the income 

Expectation and Reality: Problems Reported Versus Problems Believed To Be Faced by Older Adults
Source: Abramson and Silverstein, 2004.

Exhibit
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spectrum (Ekerdt, 1998). If  we make policy changes that restrict Social Security 
benefits based on an incorrect stereotype that older adults are wealthy, we un-
doubtedly harm the many individuals whose circumstances differ from that stereotype, 
especially those whose well-being pivots on benefits from that program.

In addition to our traditional systems of  providing services and supports in health and 
income, private business and industry have been gearing up to provide for the needs of  
older adults able to pay for goods and services. The major boom over the past 20 years in 
independent senior housing and assisted living facilities (for those requiring more support) 
indicate efforts to meet a market demand for services to avoid nursing homes—at prices 
that vary from moderate to many thousands of  dollars per month. Recently two physicians 
suggested, only half  in jest, that older adults who need to avoid cleaning, cooking, and other 
heavy work simply go on endless cruises on ocean liners, since the costs and services would 
be comparable to those in a posh assisted living facility (Lindquist & Golub, 2004).

The remainder of  this chapter summarizes some key points about understanding 
aging in this dynamic social context and describes trends for the future of  aging in U.S. 
society. We also address some of  the challenges that remain relevant to understanding 
aging in this new millennium.

Aging in a Changing Social World

Rethinking Old Age and the Life Course
In looking to the future it is important to recall that age and stages of  the life course are 
social constructs that have been generated and given varied meaning in various times and 

Contradictions to the stereotypes 
of aging are all around us. (Credit: 
E. J. Hanna)
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places (Cornman & Kingson, 1996). Historically, life stages as we currently understand 
them did not always exist. In addition, not all cultures have distinguished childhood 
from adulthood, or adulthood from later life, in the ways that we do today (Aries, 1962; 
Cole, 1992). Being both socially constructed and culturally based, the stage of  old age 
(or whatever term you prefer) is changeable. Chronological age presents many problems 
in making valid distinctions between individuals and groups. It is increasingly difficult to 
see meaningful physical, social, or psychological commonalities between those who have 
just reached age 65 and those approaching a century of  life, but both groups are currently 
labeled as “old.” We may, for example, raise the lower boundary of  “old age” to age 75 or 
80 or modify existing life stages (or add new ones) in ways that we cannot yet anticipate.

Do our existing life-course stages still fit the way that the life course is evolving? Will 
these stages remain meaningful in light of increasing life expectancy? In several ways the 
life course fits the current realities poorly. The addition of years at the end of life means an 
increasingly long period of socially undifferentiated adulthood, followed by an undifferen-
tiated period of old age. As people spend more time in these phases of the life course, we 
may want to make finer distinctions. When most people died before what we call middle age 
today, it was less important to consider differences between 60-year-olds and centenarians.

The potential of new stages reinforces that we are utilizing some criteria (perhaps a com-
bination of chronological age, physical characteristics, and social role engagement) to deter-
mine the boundaries of these stages. One recent indicator of movement in this area is discus-
sions of delaying retirement benefits under Social Security to age 69, removing it further 
from the traditional chronological marker of 65 as the start of later life. And as longevity in-

creases, does that mean that the bound-
ary will move to 69 or beyond? We also 
find that researchers and practitioners 
are dissatisfied with “old age” as a stage, 
preferring to use terms such as “young 
old” and “old old,” or distinguishing the 
“third age” of healthy post-retirement 
years from the “fourth age” reflecting a 
period of frailty and dependency ( James 
& Wink, 2006; Laslett, 1991). While not 
formalized or widely used, the idea that 
there are different issues and opportuni-
ties for 70-year-olds and 100-year-olds 
increasingly calls for elaboration or re-
consideration of our system of stages to 
reflect these differences.

On the other hand, research con-
firms that Americans continue to 
share general notions of age-appropri-
ate timing of life events (Settersten & 
Hagestad, 1996a, 1996b; Zepelin, Sills, 
& Heath, 1986–1987). Some experts 
argue, however, that chronological age 
is becoming less relevant as a marker 
of human life and its connected social 
roles in adulthood (Zepelin, Sills, & 
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Heath, 1986–1987), suggesting that the life course no longer fits neatly into discrete stages. 
The Rileys argue that an age-integrated life course would provide better balance and greater 
flexibility for individuals to schedule events through time (Riley & Riley, 1994).

A second important question about the life course refers to a consistent theme 
throughout this book—the extent to which aging is constituted differently for various 
gender, class, race, and ethnic groups. Is there uniformity across diverse social groups in 
how they live out the life course and in the timing of  major events? We have some clues, 
but further research is required for definitive answers (Settersten, 1999). The emphasis of  
research studies on White, middle-class men makes our understanding of  other groups 
more tenuous. Differences in life expectancies across racial groups, for example, may 
result in drawing different chronological boundaries for being middle-aged or old. Higher 
rates of  physical disability result in more early retirements among Blacks. If  being retired 
places one in the category of  old age, then disadvantaged Blacks may reach that benchmark 
chronologically sooner than others ( Jackson & Gibson, 1985). Working-class individu-
als, whose careers plateau at earlier ages (and at a lower level) than those of  middle-class 
workers, and whose families are usually started and grown at earlier ages, may engage in 
the social roles generally reserved for middle age (grandparenthood, for example) at earlier 
chronological ages than those in the middle class. From these few examples, it is clear that 
not all groups move through life-course stages in chronological lockstep. To the extent that 
these differences continue to exist or even expand, life-course stages may be less useful as a 
social concept for researchers or for us as participants in a more age-diverse society.

A third question about the life course can shed some light on future change. Do 
biological and psychological developments correspond meaningfully to the socially con-
structed stages of  life? Perhaps not. Certainly physical development sometimes outpaces 
and at other times lags behind the social stages that we have developed. Puberty occurs 
long before society encourages marriage or reproduction, and retirement is mandated 
at ages when a majority of  individuals are quite capable of  continued productivity on 
the job. In addition, there are individuals whose health is impaired early in life through 
disease or accident, raising the question of  whether they share social characteristics with 
the old old despite chronological age differences. Therefore, using physical traits or 
functional capacity to evaluate life stage or old age continues to be problematic.

Finally, how might we reorganize the stages of  life to modify existing patterns? Who 
does the reorganizing, and how does it happen? The answers to these questions are more 
obscure. Consider the area of  employment. Currently, roles are temporally structured in 
the life course in such a way that young adults face the pressures of  attempting to succeed in 
jobs at the same time that they are bearing and parenting small children. Yet it is difficult to 
defer childbearing beyond the years of  career building, especially for women. In addition, 
knowledge is now becoming obsolete more quickly, suggesting that restricting the timing 
of education to the span before initiating employment will be less useful over a 30- to 50-year 
career. Multiple careers, with individuals taking a mid-life sabbatical for updating their 
knowledge in a field or changing careers entirely, or simultaneous employment and educa-
tion, could become more common. We already see evidence of  more education taking place 
beyond the traditional ages of  schooling (Hamil-Luker & Uhlenberg, 2002).

Implications of a Global Economy
The world is aging, but countries are aging at various speeds. Nations’ population 
profiles are related to their levels of  economic development, as well as a range of  other 
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social and cultural factors. Changes in the global economy, communications technology, 
and employment patterns affect aging in all parts of  the world. The rapid aging of  
the Chinese population, as the country moves to control its population through the 
one-child policy, will have implications far beyond the borders of  that country. As the 
world gets smaller, it is important to keep the larger world economy, and its many aging 
societies, in mind.

As some countries age more quickly, they face problems and opportunities in this 
larger economy. Will aging nations become more open to immigration to bolster the 
shrinking size of  their labor forces for jobs not feasible to outsource, or will they be able 
to adapt via technology to a smaller work force? What would such migration mean for 
support of  elderly kin in the countries losing the migrant workers? What impact might 
immigration have on the culture of  the receiving country?

In the global economy, it is probably safe to bet that neither employment patterns 
nor retirement as we know it will survive without dramatic alterations. A majority of  jobs 
will become more technological, requiring advanced education to be competitive in the 
marketplace. As health status and longevity improve worldwide, will older workers be 
prevented from retiring when they desire? Either governments or employers could alter 
their pension policies if  the supply of  or training of  youthful workers entering the job 
market are insufficient to meet demand. How does retirement as a social event change 
its meaning for people who have primarily worked as independent contractors in the 
contingent labor force, constantly moving from job to job, or those who work at home, 
physically apart from a work setting?

The distinctions between the haves and the have-nots are growing, not shrinking, 
in many nations of  the world. Studies of  U.S. workers show declining rates of  pen-
sion coverage, with the steepest declines among Hispanic and Black workers (Chen & 
Leavitt, 1997). Because disadvantages in early life stages with regard to education, jobs, 
health, and pensions have ramifications throughout the life course, it is too simplistic to 
presume that problems of  a nation’s underclass will disappear in the future or that most 
elders will be financially secure. For example, although more women are working full-
time throughout most of  their adult lives, the types of  employment women hold (more 
in the service sector in the United States and in family businesses internationally) are 
less likely to offer pensions, indicating that perhaps their work will not have the same 
long-term payoff  as a lifetime of  work among men.

If  pension coverage continues to decline, especially as contingent employment becomes 
more common, the financial security of  more older people may be uncertain rather than a 
given. Even in countries where private pensions are widely available today, policymakers 
may need to revise benefits (both public and private) for their aging populations in the 
future. The future elderly will, if  current trends continue, include some very advantaged 
and some very disadvantaged groups. Coping with that reality will continue to challenge 
societies in which those holding the advantages tend to make the policies.

Societies must also address issues of  productive capacity as their populations age. 
Projections clearly identify a growing number of  “young old” individuals under age 75 
or 80, considered by some to be an “untapped resource” (Commonwealth Fund, 1993). 
Older adults already do a lot to support society, but some suggest they could do even 
more. Examining unpaid activities such as family caregiving, informal volunteer activi-
ties, and formal volunteer work, a 2002 estimate suggests that per person contributions 
by persons 55 and older (if  paid) would be valued at $2,700 per year (Johnson & Scha-
ner, 2005). If  employment policies do not change to dramatically increase older adults’ 
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involvement in jobs, societies must examine how they can integrate those individuals 
into the society and effectively harness the skills, experience, and energy to improve 
their communities and nations. Could societies enhance norms of  and opportunities for 
volunteerism so that healthy and willing retirees give a significant portion of  their time 
to fighting poverty, illiteracy, teen pregnancy, environmental problems, or other social 
issues? Such norms, and the social policies supporting them, would have implications 
for income maintenance policies (would such work be paid or unpaid?), the marketplace 
for leisure activities (would purveyors of  cruises and golf  equipment suffer?), family life 
(would there be less support available from older to younger generations?), and other 
areas of  social life.

Developing additional options for young old individuals not engaged in paid 
employment remains an unmet challenge in many aging societies. Nonetheless, research 
shows that adults over 55 make tremendous contributions to their families, their com-
munities, and the nation through voluntary activity as well as paid employment (Bass, 
1995). In addition, many are interested in contributing more, in either paid or unpaid 
work settings (Commonwealth Fund, 1993).

Changing Family Structure
Dramatic changes within families over the past several decades will play themselves 
out in future cohorts of  elders. Within families, more women are employed full-time, 
making them less available as caregivers (Bianchi & Spain, 1996). In addition, lower 
fertility means that future cohorts will have fewer adult children as potential caregivers. 
Who will undertake caregiving for the childless or those with children geographically or 
emotionally distant from them? One answer is for the economy to respond with market 
alternatives (such as home health care services or supportive housing) to meet the needs 
of  those unable to be fully independent. Yet such solutions require either public or pri-
vate financing to ensure access for all citizens. When neither family nor society provides 

Although family ties re-
main strong, as women 
join the workforce in 
increasing numbers, 
fewer daughters are 
available to care for 
aging parents. (Credit: 
Mike Payne)
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needed care, what type of  negative fallout (such as insufficient care or premature deaths) 
is the society willing to accept?

We have yet to encounter the full ramifications of  “serial monogamy” (sequential 
divorce and remarriage) on family relationships in later life. Its impact both on filial 
obligation toward noncustodial and step-parents, as well as on step- and half-sibling 
relationships, is far from clear. Will having eight or more full and step-grandparents 
be advantageous to a child, compared with having only four (Cherlin & Furstenberg, 
1986)? On the one hand, we might be pessimistic that the family will relinquish its role 
of  providing primary support to frail elders; on the other hand, the relationships that 
persist may be stronger than those engendered through only a sense of  duty.

Some family relationships will last longer than they do today. A newspaper story 
chronicling the birthday of  a 115-year-old woman in Maryland will soon not warrant 
special coverage as the number of  centenarians grows. In the story, the mentally intact 
and physically healthy 115-year-old was visited daily by her 92-year-old daughter and 
less often by a 70-year-old grandson. Three generations of  one family were receiving 
Social Security! All six generations of  this family, including a 2-month-old great-
great-great-granddaughter, were present for the woman’s birthday celebration (Vitez, 
1995). Although most of  us will probably not achieve the century mark, having the 
potential for a century of  fairly healthy life warrants a serious rethinking of  how, and 
when in life, we do certain things.

Future Cohorts of Older People

What Can We Accurately Predict?
Predicting the future is a notoriously difficult (and risky) process, especially for those 
with some allegiance to the rules of  science. Given the large number of  unknown fac-
tors, what can we really say about the future and what the older population will be like 
in the year 2020 or 2050? It is perhaps easier than it seems, because the people who will 
be part of  the over-65 population in those years are already born. We can examine these 
cohorts and identify ways in which they are similar to and different from current cohorts 
above the age of  30, 60, or 70. Based on these differences from their predecessors, we can 
speculate about how they may age differently. Let us first examine a few of  the differ-
ences we can quantify and later speculate about other social changes and cohort experi-
ences likely to make these cohorts very distinct from their predecessors as they age.

The federal government routinely makes projections of  future sociodemographic 
characteristics for the purpose of  planning. According to Easterlin (1996), “Projections 
of  population in developed countries over the next half  century consistently assume that 
the rate of  childbearing will remain low, total population size will stabilize or decline, 
and the proportion of  the older population will rise markedly” (p. 73). For instance, 
projections assume that there will not be another span of  high fertility, such as occurred 
during the baby boom, nor will there be major breakthroughs that will significantly ex-
tend average life expectancy. Should these or other major changes occur, the projections 
will be off, either underestimating or overestimating the size or characteristics of  future 
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elderly. With that caveat in mind, let us examine what we are expecting to see in the next 
several decades.

Growth and Diversity

Throughout this book we have discussed the impact of  the growing older popula-
tion on society and on the lives of  individuals. Just how significant is that growth? 
Exhibit 13.2 shows population trends (through 2000) and projections (beyond 2000) 
for those over 65. Several things are readily apparent from a quick examination of  
these trends. First, the growth in the population over age 65 will continue to be a 
major social phenomenon, with the size of  the U.S. population over 65 more than 
doubling between 2000 and 2050. Second, the growth will be rapid for those between 
75 and 84, but fastest among those above age 85, who will have grown from near invis-
ibility as recently as the 1940s to nearly one-fourth of  the over 65 population by 2050 if  
current assumptions hold true. In contrast, the size of  the young old population (ages 
65–74) is expected to grow quite slowly during this time period (Day, 1996; Hobbs & 
Damon, 1996).

The growth of  the population over age 65 will not be matched by growth among 
the population aged 64 and under, according to population projections. Therefore, the 
median age of  the society (the marker age with 50% of  the population older and 50% 
younger) will also increase. History shows the effect of  the birth rate on the median age, 
with the lowest point showing the effects of  large numbers of  children and teenagers 
just after the end of  the baby boom. Exhibit 13.3 shows three projections for median 
age of  the U.S. population to 2050, with the intermediate projection demonstrating an 
increase to around 38 years before a slight downturn. Keep in mind that the median 
age is shaped by both mortality and fertility (and sometimes by migration). The dotted 
lines indicate projections with either higher or lower fertility assumptions, which might 

Middle Series Population Projections
Source: Day, 1996; Hobbs and Damon, 1996.
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result in either an older society or a younger society, as indicated by the median age 
(Day, 1996).

Another way to look at these projections is in terms of  the dependency ratio, as 
described in chapter 3. Exhibit 13.4 divides the dependent population into its two 
components, those under age 18 and those 65 and over. Clearly there have been dra-
matic historical changes in the overall dependency ratio during the 20th century, and 
we can expect continuing drama in the first 50 years of  the 21st century. The level of  

Exhibit

13.3

Projected Median Age of the U.S. Population to 2050 Under Varied Assumptions
Source: Day, 1996.

Dependency Ratios: 1900–2000 and Projections to 2050
Source: Day, 1996.
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dependency is expected to increase until about 2030, and then level off. This growth is 
largely accounted for by the growth in the population 65 and over, with relatively little 
change expected in the number of  dependents under age 18. By 2050, children and older 
adults are almost even in their contribution to the total dependency ratio. Even with the 
growth of  the older population, however, total dependency in the next several decades 
is not expected to exceed the levels of  the peak years of  childhood dependency during 
the baby boom era (see Exhibit 13.4). Barring unforeseen changes (such as a dramatic 
upturn in fertility rates, or a breakthrough reducing old age mortality), we can anticipate 
major, but not extreme, shifts in the dependency ratio.

One final area of  population projection demonstrates the growing racial/ethnic 
diversity within the older population in the United States. Exhibit 13.5 compares the 
changes in the population 65 and over by race/ethnicity from 1990 to 2050 (Day, 1996). 
The American Indian, Eskimo, and Aleut group, while hard to see, reflects natural 
growth. The trend for some other groups (notably Hispanic and Asian/Pacific Islander 
and, to a lesser extent, Blacks) shows both natural growth (i.e., that driven by fertility 
and mortality changes) and the effects of  immigration in driving a steeper growth in the 
numbers of  older adults. Older Whites show a leveling-off  around 2050, in contrast to 
other groups. In short, the composition of  older adults in America will gradually come 
to reflect the diversity seen today among children and younger adults and the growing 
racial/ethnic diversity across the population in general.

Education

Education is an area of some complexity, requiring consideration of cohort differences and 
changing age norms to understand recent changes and future trends. Two related areas are 
worthy of examination. The first is that of the trends in educational attainment through 
high school and college among various birth cohorts. The second area is the growing trend 

U.S. Population 65 and Older by Race/Ethnicity: 1900, 2000–2050
Source: Day, 1996.
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toward education beyond traditional ages, sometimes referred to as adult or continuing 
education.

First, the education of  successive cohorts has increased (U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 
2005a). Comparing younger cohorts with older cohorts, it is clear that more and more peo-
ple are completing high school, attending some college, or completing college. Between 
1960 and 2002 the proportion of  high school graduates who were enrolled in college dur-
ing the year following graduation increased from 45.1 percent to 65.2 percent (U.S. Bu-
reau of  the Census, 2005a). As a consequence of  these long-term trends, the educational 
profile of  the adult population is shifting as members of  older, less educated cohorts die 
out, and younger, more educated cohorts move into adulthood and eventually later life. 
Exhibit 13.6 compares the educational attainment of  the population over 65 in 1990 with 
projections for 2030 (Hobbs & Damon, 1996). The trend toward more education is appar-
ent for both women and men, with increased percentages of  both sexes expected to com-
plete high school and college. Despite ongoing concerns about high dropout rates and the 
“cumulative disadvantage” potential of  undereducated individuals, the older population 
overall will continue to grow more educated over the next several decades. Since more-
educated individuals often fare better in later life, all else being equal (which it never is), 
the trend toward greater education is an encouraging one.

The second issue, education among individuals of  non-normative ages, is one of  
growing interest to educators. Data on education have often reflected the out-of-date 
expectation that little additional education is likely to be sought beyond approximately 
age 25. Educational institutions have been age-segregated in the past, enrolling children 
and young adults. Increasingly since the 1970s, enrollments have grown dramatically 
for more “mature” students, including those returning to school after many years of  
involvement in work, family, or both. Also included in this trend, however, are those 

Educational Attainment of Men and Women 65 and Over: 1990, 2030
Source: Hobbs and Damon, 1996.
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who are extending their education to the graduate or professional levels, where the extra 
years of  training push completion to age 30 or beyond. From 1970 to 1994 the numbers 
of  individuals enrolled in some type of  schooling (mostly college) between ages 25 and 
29 more than doubled, and the numbers for adults ages 30 through 34 grew threefold 
(U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 1996a). A study of  trends published in 2002 found increases 
in adult education rates for all ages continued during the 1990s, but the trends were 
strongest in older adults (Hamil-Luker & Uhlenberg, 2002). In 2001, 21% of  adults over 
age 65, 38% of  those 55–64, and 53% of  those 45–54 had been enrolled in some sort of  
course for credit in the prior 12 months (U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 2005a).

This trend portends a gradual transition of  education to an age-integrated, rather 
than age-segregated, social institution (Riley & Riley, 1994). Of  course, these cross-
sectional snapshots of  enrollment in specific years may mean that more adults are 
enrolled in school at one time or another throughout adulthood than indicated by the 
percentages. If  education continues to become more integrated throughout adulthood, 
we may find it less relevant to distinguish among students of  traditional ages and those 
augmenting their education in other stages of  life—being a student may become an age-
less role.

Sharing Lives and Households

Marital status, non-marital relationships, and living arrangements in later life are the 
product of  a lifetime of  opportunities and decisions, some not under the control of  the 
individual. Will the outcome of  these major life choices and events differ markedly for 
future cohorts? Major social changes have continued to sweep through the institution 
of  the family, mirrored in sometimes dramatic changes in the lives of  individuals of  
different cohorts. An example is marriage. In 1970, about 36% of  women ages 20–24 
and 11% of  those 25–29 had never married; by 2003, the comparable figures for women 
were 75.4% and 40.3%, indicating both the possibility of  delayed marriage (with rami-
fications for the later timing of  other family events) or the increased likelihood of  never 
marrying at all (Saluter, 1996; Hobbs & Damon, 1996). Men also experienced dramatic 
changes; 9% of  men 30–34 had not married in 1970, compared with 33.1% in 2003. 
Exhibit 13.7 shows projections of  the marital status of  women over 65 through 2050, 
assuming that current trends hold (Hobbs & Damon, 1996). Among women, who con-
stitute the majority of  the older population (and whose marital fates differ substantially 
from those of  men), we can expect a substantial increase in the percentage divorced, a 
slight increase in the percentage who remain single, and corresponding declines in the 
widowed population. The percentage of  women over age 65 who are expected to be 
married remains remarkably stable across this time period (Hobbs & Damon, 1996).

These projections represent the current marital status of  women 65 and over, not 
their marital histories. Given the continuing high levels of  divorce, more individuals 
will approach later life having lived as single persons, perhaps having experienced one or 
more marriages or long-term relationships along the way. Since being stably married over 
many decades appears to provide certain advantages in later life, the smaller percentage 
of  adults who will approach old age having experienced a continuous marriage, with its 
expectations of  substantial mutual support and economic security, may have significant 
implications for issues such as caregiving. One neglected area is the potential for com-
panionship and social support provided by non-marital couple relationships with either 
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same- or opposite-sex partners (Kimmel, 1993). Researchers have generally paid atten-
tion to whether someone is married, but not to other, non-marital forms of  partnering 
that may be meaningful and may be more openly practiced by future cohorts. Given the 
cohort experience of  the baby boomers, it is likely that more will be in such non-marital 
relationships in the future.

In terms of  living arrangements, households headed by someone over age 75 al-
ready constituted 11% of  all U.S. households and will increase substantially by 2010, 
even before the baby boomers reach 75 starting in 2020 (U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 
2005a). One of  the major trends regarding households is the increasing number and 
percentage of  older adults living alone (Szinovacz & Ekerdt, 1996). Future devel-
opments in alternative forms of  housing, however, may change where older people 
choose to live as they age. Alternatives such as continuing care retirement communi-
ties or active adult and co-housing developments, where independent elders have their 
own condo or apartment but may move to more supportive environments as needed, 
are becoming more commonly available to those who can afford them (Newcomer & 
Preston, 1994).

Political Participation

The area of  politics and political participation is one in which we might strongly suspect 
that period effects will create differences in the behaviors and attitudes of  cohorts. Once 
it was thought that aging led to political conservatism; today some speculate that aging 
leads to liberalism, because a higher percentage of  older adults have voted for Democratic 
candidates in recent elections. How are major events, such as the Vietnam and Iraq wars, 
various political scandals from Watergate to Whitewater, and the swings that occur from 
domination by the Republicans to the Democrats and back again likely to influence these 
cohorts? Only sketchy information is available to try to answer such questions.
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Trends in Marital Status for Women 65 and Over: 1980–2050
Source: Hobbs and Damon, 1996.
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Data available on the party affiliation of  older and younger cohorts and on the 
strength of  their political attitudes suggest that if  cohorts continue to maintain their 
affiliations throughout life, the older population will eventually swing back toward a 
more Republican concentration than is the case today. This swing will reflect the aging 
of  the Reagan Republicans of  the 1980s (U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 1996a). It remains 
unclear, however, how younger cohorts to follow will distribute themselves across 
political parties.

A related issue has to do with the impact of  the aging population on the profile 
of  voters. Exhibit 13.8 shows the 1992 age structure of  the voting population and 
projections for 2020, as the baby boomers begin to influence the over-65 vote. The 
chart clearly shows is a shift toward older age groups dominating the voting popula-
tion as the larger cohorts swell the ranks of  the population over 65. This projection 
is based on current low rates of  voting among young adults; if  those younger groups 
become more active, this profile could shift. However, if  older adults ever congeal 
into a voting bloc, their potential impact in the years between 2030 and 2050 could 
be considerable.

Exhibit 13.8 also shows a shift on the lower half  of  the age distribution, with grow-
ing cohorts in the 25–44 age range compared to 1992. These reflect the “baby boom 
echo,” children of  the original baby boomers who themselves represent large numbers 
and large cohorts who will eventually follow their parents into old age, creating another 
wave of  aging several decades later.

Speculations About Coming Cohorts
It is difficult to anticipate the nature and extent of  changes in a number of  areas, includ-
ing health, disability, life expectancy, and the labor force. Although many experts believe 
in a biological limit to human survival of  around 120 years, this figure is debated, as is 
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the prospect that a major breakthrough in understanding the biological mechanisms of  
aging might enable an extension of  average life expectancy. Such changes raise important 
ethical questions regarding access to potentially costly life-extending technologies that 
have, until only recently, been the subject of  science fiction. Most biologists are not op-
timistic that a major breakthrough will be forthcoming in the near term; if  it is, its social 
implications are potentially staggering. Who would be able to afford extensive medical 
procedures? Would a small but wealthy elite be able to double their lives as most people 
aged and died on timetables we see today?

Nor can we predict what small changes in health practices and preventive care 
will mean for health or longevity. For example, dietary changes from 1970 to 1994 
included average 15% per-person decline in consumption of  red meat, 20% reduction 
for distilled liquor and increases of  25% for fruits and 33% for the healthiest vegeta-
bles (U.S. Bureau of  the Census, 1996a). Will widespread fluoridation of  water, which 
began in the middle of  the 20th century, mean that more elders retain their teeth and 
therefore get more satisfactory nutrition into their later years? Will the recent trends 
of  drinking more water or smoking cigars have long-term effects? How have childhood 
immunizations for measles and flu shots for adults changed the outcomes for health and 
life expectancy? How will the movement toward management of  AIDS shape mortality 
from that single cause of  death? How will the countervailing trends toward more exer-
cise and more sedentary jobs and leisure (watching television, surfing the Web) influ-
ence long-term health prospects? What will be the long-range outcomes for the growing 
percentage of  overweight children and adults? The changes are so numerous that it is 
difficult to isolate the single effects of  any one. Nonetheless, the cumulative effect of  
these changes will, without a doubt, influence life expectancy, well-being, and the types 
and ages of  onset of  illnesses.

The Risks of Prediction
Despite the predictions outlined here, there remains the potential for many unantici-
pated changes that will reshape current and future cohorts. It is difficult to speculate, for 
example, about how some changes we can see today will play out.

As an example of  an unexpected issue, changes in recent decades have expanded 
life expectancy for individuals with developmental disabilities far beyond what had 
been the case just a few decades ago. As Ansello (2004) notes, “In less than 20 years, 
the median life expectancy for someone with Down’s syndrome has nearly doubled, to 
almost 50 years” (p. 3). In earlier eras, parents typically outlived their developmentally 
disabled child and were often able to provide care. The policy and service communities 
were not prepared for the growing group of  aging individuals with lifelong disabilities 
(Ansello, 2004), since policies and programs to deal with developmental disabilities 
(and some other types of  disabilities) are entirely distinct from programs serving people 
as they age. As a consequence, some seemingly parallel programs exist, one set serv-
ing physically or developmentally disabled adults and another set focused on aging 
adults without prior experience of  disability. Numerous analysts and commentators 
have pointed to the need to rethink this structure for providing services, and some ex-
periments in collaboration are underway (Kane, 2004). Ironically, “For the disabilities 
system, aging is a success. For the aging network, [the occurrence of] disabilities is a 
failure” (Ansello, 2004, p. 4).
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According to government statistics, most children use computers and many connect 
to the Internet at home, at percentages that are significantly higher than those for older 
adults (Administration on Aging, 2001). If  utilizing such technologies is a cohort-based 
phenomenon, we might expect a gradual increase in the likelihood that older adults will 
be surfing the net, and we can contemplate ways to make use of that technology in provid-
ing services and even conducting research. Already pilot programs for “telemedicine” are 
enabling physicians to monitor the health markers of their patients at home, permitting 
early interventions and avoiding trips to the emergency room. On the other hand, if  restric-
tions in pensions and Social Security benefits reduce the disposable incomes of older adults, 
fewer may be able to afford to keep up with cutting-edge technology or regularly access the 
Internet.

Although many changes are already upon us, we cannot anticipate what the next big 
thing will be that will reshape social life. Will some dramatic reorganization of  family life 
or employment or politics make our understood ways of  doing things, including growing 
older, no longer relevant? Will social attitudes about age and life stages change dramati-
cally? Will a worldwide economic crisis mean that older people who are fit must con-
tinue to work and contribute to society? These possibilities are only a few of  the endless 
alternatives. We cannot predict these kinds of  changes—either positive or negative—nor 
can we always identify them as being the next big thing when they first appear. What is 
likely, however, given the pace of  social and technological change in a global economy, is 
that major and currently unanticipated historical changes, generating period and cohort 
effects, will come.

Social attitudes about age and life stages may change dramatically in the years to come. 
(Credit: Mike Payne, courtesy of the Ohio Department of Aging)
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Challenges and Opportunities for the Field
Throughout this book we have outlined what we know about aging and, just as impor-
tantly, what we don’t know about aging. The field is obviously still developing. In this 
section we discuss some of  the issues facing the study of  aging and some key opportuni-
ties for enhancing our understanding of  this dynamic social process.

In order to organize the material in various chapters, we have drawn distinctions 
based on perspectives used to study aging, the level of  analysis along the micro-macro 
continuum, and the subject matter under consideration. In preparing to conclude this 
book, one critical message to remember is that everything about aging is connected. 
Although we have divided material into categories for purposes of  clarity in presenta-
tion, in the real world of  aging societies and in the lives of  aging individuals, everything 
is connected in complex and interactive ways that blur many of  the distinctions we have 
drawn. Politics influences families; economics influence health; individual choices influ-
ence social change; and social trends reshape the life course (Settersten, 1999). Age, the 
life course, and how cohorts experience their particular shared movement through time 
are constantly experiencing dynamic changes that make aging truly a moving target.

Disciplinary Frameworks
Many people who look at older adults or changes related to aging take a disciplin-
ary approach—they look at the issue of  aging as a physician, a political scientist, or a 
biologist. Much of  the material presented here has a social sciences frame of  reference, 
using the concepts and the research methods most often applied by researchers trained 
in sociology, political science, psychology, economics, and history. Each of  the many 
disciplines used to study aging has information and insights to help us understand the 
process of  aging in all of  its complexity. In fact, we doubt that anyone trained in the 
study of  aging would argue for the usefulness of  one discipline to the exclusion of  all 
others in addressing the puzzle that is human aging in social context.

Applied aging research often occurs in an interdisciplinary fashion, with researchers 
from numerous disciplines—including history, epidemiology, economics, biochemistry, 
and physiology—coming together to address a question or policy issue. Even research 
that is more basic and less focused on solving problems often crosses boundaries of  disci-
pline in developing both theory and research techniques. A project might, for example, 
utilize theories from sociology, economics, and psychology and borrow research tech-
niques applied in these or other disciplines to seek answers to the research question. 
This interdisciplinary approach strengthens, rather than weakens, the research process, 
because the physical, psychological, and social aspects of  aging are all simultaneously 
interactive on the micro and macro levels. In fact, biologists, sociologists, psychologists, 
and those in other disciplines have a lot to teach each other about the process of  aging 
for individuals, groups, organizations, and nations.

Micro-Macro Distinctions: Implications for Policy  
and Practice
Just as the distinctions among disciplines are instructive but somewhat arbitrary, micro-
macro frames of  reference actually represent a continuum. On numerous occasions we 
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have identified questions or issues that can be thought of  as having serious implications 
for policy or practice on both individual and societal levels. The example of  longevity is 
a handy one. Any significant extension of  human life expectancy would raise important 
micro-level dilemmas for aging individuals. How would the extended years of  life be 
used? Would longer-lived humans demand more of  a role for themselves in the later 
years than they do today? In the middle of  this continuum, we might ask how increased 
life expectancy would influence family relationships, the world of  employment, and 
other social groups and institutions. On a macro level, using the widest-angle lens pos-
sible, we would confront the issues of  aging societies, which might need to restrict births 
in order to avoid overpopulation, and we would need to address changes in economic 
dependency in later years created by the current system of  retirement.

When we point to questions on these various levels that researchers might want to 
tackle, it is important to emphasize that there are generally related questions for practice 
and policy. As the process of  social aging changes, we examine whether policies based 
on chronological age have appropriate age limits (for example, is the age range of  40 to 
70 appropriate for laws on age discrimination in employment, or should these cutoffs 
be altered?) and whether age criteria remain relevant to the issues the policies seek to 
address. For example, many programs (Older Americans Act services and even Social 
Security) have moved from eligibility based solely on age to a combination of  age and 
need as the older population has grown more economically diverse. Practitioners, faced 
with growing demand for their services in an aging population, are attuned to these 
policy issues, because they will determine who is or is not eligible for services and, con-
sequently, the practitioners’ own job security.

As we examine social issues along the micro-macro continuum, it is important to 
consider all of  the levels. Will the increasing rates of  divorce among future cohorts of  
older adults mean any lessening informal support from kin, resulting in the need for 
more assistance from public programs? Will the preventive health behaviors of  indi-
viduals in these same cohorts mean that the onset of  disability will be delayed to later 
ages, reducing the burden on families and on the overall society? Will changes in Social 
Security policy that increase the retirement age result in impoverishment of  older adults 
forced by ill health to retire before they can receive full benefits? The changes on one 
level reverberate in the others, and we encourage consideration of  how changes at both 
the individual level and the societal level of  the micro-macro continuum are intricately 
connected.

On the micro level of  the individual, connections between these domains are fairly 
easy to see. As individuals move through the life course, the family shapes their ini-
tial socioeconomic status, thereby influencing their life chances and opportunities for 
education and occupation. Early health care and habits, taught by the family, will have 
long-range repercussions on health and disability into advanced old age. Attitudes 
taught by the family are also likely to shape political orientation and party selection. 
Throughout adulthood, work, economic status, and health are likely to have mutual 
influences; persons in poor health cannot be as competitive in work, and those who are 
poorer or work in less advantaged jobs are less likely to have health care coverage. For 
women especially, work may influence their involvement in family life, and their family 
responsibilities shape their likelihood of  working full-time.

As the life-course perspective reminds us, the behaviors undertaken and choices 
made in early and mid-life have clear effects on the later-life well-being of  individuals. 
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Today’s working poor, for example, are less likely to have pensions, good health, or 
complete choice about when to retire, resulting in their continued vulnerability into 
later life (Meyer & Greenwood, 1997). Seldom do those who are economically marginal 
at earlier stages find themselves in a financially comfortable old age; generally those in 
excellent health or poor health find those statuses the starting point for whatever changes 
they experience in self-sufficiency and health with advancing age. Those intervening 
among physically frail or poor elders would do well to look beyond the initial problems 
(such as poor health or poverty) to examine other issues, such as the availability of  fam-
ily support or adequacy of  housing, in developing their strategies to provide assistance. 
Physicians, for example, sending an older person home after a health crisis may presume 
the availability of  either family caregivers or money to hire surrogates to provide that 
care. Absence of  such support could mean a dangerous situation for the individual and a 
costly return to the hospital, if  not a worse outcome.

Employers shift their retirement policies in response to both government mandates 
and the economic pressures of  the world economy. Currently, the government encour-
ages people to work longer before retiring and is looking ahead to further raising the age 
of  entitlement to full Social Security benefits, while the private sector may offer incen-
tives for early retirement. Families may constrain their childbearing in response to the 
need for two incomes to meet their needs. Societies cannot develop new (and perhaps 
badly needed) programs to assist the elderly or any other group unless both economics 
and political opinion are on their side.

Firming Our Theoretical Foundations
Among the ongoing problems encountered by the study of  aging is that most research is 
not clearly directed by theory (Bengtson, Burgess, & Parrott, 1997). Theoretical devel-
opment in aging has, according to many experts, lagged behind theoretical development 
in mainstream disciplines (Passuth & Bengtson, 1988). In fact, Linda George (1995) 
goes so far as to call the research in aging “theoretically sterile or unsatisfying” (p. S1). 
Her argument suggests that the field has generated a lot of  testable hypotheses and 
specific conceptual models (what she calls theory with a small t), rather than examining 
“broad views of  fundamental processes underlying social structure and social life,” or 
theory with a capital T (p. S1). The theoretical development in the study of  aging has 
sometimes been parochial, generating specialized, small-scale theories relating to spe-
cific points of  data of  limited concern. In a study of  published research in eight leading 
social-gerontological journals from 1990 to 1994, Bengtson et al. (1997) concluded that 
80% of  the articles lacked a theoretical framework for their research findings.

Researchers studying the social aspects of  aging would do well to look to their dis-
ciplinary traditions in history, psychology, or social work for theoretical frames of  refer-
ence applicable to the needs of  the field. Such theoretical frameworks assist in compiling 
the pieces of  the research puzzle, now being generated, into a larger whole. Passuth and 
Bengtson (1988), among others, advocate examining the dynamic contexts of  every-
day life in which social aging occurs. Such a contextual view would examine historical, 
political, and economic aspects of  aging as well as the ongoing construction of  everyday 
life among aging individuals and groups (Passuth & Bengtson, 1988; Settersten, 1999).

Perhaps some of  the reluctance to theorize on the grand scale derives from the early 
experience with disengagement theory. Highly controversial when it was introduced, 
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disengagement theory was immediately attacked, including some rather hostile reactions 
(Achenbaum & Bengtson, 1994). Attacks were based both on scientific criteria and on 
implicit value positions of  researchers oriented toward activity as the successful mode 
of  adaptation to later-life changes. This first major attempt to examine the relationship 
of  the individual to the social world and how that relationship changed with aging may 
have dissuaded theoretically minded individuals from putting forward a brash or poten-
tially flawed theoretical orientation that might experience a similar fate (Achenbaum & 
Bengtson, 1994).

Yet another barrier to the development of theory has been the applied origins of the 
field. Both the “social problems” background of the study of aging and the funding available 
for research, which tends to focus on policy- or practice-relevant questions, have sometimes 
turned attention away from theoretical considerations. Theorizing is considered by some to 
be a waste of valuable time that could be spent problem-solving. Thus, the field, by virtue 
of its roots and research funding, has turned away from theoretical concerns.

What is lost when we lack theoretical models to organize our knowledge of  the 
changes with aging? In the absence of  theory, research provides a set of  unrelated bits of  
knowledge that fail to build a larger picture, support effective interventions, or predict 
how future cohorts will age differently. Results of  research not driven by theory become 
an array of  “factoids”—what Seltzer (1993) calls “itty-bitty” gerontology—which fail to 
contribute to our understanding of  the underlying process of  aging. Theories assist us in 
creating a meaningful, albeit tentative, frameworks for understanding the complexities 
of  the social world. Both research and practice need theories to connect their research 
findings and make them applicable. As Bengtson and his colleagues (1997) note,

A policymaker would have difficulty supporting a program that does not have clearly 
stated goals and a plan for how they will be achieved. And it is intellectually irresponsible 
for a program of research to proceed without a similar set of statements—in short, a 
theory. (p. S73)

They conclude that there is nothing as practical as a good theory.

Addressing Diversity in Policy and Practice
The older population is becoming more diverse; in sociological terms, the older 
population is more differentiated by structural factors, such as age, race, ethnicity, social 
class, and cohort (Calasanti, 1996b). Even though it has always been problematic to dis-
cuss “the elderly,” it will become increasingly critical to focus on which components of  
the older population are under consideration. Formulating policy for older adults as a 
single category may be a thing of  the past (Torres-Gil, 1992). The life experiences, and 
hence the later-life trajectories, of  various social groups differ in ways that are obvious 
but also in more subtle ways.

Can we expect, for example, that a Black woman, aged 85, with a large network 
of  family but little income will have much in common with a newly retired, White 
professional man who has remained single and childless? Not only do their objective 
circumstances of  aging differ, but also perhaps more important, they may interpret their 
situations and even the meaning of  later life very differently. For example, retirement for 
the man just described may mean free time, with opportunities to pursue new hobbies, 
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travel, and participate in community service; for the woman, retirement may mean mov-
ing from two jobs (one in the home and one for pay) to one, paired with a dramatic 
reduction in income (Calasanti, 1996a)—clearly not the same meaning at all.

We have already emphasized the changing racial/ethnic profile of  the older popula-
tion. Those planning future social policy or preparing interventions overlook the growth 
in diversity among older adults, especially among Hispanic and Asian/Pacific Islander 
groups, at their own peril. Even a local nutrition program will need to recognize the 
diverse palates of  the people it is serving and be responsive to the dietary and cultural 
needs of  these groups (Kayser-Jones, 2002).

Not only must we think about diversity in terms of  race, class, ethnicity, gender, 
education, and similar social structural variables but also in terms of  age cohorts (Gibson, 
1996). At any given point in time, 60- and 90-year-old cohorts have experienced differ-
ent slices of  history and been differentially shaped by historical events. Baby boomers 
and their parents and children are good examples. Many parents of  baby boomers were 
part of  the “good times generation,” coming of  age in the strong economy following 
World War II and experiencing job security and growing pension coverage. Many of  
their offspring, however, entered a stagnant economy, where job security and pensions 
were evaporating at the same time as the Watergate scandal reduced their confidence in 
the political system. Their children, in turn, are moving toward maturity in the age of  
computers, as a global economy alters employment toward contingent work and out-
sourcing jobs to far-flung countries, and the Social Security trust fund appears to be 
endangered. As these three groups age, their outlooks, expectations, and well-being can 
be expected to differ substantially.

In the face of  this growing diversity, we need to reconsider the standard traditionally 
used as the reference group for older adults: married, middle-class, White men. Because 
men face shorter life expectancies, divorce is increasing, and ethnic diversity is growing, 
it will be increasingly unrealistic to use men of  the majority culture as the benchmark 
for how various groups are doing as they age (Gibson, 1996). This tendency to use male 
experience as the norm casts other groups into the role of  “the other,” being compared 
with a standard. Instead, perhaps women’s experience should be promoted as the norm, 
because they represent a growing majority with increasing age (Gibson, 1996), or no 
group should be considered the standard against which other groups are compared.

Transforming Knowledge To Inform Policy and Practice
Research on aging grew from a tradition of  identifying and ameliorating the problems of  
aging individuals within societies. Now we recognize that not only individuals but entire 
societies face challenges as their populations grow older. As both societies and individuals 
work to face these challenges, high-quality information is essential. More than ever be-
fore, those formulating policy need to have access to accurate information, not only on 
current cohorts in later life but also on the differences to be expected in future cohorts.

The policy process often focuses on immediate problems, without much consideration 
of  the long-term view as new and different cohorts move through the age structure of  so-
ciety. As the 1990s came to a close, for example, members of  Congress were struggling 
with ways to modify both Social Security and Medicare to secure their trust funds into 
the future. Making decisions regarding the best way to reform these and other policies 
should, in the best of  all possible worlds, consider the likely needs of  individuals just 
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born, not just individuals already receiving benefits or the cohorts of  the baby boom 
on the horizon of  eligibility. Right now, it appears that the policy process is responding 
mostly to the immediate threat of  the large cohorts entering retirement in the next 25 
years. But after the baby boomers will come a group of  much smaller cohorts prior to the 
aging of  the baby boom echo cohorts. Will the policies enacted now be suitable for them 
as well? Unfortunately, the policymaking process seldom encourages consideration of  
these longer-range views.

Researchers, too, have a critical role to play in making research results accessible to 
the public and to those making policy. As the research process has become more sophis-
ticated and technical, it often becomes more difficult to translate the results of  research 
into language easily comprehensible by nonscientists. Many researchers studying aging 
are hesitant, given the complexities of  the connections among aging, period effects, and 
cohort differences, to make definitive statements about trends and recommendations to 
intervene in the most effective fashion. It is incumbent on both scientists and policy-
makers to work toward a better understanding of  the complexities of  the others’ work 
and make their own work more accessible.

S U M M A R Y
The process of  aging is not just an individual journey, but also a societal force, developing 
within a political/historical/economic context that both shapes individuals and their 
cohorts and, in turn, is shaped and altered by the passage of  those age cohorts through 
the society (Riley, 1987, 1994). The study of  aging is the attempt to capture an ever-
changing process that affects us all as we move through our individual lives, through the 
domains of  family, work, and the political world.

Your aging will not be like that of  your parents or your grandparents. The dynamic 
interplay between social change and the aging of  cohorts, including your cohort, 
guarantees that aging in the future will be different socially, economically, and (to some 
degree) physically. Predicting the form that those differences will take, however, is a 
much more difficult task.

Even if  age is a socially constructed phenomenon, and thought by some people 
therefore to be “unreal,” we must recall W. I. Thomas’s (1972) wisdom that such 
phenomena, if  perceived as real, are real in their consequences. We have constructed 
as part of  our social world a complex understanding of  aging and what it means that 
extends far beyond the physical parameters and changes experienced by individuals. 
We organize much of  our social lives based on age, with access to opportunities and 
relationships among individuals constrained by the formal and informal rules of  age 
stratification systems. This reality, which we share as part of  our culture, comes to be 
a system by which society organizes itself  and through which individuals develop their 
lives. Just because it is socially constructed does not mean it isn’t a powerful force. When 
someone encourages an individual to “act their age”—regardless of  whether that age is 
6 or 66—you are witnessing the power of  age as a social construct in operation.

It is not simply for individuals, however, that age is significant. Social life would be 
chaotic if  we lacked some rules and orderliness of  events and relationships imposed by 
the social construct of  age. We rely on the rules of  the system and build it into our social 
planning in complex ways. It is unlikely that a completely “age irrelevant” society is on 
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the horizon. Nonetheless, many of  the distinctions we make today, between someone 
who is 16 and 18 or between 63 and 66, for example, are subject to serious question.

We must recognize the power of  aging as a concept. Individual and large-scale plan-
ning, as we face an aging society, must include flexibility. Social scientists do not have a 
very good track record of  predicting trends far into the future, and the aging of  society is 
one of  the most potent trends we face today. One goal of  any planning is certain: If  you 
plan, you must plan for change. The future of  aging is uncertain; only the fact that we 
are all aging is firmly guaranteed.

W E B  W I S E
Association for Gerontology in Higher Education Student Page
http://www.aghe.org/

The Association for Gerontology in Higher Education, the national association for edu-
cational institutions in gerontology and geriatrics, has a page of  resources for students, ac-
cessible from its home page. It includes information on a database (with tailored searches 
available for a modest fee for students) to identify specific types of  educational programs 
in gerontology and geriatrics nationwide, information on scholarships and fellowships for 
advanced study in aging and gerontology, and information on careers in aging.

Elderhostel
http://www.elderhostel.org/

Elderhostel has been a source of  social activity, travel, and education for older adults 
for many years. A visit to the Web site demonstrates the richness and diversity of  edu-
cation/travel programs offered and provides a notion of  what some adults do in their 
retirement years. Although courses do carry costs and primarily cater to a middle-class 
clientele, some scholarships are available. Check out activities located at a wide range of  
locations throughout the United States and Canada and view some of  the courses avail-
able in your state or elsewhere through the online catalogs.

Senior Net
http://www.seniornet.org/php/default.php

Senior Net is a non-profit organization of  computer-using adults ages 50 or above. The 
goal is to enhance the lives of  those in later life and to share useful knowledge. This 
lively site holds a lot of  information and many links to other useful sites related to active, 
engaged maturity.

Senior Women Web
http://www.seniorwomen.com

Senior Women Web focuses on issues of  specific concern to women. It includes news 
stories, sections on art, leisure, politics, fitness, and media, including links to other 
woman-oriented Web sites.

http://www.aghe.org/
http://www.elderhostel.org/
http://www.seniornet.org/php/default.php
http://www.seniorwomen.com
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Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  T H O U G H T  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N

  1 .   If  you were working for a service provider planning for the future needs of  the 
elderly, what steps would you recommend right away based on what we know 
about changes in the older population? What specific changes are going to be 
most important to those planning for service needs?

 2 .   Do we have too many life cycle stages, too few, or just the right number? Since 
these are socially constructed, it is possible to change them. As the average life 
expectancy grows, does that mean we should have more stages or should we 
move toward making age irrelevant to more aspects of  society?

 3 .   Now that you are more educated about the complexities of  aging, what steps 
can you take right now to maximize a good old age for yourself, including the 
avoidance of  “usual aging?” Answering this question requires you to consider 
what makes for successful aging according to your value system.

 4 .   Speculate on the likely changes to later life that may be brought by the large 
cohorts of  the baby boom. What have their cohort experiences suggested 
about this large age group that may transform later life?Dependency Ratios: 
1900–2000 and Projections to 2050
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This guide is intended to help you as an instructor to integrate Aging, Society, and the 
Life Course into your existing pedagogy. Five distinct areas outline each chapter and 
extend ideas beyond the classroom: advanced organizers, supplemental activities, key 
terms, assessments of  learning, and extension and application of  knowledge. These 
areas are organized to help students understand what they are going to learn, improve 
student understanding of  the major chapter concepts, confirm students’ grasp and 
retention of  the material, and enable the students to extend and apply the major con-
cepts to new problems. The format introduces information in a hierarchical manner, 
encouraging basic understanding of  the material initially, and building to synthesis of  
knowledge.

Each chapter highlights specific themes to provide students with important tools 
for understanding the social context of  aging. This guide seeks to provide creative 
approaches for helping students personalize the material while exploring the major 
concepts on a broader level.

Advanced Organizers
The concept of  advanced organizers, invented by Ausubel (1960), is to organize the 
main ideas for a particular lesson such that students are able to transfer or apply what 
they know to what they are going to learn, orienting them to the new material. This sec-
tion of  the guide is intended to present the major concepts that students will be explor-
ing, identify what students already know, and develop links between the two.

Introductory Questions and Discussion
Each chapter begins with two or three questions that are intended to help students begin 
thinking about the material based on what they already know—typically as it relates to 
their own lives. Instructors may choose to pose these questions in a number of  different 
ways, from verbal introductions during class, to online through an educational teaching 
program that students can access from a distance.

These questions provide the basis for introducing each chapter. As is the case 
with any advanced organizer, the material presented is intended to introduce the major 
concepts without assuming any existing knowledge about the text. Following the intro-
ductory questions, a short summary is provided, helping to isolate ways in which the 

Introduction



questions posed link with previous chapters. This introduction leads to an activity that 
expands upon the initial concepts.

Guiding Activities
Following the initial questions and introduction of  the material, a guiding activity is 
proposed. These activities are intended to help students extend the major concepts to a 
deeper level of  understanding. These in-class activities are intended to promote group 
learning and help students build confidence about the underlying concepts. These ac-
tivities seek to help students become comfortable exploring what they already know 
about the material before they are formally introduced to it.

Supplemental Activities
The supplemental activities proposed for each chapter take a variety of  forms, which 
are intended to support the text. In coordination with the topics being covered, these 
activities help provide depth to the key elements or provide an example of  some or part 
of  the ideas being presented in a given chapter. Instructors should use their own discre-
tion about ways of  integrating supplemental activities into their own lesson plans; some 
supplemental activities are introductory in nature, while others serve to assist with syn-
thesis of  the ideas presented in the text.

Key Terms
Each chapter (except for Chapter 13) has a list of  matching key terms. The key terms 
are intended to help students identify and focus attention on the most important aspects 
of  each chapter. The key terms can be used in two different ways: as a hand-out for 
students to review concrete definitions as part of  their study materials, or modified and 
integrated into a test or quiz that assesses student learning.

Assessment of Learning
Tools for assessment of  student learning serve to reveal the extent to which students 
understand the material, a reflection of  student understanding and of  clarity in the pre-
sentation of  the material. While this can be achieved in a number of  different ways, 
this guide provides multiple choice and true / false questions for each chapter. Two 
different kinds of  multiple choice questions are provided, 4-option questions that are 
considered “easy”- or “intermediate”-level questions, and 6-option questions that are 
considered “advanced.” Because the text may be used in courses of  different levels and 
compositions, the alternatives provide flexibility. Instructors are encouraged to choose 
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questions for tests and quizzes prior to introducing the material, allowing the test mate-
rials to guide lesson presentations.

Extension and Application of Knowledge
At the conclusion of  each chapter, an essay or short paper topic is proposed. These top-
ics seek to identify a salient focus within each chapter and provide an opportunity for 
students to synthesize their understanding of  the relevant material. Students have an 
opportunity here to apply the new information in a meaningful way.

Reference
Ausubel, D. P. (1960). The use of  advance organizers in the learning and retention of  meaningful 

verbal material. Journal of  Educational Psychology, 51, 267–272.
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 Aging and Society 

 Advanced Organizer 

 Introductory Questions and 
Discussion 
 he fi rst step to understand-
ing gerontology and aging 
might begin with two basic 
 questions: 

�   What is the study of 
aging? 

 �  What does aging have to do with you? 

 Understanding what is included in the study of aging is somewhat complicated, but under-
standing why aging is an important subject to study is much easier. This chapter introduces the 
major concepts about aging that will be covered in this book. Specifi cally, it illustrates ideas and 
concepts that will help your students understand the social context and social construction of aging. 
It begins teasing out the meaning of gerontology, and social gerontology in particular, exploring the 
way that aging is a part of everyone’s life. Gerontology is more than just the study of old age; it seeks 
to uncover processes of aging from birth to death. Therefore, aging has to do with everyone regard-
less of chronological age! For students to begin exploring  what aging has to do with them,  have them 
consider whether their lives have been shaped by their age, or rather, how their age has been shaped 
by their lives. This might be refl ected by the ways they are expected to act or behave, or possibly 
through the experiences they are expected to have had at this point in their lives. As you discuss 
these major points, help students consider the expectations associated with their life stage. 

 Guiding Questions and Class Discussion 
 Consider the way your life has been shaped by your age and how your age has been shaped by your 
life (e.g., are you “young” or “old” for your age?). With this in mind, do you think that when people 
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reach old age they are much different from when they were young or even middle-aged? 
If so, how? If not, why not? 

 �   Action:  As a class discussion, invite students to describe specifi c older per-
sons whom they know well (e.g., a grandparent, great-aunt, church friend, 
employer, etc.). Guide them to consider whether those people have stayed the 
same or changed over time. Let them describe which characteristics of that 
person seem appropriate for their chronological age, and which might seem 
unusual for their chronological age. Help the students begin to uncover the 
way that aging processes involve  both  change and stability through time, and 
how individual changes are infl uenced by social forces, historical changes, and 
shifts in what is expected of people at particular times in their lives. 

 Supplemental Activities 

 In-Class Activity 
 To begin exploring the extent to which aging is a part of every day life, have students get 
into groups of four and give each group a different  New York Times  article that describes 
a particular aspect of aging. (For example, for one group, provide an article that de-
scribes a social policy designed to support older people; for another an article on health 
and retirement.) Have each group read their article and answer the following questions 
in a small group discussion: 

 Related Questions for Students 
 � What are the main points of the article? What is being described? 
 � How does the issue or issues presented in your article impact you personally? 
 � How does this issue impact older people? 

 After students answer the questions, have one person from each group describe the ar-
ticle and provide a summary of their discussion to share with the class. Help the group 
to summarize how aging touches not just older adults but everyone of any age, especially 
now that baby boomers are approaching retirement. 

 Matching of Key Terms 
  1. Social aging  A.   A category of people born within a specifi c 

 historical era or time period 
  2. Social construction  B.   A multidisciplinary fi eld that includes research, 

policy, and practice information from all of the 
social sciences and the humanities 

  3. Societal aging  C.   The involvement by people of all ages in ac-
tions and efforts designed to make a difference in 
 communities 
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  4. Life stages  D.   This concept suggests that reality does not exist “out 
there,” waiting to be measured and understood by 
us; it is created out of interactions among humans 
and by the social institutions in which people live 
their lives 

  5. Ageism  E.   Broad social categories that describe particular 
times of life involving new social roles, physical 
changes, or transitions 

  6. Generation  F.   The demographic, structural, and cultural trans-
formation a society undergoes as the older propor-
tion of its population increases 

  7. Civic engagement  G.  A perspective that focuses broadly on society 
  8. Life course  H.   Patterns of differences among groups of people in 

different social locations 
  9. Social gerontology  I.   A systematic stereotyping of and discrimination 

against people because they are old 
 10. Sociology of aging  J.    A succession of age-related roles and opportuni-

ties determined by societal expectations 
 11. Interdisciplinary  K.   How, why, and to what extent the experiences of 

aging are different for different groups of people 
 12. Micro  L.   A field that is concerned with understanding 

aging from sociological perspectives and apply-
ing that understanding to sociology in general 

 13. Macro  M.    A perspective that focuses on the individual level 
 14. Patterning of experience  N.   Research that involves active collaboration be-

tween different disciplines 
 15. Diversity  O.   The ways in which society helps to shape the 

meanings and experiences of aging 

 Monitoring and Assessing Learning 

 Multiple Choice 
 Easy and Intermediate Level 

 1 .  Which of the following is true? 
  a.  Loss of cognitive functioning is an inevitable result of aging. 
  b .  Most people experience major personality changes late in life. 
  c .  Human development occurs only during the fi rst half of life. 
  d .  Humans continue to develop and grow throughout their lives. 

 2 .  Social aging refers to: 
  a .   The ways in which society helps shape the meanings and experiences of 

aging 
  b .   The patterns of physical decline experienced by older people 
  c .   The causal factors associated with personality changes as people age 
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  d .   Naturally occurring communities that are made up of predominately older 
people 

 3 .   _____________ is/are broad social categories that describe particular times of 
life involving new social roles. 

  a .  Generations 
  b .  Chronological age 
  c .  Life stages 
  d .  Ageism 

 4 .  Social gerontology is: 
  a .   A multidisciplinary fi eld that includes research, policy, and practice infor-

mation from all of the social sciences and the humanities 
  b .   A fi eld of study that involves only sociological interpretations of age and 

aging 
  c .  A discipline that predominately explores frailty and decline 
  d .   A fi eld of study that highlights the importance of individual-level  experiences 

of aging, viewing old age as the outcome of  exclusively  personal behaviors and 
actions over the life course 

 5 .  Exploration of aging at the “micro” and “macro” levels refers to: 
 a .    Old age as an extension of middle age 
  b .   The relationships between groups of people in different geographical areas, 

both in small towns and large cities 
  c .   Two different perspectives, using different lenses to understand aging at the 

individual and societal levels 
  d .   Categorizations of people born within a specifi c historical era or time  period 

 6.  Why is it important to consider diversity and heterogeneity of the older  population? 
  a .  There is more variation among older people than among younger people. 
  b .   Diversity may be the cause for many of the problems facing the older 

 population. 
  c .   There are energizing tensions in gerontology that stem from variations in 

physical and mental health issues facing the older population. 
  d .   There is so little heterogeneity among the older population that it is diffi cult 

for gerontologists to examine these variations. 

 Advanced Level 
 1 .   Rowe and Kahn introduced the concept of “successful aging,” drawing 

 distinctions between: 
  a .  Optimal Aging 
  b .  Pathological Aging 
  c .  Usual Aging 
  d .  Unsuccessful Aging 
  e .  A & C only 
  f .  A, B, & C only 

 2 .  The idea that something is socially constructed means that: 
  a .  Reality is created by interactions among humans 
  b .  Reality is moderated by the infl uences of social structures 
  c .  Reality is defi ned by scholars only 
  d .  Reality is based on psychological processes 
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  e .  A & B only 
  f .  All of the above 

 3 .  Scholars often categorize older people by: 
  a .  Hair color 
  b .  Chronological age 
  c .  Functional age 
  d .  Life stage 
  e .  B, C, & D only 
  f .  All of the above 

 4 .   Linton’s work provided a foundation for understanding the concept of a life 
course. Which of the following did Linton introduce, explain, or explore? 

  a .  The process that connects age to social position 
  b .   The interconnectedness of role obligations and societal opportunities 
  c .  The life course as a progression of age grades 
  d .  Transitions from one age-sex category to the next 
  e .  B & C only 
  f .  All of the above 

 5 .  Which of the following is true about social gerontology? 
  a .  It is interdisciplinary. 
  b .  It is multidisciplinary. 
  c .  It is concerned with solving problems and creating policy. 
  d .  It is still a developing fi eld. 
  e .  A & B only 
  f .  All of the above 

 True / False 
 For each statement, choose A if the statement is True or B if the statement is False. 

 1 .  Many scholars have proposed that chronological age is virtually meaningless. 
 2 .   Our society generally portrays aging positively, as can be noted in the images 

presented by the media. 
 3 .   The meanings, defi nitions, and experiences of aging vary across situations, 

 cultures, and time. 
 4 .   The process of aging is generally consistent from one person to the next, and as 

a result, older people tend to be a lot alike. 
 5 .   Personality does not undergo profound changes in later life; most personality 

traits remain fairly stable from midlife onward. 

 Extending and Applying Knowledge 

 Essay / Short Paper Assignments 
 Have students write a short response to the questions in the next paragraph. Their 
 responses will both personalize the idea of aging and provide documentation for how the 
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course impacted students’ perceptions of older people. Consider returning this paper at 
the end of the course and have students examine their responses to this initial statement. 
See Chapter 13, Supplemental Activity for suggested follow-up to this assignment. 

 What do you think your old age will be like? Do think you will have a “good” old age 
or a “bad” old age? What aspects of old age are you looking forward to and what aspects 
are you concerned about? 



 2 
 Studying Aging 

 Advanced Organizer 

 Introductory Questions and 
Discussion 
 o introduce the different meth-
ods used to study aging, stu-
dents must fi rst understand the 
relationship between research 
and the social construction of 
knowledge. In order to help 
students begin to make this 
connection, introduce this les-
son with the following questions: 

 � Are all old people cranky? 
 �  Are all young people irresponsible? 

 Of course all old people aren’t cranky and all young people aren’t irresponsible. How do you know 
this? You might know this because you know a young person who is responsible and an older person who 
is happy, but there are more systematic ways of exploring human characteristics that more accurately 
describe the people around us. In this chapter, we will explore the different frameworks and approaches 
used by social scientists to explore aging and older people. Knowledge is created by making observations, 
constructing theories to describe these observations, and testing theories to see if they are correct, or 
whether there are better ways of explaining our observations. This chapter presents the various ways that 
social gerontologists go about testing theories and ideas about aging, or creating new theories. 

 Social gerontologists are interested in the infl uence that age and aging have on individuals and 
society. Age is the outcome of lifetime processes, and as a result, studying aging implies an explo-
ration of a combination of different factors that infl uence individuals and society over time. As a 
result, certain approaches are particularly useful in exploring both the experience of being old and 

T
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the causes and consequences of age and aging. However, the most important factor in 
determining the approach used to study aging depends upon the question posed by the 
researcher. 

 Guiding Question and Group Exercise 
 Suppose you were interested in learning whether older people who physically  exercise 
are happier than those who do not. How would you go about learning about this? 

 �   Action:  Have students get into groups of four or fi ve and have them write 
down the specifi c approach they would take in going about learning whether 
older people who exercise are happier than those who do not. Give students a 
short time to create a plan, and then have one person in each group describe 
how they would go about this task. Write down the major ideas that students 
present. Help them distinguish between qualitative methods and quantita-
tive methods and between methods that have one point of data collection and 
those utilizing data collected at several time points. For example, ask students: 
Could the fact that someone is happy be a result of their having been happy 
throughout their life? How would you be able to know the difference? End this 
introduction by reiterating the importance of choosing a method that aligns 
with the question being asked and helping students realize that there are mul-
tiple ways to go about investigating different questions and ideas. 

 Supplemental Activities 

 Research Exercise 
 In an effort to help students identify the kind of approach being used by researchers and 
the way aging is explored, have students copy a journal article from the library (or from 
an online database) that describes a subject related to aging that is of interest to them. 
Family caregiving, Alzheimer’s disease, adjustment to retirement, health promotion and 
aging, the Social Security debate, Medicare Part D, or memory loss are topics that stu-
dents can often relate to in some way. Give students a list of different journals to choose 
from and a certain time frame for publication (the more detailed the information about 
how to access specifi c articles, the better!). This will help them become more familiar 
with the approach to exploring topics that are of interest to them and the importance of 
journal articles as a means for building knowledge. Have students read their article from 
the beginning through the methods section. Have them include a copy of their article 
with answers to the following questions: 

 Related Questions for Students 
 �  Did the researcher(s) clearly state what they were interested in learning about? 

Briefl y describe your interpretation of the goal of the article based on the intro-
duction, literature review, and methods used. If it is unclear, describe why. 
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 �  Why was age an important variable in this study? Were the authors clear about 
how and why age might make a difference for the topic of their study? 

 Matching of Key Terms 
  1. Independent variable  A.    A force that is sometimes responsible for dif-

ferences between age groups that derives from 
a  historical period, emerging from the major 
events that occur during a study 

  2. Control variable  B.   The effect caused by cohorts aging and their 
members dying and being replaced by younger 
cohorts whose behaviors and attitudes may differ 

  3. Conceptualization  C.   Refers to the dynamic processes in society 
as groups of individuals move through life’s 
 various stages to later life 

  4. Human aging  D.   A variable that might infl uence the fi ndings of 
the study and thus should be included in the 
design 

  5. Period effects  E.   The extent to which individuals mature and 
take on more responsibilities and linkages to 
the social order 

  6. Cohort effects  F.   The variable that is assumed to cause or have 
an impact on another variable (dependent 
 variable) 

  7. Life course fallacy  G.   Refers to the idea that individuals in a cohort 
become more differentiated as age increases 

  8. Social integration  H.   A small part of anything that is used to show 
the nature of the whole 

  9. Cohort composition effect  I.   Differences between groups born at approxi-
mately the same time in history, sharing major 
life events at different points in historical 
time 

 10. Longitudinal studies  J.   Review of past life events that may occur 
spontaneously by an older person alone or in 
conversation, through a structured interview 
 process, or in a group workshop 

 11. Cross-sectional studies  K.   A subfield of sociology that assumes that 
we need to question how we know what we 
know 

 12. Cohort sequential design  L.   Interpreting age differences in data collected at 
one time across birth cohorts as if the differ-
ences were  caused by  the process of aging, with-
out ruling out other possibilities 

 13. Secondary analysis  M.   Research that attempts to address a particu-
lar life event or the social forces that shape its 
 occurrence 
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 14. Quantitative approaches  N.   An erroneous assumption that future or past 
cohorts will age (or have aged) in the same 
fashion as current cohorts under study 

 15. Qualitative analysis  O.   A general term that refers to the process of gen-
eralizing or grouping ideas into a category, or 
specifying what is meant by an abstract concept 

 16. Event history analysis  P.   The changes that occur as individuals accumu-
late years and move through the life cycle 

 17. Heterogeneous  Q.   Groups of individuals born at approximately 
the same time in history and sharing a collec-
tion of historical life experiences 

 18. Measures of central tendency  R.   Research that focuses on words, meanings, and 
symbols rather than numbers 

 19. Samples  S.   Research that examines numerical data using 
statistical techniques 

 20. Fallacy of cohort-centrism  T.   The proposition that the opportunities indi-
viduals get in society are infl uenced by the size 
of the cohort into which they were born 

 21. Life chances  U.   Studies in which data are collected at one point 
in time, generating a snapshot of differences 
between age cohorts 

 22. Sociology of knowledge  V.   A viewpoint that researchers should take a 
stand on critical social issues of importance and 
provide applied research fi ndings oriented to-
ward solving these problems 

 23. Activism  W.   A longitudinal study that follows more than 
one cohort as it ages 

 24. Life history  X.   The study of existing data initially collected for 
another purpose 

 25. Aging as a social process  Y.   A study in which individuals in a sample are 
repeatedly surveyed about their lives over a pe-
riod of years or even decades 

 26. Birth cohorts  Z.   An approach to understanding age-related 
changes that defi ne how a typical person is doing 

 Monitoring and Assessing Learning 

 Multiple Choice 
 Easy and Intermediate Level 

 1.   “_____ and _______ are shaped by dominant ideas about what kinds of questions 
are interesting and appropriate and what tools are appropriate to answer them.” 

  a .  Independent variables, dependent variables 
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 b .   Public policies, interventions 
  c .  Theory, methods 
  d .  Qualitative methodology, quantitative methodology 

 2 .  A theory that cannot be tested through research: 
  a .  Is usually supported in other ways 
  b .  Requires a change in the approach taken to address the problem 
  c .  Implies a change in paradigm 
  d .  Is not scientifi cally viable 

 3 .   _____________ studies are designed to help identify causal factors associated 
with changes in individuals and groups of people over time. 

  a .  Cross-sectional 
  b .  Longitudinal 
  c .   Qualitative 
  d .   Period effect 

 4 .   Cross-sectional studies generate a ____________ of differences between age 
cohorts. 

  a .   Cohort-Sequential design 
  b .   Series 
  c .   Long-term comparison 
  d .   Snapshot 

 5 .   Which of the following is  not  a part of qualitative analysis and research? 
 Acknowledgement of: 

  a .   People’s inherent ability to know and communicate things about their own 
lives, on another, and their respective worlds 

  b .   The researcher’s role in obtaining the facts of experience 
  c .   The importance of seeking to understand the multifaceted and complex 

 nature of human experience from the perspective of subjects 
  d .   Numerically valid data that can be used to make general statements about the 

larger population 
 6 .   A small part of anything that are used to show the nature of the whole are also 

known as a(n): 
  a .   Measures of central tendency 
  b .   Longitudinal methods 
  c .   Sample 
  d .   Heterogeneity 

 7 .   Riley warns that researchers should not make erroneous assumptions that fu-
ture or past cohorts will age or have aged in the same fashion as current cohorts 
under study. This is known as: 

 a .    The fallacy of cohort-centrism 
  b .   The cohort composition effect 
  c .   The cohort sequential design 
  d .   Measures of central tendency 

 8 .   The Easterlin Hypothesis argues: 
  a .   That the year in which you are born determines your likeliness to have high 

levels of social engagement in the fi nal years of life 
 b .    That life chances of individuals are infl uenced to a signifi cant degree by the 

size of the cohort into which they were born 
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  c .   That opportunities early in life have profound and lasting effects on whether 
an individual experiences “successful” or “unsuccessful” aging 

  d .   That older people are all alike 

 Advanced Level 
 1 .   The goal of aging research is to: 

  a .   Build theories that explain and predict social behavior at the individual, 
 societal, or intermediate level 

  b .   Generate, test, and refi ne theories 
  c .   Provide input for public policy and interventions 
  d .   Advance our understanding of social phenomena and the processes of 

aging 
  e .   A & B only 
  f .   All of the above 

 2 .   During the course of a study, it was discovered that older people today are more 
likely to interact with friends and family more frequently than in the past. Which 
of the following might be identifi ed as a  period  effect that may be related to this 
change? 

  a .   The introduction of cellular phones and personal computers 
  b .   Older people are more politically conservative than younger people 
  c .   The culture of “fear” initiated by the terrorist attacks of 9/11 
  d .   Technological advancements that have improved the quality and lowered the 

price of assistive devices such as hearing aides 
  e .   A, C, & D only 
  f .   All of the above 

 3 .   A study revealed that people over the age of 70 are more likely than younger peo-
ple to read books for pleasure. Which of the following provide(s) a(n) example(s) 
of  cohort effects?  

  a .   People who are currently over the age of 70 read a lot early in life and through-
out their lives, while the prevalence of reading as a leisure pastime overall has 
declined. 

  b .   As people age, their ability to participate in outdoor leisure activities de-
clines, and therefore, they are more likely to participate in indoor activities 
such as reading. 

  c .   At the age of 70, the incidence of hearing loss increases dramatically, while 
macular degeneration and eye-sight problems do not become prevalent until 
age 85 and older. As a result, people between the ages of 70 and 85 typically 
read for leisure. 

  d .   People born in the United States between 1925 and 1940 identifi ed reading 
as one of their top 5 forms of leisure throughout many different life stages, 
making reading more popular with this group than any other current or 
 previous cohort. 

  e .   A & D only 
  f .   A, C, & D only 
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 4 .   Examples of quantitative research include: 
  a .   In-depth interviews used to understand the meaning and symbols expressed 

by individuals about their experiences of aging 
  b .   Numerical data using statistical techniques to describe incidence rates of 

cancer among people between the ages of 50 and 65 
  c .   Data collected by the U.S. Census used to describe the number and composi-

tion of people living in a certain area 
  d .   Analysis of newspaper articles to identify the way the health of older people 

has been described over the last 40 years 
  e .   B & C only 
  f .   All of the above 

 5 .   Event history analyses focus on how particular events infl uence individuals or 
groups of people. As a result, this technique requires the use of longitudinal data 
exploring: 

  a .   How much time passes before the event of interest occurred 
  b .   The rates of occurrence of particular events 
  c .   How rates of occurrence change with the passage of time 
  d .   How people defi ne the meaning of major events in history 
  e .   A, B, & C only 
  f .   All of the above 

 6 .   The institutional review board, or IRB: 
  a .   Reviews research before it begins to make sure that any proposed study will not 

cause undue distress and that people do not feel coerced into participating 
  b .   Is responsible for interviewing each person who is going to participate in a study 

to make sure they will not be harmed by participating in the proposed study 
  c .   Reviews research projects and helps the researcher make the project more 

effective by suggesting ways that can improve the accuracy of the data col-
lection techniques proposed 

  d .   Often declines reviewing applications that they feel are unlikely to result in 
publication 

  e .   A, B, & D only 
  f .    All of the above 

 True / False 
 For each question, choose A if the statement is True or B if the statement is False. 

 1 .   The study of aging uses “age” as the central variable of interest. 
 2 .   Research that is carefully designed and rigorously executed will provide knowl-

edge that is less valid than casual observation. 
 3 .   One way that aging research helps policymakers is to perform evaluation re-

search that explores the effectiveness of interventions such as those provided by 
public programs and service. 

 4 .   Longitudinal design refers to the study of existing data initially collected for 
another purpose. 

 5.   Many methodologists argue that retrospection (looking back) provides a mental re-
construction of the past that is an extremely accurate accounting of historical events. 
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 6 .   It has been argued that individuals in a cohort become more differentiated, or 
heterogeneous, as age increases. 

 7 .   The amount of focus given to a certain area of research is determined largely by 
the amount of private and federal dollars being committed to that subject area, 
disease, or problem. 

 8 .   Knowledge is unrelated to economics, politics, or personal interest of scientists 
and their sponsors. 

 Extending and Applying Knowledge 

 Essay / Short Paper Assignments 
 Suppose you are interested in exploring the effects of creativity on aging. Describe 
the approach you would take to go about investigating it. To do this, start by clearly 
 stating the question that you plan to explore, and then describe the kind of research that 
you might use to explore it—for example, would you use a qualitative approach or a 
quantitative approach? A longitudinal approach or an approach that gathers data at one 
point in time? Use the defi nitions and rationale presented in the book to support your 
 approach. 



 3 
 Aging People in an Aging 
World: Demographic 
Perspectives 

 Advanced Organizer 
 egin your discussion about de-
mography by helping  students 
consider what the study of de-
mography involves and how 
demography relates to issues 
of methodology described in 
the previous chapter. 

 Introductory Questions and Discussion 
 Lead your class discussion with the fol-
lowing questions: 

 �  In the previous chapter, you learned about research methods that are often used when study-
ing aging and older people. What kinds of questions would you ask when studying popula-
tions, or groups of people? 

 � What does it mean when someone says that the United States is an “aging” country? 

 The previous chapter described the kinds of the research methods that are used to study old age 
and aging. Describe to your students that demographers use numbers and specifi c kinds of quan-
titative methods to describe the composition of and the social forces shaping a particular society. 
Illustrate demography as a “macro” perspective on the reasons why there are increasing numbers 
of people reaching old age in the United States and the implications of this change for population 
composition. The demographic frame of reference directs attention to the characteristics and needs 
of the older population as well as to the aging of our society. Furthermore, it provides a connection 
with the global community in an aging world. 

 Most people seem to be aware of the fact that the United States is “aging,” but what exactly 
does that mean? This chapter provides the tools to begin exploring how we know the United States 
is an “old” country and why we know that many African countries such as Kenya are very “young” 

B
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countries. Kenya is young because most of the population is very young; whereas the 
United States is old because most of the population is older. The numbers that describe 
a country’s demography also tell a story about the characteristics of that society. To 
begin exploring these characteristics, consider what the differences might be between a 
country that has a “young” population and a country with an “older” population. 

 Guiding Question and Group Discussion 
 What are the characteristics of a country with a “young” population versus those of a 
country with an “old” population? 

 �   Action:  On the board, make two lists: one for characteristics of an “old” popula-
tion, and one for characteristics of a “young” population. Give some examples of 
“young” countries (such as India, Pakistan, and Nigeria), and some examples of 
“old” countries (such as the United States, Sweden, and Japan). Guide students 
to think about the demographic, economic, and social characteristics for each. For 
instance, a young country has many young people and not many old people, it may 
have people with lower levels of education, people are more likely to have many 
children knowing that some will die, illiteracy rates are higher, public water and 
other public resources usually don’t exist or only exist for a select group of people, 
and so forth. Help the students identify the way that the numbers that describe 
these societies provide important information about life in those societies. 

 Supplemental Activities 

 Web Exercise 
 In an effort to begin examining some of the social forces that are at play in shaping 
the demography of a country, visit the census Web site: http://www.census.gov/ipc/
www/idbnew.html. 

 Choose “Population pyramid.” Print out four different population pyramids for 
different countries. Then go back to the original Web page and choose “Online Demo-
graphic Aggregation,” and print out information for each country describing birth and 
death rates, life expectancy, infant mortality, and fertility rates for a series of years. Have 
your students get into four groups and look at the population pyramids and descrip-
tive charts to determine what kinds of factors may have been involved in shaping the 
 pyramids and the demographic traits that drive them. 

 Related Questions for Students 
 � What do the mortality and fertility rates tell you about this country? 
 �  Is this country’s population getting “older,” “younger,” or staying about the 

same? 
 �  What kinds of social forces are involved in shaping change or stability in the 

country’s fertility and mortality rates? 

http://www.census.gov/ipc/www/idbnew.html
http://www.census.gov/ipc/www/idbnew.html
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 Matching of Key Terms 
  1. Societal aging  A.   The average length of time the members of a pop-

ulation can expect to live 
  2. Population pyramid  B.   The ratio of older people to children under the 

age of 15 
  3. Median  C.   The eventual reversal (at the oldest ages) of the 

difference in remaining years of expected life by 
race 

  4. Aging index  D.   Refers to the numbers of older people, their per-
centage in a given community or state, and how 
they got there 

  5. Dependency ratios  E.   A plan developed by Congress to propose priori-
ties and actions to address concerns and contribu-
tions of older people around the world 

  6. Life expectancy  F.   People aged 100 and over 
  7. Life span  G.   Measures of the proportion of a population that 

falls within age categories traditionally thought to 
be economically dependent 

  8. Convergence  H.   The midpoint of a range of numbers—the 
point at which half the cases fall above and half 
below 

  9. Crossover effect  I.   A measure used by demographers to summarize 
the gender composition of a population 

 10. International Plan of   J.  Social and demographic processes that result in 
   Action on Ageing    the aging of a population 
 11. Geographic distribution   K.   A theoretical biological maximum length of life 

that could be achieved under ideal conditions 
 12. Sex ratio   L.   Can be understood in terms of the decrease in the 

black/white difference in life expectancy at older 
ages 

 13. Centenarians   M.   A graphic illustration of the age and sex structure 
of a population 

 Monitoring and Assessing Learning 

 Multiple Choice 
 Easy and Intermediate Level 

 1 .   A young country is one that: 
 a. Has high birth rates and low death rates 
 b.  Has high birth rates and high death rates 
 c.  Has low birth rates and high death rates 
 d.  Has low birth rates and low death rates 
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 2 .   The demographic transition theory describes: 
 a.  The way countries move from being mostly male to being mostly female 
 b.  The way countries move from having low birth rates to high birth rates 
 c.  The interrelated social and demographic changes that result in rapid growth 

and aging of a population 
 d.  The interrelated economic and developmental changes that result in rapid 

social decline and fertility spikes 
 3 .   Which of the following  does not  describe a population with a classic pyramid 

shape? 
 a.  Fast-growth shape—high fertility and high mortality 
 b.  No-growth—sustained low fertility and low mortality 
 c.  Slow-growth—transition phase when moving from high fertility/mortality 

to low fertility/mortality 
 d.  Changing growth—fertility/mortality rates that move up or down radically 

because of specifi c social changes 
 4 .   What does a “true” pyramid shaped population pyramid tell us about that popu-

lation? 
 a.  That there is no growth happening, the population is stable because fertility 

and mortality are both low and constant 
 b.  That the population is young, fertility and mortality are both high 
 c.  That fertility is lower than mortality and the population is shrinking 
 d.  That men live longer than women in the population 

 5 .   The proportion of the population aged 65 in “developed” countries in 2002 was 
about: 
 a.  2% 
 b.  25% 
 c.  14% 
 d.  8% 

 6 .   Modernization theory suggests that: 
 a.  Changes like urbanization, technological advancement, health advances, and 

population growth improve the social standing of older people 
 b.  The status of older people declines as a society modernizes 
 c.  Agrarian societies more adequately provide effective economic and social 

support structures for families 
 d.  As modernization of a society increases, productivity of the older population 

decreases 

 Advanced Level 
 1 .   Indicators of population aging (ways of exploring the aging of a population) 

 include: 
 a.  Population pyramids 
 b.  Proportion aged 
 c.  Median ages 
 d.  Dependency ratios 
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 e.  A & B only 
 f.  All of the above 

 2 .   Which demographic forces shape a population pyramid? 
 a.  Fertility 
 b.  Mortality 
 c.  Sex-ratios 
 d.  Migration 
 e.  A, B, & D only 
 f.  A, B, & C only 

 3 .   A population pyramid: 
 a.  Provides information about how old or young a society is 
 b.  Provides indication of the level of inequality within a population 
 c.  Provides information about the race and gender differences within a population 
 d.  Describes the effects of changing educational opportunities for all citizens 
 e.  A & C only 
 f.  All of the above 

 4.  Which of the following measurements might be useful in determining whether a 
population is “old”? 
 a.  Proportion aged 
 b.  Median aged 
 c.  Aging index 
 d.  Migration rate 
 e.  A, B, & C only 
 f.  All of the above 

 True / False 
 For each question, choose A if the statement is True or B if the statement is False. 

 1 .   Life expectancy describes the  average  experience of a population in terms of 
length of life. 

 2 .   A country with a median age of 40.2 has a “young” population. 
 3 .   In general, the longer you live, the longer you can expect to live, because for 

every year you survive, your life expectancy will go up. 
 4 .   There is a greater difference between blacks’ and whites’ life expectancy as age 

increases. 
 5 .   The life expectancy for women in the United States is about six years lower than 

men’s life expectancy. 
 6 .   About 1 in 4 people in the United States over the age of 65 lives in a nursing 

home. 
 7 .   Most people in the United States relocate to sunbelt areas of the country when 

they retire. 
 8 .   Societies with “young” populations face mostly the same social and economic 

concerns as those with “older” populations. 
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 Extending and Applying Knowledge 

 Essay / Short Paper Assignment 
 What would happen to the United States 50 years from now if women today started 
having an average of only one child, which is one less child than required to maintain 
the size of the population? Describe the implications for the economy and the balance 
between the young and the old. China began such an experiment in the 1980s. What are 
some of the issues that they face now? 



 4 
 The Aging Individual in 
Social Context 

 Advanced Organizer 
 egin your discussion about 
the aging individual by help-
ing students consider the way 
macro-level changes, such as 
the demographic forces de-
scribed in chapter three, impact 
individuals. 

 Introductory Questions and Discussion 
 Lead your discussion with the following 
questions: 

 �  In thinking back to the previous chapter exploring demographic changes, how do you think 
that  individuals  are infl uenced by “population aging”? 

 �  What other factors infl uence  individual  behaviors and interactions with society late in life? 

 In this chapter, we apply social science perspectives to explore how an aging individual is af-
fected by, and interacts with, his or her social context. We have already learned that there are many 
different ways to study aging, and that understanding aging at the individual level is very different 
than understanding aging at the population level. However, social forces play a signifi cant role in 
shaping individual experiences. To begin exploring what happens to individuals as they age, consider 
something previously thought to only occur early in life—individual development and growth. 

 Guiding Question and Group Activity 
 Do you believe people continue to develop in old age? In what ways? 

 �   Action:  Have students get into groups to create a list of developmental changes that can 
occur in childhood, adolescence, and young adulthood. Ask them to consider whether peo-
ple  continue to grow and develop in old age, and to give some examples. Help the students 

B
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identify the ways that old age can be associated with  both  stability and change over the  life 
course  and can be infl uenced by individual characteristics and social forces (i.e., taking a class 
in old age may be associated with that individual’s propensity to explore opportunities to 
learn new things throughout life, but may also be attributed to the fact that he/she has dis-
cretionary income as a result of having certain employment opportunities earlier in life). 

 Supplemental Activities 

 Additional Reading Materials 
 This short article provides an example of the way the fi eld of human development in-
corporates different social science ideas to explore the way people age. In this instance, 
Carstensen describes how the interpretation of time may provide a deeper understand-
ing of the way older adults navigate their social environment. 

 Carstensen, Laura L. The Infl uence of a Sense of Time on Human Development . 
Science, 312  (issue 5782), pp 1913–1915. 

 Related Questions for Students 
 �  Does Carstensen’s assertion ring true in your own life—that interpretation of 

time plays an essential role in your motivations? 
 �  If so, describe how you perceive your current stage of development based on 

your perception of time. 
 �  If not, describe why you disagree with Carstensen. 

 Matching of Key Terms 
  1. Human development  A.   A shift from a materialistic and pragmatic view of the 

world to a more cosmic and transcendent one, nor-
mally accompanied by a contemplative dimension 

  2. Generativity  B.   A fi eld of study that examines the progressive 
changes across the life span 

  3. Ego-integrity  C.   The mismatch between changing expectations 
about aging and the inertia of social arrangements 

  4. Gerotranscendence  D.   Expectations and defi nitions that society gives to 
the timing of stages of the life course 

  5. Life course  E.   Looking outside oneself and focusing on passing 
on a legacy to future generations 

  6. Social time  F.   Ideas shared by members of a culture that guide 
the behavior of members of a society by specify-
ing what behavior and activities are expected and 
appropriate or unexpected and inappropriate 

  7. Social role  G.   Self-refl ection and coming to terms with one’s life 
  8. Age norms  H.   An area of research that recognizes that older peo-

ple sometimes want to and often can continue to 
be involved in volunteer or paid work 
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  9. Norms  I.   Sequence of stages people move through as they age 
 10. Ageism  J.   The ideas and expectations shared by members 

of a culture about how a person of a certain age 
should behave 

 11. Structural lag  K.   The set of expected activities and responsibilities 
that go along with a position we hold in a social 
network 

 12. Productive aging  L.   A systematic stereotyping of and discrimination 
against people because they are old 

 Monitoring and Assessing Learning 

 Multiple Choice 
 Easy and Intermediate Level 

 1 .   Psychology of aging focuses on: 
 a .   The changing social roles people take on as they age 
 b .   Stability and change in personality at various ages and stages of life 
 c .   The systematic stereotyping of and discrimination against people because 

they are old 
 d .   All of the above 

 2 .   Erik Erikson is well-known among gerontologists for his work on: 
 a .   Describing the differences between the young-old and the old-old 
 b .   Identifying the differences between the lifespan approach and the life course 

approach to studying aging 
 c .   Understanding two developmental stages for later life—self-refl ection and 

coming to terms with one’s life 
 d .   Explaining the relationship between physical activity and improved cogni-

tive abilities in old age 
 3 .   Gerotranscendence typically refers to: 

 a .   A focus on one’s ego 
 b .   The developmental changes that take place in later life 
 c .   The social construction of the life course 
 d.   A cosmic and transcendent view of the world accompanied by contemplation 

 4 .   The life course perspective is a great resource for understanding: 
 a .   The way people move into and out of important social roles 
 b .   The way people process information 
 c .   The way people determine the optimal fi t between environmental press and 

their abilities 
 d .   The way people prescribe and proscribe behavior 

 5 .   Ageism is the product of: 
 a .   Complicated demographic, political, ideological, and economic forces 
 b .   People getting older and becoming more diffi cult to get along with 
 c .   Effective intergenerational relationships 
 d .   Structural lag 
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 6 .   Matilda White Riley is best known for her work examining: 
 a .   Dementia 
 b .   Environmental press 
 c .   Age stratifi cation 
 d .   Population aging 

 7 .   One word that might best describe the notion of a social clock that describes the 
timing of certain life stages is: 
 a .   Social role 
 b .   Structural lag 
 c .   Social time 
 d .   Productive aging 

 Advanced Level 
 1 .   Aging involves which kinds of processes? 

 a .   Cultural 
 b .   Psychological 
 c .   Biological 
 d .   Social 
 e .   All of the above 
 f .    B, C, & D only 

 2 .   Psychology of aging examines: 
 a .   Cellular processes in the brain 
 b .   Social structural forces 
 c .   Self and identity 
 d .   Population aging 
 e .   All of the above 
 f .    A & C only 

 3 .   Social support refers to: 
 a .   An individual’s pet that keeps them company in their home 
 b .   Leisure activities 
 c .   The network of people with which an individual has contact 
 d .   The network of social programs available to an individual 
 e .   All of the above 
 f .    A & D only 

 4 .   What statements are true about Lawton’s person/environment fi t? 
 a .   If an environment demands more of a person than they can accomplish, then 

maladaptive behavior and negative affect can result. 
 b .   If an environment is not challenging enough, an individual may not be mo-

tivated to maximize their competence. 
 c .   There is an optimal fi t with environmental press, it encourages maximum 

performance by the individual. 
 d .   The relationship between the individual and the environment is not impor-

tant if a person does not have a disability. 
 e .   All of the above 
 f .    A, B, & C only 
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 5 .   The sociological imagination refers to: 
 a .   Personal choices and actions that cause societal changes 
 b .   A frame of reference for understanding the way people take on social roles 
 c .   A perspective on individual experiences that places them in a social and his-

torical context 
 d .   A claim made by a sociologist that is not supported by research 
 e .   All of the above 
 f .    B & C only 

 6 .   A social transition: 
 a .   Is characterized by a change in cognitive status 
 b .   Is the start of old age 
 c .   Marks the movement from one life stage to another 
 d .   Marks the movement from one social norm to another 
 e .   All of the above 
 f .    A & C only 

 7 .   Age norms: 
 a .   Are embedded in our culture 
 b .   Determine age-appropriate behavior 
 c .   Constrain people’s behavior 
 d .   Prescribe and proscribe behavior 
 e .   All of the above 
 f .    A & B only 

 True / False 
 For each question, choose A if the statement is True or B if the statement is False. 

 1 .   Human development has roots in political science. 
 2 .   One area examined by psychologists who study aging is intelligence. 
 3 .   The fi eld of human development examines the reasons why most people tend to 

stop learning when they reach age 65. 
 4 .   Human development explores both internal psychological processes and exter-

nal social processes. 
 5 .   Aging is characterized by both stability and change. 
 6 .   Social support has a negative effect on health and well-being. 
 7 .   All societies use age to organize various aspects of social life. 

 Extending and Applying Knowledge 

 Essay / Short Paper Assignment 
 Describe the way age norms have infl uenced your life course. Use the four components 
of age norms described in the text to guide you in forming your answer. 
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 5 
 Family as an Age-
Integrating Institution 

 Advanced Organizer 
 egin your discussion about the 
family as an institution by help-
ing students consider the way 
macro-level infl uences (like those 
described in chapter three), and 
individual level processes (like 
those described in chapter four), 
impact the family. 

 Introductory Questions and Discussion 
 Lead your discussion with the following 
questions: 

 � How much infl uence has your family had on the path your life has taken? 
 �  What social forces will shape the development of your family as you move into middle or old age? 

 Families are infl uenced by the individuals that are contained within them and by the external 
social forces that shape and defi ne them. The idea of what constitutes a family is dynamic and com-
plex. With more and more families experiencing fundamental changes over time, like divorce and 
remarriage, the defi nition of a family has become increasingly debated. Much like other aspects of 
social structure, families are dynamic and are strongly infl uenced by salient social cultural norms. 
However, as our society continues to age, families will also age. Help your students explore the rela-
tionship between their choices, like when and how many children they have, and what the structure 
and make up of their families will be like when they are old. 

 Guiding Class Exercise 
 Suppose you chose to get married at age 25 and have two children, one at age 27 and the other at age 
30. If your fi rst child had  her  fi rst child at age 30, and  her  fi rst child had a child at age 32, you would 
be a grandparent at age 57 and great-grandparent at the age of 79. At this point in time, you would 

B
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have a four-generation family (assuming your mother and father were no longer living). 
What might have happened had you chosen to start your family at the age of 17? It might 
have been possible for you to become a great-grandparent as young as 50 if your child 
and her child were to have children at around the same age, and possibly become a great-
great-grandparent by the end of your seventies. Then you would have a fi ve-generation 
family, or possibly six if your mother or father were still living. Consider the way your 
choices infl uence and shape future generations. What other forces have the potential to 
infl uence your future family? 

 �   Action:  Have students help you make a list of the choices individuals make 
related to their plans for their work and family life. Ask them to consider social 
factors and social changes that might interfere with, or infl uence, these plans 
(e.g., education provided over the internet for children at home, workplace poli-
cies that encourage caregiving for older family members, changing norms about 
grown children leaving their parents’ home by age 21). 

 Supplemental Activities 

 Outside Class Assignment and Presentation 
 In an effort to help students begin understanding the diversity across families, have each 
student create their own family tree (or a family beanpole) going back as many generations 
as they can. Suggest that they talk with their parents and (if possible) grandparents in creat-
ing their family tree. Have students include certain traits of individual family members in 
the tree—education, race, ethnicity, and the age at which people had married and had their 
fi rst child. Also have them write down a timeline of major historical events during the time 
period that the people in their family lived through (e.g., wars, the Great Depression, etc.). 
Have several students volunteer to present their families to the class. Use these descrip-
tions to help students realize the variations between different families and the similarities 
that they share. In particular, ask students to identify how their families differ from those 
presented regarding the number of children each family had, the ages at which children 
were born, changes in education over time. Help students consider the effects that certain 
historical events may have had on the choices that individuals made, and ultimately their 
own lives. Following the discussion, have students respond to the following questions: 

 Related Questions for Students 
 �  What factors infl uenced the outcome and makeup of your nuclear and extended 

family as it exists today? 
�   What aspects of your family seem to be “typical,” and what aspects seem to be 

“distinct” compared with other families? 

 Matching of Key Terms 
  1. Family  A.   Granting someone who is technically unrelated 

the title and rights of a family member 
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  2. Later-life families  B.   The norm that directs repayment of social and ma-
terial debts between individuals or among groups 

  3. Modifi ed extended family  C.   A family system whereby individuals can choose 
the   degree to which they invest in themselves 
(versus the family group) and their level of obli-
gation to relatives 

  4. Generations  D.   Family members or others who take on active 
role responsibility by replacing a parent, child, 
or caregiver 

  5. Cohort Centrism  E.   The norm that young children rely on parents 
  6. Fictive kinship  F.   In the context of the family refers to the extent 

to which family ties are based on a sense of duty 
  7. Surrogate family   G.  The group socially responsible for bearing and 
   relationships   rearing children and containing relationships 

that continue as an important organizing force 
throughout our lives 

  8. Social norms  H.   In the context of the family refers to the extent 
to which individuals have choices regarding 
whether and when to meet individual versus 
family needs 

  9. Independence  I.   Generations of a family that are farther apart in 
age than dictated by age norms 

 10. Dependence  J.   Also known as family verticalization, it describes 
a family where people are having fewer children, 
resulting in a narrow base of one couple and 
fewer children and grandchildren 

 11. Norm of reciprocity  K.   Families whose children have left the household 
via normal “child launching” into jobs, marriage, 
college or simply moving out 

 12. Voluntarism  L.   In the context of the family this is described as 
lineage descent position 

 13. Obligation  M.   Families where the generations are close in age 
 14. Opportune family  N.   Expectations of how family members should act 

toward one another 
 15. Filial obligation  O.   Generalizing conclusions from the experience 

of historically-limited cohorts as established 
facts 

 16. Family life cycle theory  P.   A family where an individual can simultaneously 
be a grandparent and a grandchild 

 17. Post-parental families  Q.   Those families beyond the child-rearing years 
 18. Intergenerational households  R.   A theoretical “lens” that focuses attention on the 

systematic changes that occur in family life over 
time in conjunction with the maturation of its 
members 

 19. Five- or six-generation family  S.   The norm that children should no longer rely on 
their parents after a certain life stage 

 20. Beanpole family  T.   Households with three or more generations 
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 21. Age-condensed  U.   Refers to the responsibility that children have 
toward their parents, as mandated by their 
 culture, especially in terms of meeting their 
needs in later life 

 22. Age-gapped  V.   A family structure acknowledging that, although 
kin reside in separate households, strong bonds 
of affection, identity, and support hold among 
them 

 Monitoring and Assessing Learning 

 Multiple Choice 
 Easy and Intermediate Level 

 1 .   ________________ acknowledge(s) that although kin may reside in separate 
households, often at great distance, there remain strong bonds of affection, iden-
tity, and support among them. 
 a .   A late-life family 
 b .   The norm of reciprocity 
 c .   Generations 
 d .   The modifi ed extended family 

 2 .   Filial obligation or fi lial duty typically refers to: 
 a .   The extent to which individuals are expected to fi nancially support their 

siblings 
 b .   The responsibility that children have toward their parents in terms of meet-

ing their needs in later life 
 c .   The degree to which individuals invest in their children’s future 
 d .   The responsibility that spouses have toward each other as each reach older 

ages and rely on one another 
 3 .   Family life cycle theory is a theoretical lens that has been especially pertinent to 

the study of _______________. 
 a .   Role confl ict 
 b .   Families as they age 
 c .   Race and gender differences of families in late life 
 d .   Intimacy at a distance 

 4 .   Which of the following is  not  true about marriage today? 
 a .   Rates of marriage are now higher for women with college degrees than for 

women with less education. 
 b .   Traditional marital roles remain fi xed among women who choose not to at-

tain higher levels of education. 
 c .   Women who delay marriage due to higher levels of education often have 

smaller families and are economically advantaged. 
 d .   Later marriage typically implies later childbearing. 
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 5 .   The beanpole family describes: 
 a .   Changes in family expectations that have placed older people at higher risks 

of abuse by family members 
 b .   Changes in mortality rates that have changed the structure of the nuclear 

family by extending the number of years of grandparenthood 
 c .   Changes in fertility such that families have fewer siblings, in-laws, nieces, and 

nephews, and relatively more kin located in older or younger  generations 
 d .   Changes in household structure to include more aunts, uncles, and cousins 

together 

 Advanced Level 
 1 .   Nuclear family theory: 

 a .   Focuses on the nuclear family only, not the extended family 
 b .   Views families as meaningful bonds of affection among extended kin 
 c .   Is focused on family formation and kinship relations in the fi rst half of family 

life 
 d .   Describes families as valuable resources to the community because they 

 reinforce fi ctive kinship 
 e .   A & C only 
f .     B & D only 

 2 .   ___________, ____________, and _____________ in family systems form 
clearly recognizable social linkages connecting individuals regardless of age or 
cohort into one of the smallest but most infl uential institutions, the  family. 
 a .   Norms, social structures, social forces 
 b .   Dependence of bonds, independence, obligations 
 c .   Grandparent, parent, child generations 
 d .   Human consensus, social consensus, social aging 
 e .   C & D only 
 f .    All of the above 

 3 .   Families base their day-to-day lives and relationships among the members on: 
 a .   Norms related to particular role relationships (wife/husband) 
 b .   Norms related to membership in social class, racial, ethnic, religious, or re-

gional groupings 
 c .   Norms or traditions that are unique to individual families 
 d .   Their joint history and membership in other social groups (e.g., religion, 

community) 
 e .   A & B only 
 f .    All of the above 

 4 .   The norm of generational independence: 
 a .   Directs repayment of social and material obligations between individuals 
 b .   Provides a way to manage dependency in families by maximizing the percep-

tion of independence among adult kin 
 c .   Dictates that individuals who are recipients of benefi ts from others have an 

unpaid debt or obligation until a comparable favor can be returned 
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 d.   Reinforces general independence, such that family members become disen-
gaged from each other over time 

 e .   A & D only 
 f .    All of the above 

 5 .   Which of the following is/are true about fi lial obligation according to Finley and 
associates (1988)? 
 a .   Both males and females claimed high acceptance of responsibility toward 

aged parents. 
 b .   The degree of affection a child felt toward their parent(s) infl uenced their 

level of late life support. 
 c .   The proximity of a child’s residence infl uenced the degree of fi lial obligation 

reported toward a mother. 
 d .   An absence of role confl ict predicted a sense of obligation among daughters 

but  not  among sons. 
 e .   B & C only 
 f .   All of the above 

 6 .   Family life cycle theory has been criticized because: 
 a .   It focuses on traditional nuclear families where family events occur on time 

and without disruption 
 b .   It fails to recognize the variations in family life 
 c .   It tends to focus on the cultures and historical periods without consideration 

of cultural norms of the family 
 d .   It fails to account for nonnormative patterns, such as childlessness, divorce 

and remarriage, or single parenthood 
 e .   A, B, & C only 
 f .    A, B, & D only 

 True / False 
 For each question, choose A if the statement is True or B if the statement is False. 

 1 .   Some authors advocate use of the term kinship when referring to the wider web 
of bonds among relatives within and beyond the household. 

 2 .   When we generalize from the experience of historically-limited cohorts we are 
exhibiting cohort heterogeneity. 

 3 .   In general black families have higher levels of intergenerational exchange and 
support than white families. 

 4 .   The majority of older Americans prefer to live with a family member, preferably 
one of their children. 

 5 .   Norms are part of certain cultures and vary across cultural groups, but remain 
consistent through time. 

 6 .   Intergenerational households were the majority of all households in the fi rst half 
of the twentieth century. 
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 Extending and Applying Knowledge 

 Essay / Short Paper Assignments 
 People tend to idealize the image that American families, until recently, typically had 
three generations living under one roof. In Chapter 5, the Waltons Myth describes the 
fact that this was uncommon. Describe the arguments as to why this image is inaccurate. 
What do you think future family households will be like? Why? 
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 Aging Persons and Their 
Families 

 Advanced Organizer 
 egin your discussion about 
aging persons and their families 
by helping students  consider 
the roles individuals play in the 
family structure. 

 Introductory Questions and Discussion 
 Lead your discussion with the following 
questions: 

 �  When are children supposed to 
become “independent” of their parents? 

�  When is it appropriate for parents to become “dependent” on their children? 

 In the last chapter, we discussed the way families function as institutions. This chapter discusses 
interactions  within  families that defi ne family norms and expectations. Within each family, individu-
als rely on one another in different ways throughout life. Families create patterns of mutual assistance 
that change as family members grow older. Although certain patterns of reciprocity are infl uenced by 
broader societal norms, within families, expectations are formed for the individual members. 

 There are no right answers for the two discussion questions. Each family unit has their own 
answers, infl uenced by cultural values and other internal dynamics. However, family members typi-
cally remain “interdependent” upon one another throughout their lives rather than completely “in-
dependent,” or completely “dependent.” Help the students consider the extent to which they are 
interdependent on certain family members for their own well-being. 

 Guiding Questions and Class Discussion 
 Consider the following: 

 a .  If your car broke down, who would you call? 
 b .  If you got very sick and had to go into the hospital, who would you tell? 
 c .  If you won an award, who would you ask to be present when you accepted it? 

B
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 �   Action:  Have students write down on a sheet of paper the answers to these ques-
tions, indicating name and relationship and choosing more than one person for 
each if they choose. Then compile a list by having each person describe the people 
they would include during these three events (e.g., grandmother, mother, uncle, 
etc.). Use this exercise as a way of helping students realize that they are interde-
pendent on certain family members (or possibly close friends or family friends) 
and that these relationships exemplify the culture and values of their family, their 
own individual values, and the infl uences of social norms. Ask students to con-
sider how the people they named would react if they got sick or won an award to 
demonstrate that these are two-way bonds. Finally, help students consider the 
extent to which these dynamics may develop and change over time. 

 Supplemental Activities 

 Additional Reading Assignment and Short Response 
 Baus, Ray, Dysart-Gale, Deborah, and Haven, Phil. (2005). Caregiving and Social 
 Support: A Twenty-First Century Challenge for College Students.  Communication 
Quarterly, 53  (2), 125–142. 

 This article describes the caregiving experiences of 266 college students. Specifi -
cally, it describes the kinds of caregiving experiences students had, their interactions 
with their parents, and the dynamics that infl uenced their caregiving behaviors. Have 
students read this article and respond to the following: 

 Related Questions for Students 
 �  In one paragraph, describe the major points of the article. 
 �  In the second paragraph, describe the most interesting aspect of the article as it 

relates to your own life. 
 �  In the third paragraph, describe any aspects of the article that have changed how 

you view your current caregiving responsibilities or change the way you will ap-
proach future caregiving responsibilities. 

 Matching of Key Terms 
  1. Later-life family  A.   A theory that views social life as consisting of ex-

changes of valuable resources among social actors 
(individuals or groups) 

  2. Dyads  B.   The degree to which married couples are satisfi ed 
with their partners and relationships 

  3. Kin-keeping  C.   Grandparents who take on active roles in lieu of 
parents 

  4. Marital satisfaction  D.   Family members who take an active responsibility 
in assisting another family member 

  5. Neglect and abuse  E.   The group of people described as having the re-
sponsibility of caring for their dependent children 
and frail parents, or parents-in-law 

  6. Lineage bridge  F.   Two-person relationships 
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  7. Surrogate parents  G.   Women who are caught between the responsi-
bilities of providing care to their own dependent 
children at home and assisting frail parents, or 
 parents-in-law 

  8. Social exchange theory  H.   The mistreatment of older adults by caregivers 
  9. Latent kin matrix  I.   The work involved in maintaining family relation-

ships 
 10. Family caregivers  J.  A  degree of strain refl ecting lower life satisfaction, 

depression, and a decline in health as a result of 
caring for another person 

 11. Primary caregiver  K.   A family that is moving through the child- launching 
phase and into the post-parental phase 

 12. Women in the middle  L.   The person most responsible for the care of an im-
paired person 

 13. Sandwich generation  M.   A web of continually shifting linkages that provide 
the potential for activating and intensifying close 
kin relationships when and if they are needed 

 14. Caregiver burden  N.   The span connecting grandchild and grandparent 

 Monitoring and Assessing Learning 

 Multiple Choice 
 Easy and Intermediate Level 

 1.   Which of the following is true about individualism within the family? Individu-
alism is: 
 a .   Uncommon throughout the world; families generally interact as an interde-

pendent group 
 b .   Common throughout the world; families tend to support individual needs 

above those of the family unit 
 c .   Common in Westernized cultures; families are more voluntary and support-

ive rather than obligatory and interdependent 
 d .   Uncommon value in Westernized cultures where family interaction tends to 

be obligatory and economically interdependent 
 2 .   Choose the statement that best characterizes marriage in the second half of adult 

life. Marriage: 
 a.   Changes over time—roles and responsibilities of the partners change over time 
 b .   Remains fairly static—individuals tend to change little in late life 
 c .   Changes exponentially—the dynamics that are established early in a mar-

riage become accentuated later in life 
 d .   Gets better—marital satisfaction increases and continues to increase late 

into life 
 3 .   Which of the following statements are true about gender differences in  marriage? 

 a .   Women tend to benefi t more from marriage than men. 
 b .   Women tend to do more of the work involved in maintaining family relation-

ships. 
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 c .   Women and men have similar expectations, responsibilities, and pressures 
within a marriage. 

 d .   Men experience more “role overload” than women. 
 4 .   Widowed women who live alone have a higher incidence of _____________ 

than women who don’t live alone or men over the age of 65. 
 a .   Poverty 
 b .   Employment 
 c .   HIV/AIDS 
 d .   Depression 

 5 .   One of the most important roles that the middle generation of a 3+ generation 
family plays is linking older and younger generations. This role is called: 
 a .   Intergenerational relationships 
 b .   Social exchange theory 
 c .   The lineage bridge 
 d .   Surrogate parents 

 6 .   Many times grandparents serve as _______________ to their grandchildren, 
taking on active roles in lieu of parents. 
 a .   Kin-keepers 
 b .   Fictive kin 
 c .   Primary caregivers 
 d .   Surrogate parents 

 7 .   Which of the following is  false  about reciprocity and exchange between members 
of later-life families? 
 a .   Caregiving by adult children is delayed reciprocity, repaying care they re-

ceived as children. 
 b .   Older people in poor health are incapable of providing any kind of support 

to other family members. 
 c .   The power of participants in an exchange is shaped by age, gender, and kin-

ship roles. 
 d .   Giving and receiving support remain important to older adults as an ongo-

ing aspect of family ties. 
 8 .   A _______________, according to Riley (1983) is “a web of continually shift-

ing linkages that provide the potential for activating and intensifying close kin 
relationships.” 
 a .   Latent kin matrix 
 b .   Family caregiver 
 c .   Social exchange 
 d .   Family support system 

 9.  The highest proportion of care provided to frail and disabled elders is provided 
by: 
 a .   Adult children 
 b .   Nursing homes 
 c .   Spouses 
 d .   Voluntary caregivers 

 Advanced Level 
 1 .   Which of the following characterize a later-life family? 

 a .   Moving through the child-launching phase into the post-parental phase. 
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 b .   Couples may experience retirement, health limitations, and widowhood. 
 c .   Spousal, parental, and sibling relationships are typically well established. 
 d .   Continuity characterizes how they operate over time. 
 e .   A & B only 
 f .    All of the above 

 2 .   Which of the following characterize older spouses and/or aging couples? 
 a .   Fewer than 50% of older men (over the age of 65) are married. 
 b .   More than 75% of older women (over the age of 65) are married. 
 c .   Older women are more likely than older men to be widowed. 
 d .   Older men are more likely than older women to be widowed or divorced. 
 e .   A & C only 
 f .    B & D only 

 3 .   Which of the following factors relate to the higher incidence of becoming a 
widow versus becoming a widower? 
 a .   Women tend to marry men less healthy than themselves. 
 b .   Women tend to marry men older than themselves. 
 c .   Widowers have many opportunities to remarry, because of the higher num-

ber of eligible women in older ages. 
 d .   Men have a higher life expectancy than women. 
 e .   B & C only 
 f .    A, B, & D only 

 4 .   What are possible explanations for elder abuse by a family member? 
 a .   Older women, with less income in old age, have more confl icts with extended 

kin due to higher care needs. 
 b .   Abuse and neglect may result from violations of the norm of independence, 

stressing relationships with caregivers. 
 c .   Violence may arise from reciprocity—children return violence toward a frail 

parent who abused them as children. 
 d .   Violence is a product of a misinterpretation by elders who are cognitively 

impaired and confuse it with fi rm care. 
 e .   B & C only 
 f .    All of the above 

 5 .   Which are true about parent/child gender relationships? 
 a .   Mother-daughter relationships are typically closer than any other. 
 b .   Father-daughter relationships are typically poorer than any other. 
 c .   Father-son relationships are the most likely to experience confl ict. 
 d .   Mother-son relationships are the most likely to involve abuse and neglect. 
 e .   A & C only 
 f .    B & D only 

 6 .   Social exchange theory, as proposed by Dowd in 1975, suggests that: 
 a .   Retirement involves an exchange of prestige and higher wages of the job for 

the security of retirement income 
 b .   Individuals in Western societies gain power throughout midlife but lose this 

power as they age, putting them at a disadvantage in exchanges 
 c .   Retirement decisions involve an exchange of unequal power, where employ-

ers can “win” by having control over resources 
 d .   Some older adults with limited resources restrict their social behavior, 

 exchanging compliance for the social approval of others 
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 e .   A & D only 
 f .    All of the above 

 7 .   Which of the following is/are true about caregivers of frail older adults? 
 a .   They report rewards and stresses from their efforts, sometimes simultane-

ously. 
 b .   They only experience stress if they had lower life satisfaction and depression 

prior to taking on caregiving responsibilities. 
 c .   About one in three caregivers are employed. 
 d .   The majority of caregivers also care for children under the age of 18. 
 e .   A, B & D only 
 f .    A & C only 

 True / False 
 For each question, choose A if the statement is True or B if the statement is False. 

 1 .   Typically, individuals of all ages consider family roles among their core identi-
ties. 

 2 .   For most individuals, the family tends to be a source of continuity, meaning, and 
connection only during the fi rst half of life. 

 3 .   Following widowhood, the amount of interaction with adult children increases 
and persists at higher levels for widows. 

 4 .   Widows often move in with adult children because of loneliness and depression 
regardless of health status, income, or cultural values. 

 5 .   Sibling relationships are often the longest-enduring kinship bonds that people 
have over their lifetime. 

 6 .   Support is a natural, ongoing aspect of family relationships that shifts over time 
as needs and capacities of members change. 

 Extending and Applying Knowledge 

 Essay / Short Paper Assignments 
 The relationships that older parents have with their adult children are very complex. 
Describe what you think your relationship with one or both of your parents may be like 
(or would have been like) when you are older. Use different characteristics of late life 
family relationships that are described in Chapter 6 to support your response. 
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 Work and the Life Course 

 Advanced Organizer 
 egin your discussion about work 
and the life course by helping 
each student consider how she/
he imagines employment will fi t 
into  their own  life course. En-
courage students to examine the 
path their employment will take 
and, in the process,  encourage 
them to consider what it might 
be like if/when they become an 
older worker. 

 Introductory Questions and Discussion 
 Lead your discussion with the following questions: 

 �  Think about your fi rst job. How did this job fi t into your long-term career plans? Do you 
imagine that you will stay in the same job, occupation, or even profession across your life 
course? 

 �  How many years do you plan to be employed over your life course? Do you ever plan to take 
any extended time away from work? Why? 

 � At what age do you think you will permanently leave the work force? 

 In discussing the answers to these questions, help students consider the different factors that 
infl uence employment decisions. Everyone makes different decisions about employment at different 
points in life. Although many of the decisions that we make about employment are driven by  in dividual 
choices or life events, employment is often infl uenced by factors such as retirement pensions, health 
insurance, physical or mental health, caregiving responsibilities, and cultural values. As people age, 
they often face stereotypes of being less productive, less intelligent, harder to train, or more likely to 
miss work. Help students consider their perceptions of older workers in considering the following 
scenario. 

B
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 Guiding Case Study 
 You are an executive at a pharmaceutical company. You and three other executives at 
your company are searching for the appropriate person to fi ll the position of director of 
marketing. You narrowed down your decision to three people who are all equally quali-
fi ed for the position according to their resumes. During the interview process, you dis-
cover that all three people have compatible personalities with their future co-workers. 
The only difference between the candidates is their age. The fi rst person is early in her 
career, only 8 years out of college, the second is middle-aged with 20 years of experience, 
and the last person has been working in marketing for 40 years. What kinds of things will 
you consider when making your decision about who to hire? What would the benefi ts be 
to hiring each person? What are the drawbacks? Who do you think you would hire based 
on this description? 

 �   Action:  Help students explore the challenges that face older workers who are 
interested in continuing to work beyond the “typical” age of retirement. Have 
students get into groups of four, representing the four executives at the imagi-
nary pharmaceutical company. Ask the students to explore the infl uence that 
our culture has on their beliefs about older workers. For example, we often make 
the excuse that hiring an older person might not be a good idea, because they 
may choose to retire after only a few years and leave the company, or they may 
not be “up to date” in their thinking. These beliefs may be problematic as older 
workers become more common in the economy. In Chapter 3, we discussed the 
fact that industrialized nations are rapidly aging. As the baby boomers retire, 
a work force shortage is expected. As a result, the policies that were created to 
encourage retirement are now being revisited. Help students consider the em-
ployment opportunities that people late in their careers might or might not have 
available to them. 

 Supplemental Activities 

 Additional Reading Assignment and Short Response 
 In an effort to help students begin understanding the way employment trends have 
changed over time, introduce them to the trends facing industrialized nations as popula-
tion aging encourages work force shortages. The following report describes the “prob-
lem” of retirement from paid employment in Europe and Japan. These industrialized 
nations created progressive retirement policies that, in the past, supported economic 
growth by encouraging people to retire at relatively young ages when there was an abun-
dance of working aged individuals. Now facing population aging and a declining work-
force, these countries have to make decisions about how the older population should be 
integrated into the work force. 

 Rix, Sarah. (2005). “Rethinking the Role of Older Workers: Promoting Older 
Worker Employment in Europe and Japan,”  Public Policy Institute Brief, 77,  pp. 1–32. 
http://assets.aarp.org/rgcenter/econ/ib77_workers.pdf. 

http://assets.aarp.org/rgcenter/econ/ib77_workers.pdf
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 Related Questions for Students 
 �  Of the solutions that have been proposed or implemented in other countries, 

which do you feel would be useful for the United States? Why? 
 �  Can you think of any other solutions that should be considered that were not 

discussed in this report? 
 �  Several arguments were presented about the need to prolong work life. Did the 

numbers presented convince you that policy changes are needed to keep people 
in the work force longer? If so, which fi gures, data, or other descriptions were 
compelling? If not, describe why? 

 Matching of Key Terms 
  1. Employment  A.   Jobs such as home child care services or do-

mestic work, paid in cash with no records 
kept 

  2. Compression of employment  B.   Employees who work for short spans of time 
for the highest bidder doing any type of 
work 

  3. Market for labor  C.   The supply of available employees with 
their particular skills and experience 

  4. Labor force  D.   Inaccurate statements about older workers 
  5. Labor force participation rates  E.   Referring to the fact that women and men 

are unevenly distributed across occupa-
tions 

  6. Underground economy  F.   When an employer makes decisions on the 
basis of age that disadvantage older work-
ers regarding hiring, promotion, training, 
wages, etc. 

  7. Life chances  G.   The interrelationship of individuals’ lives 
over time as they interface with employment 
and chances for advancement, prestige, and 
rewards 

  8. Sex segregation of occupations  H.   Referring to individuals who have reached 
their peak on the career ladder in terms of 
promotion and performance 

  9. Occupational life cycle  I.   Work for pay, or being a worker 
 10. Contingent labor force  J.   A theory describing the fact that individu-

als, in order to age well, must maintain  social 
roles and interaction rather than disengage 
from social life 

 11. Multiple careers  K.   The demand for employees with specifi c 
skills 

 12. Older workers  L.   Establishing legally that age has a predict-
able effect on the ability to perform a job 

 13. Stereotypes of older workers  M.   A law (1967) prohibiting the use of age in 
hiring, fi ring, and personnel policies for 
workers between 40 and 70 years of age 
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 14. Disengagement theory  N.   Personal resources including education, social 
class, good health care, and a strong family 

 15. Activity theory  O.   Trajectory of workers who undergo training 
and employment two or more times during 
adulthood, potentially in very different fi elds 

 16. Age discrimination  P.   A theory describing an inevitable, reward-
ing, and universal process of mutual with-
drawal of the individual and society from 
each other with advancing age 

 17. Age Discrimination Employment   Q.  Referring to the phenomenon that men are 
   Act (ADEA)   working a shorter period due to longer edu-

cation and earlier retirement 
 18. Bona Fide Occupational   R.  The percentage of the population that is
   Qualifi cation (BFOQ)    employed (or seeking employment) at a 

given time 

 Monitoring and Assessing Learning 

 Multiple Choice 
 Easy and Intermediate Level 

 1 .   The trend of a “compression of employment” refers to: 
 a .   The fact that women work for fewer years than men over their life course 
 b .   The trend of recent cohorts of men working more years across the life 

course 
 c .   That women work fewer hours per week due to child-rearing responsibilities 
 d .   That recent cohorts of men worked fewer years due to extension of educa-

tion and earlier retirement 
 2 .   When labor is more diffi cult to fi nd and keep, conditions become more advanta-

geous for  workers.  When labor is abundant, employers offer: 
 a .   Higher wages and high benefi ts because high quality workers are challenging 

to fi nd and keep 
 b .   Low wages and high benefi ts because health benefi ts help entice the right 

workers 
 c .   Low wages and low benefi ts because workers are easier to replace 
 d .   Variable wages, based on the age of the employees; the older an individual is, 

the more likely they will have a higher wage and benefi ts 
 3 .   The contingent labor force refers to: 

 a .   Someone hired to work full-time without a long-term commitment from the 
worker 

 b .   Someone hired without a long-term commitment to continue working 
 c .   Someone hired as a part-time worker, sharing a full-time job with another 

person 
 d .   Someone who is hired to fl exible hours from week-to-week, but with a long-

term commitment from the employer of a job 
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 4 .   ______________ theory describes the inevitable, rewarding, and universal pro-
cess of mutual withdrawal of the individual and society from each other with 
advancing age. 
 a .   Activity 
 b .   Continuity 
 c .   Disengagement 
 d .   Productive aging 

 5 .   The key policy in place to protect older workers in case an employer makes 
decisions on the basis of age that disadvantage older workers in terms of hiring, 
promotion, training, wages, or other opportunities is: 
 a .   Social Security 
 b .   Disability 
 c .   ADEA (Age Discrimination in Employment Act) 
 d .   BFOQ (Bona Fide Occupational Qualifi cation) 

 Advanced Level 
 1 .   Which of the following are true about labor force participation? 

 a .   Black men have  lower  rates of participation than white men. 
 b .   Labor force participation rates of workers 65+ are  increasing  in most devel-

oped countries. 
 c .   Labor force participation for those age 65+ are generally  lower  in developed 

countries than in developing countries. 
 d .   Rates of labor force participation among older women are  higher  than those 

of older men internationally. 
 e .   B & C only 
 f .    All of the above 

 2 .   Critical choices and opportunities early in life have been shown to shape long-
range outcomes for both women and men. How might this be explained? 
 a .   Those who have early chances to advance in life have career and wage ben-

efi ts across the life course. 
 b .   People who do not achieve advanced education early in life are simply less 

motivated to be successful across the life course. 
 c .   All people have the same opportunity to be successful early in life. 
 d .   Those who have early advantages are more successful throughout their lives 

because they are more intelligent. 
 e .   A & D only 
 f .    B & C only 

 3 .   “Productive aging” activities refer to: 
 a .   Volunteer activities 
 b .   Employment 
 c .   Caregiving 
 d .   Familial work 
 e .   A & B only 
 f .    All of the above 

 4 .   In the occupational life cycle, a worker: 
 a .   Typically has an entry-level position at a corporation after fi nishing educa-

tion and training 
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 b.   Advances through the ranks over time 
 c .   Receives higher earnings over time, refl ecting accumulation of skill and ex-

pertise 
 d .   Earns wages that accelerate up to retirement 
 e .   A, B, & C only 
 f .    A, C, & D only 

 5 .   It has been proposed that many people can expect to have multiple careers across 
their lives. What are some of the benefi ts of having multiple careers? 
 a .   Accommodate changing labor market needs 
 b .   Provide options to deal with skill obsolescence 
 c .   Help equalize gender differences 
 d .   Allow older workers to avoid reaching a plateau in upward mobility 
 e .   A & B only 
 f .    B, C & D only 

 True / False 
 For each question, choose A if the statement is True or B if the statement is False. 

 1 .   Over the last decade, the labor force trend has shown lower participation by 
women over age 50 and higher participation by men over the age of 65. 

 2 .   Although there is decline over time, differences in the occupations held by 
women and men cause inequalities in income and job status to persist. 

 3 .   The traditional “occupational life cycle” model of employment is particularly 
appropriate to understanding the labor patterns of women. 

 4 .   Experienced senior workers often have higher salaries than younger workers, 
which makes employing older workers more expensive. 

 5 .   Life chances typically refer to a person’s chance of surviving to old age. 

 Extending and Applying Knowledge 

 Essay / Short Paper Assignments 
 How would you feel if you knew you were not going to retire until the age of 75? How 
about 80? Would this change your career trajectory to include things like: time off work, 
a return to school later in life, a planned second career, or any other changes? Compare 
this alternative career path to the traditional “occupational trajectory model.” Which 
model seems to be more comfortable? Why? 
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 Retirement 

 Advanced Organizer 
 egin your discussion about re-
tirement by helping students 
consider the relationship be-
tween work, as discussed in 
the previous chapter, and de-
parture from work. Encour-
age students to examine their 
own expectations about retire-
ment and their thoughts about 
the concept of retirement in 
 general. 

 Introductory Questions and Discussion 
 Lead your discussion with the following questions: 

 �  Do you expect to retire someday? If so, have you already started thinking about saving 
money for retirement? Have you considered the kinds of things you will do once you are 
retired? 

 �  When you think of people who are retired now, how is retirement different now than it will 
be when you reach retirement age? 

 Retirement has become an expected phase of most people’s life course. With population aging, it 
will necessarily become redefi ned. In the previous chapter, we talked about work and the life course 
and the different paths people take with employment. We discussed the infl uence that social poli-
cies have on older workers’ choices regarding whether or not to stay in the work force and the effect 
that social norms have on this decision. In this chapter, we will discuss the reasons people choose to 
retire, the infl uence of the “social construction of retirement,” and the effects that  retirement has 
on the work force. 

B
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 Retirement is intertwined with employment, such that the same factors that infl uence 
someone to continue working also play an important role in that person’s decision about 
whether to retire. Social policies also serve as a central force in the creation and main-
tenance of retirement. For example, the policy most often associated with retirement is 
 Social Security. Its existence has served as a powerful force in changing  social norms, not 
only by making retirement possible, but also by creating incentives that originally encour-
aged continued engagement in the work force. Social Security has been given a lot of pub-
lic attention lately because of the concerns associated with its solvency as the population 
ages (a topic which will be discussed in greater depth in Chapters 9 and 12). Some scholars 
 believe that the expansion of retirement seems illogical, given increases in both longevity 
and  improved health late in life. Help students explore whether retirement should be a 
right or a privilege in the context of the constraint that society may not be able to support 
retirement as an institution in the same ways it has to date as baby boomers enter late life. 

 Guiding Question, Group Activity, and Short Presentation 
 Do you feel that retirement is a right or a privilege? If you feel that it is a right, describe what 
makes it a right. What are the repercussions if everyone is allowed and expected to retire? 
If you feel it is a privilege, describe who should be allowed to retire and why. How would 
 society manage or control this privilege? 

 �   Action:  Have students get into small groups to make a case about whether retire-
ment is a right or a privilege. Each group should assign a spokesperson to support 
their position at the conclusion of 10 minutes. This person will provide a de-
scription of the group’s position, at a minimum addressing whether government 
programs should be involved in supporting this position and how people from dif-
ferent socioeconomic conditions will be affected by their choice. After each group 
has presented their ideas to the class, compile the ideas presented to describe the 
implications of both positions, helping students realize that retirement, since the 
inception of Social Security, has been a right  and  a privilege for some people (those 
who work) and that the distribution of resources among those retired is diverse. 
Describe issues such as “push” and “pull,” helping students consider the fact that 
retirement is not always a choice, but often is a forced decision, and  include the 
idea of “productive aging” that was presented in Chapter 7. 

 Supplemental Activities 

 Web-Activity: Critical Analysis 
 Freedman, Marc. (2005). “The selling of retirement, and how we bought it.”  Washington Post,  Sunday, 

February 6. Available at http://www.civicventures.org/publications/articles/selling_of_retirement
.cfm. 

 “Civic engagement” has recently become a popular term among both gerontologists 
and politicians as one solution to population aging. One person who has been a strong 

http://www.civicventures.org/publications/articles/selling_of_retirement.cfm
http://www.civicventures.org/publications/articles/selling_of_retirement.cfm
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advocate of the expansion of “civic engagement” is Marc Freedman, the founder of 
Civic Ventures. This article from the  Washington Post  was printed on February 6, 2005. 
It provides both a synopsis of the “problem” of retirement today as an outgrowth of fi ve 
decades of the development of retirement as leisure. He proposes several ideas about 
what changes in ideas about retirement should be considered as baby boomers begin 
retiring. This article can be read in class or prior to class, initiating a discussion about 
how retirement might be transformed. 

 Marc Freedman provides a convincing case for the fact that retirement can and 
should be transformed. His company, Civic Ventures, is built on the vision of using 
“human capital,” or people’s skills, knowledge, and experiences, throughout life to 
 benefi t communities and society as a whole. According to Freedman, “in the end, rein-
venting retirement will take more than marketing, more than coining today’s equivalent 
of the golden years—more even than retooling Social Security. It will require a new 
generation of policies, pathways and priorities.” 

 Related Questions for Students 
 �  What do you think this new retirement will look like? 
 �  What kinds of policies will be necessary to support this new framework for re-

tirement? 
 � Do you agree with Freedman that these changes are inevitable? 

 Matching of Key Terms 
  1. Retirement  A.   Negative or positive factors that infl uence retire-

ment decisions 
  2. Early Retirement Incentive   B.  The process of evaluating personal and job factors
   Programs (ERIPs)   to make choices about future years of work or leisure 
  3. Push and pull factors  C.  C ompensation deferred from one’s working years 

or a reward for past productivity 
  4. Earnings test  D.   The value system of retirement that honors an ac-

tive life 
  5. Employer pensions  E.   Programs that incentivize “voluntary” early re-

tirement 
  6. Retirement decision  F.   Jobs that carry people between a career job and 

full retirement, often with lower pay and fewer 
benefi ts 

  7. Bridge jobs  G.   A theory suggesting that adults, in adapting as they 
age, attempt to maintain existing self- concepts, 
relationships, and ways of doing things 

  8. Work ethic  H.   Approach suggesting we need to re-defi ne and 
organize work to include activities such as volun-
teerism and household duties 

  9. Continuity theory  I.   Departure from a career or employment in a 
 particular job 

  10. Busy ethic  J.   A set of beliefs and values that identifi es produc-
tive activity, including jobs, as virtuous 
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 11. Productive aging  K.   A reduction in benefi ts imposed by Social Secu-
rity in the past as a disincentive to working past 
retirement age 

 Monitoring and Assessing Learning 

 Multiple Choice 
 Easy and Intermediate Level 

 1 .   Which of the following conditions has contributed to the popularity of retire-
ment incentives, such as pension programs, among employers during the twen-
tieth century? 
 a .   An aging population 
 b .   Trend of people changing careers multiple times across their life course 
 c .   Large, youthful cohorts continually entering the labor force 
 d .   Declining health among the older population 

 2 .   Early retirement incentive programs, or ERIPs, were created by employers with 
the intention of: 
 a .   Increasing the size of their work force 
 b .   Decreasing the size of their work force 
 c .   Supporting the development of a contingent work force of retirees for their 

benefi t 
 d .   Helping older adults have security in retirement 

 3 .   People often face _________ and __________ which infl uence their movement 
toward retirement. 
 a .   Activity, leisure 
 b .   BFOQ, contingent jobs 
 c .   Pushes, pulls 
 d .   Disengagement, activity 

 4 .   The Social Security system had encouraged retirement by creating disincen-
tives to continued employment. A(n) _________________ was meant to create 
a penalty for work after retirement. 
 a .   Early Retirement Incentive Program 
 b .   Employer pension 
 c .   Bridge job 
 d .   Earnings test 

 5 .   By the year 2022, a worker will have to be ____ in order to retire with full Social 
Security benefi ts. 
 a .   65 
 b .   62 
 c .   67 
 d .   72 
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 6 .   Which of the following is  not  typically a factor associated with an individual’s 
decision to retire? 
 a .   Health status 
 b .   Job satisfaction 
 c .   Geographic location 
 d .   Retirement of a spouse 

 7 .   The busy ethic refers to: 
 a .   People’s tendency to continue doing the same things in late life as they did 

earlier in life 
 b .   The transformation of the American ideals of work life, industriousness, and 

self-reliance to an emphasis on an active life in retirement 
 c .   The suggestion that, in order to age “successfully,” older people should par-

ticipate in activities that involve giving back to the community 
 d .   The fact that people often retire because they are “pushed”; being “busy” 

refers only to the need to be a caregiver to a family member 

 Advanced Level 
 1 .   Which of the following social conditions set the stage for retirement as a social 

institution? 
 a .   Producing an economic surplus 
 b .   A mechanism to divert surplus to nonemployed members of society 
 c .   Culture accepting of the idea of not working for pay 
 d .   High enough life expectancy to enable a period of nonemployment after a 

suffi cient number of years in the work force 
 e .   A & B only 
 f .    All of the above 

 2 .   How has Social Security promoted the institutionalization of retirement? 
 a .   By supporting the legitimization of retirement as a stage of the life course 
 b .   By seeking to provide the full retirement income necessary for all retirees 
 c .   By providing a reliable source of income to U.S. workers after retirement 
 d .   By creating (in its early years) fi nancial disincentives to continued 

 employment 
 e .   A, B, & D only 
 f .    B, C, & D only 

 3 .   Pension programs: 
 a .   Are designed as policy tools of employers to manage the size of their labor 

pool as needed over time 
 b .   Typically are adjusted to provide fewer benefi ts to a worker if they delay 

retirement 
 c .   Have government backing to guarantee 100% coverage if a business 

closes 
 d .   Are designed to provide older people support for personal growth in 

 retirement 
 e .   A & B only 
 f .    B, C & D only 
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 4 .   Why are employee-funded and employee-directed pensions becoming 
 increasingly common? 
 a .   Businesses can limit their long-term commitment to employees by using this 

type of retirement fund. 
 b .   It supports income equality, because women and men are equally likely to 

have opportunities to contribute to this type of retirement fund. 
 c .   It supports the American ethic of individual responsibility because individu-

als “own” and are responsible for the success of their funds. 
 d .   They are less expensive for the employee in the long run. 
 e .   A & C only 
 f .    All of the above 

 5 .   Which individuals would probably have positive feelings about their retirement? 
 a .   A woman who retired out of necessity to care for her ailing husband. 
 b .   A man who retired by choice with the hope of spending more time partici-

pating in his favorite pastime, woodcarving. 
 c .   A man who retired because his health began to decline to the point that he 

was unable to continue working effectively. 
 d .   A woman who retired to spend time with her grandchildren and in the pro-

cess, help her daughter with childcare responsibilities. 
 e .   B & D only 
 f .    All of the above 

 True / False 
 For each question, choose A if the statement is True or B if the statement is False. 

 1 .   Retirement has existed for many years, but the term as it is used now focuses 
primarily on intergenerational income redistribution. 

 2 .   One reason women have not pursued early retirement like men is because their 
labor force participation is (in recent cohorts) more interrupted than those of 
males. 

 3 .   Mandatory retirement is no longer legal under any circumstances, regardless of 
occupation. 

 4 .   An increased age for full Social Security benefi ts will help most those who have 
had poorer life chances—women, minorities, and the less educated. 

 5 .   Many older workers would prefer to work part-time rather than full-time. 
 6 .   Retirement is almost always an abrupt transition, moving from full-time career 

employment to no employment. 
 7.  The “legitimization of leisure” reinforced positive attitudes about work, con-

veying that people are better off if they continue working part-time rather than 
choosing to completely retire and participate in “leisure”  activities alone. 
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 Extending and Applying Knowledge 

 Essay / Short Paper Assignments 
 In this chapter, we talked about retirement as an historically recent social phenomenon. 
Knowing that population aging will likely force a change in the current conception of 
retirement as “leisure,” how likely is it that people will continue working into their 70s 
when your cohort reaches retirement? How likely would it be that part-time work per-
sists as a natural part of the path from full employment to retirement? Describe your 
position and support it with the text and other readings. 
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 9 
 Economics and 
the Aging of Society 

 Advanced Organizer 
 egin your discussion about 
the economics of older adults 
and the changes occurring as 
a result of population aging 
by helping students explore 
the relationship between the 
resources available to people 
throughout their lives, and the 
resulting economic circum-
stances that defi ne old age. 

 Introductory Questions and Discussion 
 Lead your discussion with the following questions: 

 �  Do you plan to move in with your children or other family members when you turn 65? 85? 
Why or why not? 

 �  Where will your income come from in retirement? What might happen if you were to “out-
live” your income? 

 In previous chapters, we discussed the effect that population aging has and will have on the insti-
tution of retirement and the work force. This chapter moves forward to explore the effects of popu-
lation aging on the economy. The economic situation of an older person is determined by his/her 
 individual actions and access to opportunities across the life course, in combination with the public 
and private (i.e., pension) policies that support older people. Financial security allows for indepen-
dence in old age, a cherished American value that was not feasible for older people until relatively 
recently. However, not all older adults have discretionary income or even the fi nancial resources 
required to retire if they wish. As people age, the inequalities that existed earlier in life continue into 
old age. Help students understand the extent to which the resources that are available to older adults 
are related to the opportunities and resources that were available to them throughout their lives. 

B
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 Guiding Class Discussion 
 The idea that people are advantaged in old age as an outcome of a lifetime of opportunities, 
or alternatively, people are disadvantaged in old age as an outcome of a lack of resources 
throughout the life course, questions a basic American belief, that if you work hard, you 
will succeed. Although level of effort is partially related to certain economic outcomes in 
late life, people must have certain opportunities available to them throughout their lives to 
be “successful.” Consider what kinds of resources a person might need in order to: 

 a .  Become an Olympic athlete 
 b .  Become a university professor 
 c .  Become a custodian 
 d .  Become a nurses’ aide at a nursing home 
 e .  Become a professional musician 

 �   Action:  Have students describe each profession and the different qualifi cations 
needed for each. Help students consider the kinds of resources a person might 
need to train for each profession, that is, personality traits, family support, fi nancial 
support, social networking, equipment or facilities, education, talent, and so forth. 
After helping identify the resources needed to attain these “identities,” help stu-
dents to consider someone’s life in old age who, for instance, was a custodian their 
whole life. This individual may have been lucky enough to fi nd a job that provided 
health benefi ts, or maybe they were only able to live paycheck to paycheck, unable 
to consider further training in another profession, and unlikely to move up the 
career ladder. What would retirement look like for a person who was barely able to 
make ends meet? How about for someone who had a professional position through-
out their lives as a result of education and family support early in life? 

 Supplemental Activities 

 Additional Reading Assignment and Short Response 
 In this chapter and previous chapters, we have discussed the fact that population aging 
will require us to reconsider our existing assumptions about retirement, employment, 
and other social norms in old age. Many of the proposed changes are driven not by the 
fact that older people deserve to have more opportunities in old age, but rather the fact 
that our economy may face grave challenges if changes are not made. To some extent, 
we do not know the full ramifi cations of growing numbers of older people, but there has 
certainly been plenty of speculation about possible solutions to this “problem.” 

 One area of discussion that has been a long-standing debate is whether social poli-
cies should be awarded to people based on age or need. Although the social policies in the 
United States, in combination, provide support to some groups of people based on need 
(welfare) and others based only on age (Medicare), some people believe that such policies 
should only support those eligible on the basis of need. The following article proposes that 
Social Security and Medicare should remain policies provided to people based on age. 
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 Holstein, Martha. (1995). “The normative case: Chronological age and public 
 policy.”  Generations, 19  (3), pp. 11–14. 

 Related Questions for Students 
 �  Holstein uses dignity and solidarity as the focus of her argument. Based on this 

argument, do you agree that Social Security and Medicare should remain age-
based policies, or do you think that they should be altered in some way? Why? 

 �  Consider the current debates about Social Security. Taking into consideration 
Holstein’s argument, do you believe that Social Security should remain a social 
insurance plan, or a “safety net,” for all citizens when they reach old age? What 
are the reasons for your decision? How might this affect people in your family 
or yourself in the future? 

 Matching of Key Terms 
 1. Income maintenance systems  A.   A 1930s social movement that advocated 

granting $200 monthly to older people, 
but requiring the funds to be spent within 
30 days to stimulate the economy 

 2. Deserving poor  B.   The concern as to whether Social Security 
provides for those in need while maintain-
ing equity across groups 

 3. Age eligibility  C.   Returning a higher percentage of prior 
income to poorer   individuals and a lower 
percentage to high-earning retirees 

 4. Need eligibility  D.   Proposed change to Social Security that 
would make individuals responsible for 
managing their own contributions 

 5. Social insurance  E.   Legislation (1974) to control how pensions 
are offered and funded (e.g., employee 
vesting and company management of pen-
sion funds) 

 6. Three-legged stool  F.   A cohort who are relatively economically  
privileged as older adults, due to develop-
ment of pensions, economic booms during 
their working years, and growth in real es-
tate values during their lives 

 7. Townsend Movement  G.   The degree to which fairness exists across 
groups for Social Security benefi ts 

 8. Income redistribution  H.   Public, private, or combined systems for 
supporting the poor, ill, and elderly using 
public monies or funds generated through 
employment 

 9. Adequacy of benefi ts  I.   Rational economic planners accumulate 
assets in anticipation of need for economic 
resources after retirement 
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 10. Equity of benefi ts  J.   The preferred sources of income needed 
in retirement—Social Security, employer 
pensions, and income from assets and per-
sonal savings 

 11. Social Security Trust Fund  K.   The process whereby individuals who 
have disadvantages early in life extend 
those disadvantages forward through 
sequential life stages, often resulting in 
later-life poverty 

 12. Privatization  L.   Noncash benefi ts that contribute to income 
by reducing expenditures, such as Medicare 

 13. Vested  M.   Citizens lacking the means to support 
themselves through no fault of their own 

 14. ERISA  N.   A system that awards benefi ts to recipients 
based on resources falling below a certain 
minimum threshold 

 15. Defi ned benefi t  O.   The excess contributions that are collected 
for Social Security, set aside to draw from 
at a later time 

 16. Defi ned contribution  P.   A national income program, funded by con-
tributions from workers and employers, with 
compulsory participation, whereby benefi ts 
are intended to be a “fl oor” of income 

 17. Assets  Q.   Typically referring to the length of time of 
employment required before an employee 
becomes eligible to receive a pension 

 18. In-kind income  R.   A system that awards benefi ts when re-
cipients reach a specifi ed age or number of 
years of employment 

 19. Cumulative advantage  S.  A ll the resources people own that can be 
converted into money, including home eq-
uity, cash savings, IRAs, stocks, and bonds 

 20. Cumulative disadvantage  T.   The process whereby individuals who have 
early opportunities for success (better life 
chances) most often build on that success to 
perpetuate their advantages into later life 

 21. Economic life-cycle hypothesis  U.   A type of pension system whereby the 
employer invests and controls a company 
fund, and benefi ts are guaranteed on a 
formula based on years of work, salary, or 
 related factors 

 22. “Good times” generation  V.   A pension system where the worker, or the 
employer (or both) contribute to a fund 
held by an independent fi nancial entity 
that has growth dependent on stock and 
bond markets and belongs to the worker 
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 Monitoring and Assessing Learning 

 Multiple Choice 

 Easy and Intermediate Level 
 1 .   In 2000, approximately ____________ countries throughout the world had 

some form of retirement system in place. 
 a .   33 
 b .   55 
 c .   165 
 d .   All countries had a retirement system in place 

 2 .   Social Security was developed with the idea of a “three-legged stool.” How did 
this infl uence the creation of Social Security? 
 a .   Clearly Social Security would function as the primary income source for all 

older people. 
 b .   It encouraged employers to offer more comprehensive retirement plans. 
 c .   It encouraged older adults not to rely on Social Security, instead continuing 

to save individually for later life. 
 d .   It implied that adequate retirement income required employer pensions and 

personal savings and assets in combination with Social Security. 
 3 .   The privatization of Social Security has been a topic of debate over the last sev-

eral years. What does “privatization” refer to? 
 a .   A change in the way contributions are invested, with some portion being 

invested in stocks and bonds. 
 b .   A change in the way contributions are allocated, such that age eligibility will 

be adjusted according to increases in life expectancy. 
 c .   A change in the way contributions are obtained, whereby recipients can 

choose when they want to take control of their funds and may then invest in 
private companies. 

 d .   A change in law so that private companies can reinvest the Social Security 
trust fund surplus. 

 4 .   A retirement income system that is controlled by an employer, where benefi t 
amounts are guaranteed and based on number of years worked and salary, is 
called a(n) ___________ system. 
 a .   Social insurance 
 b .   Vested 
 c .   Defi ned contribution 
 d .   Defi ned benefi t 

 5 .   “In-kind” benefi ts refers to: 
 a .   Welfare, or SSI benefi ts 
 b .   Benefi ts given to a surviving spouse 
 c .   Noncash benefi ts that support income adequacy by reducing expendi-

tures 
 d .   Benefi ts derived from nonprofi t companies who supply goods and services 

to the needy 
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 6 .   If a person adapted perfectly to the life-cycle hypothesis, what level of resources 
would they end up with at the time of their death? 
 a .   A moderate amount that could be passed down to their children or other 

family members. 
 b .   A large amount to guarantee that they didn’t run out of money ever. 
 c .   Nothing beyond funeral expenses. 
 d .   They would have enough to pay for their maximum possible life span. 

 Advanced Level 
 1 .   Income maintenance systems typically refer to: 

 a .   Public systems that provide support based on public monies generated 
through employment 

 b .   Private systems that provide support based on funds generated through em-
ployment 

 c .   A combination of both public and private systems 
 d .   In-kind benefi ts or services 
 e .   A & D only 
 f .    A, B, & D only 

 2 .   Most income maintenance/retirement systems throughout the world have the 
following traits: 
 a .   Compulsory participation 
 b .   Contributions from employers 
 c .   Benefi ts related to earnings or length of employment 
 d .   Contributions from workers 
 e .   A, B, & D only 
 f .    All of the above 

 3 .   The fundamental premise of the Social Security program is that of a social in-
surance program. This means that: 
 a .   Society shares the risk of individuals growing economically dependent 

through old age or disability 
 b .   Individuals are primarily responsible for preparing for economic depen-

dence in old age; Social Security is a last resort if other methods of support 
are inaccessible 

 c .   All people benefi t equally from Social Security 
 d .   Everyone contributes the same proportion of their income 
 e .   B & C only 
 f .    A & D only 

 4 .   Defi ned contribution pensions are becoming increasingly popular among em-
ployers. With this type of pension: 
 a .   An employee invests untaxed monies in a private company and the employer 

determines the amount of the benefi t 
 b .   A worker, employer, or both contribute to a fund held by an independent 

fi nancial entity 
 c .   The money belongs to the worker and is subject to stock and bond markets 

to determine benefi t amounts 
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 d .   The worker has control over investment choices and accepts the risks associ-
ated with such choices 

 e .   A & B only 
 f .    B, C, & D only 

 5 .   Declaring that rate of poverty among older people is relatively low may send the 
message that most/all older adults are economically secure. This is misleading 
because: 
 a .   In-kind benefi ts are often counted as “income,” making many older people 

who are seriously ill appear relatively well off. 
 b .   The poverty rate is not a measure of how many resources individuals have 

but of how many of them live in an untenable fi nancial situation .
 c .   People over the age of 65 have a lower poverty threshold (income level that 

marks “in poverty”) than people under 65. 
 d .   Certain groups of older people are at a much higher risk of becoming impov-

erished in old age than others .
 e .   A & C only 
 f .    All of the above 

 True / False 
 For each question, choose A if the statement is True or B if the statement is False. 

 1 .   Government-run Social Security systems are now the major source of income 
for the majority of elderly in all capitalist democracies. 

 2 .   Public/private pension systems based in employment increase the likelihood that 
governments will experience upheavals from masses of disenfranchised persons. 

 3 .   Social Security has not signifi cantly reduced poverty among the elderly in the 
United States. 

 4 .   In general, Social Security receives considerable public support in opinion 
polls. 

 5 .   The “three-legged stool” of income maintenance for older people is achieved by 
a majority of older adults today. 

 6 .   Private pension programs mostly reward high achievers. 

 Extending and Applying Knowledge 

 Essay / Short Paper Assignments 
 It has been proposed that Social Security may not be able to continue funding 100  percent 
of recipient entitlements in the future without restructuring the program. According to 
the text, what are some of the ways people have proposed changing the program? Which 
changes do you think would be most effective? What do you think the purpose of Social 
Security should be? Support your answers with information from the text. 
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 10 
 Aging and the Health 
of Individuals 

 Advanced Organizer 
 o introduce students to health 
issues  facing older adults and 
the implications for society, 
help students consider the ex-
tent to which health outcomes 
are related to both individual 
choices and social forces. 

 Introductory Questions and Discussion 
 Lead your class discussion with the fol-
lowing questions: 

 �  Do you exercise regularly? If you do, why? If not, what factors keep you from exercising? 
 �  When you were a child, did your parents take you to the doctor when you were sick? Did 

you have health insurance? 

 In previous chapters, we explored the relationship between social forces and individual actions 
and behaviors as they affect outcomes in old age. Although this chapter specifi cally explores the 
health status of older people, it integrates ideas from these earlier chapters. Health advantages and 
disadvantages accumulate over a lifetime and are strongly related to level of education, income, and 
access to health care. Complicating the inequalities posed by unequal access to health resources is a 
shift in the culture within the United States, from a sense of collective responsibility for the well-
being of citizens, and older people in particular, to an increasing focus on individual responsibility. 
The Social Security debates discussed in the previous chapter clarify this position, but it is also an 
increasingly prevalent view of health outcomes in old age as well. Although the framework of “suc-
cessful aging” recognizes social structural infl uences, the salient message is that health outcomes are 
predominantly the result of individual actions and behaviors. This view obviously contrasts with the 
noted relationship between resources and health outcomes and may stigmatize people who have poor 
health in old age as a result of other disadvantages across their life course. Help students  consider the 
extent to which health outcomes refl ect the resources available to support positive health outcomes 

T
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in old age by leading them to explore the barriers that keep  disadvantaged individuals 
from reaping the benefi ts of improving health practices. 

 Guiding Class Discussion 
 In previous chapters we explored some of the implications of population aging and 
the extension of life expectancy. Some of these outcomes are a result of “heroic mea-
sures” taken by doctors to extend length of life, but most are due to changes in lifestyle 
and  better health practices overall. However, not all people benefi t equally from these 
 improvements. Who would be the least likely to benefi t from these changes? Why? 

 �   Action:  Help students consider the complex relationship between poverty and 
health. The main factors that infl uence good health in old age relate to access 
to health care and prenatal care, access to good nutrition, and access to health 
practices such as exercise across the life course. For people without the money 
to buy high quality food, the time or knowledge of health practices, or health 
insurance, it is unlikely that they will benefi t from improvements in health care 
and medical practices. Although purchasing certain foods, exercising, or seeing 
a doctor is a “choice,” having the resources to make certain decisions is a prereq-
uisite, with the foremost resource being income. 

 Supplemental Activities 

 Web Activity 
 Help students explore the kinds of health issues facing older adults by going to the Na-
tional Institute of Health Senior Health information Web site: http://nihseniorhealth.
gov/listoftopics.html. Prior to coming to class, have students examine the list of health 
disorders identifi ed on this Web site that face older adults—including Alzheimer’s Dis-
ease, arthritis, balance problems, and so forth. Have students choose one health category 
and summarize it based on the following criteria—defi nition, causes and risk factors, 
symptoms and diagnosis, treatments and research, and any other important informa-
tion. Choose fi ve or six of the topics listed on the Web site and have students describe 
what they discovered about that disease or health problem. This exercise will expose 
students to the kind of research being done on health issues facing older adults and help 
them consider the implications of living with certain chronic health conditions. 

 Matching of Key Terms 
  1. Successful aging  A.   A term used to evaluate an older persons’ abil-

ity to get through the day by asking about what 
 activities of daily life they are able to perform, 
how diffi cult a given activity is for them, and 
whether the help of another person is needed 
to accomplish a given task 

http://nihseniorhealth.gov/listoftopics.html
http://nihseniorhealth.gov/listoftopics.html
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  2. Chronic conditions  B.   Focus on the diagnosis and treatment of dis-
ease, rather than a more holistic perspective 
on the physical, psychological, and social 
 dimensions of health and wellness 

  3. Prevalence rates  C.   When a person experiences a sense of loss but 
does not have a socially acknowledged role 
or relationship with the deceased and their 
“rights” to grief are not recognized 

  4. Functional ability or limitation  D.   Memory loss, confusion, disorientation, and 
loss of ability to care for oneself 

  5. Self-assessed (self-rated)   E.   The avoidance of disease and disability,
   health status     engagement with life, and high cognitive and 

physical function 
  6. Death/mortality rates  F.   The proportion of a given group that has a 

certain condition or diagnosis 
  7. Disenfranchised grief  G.   A type of care for a dying person that empha-

sizes care, not cure, using liberal pain manage-
ment to keep the person comfortable 

  8. Hospice  H.   A subjective measure of the health of the older 
population whereby people are asked to rate 
their own health as excellent, very good, good, 
fair, or poor 

  9. Cognitive impairment  I.   The presence of disability 
  10. Dementia  J.   Health problems that last for an extended 

 period of time and are not easily or quickly 
resolved 

  11. Medical model  K.   The absence of disease 
  12. Morbidity  L.   The loss of mental capacity for higher-level 

mental functioning 
  13. Health  M.   The number of people per 100,000 in a par-

ticular group that died in a particular year 

 Monitoring and Assessing Learning 

 Multiple Choice 
 Easy and Intermediate Level 

 1 .   ______________ refers to health problems that last for an extended period of 
time. 
 a .   Prevalance 
 b .   Incidence 
 c .   Chronic conditions 
 d .   Functional ability 
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 2 .   Choose which one is false. Health is the product of ___________. 
 a .   Genetics 
 b .   Life-style choices 
 c .   Social characteristics 
 d .   Employment status 

 3 .   Which of the following is true about older adults’ self-assessment of health? 
 a .   The majority of older people rate their health as excellent, very good, or 

good. 
 b .   The majority of older people have the same expectations about their health 

in old age as they did when they were young. 
 c .   Older people assess their health by comparing their health with that of 

younger people. 
 d .   Blacks and Hispanics rate their health more highly than do whites. 

 4 .   Which of the following is not a reason proposed to cause women to live longer 
than men? 
 a .   Men have more risky behaviors than women. 
 b .   There is evidence that estrogen has protective effects. 
 c .   Women have more frequent contact with health care providers and are diag-

nosed sooner than men for many health conditions. 
 d .   Men have a tendency to experience more stress than women. 

 5 .   What is the main source of health and mortality differentials among blacks and 
whites? 
 a .   Blacks are more likely to be poor and therefore lack access to preventive 

health care and prenatal care. 
 b .   Blacks have a genetic propensity for diabetes, the leading cause of disability 

and death among blacks in old age. 
 c .   Blacks are less likely to exercise than whites. 
 d .   Whites are more likely to work in hazardous jobs. 

 Advanced Level 
 1 .   A person who “successfully” aged is said to be someone who: 

 a .   Avoided disease and disability 
 b .   Continued to remain actively engaged in life in old age 
 c .   Had high physical and cognitive function in old age 
 d .   Participated in some form of lifelong learning 
 e .   A, B, & C only 
 f .    All of the above 

 2 .   Normal physical changes that accompany aging include: 
 a .   Memory loss/cognitive impairments 
 b .   Reduction in collagen 
 c .   Decreased elasticity of veins and arteries 
 d .   Heart disease 
 e .   B & C only 
 f .    All of the above 

 3 .   What do “activities of daily living” and “instrumental activities of daily living” 
assess? 
 a .   Functional ability 
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 b .   Level of disability 
 c .   Eligibility for certain services 
 d .   Health status 
 e .   A & B only 
 f .    All of the above 

 4 .   Which of the following are accurate statements about mortality differentials 
among older people? 
 a .   Women have higher mortality rates for cerebrovascular disease and Al-

zheimer’s disease than men. 
 b .   Men have higher mortality rates for heart disease than women. 
 c .   Blacks have higher mortality rates than whites. 
 d .   Whites have higher mortality rates than Hispanics. 
 e .   A & C only 
 f .    All of the above 

 5 .   Which of the following describe the mental health of older adults? 
 a .   Having a functional limitation in physical health is the strongest predictor of 

having major depression. 
 b .   Blacks and Hispanics have lower rates of depression than whites. 
 c .   The lower an individual’s level of education, the more likely it is that they 

will have depression. 
 d .   Nursing home residents have a higher incidence of depression than com-

munity dwelling older adults. 
 e .   A, C, & D only 
 f .    All of the above 

 True / False 
 For each question, choose A if the statement is True or B if the statement is False. 

 1 .   Age is a strong predictor of health problems. 
 2 .   Chronic conditions become more common with age. 
 3 .   Self-assessed health is strongly associated with objective health status performed 

by physicians. 
 4 .   About 80% of people die in their home. 
 5 .   Education is linked to social advantage, especially economic advantage, which in 

turn, results in physical and mental health advantages. 

 Extending and Applying Knowledge 

 Essay / Short Paper Assignments 
 There has been increasing emphasis on the role of individual choice and behavior on 
health, often without consideration for the other social forces shaping health outcomes 
in old age. How might you respond to someone who suggested that if you are unhealthy 
in old age, it is your own fault? Use the text to support your answer. 
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 Aging and the Health Care 
System 

 Advanced Organizer 
 o introduce the health care 
system that is available for 
older adults, begin by helping 
students make the connection 
 between their own health and 
the health care  system. 

 Introductory Questions and Discussion 
 Lead your discussion with the following 
questions: 

 �  Do you think of yourself as healthy? What makes you healthy or unhealthy? 
 � Do you ever consider what your health will be like when you are old? 
 � Do you make health decisions today taking into consideration how your body will age? 

 In the previous chapter, we examined health as an outcome of individual choices and behaviors 
as well as social structural forces. In this chapter, we are looking at the health care system as a whole, 
the ideology that drives it, and its components. In extending the principles of cumulative advantage 
and disadvantage, this chapter critically examines our current health care system with an eye toward 
the stratifi cation of the population. The United States has the best health care in the world accessible 
for some people, and the worst, for those people who cannot take advantage of the major medical 
advances that are not available to a large proportion of the population. In its current form, our health 
care system provides care to people over the age of 65 and those who have extremely low incomes. 
Many Americans, over 40 million, do not have any form of health insurance. Help students explore 
the repercussions and the different ideologies that shape our health care system such that health in-
surance and even health itself is a commodity, available for some individuals in our society and not 
others. 

T
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 Guiding Group Activity: Testimony 
 In Chapter 8, we talked about the extent to which retirement is a right or a privilege. 
This chapter takes into consideration some of the same issues; the same people who have 
the resources that allow them to retire are often the ones who have health resources in 
old age, often a result of having access to health care throughout their lives. However, 
certain groups of people in our society are automatically awarded health insurance, those 
over the age of 65 and those who are extremely poor. Unlike Social Security, Medicare 
and Medicaid provide support to people based on need rather than past contributions 
to society. Although we view the poor and the old people in our society as deserving 
of access to health care, we don’t have the same attitude toward the remainder of the 
population. Lack of access to health care throughout life, particularly early in life, has far 
reaching effects. Although older adults have access to health care, the repercussions that 
result from lacking access to health care over the life course may promote health prob-
lems and disabilities in old age, placing an increasing burden on Medicare and Medicaid 
and family caregivers. With this in mind, do you think that health care should be a right 
for all citizens, should stay the same, or should be a privilege, available only to people 
who can afford it (or work for it)? 

 �   Action:  Help students consider these three different options and the challenges 
associated with each. Divide students equally into three groups. Assign each 
group the position of (a) keeping the health care system as it is, (b) changing it 
so that health care becomes a right of citizenship, or (c) getting rid of all govern-
ment supported health care such that health care is a privilege to all members of 
society. Have each group spend 10–15 minutes creating a case as to why their 
position is the best decision. Have each group choose one person to provide a 
fi ve-minute “testimony” representing their constituents in front of “congress” 
as to why the health care system should change (or remain the same). After the 
presentations, have students discuss the different aspects of each position and 
the complexity of each position. Help students consider the extent to which ide-
ologies are imposed on the creation of programs such as Medicare and Medicaid 
and the alignment (or lack of alignment) with American ideals of individualism 
and self-responsibility. This exercise will help prepare students for understand-
ing the fragmentation of the current health care and long-term care systems, 
as well as prepare them for the following chapter, which explores the political 
system and the role that the government has on the lives of older people. 

 Supplemental Activity 

 Web Activity 
 There are many organizations that provide helpful information and advice about long-
term care issues facing older adults. One particular organization dedicated to helping in-
form and guide people as they navigate the complex long-term care system and cope with 
the challenges of caring for older family members is the National Center on  Caregiving 
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(NCC). One component of the NCC is the Family Caregiver Alliance (FCA), which 
provides information, education, services, research, and advocacy for caregivers as they 
explore the options available for their family members, including nursing home, assisted 
living, and care provided in homes and communities. 

 �   Activity:  Have students assemble into fi ve different groups. For each group, 
assign a focus area—information, education, services, research, or advocacy—
from the FGA Web site. Have each group bring a summary of their topic to 
present to the class, discussing the kinds of challenges that face older adults and 
their families when an older family member needs care. Help students explore 
the diffi cult decisions that have to be made when families are faced with caring 
for frail family members who need extra assistance, and help students explore 
the complex, fragmented system that is available to support older adults and 
their families. Summarize the presentations from each group by addressing the 
following: 

 a .   The long-term care options available to older adults and their families and the 
costs and/or benefi ts to individuals for each option (remember that caregiving 
often results in benefi ts to the caregivers and those for whom care is being pro-
vided) 

 b .   The public policy initiatives that support the needs of both older adults and 
their families (and the ideologies that helped form them) 

 c .   Specifi c research that describes current and future needs of the aging popula-
tion, including the implications for family members 

 Matching of Key Terms 
  1. Fee-for-service (FFS)  A.   The process of legitimating medical control 

over an area of life, typically by asserting the 
primacy of a medical interpretation of that 
are a

  2. Prospective payment system  B.   A term used to describe gap-fi ller insurance 
policies 

  3. Medical model  C.   An approach that emphasizes a multidis-
ciplinary and holistic view of health care, 
acknowledging that complex problems of 
health and illness are inherently multidimen-
sional in nature 

  4. Health  D.   A Medicaid program that allows states to 
waive certain restrictions that typically apply 
to the delivery of services; specifi cally home 
and community-based care rather than insti-
tution-based (nursing home) care 

  5. Mind-body dualism  E.   A model of health and health care that fo-
cuses heavily on the diagnosis and treatment 
of disease within specifi c systems of the 
human body 
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  6. Reductionism  F.   Referring to the costs of health care paid for 
by individuals 

  7. “Doctrine of Specifi c Etiology”  G.   The process whereby a primary care physi-
cian coordinates the care a client will receive, 
providing some of that care directly and se-
lectively authorizing additional services 

  8. Medicalization  H.   A system of care whereby doctors,  hospitals, 
and other health care providers are reim-
bursed for all of the services they provide 
and the more they do, the more they are re-
imbursed 

  9. Biopsychosocial model  I.   Focusing on a specifi c cause for disease and 
ignoring contextual factors such as nutrition 
and stress 

 10. Geriatricians  J.   A type of health care that is a fee-for-service 
plan for which health care decisions are made 
by physicians and the insurer is billed for the 
diagnostic procedures, preventive or main-
tenance services, and treatments; fi nancing 
and decisions about the delivery of health 
care are kept separate 

 11. Political economy of aging  K.   The absence of disease 
 12. Out-of-pocket  L.   The social construction of catastrophe by 

suggesting that an increasing aging popula-
tion will place unbearable demands on the 
health care system 

 13. Gap-fi ller insurance  M.   A type of managed care whereby the orga-
nization receives a predetermined monthly 
amount to provide the care required for an 
older person regardless of whether or not 
services are rendered 

 14. Medigap  N.   A system of care whereby the standards are 
set ahead of time, determining what costs 
will be reimbursed for the treatment of a 
given condition 

 15. Medicaid waiver programs  O.   A type of community-based care whereby 
consumers can choose and hire their own 
workers, decide how and when services will 
be delivered, and provide feedback about 
how well the services are working 

 16. Managed care  P.   A type of long-term care whereby housing 
and service options are combined and offered 
on a single “campus” with independent liv-
ing, assisted living, and nursing home care 

 17. Health Maintenance   Q.   A critical perspective that draws attention 
   Organization (HMO)   to the ways in which economic and political 

forces shape the policies, services, and expe-
riences of our aging population 
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 18. Gatekeeping  R.   A type of long-term care that focuses atten-
tion on providing privacy, autonomy, and 
personal attention within a setting where 
services to support activities of daily living 
are also available 

 19. Quality review  S.   The tendency to reduce any illness to a disor-
der of the physiological systems of the body 
of the affl icted individual 

 20. Long-term care  T.   A process that monitors the adequacy of care 
provided under an HMO including information 
from client satisfaction surveys, complaints, and 
data on the health outcomes for clients 

 21. Assisted living  U.   Private insurance policies, designed to cover 
the charges not covered by Medicare 

 22. Consumer direction  V.   The assumption that there is a clear sepa-
ration between physical functioning and 
 psychological, spiritual, behavioral, and 
emotional dimensions of the person 

 23. CCRC  W.   The system of services provided to assist 
people with long-term medical problems and 
limitations in their ability to complete the 
tasks of everyday life 

 24. Apocalyptic demography  X.   Physicians who take additional training in 
caring for the health needs of older people 

 Monitoring and Assessing Learning 

 Multiple Choice 
 Easy and Intermediate Level 

 1 .   The “medical model” typically refers to: 
 a .   HMOs 
 b .   A view of health and health care that focuses heavily on diagnosis and treat-

ment of disease 
 c .   A view of health and health care that rejects mind-body dualism 
 d .   The relationship between health and social policy 

 2 .   _______________ assumes that there is a separation between the physical, psy-
chological, spiritual, behavioral, and emotional dimensions of a person. 
 a .   The medical model 
 b .   Rationalization 
 c .   Mind-body dualism 
 d .   The doctrine of “specifi c etiology” 

 3 .   Which of the following is  not  an assumption that shapes the medical model? 
 a .   Mind-body dualism 
 b .   The tendency to reduce an illness to a disorder of the physiological systems 

of the body 
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 c .   The tendency to search for a specifi c cause for disease 
 d .   The tendency to emphasize multidisciplinary and holistic views of health 

care 
 4 .   _____________ is a kind of medical “insurance” that is provided to all  Americans 

aged 65 and older. 
 a .   Medicaid 
 b .   Medicare 
 c .   Medigap 
 d .   Managed care 

 5 .   ____________ is/are an example of managed care. 
 a .   Medicaid 
 b .   A Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) 
 c .   Nursing homes 
 d .   Consumer direction 

 6 .   Which of the following is  not  an example of long-term care? 
 a .   Nursing home 
 b .   CCRC 
 c .   Regular doctor visits 
 d .   Adult day services 

 7 .   _____________ is/are a type of long-term care that offers a range of housing 
and service options in a single location. 
 a .   Assisted living communities 
 b .   Independent living communities 
 c .   Continuing care retirement communities 
 d .   Cash and counseling 

 Advanced Level 
 1 .   According to McKinlay and McKinlay, ___________________________ 

played a more signifi cant role in improving the health of the American popula-
tion than did medical measures for treatment or prevention of disease. 
 a .   improved nutrition 
 b .   dental care 
 c .   a rise in real income 
 d .   improved sanitation 
 e .   A, B, & D only 
 f .   All of the above 

 2 .   Which of the following is/are true about “fee-for-service” systems of care? 
 a .   Medical professionals are reimbursed for all of the services they provide. 
 b .   The more services that are provided, the more the medical professionals are 

reimbursed. 
 c .   Standards are set ahead of time that determine the costs that will be reim-

bursed for treatment of a given condition. 
 d .   Providers are discouraged from delivering costly services, only the essen-

tials. 
 e .   A & B only 
 f .   All of the above 
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 3 .   Which of the following is/are true about Medicare? 
 a .   It provides nearly universal access to hospital care. 
 b .   It has increased access to high-quality medical care. 
 c .   It provides complete health coverage to older people without additional out-

of-pocket costs. 
 d .   It covers predominantly acute care rather than long-term care. 
 e .   A, B, & D only 
 f .    B, C, & D only 

 4 .   Which of the following is/are true about Medicare Part D? 
 a .   It provides increasing coverage of prescription drugs the higher a person’s 

expenses are. 
 b .   It has a relatively straight forward and easy to understand enrollment pro-

cess. 
 c .   Most older adults enrolled into the program within the fi rst year it was of-

fered. 
 d .   It seeks to help older adults manage one of the fastest growing, most expen-

sive components of health care. 
 e .   A & D only 
 f .    All of the above 

 5 .   Which of the following is/are true about Medicaid? 
 a .   Medicaid was created as the primary health insurance program for low-

income individuals and families. 
 b .   Medicaid benefi ts for older people are spent primarily on long-term care in 

nursing homes. 
 c .   Medicaid now has programs that support delivery of home and community-

based care. 
 d .   Medicaid is jointly funded by states and the federal government. 
 e .   A & C only 
 f .   All of the above 

 6 .   Which of the following is/are true about nursing homes? 
 a .   Nursing homes are highly regulated and strictly controlled by states, which 

monitor compliance with state and federal guidelines. 
 b .   Today, nursing home care is used only by seriously ill or demented older 

adults and disabled people of all ages. 
 c .   Although nursing homes provide care to long-stay sickly and highly im-

paired individuals, few people actually die in a nursing home. 
 d .   The vast majority of nursing home care is paid for by Medicare. 
 e .   A & B only 
 f .   All of the above 

 True / False 
 For each question, choose A if the statement is True or B if the statement is False. 

 1 .   Across the country, there are an abundance of geriatricians, trained in prepara-
tion for the aging baby boomers. 
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 2 .   The United States spends more on health care than any other country in the 
world. 

 3 .   For older adults, variations in health status are at least partly attributable to 
lifelong differential access to health care. 

 4 .   In a managed care organization, treatments from the physician and fi nancing 
are separate such that physicians make decisions about health care needs and an 
insurer is billed for diagnostic procedures. 

 5 .   Long-term care is focused on managing chronic health conditions. 
 6 .   Family caregiving is uncommon in the United States, with only a small fraction 

of Americans participating in supporting this form of long-term care. 
 7 .   Consumer direction is a form of community-based care whereby consumers are 

more involved in deciding how and when services are provided. 

 Extending and Applying Knowledge 

 Essay / Short Paper Assignments 
 As noted in the text, “at most 3.5 percent of the total decline in mortality since 1900 
could be ascribed to medical measures.” In considering the rising cost of medical care 
and the increasing cost of prescription drugs, do you agree with Callahan that medical 
care should be rationed? If you agree with Callahan, describe why you believe this would 
be a good approach. If you disagree with Callahan, describe why you disagree. 



 12 
 Politics, Government, 
and the Welfare State 

 Advanced Organizer 
 egin the discussion about 
 politics and the place of the 
older population in the politi-
cal system by helping students 
consider the extent to which 
we plan our future based on 
the social policies we expect to 
support us in old age. 

 Introductory Questions and Discussion 
 Lead your discussion with the following 
questions: 

 �  Thinking back to Chapter 8 (on retirement) and Chapter 11 (on the health care system), 
how much will your decision about your future retirement be infl uenced by the social poli-
cies and programs (i.e., Medicare and Social Security) that you expect to support you? 

 �  Would you retire if you knew that by ceasing employment, you would forfeit your health 
insurance and that your only income would be your life savings? 

 There is an extensive network of programs and policies in place to address issues that have 
historically been problematic to the older population (health, housing, income, etc.). The ideologies 
that infl uence the creation, funding, and changes in these policies refl ect changing demographics 
and changing social and economic needs within our society. For example, as discussed in Chapter 8, 
certain policies were initially created to encourage older people to leave the work force. These poli-
cies have been changed to alter their effect in the direction of keeping older people in the work force 
longer. One debate that has continued since the introduction of Medicare is the extent to which 
social policies should support older people based on need, or if age is a suffi cient criteria for receipt 
of social support. Help students explore this topic by examining the way this debate has changed as 
segments of the older population have become increasingly healthy and fi nancially secure. 

B
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 Guiding Class Discussion 
 Need entitlement is a system of providing benefi ts or services to people who have a 
low income, are in poor health, or have inadequate housing. Age entitlement awards 
benefi ts to people based solely on age, regardless of need. When many of the age-based 
social policies were implemented, like Medicare, many more older adults were poor 
and frail than is the case today. Therefore, if you were old, it was expected that you 
were also needy. The fact that a substantial proportion of the older population has 
become increasingly healthy and fi nancially secure in recent years suggests that the 
programs that are in place may have helped improve their circumstances. At the same 
time, it is evident that older people are increasingly diverse, some well off, others 
 extremely poor and frail; age is no longer a clear proxy for need as it once was. This 
success has resulted in a re-examination of the purpose behind age-based policies, 
with some people suggesting that programs should be changed so that they are need-
based rather than age-based. Particularly with the growing number of older people 
who are supported by these policies, need-based programs would generally cost less 
because fewer people would qualify. 

 Do you think that our current age-based social policies and programs should 
 continue, or should policies be redefi ned to support those in need regardless of age? 

 �   Action:  Lead a class discussion about the benefi ts of age-based policies and 
need-based policies. Have students identify the relationship between the 
 current status of older people and existing social policies—that is, the ideas be-
hind the “aging enterprise” suggest that even though age-based programs were 
 developed to support older adults, they are also invested in keeping older people 
dependent on certain programs. Help students recognize that implementation 
of social policies is more than simply doling out money, that much of the chal-
lenge relates to the way programs are administered. For example, if programs 
became need-based, then the administrative costs to make sure only those who 
qualify were benefi ting from the program would be extremely high. This is in 
opposition to age-based policies, qualifying is as easy as proving your age. Help 
students realize the complex compromises that are needed when determining 
what the role of the government is in the lives of the people and which people 
are deserving of support. 

 Supplemental Activities 

 Critical Response 
 In response to the introductory discussion, have students refer back to the article used 
in Chapter 9: 

 �  Holstein, Martha. (1995). “The normative case: Chronological age and public 
policy .” Generations, 19  (3). 
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 In Chapter 9, we talked about whether or not Social Security should continue to 
function as a kind of social insurance. As Holstein describes, one option for changing 
Social Security might be to make it a need-based rather than an age-based social policy. 
Taking into consideration the previous class discussion about the role of social policies 
and the class discussion for this chapter regarding the age versus need debate, have 
students describe whether they agree or disagree with Martha Holstein’s view that age 
should remain the basis for awarding social support in old age. You may choose to have 
a follow-up class discussion, or have students write a short response, reacting to each 
aspect of the Social Security debate. With either approach, have students answer the 
following questions: 

 Related Questions for Students 

 �  Do you agree with Holstein’s case that age should supersede need in the policy 
debate? 

 �  If you agree, describe the reasons why you are convinced that this is the right ap-
proach. If you disagree, describe why you disagree, and provide an appropriate 
alternative. 

 Matching of Key Terms 
  1. Compassionate ageism  A.   Political beliefs that focused on government 

programs as the solution to addressing prob-
lems of old age 

  2. Old-age welfare state  B.   The idea that people become more politically 
conservative as they age 

  3. Older Americans Act (OAA)  C.   The view that problems of old age should be 
solved by individuals, with the role of gov-
ernment minimal 

  4. The aging enterprise  D.   An implicit threat to churn up major politi-
cal support for or against a candidate or pro-
posal, pressuring legislators or policymakers 
for changes in a desired direction 

  5. Liberal agenda  E.   An array of programs, services, and agencies 
at state and federal levels designed to address 
the serious problems presumed to be com-
mon in the older adult population 

  6. Conservative agenda  F.   The suggestion that we divide the population 
into strata (or layers), which are ranked hier-
archically based on age 

  7. Civic development hypothesis  G.   The programs, organizations, bureaucracies, 
interest groups, trade associations, providers, 
industries, and professionals that serve the 
older population in one capacity or another 

  8. Age identifi cation  H.   Formal or informal groups that are able to 
build policy and sway public opinion 

  9. Gerontocracy  I.   Individuals labeling themselves as part of an 
age group or generation 
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 10. Aging-conservatism hypothesis  J.   The growing percentage of the federal bud-
get each year allocated to entitlements for the 
older population 

 11. Power elites  K.   The stereotype of older people as poor, 
lonely, neglected, in ill health, and inad-
equately housed that was the foundation for 
old age policies 

 12. Electoral bluff  L.   A society ruled by the elderly 
 13. Intergenerational confl ict  M.   Referring to the movement of an individual 

between levels of the stratifi cation system 
 14. Graying of the federal budget  N.   The suggestion that young people are nei-

ther well socialized into the political process 
nor do they have the strong connections with 
family, community, and employment that 
foster voting among more mature adults 

 15. Age stratifi cation  O.   Political confl ict between generations 
 16. Social mobility  P.   Legislation that mandated a wide array of 

programs intended to deal with a compre-
hensive list of issues facing older adults (e.g., 
employment, long-term care, housing, etc.) 
to care for older adults with  dependencies 

 Monitoring and Assessing Learning 

 Multiple Choice 
 Easy and Intermediate Level 

 1 .   “Compassionate ageism” refers to: 
 a .   The view that all older adults are deserving and needy, which is supported 

by public policies that reinforce this stereotype 
 b .   The view projected by senior centers that older people should be segregated 

from the rest of society 
 c .   The phenomenon of people over the age of 65 dissociating themselves from 

the term “older adult” 
 d .   The stereotype that people become increasingly conservative as they age 

 2 .   Which of the following is  false  about the Older Americans Act? 
 a .   It was designed to be the focal point of federal policy on aging. 
 b .   It established the Administration on Aging as part of the Department of 

Defense. 
 c .   It mandated a wide array of programs intended to deal with a comprehensive 

list of issues facing older adults. 
 d .   It was initially directed to assist all Americans aged 60+. 

 3 .   If our country was a “gerontocracy,” what might that mean? 
 a .   That our country has a high proportion of nursing homes. 
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 b .   That our country values taking care of our elders, promoting traditional 
family values. 

 c .   That our country is dominated by older people who are in positions of power 
and authority in the political and economic realms. 

 d .   That our country values the wisdom, experiences, and abilities of older adults. 
 4 .   Which of the following is  false  about party affi liation among older adults? 

 a .   People are more likely to vote for conservative ideas and candidates as they 
get older. 

 b .   Party affi liation does not change systematically with aging. 
 c .   Both family socialization toward political parties and the effects of major 

events are more potent forces in shaping political affi liation than age. 
 d .   Stability of party affi liation increases slowly with age through most of 

 adulthood until the oldest ages. 
 5 .   The debate between different cohorts or generations associated with distribu-

tion of government resources is known as ____________________. 
 a .   Electoral bluff 
 b .   Power elitism 
 c .   Generational equity 
 d .   Intergenerational confl ict 

 6 .   The “graying of the federal budget” refers to: 
 a .   The fact that the federal budget is creating ever expanding defi cits over time, 

placing funding of programs for older adults at risk 
 b .   The fact that the federal budget is systematically cutting funds supporting 

older adults because of the success of policies, which means such help is no 
longer necessary 

 c .   The fact that the federal budget is converting the Social Security surplus 
into government bonds and using them to support other programs 

 d .   The fact that a growing percentage of the federal budget is being allocated to 
age-based entitlements each year 

 Advanced Level 
 1 .   The old-age welfare state includes: 

 a .   Programs, services, and agencies that grew from policies approved out of the 
belief that older people deserve public support 

 b .   The view that problems appearing in old age should be solved by individuals 
with minimal interference from the government 

 c .   A fragmented network of programs and policies designed to address serious 
problems presumed to be common in the older population 

 d .   The formal and informal groups that build policy and sway public opinion 
toward the belief that older people should have public support 

 e .   A & C only 
 f .    B & D only 

 2 .   Which of the following were goals of the Older Americans Act? 
 a .   Continuous and dynamic identifi cation of needs of older persons 
 b .   Creation and exemplifi cation of strategies, programs, and services for meet-

ing the needs of older adults 
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 c .   Provision of tangible and intangible help to older adults 
 d .   Development of a nationwide infrastructure for helping older persons 
 e .   A, B, & C only 
 f .    All of the above 

 3 .   According to Carol Estes’s description of “the aging enterprise,” what are some 
of the problems associated with the institutionalization of age-based govern-
mental programs? 
 a .   Organizations have a vested interest in sustaining the dependency of the 

older population. 
 b .   Age segregated policies that support this network are stigmatizing and iso-

late older people from the rest of society. 
 c .   Programs designed to support the older population reinforce stereotypic 

views of older people. 
 d .   Aging programs have become a burden on the economy such that older peo-

ple are viewed as a drain, or “greedy geezers.” 
 e .   A, B, & C only 
 f .    All of the above 

 4 .   Which of the following statements is/are true about political values and aging? 
 a .   Older adults have high voting rates and membership in advocacy organiza-

tions. 
 b .   Individuals from higher socioeconomic status backgrounds tend to vote 

more regularly than their less advantaged counterparts. 
 c .   Age infl uences some attitudes more than others, and age differences, where 

they exist, are moderate in size. 
 d .   People become more politically conservative as they age. 
 e .   A, B, & C only 
 f .    All of the above 

 5 .   Which of the following is/are described by age stratifi cation theory? 
 a .   Age is used to cluster groups of people together and to differentiate among 

people on the basis of the age stratum to which they belong. 
 b .   Age is used as a hierarchical measure of socioeconomic status. 
 c .   Chronological age is linearly related to social power such that, from the time 

people are born to the time people die, they gain increasing amounts of social 
power. 

 d .   Social mobility between age strata is possible if you take into consideration 
the extent to which we can associate ourselves with other age groups. 

 e .   A, B, & D only 
 f .    All of the above 

 True / False 
 For each question, choose A if the statement is True or B if the statement is False. 

 1 .   There are programs related to the older population under the auspices of 
 virtually every cabinet department serving the president. 

 2 .   Older adults are less likely to vote than young adults. 
 3 .   Most people who are 65 or older do not identify themselves as “older adults.” 
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 4 .   Proposing major changes to Social Security has been a successful tactic that 
many presidents have used in the past to gain support at elections. 

 5 .   The programs of the old-age welfare state have been relatively successful in 
dealing with the problems they were created to address. 

 6 .   The old-age income programs have been particularly successful in preventing 
poor older women from being left behind. 

 Extending and Applying Knowledge 

 Essay / Short Paper Assignments 
 Using age stratifi cation theory as your framework, describe the way resources are dis-
tributed to people in the United States based on age. Choose one of the following areas 
to focus your essay: (a) social norms; (b) the segmentation of education, work, and lei-
sure into different stages of life; or (c) the interaction between generations within the 
family and within society as a whole. 
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 13 
 The Dynamics of Aging in 
Our Future 

 Advanced Organizer 
 ncourage students to integrate 
the ideas presented through-
out the book. Begin by guiding 
students to identify the broad 
strokes that drive the fi eld of 
gerontology. 

 Introductory Questions and Discussion 
 Lead your discussion with the following 
questions: 

 �  Taking into consideration all that you have learned about aging thus far, what factors do 
you imagine will infl uence the way  you  will age? 

 �  How and why will old age be different for you than for your parents or your grandparents? 

 Throughout the book, we examined the processes of aging and the social contexts that structure 
and give meaning to aging in society. This chapter helps to distill some key points and to explore the 
trends for the future of aging in the United States. In considering the extent to which social forces infl u-
ence our aging, we must fi rst consider the infl uence of population aging on social structures. The impact 
of increasing numbers of older adults will require changes in social policies, social norms, and family 
life. The fi eld of gerontology is responsible for shaping these changes and carefully examining the causes 
and the implications behind them. Help students consider the kind of research that will be important in 
the future, building a greater understanding about the aging process at the micro and macro level. 

 Guiding Discussion and Group Project 
 As gerontologists, you have been asked by the U.S. Administration on Aging to design a research 
project that will be used to reformulate the current aging network by examining the changing needs 
of the older population. The project will last for 10 years, allowing your team to examine changes 
over time. Create a proposal for your project that describes: 

E
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 a .  Which aspects of aging should be examined for the given purpose, 
 b .  Why the areas you have chosen are the most important areas to study, and 
 c .  How you intend to examine them. 

 Conclude your proposal by describing the way your study will effectively inform 
policy changes. 

 �   Action:  Divide students into groups and provide each with a copy of their 
“assignment.” Give students up to 30 minutes to design their research pro-
posal. After they have completed their proposals, have students present their 
proposals to the class as if the class were a group of representatives from the 
U.S. Administration on Aging. At the conclusion of the presentations, help stu-
dents integrate their ideas—identifying the most important areas that need to 
be considered (i.e., diversity, micro/macro perspectives), the use of theoretical 
frameworks that might be useful (i.e., the life course perspective) and, if it is 
applicable, appropriate methodology. 

 Supplemental Activities 

 Integrative Writing Exercise 
 In Chapter 1, students described what they thought their own old age would be like and 
whether it would be “good” or “bad.” Return this description back to your students and 
have them respond to their ideas from early in the term. Have students write a response, 
addressing the following questions and using the text to support their work ideas. 

 � How has your perspective about your future self changed? 
 �  What areas do you now feel will be most likely to shape your experiences in old 

age? 

 Monitoring and Assessing Learning 

 Multiple Choice 
 Easy and Intermediate Level 

 1 .   In general, older people view old age ___________ than younger adults. 
 a .   More negatively 
 b .   More positively 
 c .   With more concern 
 d .   With greater awareness of the realities of the decline and loneliness 

 2 .   Which of the following is  not  a change that is expected for future cohorts of older 
people? 
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 a .   Fertility will remain low so that the total population size will stabilize or 
decline and the number of older people will rise. 

 b .   The size of the U.S. population over 65 will double between 2000 and 
2050. 

 c .   The level of dependency (i.e., the ratio of people ages 18 and 64 to all other 
members of society) is expected to increase until about 2030 and then level 
off. 

 d .   Racial and ethnic diversity within the older population is expected to 
 decline. 

 3 .   What trend is expected for marriage that will infl uence older cohorts in the 
 future? 
 a .   Women are more likely than men to marry multiple times, because they live 

longer. 
 b .   There will be a rise in the percentage divorced in old age among women, the 

majority of the older population. 
 c .   Even though people are getting married later in life, fewer people are main-

taining the status of “never married” by the time they reach old age. 
 d .   Men’s life expectancy is increasing to match that for women, suggesting that 

older couples will have longer marriages. 
 4 .   Why do gerontologists suggest that understanding human aging requires in-

sights from more than one discipline? 
 a .   Because gerontology as a small and new fi eld doesn’t have enough grounding 

to stand alone. 
 b .   Because people in different disciplines have valuable perspectives that con-

tribute to the overall understanding of aging. 
 c .   An interdisciplinary framework weakens the research process, thus  established 

disciplines must use their perspectives to develop research on aging. 
 d .   These perspectives enable social policies to represent only the needs of older 

people, rather than the needs for society as a whole. 

 Advanced Level 
 1 .   What are some different ways that have been proposed for reorganizing the life 

course? 
 a .   We should reconsider chronological age as a marker for different life phases; 

it no longer makes valid distinctions into pertinent groups. 
 b .   We should reinforce chronological age as a marker of the timing of educa-

tion, employment, and leisure—keeping these phases in life separate and 
distinct. 

 c .   We should consider ways to help people to stay productive longer. 
 d .   We should fi nd ways to differentiate people based on functional ability in 

order to better determine life stage and appropriate social roles. 
 e .   A, C, & D only 
 f .    All of the above 

 2 .   How are family structures changing in ways that will affect future cohorts of 
older adults to differ from today’s cohorts? 
 a .   People are having fewer children, which means that older people will have 

fewer family caregivers available if they need assistance in old age. 
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 b.   Longevity is allowing some families to have four, fi ve, and even six genera-
tions living at one time. 

 c .   With marriage and divorce becoming increasingly common, families with 
multiple step-children are becoming common, which may change the expec-
tations for caring for aging family members. 

 d .   With younger generations receiving more education, younger people are 
more likely to avoid caring for older people because they no longer value the 
knowledge and wisdom offered by the older generation. 

 e .   A, B, & C only 
 f .    All of the above 

 3 .   Which of the following refl ect expected changes in education among future 
older cohorts? 
 a .   The level of education among older adults is expected to rise for both women 

and men. 
 b .   The timing of education is being altered, so that it no longer occurs only 

during the fi rst phase of life (becoming more “age-integrated”). 
 c .   Being a student will likely become an “ageless” role, engaged in by a majority 

of older adults. 
 d .   Education will no longer enhance life expectancy or provide a health advan-

tage for older people. 
 e .   A & B only 
 f .    All of the above 

 True / False 
 For each question, choose A if the statement is True or B if the statement is False. 

 1 .   The vast majority of older adults live autonomously in the community and are 
fi nancially independent. 

 2 .   Predicting what future cohorts of older adults will face is reliable, because we are 
able to predict how these cohorts will change as they grow older. 

 3 .   Older adults tend to vote in a bloc, which is why politicians are invested in un-
derstanding the factors that infl uence their votes now and in the future. 

 4 .   Behaviors undertaken and choices made in early and midlife have clear effects 
on the later-life well-being of individuals. 

 5 .   Effective social policies should take into consideration the impact of changes at 
both the individual and societal levels. 

 Extending and Applying Knowledge 

 Essay / Short Paper Assignments 
 According to the book, why is theory necessary, and even “practical,” for the develop-
ment of the fi eld of gerontology? Encourage students to revisit the “applying theory” 
sections of the chapters to develop a response. 
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